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TRANSLATION

A letter issued by the Propaganda Section of the Nantao 
District Branch of the Shanghai Municipality Youth Group.

Dear Youth,

We wish to tell you that this Group is organised 

with a view to bringing about rejuvenation of China, improving 

the present social condition and paving a brighter way for 

the Chinese youth. In addition to a library, this Group has 

an Amusement Section (Harmonica players group), chorus group, 

Table Tennis, Athletic Section (Basket Ball team, football team, 

etc.), Investigation Section, Cultural Section, Propaganda 

Section and a brass band. It is also engaged in seeking 

business for members of the group, and introducing youths into 

various organizations to receive training.

Furthermore, this group is to promote the ancient 

morals of China in an attempt to better the Chinese youth. 

Youth of either sex who wish to join this Group will be treated 

as brethren. It is hoped that they will realize that the 

present hostilities are created by Chiang Kai Shek and the 

Communist Party. They are the enemy of human beings, having 

been responsible for the killing of numerous people as well as 

the destruction of morals. Let us participate in the creation 

of a "New Order," effect the China-Japan-Manchukuo Rapprochement, 

and support the peace t~nd national salvation policy.



August 14, 1939» Morning Translation

Ta Ying Yeh Pao dated Aug,13»

At about 10 a*m* August 13, the Japanese and 
the puppet authorities led a number of ignorant persons 
holding five-barred flags in a demonstration along Min Kuo 
Road and in the vicinity of Nantaoi

Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper):
.rObservance in Hongkew

Yesterday (August 13) was the second anniversary 
of the revival of China* At about 1 p*m* some 5,000 
persons from various primary and middle schools, the Ex- 
servicemen's Association, the various street unions, the 
Central China Waterworks and Electricity Company, the 
Shanghai City Government, the Great People’s Association 
etc* took part in a big band parade organized by this paper 
at the Hongkew Park* x J

Promptly at one o'clock, the participants \ 
lined up in front of a big motor car of the Par Eastern 
Mobile Dramatic Group ( 4)1 ® )» which was used
as a platform for speeches* The participants sang the 
national anthem and then observed a three-minute silence* 

Mr* Fukuya, the chairman of this paper,t / * 
delivered the following address:- '

"To-day is the date on which Sino-Japanese 
hostilities broke out two years ago* The war was o*rxsed 
by red devils* We realize what the sinister plots of these 
red devils mean and we must unite the people of East Asia 
to overthrow them and to exterminate them* We appreciate 
your attendance at this meeting despite the hot weather* 
It shows that the people now fully understand the sinister 
plots of the Communist Party* For this reason, we must 

unite under the banner of reconstructing a new order in 
East Asia and overthrow Chiang and suppress Uhe Communists*" 

A thunder of applause from the throng greeted 
the address*

Representatives from the Japanese military 
and naval authorities and from the Japanese Consulate also 
delivered speeches, after which a procession of bands 
provided by various public bodies, including the Shanghai 
City Government Band, was formed with people carrying 
banners inscribed with slogans* led by the band of the 
Japanese Commercial School, the procession set out from the 
Hongkew Park and marched along North Szechuen Road to North 
Soo chow Road, Tien do ng Road, Woosung Road etc* People 
along these streets applauded when the parade passed by, 
while the men of the Great People's Association and this 
>»ner disseminated copies of handbills* The procession 
dispersed at about 3 p*m.

Circular Telegram Issued
The Shanghai Citizens' Parade Meeting on

August 13 issued a circular telegram to the various qu-rters 
of tine Japanese authorities containing the following t..o 
resolutions:*
1) We residents of Shanghai should always keep in mind the 

importance of commemorating the August 13 anniversary and 
should unite to attain the object of the sacred war*

2) We should assist bona fide people in overthrowing our 
common enemy so that the creation of a new order in Rast 
Asia may be realized*
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Under the auspices of the Sin Shun Pao,

a pro-Japanese procession will start from hongkew 

Park at 1 p.m. August 13 and traverse streets in 

Hongkew. It is expected that the Japanese

citizens as well as Chinese members of various 

Japanese sponsored organizations will participate.

in the Sin Shun Pao of August 13, the 

masses are called upon to join the procession.

D. C. (special Branch).



* CONFIDENTIAL

D.C. (SpJBr.) Special Branch, ^5 S'
August 12, 1939.

Second Anniversary of local Sino-Japanese Hostilities

A summary is given hereunder of the information 
which has come to hand relating to the commemoration of 
the Second Anniversary of the local Sino-Japanese 
Hostilities on August 13, 1939 i-

(1) Chinese community in general
In view of the present situation, the local 

Chinese community will refrain from conducting any 
movement to commemorate the anniversary. Enquiries 
among schools, public bodies and refugee camps reveal 
no indication that they will hold meetings or 
undertake other activities. The majority of the 
theatres and amusement resorts including the roof 
gardens of the three departmental stores on ,Nan king 
Hoad will close on August 13, while factories will 
operate as usual. As regards Chinese shops , they 
will remain open with the exception of the Sales Office 
of the Commercial Frees, 211 Honan Hoad, whose 
employees will be given a holiday. •

(2) Pro-National Government elements
It is reported that supporters of the Kuomintmg 

and pro-National Government elements will confine 
their activities to the adoption of a vegetarian diet.

(3) Pro-Japanese movement
Local pro-Japanese organizations will hold 

meetings 
Time 

2 p.m.
13/8/39

on Augus t 13 i- , 
gemark^

Sponsored by local 
Japanese authorities 
and Chinese official 
organs.
Following the meeting, 
a procession will be 
held, which will proceed 
from the meeting place 
northward along the 
North Szechuen Road aid 
will disperse at the 
Hongkew Park.

at the following places
Place

Fob Uing Theatre 
), North 

Szechuen Road.
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Zlâce RemarksTime

Time unknown 
August 13.

Shanghai Joint 
Office of Great 
People Society} 
22 Columbia Road.

Will be a ttended by 
members of the Socle ty.

9 a.m. 
August 13.

In a garden off 
Kiangwan Road.

Memorial meeting to be 
attended by Chinese 
and Japanese residing in 
Hongkew, Kiangwai and 
New Civic Centre. The 
participants will also 
hold a procession Aong 
Kiangwan Road and North 
Szechuen Road.

9 a.m.
August 13.

Nantao Administra
tive Office, Ih 
Soh Ka (- ),
Nantao.

Sponsored by the Great 
People Society (Pro
Japanese organization). 
A procession will pro
bably be held in Nantao 
after the conclusion of 
the meeting.

9 a.m.
August 13.

Pootung Administra
tive Office, 
Pootung (Tung Chong 
Road).

Sponsored by the Great 
People Socie ty. A 
procession will probably 
be held in Pootung 
afterwards.

It is further reported that the pro-Japanese 
organizations in Japanese occupied areas have prepared 

large quantities of anti-British, anti-Chiang Kai Shdc and 
anti-Comintern handbills for distribution during meetings 
and processions to be held on August 13. Such literature 
will most likely appear in the Settlement and French
Concession.

Distribution
Commissioner 
D.C. (Divisions) 
D.C. (Crime) 
A.C. (A. & T.R.) 
All DO.s 
All D.D.O.s 
s.v.c •
British Military 
U.S.M.C.
French Police
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CONFIDENTIAL

August 7, 1939.
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PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES TO BE ADOPTED ON THE 
ANNIVERSARY OF THE OUTBREAK OF LOCAL HOSTILITIES, 

AUGUST 9/14, 1939

2MILITARY 
PATROLS

BARRICADES

BARRIER
SEARCHES

3

Precautionary measures will be put into force 

at 5.00 a.m. August 9 and will not be relaxed 

until Stand-Down on August 14. Curfew will be 
strictly enforced during the above period. 
The cooperation of the British Military, 

United States Marine Corps, the Royal Italian 
Marines, the S.V.C., and the French Polic'e, has 
been requested, and the maximum number of 

special patrols for internal security are being 
supplied by the Military and S.V.C.

Barricade Southern boundary line of Settlement/ 
French Concession and Western Perimeter from 

Avenue Haig/Tifeng Road to Brenan Piece. 
Barricade and keep closed all intersections 
and alleyways with the exception of main 
arteries mentioned below.

4

Divisional Officers will notify D.C, (Divisions) 

of transport and barbed wire knife rest require
ments as early as possible.

Barrier Search Parties will start to operate at 
the following intersections at 5.00 a.m. August 9. 
Arrangements have been made with the Defence 
Forces for military posts to be provided at each 
of these points:-

British or S.V.C, Sector
(a) The Bund/'Avenue Edward VII

(b) Szechuen Road/ ”

(c) Honan Road/ ••
(d) Fokien Road/ ”
(e) Chekiang Road/ •'
(f ) Yu Ya Ching Road/ •'
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BILLETTING

BRIDGES
CLOSED

American Sector

(g) Mohawk Road/Avenue Edward VII
(h) Yates Ro ad/Avenue Foch
(j) Seymour Road/ 41
(k) Weihaiwei Road/ ”

British Sector.
(l) Avenue Haig/Avenue Foch
(m) Gt. Western Road/Tifeng Road
(n) Avenue Haig/Ediriburgh Road
(o) Avenue Haig/Rockhill Avenue

(p) Yu Yuen Road/Tifeng Road.
(x) Kinnear Road/Ediriburgh Road 

Italian Sector.
(q) Jcssficld Road/Tifeng Road (North Side)

(r) Jessfield Road/Connaught Road (North Side)

(s) Brenan Picce/Jessfield Village
(v) Brenan Road/Ediriburgh Road

(w) Brenan Picce/Robison Road
5. Arrangements regarding the billetting of troops 

attached to the various posts will be made by the 
Staff Captain in conjunction with Divisional 
Officers.

6. The following bridges will be closed to all 
traffic

1. Markham Road
2. Woochien Road

3. Stone Bridge

4. Thibet Road
5. Shanse Road

6. Kiangse Road
The Defence Forces are posting guards on the 

following bridges and all vehicles proceeding 
over these bridges will be subject to inspection;-
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BRIDGES 
OPEN

SOOCHOW 
CREEK & 
BUND

MOBILE 
PATROLS;

SEARCH OF
VEHICLES
AND
PEDESTRIANS

SUSPECTS
& BAD 
CHARACTERS:

Garden Bridge
2. Chapoo Road Bridge

3. Szechuan Road Bridge

4. Ichang Road Bridge
7. Chekiang Road Bridge will be open for vehicular 

traffic only.
Fokien Road Bridge will be open for pedestrians 
only. Honan Road Bridge will remain fully open.

8. Strong patrols will be posted on all bridges 
that are open over the Soochow Creek, and 
special attention will be given to the searching 
of persons entering the Settlement by way of the 

Bund and Soochow Creek.
9. Mobile Patrols to operate between posts to 

prevent persons entering the Settlement other 
than by the Roads open for that purpose, and 
to stop persons attempting to climb the 

barricades.
10. All vehicular and pedestrian traffic will be 

subject to search, but discretion will be used 
in regard to all nationals with extra-territorial 

rights, who will not be searched except in 
exceptional instances. Particular attention is 
to be paid to the searching of all bicycles, 

rjeshas and empty rieshas, parcels with shop 
wrappers, vegetable baskets, and school boys’ 
satchels etc.

11. Commencing from 6,00 p.m. August 8th, internal 

Search Parties consisting of all available uniform 
officers and detectives will round up and detain . 

in Stations ell known suspects, loiterers, persons 
found in hotels, tea-shops, lodging houses etc., 

who fail to give a satisfactory account to the



JAPANBSE 
SUBJECTS 
AUGUST 9 
& AFTER:

WESTERN
MILL 
DISTRICT;

BICYCLE
PATROLS;
}IB» DIVISION

ALLEYWAYS 
’^ll DIVISION;

MILITARY 
PATROIS 
WESTERN 
PERIMETER

POLICE POSTS
WESTERN
PERIMETER

MILITARY
PATROLS
"A“ DIVISION

Police of their presence in the Settlement.

12. Warning is being issued through the Japanese 

Authorities for Japanese residents to remain 

North of the Creek as far as possible during 

the emergency period; to keep off the streets 

South of the Creek unless unavoidable on account 

of business - and to ask for Police escort if

of necessity entering or passing through crowded 

districts.

13. Special protection will be afforded to Japanese 

Mills and Japanese Mill Quarters in Pootoo Road 

and Gordon Road Districts, in conjunction with 

the U.S. Marines and Royal Italian Marines. 

D.O. ”B” will make the detailed arrangements 

with-the U.S. Marines and Royal Italian Marines.

14. Extensive cycle patrols will be used, and all 

bicycles at the Stations and the Stores will be 

requisitioned for this purpose.

15. Commencing at Curfew, Aug. 8/9th, all alleyways 

which are known to be frequented by bad elements 

or used by th^m to gain access to Municipal 

Roads will be barricaded temporarily.

16. The British Military have arranged for 3 patrols 

daily in No. 1, 2 and 3 Patrol Areas, also for 

patrols on Jessfield, Branan and Railway Roads 

at 5 a.m., 7 a.m., 5 p,m. and 7 p.m. daily.

17. Two C.P.C’s to be posted at the five British 

Posts on Western Perimeter (railway line); they 

will be under the instructions of the N.C.O.

at each post.

18. Commencing at 5 a.m. August 9 the British Military 

are supplying 2 patrols daily for Nanking Road 

between 5 a.m. and midnight.
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MOBILE 
PATROLS 
”A” DIVISION

svc •
ARMOURED CARS

CHINESE COURTS

19. From 5 a.m. August 12 the S.V.C. Russian Regiment 

are supplying two mobile patrols for Foochow/

Yu Ya Ching/Pcking Roads.

20. From 5 a.m. August 9th, .12th, 13th and 14th the 

Armoured Cars will be operating in ”A‘” Division 

(East of Yu Ya Ching Road) and "B” Division 

(West of Yu Ya Ching Road) between 5 a.m. until 

Stand-Down is ordered at about 10 p.m., and on 

August 10th and 11th from 5.30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

21. The U.S. Marine Corps have arranged to supply

guards from 5 a.m. August 9 at the 2nd Branch 

Kiangsu High Court, Lane 155/22 Weihaiwei Road 

and the 1st. Shanghai Special District Court 

No.870 Weihaiwei Road.

DEFENCE GATES 
WEST HONGKEW

22. The Defence Gates on Boundary Road will be closed

at 5 a.m. August 9 and only opened for the passage 

of public service vehicles.

MILITARY
PATROLS
WEST HONGKEW

RESERVE UNITS

S.V.C,

23. From 5 a.m. August 9 the British Military have 

arranged for patrols to operate on North Kiangse 

Road every 2 hours, and 3 patrols daily between 

”A” and ”F” Blockhouses.

24. The Reserve Unit will stand by complete from 

5.00 a.m. August 9th.

25. The S.V.C. will be ”0n Precaution” from 5.00 a.m.

NEWSPAPER 
OFFICES

S.M.P.
SPECIALS

August 9 and 'Mobilised” from 5 a.m. August 12 

until Stand-Down on August 14.

26. From 5 a.m. August 12 the S.V.C. have arranged to 

supply special guards and patrols on newspaper 

offices Nos. 1 to 9 vide Central Station map.

27. The S.M.P. (Specials) will be mobilised from

5 a.m. August 9 to midnight August 14, and 

posted to their regular Stations.

Officers in charge of Districts will arrange for 
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STAND-DOW

meals as laid down in Divisional Memo No. 270.

28. Unless instructions arc- issued to the contrary, 

Stand-Down will be at' 12 m.n. August 14/15.

D. C. (Divisions),

Distribution!

C. P.
D. C. (Crime)
D.C. (Sp.Br.)
S.D.C. (2) (1 copy for H.I.J.li. Consul General).
D.C. (C)
D.C. (For. Br. II)
D.C. (Specials) (2)
A.C. (A. & T.R.)
A.C. (T)
Stations
Quartermaster
Reserve Unit
Training Depot
C.C.R.
Govs of Gaol

Copies for Information;

Commandant, S.V.C.
G.O.C., British Forces (1 copy for H.B.M. Consul General) 
O.C., U.S. Marine Corps. (1 copy for U.S. Consul General) 
O.C., Royal Italian Marino Corps 
Commandant, French Police 
Secretary, S.M.C. (2) (1 copy for Chairmen, S.M.C.)



August 13 Anniversary - Observation duty

Central District
(1) General

(especially Soochow Creek,
" The Bund, Nanking Road

and Honan Road)....»................. 0.D.C. 30

(2) Before noon to be assisted by ....•••• Agent 37

Louza District

(1) General
(including Hoopeh Road 
(south end) and corner 
of Chefoo and Chekiang
Roads)............... .. ....................................... C.D.C. 107

(2) Nanking Road and Yu Ya
Ching Road (from Nanking
Road to Peking Road) ................ C.D.C. 359

(3) Before noon to be assisted by •••••«•• Agent 37

Note ; Yu Ya Ching Road (South end) to be 
Covered by Chengtu Road man (D.S.I. Liao 
notified).

Jest Hongkew District

General
(especially Northern Boundary 
and Soochow Creek, also the 
Chinese Chamber of Commerce) ...••••• C.D.S. 141

North of Soochow Creek

nCM Division - General •••....*..•••••• C.D.S. 89

"D" Division - General .•••.••••••••••• C.D.S. 281 
Fob Ming Theatre

P.M. KeMgkewxXaxk - mass meeting ... Agent 37

Mass meeting and procession ... C.D.S. 89 
C.D.S. 281

Refugees

Those vamps vast of Yu Ya Ching Road and 
in Jest Hongkew and Hongkew Districts 
to be covered by the respective District 
Detective.

Those camps west of Yu Ya Ching Road ...C.D.C. 360

Standing by

throughout the day.
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August 13 Anniversary Observation Buy from 5 ».m. - 12 ,.n.

Chengtu Road District .

C.D.C. 356

Sinza District

C.D.S. 45

General, to pay special 
attention to Pootung 
Guild and corner of 
Yu Ya Ching Road and 
Avenue Edward VII.

General, (intersection of 
Yu Ya Ching, Avenue and 
Sinza Roads will be cover
ed by detective attached 
Louza - D.S.I. Kao notified).

Bubbling Wall District

C.D.S. 45 General, to pay special 
attention to Medium Club 
and Y.W.C.A.

Gordon Road District

C.D.C. 388

Pootoo Road District

•C.D.C. 53

General, to pay special 
attention to Japanese 
cotton mills.

General, to pay special 
attention to Japanese 
cotton mills and the 
vicinity of Kamamura 
Tower,

Wpstern District, 0,0.1««

C.D.C. 355 General, to keep observation
C.D.C. 53 at 22 Columbia Road,

The Zao Ka Doo Area will 
be covered by C.D.C, 53,

D.8.I, Liao will be available 
at home throughout the day*

All detectives have been instructed 
to pay attention to the schools and 
rice shops in their respective 
districts*
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A meeting to discus's the observation of 

the 2nd anniversary of August 13th local hostilities was 

held at the Japanese Club on Boone Road at 1 p.m. July 

31st, 1939. Among those present were Hr. Pukuda, 

Vice-President of the Japanese Residents* Corporation, 

officials of the Residents* Corporation, Lieutenant- 

Colonel Hironaka, Lieutenant lomikawa^ Adjutant of the 

Japanese naval Landing Party, headquarters, on liiangwan 

Road, and Mr. Hayashi, President of the Japanese: Amalga

mated association of Street Unions.

. i'he following procedure will be observed 

on the anniversary, August 13, 1939.

1» rtt 8 a.m. August 13, 1939, (Shanghai

iime) a prayer in honour of Japanese officers 

and men who have fallen in tire battle will be 

offered by the local Japanese Consul-General, 

other officials, and members of the Japanese 

community at the site of the Shanghai Shrine.

2. Cleaning and also paying homage at

graves in the cemeteries for officers and men 

killed in battle.

ihati uhe cleaning be completed before 

8.30 a.m. Prom 9 a.m. a prayer will be 

offered by representatives of Various organiza

tions.



G, 90M-?

Subject.

. File No.___ __
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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Date.19
(2)

Made by Forwarded by

3. At 11 a.in. in honour of men and.

women who served, in the local hostilities, 

a ceremony of presenting letters of thanks 

written by the local Japanese Consul-General 

will be held, at the Japanese Club.

4. A luncheon party will take place tat 

the Japanese Club at noon of August 13 in 1 

order to commemorate the local hostilities 

which occurred on. August 13, 1939.

5. On the date of the anniversary, 

every Japanese should, partake of only one 

dish at meals.

6. Lectures will be broadcast by the 

local Japanese Naval Attaché and the President 

of the Japanese Residents* Corporation.

7 A Cinema, Lectures, end a Naval

Band performance will be given «.t the Joo

OC ,<
A o . Ä .

Ming Theatre (the former site of the. Canton

Theatre) on North Szechuen Road, between

6.30 p.m. and 10.30 p.m. August 13. (Shanghai

Time ) •

C. (Special Branch)
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On August 9, 1939 the following daily 

Russian newspapers were advised by the undersigned 

to refrain from publishing any comment on the subject 

of Second Anniversary of the Sino-Japanese hostilities 

Mr. V. Chilikin of "Novosti Dnia* 

Mr. Averkin of "Shanghai Zaria" 

Mr. V.S. Prisiajnikoff of„.*Slovort

D. C. (Special Branch)
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Acting on the instructions of D.C. (Special

Branch), all English and European language dailies and 

leading Chinese language dailies were visited by the 

undersigned on August 7 and 8 (as per attached list) 

and advised that the Shanghai Idinicipal Council was 

desirous for newspaper comment on the incident of the 

outbreak of hostilities locally.to be reduced to an 

absolute minimum» Without exception all editors

Th

and/or managers gave me their assurances that they 

would publish nothing except factual, news, such as the 

precautions taken by the authorities and possible 

incidents connected therewith.

In the case of the lesser important Chinese 

language mosquito papers, each ¿editor attended head

quarters on the afternoon of August 7th and after being 

apprised of their contents was called upon to sign one 

of the attached acceptances of warning. The list of 

those so signing is attached "Flagged B."

_____ ....... - ^.^^1 I 
-- 7T

D. S. I.

D. C. (Special Branch)



LIST OF NEWSPAPERS VISITED SHOWING PERSON INTERVIEWED

"North China Daily News*
R.T. Peyton-Griffin - Editor»

"Shangha i Time s"
A. Morlpy - Editor»

“China Press"
Woo Kya-fang - Managing Edi tor.

"Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury"
M.C. Ford - Editor.

"Der Wille"
Osias Lewin - Editor.

"Sin Wan Pao" , , >
Wong Pah-ji ) - Manager.

"Shun Pao" a > *
Ma Ying-liang /S ) - Manager»

"Central China Dai 3^ News"
Yih Sih-sung ) - Manager.

•Eastern Times" ,
Huo Ziang-sung - Sub-Editor deputising for

manager.

"Chin ese,-Ameri can Daily News"
M. C. Kao - Business Manager in the absence of

H.M. Stuckgold.

"Hwa Pao" 
and

"Hwa Mei Wan Pao*
H.P. Mills - Publisher.

•'China Evening News"
B. H. Fleet - Managing Director.

"Ta Ying Yeh Pao"
N. E. Bonner - in the temporary absence of

J.A.E. Sanders-Bates.

"Kuo Chi Jih Pao"
and

"Kiio Chi Yeh Pao"
D.W.S. Kelambi - Publisher.

"Ta Mei Wan Pao"
and

"Ta Mei Chou Pao"
Randall Gould - Editor.



LIST OP MOSQUITO PAPERS SHOWING PERSONS WHO ATTENDED 
HEADQUARTERS ON THE AFTERNOON OF AUGUST 7, 1939, AND 
SIGNED THE FORM OF ACCEPTANCE OF WARNING

"Cheng Pao" (¿¿Ml, 
King Wen-zu ( Jft)

"Hsi Shih Chia*
Liang Sin-hway^^ « )

"Hsi Chu Shih Chia"U/A$M^')
Tsang Siu-san ('if' ^5

"Social Daily News"
Chen Ting-zau (f^

"Sing Pao" «X) - ,#/ .
Zung Ngau-saung ($f f^-W )

"Hsi Pao" i v
Lieu Moo-yuin (/; )

"Hsi Mi Chuan"
Chiu Ze-ping ( )

"Sun Pao" 4 f.
Hu Chien-min (1C$ ¿W )

"Eastern Daily News"
Dung Ying-sien

"Wei Pao"
Kyih Zau-tseng (X

"Sih Pao" a U
Sih Nyoh-yien 7^)

"Wu Yuin Jih Sun Lop"
Koo Wai-ping

"Shanghai Daily New si, 
Wong Sih-zung ("^ )

"Tao Sheh Sin^Wgn P^^

"Ningpo Kung,Pao"
Zu Sin (Ju )

"Crystal" (^| .¡j
Kwan Chi-yu )

"Lieh Pao"
Hu Lieh-keng ('&# #’JL)

"Hollywood Pao"
Hsu Chi-wei

"Hwa Pao*
Hsu Chi-ya ^-f^)

"Robinhood" (
Chiu Job-shing /

"Lee Yuan Shih Chia"
Zau Zai-tsang (-^



2 •

"Shiang Hai Pictorial"
Tseu Ih-noong

"Hsiu Tseng Pao"
Tao Chi-fun ( & )

"Fun Pao" ( H Lcj 4s
Tao Chi-fun ( if] & )



Shanghai, August 7, 1939

This is to acknowledge that today I have been 

warned by Deputy Commissioner of Police (Special Branch) 

against publishing in my paper matter likely to react to 

the detriment of peace and order of the Settlement under 

pain of suspension, temporary or permanent, of my paper« 

I understand this warning refers in particular to August 

13 and the several days preceding and following and that 

the Municipal .Authorities desire that news items or 

articles bearing on the anniversary be omitted from the 

press and that no mention of the anniversary be included 

in any form.

"i.

‘i



Shanghai, August 7, 1939

This is to acknowledge that today I have been 

warned by Deputy Commissioner of Police (Special Branch) 

against publishing in my paper matter likely to react to 

the detriment of peace and order of the Settlement under 

pain of suspension, temporary or permanent, of my paper. 

I understand this warning refers in particular to August 

13 and the several days preceding and following and that 

the Municipal Authorities desire that news items or 

articles bearing on the anniversary be omitted from the 

Press and that no mention of the anniversary be included 

in any form.
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Shanghai, August 7, 1939*

This is to acknowledge that today I have been 

warned by Deputy Commissioner of Police (Special Branch) 

against publishing in my paper matter likely to react to 

the detriment of peace and order of the Settlement under 

pain of suspension, temporary or permanent, of my paper* 

I understand this warning refers in particular to August 

13 and the several days preceding and following and that 

the Municipal Authorities desire that news items or 

articles bearing on the anniversary be omitted from the 

press and that no mention of the anniversary be included 

in any form.



Shanghai» August 7, 1939.

This is to acknowledge that today I have been 

warned by Deputy Commissioner of Police (Special Branch) 

against publishing in my paper matter likely to react to 

the detriment of peace and order of the Settlement under 

pain of suspension, temporary or permanent, of my paper. 

I understand this warning refers in particular to August 

13 and the several days preceding and following and that 

the Municipal Authorities desire that news items or 

articles bearing on the anniversary be omitted from the 

press and that no mention or the anniversary be included 
in any form.
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Shanghai, August 7, 1939.

This is to acknowledge that today I have been 

warned by Deputy Commissioner of Police (Special Branch) 

against publishing in my paper matter likely to react to 

the detriment of peace and order of the Settlement under 

pain of suspension, temporary or permanent, of my paper. 

I understand this warning refers in particular to August 

13 and the several days preceding and following and that 

the Municipal Authorities desire that news items or 

articles bearing on the anniversary be omitted from the 

press and that no mention of the anniversary be included 

in any form.
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Shanghai, August 7, 1939»

This is to acknowledge that today I have been 

warned by Deputy Commissioner of Police (Special Branch) 

against publishing in my paper matter likely to react to 

the detriment of peace and order of the Settlement under 

pain of suspension, temporary or permanent, of my paper. 

I understand this warning refers in particular to August 

13 and the several days preceding and following and that 

the Municipal Authorities desire that news items or 

articles bearing on the anniversary be omitted from the

press and that no mention of the anniversary be included

in any form.



August 4, 39.

Comandant L. Fabre,
Directeur des Services de Police, 

q ä a i.

My Dear Commandant,

Thank you for your note of August 2, 1939 in 
regard to the Eastern Tiaes.

Our Special Branch are paying special attention 
to Chinese Newspapers and all have been requested to 
omit mention of the August 13 anniversary so far as 
possible.

Yours sincerely,

:»d. K. M. Bourne.

Commise loner of Polias

i»FY/



Translation from French

French Folic® Headquarters
-NOo 2477/A Shanghai» Aueust 2, 1939.

Major K. M. BOURN®,

Commissioner of Folice,

S. M, F.

Dear Major Bourne,

I have the honour to forward a copy 

nf a letter I have sent this day to the 

management of the "Eastern Times." Th® French 

Authorities hav® forbidden the sale of this paper

for on® week as a penalty for having published

an article of a defamatory character.

With the anproach of the second

anniversary of the hostilities, we intend to



August 1, 1939

No. 2462/A

Mr. HUANG PAH WEI, 

"Saltern Times,*’ 

514 Hupeh Rnad, 

Shanghai.

Sir,

In the July 31 issue of your paper, 

"Eastern Times," ynu published the following articles 

"We learn that when a French Concession 

Policeman arrests an offender who has to 

pay a fine of $1, the officer concerned 

secures 30 cents as award." 

Consider ins: that this statement is likely.

to bring discredit to the name of the Police, the 

French Concession Authorities have decided to 

prohibit the distribution of your paper for one week 

in the Concession. Consequently, you will take 

adequate steps to see that this order is strictly 

enforced from August 3 to 9 inclusive.

I have to advise you that any attempt to 

infringe this order, or any publication of further 

falsehoods will entail further penalties including 

the withdrawal of authorization to distribute 

your paper in the French Concession.

Yours, etc.

Chief of Police



P. 24

2 Août 1939

Major K.M. BOURNE, 
Commissioner

Shanghai Municipal Police

SHANGHAI

_ Cher Major BOURNE,

J’ai l’honneur de vous transmettre à toutes fins

utiles, la copie d'une lettre que j’expédie ce jour à 

la direction du journal "Eastern Times”. Les Autorités

Françaises ont interdit la vente de ce journal, pour

une période d’une semaine, à titre de sanction pour

avoir publié un article de caractère diffamatoire

A l’approche du second anniversaire des hostili

tés, nous avons l’intention de surveiller la presse

d’une façon toute particulière, pour combattre les ar

tides nuisibles à l’ordre public

Veuillez agréer. Cher Major BOURNE, 1’assurance

de mes sentiments les meilleurs

Directeur des Services de Police



1er Adftt IS3»<

■*0Bêi leur ÏÏVAMG fôKl
Journal *gaat-ern Ttoes*

E* ÔI4, i’aijjeh vokA

-, >,XA..M.IÀ>J»*

.Mcmiew»

i.rnw ie iwéro du 31 Juillet de vote® journal 
î!Ea»tem ïtow9, vous ave» publié 1 •inferaatlo® sui
vant® 3

wiious appmnom ijt» lorsqu Hœ. a@eat de 1* Polio® 
"Française arrête un cordtrewmnt qui doit payer une 
Bamnd® de 1 doUar, oet agent tombe trente conta, à 
"titre de (pet’fication".

'ConsidÎremt que eette affirmât'an toute gratuite 
est de nature â perte? atteinte au renom de la Polical 
les /utoritês de la Cone»saion ''rançaise ont décidé 
d’interdire la diatrîtetion de votre Jourml pendant U 
s®Rwlne,sur la territoire soumis à leur juridiction»

m ecmiqwmee, voue vcmdrae bien faire le tdkm- 
•Aire pour qu® cette »mure soit strlcteæmt appliq^9 
du S au S -^t imite«

Je tiens & vous aviser que teste tentetiw d*eo 
fretedre œt ordre» m toute pùbl lest ion de nouvelle 
tendancieuse pourrait entraîna? dos sanctions plus



gjpaws ÄXliBßt retrait d-Xf.nltii de 1'uutwXau«

tic®. d* rêpme wte» jowml en Cene«** ten Frwçaise»
Veuilles agréer». .ï^WMleur* l’essuranee de «n cerni* 

déi'Btao» dlstifi^uôe.

Diwcteur de* Cervie©» de Poil»©*



F. 43^ 
T.H. Mac. 735/39.*C*

W

Signed___

Station.for C. I. etc. i/c.

Imo-12-31.
Inst. 12-31.

Report sent with....p3P0’Ch111*1!?-.......................pamphlet^ handbills or newspap^s to
Special Branch. 7$s7

Where found WesVof Honan «oad. Time found 7a ein > Date ^S**8^39/

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Business district.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

Near Chinese ^ilk Shop.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Stuck oh telephone pole.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc).

Pro-Chungking Government.

Arrests or not, if so how many ? //5\ >>
Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 

mill worker etc.)

y--------f---------------- -------
L <

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

„ , 13-8-39Date_______ ___



FORMJMp.^jL
G. 65j^-l-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIcl?*0^ N° 40G/39*

...GordonRoad  ..Station, 
REPORT

Date..Aug-aa-t- l-Sthy 19 39 .
Subject (in full)..............f asters..f ojxud..inGordon.Roadl!iBtrlct.....................................

Made by......?&&•*•....CMJ^^.^O^^rwar^ed by... ........(...... OfflaerlZcha

Sir,

At. 6.30 p.m. 12/8/39, O.D.C. 243 brought to the 

station 11 Anti*»Japanese posters which, he had removed from 

the walls of houses and electric light poles on Sim. a Road 

between Ferry and Hart Roads.

D.S. Rynstone and the undersigned attended but 

enquiries made at the locality failed to glean any Infor** 

mation which would disclose the identity of person or

persons who had posted the posters 

Special branch informed. 
Message circulated.

D.D.O."®“ .Div.



I
i SRÂf’OÜ' -File No.........Li.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. x.,;hY
7/r_7

S. 1, Speai.aX..Br.ar.c^..23EÜQBÇ-A7^i 
REPORT IjDait i..«..,-*/ 'n xê

■Dato August 11y r 9 3e« 
(________

Subject................... Nati onal Salvati on Propaganda. -• Handbil 1 s...thrown from. ____

. ..¿.un...C.omp.any.S...R.P..Q_f ...Gar dgn

Made by ....Kap Yen-ken.......Forwarded by.

At 7 p.m. August 10, a number of copies

of a mimeographed handbill purporting to have been

issued by a “Youth’s Enemy-Resisting Propaganda Corps”

HMMMwere thrown from the Roof

Garden of Sun Company building on Nanking Road.

A copy of the handbill was obtained (attached)

and tiie translation i s as follows

“Dear Brethren of shanghai,

The glorious "August 13"

"Anniversary again confronts us and aj1 people

"of the great Republic of China should unite 

"and make sacrifices for the nation with 

“undaunted spirit.

We should maintain a prolonged war 

"of resistance against the enemy and so support 

“our leader in his campaign of resistance to the 

"bitter end, which will ultimately result in 

"victory and we shall obtain permanent freedom 

"and emancipation.

Youth’s Enemy-Resisting 
Propaganda Corps

Distributed on “August 13" 
Anniversary Day.

In an attempt to prevent handbills, etc. 

from being thrown from roofs of buildings in Nanking 

Road, wire fences have been erected round the edges 

of roof gardens and over the windows. A number



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

....................................Station,
REPORT

Date....................................ig

Subject............................ r..............................*..... -..........................

Made by................................... ..............................F or warded by.......................... ............................

of these on the sun Company’s Roof Garden have, 

however, been damaged and of late large holes have 

appeared therein, especially at Yu Ya Ching and 

Nanking Road corner.

£ ■

The above damage to the nets has greatly 

facilitated the throwing of literature and other 

articles from roof gardens and owing to the nature 

of damage to those of the Sun Company may be the 

reason for that building being the centre of these 

activities.

D. C. (special Branch).



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—1435/39

Diary Number:— 4

............... .Division.
. Police Station.

....... .AU£Ust.,18.th........ 39

Nature of Offence:— 2

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
oee below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

see below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

m the public Mortuary on the morning of

17, Procurator ch-ng Chung Z heiQ

inquest on the body of Li ¿>ung Ming 

of the persons injured in this case who dieq 

Lt* Luke's Hospital at 4 a.m. on .ugust 16, 

the conclusion of the hearing handed down tft^ 

veroict

iri u

“Death due to shrapnel wound.

.body to be removed by deceased's 

father, Li Z&ng Zung Zai i



F, 2t E
G. 150M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

........*5*.... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—1435/39 JStati$fc

.............................................l9
Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:— 2

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

______________________I

See below

1

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

On the morning of August 13, D.S. If nt of the 

Singer print .Burs u ; ttended the- scene of the bombing 

and took photographs, s- id photographs are now 1 tt ched 

to station file»

A visit to the St. Luke’s Hospit 1 on the morning 

of August 14 ascertained th t six of the injured persons 

in this t'&ae, numbered 2t3, 4, 5, 9 And 10 in the initial 

report, are still being detained for treatment.

The injury C.P.C. 2667 sustained on the right rm 

whilst operating with a search p;»rty on North Honan Road 

Bridge at the time of the explosion, is negligible. It 

appers that a metal fragment which struck him "'n the 

arm above the elbow, pierced his tunic and caused * 

slight »biaeion»

Also on the morning of August 14 D.S* Sitoh (H) 

and the undersigned interviewed Mr. K. Sugimoto, General 

M n'ger of the Inland Water Navigation Company. v/hen 

approached on the subject of the bombing Mr. Sugimoto 

stated he did not consider the incident h d anything to 

do with his business. He explained that his comp* rtf 

had occupied offices in the Eidt>ankment Building since 

July 1938; and that curing this time he hd never 

experienced any trouble with his st-ff• He added that 

thirty Japanese f nd seventy Chinese were employed in the 

offices, whilst about seven hundred Chinese were
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— ® A, Nature of Offence:—

............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ...........................Police Station.

............................................19

Time at which 
i .. stigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

employed on compl1 ny»e lighters opcr ting on the Soo chow 

Creek and outlying ports, He slao explained that with 

the exception of an office coolie mmsd Teu Foo Kung 

( no other member of his staff slept on the

premises, in conclusion Mr, Sugimoto st ted th t he was 

unsble to throw any light upon the incident#

Tcu Foo Kung, the office coolie, when questioned by 

detectives stated that at the time of the explosion he 

was sleeping in the office. He opened the office door 

on arrival oi police, following which he endeavoured to 

get in touch with Mr# Sugimoto#

In an effort to obtain information of value 

concerning the bombing, investigating officers hve 

closely qu-.tloned the Injured person., resident., 

hawker, .nd other per.cn. who h bltu.lly loiter In the 

vicinity of Sorth Hollon Hood Bridge, hut without result.

At present there 1. nothing to inulcete the motive 

for the bombing other the. it occurred the ary before 

the anniversary of the outbreak- *»_vuLoxe^jc of the Sino-Japanese 
hostilities in Sh nghsi.

M^owt. Hi

copy for
D.D#O»"C*’#

D.C. (Special Branch.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Crime Register No.....___

' . /
...............  Dl&tstorfy

..... Police Station.
August 14,zp3©

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. i.) Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each d*1^

See be. 24m
Places visited in 

course of 
investigation 
each day.

lor?

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description z of 
premises.

3« 16 ifor1th tit» n

Time and date of offence. X*:>***t><*3$

reported. Me X3*6**3® *
Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

unobt In 1bl ' •

Arrests. MXX <

Classification of property 
stolen.

• / ; C " Value $ f

Classification of property 
recovered.

/ Value $

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

__________.

Ôfl CWBft«

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny* housebreaking etc.* 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fally 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal* and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)



>«• ”"-'-3°9 CRIME DIARY NO. f. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises V
(k) Are they all "old” servants ?
(l) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long t
(m) What was their “characters” 1
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected ?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected V

Thio f.i«.:, io in coiKicetiou with wet t ongkcw

Mee, 239/391 transferred on instructions of

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

At 8,16 p,m, August 12t 1939, a telephone 

me conge v/ g received from C,P,O, 29JJ4, through 

'5ox 13, Honan Rued Bridge, to the effect th t 

bomb exploelon h o occurred on North nonaa Road mar 

north Sooohow Rood,

Th et tion alarm w e inrrdi tcly rung nd 

oil avail ble men under the ; ircction of the 

Inspector i/c attended the scene«

On rrival it w e learnt th t bomb had been

thrown outsiae the Japanese sh ng hi ini na .,ator

N vig tion Conp' ny, ci tv ted in th JSnibanfernt ¿»lug.

Jfc. 16 Ubrth Honen Road, nr r North Uoochow Road,

Outside the premises four Chinese ww fount* lying 

on the ■*. vcment suffering from injuries sustain d 

from flying fragments,

R.P«B, mbulcnouB were Immediately sunr:oued 

and the injured persons ccnvcyec to hospital«

A core on .ae placed around the scene and all 

doors of the Briif>ankn-. nt Building closed, c 11 was 

put through to the Reserve unit by the inspector 

1/«» which on arrival scarolied ail servants* 

quarters in the said building, nothing incriminatliifi 

however, was found.

An «X1 mlns tion of the scene revealed that tlM 

bozrib hud SKploded on the cast aide of north Honan 

Road, on the pavement a few feet from th« door of 

i the er id y pane ee Shipping Company« As a result of 
| the explosion the office wlndowe above and on e eh 

side of the uoor were shattered, A search in the 

vicinity revealed numerous segregrted DbeM
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
............................. Division.
............................. Police Station.

Diary Number:— J /Z Nature of Offence:-—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

.Places
I visited in 

course of 
investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

metal» which upon cxamin- tion appeared to be fragments of 

a mills type If- negr■ *

Curing the course of investigations, Hr* Gilbert» 

Deputy Commissioner» informed D*I« -Shields, sen« Det«, 

th- t he had Ward from CSnpt tn Borton, *B» Company, 

"th t j?xiv tc A* Ro ch of the a- me company !r-d 

witneesea the bomb throwing« inepc ctor Shields 

immediately interviewed the priv-te ct "B" Oomp ny 

He ciQu rtcre, but upon being Questioned Ik uenied h ving 

s«en the bomb thrown» He statea that he he rd an 

.xploe^on whilst visiting friends in the Wb nto;nt

Built ing, an promptly rushed to the scene» IE wo 

un bl to proffer any further inform; tion,

Enquiries venl th t twelve persons, Including

C.r.c. sustained injuries from flying fr graente 

&t the time of the explosion. The n ture of their 

injuries no p rticul rs arc as follows 1-

(1) Bur Ying Hou ti It Chinese, ng 20,
residing at 311 Y ngchow Ro d, tre- tea in th< 
Los ter Chinese liospit 1 na certified emf-rlng 
from "shf 11 woun of cUet* 1’« lot serious*

(2) Ku»g IA1 ( \ fay/’1» ® 1® Chinese, age
resining t U6, Soong Dong Li, Tsepoo Ro d* Det inod 
in the Lester Clilncsc Hoapit&l suffering from 
’’Compcunu fracture of leg”,

(3) ‘¿i Ks FOh eric. Chine oc, egc 23, r-old lag
t 385 Elgin Roi d* Det into in the Lester Chinese

HoeplVI suffering from "Compound fracture ©f left 
ldgs‘,

(4) ong Chow Sz ( fem lc Chinese, <^5^
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

.............................................19

.............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ...........................Police Station.

Dialry Number:— 1/4 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

reeivinr at Bo, ? furtion Rofd, Drt ined in the 
Lester Chinese Hospital suffering from 'r(km$>otmd 
fracture of left leg» L cei”-tion of right leg fuel

(5) Hung T n Sse F mnls Chinese, age 13, rcsidijg 
at Ito» 17G i/ene '546 licnwong Road« Det incd in the 
Lester Chinese Kospit 1 suffering from "Coiapounu 
fracture cf left firm",

(6) Ch ng Foil IXng (^M^/?*■), ml Chinese, age 10, 
residing at 734 Chcngtu Ho d, tre teo in the at, 
Luk’s Ho sti it 1 <’ no certified suffering from 
"Shrapnel wound of right urm anu leg",

(7) ong. “h i> h ( ^ ), mole Chinese, £TC 44,
re siding at : o, 508 Tuh An Le e, north Goochow 
llo^-u, treated in th at, Luke’s "Hot-pit 1 -nd 
certified suffering from ”Shr- pnel wound of right 
shoulder”,

(8) 00 Yoong iu (^1 }, Odle Chin- sg, ¡jgft 34,
residing at Ho, 4 T ur Tuh Lt e, B nsuh Rood, tr tea 
in th: 3t, Luke’s Hospital anv certified suffering 
from "Shr pnel wound of left 1-g,w

(9) Chu T v. m le Cliintse, ge 10,
residing &t iioi 176 izne 546 Tiendong Roan,
Det in< 6 in the st, Lukc*s Hospital suffering from 
’’□hr-pnel wound of tyc 'an ' ; Women",

(10) Li *• ng Hing neie Chinese, e&e 12,
siding - t ito, 55 Lans 546 W noong Hoad» 4et Jned

in ths St, Luke:’s Hospit 1 suffering from ”Shr pnel 
wound of hip",

(11) »C* 2667, tt chco to cat Hongkew St“-tion,treftt* 
td in the police Hospital n< c. rtlfi^u suffering 
from " bresion wound”,

(12) Fong Yu Ging (<f ), feitt ie Chi» se, age :4,
reeicing at Ho, 17 .’.oo Kong Ix-e, ilorth Cheki< ng 
Rorc, tre; ted in the st, Luke’s itoapital and 
certified suffering from nShr&»ncl wound of left 
buttock*•

All these persons wert- interviewed by investigating
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
Division.
Police Station.

Diary Number:— 1,/iJ Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

officers. Qd closely questioned, Wowt hcweTr»

were able io offer any infox» ticn of V' luc> they win- 

tain tir-t slilst wilting in the vicinity they heard n 

explosion, aiL felt theareivee being struefc by flying 

fra£'»-nte, •jubaeqwent to the esjjlocion they .

erovds ran in confusion*

The nearest police to the scene r. t the tisr. if the 

occur renee w® :■ t/&-x h petty «©nelt-ting- of y*.. .31 K 

>*Ttiri, - 682, C. .USe 2267, 2406, 2762,

3123, -'667 (injured), 2659 and 2086, who weri st tioneA 

on North non n Ho <3 Bridge spproxiw tely thirty y rd® 

nwey* }£rtin sV tea mSI 8*15 -p*m* whilst 

operating on Use bridge he be rd n explosion, and I c

obeeivr-d crowds of people running in confusion ne-r the 

seem of th® .4MM9CU r; Be t<'ly rushsh to the -

spot with p^rty, closed oif th^;are.«’®jk! ®rd5:rs|L 

f.l*C. 3954 to telephon: the st tlon*

Ab c.-n be Been from the iorsgoing, defjpit® the 

extensive isveetigotions n^de, no c-luee litely to 

©stcblish the identity of the bomb-thrower ar the ra nnc-r 

in which th: Masi« w g thrown* ha® been fortheming

However from observ- tiona sede at the ecene it ie

vehicle whilst pr esing th

presumed thfct the culprit
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

................................Division.

.................................Police Station.

................................................19
CRIME REGISTER No:—

Diary Number:— 1/fe Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

ISnib skiant Building ixcctly ©bove the .T p n< ee Shipping

Coszpony axe occupies by fetfcignore j iso t-tot it’ the 

culprit had "been w Iking bis actions woulu have. most 

likely >ccti observed by persons tn the vicinity.

Invcetig tione re being continued«

Th. following oific re . ttend the scene»

. .C* "Divisions*

•C. "Crime*

a.C.  Tr ining geaerve.

•O.*C’* Division*

^opy for

-..2*0. *C*.

D. C. impeciai Branch*



«IBS/<2$* (u)
FOR< NO, 3 4 * File No,.
G 40”'1'38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Ceti ìsuagtew 
.....   Station*

REPORT «»uoufet X4* 3V
Date.................................19

i^ploninn wtctiF: ili ¿fransi liU a «io là vipsilon
Subject (tn .................................................................

i . . .3 aterwis ................................................ iapp- ctor*
Made by........ ............  Forwarded by......................................... .y.i.i;Àie...€...4l/.ft............-—'

sir*

lljis life, ix aon clw. -¿* 1435/59 tew beea nfiOc

cut xwr Att». ’■jtXvcjr in j t<*? ua ii>ctxti£'t-lotj*s ol £tic
■ r ? « 2 M» TH > i< # W ***'4Ì, > 4» *U -£ U>441B

1 £&r9

Was cbvùi- at esrv at*

•0*
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gurther Re-port

ÜOMt üonjcew 7 $ S'!
\ * /i' 8

August 14 th, 3$
-tomb explosion outside the GUan^iai Inland Whtox ìjMjjif"tion

Company ito* 16 iter th Honan Road. /y

idiwrook
. ÇLfficor i/o*

birj

Ca th« Morning of August 13 liant of the Finger

Print bureau attended the scone of the bombing and took 

photographs* laid photographs are now attached to station 

file*

A visit to the St* Luke*s and Lee ter hospital on the

morning oi August 14 ascertained that sin ox the injured 

persons in this case, numbered 8* 3, 4* 3, 9 anu lu in hi 

initial report, are still being detained for treatment*

Tae Injury C»P.C. 8667 sustained on th« right am whilst 

operating with a search party on Morfe Honan Rond Bridge at

the timo of the expo1sion, is negligible* It appears that a

metal fragment w-lch struck him on the ax« above the elbow*

pierced Mo tunic and caused a oliijht abrasion*

#>ieo on the morning of August 14 8»^* -aitoh (H) and the 

underoigaed Interviewed Mr. K* Sugimoto* General Manager of 

tuo inland l&tar navigation Corapany. then approached on the 

subject of the bombing Lr. Sugimoto stated he did not consider 

the incident and anitiling to do with his basineae. He ax» 

plained that hit company had occupied offices in the Bmbantanent 

Building since July 1938$ x^nd that auring till a time he had 

never experienced any trouble with Ms stuff* Ho added that 

thirty Japanese and seventy Chinese were mployed in the 

offices, whilst about seven hundred Chinese were eni4.oyed on 

company* e lighters operating on the Sooahow Creek and ont» 

lying ports* He also explained that with the exception of an 
office coolie named Tswa S’oo Kung ( % )'* no other

member of his staff slept on fed premises* In conci ^sion Mr*
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the incident•

lew Fuo Kung, the office coolie, when que tinned by 

detectives stated that at tne tine of the explosion he was 

sleeping in the office. He opened the office door on arrival 

of police, following which he endeavoured to get in touch with 

M r« Suglac to •

In an effort to obtain information of value concerning 

the oombing, investigating officers have closely questioned 

the injured persona» resiuents, nuwkers and other persons who 

habitually loiter in the vicinity of Worth Homan Road Bridge« 

but without result.
<4

..t present there.no thing to indicate the motive for the 

bombing other tan it occurred the day before the aniversnry 

of the outbreak of the til no •Japanese Hostill tie» in Shanghai.

1 am, Sir.

Your obedient servant

P.D.O. *0* BiV

D.C. "C« IMv

(Division«)

uopy for D.C. (Special Branch)

there.no


west «ongket

üoidb explosion

Uo^any lie.
-. • ■■»• -i nbrook

outside the

16 north Hon

August X.

ir:
At 6»16 p.n. thle evening* wturdfty August 12, 1939*

® telephone was receive« from -*y*C* i?954, through
.«ox 13 bon-n :osd oriogu* to the effect th t a bomb explosion 

n d occurred on north Hon a itoad ns«r north ¡soochow aoad*
Xhe station al rm was immediately rung f-no 11 av liable 

men un er the direction of the inspector i/c. attended t>c

Boen<’»
on arrivi It w» s learnt th t a borni? h d been thrown 

outside the Jap note nghai inland «ter at>v lotion uo^p ay, 
• ituateu in the - •sfeunkmnt building no* 16 north lion a Hoad 
nc r aorth uoochow Kw«d* uuteice the premises four Chinese 

were found lying on the pavement suffering from injuries 

euaUined from flying fragments»
/«Mhulanoee were immediately summoned «nd the

injured persone con vs ye g to hospital»

cordon w»a placed around the ecane and »11 doors of
(ry the zA>«nkzaent .«wilding cioccò. call w»a put through to 

the Keserve unit by the inspector 1/c«* which on arrival

searched «*11 aervsnt’s quarters in the said building* nothing 
incrimina ting, however, w'»e found*

An ex nin tion of the scene rove led th t tìx bonb had 
explode«: on the e it «iut» of Sorth hon n hog«* on the pave

ment"* few feet from the ooor of the said Jajk ttoae - hipping 

dau^ny* As a result of ths explosion the office windows 

¿bove and on et-ch side of the door wore shattered* A ae rfh 

in the vicinity revealed numerous segrega ted piece? of net^l* 

which upon ex min tion pptared to be fragments of a mills
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Sheet no. 2« 

type handgrenade*

JurIng the course of Investlg tionc nr* Wilbert, 

Deputy Commissioner, informed '•!. whielus. »on.
th»t he had heord from (Aptin narton, «3* Cow nY 3.V.C., 
that priv&te a. Mooch of the e&me coropny b®d witnessed the 

botifo throwing, inspector shields immediately interviewed the 
private st “s* Company he^dqu'rtere, but upon being questioned 
he denied having seen the bonfc thrown, nt stated th t he 

heard an explosion whilst visiting friends in the mb nknent 
Building, nd promptly rushed to the scene, he w»s unable to 
proffer any further information.

•nquiries reveal that twelve persons, including C.p.C. 
2667. sustained injuries from flying fr gments st the time 

of the explosion. The nature of their injuries no particulars 
are as foilowei-

1. ur Ying Hou ), male Chinese, age 29» residing
fiat 311 langchow Koau, treated in the Lester chineoo
’• Hospital and certifies suffering from "Shell wounu of 

chest“ not serious,

2. wong Kung Lai. / mile Chinese, age 29, residing
at 26» »oong uong Li, Teepee Hoad, retained in ;be Lester 
Chinese hospital suffering from ‘'Compouna t* sture of leg*.

3. Zia K& Abh ), male Chinese, age 23, residing
at 385 Igin Hoad, detained in the lector Chinese hospital 
suffering from “Compound frcture of loft leg”.

4. wong Chew a» (> /fl tXj )t few le Chinese, sge 75, residing 
at io. 7 Purdon head, ¿¿stained in the Lester Chinese 
Hospital suffering from *Conpeuad fracture of left leg. 
Laoorition of right log nd arm’ .1

B. Zimg «•» »*e'(iP4 h *le Chinese, age is, residing 
at >o. 176 Lane 546 riendong need. retained in the Looter 
Chinese Hospital suffering from "Uempound fracture of left 
arm***

6. Gh^ng *oh Keng X^ /-j h Chinese ago 19, residing 
at 7»4 Chengtu Kgad/ treated in the at. Luks*a Hospital 
and certified suffering from “dhrapnel wouna of right rm
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Sheet Mo* 3.

T* won# Ah i h «*1« Uhineee» *f* 44, resiain#
at a©* ®ca ¿uh An Lee ileyway, north oochow .^-u tre*ted 
in the »t. Luks*a Hospital anu certified suffer in,.« fr«a 

•j$hr-pnei wound of right shoulder*- 
/

&• %oo foong xu h »®le uhineee ago 24, residing
at no. 4 ur Auh Lae lley*y, M&osuh M*d, treatou in 
the at. Luke*« Mospitel and certified suffering fro® 
*3hr*<pnel woun^ of left leg*,

9. uhu xau Mingt 4 sale finest ®ge 10, residing
at no* 170 Lfefia «44 rieadong MB«, Meta-lnO^ ’in the at» 
Luke’s Hospital suffering frow «uhraynoi wowa of left 
aye ano .•boomeu*« ✓„ .»

10« Xi 2äö£ ^ing 4 7 1' h *le Chinese, ®m 12. ratio lag 
at no* 56 isne «46 fiendong Mae« ¿retained in the bt« 
Luke*a toapit l suffering fro®*ahx pn«l wouna of hip«* 

11« C.?»C« 2ü67, attaohad to root Menykow station traateS in
the Polio« Hoepltl ano certified sufferin? fronPabraoion X 
woamfc**

';|L mig fu <Hta< )t fenal® Chinese, aft £4, raoiöin^
at So« 17 mo Kcwxg i4a «Üayway, üorth dhakl- n? Mood, 
tress-tad in th« ^t* Lake’« hospital »na oartifiod ouffer» 
lag fron *öhr pnei wound of loft buttoak**
All these persons mre interviewee by lave at if* -tinf 

off leers and closely queetionod« none of tnwp, however* were
•/I 

able to offer *ny Infor*tian of m»lu«i they nsiMMMl th* t 
whilst walking in the vlsinity they he®ra en explosion, ano 
felt theneelvsn being struck by flying tr^fasute« ubeequeat 
to the explosion they state the crowde ran in confusion.

rhe nearest police to the seem of the
oeeurrenoe waa a soareh petty conelstinp of r«s« 231 nortin* 
c.paB» taa» c.p.cs. W7, aeoo, w<, mt, ana, «667 
I injured J* M59 ano 2886, who were stationed on horth Mon n 
ilOfeO Hr id ge approximately thirty yards %way« r«8» Sartin 
stete« tb«t &t ß«lß p«*« whilst operating ©n the bridge he 
he^ru an explosion, obaerrH crowte of people running 
in eonfusion noer the eoea« of the oeeorrence* he iwaedlately 
ruohed to the spot with hie p«rV» close« off the ««•* and 

erdeeed -w*tia 8904 to telephone the- et&tion.
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As can be seen from the foregoing, despite th« extensive 

investigations made, no clues likely to establish the iden> 

tity of ths bomb-threwer or the m nner in which the miesic 

w a thrown, h®« been forthcoming, nowever from observations 

mnde at the scene it is presumed that the culprit threw 

the missis from a vehicle whilst p seing the premises, this 
?presumtion is arrived at owing to the f et that the flts 

in the bmb»nkment wilding directly bove the J p nese 

¿»hipping Company are occupied by foreigners> also that if 

the culprit h*d been walking his actions would hi ve most 

likely been observed by persons in the vicinity.

investigations »re being continuée.

The following officers attended the scene*

v.C. “Divisions“.

iJ, c. “ cr las •.

.0. Training deserve,

f.o.’C* Division,

D.P.v. *C* division,

inspector 1/c.

Sen. uet. 1/c. w.H.
The S.V.C, also attended ®nd pl oed gu»rd in front of

the premises.

n»O»*C’ Div.

^•C. (Divisions).
Copy fer i#c* Drench).



FORM NO. a
G.

Subject (in full)

MWIDEWIALJ
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Bubt,14»«..,?»S.Sulion,?j
REPORT D.■ U,

Meeting at the Kwangjaha flyers!ty, Idncqln Avenue,........ ...

h..... .........................................................Forwarded^ by.--- -C>.4.< QTfioeT I/o DiBtrjOt;

Sir,
Between 7 a.m. end 3 p.m. on th 13-8-39, a meeting 

was held at the Kwang Wha University, Lincoln Avenue which 
was attended by 400 persons, comprising 200 Japanese and 
200 Chinese»

The meeting was presided over by Mr. Ki tecka, 
Advisor to the Western Area City Government and speeches 

were made by various Japanese of an Anti British and Anti 
Comunistic nature» <7



File No............-
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. fi $7

s*1* /-
REPORT . x "

„13^ j p 39

Arrest of 5 mie Chinese by Pootoo Rd. station on 12.8>38 on
Subject..... ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................

ichang Rd. Bridge, in possession of propaganda matter. /f 
......  j/j/ "/ i 
Made Cornwell....... .  Forwarded by. ... .̂.....Q. ‘

___ —______ 7_________________________________ 7 _________

On 12.8.39, acting on the instructions 

of D.C. (Special Branch), D.S. Cornwell and 

Clerk Hsu Ta Yung (8.1.) rendered assistance to 

Pootoo Road Station in interrogating five male 

Chinese named (1) Han Wen Zung( 

Tsang Zao Loh ( >■ (3) Wong Ts Bing( )♦

(4) Soong Dàh Loong ( j ), and (5) Poo Ah Ziang 

( whom they had taken into custody on

12.8.39 at the Ichang Rd. Bridge for being in 

possession of propaganda literature of a pro-Wang 

Ching Wei, Anti-Nationalist Government and Anti

British nature. They ■were individually interrogated 

and statements were taken from them which are 

attached hereto together with translation of the 

literature (appendix “A*, "B”, ’’C”, WD”, &“E*).

Three of the five detained persons stated 

that the handbills found in their possession had 

been seen by them lying on the road in Chapei and 

had been picked up out of curiosity.

The fifth stated that the handbill in 

his possession had apparently been wrapped around the 

vegetables which he was carrying, by some person 

in his household.

The only statement of interest was that 

made by the fourth arrested person, Soong Bah Loong 

aforesaid, who, whilst walking toward Ichang Road 

in Chapei, was confronted by a Japanese soldier 

armed with a ilfle and bayonet. This soldier

'I



..........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...................................Station,
REPORT 

Date......................... ......... i g

Subject....................................................................... ............................................ ....................................................

Made by. Forwarded by.

- 2 -

who was on sentry duty, thrust a blue handbill, 

(translation attached under "A"), into Soong’s 

jacket pocket. Soong Bah Loong then walked over 

Ichang Road Bridge and was stopped and searched by 

the Pootoo Road Station Search Party.

There is no reason to suspect that any of 

the five arrested persons had the intention of 

distributing the propaganda matter in the Settlement.

The total number of handbills seized from 

the five persons were as follows

”A” - 2 copies

WB” - 2 "

" C” - 2 ”
x

**D" - 1 copy

- 2 copies

All five persons were released at 6 p.m., 

August 12th, 1939 on instructions from Mr. R.W. Yorke

D. S.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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G'JM-,k38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

,'<9 4’
The following is the statement of...:.IAlLf^L)....................... ......................

D.3. Cornwell
native of...... i1.!?!?*®-..........  taken bY nie...ClerJi..Hau...Ta..Y-Um;.................

at......  .......... on the....................................and interpreted by..........................................

ISy naia'' jg ¿UNS, age 36, native of Anhwei,

jiy/c o ? 1 ie , reel. d in _■ _ ,i n ft.t raw_.hu t „off. _2LQ sin. Rd,. 20.» C.. L.

Since April 1938—i_have b<?fn_ employed ap.a c°olie by

Ke s&re Keylock K t t . Veteri nary Sur -con, 645 lord on -

’. a»mRoad, lk»8*3£.. I _ao.d_t.ro.

nam^d (1' Tsang ¿ao Loh s Bing) n :£.

nmn sere Keylock & Pratt, .were

rr- fi

undei lessr.s Keylock ¿Prat t

Te t h r e e _a r r i v e d Chaotung and Chung Sap Roads, Cnap&i

by 6.30,_A.m. .and .cpmmencnd our -work of collecting _jrass

i war jroc nd unt il 11 .12. S...9 when we conveyed

¿he grass collected, in o-.;r wheel-barrows lie. Nos. 977, 

978, and 979....respectively ana were on way, horn_ When

about one li north of Ichan^ Road Bridge (on Chung San Road 

Chapei) we saw a black pnin ed inoyoiy car lie. No. unknown , 

proceeding from VZest to Kaet on Chiing San Road.___ ^he ,

car suddenly stopped before an advertisement board off the

roadway and t vy» ...yen in_ Ch ine.ge_ civilian clothes, bel lev rd 

to be. Chinese, alighted. There were two o*her males in 

foreign clothes inthe car but I did not notice their

nat ionality. The two men who alighted from the car carried, 

a tin_pf paete and..a Jiuantit.v of coloured papers some of_ 

which * hey stuck on .the advertisement board. Prior to 

re-eo*ei’in; t^e car, they threw large quantities of rhese

_papers,_. (translation attached under,."A*.,. *3*. *C*, '.«D« &

raw_.hu
_ao.d_t.ro
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rÿ'!'38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of........ ......................................................................................................

native of.........................  taken by me..............................................................;.....

at.......... ......:..................on the...... ................................and interpreted by................................... .............

proceeded Rast on Ohun^ Pan Road» 0.0.L. After the 

departure of the vehicle, e*ch nicked up some of +he 

papers for curiosity»a sake (H&n Wn Zung bein j illiterate2 

a nd p1& end s a me in pur ~ pocke ts «....... 0 n arriving J&t Ichang _

Road Bridge tha vlew to crossing over xxx ,..in^p_ the 

dettlement, we three^ were searched by Chinese policemen 

(Cgio I 359, 1.47.1. &. 446 ) an4lhe papers in our 

possession were seized by them. We were. fben to

the police station toother with our wheel-barrows»

I do n>t know, the content £ nor did uny one

^ire them to pie is riy 2 * a terne nt

Signed & thumbprintjpdt
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.

native of....
D.S. Coi'nwell

....taken by me..^l^x^---H-8u---Ta-Tung-r----

atJb.O.t...3*.^ »on the and interpreted by..



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
fcORM 40__
G. 15M-11-36

The following is

native of___ Ki-

at...P.ac.t.o.O...Rd .

I ■

p.-

the statement of.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

__ taken by me

.and interpreted by.. ......... ...................................... S.t.ibti the........ A. •ri

on

w nanip is B12TG, a^e 32, native of Kiangsu,v
8idin< at a strw hut__off Tunsin Hd._G._0.L._ I am employed

a coolie by the Messrs Keylock & Fi’.att, 64b 3-ordonRo..

I c pr phorate HAU WN ZUN't * s (

I do not knoxy the contents, ot. the.papers.. nor did. unyt..
e dive ‘heji to me. This is my true statement.



G, 6M-1I- 38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of..... .^9.9^9.

native of...... K.Qmp.0

a tP .0 0. tOO.Rd. S.t.non the......12.8*39

D.S. Com well 
taken by niecierk ffstr Ta -Ytmg

and interpreted by.

My name is Soong Dah Loong, age 48, native of 

Kompo, JJ/wheat hust dealer, residing at a house, number 

forgotten, off Macao Road. At 9 a.m. today, August 12, 

1939 I proceeded to Chapei on business and at 12.30 p.m. 

the same day, I was proceeding back home on foot via 

Chung San Road and upon arrival at the north end of the 

Ichang Road Bridge and whilst passing a Japanese sentry 

(in uniform, and armed with a rifle with fixed bayonet) 

on duty there, he suddenly thrust a blue coloured paper into 

one of my jacket pockets (translation attached under "A”)e 

Before I had time to examine what it was, I had already 

arrived at the opposite side of the bridge and there 

I was searched by the Settlement Police (C.P.C. Ill) and 

the paper aforesaid was seized. I was then taken to 
the police station. I do not know the contents of the 
paper as I cannot read or write and in addition my eye 
sight is defective. This is my true statement.



FORM 40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of... FOO
D.S. Cornwell

native of..GB-UngJU.........  ............................ taken by meCJ^rk- -Hsu- T&r -Yung.........................

at P 0 Q10 0 Rd • Stn • on the... 1 .?. • ®. • 39...............and interpreted by.............................................

My name is POO AH ZIANG, age 22, native of 

Chungju, residing and employed at the TAI LIEN KES 

( Grocery Shop, 101 Dah-zang Village. After

taking my tiffin today, August 12, 1939, I left my shop 

on bicycle lie. No, 12045 proceeding in the direction 

of Shanghai via Chung San Road with the object of 
q 4 

purchasing some oil and sauce from CHONG KEE( k) ) 

Sauce Hong, Gordon Road. On arrival at the Ichang Road 

Bridge, I was searched by the Settlement police (F.P.S. 84) 

who seized a coloured paper (translationsitached under *EM) 

which was used.to pack some salted vegetable. (This was 

in my possession, being tied onto the handle bar of the 

bicycle). The packet was to be taken to my mother who 

is residing at 2 Yoong Kong Li, Zao Ka Doo. I do not 

know how this paper came into my possession. It must 

have been used for wrapping purposes by some member of my 

family without my knowledge. I was then taken to the 

police station. I have been receiving education for 4 

years during my childhood. I do not know the contents 

of the paper. This is my true statement.



Translation of a handbill found on the
person of a male Chinese arrested by
Pootoo Road Station on August 12» 1939
on I chang Road Bridge___________________

Speech broadcast By Ching /¿i on the rejuvenation 
of ISn at Asia

The following is a summary of a speech broadcast 

by '<7ang Ching Wei on July 27» 1939 on the subject *We are 

to take up the task of reviving China and Bast Asia«* 

*1 have already made several speeches on the 

principle of peace. The general public nevertheless still 

entertain some doubt over two questions i-

1» If the ultimate result of thia war is victory for China, 
why should we talk peace?

2. Are Japan's negotiations for peace really sincere?

"In connection with the first question pfaiah to 

point out that jrhen the hostilities first commenced, the

B&tional Government predicted that Japan would collapse 

economically after three or four months-and Communists 

declared that the U.l.j.R. would come to our assistance 

by taking part in the war. However, neither the prediction 

of the National Government nor the declaration of the 

Communists materialised. Later the communists, contradicting 

to their original' declaration, denounced those who entertained 

a desire to draw the U.J.S.R. into the war as traitors of 

the Trotskyist clique. It is quite obvious that the

'communists hope Japan and China will continue to fight until 

both countries find they must desist owing to financial or 

other difficulties. Neither Japan nor China will win the 

war. Their fight van only benefit the U»S»S»R*

•With regard to the second question I wish to remind 

those who listen to me that they will understand the issue 

better if they read the book entitled Pan Asiatiam written 

by the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen» Dr, Sun said Japan and China 

would be prosperous if they united and befriended each other, 
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if not, both would, be ruined. Meanwhile Japan has no 

desire to conquer China# Jhat she wants is to secure the 

cooperation of the Chinese. So we can safely say Japan 

is sincere in talking peace with us»

We should exert our tumost to uphold the peace 

movement and defeat the treacherous plot of the Communists» 

this action being a step towards the rejuvenation of China 

and East Asia#



Translation of a handbill found in the 
possession of a male Chinese arrested 
by Pootpo Rd. Station on 12.8.39 on 
I Ghana: Rd, Bridge

Subject : "To eradicate communism is to save the nation - 
Wang’s announcement given in an article 
commemorating the death of Tsung Chung Ming*

This handbill contains a copy of a telegram from 

Hongkong reporting that on the 19th Wang Ching Wei issued 

(month and year not given) an article commemorating the 

death of Tsung Chung Ming at Hanoi at the hands of 

assassins. a summary of Wang’s article reads as 

follows

(1) Tsung Chung Ming worked together with Wang Ching 

Wei in national affairs at the very beginning. When 

the communist party attempted to overthrow the national 

Government after the outbreak of the Manchurian 

incident in 1932, Tsung assisted in the anti-communist 

campaign by developing railways.

(2) Tsung Chung Ming accompanied Wang Ching Wei 

in a tour to Europe in February, 1936 and returned 

to China in company with Wang after receipt of a 

report on the Sian Coup d’Etat. Subsequently he was 

appointed Chief Secretary to the National Defence 

Council.

(3) The National Government had intended to restore 

peace but the Chinese Commdnist Party opposed it. 

The Chinese Communists are taking advantage of the 

present Sino-Japanese hostilities to expend their 

influence and power with the ultimate object of 

overthrowing the National Government and substituting 

it with a Soviet Government.

(4) China should negotiate for peace if the peace 

terms do not endanger China’s sovereign rights 

and independence.



(5) His Peace Movement being ignored by General Chiang 

Wang left Chungking on December 18, 1938. On March 

21, 1939, a number of assassins entered his residence 

at Hanoi with the object of assassinating him but 

Tsung Chung Ming was killed instead. Wang alleges 

that the assassins were sent by the Blue Shirt Society.



Translation of a handbill found, on the person of
a male Chinese arrQ8ted~by Pootoo Road Police
Station on August 12, 1939 on Ichang Road Bridge

THE VOICE OP "DOW .7ITH GREAT .BRITAIN" IS 

HEARD ALL OVER EAST ASIA 1

Prom the experience gained in the course,of the 

Sino-Japanese hostilities of two years duration, we 

have learned at last that "Only Great Britain Is The 

Sole Enemy and Common Poe of The People of The Orient,* 

which is fully realized by the Japanese as well as the 

Chinese people* At present the surging wave of

the anti-British campaign is fast spreading everywhere 

in Japan, China and other places in East Asia* See 

for yourself the solemn and enthusiastic spirit in which 

the anti-british movement is being conducted*

The various pictures in this page show scenes in 

the present anti-British Movement* Photo No» 20»

(1) A large cloth banner bearing the inscription “Shanghai 

Municipality People’s Anti-Communist and Anti-British 

Movement•*

(2) Large group of people shouting slogans in the open 

air under a huge cloth banner bearing the following 

characters : “Inaugural meeting of the Pootung Yfaarf 

Coolies’ *Un ion of the Chinese Workers’ Welfare Asso

ciation - Anti-Communist - Anti-British*»

k3) People marching in processional order under a huge 

cloth banner bearing the following characters i 

"Department of Education of the Chekiang Provincial 

Government"*
(4) People marching in processional order carrying a number 

of cloth banners, one of which bears the characters 

"Quicken the retrocession of the Foreign Settlements."



(5) A group of people, among whom are a number of 

uniformed White Russians, under a huge cloth 

banner bearing a figure drawn in caricature 

carrying the Union Jack and marked with the 

character "Britain"« The following inscriptions 

also appear on the banner :

(a) Down with the British Empire, which is aiding 

the Chiang Regime*

(b) Knock down Britain (in English)»

(c) Workers Group of the Toyoda Mill*

(6) Japanese men and women marching in processional 

order carrying a huge banner bearing Japanese 

characters of an anti-British nature»

(7) A mass meeting with numerous anti-British banners, 

onebf which bears the following characters in 

Japanese : "Down with Great Britain, the principal 

supporter of the Chiang Regime."

(8) People marching during an anti-British procession, 

carrying cloth banners and five-barred flags*



Translation of a handbill found on the 
person of a male Chinese arrested by 
Pootoo Rd. 12.8.39 on Ichang Rd.
Bridge.

(1) Cartoon depicting a naked woman, tears in her eyes, 

holding a child in her arms. It bears the following 

inscriptions»

(a) Wife: Don’t you realize that your wife and children
at home are waiting for your return day in 
and day out ? Cease the war of resistance 
immediately and come home 1

(b) Wife: You are fighting a losing battle and and have
suffered repeated reverses on the field 
while the nation is on the verge of extinction} 
all for a single individual - Generalissimo 
Chiang. Are you willing to forsake your 
wife for him ?

(c) Wife: Mr. Wang Ching-wei, who has enjoyed your
respect in the past, has left the ranks of 
the Kuomintang, taken his departure from 
Chungking and advocated Peace. He has 
since issued a number of statements and 
manifestos, advising fellow compatriots to 
support the policy of national salvation 
through peace. Throw away your weapons 
and help save your brethren ’

(2) Cartoon' showing a scene in the battle field, bombs

and shells exploding in the background amid barbed

wire entanglements; skulls and two soldiers in the 

foreground. It bears the following inscription :

Whoever surrenders will not be killed !

(3) A song entitled : "When will peace be forthcoming ?"

Sung in accordance with the melody of the song:

"When Will You Come Again?" The song runs as follows:-

(a) The war of resistance is devoid of meaning.
Homes & cottages have all become ashes.
Wives and children are separated.
People face each other with tears in their eyes. 
Let us raise our cups to offer a toast and pray 
When will peace be forthcoming ?
As soon as we have drunk this cup,
Let us eat.
Why don’t we enjoy peace while we can ?
Peace is enjoyable but hard to obtain in our lifetime. 
Come, Come, Come, let us drink this cup of wine.
Let us raise our cups to offer a toast and pray 
When will peace be forthcoming ?



2

(b) The rising sun is shining in the sky.
Spring returns to the good earth©
The multitudes of people, old and young, 
Are returning to their native lands.
Let us raise our cups to offer a toast and pray 
When will peace be forthcoming?
As soon as we have drunk this cup of wine,
Let us eat.
Why don*t we enjoy peace since peace is enjoyable, 
But hard to obtain in our lifetime ?
Come, Come, Come, let us drink this cup of winej 
Let us raise our cups to offer and pray 
When will peace be forthcoming ?



Translation of a handbill found on the person of a 
male Chinese arrested by Pootoo Road Station 
12/8/39 on Ichang Road Bridge._______

This handbill contains a reproduction of a 
photograph of three men in uniform in front 
of the premises of the headquarters of the 
Kingshan District (hsien) Police Corps and 
a epistle addressed to comrades in the guerilla 
units exhorting them to effect their speedy 
surrender (10 the Japanese)._____

'•Epistle to comrades in the guerilla units who

are urged to effect their immediate surrender“

To our former comrades in the guerilla units:

Following the instructions of our leader, we resisted the 

Japanese troops but unfortunately were taken captive when our 

unit was rendered hors de combat. We expected that we were 

doomed to be executed. The kindness and broadmindedness of 

the Reformed Government Authorities was beyond our expectation 

as we were not only spared from almost certain execution, but 

were appointed as members of the Police Corps. We have been 

repeatedly, commended for our diligence and labour. Our liveli

hood is comfortable and leaves little to be desired, and future 

prospects are hopeful. We are restrained to recall that our 

comrades are still engaged in the useless struggle which is the 

lot of the slaves of the Kuomintang and the Communists. Times 

have certainly changed, then why continue this struggle which 

is bound to fail. Comrades, we beseech you all to awaken to 

the facts of the moment and come over to this side, so that the 

task of bringing about Sino-Japanese cooperation, Sino-Japanese 

mutual existence and mutual prosperity, and enduring peace in 

the Orient may be attained. Please think it over.

Chu Chiu-zien ) Ex-members of the Able- 
Hsu Keng-kwei ) bodied men*s Corps of 
Hou Tse-yuin ) the 45th Brigade.



Mise. 205/39. P.R
«-----------------------------------------

Report sent with___ :..... Kin®...................
Special Branch.

____pamphlets, Hx«ibiäK«caQJÄ^)npeBCto
• /

Where found Ic hang Rd. Bridge Timefound 12»40 p.mDate 12.8.39.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Industrial

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

Near Factory and Mill

How distributed ?
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc).

Found on person of wheelbarrow 
coolies and pedestrians,

Anti-British.

Arrests or not, if so how many ? Five persons brought to Station

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Coolies, ehop-asei^tant~and 
wheat husk dealer. a

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? Not charged. ~~7Z<~'~777—&

DaU 12.8.39.
Signed....._.......

for C. I, etc. i/r.2P0t00 Road
' ~~-----^■'Station.



- -J. Mi FC. FileNo?^^^*
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...? -SWton,

REPORT Date.....

Subject..........tp of Anti-Britlsh Nature seized from .......... ......

entering the Settlement at Ichang Road ^Bridge.______ __

•'.3.T. Til ton ......... . atl°,r i--'1-

Sir,

At 12:40 p.m. Saturday, August 12» 1939.» F.P.S.

34 Vankoff» i/c. Search party on Ichang Rond Bridge» 

reported by telephone that a quantity of anti-Brltlsh 

pamphlets were brought ovei’ the bridge into the Settle

ment by wheel-barrow coolies» five of whom were detained.

These men were brought to the Station together 

with thrre wheelbarrows loaded with grass• Wen 

questioned, they gave their names as follows:-

1. Han Wen Zung ( 4# $)» age 36, Anhwei,
M/coolie, residing straw hut off trunsin rtoau, 
0.0.L. (tfound in possession of 2 namohlets).

2-, Tsang Zao Loh ( )» age 26, Kinngsu,
M/coolie, res ding straw hut off Branan Road, 
0.0.L. (Found in possession of 2 pamphlets).

3. Wong Te Bing ( fyt ), age 32, Kiangsu, 
M/coolie, residing straw hut off Tunein Road, 
0.0.L. (Found in possession ol 1 pamphlet).

4. Soong Bah Loong ( X ), age 43, Kompo, 
M/wheat husk dealer, residing Macao Hoad, 
No.192. (Found in possession of 1 pamphlet).

5. t?oo Ah Ziang ( l/p )» age 28, Chungju, 
M/shoo assistant, residing No.101 Bah-Jang 
Village, Chapel. (Found in possession of .1 
pamphle t)•

Two pamphlets were found on one of the wheel

barrow pockets by F.P.S. Vankoff. A total of nine
I t 

oamnhlets, 5 various kinds, were seized, all of anti- 

British nature.

D.3. Cornwell, Special Branch, attended and 

took statements from the coolies, and the two other 

persons.

Mr. R. Yorke, D.0.*B*, was informed and attend

ed the station.



Mi sc. File No..2QS./.29.
S8*,‘’39* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..^.Q.Q.^<}.9...3.9^A..Station,
REPORT . , ,

Date... AU®1 St 12 , z 9 29 ,

„ ,. , (sheet 2)Subject................................ -....................................... ‘...........  J-....... -..................................... -...............................

Made by. .Forwarded by........... ...................................... .................................

Enquiries disclosed that the first three 

coolies are employed to pick grass by Messrs. Keylock & 

Pratt Veterinary Surgeons, No.645 Gordon Road, they were 

identified by Mr. S. Mukhamedzenoff of the above firm, 

who explained that they were provided with passes for the 

purpose of proceeding to Chinese territory to gather gx*ass.

The coolies stated that while proceeding 

along Chung San Road, Chapei, at about 11 a.m., August 12, 
A 

1939, they observed a black painted motox* car, number 

unknown, proceeding infest to East, stop and two male Chinese 

alighted, while two other persons dressed in foreign 

clothes, nationality unknown, remained in the car. The two male Chinese proceeded to paste coloured pamphlets 

on an advertisement board off the roadway and later threw away a number on the ground. The coolies picked up seme 
of the pamohlets, which were latex* seized from them as 

described. They denied knowing the contents and claimed 

they picked up the pamphlets being curious about the nature 

o f same.

The shop assistant Poo Ah Ziang stated that 

his sitter resides at Dah Jang Village, 0.0.L., where she 

kept a small store, where he is also employed. She wrapped a tin of food on the pamphlet, which, was seized from 

him. The food was intended for his mother at Jessfield 

Village, 0.0.L, There were no reasons to doubt his 

statement, as the pamphlet covered a tin of food stiapped 

to his bicycle«

The wheat husk dealer Soong Dah Loong stated 

that he was returning to the Settlement from Chapei at



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
Misc.F^ 7Vo....203/39

POLICE.

REPORT

Subject.
(sheet 3)

..?..99X9.9..?9.^..Station,
_ August 12» 39Date................................/ o

.Forwarded by.

about 12i30 p.m. August 12, 1939, and when near Ichang

Road Bridge, a Japanese soldier thrusjted the pamnhlet 

into his pocket. His address and business at No. 192 Macao

Road was verified by enquiries.

The five persons were released at 6 p.m,,

August 12, 1939, on instructions of the D.O.”B".

D2I vision
<7



F. 439 INST, 12-31 
500-10-37

Character of place where found, (industrial 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

« > ’ -

Report sent with... 
Special Branch.

.............. 40.....■

Where found 3s«chuan

Centrai miae» **©• 7^7/30

pamphlets, handbills or newspapers to

Time found l.VP/3 ’

topping«

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed ?
(If known). i xotMbly thrown fx’or» .

A

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Mitt unions r«i • ¿sa «4.
---------—7O9

Arrests or not, if so how many ?
11 (naaaa aae attached

'J.

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

UOOllOMe
!

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code ?
KOI

A ■

Date.......

Signed................................... ....................

for C. L etc. i/c...........................Station.



MAM

Mise. 737/39 Central 
13/8/39

1

2p .m•—3.40p «m 
13/8/39

Det. Office.

Persons brought to Central Station for being 
in possession of pamphlets of an anti Chiang 

Kai - Shift nature.

Between 2p.m. end 3.40p.m. on th« 13/8/39 ths 

following 11 male Chinese were arrested at Szechuen 

Road Bridge by C.P.S. lOfiP.C.P.C.s 1330 end 2605 

for being in possession of 40 pamphlets of an anti

Chiang Kai ~ Shek nature.

(1) Zung ïu«n Ti 
residing at

18, Canton, S/Cooli e, 
.er Rd.

(3)

(3)

(4)

(6)

Chyh Hwa i
residing Chapel. ,

,Shanghai ,M/Cooll e,

. _ ( ^f) 24, Kompo,S/ Coolie, resi ding
17 North Shtfise Rd;

) 29, Tungchow, S/Coolie,

Lung Ah Young ( 
residing N.F.A.

Ts Foh Zi en g 
NO

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(Ì1)

Moo Pa© Ching ( 21,Kompo,8/Coolie,residing
No ’*"* “1010 Point Rd.
Ts Zau ¥Uen ( 0//^17,Ysngbhow,S/Coolle,No. 
813 Dixwell Rd.

Tsang Ah JI y 1 ( /V ) 39, Tungchow,M/Shop
assistant,No.26 wuchang Rd.

Nyi Zang Pao ( 28,Chingkiang,S/Uhemployed,
residing Chapel«/7^

Li Vung Kyi ( 40, Anhwei, S/Unemployed,
residing N.F.A. A

Ung Ah Mau ( ^^6,Klngpo,H/Shop assistant,
No.438 Tientsin Rd.
Zau Yoong Dah ( ^3 ^^17,Pootung,S/Appr«itice, 
No. 1 Kwenmlng Rd.



Pal« 2

Cn these persona beini questioned by the 
undersigned and C.D.C. 208 they all stated that 
they had picked up the pamphlet« on worth Szechuan 
Ftoad near Boone Ho ad, where they had been apparently 
scattered on the roadway from a motor car«

'Jhe D«O«mAh,D.D.O."A"» and Special Branch were 
in formed, and the 11 persons were taken to Police 
Headquarters by D«S«X« Golder for further enquiries 
and later released by the Special Branch.

Pamphlets seized are attached hereto«

D. S. 162

D. D« 0. MA”

Il

fe.J



FORM NO. 3_
6. 65M-1-39

File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, spe cial..Branch X3Q00QJ, f 3 
REPORT . „ . 57

Date..... August .139 39.3

Subject (in full) Distribution of ITP-J^anese handbills .from an............

Made by ....KapYen-.ken........Forwarded by....

aeroplane. ..o.ii..August..l3.

Between 12.45 p.m. and 1 p.m. August 13, 

copies of a pro-Japanese handbill containing slogans 

uiging the overthrow of General Chiang Kai-shek and 

the Communist Party were dropped from an aeroplane 

into the International Settlement. This handbill,

which purports to have emanated from the "Tairiku

Shimpo", a Japanese newspaper, is attached herewith
together with translation.

D. C. (Special Branch).

&



Translation of a handbill copies of which were found 
at the corner of North Kiangsi and North Sooch cw 
Roads and also on North Chekiang Road, between 
12.45 p.m. and 1 p.m. August 13, 1939, having been 
dropped from an aerpplane.

In commemorating the ’’August 13” Anniversary

let us carry out the following

(1) Start a general mobilization for the

enforcement of Sino-Japanese rapprochement!

(2) Thoroughly eradicate the militarists of

the Chiang clique I

(3) Overthrow our common foe - the Communist

Party !

(4) Establish a new Orient with a brightful

future 1

"Tairiku Shimpo.”



t. ft ! >Qf

Special Branch,

August 12,1909.

It 1b repoi’tcd that on the wniag of 

August 12» Genslgnasnts of pamphlets and posters 

purporting to moite from the Groat people Joolety 

were transported frcsu Hongkew to the w«rious Jap.oiees 

sponsored organisations in the 'Jedtern iilotrlot for 

distribution on the cooaM<m the 2nd Anniversary 

of the outbreak of the sino*»Japunese hostilities. 

August, lu,

ill io literature, samples of which have been 

obtained, attack» lirltaln and .'jkiIcu for supporting 

Chiung &ii*'shek«

Distrioutions

a),Q, *A*

D«u. *j8M

3.0. •Cw

3.0. »3*



——h— File No...............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

8.1, Special Branch.*^ 3 3 -?
REPORT August 12, 39 /

„ Great Peoole Society - propaganda in connection with the
Subject..   ....................... ...t..... ....... -........ -.......................... -.... -........

August^13 Anniversary
Made by. D,£L*T* Liao Chung 011 ien Forwarded by.....^~ff..

It is reported that on the morning of August 12

some 300,000 copies of pamphlets and posters purporting 

to have emanated from the Great People Society were 

transported from Hongkew to the various Japanese spon

sored organizations in the Western District, O.O.L., 

for distribution on the occasion of the 2nd Anniversary

of the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese hostilities in A
Shanghai which falls on August 13.

These pamphlets and posters attack Great Britain

and America for taking an active part in supporting

Chiang Kai Shek in the current hostilities and support 

the Reformed Government in its policy of restoring 

f 4 peace and order to East Asia.

/ Sample copies of three kinds of these pamphlets

have been obtained and are attached hereto together

D.C. (Special Branch)



Translat ion

Pamphlet entitled *The August 13 Incident is an 
exposure of the British and American Intrigue 
to exploit the Chiang Regime.*

Time passes quickly and it is now the second 

anniversary of the August 13th incident. Let us 

recollect what has happened! Many of our people 

have been rendered homeless and also separated from 

their relatives. It is exceedingly pitiful. The 

Chiang regime, which was responsible for the outbreak 

of the August 13th incident, should be hated.

The general public believe that the Chiang regime 

committed a blunder by causing the outbreak of the 

hostilities at the instigation of the evil communists. 

However, the people should know that Britain and the 

U.S.A., who are much worse than the communists, are 

actually behind the scenes.

Britain and the U.S.A, are aggressors upon weak 

and minor races but they still declare that they are 

working for the emancipation of the weak and minor 

races. For a long time they have had the idea of 

annexing China but they have so far refrained from 

making a direct attack in view of the cooperation 

afforded China by Japan. In connection with the present 

hostilities, Britain and the U.S.A, are actually fighting 

against Japan by exploiting the Chiang regime. They have 

caused the brotherly nations of China and Japan to fight 

one another in order to benefit themselves. Therefore, 

Britain and the U.S.A, are the ringleaders in the Sino- 

Japanese hostilities.



In commemorating the August 13th anniversary and 

accelerating the establishment of a new order in the 

Orient, we should make haste to expel Britain and the 

U.S.A. (? expel British and American influence from 

the Orient. )

Prepared by the Shanghai Office 

of the Great People Society 

Headquarters and the Shanghai 

Joint Office of the Great 

People Society.



Translat ion

Pamphlet entitled ’’Great Britain and the U.S.A* 
took the moet active role in the invasion of China.”

China has been reduced to the state of a semi

colony as a result of an invasion by Great Britain* 

The latter started the invasion of China in the Opium 

War and later created numerous incidents in China among 

them, the"May 30th incident.”
The current hostilities between China and Japan are 

also the work of Great Britain; she has extended loans 

to Chiang Kai Shek and has instigated him to fight, she 

destroyed the union of the races of East Asia hpping 

thereby to benefit herself*

Ostensibly the U.S.A, is very friendly to China but 

she is in reality a hypocrit. Great Britain has extended 

loans to Chiang Kai Shek apparently with the approval of 

the Americans. Hence we may say that both Great Britain 

and America are responsible for the outbreak of the current 

hostilities.
If we want to revive China and create a new order 

in Bast Asia we must drive the British and Americans out 

o f China.
Prepared by the Shanghai Office 

of the Great People Society 
Headquarters and the Shanghai 
Joint Office of the Great People 
Soci ety•



Translat ion

HAi?gust 13« is the Anniversary Day of the Rejuvenation
' of 'China

“August 13th* is the anniversary day of the 

rejuvenation of China. If you do not believe it, 

please listen to me.

“August 13th" is the anniversary marking the 

change in the Chinese political situation from darkness 

to brightness. Before the outbreak of the “August 13* 

incident, the Chinese political situation was extremely 

awkward. High officials of the National Government 

devoted themselves to corrupt practices only for their 

own selfish ends. Exhorbitant taxes were levied, and the 

people were subject to exploitation. The sufferings of 

the masses are beyond description. Furthermore, the 

Government authorities appeared to lack a definite policy 

in dealing with the situation. Repeated changes were 

seen in their attitude towards the communists#

The National Government authorities consider their 

friends as enemies and treat their enemies as friends# 

They created the "August 13th" incident by battling with 

our friendly nation with the result that Bast Asia is 

confronted with an unprecedented catastrophe#

The "Reformed Government" at present is undertaking 

very good work in the face of difficulties. The movement 

for the creation of a New Order in the East Asia is in 

progress and the rejuvenation of a New China is in sight. 

Our people may soon enjoy a life of permanent peace.

Judging from the above facts we can say that the 

“August 13th" is the Anniversary of the Rejuvenation 

of China.
Prepared by the Shanghai Office of 
the Great People Society Hdqrs. and 
the Shanghai Joint Office of the 
Great People Society.



^^>4 File A7o.M1SO. 271/3 J
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

■ -........
REPORT . . .J* „¿I

Date.. ..Augast. 13,__I9 39»/ 
^:ert Report on Japanese sponsored procession in Hongkew District 

to celebrate the August 13, Anniversary.

.... and.............. ... Forwarded by Det. Inspr. A. Telfer.
Made by- _. .......................................................... ...............................   -

sir, 
About 1.40 p.m. on August 13th, 1939, the Japanese 

sponsored procession, which left Hongkew Park about 

1 p.m., entered Hongcew District from North Szechuan 

Road and went through the following roadways
North Szeohuen Road, 
North Sooohow Road,
Broadway,

Tiendong Road,

Woosung Road

and turned West along Range Road and eventually returned 

to their starting place by the point of entry. rJhe 

crowd which composed the parade were Japanese male and

female school children, teachers, various adult Japanese 

male and female groups, Chinese of the coolie class 

and poor class of Russians. They were led by a Japanese 

school band playing patriotic music. 'There was also a

Chinese band in the middle of the procession playing

appropriate Japanese music. The crowd which foxmed the 

procession would number about three thousand and they 

were followed by about eighty trucks and private oars 
from most of which the occupants distributed pamphlets, 

copies pf which have been forwarded to the Special 

Branch and they refer to the "New Order of Asia” 

movement.

A female Chinese was noticed to be broadcasting



- 2 -
, „„ fiteiMo......... .

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
.... ...... ^Station 

REPORT
Date...................................19

Subject.. ..........-.............................  ......................... ..................................

Made by. .......  ...... ....... ....................Forwarded by.

from a private motor car and the "Asia Travelling Play 
Group" likewise broadcast Chinese music to suit the 
occasion.

Members of the procession carried banners with 
the following slogans printed on them in Chinese 
characters

Establish the New Order of Asia* 
Beat down the enemies of Asia. 
Extinguish the communists.
Establish bright new Asia.

Japanese in good terms with China.
China and Japan in general mobilization.
Strictly obey orders.
Remedy the Settlement Regulations.

Pray God bless« <1$.
Extinguish the Warlord Chiang.

Ihe Russian group had banners with the following 
printed in Russian:

Down with the Communists.
Down with the Chiang regime.

The procession was clear of Hongkew district about 

2.50 p.m. and no untoward incident occurred.
Ihe D.O. "C"> D.D.O. "C", Officer in charge and 

Senior Detective attended.
I am, Sir,

j D. D. 0. "C "•



Report sent with......... .................................
Special Branch.

... pamphlets, handbillstaPiiaiqW|«»to

Where found Hon^cew District

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

Time i<’un,^.b|gp.e®“ Date 13-8-193'>

Industrial and residential

—

How distributed ? 
( If known).

Thrown front private motor oars 
and trucks.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

New order of Asia propaganda

Arrests or not. if so how many? Nil V

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

w

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? —

For detail see Hongfcew Miso. No.

signed....^"./c station.

Date... Attest 13th, 1939. for C. I. etc- '/



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

File No...

DlXwel-i Road 5lattoni

-AWgUOt -ldthj1? 39,

AJ3jQn£..IlQCXilltiaD.».......Subject.. Anniversary. q£

Made 1$/./

from

from

Forwarded by......J.nape4icar..-’.;iXlLtsason<

’ beg to report that about 12 noon 13-6*39 about

thousand persons aenemblod in Hongkew Park to cele-

Orato tne second Annlversory of tne outbreak of the

Sino-Jopnnosc c utilities. Speeches were made in

Jap nene, chinone, Korean and Hueolan. Pamphlets were 

distributed from trucks, m/cycle cor<t»l nations While an

aeroplane flew over tne park and bu rounalng district

also diet 1bating thousands of multi-coloured pamphlets

which were mainly nnti Chiang Kai fhek and

enemy who assist him'’

At bout l.lt p.m. tne meeting formed

cession and proceeded down Flmgwun Toad,

the 'common

into a pro

Tor th sseohuen

ood into ’ongkew district« At tne pnrk the Hussian

attendees were made to register at a email t ble Jttst

inniGe tne x»rt gate

The attendance was as follows

1UOÛ Japanese ocnool children

IJ 300

130

600

1Ö0

TWO

Jap nese adulte

fus 0 inno

Chinese

Koreans etc

bands aleo took park in the procession one

a Jeppneoe ccnool and the other a Chinese bend

tne civic -enter.
following the procession were thirty m/trucks and 

an
care. Ono truck hsd/effigy of a Japanese child kicking

over a big brown bear which had a sickle and hammer

painted on it*



FM, 2 , ■ .
g, 90MJR3T * File No.............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
................................. Station^

REPORT 
Date............................ .....19

Subject..... (•')

Made by...................................... .................Forwarded by................................................................................  

The proceoeion returned to this district at about 

3«40 p«ia. and dieperoed in Hongke* ark* no mciuent 

occurred«

• copieo >f pamphlets and booklet a etc« are forwarded 

with this report«

At 6«3o p«m« about 1000 persons mainly Japanese 

attended the Too Mng T eatre, north Elsechuen Road and 

were entertained by the Japanese Nhval Landing 'arty 

brnd, cinema rhov/s, and theatricals« rn?« Amano, ’resident 

oi' the Jopaneoe tooiuent orporation made a apeeuh* At 

10 P«m« tne audience olepereed« ilier' was no incident«

1 ma, sir,
Tours obedien ly.



FORM NO. 3 P'He No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT 
..................................3^

Subject (in full) Anti British and. Anti Communiauxn ph applets.........

Made by...^* ® ............... -............Forwarded by...^d^..A.-....^...F^..l^T^>.....'!^‘.:.J............?..!—&■

Sir,

On the 12-8-39, D.I. loh Kung Sung obtained 

through an agent, one book of propaganda referring to 

Anti Communisum, and one picture phamplet of an Anti
British nature*

Copies of these are due to be distributed in 
controlled territory*

4^^



F. 439 Inst. 12-31.
500-12-34.

'39(

Report sent with ..... SSghtiZ...................
Special Branch.

....... pamphlets, hahdbiHs/ot/newspapers to

Where found 1
_____________ 1 Chusan Road.______ 1__

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

rime found 10*30a.niL Date 13~8T39.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. On publie hi ghway.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Dropped down by Japanese 
aeroplane.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc). Tro-Japanese nature.

Arrests or not, if so how many ? Nil.

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

/

Charged under what Section of C. C. Code?
------ --------€-7T-

Date.^c

1

&

. t/c. Q, ,•Station^T^

Il



F. 439 Inst. 12-31.
500-12-34.

4 Mise. 332/39ÇWayside)

Report sent with ...... Sight/..................
Special Branch.

.......pamphlets, to

Where found W* Road near 
_______________ Chug an Road._____1__

rime found 10.30a.mj» Date | 13-8-39.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood ).

Highway.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. On public highway*

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Dropped down by Japanese 
aeroplane.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc). pro-Japanese nature.

Arrests or not, if so how many ? Nil.

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker .etc.) /

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? /

Date August 13 , 1939 •
Signed................

for C. I. etc.



Report sent with Four.................................... pamphlets, kasxtoitaXKJQKSOiPUWaX to
Special Branch.

Where found Urga Road Time found 12 noon Date 13/8/39
Character of place where found, (industrial, 

residential, respectable or doubtful neigh
bourhood).

Residential.

« ■■ ' ' ” ’—   —3

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill etc. Nil

How distributed?
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc).

By areoplane

Anti-nationalist Chinese 
Government•

NilArrests or not, if so how many ?

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.) _ef -* Ue—J

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? Nil
f - -

-—

Date 13/8/39

Signed.

for C. I. etc. i/c.



4

Memory of August 13th«

1« Mobilization of Japanese and Chinese Co-operation.
2 • Extermination of Militarist Chiang.

3. Downthrow with all public enemy pro-Chiang*s Countries
4. Establish a clear New Isia. •

Dah Loh bing Pao Press.



a
Anti Chiang Kai ^Kek

Report sent with and Commun! 8ti C 
Special Branch.

pamphlets, handbills or newspapers to

I west Hongkew
I Distri ct ------------- 1

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful neigh
bourhood).

Where found Time found 12*50 pm Date 13/8/39

Kesidential

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill etc.

How distributed ? 
(If known). Thrown from aeroplane

knii uhiang 
Communi sii c

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc).

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

Arrests or not, if so how many ?

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie,
mill worker etc.)

Signed

Kai 3hek and

Date 13/8/39 for C. I. etc. He. West iL'kenStation. .G^aa|Im2>V



F. 489 Inst« 12-31.
500-12-34. Mise .ko »331/39

Report sent with ................
Special Branch.

..... .pamphlets, handbills-««-mewspapare to

Where found Sast, Seward Road nei 
Chaoufoon# Road. pTime found 3»00p.ßi 0 Date 12-8-39.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful ; 
neighbourhood ).

Waste piece of ground

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. Nil.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Unknown.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc).

• Pro-J apane se.

Arrests or not, if so how many ? Nila i /

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

. —7 
f '/

Charged under what Section of C. C. Code?

Signed
Date.........ÄUgÜLSl,.... lätlx>...12.39 • for C. I. etc. i/c..... Station.



F. 489 Inst. 12-31. Mi*c .No.331/39*
500-12-34.

Two _Report sent with .................................................. rpttfrphtets, handbillsHW^nefl^pSpSrS to
Special Branch.

Where found ^^Time found | 3.00p.m. Date | 12-8-39.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood ) •

Waste piece of ground

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. Mil.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Unknown.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc).

Pro-Japanese.

Arrests or not, if so how many ?
>

Nil.

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? -

August, 12th, 1939
Date......................._______ _____

Signed------- r..C..............D*f>.

for C. I. etc. ifc..........Station.
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Return to Normal
Expected Today .

Demobilization of Forces! 
Last Night; City Still I 
Quiet

Although there were no major in
cidents to disturb the peace and good 
order of the International Settlement 
on Sunday—the second anniversary 
of the start of the hostilities in 
Shanghai—only a slight relaxation of' 
the thorough precautionary measures 
put into effect during the week-end 
was permitted yesterday. Still I 
patroJbpg the streets during the day | 
were armoured trucks, manned by 
members of the Russian Regiment, j 
police search parties were still j 
active and several temporary street i 
barricades and sandbag defences < 
were manned by armed Russian j 
S.V.C. members.

A complete demobilization of all : 
forces in the city was announced at 
11 o’clock last night, the “North- 
China Daily News” was informed. 
Apart from, the Russian Regiment, 
which was on. duty in many 
parts of the city, the volunteer 
members of the S.V.C. had a well- ! 
earned rest yesterday when they 
were ordered to stand by after i 
having manned defences throughout I 
the week-end.

No Arrests After Outrage

Uniforms, however, were still the [ 
prevailing fashion in the streets as I 
volunteers attended business, ready I 
to leave fully equipped should trou- [ 
ble occur. Last night several mem
bers of *‘B” Company did duty in 
the streets to assist the Russian 
Regiment. All was quiet, however, 

1 and today should see a return to 
normal conditions.

The demobilization order will 
affect the regular forces, who so 
ably did their duty during the period, 
and also the police, who had been 
ordered to stand by during the 
emergency. Meanwhile there were 
no arrests yesterday in connection 
with the bomb outrage—only serious 

»incident to occur in the Settlement— 
on Saturday evening at the premises | 

.of the China Inland Steamship Navi
gation Co,, on North Honan Road.

It is expected that although the 
S.V.C. was demobilized last night 
there will still be precautionary 
measures on the part of the military 
authorities as before. These will in
clude the usual Seaforth Highlanders 
patrol parties, which have been on 
duty in Nanking Road for many 
weeks past. In the American and 
Italian sectors, too, it is believed that 
the normal routine patrols will still 
be kept on duty.

The French Special Police, who 
have been on duty every night dur
ing the emergency, were also demo
bilized yesterday.
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Gen. Chiang Issues Message 
To Shanghai

Urges “Spiritual Fortress” Against Japanese;
Faith in Chinese Currency Re-Affirmed

Chungking, Aug. 12.

A SPECIAL message addressed to the Chinese in Shanghai on 
the .eve of the second anniversary of the outbreak of the

Sino-Japanese hostilities around that city was issued by General 
Chiang Kai-shek today. The message reads :—“Today, all Chi
nese, whether at the front or in the rear, whether soldiers or 
civilians, turn their thoughts to Shanghai. “Everyone is deeply 
concerned about our fellow-citizens in Shanghai. I wish to
express to them my impressions and also my hopes.’"

The Generalissimo goes on to ap- ; 
peal tp the Shanghai Chinese:—»

* 1. That the intellectuals and Press t 
■ form a “sniritual fortress” against 
| Japanese propaganda.

2. That economic and financial 
I circles have ¡faith in the Chinese 
i currency to strengthen China’s fin
ancial and economic position.

3. That the Chinese youth in 
j Shanghai realize their responsihili- 
j ties, and pursue their studies and 
( researches.

4. That the Chinese labourers in 
Shanghai continue their work for 
the support of Chinese resistance and 
reconstruction.

5. That all Chinese in Shanghai 
j assist each other, and mutually share
their hardships, so that the Shanghai 
Chinese will add a “glorious chapter 
to the integrity and honour of the 
Chinese nation and race.”

The statement refers at length to : 
Shanghai’s past achievements in 
China’s renaissance and her revolu
tion, particularly to the heroic sacri
fices made by the Chinese at Shang
hai during the hostilities around that 
city.

“Their determination and heroism,” 
the Generalissimo declares, “shatter
ed the Japanese dream of conquering 
China within a few weeks, and also 
changed international opinion of 
Chinese resistance, forcing other 

I countries tp the conclusion that the 
| Chinese can never be conquered, and j 

that Chinese resistance will have the 
brightest future. Though two years 
have elapsed, these scenes appear 

j vividly before us today.”
The Generalissimo points out that, 

| since the ¿all of Shanghai, mhny 
Chipese ‘ factories and cultural insti
tutions have moved into the interior, 
together with thousands of technical 
experts, skilled labourers and intel
lectuals, who played an important j 
role in supporting the movement for : 
carrying on the war of resistance.



Currency Situation
He emphasizes, however, that with 

the war entering its third year, the 
hardships suffered by the Chinese 
in Shanghai are bound to increase; 
but he assures the Shanghai Chinese 
that “the day of our final victory 
comes nearer every day.’*

The Generalissimo states that he 
fully appreciates the fact that the 
Japanese are applying pressure upon 
the Shanghai Chinese, both politic
ally and economically; but he declares 
that the responsibilities of the Chi
nese in Shanghai are therefore be
coming heavier.

“There are only two roads open 
to us—surrender and slavery or re
sistance and victory,” the General
issimo declares. “There is only one 
road—the road of resistance—which 
every patriotic, self-respecting Chi
nese must follow.”

Referring to the currency situation 
in Shanghai, General Chiang em
phasizes that present conditions can
not affect the position of the cur

rency. He points out that China is 
self-sufficient as regards daily neces
sities; and that the Chinese national 
resources are so tremendous that the 
Chinese currency has unlimited re
serves.

So long as the Chinese have faith 
in an ultimate Chinese victory, there 
is a great future for the country. 
“Our faith in thè currency,” the 
Generalissimo states, “can never be 
shaken.”

After assuring the Shanghai Chi
nese that the Chinese Government 
has carefully devised means of meet
ing the economic situation, General 
Chiang calls upon them to support 
the currency, stating that to support 
the currency is to be loyal to the 

; Government.
He reminds the Shanghai Chinese 

.of their responsibility to defend the 
Chinese “economic fortress.”—Reuter.
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Anniversary Passes Quietly
As Whole City Mobilizes

Leaflets Dropped from Japanese Plane ; AntbBritish
Orators in Hungjao; Parade in Hongkew 

\ UGUST 13—the second anniversary of the commencement of 
hostilities in Shanghai has passed. Its passing was as quiet 

as its entrance. No untoward incidents marred the calm of the 
Settlement and French Concession. There were no terrorist out
breaks. Indeed terrorists would have been foolhardy souls had 
they attempted to create disorder in Shanghai yesterday for so 
thorough were the precautions it would probably have been an 
impossibility to escape retribution. Only incidents to break the 
tranquility of the city were a small anti-British demonstration in 
Hungjao, and parades against the Gen. Chiang Kai-shek regime 
in Hongkew.

There was one more incident. This < 
was provided by a Japanese aero- * 
plane which showered large quanti
ties of anti-Chiang Kai-shek pam
phlets over Hungjao and Hongkew.

I In' the Settlement and Concession, 
however, no such scenes were wit
nessed. This was due to the addi- j 
tional precautions which had been 
taken following the only bomb out- ! 

; rage during the anniversary period. I 
Perpetrated at the premises of the | 
Shanghai Inland Steamship Naviga- 

. tion Co., at the corner of North Soo- 
chow and North Honan Roads on 
Saturday, eleven persons were in
jured as the missile exploded.

First Japanese demonstration on 
the anniversary day took place at 
Hungjao in the morning. Here fiery 
orators held forth against Great | 
Britain before a crowd of Chinese. I 
Pamphlets were distributed, some of | 
them ordering Chinese in the Shang- I 
hai area employed by British firms 
to leave their jobs within one week, 
while others ordered Chinese women 
married to Britons to obtain divorces 

| immediately.
Leaflets Distributed

In the afternoon the demonstra
tions were continued and other 

i printed material, urging the closure 
of all British schools, ' the seizure 
of British mission property and 
business houses, were handed around. 
Hongkew also had a demonstration 
but this was confined solely to an 
anti-Chiang Kai-shek and anti
Communist outburst. i- 

l About 1,700 Jap&nes^ primary and 
middle school students, and some 50 
Russians took part in the Hongkew 
parade which started at the corner 

' of Range Road and North Szechuen 
Road shortly after 2.45 p.m. It ended 
half an hour later. The Russians | 
taking part waved the old Imperial 
flag of their country and were paid 
reported to be 50 cents in the new 
Hwa Hsing currency for their assist
ance.

After proceeding down North Sze
chuen Road and Norh Soochow Road, 

‘the demonstrators came to a halt at 
I the intersection of Broadway and 
i North Soochow Road. An orator 
i harangued for some time and the i 
parade then wended its way down i 
Broadway and Seward Road, singing , 
patriotic songs accompied by much. 
Japanese flag-waving and poster dis-| 
tributing.



Meanwhile, in the Settlement, all 
was quiet. Thanks to the splendid 
work of the police, the regular forces 
and volunteers, it continued to remain 
so throughout the day. Today all 
S.V.C. units, with exception of 
the Armoured Car Co, and the 
Russian Regiment, will be demobilized. 
They will, however, still stand by on 
a precautionary basis from 8 a.m. The 

I remaining mobilized units will be 
freed from duty tonight, according to 
an official questioned last night. 
Should the conditions warrant it, 
however, he added, the plans would 
be changed. With the lifting of the 
precautionary measures tonight the 
stand-by order issued to members of 
the S.M.P. will also end..

Practically the same measures were 
I enforced yesterday as on the previous 
1 day, although there was added acti
vity on the part of search parties. 
This was a result of the only incid
ent to disturb the peace and quiet 
of the city on Saturday. Volunteers 
were either on duty or confined to 
barracks during the whole 24 hours 
and no leave was granted except on 
special grounds. Officers, therefore, 
had many men ready to call for in- 

| stant action.
Enquiries made at the various 

hospitals yesterday revealed that the 
victims of Saturday’s outrage were 
progressing favourably although five 
of them were still in a serious condi- 
tion. \
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HuugiaoRegion Flooded 
With Propaganda .

Against Britons^ 
VIGOROUS TIENTSIN 
ACTION THREATENED

Campaignlntensification
Is Planned By North 

China Faction
Anti - British agitation 

¡spread to Shanghai in an 
important way yesterday 

| morning when Chinese coolies, 
¡ with Japanese soldiers stand
ing by, circulated leaflets 
denouncing Britain among the 
residents of Chinese villagers 
in the Hungjao area.

The leaflets contained a violent 
attack against British policy and at 
the same time urged action against 
Britons in China. In, this latter 
•connection, four main points were 
stressed:

1. That all Chinese in the 
employ of British companies in 
the Shanghai area quit their 

^Jobs^ within one week, ____
"That Cliinese women niar^ 

ricd to British subjects start 
divorce proceedings against their 

^husbands.
3. Tile acquisition , by the 

Chinese of all British mission 
property in Japanese occupied 
areas of <*H*na.

4. A bc/cpH of British busi 
ness concerns, including trading

i establishment- -d banks.
Eye-witnesst ¿formed The China 

‘ Press that leaflets seemed to have 
i but little effect on the Chinese vil-; 
! lagers, many of whom were unable 
to read. Most of them are stated 
to have thrown the leaflets away.

Anti ? Chiang Kai-shek leaflets 
• were showered over Shanghai from 
an airplane yesterday afternoon, a 
heavy wind, however, blew most of 
them, to the outskirts of the city 
and few fell inside the business 
areas.

More Plans
(Reuters)

TOKYO, Aug. 12.—The expansion 
and intensification of* the anti- 
British campaign in China was 
decided upon at a meeting in Tien
tsin today of the anti-British 
Campaign Committee for Worth 
China, according to Japanese-sour- ' 
ces.

The plan, it is stated, includes 
the establishment of central t 
machinery* to control and unify i 
anti-British organizations in various 
parts of China, to observe an anti
British Demonstration Day, and to j 
publish an anti-British newspaper.

The project, it is stated, will be 
submitted to a plenary meeting 
next week.

Jk



Chinese Remain 
(Reuters)

TIENTSIN, Aug. IX—While it was 
earlier reported that 65 out of 70 
Chinese employees of the -Interna
tional Export Company, the Bri
tish concern which was attacked 
and damaged by a Chinese mob on 
August 4, had resigned, it is now 
learned that none of the employees 
have left under threats.

The number of Chinese em
ployees, it is admitted, has been 
drastically reduced; but this is be
cause the Company has decided to 
give them a holiday for the next i 
few days, until the danger arising i 
from the second anniversary of | 
the Shanghai hostilities is over.

It had earlier been reported that 
UiC 65 employees had explained 
that if they did not leave, reprisals 
might be taken against them, or 
their families.

New Action
(Reuters)

PEIPING, Aug. 12.—Anti-British 
agitation took a new turn here to
day when a Japanese. ’plane flew 
dangerously low over the diploma
tic quarter of the city this morn-I 
Ing, and dropped many anti-British! 
leaflets in English and Chinese.

“Down with Britain! Exclude tne ■ 
British!” read the captions on the! 
pamphlets.

j The British authorities imme- 
diately made representations to the 

- Japanese Embassy, who admitted 
that the ’plane probably was Jap
anese.

i They explained that the “spon
taneous anti-British feeling in 
Japan has now spread to Japanese 
nationals in China.”



SHANGHAI TIMES,
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RUSSIANS TAKEPAJjÇf

March With Japanese^. Ini
A War Anhiversâry 

Demonstration I

! In observance o£ the 
Iniversary of the outbreak oi-<the 
I hostilities in the Shanghai area, the I 
1Japanese authorities staged_ an elab-1 
iorate parade in the Hongkew areal 
yesterday in which 1,500 Japanese 

i Chinese and Russian residents I 
Hongkew participated White

The participation of the White 1 
Russians in the parade created quite! 
a stir and is the topic o£ much dis- I 
cussion among the White Kussmns 
in the Settlement and Concession.! 
The Russians carried banners, word- I 
ed in the Russian language, de-1 
nouncing communism. They were! 
also carrying Japanese flags. I

Over 1,000 school children were | 
seen taking part in the demonstra
tion, which included White Russian 
children and Chinese children. | 

“White House”
The White Russians are believed 

to be members of the Anti-COm- 
munist Association, which ^ becom
ing now quite strong in Shanghai. 
The White Russians in Tientsin 
mostly an now belong to this ^so- 
dation, which is called the White 
House.” In the North, it is required 
that White Russians belong to the 
“White House” Association rèsi^ 
or pass through Japanese occupied f 
areas, or move out on ships or 
tr&White Russians in the Shanghai 
area are being approached to join i 
the 4‘White House” Association in < 
Shanghai, it is reported.
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Northern Area' 
Is S ce ne Of 
Demonstration
Big Aiiti-Chiaug Aud

Anti-British March
Is Promoted

. ........ . . «ai

Two demonstrations in Hongkew, 
one of them an anti-Chiang Kai-shek I 
and anti-British nature, featured 
the observance of August 13, second 
anniversary of the outbreak of 
hostilities in the Shanghai area.

No violence attended either of the 
demonstrations, hence it can be said 
that the anniversary passed quietly 
for there were no bombings or 
other acts of terrorism inside the 
Settlement and French Concession 
boundaries. >

b '
The first of the two demon

strations wai staged Shortly 
before noon when about 7.000 

" Japanese, 4,000 Koreans and 
about 20,000 Chinese gathered at 
Hongkew Park to hear Japanese 
patriotic speeches. Shortly be
fore noon, a large percentage 
of the demonstrators marched 
to the Japanese consulate where 
representatives of the group 
presented “testimonials of their 
gratitude to the Japanese*’ to 
consular officials.

Slogans Shouted
The second demonstration, which 

was featured by the shouting of 
anti-British and anti-Chiang Kai- 
■shek slogans, was staged about 2 ! 
p.m. It is cstmated that aibout 3.0 JJ 
persons, including 1,500 Chinese -nd 
100 White Russians took part in 
this event.

A small attempt at pedantry j 
was to be seen in the middle of ; 
the procession. Japanese soldiers.

3n fighting pose, rode the side^ and 
¿top of an armored car. In front f 
I nf the car and to* the rear march
ed demonstrators waving Japanese 
and five-barred flags. Nazi. Italian j 

j and the flags of old Imperial ; 
¡Russia also were to be seen in the j 
procession, which wound its way 
along various streets of Hongkew.

Japanese and Chinese in motor
cars rode along the streets at. the 
sides of the procession, distributing 
bundles of anti-Chiang leaflets. 
The affair broke up late in the 
afternoon. Neither the Chinese, 
nor the White Russians appeared 
(very happy about the whole affair. 
On noting that foreigners Were 
vatching them, some of the Rus
sians turned their heads away and 
looked rather sheeoish.
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No Crime Reported
Definite evidence of what can be 

accomplished in the way of crime 
suppression Was vividly revealed in 
the Settlement and French Conces- 
tion yesterday. Both areas were 
veritable armed camps but note* 
worthy is the fact that there was 
no terrorism and nb armed robbery.

Heavy police and military patrols 
were to be seen in all sections of 

'the city. Bound aides were closely 
guarded. Sandbag barricades were 
heavily manned at danger points. 
In fact. Shanghai was ready for 
any emergency but the emergency 
did net arise.

It is understood that the restric
tions will be relaxed somewhat today. 
The demobilization of the Shanghai 
Volunteer Corps is expected to 
start about 7 a.m. and probably will 
be completed before noon. It is 
understood, however, that barricades 
will be kept in place for several 
days.

Detectives of the West Hongkew 
Police Station last night were still 
engaged in investigating the bomb- I 
ing of the Japanese Inland Ship
ping Company, Embankment Build-1 
ing. corner of North Soochow and | 
North Honan Roads, which occurred I 
Saturday night.

No arrests had been made up to 
a late hour and the police were 
still without an idea as to who 
might 'have been responsible. It 
seems that no eye-witnesses who 
actually saw the bomb thrown liave 
yet been found.

It also was learned yesterday, that 
12 persons instead of 11, as ori
ginally reported, were wounded. All 
were Chinese and no deaths are I 
expected. One woman is said to 
have had her arm amputated yes-, 
terday as a result of shrapnel 
wounds she received.
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Japanese Shipping Co. Bombed 
On Eve of Anniversary

Eleven Injured When Bomb Smashes Entrance to 
Embankment Building Premises of Steamship Co.

THREE Chinese men and one woman were seriously injured 
and seven sustained minor injuries when a bomb was thrown 

into the N. Honan Road entrance of the Shanghai Inland Steam
ship Navigation Co., a Japanese concern with offices on the ground 
floor of the Embankment Building, at* about 8.15 p.m. yesterday. 
A glass pane above the door was badly smashed as the cigarette- 
tin type hand-grenade had passed through there, whilst shrapnel 
perforated the large windows at several places.

The exact circumstances of the incident could not be ascer
tained, as everything was stated to have happened with such 
rapidity that none of the eye-witnesses was able to give a clear 
version of the happening.

Among the injured is C.P.C. 2667 
attached to West Hongkew station, 
who was on duty at that intersection 

| and suffered abrasions on the, right 
arm, while a member of the !‘B” 

i Company, S.V.C., was also near- the 
’ scene at the time and was being 
questioned by investigating officers at 
West Hongkew Station.

Residents Locked-In
Meanwhile,» the residents of the 

Embarkment building when hearing 
the explosion which was stated to 
have been audible as far as the cen
tral district, attempted to get to the 1 
street to see what it was all about, 
only to find that the police had given i 
orders to lock all doors of the build-. 
ing after they had cleared the vicin-1 
ity of all pedestrians. Soon after the | 
bombing, an armoured car arrived , 
on the scene as did officers of the 
Seaforths and the Shanghai Volunteer I 
Corps.

Up to a late hour last night, the J 
police had not yet found a theory 
on which to work and, while the 
opinion was advanced that the missile 
had been thrown from a motorcar [ 
passing at high speed, this was con-I 
sidered almost impossible owing to , 
the height to which the grenade had 
been thrown.

Chinese eye-witnesses stated last 
i night that they saw a man in work- ! 
ing clothes run north on N. Honan 

Road immediaety after the bombing, 
but it could not be learned whether 
he had anything to do with the 
attack.

All Chinese shops in the vicinity 
immediately put up their shutters 
for the night and thousands of j 

| curious onlookers were standing at 
I some distance as late as midnight.



Vicinity Roped Off
The scene was roped off and a 

cigarette tin was seen ’floating in an 
enamel basin full of water. ¿1 view 
of the fact, however, that fpplice 
officers subsequently removed the tin 
from the basin and found it to con
tain a pocket-knife, a few stamps 
and some other oddities, it .was be
lieved that it had been dropped by 
one of the persons near the scene 
at the time.

Two of the eleven injured persons 
had been taken to West Hongkew 
Police Station from where they were 
removed to hospital, while thé others 
were rushed for treatment in four 
ambulances that were summoned to 
the scene nine minutes after the 
incident.

Japanese press-photographers were 
busy taking pictures of thg assembled 
group of officers and volunteers but 
when one of them attempted to 
climb on one of the P.W.D. barriers 
which had been placed around the 
scene of the bombing, he was order
ed to leave.

Streets Patrolled
With S.V.C. trucks and armoured 

cars patrolling the Settlement from 
dusk yesterday and military, volun
teer and police patrols largely on 
the increase, Shanghai lived through 
a tense day on the eve of today’s 
second anniversary of the commence
ment of Sino-Japanese hostilities. '

Curfew was strictly enforced' last 
night and while foreigners were 
permitted to return to their homes 
after having been given a stern 
warning, all Çhisese found without 

’ curfew passes were detained and 
will only be released at 5 am. to
day, somewhat the wiser for the 
experience.

Newspaper offices came in for parti
cular attention ftom the Shanghai 
Volunteer Corps and were guarded 
since 5 a.m. yesterday, while a large 
number of S. V. C. patrols have 
greatly augmented the military patrols 
in the various district?.of„the, Settle
ment. The former premises of the 1 
Central Bank of China have been 
converted into the temporary head
quarters of “A” Battalion which 
functions in the central district, 
whilst the S. V. C. drill hall and 
gymnasium have been converted into 
barracks, as have the premises of 
the Rowing Club.

Platoons are standing by at these 
various concentration points, ready 

to rysh to the scene of any possible 
disturbance at à moment’s notice, . 
whilst a fleet of hired trucks, suitably 
marked with posters and battalion 
flags, are standing by to speed up 
transportation. Rovers and Boy 
Scouts have also been made use of as 
runners and were seen functioning 
throughout the day, wearing their 
uniforms and red armlets.



Gradual Reduction

Still further precautions were put 
into force at 10 p.m. yesterday and 
these ultra-rigid measures will re- , 
main in force either until tonight or 
tomorrow morning. While it was 
anticipated that the S. V. C. would 
be demobilized this evening, it was I; 
understood that the precautionary ' 
measures would only be gradually 
reduced so that any belated attempt 
at disturbing the peace and order 
within the ioreign-administered areas, 
could be liquidated before it would 
be able to assume major proportions.

As a result of the precautions effec
tive since yesterday morning, traffic 
was considerably disrupted and. on 
more than one occasion serious jams 
resulted, a trip from the western 
district of the French Concession to 
the central district having in one 
instance taken 45 minutes instead of 
the usual 15. Pedestrians too were 
somewhat inconvenienced through 
the large number of search parties 
and nearly all pedestrians were 
searched, woman searchers accom
panying police parties for that pur
pose.

Frequently, trams, buses and trolly-, 
buses were halted and all the pas
sengers had to submit to searches 
while hotels, lodging houses and 
cabarets continued to be visited by 
police parties, although no serious 
arrest was reported by a late hour , 

'last night.
By 10 p.m., the streets were 

deserted. There was no traffic to ' 
speak of, particularly in the central : 
district, and the work of the police j 
was thus considerably facilitated.

Japanese Celebration
With feelings of sorrow for the loss 

of We in the Shanghai hostilities do- • 
minating their thoughts in connec- j 
tion with the second anniversary of ■ 
the conflict here, Japanese north of J 
the creek will unite in a quiet obser
vance today giving most of their at
tention to memorial services for the 
war dead, Japanese newspapers said 
yesterday.

At 8 o’clock in the morning memo
rial services for Japanese troops and 
civilians killed in action here will be 
held at the Shanghai Shrine, with Mr. 
Yoshiaki Miura, Japanese Consul- 
General, taking a leading part in the 
rites.

Various groups will visit the naval 
monument in the Japanese Cemetery 
on Kwangchung Road, and memorial 
markers on the roof of the Japanese 
Special Naval Landing Party head- 
quarters on North Szechuen .Road and i 
on Ward Road.

At 11 o’clock a ceremony will be 
held at the Nippon Club, where Mr. 
Miura will present letters of appre
ciation. A luncheon like that eaten 
by troops in the field will be served 
at the club, while all Japanese re- ( 
sidents in their households will 
observe the rule of thrift by limiting 
their noon meals to one dish.

At the Foomin Theatre in the even- . 
ing the Naval Society will sponsor a 
memorial entertainment, including j 
lectures, military music, and moving . 
pictures.

The Great Eastern Broadcasting 
Station will put on the air at 7.10 
o’clock a speech by Mr. Masusaburo

- Amano, President of the Japanese 
Residents’ Corporation. At 7.30 
o’clock a group of ex-service men will 
broadcast.

I
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Barricades PutAU Quer 
City At Midnight

Authorities Preparing Well In Advance For 
Second Anniversary Of Hostilities;— 

Volunteers Mobilizing To-day
Apparently deciding to be ready, 

well n advance for any eventuality 
that might occur on the second an
niversary of the outbreak of the 
local hostilities on Sunday, August 
13, or before that day, the police 
authorities had barbed wire barri
cades placed at various points in 
the city in the early hours of this 
morning.

The Shanghai Municipal Police 
and the French Municipal Police 
were put on precautionary mobil
ization as from midnight and at 
various hours to-day units of the 1 
Shanghai Volunteer Corps will be ■ 
mobilized. Most of the volunteers; 
will attend offices in uniform to-day, ■ 
being on stand-by mobilization. Itj 
is expected, however, that the ma
jority of the units will be fully 
mobilized late on Friday afternoon 
or on Saturday morning and will 
stand-by in barracks, carry out 
[patrols or participate in various 
other defence duties over the week
end.

Police Specials
French Concession volunteers will 

also be called up for duty, as well 
as the Police Specials of both the 
Settlement and the Concession. The 
Police Specials will co-operate with 
the regular forces in conducting 
searches and patrolling the streets.

Barricades, as on former occasions, 
will be placed along various roads 
leading into the Settlement. Spe
cial attention will be paid to barri
cading off all entrances and exits 
to the “Badlands” area in the West
ern district. As usual, barricades 
will be put up along several roads' 
abutting on Avenue Edward VII and 
Avenue Foch.

Both the International Settlement 
and French Police announced yes
terday that during the period from 
to-night until after the second an
niversary of the hostilities curfew 
will be very strictly enforced. For
eigners as well as Chinese will be 
required to produce passes if out 
during the curfew hours.

Troops Active
As on all former occasions for

eign troops will work in conjunc
tion with the police authorities in 
maintaining law and order. De-, 
tachments of the Seaforth High
landers will be on duty on the 
Bund, Central and Louza districts. 
They will be supported by mem
bers of the Russian Regiment, 
S.V.C. Fourth Marines will guard 
their sector, which runs from Yu 
Ya Ching Road west to Hart Road. 
From there the East Surreys take 
over and the Italian Marines guard 
the industrial area to the north 
west of the Settlement.

French Troops, will, of course,; 
support the French Police, both on 
the boundary of the Concession as 
well as in maintaining peace and 
order within the Concession. Large 
and heavily-armed search parties 
will operate for the next few days 
in both the foreign areas. In the 
Concession some of .the search 
parties are supported by armoured 
cars and men carrying Thompson 
sub-machine guns.

-Mais ;
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Japanese In Hongkeu) Prepare 
To Mark War Anniversary

Preparations are under way in 
Hongkew for an extensive pro
gramme of events to celebrate the 
second anniversary of the com
mencement of the Shanghai hostili
ties on August 13, according- to 
Japanese newspapers.

Events already scheduled under 
the auspices of the Japanese Re
sidents* Corporation include a 
memorial service for war dead at 
the Shanghai Shrine,, worship» at 
memorials and cemeteries in and 
around Shanghai, radio speeches by 
a naval officer and Mr. Masusaburo 
Amano, President of the Residents* 
Corporation; exhibition of films 
depicting the start of hostilities, and 
a lecture meeting at the Foomin 
Theatre from (J.3G o’clock to 10 
o’clock in the evening under the

auspices of the Naval Society?
At a meeting in the Nippon Club 

at 11 o’clock in the morning, Mr. 
Yoshiaki Miura, Japanese Consul- 
General, will express appreciation 
for the efforts of those who con
tributed meritorious services during 
and after the hostilities in the 
Shanghai area

At noon, a military luncheon will 
be served at the Club. One-dish 
meals will be eaten by Japanese re
sidents. Representatives of the 
Corporation, Japanese military and 
naval authorities, the Federation of 
Amalgamated Street Unions, and the 
Shanghai Japanese Emergency 
Women’s Society already have held 
a preliminary meeting to plan the 
observance.



August 7, 1939 Afternoon Translation

Chinese-American Daily News publishes a lengthy letter received
from south-east Shansi containing the following passages »-

wOBKEBS HELP TROOPS TO FIGHT JAPANESE

Despite the mad and reckless bombings by 
Japanese aeroplanes« most of the railway workers in south 
Shansi are continuing transportation work* These 
progressive railway workers could not have found a better 
way to secure freedom and emancipation for workers and 
the Chinese people than by strengthening the movement of 
workers to take part in the war*

Many workers in south-east Shansi lost 
their lives gloriously on the battlefield*

When the ironmongers unit reoaptured a city* 
a worker named Wong Yu-yih ( ) was mercilessly
killed by Chinese traitors and his head was hung up oni 
the city wall* Another worker named Shih Cheng 
whilst attempting to destroy railway tracks» was arrested 
by the Japanese* After tying up his body with wire« 
the Japanese bayondted him to death*

Shun Pao I-
JAPANESE BOMB KAZAN

According to information* secured by our 
reporter from an arrival from Kazan ( ), the Japanese
authorities on August 5 detailed a heavy bombing-plane 
to Kazan where it dropped 9 bombs* 50 civilians were 
killed or injured*

According to news from the Western District 
of Shanghai« shooting took place at LunghvA in the early 
morning of August 6* At about 6 a*m* the same day two 
bombing-planes appeared over the area* It is generally 
believed that some fighting has also taken place there* 

It is said that Chinese soldiers are very 
active at ChenJu and Lunghwa*

Shun Pao, Sin Wan Pao I-

SAND AND BRICK BOATS DETAINED AT WO OSUNG

The Japanese are unlawfully detaining boats 
carrying sand and bricks to Shanghai from the interior*

Two days ago, ten boats carrying sand and 
bricks ordered by the S*M*C* were detained at Woo sung 
by the "Kiangnan Industrial Bureau*. A report has been 
made to the S.M.C* and it is learned that the Council 
is opening negotiations with the Japanese authorities*
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Sin Shun Pa.o (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
published the following editorial on August 6 J-

A SECTION OP THE LOCAL POPULATION SHOULD EK 
REPATRIATED to the inferior

The war drove a large number of people to 
seek shelter in Shanghai* These people are suffering 
heavily for they are experiencing much difficulty in 
maintaining a living*

Everything has become dearer owing to the 
sharp decline in the value of the dollar* Merchants 
with small capital* employees and workers are on the 
verge of bankruptcy* As the local situation is abnormal, 
cases of terrorism have taken place one after another* 
The authorities have adopted precautions and the area is 
in a war-like condition* The residents are uneasy* 

The local situation is so dangerous and the 
living here is so dear that a section of the population 
should be repatriated to the interior* Merchants with 
small capital cannot make any profit and it is impossible 
for them to remain in this city any longer for they will 
not be able to provide for their families*

People living in this locality are simply 
working like oattle for foreigners} they are doing nothing 
to help the nation in dealing with the crisis*

In the areas under the jurisdiction of the 
"Reformed Government”, there are no disturbances by 
guerrilla bandits for these areas are protected by & 
friendly army* There is perfect safety and the false 
propaganda appearing in anti-Japanese newspapers about 
disturbances at certain places are all untrue* People 
who have received letters from relatives in the interior 
know that good order has already been restored in the 
farming districts*

We would like to ask I are not conditions in 
Hongkew, Nantao and Chapei much better than those prevailing 
in the lb reign Settlements?

We would advise all intelligent Chinese to 
leave this isolated island as soon as possible and to 
return to the interior so as to enjoy their peaceful 
life as in former times* There are at present 5,000,000 
residents in the foreign Settlements* If one million 
persons can be repatriated to the interior, the remaining 
4,000,000 will benefit* It would be still better if 
two million people can be sent away from the Poreign 
Settlements* In returning to their former homes in 
the interior, these persons will be alleviating their 
own sufferings and they can rebuild their farms*

Those who remain in Shanghai will perish* 
Let all persons who are unable to earn a living return 
at once to their old homes*



August 7» 19J0 Afternoon Translation.

C.i Ines e-Amcr loan Daily News 1»

ths mi-cwiMTm aw-TOci cgm
The bandits enrolled by the Japanese in the 

suburbs of Shanghai have been organized into an "Anti- 
Comintern Self-Defence Corps* and placed under the control 
of Japanese officers in the service of the Shanghai City 
Government. Detachments of thia corps are stationed in 
varloua districts and e*oh diatriot la permitted to o^t up 
three or five atationa for the collection of taxes» 
Together with the revenue from fam taxes, a monthly income 
of some $10,000 is being made in each district» A large 
body of the Ant i-dom intern Self -Def enee Corps la stationed 
in Pootung,

There are also 3,000 members of this Corps in 
the Second gaol in Zau Wu Kyungi they have been provided 
with more than 800 arms» Several men have been chosen to 
undertake terroristic activities which they call special 
work» The 26 mon arroated by the Italian Marines at the 
Chao Myi Primary School belong to a detachment of the 
Self-Defence Corps at Zau Vu Kyung that had boon despatched 
to that district to establish a tax collecting station. 
Despite their encounter with the Italian marines, theae 
men will not give up their plana. The chief of the Self- 
Def enoe Corps is one ^hang(jX )l he was formerly a member 
of the merchant volunteer corps.

Chinese-Amor loan Daily News, Central China Daily Newa, Sin 
Wan Pao, Shun Pao, eto. !•

TUJ
During the past week the rice market was in a 

atate of great confusion) thia was caused by unlawful 
transactions» Ch August S, all the rice dealers signed an 
undertaking not to buy rice at a price exceeding the limit 
fixed. The rice market la now quiet» Third grade rloo io 
being sold at >20 per picul.

Our reporter haa ascertained the following 
faota i-

1» hies merchants are hoarding rloo mt difrerent 
places to avoid discovery,

8» Rice dealers are intentionally refraining 
from producing sample» of rice, their purpose being to 
create uneesineaa among the people.

/ 3, Under the pretext of inability to procure
V rice, r‘ce shops are selling their last stocks. 

Manipulation of the rice market by transporters 
and dealers caused a rise in the price of rice and thio 
led to unlawful transact lone. That such malpractices 
should bo resorted to at thio time of emergency is much to 
be deplored.

■

. ■ I >.'
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With a view to preserving peace and order 
in the district and maintaining the food supplies for 
the inhabitants of Shanghai» the authorities of the 
S.M'C» and the J*.1/i.C. are rigidly enforcing the price 
limit» People are requested to report to the authorities 
should they learn of any malpractices by traitorous 
merchants» There are 180»000 bags of rice in stock in 
Shanghai» in addition to 16 months' supply of flour» 
The rise in the price of rice was due entirely to 
manipulation by traitorous merchants. Efforts are being 
made by the authorities to regulate the importation of 
rice»

Hwa Pao (Chungking Telegram) |-

UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS SEND TELEGRANS TO OXFORD AND 
----------------------“CHLUEBl’A UN I VERS 11'TES-------  

Two telegrams were recently sent out 
jointly by the Presidents of various universities» 
including the Central University» the Tsing Hwa 
University and the Chungshan University* One was 
addressed to President Butler of Columbia University 
of New York and the presidents of all universities and 
colleges in the U»S.A. The other was sent to the 
President» the Vice President and the professors of 
Oxford University in England.

The first telegram read as followsi-
•The announcement of President Roosevelt 

abrogating the Japan-U»S» Trade Treafy of 1911 was received 
with whole-hearted sympathy throughout China. This is 
indeed a highly praiseworthy act»

•Japan is continuing with her war of 
aggression in China. The actual abrogation of the 
treaty will not take place until six months later» 
It is hoped that inuediate action will be adopted to 
stop supplying war materials to Japan and to extend 
positive financial assistance to China. We earnestly 
request the far-sighted and broad-minded Press in the 
United States to support the policy of President 
Roosevelt so as to enable him to take a more definite 
stand»

•Japan is creating considerable havoc 
with Chinese and American life and property because she 
can get supplies of war materials from the U.S.A» We 
shall ever remember the timely assistance rendered to 
us by the United States in this war of resistance.*

The following is the telegram addressed 
to the President of Oxford University in England«-

•The declaration made in Parliament by 
the esteemed British Premier on J»ly 31 has re-established 
our confidence in your Government» The continuation of 
the Tokyo Conference according to the original progranme 
will have an adverse effect on Britain's good feelings 
towards China and is liable to cost her the confidence 
of the civilized world1» Britain's prestige in the Far 
East has never been so low as it is at present. To
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satisfy the ambitions of an avaricious nation by a policy 
of compromise is impossible} it will only encourage that 
nation’s ambitions. To carry out a policy of realism 
at the expanse of precious ideals and principles will 
give rise to anarchy throughout the world. The present 
policy adopted by Britain will be disadvantageous to her. 
We therefore request your Government* through your Kind 
offices, to render every assistance possible to C**ina, 
especially in connection with the question of legal tender 
notes. At the same time we request that the Tokyo 
Conference be called off because it is contrary to the 
resolutions of the League of Nations and the provisions 
of the Nine-Power Pact.”
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MAINICHI

SECOND ANTI-CHOIERA INOCULATION

It is reported that the second 
anti-cholera inoculation will be given to the public 
between August 7 and 19 from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. every day 
at the Japanese schools on Range Road, North Szechuen 
Road, C^uinsan Garden, a vacant piece of land on Yu 1 in 
Road, another place in front of No, 435 Yangtszcpoo 
Road. Persons who desire to have the second Inoculation 
are required to produce the first certificate of anti
cholera inoculation.

BUILDING OF JEWISH DISTRICT IN THE VICINITY 
OF WAYSIDE PARK

It is said that the number of 
Jewish residents in SE-nghai has nov reached 10,000 
the majority of whom reside in the Yangtszepoo District. 
A Jex iBh refugee shelter has been established at the 
Municipal primary school. Some Jews have opened shops. 
A number of Jews are said to be planning a Jewish district 
in the Yangtszepoo District. They are negotiating 
with various quarters to raise a sum of Yen 30,000,000 
for that purpose.



September 1» 1939 Afternoon Translation

AUGUST 13 jn the army

The "Ta Ying Yeh Pao" of August 30 published 
under the above heading an article written by Mao Tse-min 

O )> containing the following expressions t- 
August 13 is the most note-worthy day to 

be remembered by the Chinese people» especially in the 
army» I enjoyed the second anniversary of August 13 in 
the army»

It was not yet 6 a»m» that day when over 
120 soldiers» including officers» commanders» etc»» 
assembled on the north side of a mountain slope» where 
they held a meeting»

General Yu Han-mou, who presided»delivered 
the following address

"My comrades» on August 13 two years ago» 
the Japanese started an invasion 9f China» To uphold 
her freedom and independence and the integrity of her 
territory* China decided oh a war of resistance» During 
the past two years» we have shattered Japan's dream for 
an early conclusion of the war» Now if we do not drive 
away the Japanese from our territory, we will be unable 
to console our martyrs dr/oead brethren» Therefore» we 
should redouble our efforts»

"Realising that they are unable to conquer 
China by military force» the Japanese are resorting to 
political policy to exert pressure upon China» To 
frustrate this conspiracy» we must first of all abolish 
all traitors and start a co-operation between the people 
and the soldiers« We must have a strong determination 
to make sacrifices for our country." t &

Later General Li Sei Kwai )
delivered the following address

"Despite the political attack by the 
Japanese and the surrender of rebel Wang Ching-wei» China 
is still standing firmly» Now the most important point in 
the struggle with Japan is to win the confidence of the 
people and to organize them*"



August 17, 1939 Afternoon Translation.

Ta Ying Yeh Rao published the following editorial on Aug«16»-

GENERA! CHIANG‘g CIRCULAR TO CHINESE PEOPLE IN SHANGHAI

On the second anniversary of the August 13 
Incident, General Chiang Kai-shek issued a circular 
addressed to the Chinese people in Shanghai* Chinese 
residents in Shanghai should read this circular word by 
word and memorize it* Owing to the special circumstances 
prevailing in Shanghai* we have not been able to read 
the whole text of this circular} we have read only a 
part of it through a foreign news agency report«

Sven the. reading of a part of General Chiang* 
circular is sufficient to move the patriotism of the 
people» to make them shed tears and leave a deep 
impression on their minds«

General Chiang Kai-shek, who is leading 
the war of resistance* is taking a serious view of the 
condition of Chinese residents in Shanghai and for this 
the Chinese people respect him«

In the circular. General Chiang makes 
the following remarks • • "None of the military men and 
civilians in the rear or at the front are unconcerned 
over the condition of their brethren in Shanghai* they 
admire the loyal and gallant acts of the Shanghai people 
in the war of resistance, thereby frustrating Japan's 
plans to bring China to her knees in a few weeks« This 
has caused the world to realize that the Chinese people 
cannot be conquered•*

In addition, General Chiang said that as 
the Japanese are intensifying their political and 
economic oppression of the Chinese people in Shanghai, 
their burden has thus increased*

The entire body of Chinese residents in 
Shanghai should remember the following important points 
in General Chiang's circular» *We have two routes before 
us to-day« One will lead us to surrender and ruin our 
country» thereby making us slaves forever* The other 
route tells us to struggle bitterly, to become patient 
without surrender» to fight for victory and to revive 
China« The latter route is the only one for our 
determined nationals to take«"
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The August 13 Anniversary

Yesterday was the seoond anniversary of the 
outbreak of Sino»Japanese hostilities in Shanghai on 
august 13, a day marked by grave intensity. Owing to the 
existing conditions, no ceremonies were held by publlo 
bodies. The day was passed in solemn silence. Thanks to 
the measures taken by the Police authorities of the Foreign 
Settlements, the defence forces and the Shanghai Volunteer 
Corps, nothing happened. This shows that the Foreign 
Settlements authorities are strong enough to prevent any 
untoward incident,

Chinese National Flag Hoisted on Nanking. Boat

At 8 a,m, yesterday, several shops on Nanking 
Bead near Honan Bead hoisted the Chinese national flag. 
Later officers of the S.M.P, were detailed to tell them 
that the hoisting of the national flag was not necessary. 
The shops obeyed and took down the flags, though some 
trouble was created.

Curfew .Enfor^eXEarU^j

The authorities of the Foreign Settlements 
will continue the precautions for a few days more. 
Beginning from last night, the curfew was enforced from 
11,30 p,m, to 5 a,m,, during which period all persons 
found on the streets,except those in possession of curfew 
passes,will be detained at the police station. It is 
not known when the order for this earlier enforcement 
of curfew will be cancelled) it is probable that it 
will be cancelled on August 15 if nothing untoward 
happens in the meantime.



Shun Pao, Chinese-Jtaerloan Dally News»
Patriotic Posters

Many patriotic posters were affixed to electric 
poets and walls along Bubbling Well Road, Hart Road, Avenue 
Road and Sinza Road*

Chinese-American Daily News»
According to an eye-witness, at about 2 p,m, 

yesterday» five Chinese, carrying a large quantity of 
handbills, were crossing the Szechuen Road Bridge from north 
of the Creek to the Settlement, but were searched by 
constables on duty on the Bridge, At this juncture, the 
Japanese sentries on the north side of the Bridge, seeing 
this, attempted to asvset the five persons but were stopped 
by the constables. Later, the five persons were taken 
to the Police Station together with the handbills.

Amusement Resorts Suspend Business

All amusement resorts, such as Chinese theatres, 
cinemas, cabarets, the Hal Alai and the Canidrome suspended 
business yesterday but will resume operations to-day except 
the Great World Amusement Resort ( Zr- ) which will 
continue to remain closed one day more.

Handbills Disseminated by Japanese Aeroplanes

A flight of Japanese aeroplanes reconnoitred 
over the city from 6 a,m, yesterday and disseminated a 
large quantity of handbills in the lest Hongkew and Hongkew 
districts.

Anti-Chiang Handbills

At 1 p,m, yesterday, some person threw red end 
blue coloured anti-Chiang handbills on North Honan Road» 
Elgin Road and HainingiRpad in West Hongkew District, No 
pedestrians picked thojrout policemen collected them and 
took them to the Police Station to be burned.



August 14, 193«.
TAIBDTO SHIMPO

ciAg actiqi oy gauc. to oramt 
lAg-AlIDIBQ CHIMMB.

Under the auspices of this paper, yesterday, 
a large number of Japanese and Chinese held a proeession 
led by a band in aa Impressive manner as though it Blight 
overpower the foreign Settlements on the south side of 
creek:, was held to observe the anniversary of the 
outbreak of the Shanghai hostilities on August 13, 193?.

It has been ascertained that as the grand 
proeession was progressing some twenty law-abiding 
Chinese, who had picked up handbills issued by this 
paper at the Berth Ssechuen Bead Bridge and the garden 
Bridge and who had proceeded to the south side of the 
Creek, were unlawfully arrested and detained by the 
wt~—g^-1 Municipal Police. Severe criticism has been
braute* forth and great indignation has been aroused 
amongst the Japanese residents against such a grossly 
unlawful action by the Shanghai Municipal Belies, The 
handbills issued on the anniversary of August 13th 
contained neither infl —stogy passages Mr anti-British 
propaganda. In spite of this, ths 8.M,C. in Mid to bo 
justifying its action on the ground that the slogan 
•Down with ths Bower which »nders assistance to the
Chiang Bai took regie** was of an leflnewstwry and anti
British nature. This argunest proves nothing but that 
they are giving assistance to the Chiang B»i rogine. 
ten unlawful action of the B.M. should be the subject 
of an igpoeehBcnt« Central Belloc teatian which detained 
the law-abiding Chinese will charge against the prisoners 
at the Bpeeial Court to-day, but it is wets own on what 

charge the police will prosecute. tech a eraay action 
by the 8.M.C. is liable to canoe uneasiness anong the
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residents. The development of the incident is 

being watched with the greatest interest.



August 11» 1939«

MAINICHI

MR.FROKLIg aND FRENCH CONSUL-GLNLRAL REPLY 
td RLQ.ULST'MAKE BY Mil« UlURa"10R ’gWSEESION 

drthmuiYLilMLN^s ........

To prevent anti-J^ancse 
elements in the Foreign Settlement from becoming active 
on the anniversary of the outbreak of hostilities in 
Shanghai on August 13» 1937» Mr« Miura» Japanese 
Consul-General, on August 8, requested Mr« Franklin» 
Chairman of the S.M.C. and the French Consul-General 
to suppress , anti-Japanese elements and those Chinese 
language newspapers which have been encouraging anti
Japanese terrorists«

On August 9 Mr. Franklin and 
the French Consul-General officially informed Mr. 
Miura that the necessary measures were being taken»



Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper)f -y

Observance in Hongkew

Yesterday (August 13) was the second anniversary 
of the revival of China« At about 1 p«m« some 5,000 
persons from various primary and middle schools« the Ex- 
servicemen’s Association» the various street unions« the 
Central China Waterworks and Electricity Company« the 
Shanghai City Government« the Great People's Association 
etc* took part in a big band parade organized by this paper 
at the Hongkew Park«

Promptly at one o'clock« the participants 
lined up in front of a big motor car of the Ear Eastern 
Mobile Dramatic Group ( 3) )» which was used
as a platform for speeches« The participants sang the 
national anthem and then observed a three-minute silence« 

Mr« Fukuya, the chairman of this paper« 
delivered the following addresa:-

"To-day is the date on which Sino-Japanese 
hostilities broke out two years ago« The war was caused 
by red devils« We realize what the sinister plots of these 
red devils mean and we must unite the people of East Asia 
to overthrow them and to exterminate them« We appreciate 
your attendance at this meeting despite the hot weather« 
It shows that the people now fully understand the sinister 
plots of the Communist Party« For this reason« we must 

unite under the banner of reconstructing a new order in 
East Asia and overthrow Chiang and suppress uhe Communists«* 

A thunder of applause from the throng greeted 
the address«

Representatives from the Japanese military 
and naval authorities and from the Japanese Consulate also 
delivered speeches« after which a procession of bands 
provided by various public bodies« including the Shanghai 
City Government Band* was formed with people carrying 
banners inscribed with slogans« 2>ed by the band of the 
Japanese Commercial School* the procession set out from the 
Hongkew Park and marched along North Szechuen Road to North 
Soochow Road* Tien dong Road* Woosung Road eto« People 
along these streets applauded when the parade passed by* 
while the men of the Great People's Association and this 

disseminated copies of handbills« The procession 
dispersed at about 3 p«m«

Circular Telegram Issued
The Shanghai Citizens* Parade Meeting on 

August 13 issued a circular telegram to the various quarters 
of the Japanese authorities containing the following two 
résolut! ons » -
1) We residents of Shanghai should always keep in mind the 

importance of commemorating the August 13 annivers? y and 
should unite to attain the object of the sacred wax«

2) We should assist bona fide people in overthrowing our 
common enemy so that the creation of a new order in East 
Asia may be realized.»



Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
/J - S- THE fljGUST 13 ANNIVERSARY FOR THS REVIVAL OF ASIA

The outbreak of Sino-Japanese hostilities 
in Shanghai on August 13» 1937, was a result of the 
Lukouchiao incident« Two years have now elapsed, in the 
course of which the Chiang Kai-shek Government has shown 
every sign of collapse and demoralization, while the 
influence of the Communist Party is rapidly expanding. The 
area of hostilities has been extended and new regimes have 
sprung up one after another«

Thanks to the guidance and energetic efforts 
of our wise authorities and to support from the people 
throughout the country, we have been able to maintain the 
present state of affairs dftspite the trying circumstances* 

The following should be the objects of our 
future activities:-

(1) An absolute desire for peace is the only 
way to achieve national salvation*

(2) The eradication of pro-Chiang Kai-shek 
influence is the first step towards the establishment of 
a new order in East Asia*

(3) A new Central Government must be established * 
under the control of a person who must have the following 
qualifi cations:-

(a) Well known to both foreign and Chinese 
and enjoys absolute confidence of the 
people*

(b) Capable of selecting suitable persons 
to assist and co-operate with him*

(o) Broad-minded and sincere with all persons 
with whom hs comes into contact*

(d) Far-sighted and understands present day 
conditions and experienced in diplomatic 
problems«

Thus can a new system be introduced which will 
accelerate the realization of peace and the creation of a 
new order in East Asia*

I



Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
publishes the following address broadcasted by the 

, Great People*s Association»* /J-fr-jy (0^1)

An Open Letter to the People Throughout the 
Country

To-day is the second anniversary of the 
August 13 incident. All of you are probably nourishing 
bitter hatred towards the persons responsible for the 
present hostilities; most of you know who they are. 
However, many people who have been misled by the propaganda 
of the Kuomintang Government believe that if was Japan 
who had provoked the August 13 incident. This is entirely 
untrue*

The August 13 incident was precipitated 
by the Lukouchiao affair which was caused by misunder
standing. Had both sides been sincere in their desire 
for co-operation, this trivial dispute could have been 
settled locally* Unfortunately, the Chinese Communist 
Party of the Third Internationale had at that time already 
gained the upper hand in the political administration of 
the Government. The Communist Party has desired to 
sovietize Host Asia for some time, but it had no opportunity 
to make an attempt. The Sian incident provided the link 
between the Kuomintang and the Communist Party. Since themu 
the communists have secured the corx"ol of the admir. .strative 

I authority of the Government; the Kuomintang is only a 
t>- mere figurehead and has to obey the instructions of its 

master, Soviet Russia. Taking advantage of the Lukouchiao 
affair, Soviet Russia ordered the Chinese Communist Party 
to instigate the Chinese people under the slogan of saving 
the nation by means of resistance to Japan and to do 
everything to bring about a war between China and Japan 
so that Soviet Russia may be relieved of some of her 
anxieties over the Par Last.

The United States has always advocated 
an open door policy and equal opportunity in China. Her 
motive is similar to that of Great Britain, namely, the 
partitioning of China. Through their support, the Chiang 
Kai-shek regime has been able to continue the war of 
resistance up to the present time. Great Britain and 
America are responsible for the prolongation of the 
hostilities«



Fortunately, thanks to the courage displayed 
by the officers and men of our friendly nation and to 
the undaunted spirit of the officials of the *Reformed 
Government,* prosperity has been restored in China« 

The following points are now submitted for 
your consideration and which can be used as your guide 
in dealing with future events:-

(1) The Suppression of the Communist Party 
The Communist Party was the principal 

instigator of the present hostilities. The best way to 
bring about the suppression of the Communist Party is:

(a) By exposing among the people the 
vicious doctrines and activities of the Communist Party, 
thereby making it impossible for the Party to extend its 
influence.

(b) By killing or by showing no mercy to 
all communist elements who refuse to come to their e naea 
or who willingly allow themselves to be utilized by the 
Communist Party«

(2/ Support for the *Reformed Government*
As this government is working exclusively 

for the welfare of the people, we should unanimously 
observe its legislation and mandates so as to allow it 
to fulfill its mission for the reconstruction of a New 
China«

(3) Sino-Japanese Co-Operation jin the Creation 
of a N&w Order in East Asia

China and Japan are two big nations in 
Asia) they are like brother and sister. Therefore, they 
should ao-operate closely for mutual prosperity and 
existence. In order to establish a new order in East 
Asia, China, Japan and Manchukuo should work hand in hand 
not only politically and culturally but also militarily, 
so that Asia will be for Asiatics,



EXCESSIVE PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES ON SOUTH SIDE 
~OF THE crMk» ANTI-JAPANtE& "SOÜSfeÿRÀOgN

The S»K.G. and the F.li.C. have 
adopted precautionary measures, ^hcy have erected pill 
boxes, sent out tanks and are searching pedestrians.

In explaining these excessive 
measures, the authorities of the Foreign Settlements state 
that these precautionary measures are being adopted because

of the August 13 anniversary, but it looks as if it is 
intended as a demonstration against Japan for they are 
excited over the strained Anglo-Japanese «Conversations 
in Tokyo. Tnc construction of pill boxes in the French 
Concession gives one some idea of the situation.

According to information 
received from a certain source, the French authorities 
held a conference on July 31 and discussed the Strengt, ;ening 
of the defence measures.
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Maini chi
COMMUNISTS PLAK..TO PISTUBB PEACE AND ORDEB IN FOREIGN 
SEWI3^TS UNPEB THi ppOTECTION OFZ CEBTAIN POWER

In compliance with certain propagenda plans 
drawn up by Chiang Kai Shek, the Communist Party is 
planning to create disturbances in the foreign Settlements 
by utilizing publications* The plan is reported to be 
as follows I-
1) To call a meeting of various district committees to 

hold a memorial service for anti-Japanese heroes who 
have died for their country*

2) To hold a meeting of members of organizations in 
sympathy with the Communist Party and to observe the 
anniversary.

3) To mobilize newspapers and magazines to instigate anti- 
Japanese feeling and to discourage the peace movement*

The movement is limited to the Foreign 
Settlements »s the adjoining districts of Shanghai are 
under the control of the Japanese army.

The abovementloned activities are being 
planned by communists under the protection of a certain Bxwea



SHANGHAI CITY GOVERNMENT TO HOLD ANTI-BRITISH 
MEETING

It is reported that the Shanghai 
City Government’s Civic C*.x.tre Office has decided to hold 
an anti-British and peace movement meeting lasting three 
days from August 11 in observance of the second anniversary 
of the outbreak of local hostilities on August 13, 1937.

At 11 a.m. August 11 about 300 
people held a meeting on Impsri-1 Ax^ Roud when Mr. Pong* 
officer in charge of the Civic Centre Office, delivered 
an address. He was followed by the Chief of the Second 
Section who said that the peace movement was a duty which 
the Chinese people should undertake and which is the only 
way to save the Chinese people. The chief of the First 
Section also delivered a speech urging his audience to 
free themselves from the hundred year yoke under Grt.it 
Britain.

- Ti.c people later formed into 
a procession and marched towards E..ghong Village.

On August 12 speeches will be 
delivered at the Kiangwan Primary school on the anti- 
Britieh movement and the formation of a central government 
and peace movement. A procession will also be held.

On August 13 a similar programe 
will be carried out at the Hungchin Prim^xy school.



August 7* 1939

TAIRIKU SHIMPO

"TAIRIKU SHIMPO" MAKES ARRANGEMENTS TO OBSERVE 
ANNIVERSARY OF AUGUST 13~~^

The "Tairiku Shimpo" informs 
the Japanese community that the following three 
arrangements have been made to observe the second 
anniversary of the outbreak of hostilities on August 13»-

1) Ten buses will leave Hongkew 
Park at 8.30 a.m. August 13 to transport persons carrying 
flowers for the graves of heroes killed in action at
the following places»- Futan College* City Government* 
Kiangwan Race Course, Tazang Village, Eight Characters 
Bridge* Kwangchung Ro—d, the Railway Administration 
Building* the Four Banks' Godown* the Commercial Press 
Bui?ling and San Yih Li.

Applications for places on the 
buses should be made before August 11. Adults will be 
charged one yen and children 50 sen. The tour will 
last about three hours.

2) Great procession to be held in 
Hongkew.

<5 Under the slogan of "Construction
4>f a new order in Last Asia" the band of the Shanghai 

City Government, the band of the Japanese Commercial 
School* the students of all Japanese schools under the 
control of the Japanese Residents Corporation, the 
members of the Great People's Association, the officers 
of the Shanghai City Government, the members of the 
Japanese Women's Emergency Association and of the local 
Japanese Ex-service Men's Association vill assemble in 
Hongkew Park at 1 p.m. August 13 where they will 
form into procession order to march along North Szechuen 
Road, North Soochow Road, Broadway, Tiendong Road, 
Woosung Road and Ran^e Road, thence to Hongkew Park 
where the procession will be dismissed.

During the procession the following 
slogans will be shouted»- 

"Overthrow the Chiang Kai Shek regime* 
"Down with our common enemy who is assisting 

the Chiang Kai Shek regime? 
"Construct a better East Asia?

Applications for participation in 
the procession should be sent in before August 11.

3) Aeroplanes to tour battle-fields• 
With the co-operation of the 

Central China Aviation Company, the "Sairiku Shimpo" has 
made arrangements for the use of two aeroplanes forr 
two hours for the purpose of touring the battle-fields 
around Shanghai. The aeroplanes will make trips of 15 
minutes duration only. The charge will be Yen 15 
per head. The proceeds will be used in purchasing 
areoplanes to be presented to the government.

The flights will commence from 9 
a.m. Applications should be sent in before August 11.
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Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
of August 6 *-

THE ANNIVERSARY OP aUGUST 13 t PROCESSION TO BE HET.T) 
IN CHaPEI'

hae construction of a new order in East Asia 
is progressing smoothly»

The Japanese authorities and the “Reformed 
Government* sre planning to celebrate the second anniversary 
of the outbreak of hostilities in Shanghai on «August 13» 

The *Tairiku Shimpo*, a local Japanese 
newspaper» has decided to organize a procession accompanied 
by several bands to celebrate the event»

Under the slogan to overthrow the Chiang regime 
and all nations that are supporting Chiang Kai-shek» the 

^/following organizations will take part in the procession* 
’’ the band of the.Shanghai City Government» the band of 

the Japanese Commercial School» the Great People’s 
Association» all Japanese schools, the Qity Government, 
the Japanese Women’s Emergency Association and the 
Japanese Ex-Service Men’s Association»

The procession will start from the Hongkew 
Park and will proceed along North Széchuen Road»

The “Tairiku Shimpo* invites the public go 
offer flowers to fallen Japanese officers and men or to 
make aeroplane trips to battlefields on August 13»



MisC. Pile
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject Chinese National Klags.

.Station, j
REPORT a«-..«* lt/J J

Date.ty®™ 19 39«

Sir*
At B.15 a.m. 13/Q/39 S. I. JLgasin acting in 

compliance with instructions con tain ad in Divisional 
Memo No. 259 brought to the Station a Chinese National 
:lag which he had observed being conspicuously displayed 

from a window on the 2nd floor of the Doong Tsang Tailors 
Shop at 345 Yates Read» same was hoisted to a bamboo pole 

which was protruding about 5* through the window over 
Yates Road.

The shop was requested to lower the flag and hand 

same over to the Police for tensor ary custody. This was 
complied with without protest.

The proprietor zee Tseng Sing {■%:$■£ ) and the 

chief assistant Yue Kung Sung ) were brought to
the station and asked to explain why the flag was being 

displayed» they stated that it was hoisted by an 
apprentice named rsue Dee (V 7' ) and that they were 
not aware that the flag was being displayed.

The apprentice was also brought to the station 
where he was Questioned as to who iuad instructed him to 

hoist the flag, he insisted that he had done so of his 
own accord without the knowledge of either the proprle~ 

tor or the chief assistant stating that he had hoisted 

same on 11/0/39» but this is hardly feasible due to the 
number of Police on duty in this vicinity* as the flag 

would have been noticed immediately it was hoisted. 
D.I. Hill senior Detective* and s. I. Moffat personally 

patrolled this vicinity for a period during the afternoon
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of 12/8/39, ana they are positive, that the flag was 

not being displayed then*

However the proprietor was cautioned re the display 

of flags on days other than those mentioned in Div.

Memo No. 259, and has been warned that he will be held 

responsible in the event of a similar occurrence»

The seised flag has been wrapped in paper* labelled 

and entered in the detained property book, when it will 

be handed back to the proprietor after 24 hours have 

elapsed, if he produces a guarantee that a similar 

occurrence ^^fiS0S3BL not occur.

The Officer i/c was informed, who in turn informed 

Mr. Samson Assistant Commissioner» when instructions 

were issued for the release of the persons concerned, 

they wire duly released at 11.50 a»m. 13/8/39»

D.S. 57.

D. 0. "A"

D. D. 0. *A*

Officer i/c, special Branch*





■‘SWk note.
CONFIDENTIEL. - ;J/ fato

'.* // j/y

(" Mme LUKLOVA Bailli,née TABATZNIKOVA Milida,dite

TABAKNIK Milli, est née le 30 Juin 1902 à Berlin de parents

d’origine russe. Son père aurait fait un séjour au Brésil au 

cours duquel il se serait fait naturaliser Brésilien. Elle

même aurait acquis la nationalité Tchécoslovaque par mariage 

contracté à Prague soit en I933(renseignements communiqués 

par le Ministre de France à Prague) soit en 1936 (déclarations 

faites par l’intéressée à la Police de Hongkong au mois de 

Mars 1938).

Mme LUKLOVA est titulaire du passeport N°79I5-36
délivré par la Direction de la Police de Broo (Tchécoslovaquie) 
le 2 Septembre 1936.

En 1931,l’intéressée a été autorisée à séjourner en

France où elle a fréquenté,pendant les mois de Juillet et 

Août 1931,le cours de vacances pour étrangers institué au 

Collège Angellier à Boulogne-sur-Mer. Elle n’a donné lieu 

pendant cette période à aucune remarque défavorable-.

En Avril 1933,étant secrétaire à Berlin, N.W. 87 Fill 

Wardenbergtrass 3-4,cette étrangère a sollicité et obtenu 

l’autorisation de venir en France pour se perfectionner dans 

notre langue. Il n’a pas été permis d’établir si Mme LUKLOVA 

a donné suite à son projet.Toutefois,d’après les déclarations 

qu’elle a faites à Hongkong,en Mars 1938, elle aurait habité 

à Paris de 1933 à 1935. Elle serait ensuite allée en Tchécos

lovaquie et s’y serait mariée en 1936.

à Paris avec un groupe de communistes chinois.Elle a ensuite
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voyagé de France en Chine,avec plusieurs membres de ce groupe, 

sur la promesse qui lui aurait été faite d’être employée à 

leur service.

A son passage à Saigon,en Novembre 1937,ses agis

sements l’ont fait signaler comme étant une communiste militante.

Peu de temps après son arrivée à Hongkong Mme 

LUKLOVA est partie pour Hankéou où elle devait occuper 

l’emploi promis par ses amis. Mais là,pour une raison mal 

connue, elle resta sans ressource et fut secourue par notre 

Consul.

Elle est revenue à Hongkong avec un convoi de 

réfugiés européens,grâce à l’obligeance d’un commerçant 

Allemand M. FRATOW qui a réglé le prix de son voyage.

Interrogée par la Police de Hongkong,Mme LUKLOVA 

a fait les dépositions qui sont rapportées ci-dessus et a 

déclaré,en outre, que depuis son retour de Hankéou,elle avait 

reçu,d'un Autrichien nommé LOSEMANDI (I) inconnu d’elle,trois 

lettres recommandées.Deux de ces correspondances'étaient 

accompagnées respectivement d’un mandat de 50 dollars de 

Changhai et d'un mandat de 50 dollars de Hongkong.

Les motifs invoqués par Mme LUKLOVA en vue de 

prolonger son séjour à Hongkong n'ayant pas été jugés valables, 

cette étrangère a dû quitter ce port vers la fin du mois de 

Mars 1938 pour Changhai d’où elle comptait gagner l'Europe par 

la voie transibérienne.

Le 23 Mars 1938, elle s’était présentée au Consulat 

de France à Hongkong pour solliciter un visa pour l'Indochine.
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Invitée à présenter sa demande par l’intermédiaire de 
1’Ambassadeur de Tchécoslovaquie à Changhai,elle n’avait 
pas donné suite à son projet à cette époque.

La photographie de Madame LUKLOVA est annexée,en 
double exemplaire,à la présente note./.

(l)~ LOSEMAÏÏDI? il s’agit très certainement de l'Autrichien 
LOCSMANDI, Paul, Stephan, ingénieur, de nationalité 
autrichienne né à Vienne le 8 Décembre 1897 et 
titulaire du passeport N°089475 délivré le 21 Avril 
1931 à Pur Riei Vom (Autriche). LOCSMANDI est arrivé
pour la première fois en Indochine le 5 Novembre 1938 
venant du Kouangsi. Il s’occupe au Tonkin de prospec
tions minières pour le compte d'un groupe financier de 
Hongkong.Il n'a fait l’objet jusqu’ici d'aucune 
remarque défavorable.

Hongkong.Il
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Milli TABAKE
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Exhaustive enquiries made at the Boarding 

House Section and all-possible sources of information 

have failed to reveal the fact that Mrs. Milli LUKLOVA, 

nee Milida TABATZNIKOVA alias Milli TABAHK is at 

present residing in Shanghai or that she ever had 

resided here.

D. P. S.

TÉ.jg. (Special Branch)



Mrs Milli LUKLOTA ne®- TABATZNIKOVA

i



Mrs. Mllli LUKIr ’4, nee Milida TABATZNIKOVA 

alias Mill! TABANK, was born on June 30* 1902 In 

Berlin of parents of Russian origin. Her father is 

said to have made a trip to Brazil during the course 

of which he became a naturalized Brazilian. She herself 

acquired Czechoslovakian nationality by a marriage 

contracted in Prague either in 1933 (information 

gathered by the French Minister in Prague) or in 1936 

(statement made by her to the Hongkong Police in March 

1938).

Mrs. LUKLOVA is the holder of passport No.7915-36 

issued by the Police in Brno (Czechoslovak) on 

September 2* 1936*

In 1931 she secured permission to stay in France* 

where in July and August 1931* she attended the holiday 

class for foreigners arranged by the Ange Hi er College 

at Boulogne-sur-mer. During this period* she did not 

become the subject of any unfavourable comments*

In April 1933* when she was a secretary at 3-4 

Fill Warden-Bergstrasse* Berlin* N.W. 87* this foreigner 

applied for and secured permission to come to France to 

perfect her knowledge of our language. It has not been 

established whether or no she entered the country* 

However* according to a statement she made in Hongkong 

in March 1938, she resided in Paris from 1933 to 1935. 

She then went to Czechoslovakia where she was married 

in 1936.

Mrs* LUKLOVA is known to have been in touch in 

Paris with a group of Chinese communists. Later she 

journeyed to China from France with several members of 

this group* on the promise that she would be given 

employment in their service*
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On her passage to Saigon in November 1937» her 
movemente were reported on as being those of a militant 

communist«
A short time after her arrival in Hongkong, Mrs«

LUKLOVA left for Hankow where she was to take up the 
employment promised by her friends« But there, for 
reasons not clear, she remained without resources and 
was assisted by our Consul«

She returned to Hongkong with a convoy of foreign 
refugees, thanks to the kindness of a German merchant, 
Mr. TRATOW, who paid the cost of the trip«

Questioned by the Hongkong Police, Mrs. LUKLOVA 
made a statement as recorded above and further declared, 
that since her return from Hankow, she had received from 
an Austrian named LOSBMANDI, unknown to her, three 
registered letters. Two of those missives were 
accompanied by drafts of Shanghai $50 and H.K. $50 
respectively«

Mrs. LUKLOVA’s reasons for prolonging her stay
in Hongkong being deemed invalid, she left the Colony 
towards the end of MBWlhMMSS for Shanghai whence she 
reckoned she could return to Europe via Siberia«

On March 23, 1938 she requested a visa for
Xndo china fro* the French Consulate in Hongkong«

Invited to make her request through the 
intermediary of the Czechoslovakian Ambassador in 
Shanghai, she made no further steps.

Two copies of MTs. LUKLOVA’s photograph are
attached herewith«
LOSMMAKDIt is certainly Paul Stephen locsmandi, engineer, 

Austrian, born in Vienna on December 8, 1897; 
holds passport Vo, 08945 issued on April 21, 1931 at fur Riol Vow (Austria), locsmandi Just arrived in Indochina on November 5, 1938 
from Kwangsi. MO is in business in Tonkin as 
a mining prospector on behalf of a group of Hongkong financiers. Bathing is known to his detriment.



Mr 6. Milll LUKLOVA, nee Mi lid* TABATZJTIKOVA 
alias Mill! TABANK, was born on June 30, 1902 in 
Berlin of parent« of Russian origin• Her father is
«aid to have made a trip to Brasil during the course 
of which he became a naturalised Brasilian« She hereelf 
acquired Chechoslovakian nationality by a marriage 
contracted in Prague either in 1933 (information 
gathered by the French Minister In Prague) or In 1936 
(statement made by her to the Hongkong Police In March 
1938).

Mrs. LUKLOVA 1« the holder of passport Vo.7915-36 
issued by the Police In Brno (Czechoslovak) on 
September 2, 1936.

In 1931 she secured permission to stay In France, 
where in July and August 1931, she attended the holiday 
class for foreigners arranged by the Angeliter College 
at Boulogne-sur-mer. During this period, she did not 
become the subject of any unfavourable comments.

In April 1933, ’.shen she was a secretary at 3-4 
7111 Warden-Bergstrasse, Berlin, M.W. 87, this foreigner 
applied for and secured permission to come to France to 
perfect her knowledge of our language. It has not been 
established whether or no she entered the country. 
However, according te a statement she made In Hongkong 
in March 1938, she resided in Paris from 1933 to 1935. 
She then went to Czechoslovakia where she was married 
in 1936.

Mrs. LUKLOVA is known to have been in touch inLater sh*
Journeyed to China from France with several members of 
this group, on the promise that she would be given 
employment in their service«
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On her passage to Saigon in November 1937, her 

movements were reported on as being those of a militant 

commun1st«

A short time after her arrival in Hongkong, Mrs. 

LUKLOVA left for Hankow where she was to take up the 

employment promised by her friends* But there, for 

reasons not clear, she remained without resources and 

was assisted by our Consul.

She returned to Hongkong with a convoy of foreign 

refugees, thanks to the kindness of a German merchant, 

Mr. VRATOW, who paid the cost of the trip»
Questioned by the Hongkong Police, Mrs. LUKLOVA 

made a statement as recorded above and further declared, 

that since her return from Hankow, she had received from 

an Austrian named LOSSMANDI, unknown to her, three 

registered letters. Two of these missives were 

accompanied by drafts of Shanghai $50 and H.K. $50 

respectively.
Mrs. LUKLOVA's reasons for prolonging her stay 

in Hongkong being deemed invalid, she left the Colony 

towards the end of March 1938 for Shanghai whence she 

reckoned she could return to Europe via Siberia.
On March 23, 1938 she requested a visa for

Indochina from the French Consulate in Hongkong.
Invited to make her request through the 

intermediary of the Czechoslovakian Ambassador in 
Shanghai, she made no further steps.

Two copies of Mrs. LUKLOVA’s photograph are
attached herewith.
LOSSMANDIt is certainly Paul Stephen LOCSMANDI, engineer, 

Austrian, born in Vienna on December 8, 1897; 
holds passport Hb• 08945 issued on April 21, 
1931 at Fur Riol Vom (Austria). LOCSMANDI 
just arrived in Indochina on November 5, 1938 
from Kwangs!. He is in business in Tonkin as 
a mining prospector’on behalf of a group of 
Hongkong financiers. Nothing is known to his 
detriment.
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_£oi Dailies
Further Threats Received 

By Papers; Bullet 
Proof Shelters

With threats of further attacks 
having been received by the two 
Chinese dailies which were the 
object of the terrorists* attack on 
Avenue Edward VII on Saturday 
night, special precautionary meas
ures against any such recurrence 
were taken by the police authori
ties of both the International Set
tlement and the French Conces
sion, as well as the managements 
of the papers.

Part of the roadway in the vici
nity of the “Chinese-American Daily : 
News” and the “China Daily 
News,*’ situated in a lane beside 
“The Shanghai Times” Building, j 
was cleared of all vehicles from 
early yesterday afternoon and an 
armoured car cf the French Police 
was placed across the street from 
the entrance, commanding a per-, 
feet vantage point. At the same j 
time patrols of uniformed and 
plainclothes men were operating 
over the area, being ready to meet 
any further terrorist attacks.

Mr. Harry M. Stu^kgold, president 
of the Roosevelt Publishing Com
pany, publishers of the “Chinese. 

| American Daily News,” stated yes- 
I terday that he was making plans 
to build a bullet and bomb proof 
wall around the plant of his paper 
and arcund its offices and at the 
same time to install an alarm with 
a direct connection to the Central 
Police Station. In order that the 
alarm should be used he contem
plated putting seven separate but- 

| tons in different parts of the build
ing.

Special protection was also being 
afforded by the French Police to the 
“Ta Mei Wao Pao,” the Chinese 
edition of the Shanghai “Evening 

(Post and Mercury.”
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Pro-Chungking Terrorists Are
Blamed for Saturday Battle

Substantiating Evidence Claimed in Hands of 
Japanese; Police Said Studying Objective

CONTRADICTING newspaper reports to the effect that the 
shooting affray on Avenue Edward VII, which cost the lives 

of four persons and as a result of which some 20 persons were 
‘ injured, the spokesman at yesterday’s Japanese press conference 
; said that, according to the information in the hands of the Japanese 
J authorities, the attack on the newspaper building was made by 
i pro-Chungking terrorists in an attempt to create friction between 
• the S.M.P.—a body with British preponderance—and the Japanese 
I authorities, so as to slow up the successful negotiations at present 
j going on in Tokyo,

Asked by one of the correspond
ents, what the objective of pio- 
Chungk'ing terrorists would be in 
attacking fervent supporters of the 
Chungking Government, the spokes
man said that the matter was at 
present being investigated by the 
Shanghai Municipal Police but that 
it is suggested that the papers 
attacked as a result of their having 
toned down recently in their anti-

■ Japanese attitude. A correspondent 
: then pointed out that one of the two 
papers attacked by the terrorists had 
received numerous threatening letters 
from a pro-Wang Ching-wei organ
ization in which destruction of the 

• premises was forecast if it did not 
! stop its anti-Wang Ching-wei attitude 
i and 
I few* 
I bad 
i Mr. 
iking authorities.

that the coup was staged but a 
days after- the very same paper 
published the denunciation of

Wang Ching-wei by the Chung-

Considered Serious
Asked whether the Japanese 

j authorities considered the incident 
i serious, the spokesman replied that 
• it was serious in view of persistent 
1 reports that the Chinese are planning 
I the assassination of Sir Archibald 
’ Clark Kerr, H. M. Ambassador to 
. China, with a view to preventing the 
’ successful conclusion of Anglo-Japan
ese parleys in Tokyo.

“If any evidence is produced that 
the terrorists had connections with 
pro-Wang Ching-wei groups, would 
the Japanese authorities co-operate 
with the Shanghai Municipal Police 
in rounding up the gang?” asked a 
correspondent.

“They will have to prove that first. 
As repeatedly stated, the Japanese 
’military authorities are deeply in
terested in the maintenance of peace 
and order in the foreign areas here 
and should any elements be found 

. to run counter to this Japanese policy. ;
the Japanese would of course co
operate in eradicating them, provided 
that their guilt is proved.’

“Have you something more con 1 
i utefe regarding the information that 
the terrorists were directed by the 
Chungking Government?” asked a 
correspondent.

“Do you ask the police where they 
get their information?” was the 
answer.



Hide-out in Japanese Areas

Asked whether the Japanese 
authorities were aware of the fact 

; that the terrorists in question had 
. their hide-out in Japanese-occupied 
- territory off Edinburgh Road, the 
spokesman replied in the negative. 1 
He also denied that the Japanese

I authorities had been approached by 
Settlement authorities, with a view 
to rounding up the gangs of armed 
thugs residing in “Ta Tao” territory.

“Was not a conversation held be
tween the Japanese Gendarmerie and 
the Shanghai Municipal Police on

l July 3, concerning an engagement 
of the previous day when a gang 
of armed men opened fire on a police 
search party on Edinburgh Road?”

“The Japanese authorities have not 
been informed of such conversations,” 
the spokesman replied.

“Is the shooting affair on Avenue * 
Edward VII considered serious enough 
to come under the Japanese policy

i to take part in the maintenance of ; 
peace and order in the Settlement?”

, queried a correspondent.
“It is not serious in that sense but ’ 

the ramifications of the case are not 
clear yet.”
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Gang Affray 
Remarked On 
By Japanese
Naval Spokesman Says It 

Was Work Of Chiang
Men And “Reds”

ATTEMPT TO CREATE 
FURTHER FRICTION

Refuting the suggestion made 
in a number of newspapers that 
the attack by terrorists on two 
Chinese dailies on Avenue | 
Edward VII on Saturday even- î 
ing was carried out by a pro- ; 
Wang Ching-wei group, the I 
Japanese Navy spokesman at i 
the Press Conference yesterday 
evening stated that “informa-, 
tion obtained by the Japanese! 
Navy indicates that the assail- I 
ants in the case were acting 
under the direction of the 

(Chungking regime and in co- , 
operation with Communist ■ 
elements.”

The spokesman stated that there 
was no record of any request hav
ing been made by the S.M.P. to 
clear out gangsters from areas ad
joining the Settlement.

To Discredit S.M.P.
In reply to questions on what the 

objective of the assailants might 
have been, he stated that it Was 
thought to be an attempt to create 
an uproar in the Settlement and 
thereby discredit the in
view of the British domination in 
the Settlement, specially on ac
count of the weakening of British 
policy in the Far East. Continu- ; 
ing, the spokesman said that it was j 
an attempt to attack several news
papers, which had of late toned-1 
down, on their violent anti-Japan- * 
ese policy.

Summing up the whole issue, 
the spokesman added that it was 
an attempt to create further fric- ' 
tion between the British and 
Japanese and to antagonize British ‘ 
public opinion, thereby causing a ’ 
break-up in the Tokyo Conference.

Not Sufficient Evidence
When it was pointed out to the 

spokesman that the paper attacked 
had received threatening letters 
signed by a pro-Wang Ching-wei 
group, he replied that that was not 
sufficient evidence.

When asked whether the incident 
was considered serious by the 
Japanese authorities, in view of the 
previous statements made that the 
Japanese would be forced to restore 
peace and order in the Settlement 
if disturbances broke out, the 
spokesman replied that it was not 
serious in that sense.

The spokesman confirmed state
ments that, in the event of it being 

J proved that pertain elements have 
conducted themselves against the 

: maintenance of peace and order in 
the Settlement, which runs counter 
to Japanese policy the Japanese 
would take measures to suppress 
them.

I
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Japanese Say 
Chungking 
Backs Attack
Saturday Shooting At 

Newspaper Plant
Discussed

NEWSMEN ASK
MANY QUESTIONS

Spokesman Declares 
Assault On News Row

Not Serious
Information obtained by 

the Japanese Navy, regarding 
Saturday evening’s terrorist 
attack on newspaper row, 
Avenue Edward VII, “indi
cates that the assailants in 
the case were acting under 
the direction of the ‘Chung
king regime’ and are closely 
affiliated with communist ele
ments,” declared the spokes
man at yesterday’s press con
ference.

Queried on what could have 
been the objective of the ter
rorists, the spokesman said that 
thej. matter was now being in
vestigated by the Shanghai 
Municipal Police. "It has been I 
suggested, however/* he added, , 

, "that it was an attempt to | 
create an uproar in the Inter, 
national Settlement in order to 
discredit the British-dominated 
Shanghai Municipal Police in 
view of the weakening of the 
British policy in the Far East.
“Further, it was also an attempt 

to attack a number of newspapers 
which in the past were violently 
anti-Japanese, but had ^recently 
moderated their tone,” the spokes- I 
man stated.

“Unsubstantiated Opinion”
When it was pointed out that 

the particular newspaper attack
ed in Saturday’s terrorist up. 
heaval was the Chinese-Amer i- 
can Daily Neu>s, which alone 
published a Chungking denun
ciation of Wang Ching-wei, the 
spokesman replied! «‘That is an 
unsubstantiated opinion/’

To another remark that this 
particular newspaper had only 
recently received threatening 
letters from partisans of Wang 
Ching.wei, he said: “There is 
not sufficient evidence to prove 
this.”
The spokesman answered that he 

was not in a position to discuss 
“thè views of the Shanghai Muni
cipal Police or anybody else,” when 
a correspondent said he believed 
the police had evidence that the 
same weapons were used in Satur
day’s affray as had been used on 
June 16, in an attack whichhad 
been definitely established as hay
ing been made by pro-Wang groups.
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“Do You Ask Police?’*

A question whether the navy 
spokesman could give more concrete 
evidence than the mere statement 
that the Japanese authorities had 
indication that the “assailants were 
acting under the direction of the 
‘Chungking regime,’ ” was answered 
by the query: “Do you ask the 
■police where they secure their infor
mation?”

A correspondent then strove 
to discover whether, at least, the 
information in the possession of 
the Japanese navy was purely 
Japanese or whether it was cor
roborated by the Shanghai 
Municipal Police. This query 
elicited the answer: “That is one 
of the essential secrets.”
The spokesman said the Jaf'ui- 

ese authorities had no information 
that the terrorists had come from 
the “Badlands” area. .He declared 
that “in view of the persis‘ent re
ports that Chinese element i planned I 
to kill Sir Archibald Clark Kerr in 
order to cause such an uproar of 
British public opinion that no| 
agreement in Tokyo c^uld be reach-1 
ed, one was led to the impression 
that terrorists disturbed peace and 

¡order in the Settlement to create 
friction between the Settlement 
authorities and the Japanese.”

“Not Serious”
A correspondent, asking whether 

the Japanese regarded the assault 
on news row as serious, reminded 
the spokesman that he had said re
cently that the Japanese might toe 
forced to take over the Interna
tional Settlement in the event of a 
“serious” incident occurring.

In reply, the spokesman stated 
that Saturday night’s attack was 
“not serious in that sense at all.” 
He added; that “its ramifiications 
are not yet clear.”

Fourth Death
Meanwhile, the fourth victim of 

'Saturday night’s outbreak of ter
rorism died in the St. Elizabeth 
Hospital yesterday morning. She 
was Chen Woo-sz, 39-year-old native 
of Ningpo, who was wounded in the 
right shoulder during the shooting 
affray in the Louza district.

Police of the two foreign-admin- j 
istered areas, meanwhile, were tak- j 
ing extraordinary precautions | 
against a recurrence of the out-1 
break on newspaper row. The ; 
French Police stationed two mobile 
steel blockhouses at the comer of 
Avenue Edward VU and Rue Mon
tauban. They also erected barbed 
wire barricades on Avenue Haig in 
the vicinity of Edinburgh Road, 
believed to be a thickly-infested 
gunmen’s nest. Shanghai Municipal 
Police were stationed on the other 
side of the street.

Death Toll Mounts
In addition to 20 wounded, includ

ing a Polish taxi-dancer of the 
Palais Cafe, 19-year-old Nellie Schi- 
kinskaÿa, four have so far succumb
ed of their wounds.

These include Captain A. F. “Tug” I 
Wilson, American, 47, proprietor of 
the New Ritz Bar, who unarmed, 
attempted to stop the gunmen;

■Wong Shi-wen, 45, shot in the back 
and abdomen in the composition 
room of the British-owned China 
Evening News; Chin Chei-chung, 

,50-year-old coolie, killed when the 
< gunmen entered and shot at random 
i in the building at 150 Avenue Edward 
| Vit,- where the two. Chinese dailies
are located, and Chen Woo-sz, 39- 
year-old Chinese woman who was 

i wounded subsequently during the 
¡shooting in the Louza District.



Arraigned In Court
Accused of participating in Satur

day’s terroristic activities, three of 
the six suspects arrested by police 
were brought before the First Spe
cial District Court yesterday. Mr. 
«Paul Y. Ru, municipal advocate, 
was in charge of the prosecution.

It was revealed at yesterday’s 
court session that two of the three 
men had previous conviction re
cords. one of the two having been 
convicted on criminal charges no 
less than 10 times, it was stated.

The prisoners gave their names as 
Shen Yu-fei, 26, Kompo; Woo Yih- 
wei, 29, Canton, and Ting Yung- 
seng, 29, Chekiang. Shen stood 
tamely in the prisoners’ dock, still I 
wearing his blood-stained suit while j
Ting’s head was bandaged for a 
minor wound.

After presenting the facts of the 
case, Mr. Ru requested the court ta 
adjourn the case for two weeks, I 
pending the recovery of three other ' 
suspects who were being treated in 
the Police Hospital ’ j
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Arrests Made By Police 
In Wake Of Saturday’s .

Outburst Of Terrorism
Extensive Searching And Investigations Are Being- 

Conducted; Casualty List Totals Three Dead 
And Twenty Wounded, Including Gangsters

HEROISM OF CHINESE CONSTABLES;
/ MUCH SYMPATHY FOR VICTIMS

Further investigations made yesterday by the Shanghai 
Municipal Police into Saturday night’s bloody skirmish, in 
which no fewer than 100 shots were fired and several hand 
grenades thrown in the terrorist shooting and bombing affray, 
costing the lives of three persons and injuring 17 others, includ
ing a foreign woman, adjacent to “The Shanghai Times” building, 
160 Avenue Edward VII, reveal an attempt made to execute one 
of the boldest plots of destruction in this city for many years.

It would appear from all inquiries made yesterday by this 
journal that the terrorist gang actually had as their objective 
the destruction of all the Chinese newspapers in the vicinity, 
namely, the “China Evening News,” (Ta Wan Pao) and the 
“Chinese-American Daily News,” (Chung Mei Jih Pao), only 
the instantaneous and exemplary manner ip whicl| the Chinese 
constables acted at the special post outside the building prevent

ed this disaster.
Landing on the scene in four or 

five hire cars, the gangsters, who 
numbered more than 20, presum
ably from the badlands, entered the 
building frcm the alley way and secur
ed entrance through a side doorway. 
Eye-witnesses state that the mob 
first ordered the chauffeurs to park 
the cars near Kiangse Road, where 

J they had presumably posted look
outs to watch for the police. Prior 
to entering the building when they 
broke up into groups, the party 
seized a C.P.C. and disarmed him 

; of his .308 Colt automatic pistol, 
while the others passed to gain ad
mittance. Inside the building, the 
groups entered various floors, 

"t where they intended to ex
ecute their well planned 
mission, when they encounter
ed seme apparently overlooked ob- 

» stacle making a hitch in the plot, 
, and one of the group commenced 
J to fire.



Fire On Chinese Police
Being broken up arid firing hav

ing commenced, members of the 
groups, fearing capture, discarded 
the idea of bombing and thought 
only of making a safe get-away. 
Three C.P.C.’s stationed outside the 
buildings. No’s. 1518, 1472 and 1895, 
the latter being a plain clothes man 
who had only been on the Force a 
few months, challenged the first 
escaping group, who immediately 
fired on them. The policemen, drew 
their pistols and returned the fire, 
but the three of them were seri
ously wounded. The other groups 

[ now escaped from the building, 
I firing their way out, and heading 
west to Kiangse Road to their 
awaiting cars.

In the dramatic escape there was' 
a continuous burst of fire, with bul- 

| lets whizzing everywhere. The 
gangsters are reported to have been 
actually running and firing shots 
to the rear, over their shoulders. 
No attempt was made to select any i 
particular persons, the fleeing gun-1

I men merely shooting at anyone J 
whom they saw.

Some of the gang are said to have > 
run to the French Concession, dis- 

| carding their weapons and bombs j 
on the ryn. French police on ’ 
Avenue Edward VII opened fire 
from their post outside the Palais

I Cabaret at the fleeing gunmen. Bui- 
i lets landed in the side of buildings 
I and motor cars and ricocheted on 
the street.

Hail Of Shots Meet Bus
Turning the ‘corner and making 

for Kiangse Road the gunmen let 
fly a hajl of bullets into railless; 
trolley cars, several bullets pierc
ing the bodies. The driver of rail
less tram, No. B. 357 was seriously 
wounded and had a very narrow 
escape from death as the bullets 
entered the front of his bus while 
it was proceeding to make the turn 
at the corner of Avenue Edward 
VII.

A bomb thrown on Kiangse Road 
might have been intended for 
Police Constable No. 1580, who was 
on duty at the intersection of Can
ton and Kiangse Road. At 
least, the bomb was thrown at this 
point. Much firing took place along 
Kiangse Road, as evidenced from 
the number of empty cartridge 
cases and ammunition clips, all 

’ bright and practically new, from 
automatic weapons.

Abandoned Car Found
The gangsters, who had not dis- i 

appeared elsewhere, now made a ‘ 
get-away in two cars. One of these I 
cars was later found abandoned on t 
Avenue Foch near Avenue du Roi 
Albert. The other car proceeded on 
Kiangse Road and up Hankow Road 
in its get-away when it encounter
ed the search party from Louza 
district as reported fully in yester
day’s account of the outrage.

When the Louza district search 
party of the "S.M.P., operating on 
Hankow Road, near Chekiang Road, 

¡observed this car, they challenged it.
Instead of stopping, the car acceler- 
rated, ignoring the police command, 
and opened fire on the party. The ; 
police promptly returned the fire? 
on the car, several shots hitting 
the machine. Police are of the 
opinion that the driver was intimid
ated, one of the gang having put 
a gun in his back and told him to 
“step on the gas,” since challenging 
is not ignored by chauffeurs.

This machine stopped, however, [ 
with men alighting and fleeing in 
different directions, firing from j 
mauser pistols, with the police j 
continuing the chase. .Seven or: 
eight are reported to have been j 
injured in the Louza incident.



Several Suspects Heid
The Shanghai Municipal police 

have had little rest since the com- 
mencement of the outrage. Both I 
foreign and Chinese detectives have I 
been searching likely places where' 
the gunmen might possibly hide i 
out. It is known that the police ■ 
have several suspects in custody, 
but they are not inclined to re
lease any information whatsoever 
on what arrests have been made 
or who they are. Arrests have 
been made of participants in both 
of the shooting affrays. Careful 
scrutiny to uncover evidence in 
connection with the case is being 
carried on extensively, while 
other police are checking»,.up on 
their files of descriptions of gang
sters.

Whether or not the F*rench 
have made arrests so far could

I not be ascertained.
Expression Of Sorrow

Chinese throughout the Settlement 
and Concession express deep 
sympathy for the unfortunate 
victims of one of the boldest out
rages committed within the Settle
ment in recent years. The unfortun
ate wounded, caught in the burning 
gunfire when the horrifying shooting, 
commenced, were carrying out their 
daily functions and perhaps en
deavouring to keep cool on the busy 
sidewalks of Avenue Edward VII, 
which is full of activity from early 
morning until late at night, and 
totally unaware of the fright
ful terroristic . nutrage that 
was to entangle them. The 
indiscriminate firing came with 
such dramatic suddenness that they 
had little or no chance of protection.

Those who were in the vicinity at 
the time who escaped death and in* 
jury tell all sorts of stories of the 
startling fright and the unforeseen 
circumstances in which they were 
placed, How fate saved each partic
ular individual from being struck 
by any of the blazing bullets that 
whizzed in all directions in the 
street, was a subject of much dis
cussion yesterday. Eye-witnesses 
testify to the scattering and mad 

'shes for cover amid great con
fusion by the throngs of humanity 
on Avenue Edward VII at the time.

Bullet Holes And Ricochets
In the course of investigations yes- 

terday, crowds of Chinese watched 
police photographing the scenes of 
the outrages, and including in their 
street photographs shop windows j 
which bore mute evidence 
of the previous night’s shoot
ing. The wholesale and 
retail wine shop of Zung 
Lee and Company, located on the 
corner of Avenue Edward VII and 
Kiangse Road, had four bullet holes 
iii its large front windows and 
frames, while a corner of the door 
showed the evidence of a ricochet 
bullet having glanced off and pierc
ed a window. Bits of glass were 
sprinkled amidst the many cherry

1 brandy bottles in the window, none 
' of which happened to have been 
uroken.

I The large front window of the 
Lee Chun Chang, rug antique shop, 
at 38 Kiangse Road, had a large

I hole in the window which apparent- 
| ly was made by a rebounding pro
jectile.

A bullet cut a hole in the win
dow of the Linotype and Machinery1 
Company, located on the ‘ground 
floor beneath “The Shanghai Times,” 
while dried blood pools in the door-j 
way entrance to the offices show- < 
cd where a wounded victim had 
evidently lay down to take shelter.> 
Traces of blood were evident on 

¡ether parts of the street which; 
• passing Chinese in the day stopped 
to notice.

Examination reveals bullet holes 
in windows leading to “The Shang
hai Times’’ offices which evidently 
had, been made by ricochets and: 
bullets fired from the lane adjacent 
to the building. No other harm to 
the building was done or machinery 

‘damaged. - j



The following is the complete I 
, casualty list of the Chinese killed) 

and injured in the outrage both on« 
Avenue Edward VII and Hankowl 
Road. ' > 1

Wong Shi-wen, 45 killed. Shot 
in back and abdomen. in compos
ing room on the British owned 
“China Evening News” by gunmen | 
Who plotted destruction of this 
Chinese language journal.

Chin Chei-shung, 50 coolie, killed.' 
Employed by the Tung Trust Com-1 
pany, 150 Avenue Edward VII. 
Gunmen went into premises and * 
fired at random.

Chang Hung-chin, 42, wounded, 
native of Zaushing, now resident of 
Shanghai, coolie. Shrapnel wound' 
in left side of back. Lester Chinese 
Hospital.

Police Constable No. 1518, wound
ed right leg, detained Police Hos
pital. s&' 1

Police Constable No. 1472, wound- , 
ed right leg, detained Police Hos- j 

I pital.
Police Constable No. 1895, bullet1 

wound in right knee, detained at j 
I Police Hospital.

Hu Li-ying, 17, female, wounded ’ 
right leg. Resided at 24 Kiangse j 
Road. Undex constant treatment, not 1 
detained in hospital.

Zee Ling-nyoeh, 18, native of- 
Shuntung, abrasion left knee, resid- ; 
ence 45 Kiangse Road. St. Luke’s \ 
Hospital, not being detained. Under; 
treatment.

Han Ring-tsang, driver of rail
less ; trolley car, B. 357, wounded 
left thigh as. bullet entered . front: 
of bus proceeding to Avenue Ed
ward VII. Very narrow , escape. ‘ 
Police Hospital, not detained, un- 
der treatment.

Kao Ching-zai, 28, native of Sze- 
i chwan, coolie, non-resident of 
Shanghai, bullet wound left face.

Yih Yoong-kai, 38, native of Foo
chow. Bullet wound in chest. Non
resident. Lester Chinese Hospital.

Wu Ki-yuan, 38, richa coolie. 
Wounded shoulder and right leg; 
and chest. Lester Chinese Hospital. 
Residence, 23 Rue Bourgeat.

Ku Sing-zee, 35, native of Soo- 
chow, compositor, employed by’ 
“China Evening News.” Bullet 
wound left arm and back. Lester 
Chinese Hospital.

Kao Zang-loh, 36, native of 
Shantung, residence 10 Hung Yih 
Lee, Kiangse Road. Bullet wound 
right thigh. Paulun' Hospital.

Yu Yao-bang, 7, male infant, 
native of Hangchow, Residence 130, 
Avenue Edward VII. Fell frk>m 
shock and fright during shooting 
affray. Fractures.

Chang S. Tsung, 32, Non-resident.? 
Left arm and back. Native of 
Kompo.

Chang Ping-wu, 18, native of I 
Kompo, residence 616 Hankow Road. 
Bullet wound left elbow.

Tai Tsi-shing, 24, native of Kompo. 
Bullet'wound abdomen. Police Hos
pital.

Lee Wei-ling. 56, Cantonese. Haw. 
ker. Bullet wound right thigh, 
residence 618 Hankow Road. St. 
Luke’s Hospital.

Ting Yoong-sung, 39, native of 
Chinkiang. Hawker. Non-resident of 
Shanghai. Bullet wound in scalp.

Chen. Woo Sz, 38, female. Native 
of Ningpo. Bullet wound right 
side. Residence 622 Hankow Road. 
St. Elizabeth’s Hospital.

Chu Pei-ling, 32,-non-resdent. 
Bullet wound right leg and right; 
foot,’ Paulun Hospital.
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FPolish Girl’s Wound 
Not Serious

Miss Nelly Schikinskaya,.19- 
vear-eld Polish girl, employed at 

! the Palais Cafe, who was wound
ed in the knee as she alighted 
from a No. 21 French Concession 
omnibus on Avenue Edward vn, 
and Kiangse Road at 8.40 p.m. 
on Saturday, the time of the 
shooting affray, is reported to be 
recovering and her wounds are 
not serious. She is m the Rus; 
sian Orthodox Hospital receiving 
treatment.
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Pro-Wang Group Seen Behind 
Saturday’s Attacks

Great Bravery Shown by Wilson, Police Officers in 
Fighting Overwhelming Odds ; Investigations On

TV7ITH eleven potato- ‘masher type * hand-grenades, six brand 
W new automatic Mauser pistols and some 200 empty cartridge 

cases in their possession as a result of the terrorist coup staged 
on Avenue Edward VII on Saturday evening, a squad of detectives 
from Central and Louza Stations worked throughout yesterday 
and last night, questioning suspects, witnesses and policemen on 
the scene at the time, in an endeavour to reconstruct the coup I 
which, as far as could be ascertained was well organized . 
ended in failure.

but!

entered 
Edward 
Times” 

housing 
British -

also

gun-
gen-

. Now that the smoke has somewhat 
cleared, it becomes apparent that 
apart from the 20 men who arrived 
in four Ford taxis at Kiangse Road 
shortly before 8.15 p.m. on Saturday, 
a large number of members of the 
same gang and so-called “look-see” 
men were stationed at various strate
gic points to cover up every police
man stationed in the vicinity.

The group of terrorists divided up 
into three gangs as they 
Chang Keng Li, 130 Avenue 
VH, next to the “Shanghai 
building, where the premises 

, the “China Evening News” a
owned Chinese language publication, 
and the “Chinese-American Daily 
News” an American owned News
paper are situated. The printing 
plant of the “China Press” is 
stated to be in the same house.

The, obvious intention of the 
men must have been to create a 
era! confusion in the building ip. 
question, to shoot everybody in sight 
and to destroy as much as possible 
of the machinery with a view to 
preventing the publications from ap
pearing again. More than ten of the 
terrorists, entered the premises of the 
“China Evening News” which are 
situated on, the first floor of the build
ing in question, whilst an equal num
ber attempted to enter the offices of 
the “Chinese American Daily News” 
on the next floor, although they were 
prevented from doing so by a locked 
door.

Whilst the first party fired a large 
number of shots, killing one of the 
Chinese type-setters and the second 
party opened fire on the stairway, 
another party entered the premises of 
the Tung Wei Trust Co., at 150 
Avenue Edward VII, the offices ol 
which face the building housing the 
two Chinese papers and killed an 
aged, tea boy employed there who 
gallantly attempted to close the door 
on the armed party.

J

Gunmen Retreat

Meanwhile however, panic betook 
the various gunmen who beat a hasty 
retreat into the alley towards 
Avenue Edward VII, firing into the 
air as they ran and waving their 
hand-grenades of which one had 
already been thrown whilst another 
exploded in front of the “Shanghai j 
Times” building.



Many of the terrorists escaped into 
the French, Concession where arms 
and ammunition were found on 
various streets, whilst most of the 
men ran into Kiangse Road, where a 
third hand-grenade was thrown and 
where one ‘party at least boarded 
their car which was to take them 
back to the “badlands” but which 
actually landed them in the hands of 
a police search party operating on 
Hankow Road.

Of the four motor cars occupied 
by the’ gangsters, two were found 
abandoned in the French Concession, 
whilst the third came to grief on 
Hankow Road where five police 
bullets put it out of commission.

By the modus operandi deployed in 
Saturday’s coup, there seems to be 
no doubt that the gangsters are those 
who attempted a similar coup at the 
editorial offices of “The Morning 
Leader”, 130 Ningpo Road on June 
16, when, it will be recalled, police 
watchmen were also disarmed whilst 
a number of shots were fired and a 
dud hand-grenade thrown. It seems 
furthermore established that the 
hand-grenades used by the gang, on 
Saturday are of the same lot as the. 
two found on Nanking. Road on the 
morning of July 16, where they had 
probably been discarded by terrorists 
who decided at. the last moment that 
it was too dangerous to throw them. 
Meanwhile, the large number of 
suspects have been carefully ques
tioned and, whilst police officials in 
charge of the case refused to release 
any information yesterday concerning 
the shoot-ups, it was understood that 
only four suspects are still being 
detained, mpst of them with previous 
criminal records and all natives of. 
Kompo, a district known for gunmen 
and other criminals.

Deeds of Bravery

But if Saturday’s incident caused a. 
stir, it also was a demonstration of 
bravery as rarely witnessed before 
in this city.

Mr. A. F. “Tug” Wilson who died 
at 9.30 p.m. on Saturday as a result 
of a gun-shot wound sustained in the 
region of the heart, was attending 
customers in his establishment across 
the street from, the scene of the 
shooting, at the time. He made a 
dash for the door in an endeavour to 
cross the street and to assist the 
police, being prevented from doing 
so by a friend who advised him to 
stay under cover and not to risk 
being shot. Wilson however was able 
to release himself from the firm grip 
of his friend and dashed- towards the 
alley. When he had almost arrived 
there, 15 shots in his direction 
rang out. Wilson, mortally injured j 
summoned his last bit of strength ' 
and attempted to dash across to his I 
establishment, only to collapse in the ' 
middle of the roadway. A French 
soldier then crawled towards the in
jured man and at great personal risk 
managed to get him on t© the French 
side of the street where he was 
rushed to hospital in an ambulance.

A Chinese detective who was at 
the scene at the time, continued to 
fire at the escaping gunmen after he 
himself had already been hit and lay 
in the gutter and there was a distinct i 
possibility of his being shot by the 
police. With one finger on the trigger 
however and the other hand display
ing his detective badge, he continued 
to fire until the criminals had dis- J 
appeared and he was rushed to the | 
hospital.

Inspector W. H. Widdowson, who | 
was near the scene at the time, also 
risked his life by running into the 
alley and arresting one of the 
suspects at ’present being, held, al
though the latter had a hand-grenade 
In one hand and a; Mauser pistol in. , 
the other

In the subsequent Hankow Road 
shoot-up, I^obationary Sergeant | 



Zbovrosky, who headed the search 
party responsible for the apprehen- I 
sion of two additional suspects and ' 
who has only been with the S.M.P. 
for eight months, courageously faced 
being shot at point-blank range and 
fire only after he had. ascertained 
that he was not endangering any of 
the many pedestrians on the 
thoroughfare at the time.

The Chinese constable who was 
robbed of his pistol as the gang 
emerged from inside the alley 
and who. on giving chase, although 
greatly out-numbered was shot and 
sagged to the ground with injuries to 
his right knee, also deserves special 
mention.

Reserve Unit Busy

Whilst detectives were busy in
■ their offices, the Reserve Unit of the 

S.M.P. was on continuous duty from 
8,30 p.m. on Saturday until 8 a.m. 
yesterday as they continued to search 
hotels, lodging houses and the scene 
of the shootings in an endeavour to  
find additional arms and ammunition. !

1

The condition of the injured per
sons remains unchanged, with three 
in a very serious condition and others 
only slightly injured although need
ing hospital attention. Miss Nelly 
Schikinskaya, 19 year-old dance 

. partner employed by the Palais Cafe. 
I was reported to be doing well yester- 
• day, having been admitted to the 
. Russian Orthodox Hospital, Route 
I Say Zoong, with a gunshot injury to

■ her knee, sustained when she alighted 
| from a bus at the corner of Kiangse 
| Road and Avenue Edward VII.

Meanwhile, high police officials 
' were in conference yesterday morn
ing studying drastic precautionary ; 
measures which are to be taken m 
attempting to prevent similar incid- [ 
entsr whilst four suspects will face \ 
the First Special District Court this j 
morning when the police will ask] 
ior their remand in custody.

Judge N. E. Lurton, and Mr. Gordon | 
Campbell, Coroner and Marshal res- | 
pectively, of the United States Court I 
for China, viewed the body of Mr. j 
Wilson yesterday morning and per- i 
mitted its removal to the Internation
al Funeral Directors. The inquest '

I will open at 10.30 a.m. tomorrow.
Full details regarding the method 

t./' ployed by the. gangsters in obtain
ing,. the four cars were also gathered 
yesterday. It appears that one of 
the. men presented himself at the 
Ford Hire Service Station on Edin
burgh Road shortly before _ 8 p.m. 
and ordered four cars. He seated, 
himself in the first and the others | 
followed to the Ts Yu Pangs alley j 
wh£re, as already reported in the 
“North-China Daily News” on July 7, 
some 150 well-armed desperadoes 
have their headquarters, it being here 

! too. that a police search-party was 
fired at on July 2. About 20 men 

I entered the cars and ordered the 
i drivers to take them to Kiangse Road, 
[when the shoot-up started.

Although no confirmation could be 
obtained, it seems certain, that the 

i gang: acted on instructions from a 
| pro-Wang Ching-wei organization and. 
i it was held likely yesterday that firm. 
I representations would be made to the 
I “Ta Tao” authorities by the S.M.P. 
regarding the free access which 
armed criminals have to the Settle
ment from Edinburgh and other out
lying roads.

An inquest on’ the two Chinese 
killed in the affair, will be opened 
this morning, whilst the condition 

< of the injured suspect was understood 
■to be satisfactory enough to permit 
questioning by investigating detec
tive®.



American, Chinese Die 
As Thugs, Police Stage 
Furious Armed Clash

Polish Girl Seriously 
Injured; 3 Chinese ( 
Policemen Hurt ]

ANOTHER SHOOTUP 
4 MINUTES LATER

Terrorists Open Fire 
In Printing Plant Of I

Chinese Papers | -- •
By CARROLL ALCOTT

Terrorism broke out again 
in Shanghai last night and 
when the smoke of two ter
rific gun battles and three or 
four bombings had cleared 
away, one American and one 
Chinese were deadj one Polish 
girl was wounded, while 16 
Chinese including three Chin-« 
ese Police Constables of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police 
were suffering from iftillet 
wounds to varying degrees of 
¡seriousness.

The dead American is Captain ; 
A. F- “Tug” Wilson, proprietor j. 
of the New Ritz Barand* Res- , 
taurant. |

The Chinese were pedestrians 
whose names had not yet been | 
determined at a late hour last j 
night.

The wounded Polish girl is 
said to be a taxi-dancer em
ployed in a Rue Chu Pao San 
cabaret. She was wounded 
about the legs and arms, ; 
Despite the fact that her con- j 
dition is serious, it is believed 
that she wiU live.
In addition to the three Chinese 

police constables, the wounded in
clude. Chinese printers, pedestrians, 
peanut vendors and gangsters. One 
of the gunmen involved in the 
shootings is seriously wounded while 
one of his companions is in the 
hands of the police.

The wounds of some of the vic
tims are said to be serious and 
they are not expected to live.



Started In Badlands
The story of these outrages sounds 

like a shipwrecked sailor’s night
mare. It started at a Ford Hiro 
Station qfn Edinburgh Road. It 
was here that more than 15 armed 
gunmen from the “badlands” en
gaged fdur hire cars and started

■ out on one of the wildest Tides that 
has ever been recorded in this city’s 
history.

These 15 men were cold, hard 
killers. They were under orders 
from a group of plotters to attack! 
pro-Chinese newspapers inside the- 
International Settlement, according; 
to information obtained by the* 
police last night.

Just what happened after the 
* gunmen left the Ford Hire Station 
and the time they reached the 

! scene of their first attacks» on 
Avenue Edward VII, Shanghai’s 
newspaper row, is a trifle obscure. 
But it is known that they stopped; 
en route to pick up cargoes of hand-1 

¡grenades. This has been substan-j 
¡tiated by the fact that Sight hahd-> 
¡grenades were seized by the police^ 

-r found near the scene of some of 
.he outrages.

The first stop of the terrorist mob 
was the corner of Kiangse Road 
and Avenue Edward VU.

Invade Newspaper Plants
At this point, the gunmen ordered 

he chauffeurs of their cars to stop 
and park at the si/de of the street 
near a railless trAm station. One 
gangster, as near as could be learned 
.ast night, remained in each car to 
¿uard t^e chauffeurs. The remain
ing mobsters left the machines, 
walked down Avenue Edward VII to 
an alleyway leading to the old 
Shanghai Cotton Exchange Build
jig, now occupied by the printing 
plants of a number of newspapers.

'Six ofthe gunmen, brandish
ing their Mausers, entered the 
budding and walked up the 
stairs to the typesetting rooms of 
the Ta Wan Paa, British regis-

i tered Chinese language daily.
A telegraph messenger boy 

was standing on the landing as 
| the gunmen put in their ap

pearance. The youth commenc
ed to scream, pleaded with the 
terrorists not to shoot him.

“I’m only a messenger boy,” . 
he whimpered.

One of ths gunmen fired a 
»hot at the boy’s feet and told 
him ^o stand quiet in a corner 
cf the landing. l‘Then you 
won’t get hurt,” said the ter
rorist.

Watchman Acts
The shot attracted the attention 

of a vzatchman employed by the 
Chinese-American Daily News, 

| which occupies the premises of the 
second floor. Noticing that the 
terrorists were coming on up the 
stairs, he shut and bolted a wooden 
door at the top of the landing. 
Thus blocked, the gangsters retrac
ed their steps and returned to the 
rooms of the Ta Wan Pao, where 
they upset a few trays of type but 
engaged in no serious shooting.



Printers Wounded

Leaving these rooms, the mob
sters returned to the ground floor 
where they were joined by the rest 

¿of the gang. They attempted to 
enter the press rooms of both the 

I Chinese-American Daily News and 
¡the Ta Wan pao, which is located 
on the ground floor of the building. 
There they opened fire on a group 
of defenseless printers.

The first volley wounded 
Wang Shih-ven, 40, native of 
Ningpo, and Koo Shing-chou, 
35, native of Soochow, both 
printers. Wang was seriously 
wounded and his condition, up 
to a late hour last night, was 
critical.

The terrorists then started 
for the entrance of the alley, 
shooting as they ran. One bullet ‘ 
struck a Chinese, coolie who 
happened to be caught in the 
line of fire. He died a few 
minutes later.
It was at * this juncture that 

Captain Wilson, hearing the shoot
ing, dashed across the street from 
the New Ritz and attempted to 
intervene. The terrorists turned 
their guns in his direction. The 
captain fell to the pavement, fatal
ly wounded.

After leaving the alley, the ter
rorists started a mad dash for their 
parked automobiles on Kiangse 
Road near the comer of .Avenue 
Edward VII. By this time, both 
the French and Settlement police 
had commenced to gather.

Gun Battle Follows

The shooting that followed was 
one of the most violent in the crime 
history of Shanghai. More than 120 
snots were exchanged while the 
bandits threw one hand grenade in 
front of the building occupied by 
The China Press and the Shanghai 
Times. Three Chinese police con
stables were wounded during this 
phase of the incident. It was also 

this juncture that the Polish 
girl, who was just leaving a bus at 
the Corner of Kiangse Road and 
Avenue Edward VII sustained bul
let wounds to the legs and arms.

Because of the large crowd of 
pedestrians on the street at, the 
time, the police found it necessary 

I to exercise considerable care in thdir 
shooting with* the result that the 
terrorists all reached their automo
biles and departed from the vicinity. 
They continued to shoot from the 
windows of the cars, however, as 
the machines disappeared from 

j sight.
While the terrorists managed to! 

vanish from the neighborhood, they 
turned; up again in a matter of 
a few minutes. The cars separated 
in driving through side streets of 
the Central and Lou.za Districts 
but the terrorists, their killing in
stincts not yet satisfied, continued 
to create more disorder.

4 Car Searched
At 8.40 p.m., Sergeant Zbrov- 

sky, of the Louza Police Station, 
heading z patrol of three 
Chinese Police constables, was 
on duty at the comer of Che
kiang and Hankow Roads. One 
of \the gangster cars was speed
ing along Hankow Road in , an 
easterly direction. . Zbrovsky, 
who had been searching oars all 
evening, stepped in front of the 
machine and raised his hand 
in a motion to the chauffeur to 
stop.



Two terrorists were in the car* 
and they immediately opened fire 
on the sergeant. A bullet whistled 
past his head and the officer 
ducked, just in time to miss con
tacting a second messenger of death. 
It was at this identical moment 
thai the three Chinese constables 
went into action and open fire on 
the car.

The first volley from the police 
guns wounded one of the ter
rorists. Subsequent volleys rid
dled the car with bullets*. The 
wounded gangster slumped for
ward in the seat while his mate 
attempted to jump from the 
machine and escape. * He was 
caught, however, and relieved of 
his Mauser. In this car, the 
police found five hand grenades. 

, The haul also netted them the 
two military Mausers which the 
terrorists were carrying.

Newspaper Office Bombed
At almost the same moment, an

other of the terrorist cars drove up 
to a small Chinese language news
paper on Kwangsi Road near Che- 
Kiang Road. The gunmen pitched 
two hand grenades at the front 
entrance cf the establishment and 
then ‘ attempted to 'make off.

It so happened that a police patrol 
party from the Louza Station was 
near this spot and immediately 
opened fire on the gangsters. The, 
terrorists fled from the machine 
arid disappeared down side streets. 
Seven-persons, including bystanders 
and printers, were Wounded during 
the bombing.

It is believed that some of the 
gangsters were wounded but this 
could not beconfirmed up to an early 
hour this morning. A large num
ber of suspects are reported to have 
been taken into custody, however, 
and were being held at the Louza 
Station last night for questioning.

Another of the four cars was 
found on Rue du Consulat in the 
French Concession. The machine 

I had been abandoned* Three hand- 
i grenades were found near this 
machine. : .

The fourth car *also was account* 
ed for last night! The gangsters 
deserted thé ' machine 'in "the | 

I Bubbling Well Road district, and 
the chauffeur ; drove-back4 to . the 
Edinburgh Station to report the | 
affair. The police were notified 

i and the chauffeur is now being 
held for interrogation.

Several Theories
Several theories as to the motive 

back of ; last night ’s shootings and | 
bombings have been advanced by 
the police. One is that was solely 
an attack on pro-Chinese news
papers. Another is that the 
shootings were carried out both 
with the idea of terrorising Chin
ese language dailies and at the 
same time obtaining revenge for 
the shooting by 6MF. officers of 
two “Ta Tao” police officers on 
Stone Bridge three days ago.

A number of automobiles parked 
along Avenue Edward VII were 
riddled with bullets during the 
shooting in that area. One of 
these was owned by Mr. A. Morley, 
editor of the Shanghai Times. 
Another machine which received 
similar treatment is owned by Mr. 
Laci. Avenue Edward VII restaurant 
owner. A French police officer, 
standing behind a concrete power 
post, became a trifle excited and 
instead of shooting at the gang
sters. fired six shots into Mr. Laci’s 
car.

As a result of last night’s out
rages, Shanghai was turned into 
an armed camp befote 9 p.m. Folic? 
patrols in most sections of the 
Settlement and the French Conces
sion were doubled and in some 
cases, even trebled. Alleys, hotels 
and even-private Chinese dwellings 
were subjected tq thorough searches 
while all automobiles were stopped 
and searched.
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*“ ««»Peet (Tai Tse Sting) was discharged fro© 
the lolice Hospital on August 14 and appeared before the 
Court on August is when his release was requested.
This man is 0Re of victims wounded during the Louga 
shooting affray, investigations have proven that he was 
in no way connected with the terrorists and that he 
happened to be in the vicinity at the time the shooting 
took place*

Letter received 
terdhinese^Arapri^ 
Daily Wewir.

Below is a rough 
at the offices of the

translation of a latter received 
"Chinese-American Daily Vows* on

August 18»-
"It has been learned that the puppet 
•Wang Ching Vol* has engaged *Ting 
Meu Tsung* his running dog to 
instruct *Lee Sso Chuen" the small 
running dog to make a disturbance at your premises at the end of August. 
The man *Lee* on receipt of these 
instructions handed the matter to 
•Sung VUng Kiang*» the 3rd Section» 
who has been given a sum of $8000.00 
for expenses. The latter after having 
received the sum of the money brought 
32 members of his section to commence 
the work. ^lans are being discussed 
in Room 224, An Loh Kong Restaurant 
(Hotel) and Room 308 of the •psh Yong 
Hotel* • deolded to approach the 
employees of your newspaper office by 
bribery to obtain a certificate ot e^mtssion» Thsy could enter your 
t»r«»i««B fo«|tng the certificate. ^Attention should be given by you* 
staff regarding people visiting yoer Zffice by the main on trance*
on receipt of this letter please do 
* saf anything and I will lot you 

¿«rtw if there 1b any further news. »»»^ People of China.
17-8» 39 ni#»t.



215 C/39.

10/sheet 2.

Mr« Stuckgold and his Chinese associates are of the 

opinion that the info rm tian contained in the letter 

i® genuine«
However* Mr« Stuckgold declined to hand over the 

latter to the undersigned* It ie written in Chinese 

and was mailed from the Rue Massenet P-st Office«
Confidential enquiries are being made regard!»®

the occupants of the rooms mentioned In the letter*
Copy to D*C« Div, and spacial Branch.

D, S. I*

D.D.O. *A* P1V.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CREME DIARY.

«A11
CRIME REGISTER No:-- 216Ö/-S

...................... Division.
.Gen.tiZTfìX.... Police Station.

t/8/3©
Diary Number: — Nature of Offence

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The writ of detection granted by the Court

seven suspects now being held in connection with 

this ccse will expire on August 7.

dnqulideB huve now definitely ascertained 

beyond nil doubt th t the 2nd suspect (woo Yih Wu) 

3rd (Ung fung dung) end 7th (Yih Yoong Kai) ere 

in no way connected with those concerned in the 

bombing end shooting affray, heir release will be 

requested.

The 4th (dhu Fei ^ing)t6th (chang 3 Tsang) end

bth (Th! Ts bhing)suspects ere still detrained

in Hospital. Their condition is considerably 

improved,but it is not cnticlpeted th«t they will 

be discharged for at lasst two more weeks.

A farther remand of two weeks will be requested.

copies to b.C. (Di visi ans)



Foochow.
Ylh Yoong Kai

C.D.C. 175.
Central Stn« 3-8—39«

Yih Yoong Kai, age 30, Foochow, .¿/unemployed, residing 
41 Dong Shin< nee, Zau 2seu Hoad, Nantao.

At 8e.m« on the 22/7/39 I proceeded to the 2nd Refugee 
Samp on Route sieyes F.C. with Intent to borrow some money 
from a friend named Wong Zee Kwei who is a supervisor in 
the Refugee Camp. I did not meet him, however I encountered 
a fellow-coun terror« named Sai Dee who informed me that Wong 
Zee Kwei has left there to do some work elsewhere« 1 then
proceeded to the San Shing Kwei (food shop), 222 Rae Lafayette 
near Rue weikwe where I borrowed 20 cents from a friend named 
king sien Mung, it was then about 6p«m. X then again 
proceeded to the Bmd at Ko«5 and Ko«6 ion toons where a friend 
of mine named Zmg Fbh used to ply his sampan. instead of 
seeing Lang Foh I met an ex-fellow-workman one named Ah Paa, 
nati ve of Kiangying, who is now working ba a sampanman. Be 
told me that lang Fob had left for rangtsepoo« X than 
Partook of supper with /h Paa and got 20 cents from him« 
After whicdi, I intended to go and make some enquiries at a 
hospital situated at the opposite of the Great World with a 

view to getting rid of my opine habit« when X walked to a
place on Awe B3w. VII west of Kiangae Road X heard a shooting 

taking place at a distance of about 00 yards «Mt of Kiangoe
I th« mv pedlotriBn« exyiag mining £><mt and at
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struck by a stray bullet on my cheek which penetrated into 

my left aim« I then immediately returned back to Avenue 
Edward VII and hid myself in a garage. A short while later 
I was conveyed By ambulance to the Lester Chinese Hospital 
and later transferred to the Police Hospital. On the 
3/8/39 I left the hospital and was brought to the station.

Sgd. Yih Yoong Kei»



1

Ting Yung Sung*

Chinklang xx C.D.c. 120

Centra» Sin* 29-7-39

Ting *ung Sung» age 39,Chink!ung*K*y* A-

In the middle of April tnis year I came t© shanghai froaj 
Chinki-ng. The last fw «oath« I used to Bleep in the Doong 
Koong Lodging ^oiise, situated at Sue du Saigon, Freadi 

Concession*

On the 21-7-39 as I had no moa*y so I slept on the 

footpath near ths Public School, Pakhol Road*

At about ®p»Bi» on 12-7-39 I run talking on Eankow Road near 

the Ya Chow Lodging House begging for money from pedestrians* 

At about 8p«»i. when approaching the l*ao Hh Tsai Restaurant I 

suddenly heard tie Bound of shooting coming iron behind* *hen 

I felt aomething hit ny head I found ®y head aS bleeding* At 

that thne I 3aw a nuftbar of * oople running towards the Teing 

2>len Bath Bouse and I followed them into the alleyway nearby*

I did not krwhat war the mtter« Shortly afterwards
H

I was conveyed to the Police H ?spital by an ambulance with othexe

. Thia is ry true Rtntwent»

Slgaedi Ting Yung dung.

■



Woo Ylb Wei

Kwantung // C.D.C. 120

tr»l

Woo Ylh Wei,aged 2© years,S/Sroker,Kwantung,residing 

st Ko.763 Sing Kong Lee,Klukieng Hoad.

On December 18 th, 1938, I was convicted in the Court 

on « charge of ’’Receiving Stolen Property” and subsequently 

sentenced to six months imprisonment. Since my release from 

the gaol on June 18th,this year,I have been living and working 

with a fortune teller named Deh Kwei Dai at the Shing Hwa 

Child Dressing Shop,ho. 12,Sx Woo LeeiTel.Bo. 97760) because 

the owner of the shop named Woo Teoh Chung is an intimate 

friend of mine. I daily take my meal in the Shing Kee 

Food Shop, the .proprietor being on* named Lee,8 native of 

Canton. Sometimes 1 took me«l in the shop without paying 

cash if I had no money on person and the account would be 

entered to my credit.

At 8.10p.m. on July 22nd, this year I proceeded to the 
above restaurant to partake of food and after finishing my 

m**al at about 8.30p.m. I intended to leave the shop and 

visit a friend of mine named Koh Hwa Kwang,an inspector in 

the employ of the Wing On tew Building, Chakiang Rd. I then 

left the shop and vdien 1 was walking outside the entrance of 

the Dgh Woo Dai Iheatre I was arrested by a Chinese constable 

who brought me to the station without having the know?edge 

regarding the cause of my arrest. Th* above is my true 
statement.

Signed« Woo YLh Wei.



"A*
¡¿X&6/3V. Central

August 4th., A9J».
9« X.

There 1« «very reason to believe Wat several 
of the terrorista who participntod in the Avenee 
Eduard VII bombing and «1 wo ting affray ere amongst 
the thirty-six anaed men recently arrested «nd now 
being detained at the Headquarters of the Italian 
Defense Force.

W< are fully aware aS to the identity of those 
involved in the ¿venue Edward VII affray, and it is 
feared that the speedy disposal of those men 
(Honoured negotiations by the Japanese Military

. fbr handing over to them) by the Italic Military
/ Authorities before the Municipal felloe two had 

an opportunity to check their antecedente is 
prejudicial to the lew «nd good order of the Settlement

An identification parade and release of 
information regarding those tn custody would

/i certainly olear up my doubt regarding these men’s
possible connection with the Avenue Idword VII affray.

Opios tot- D.C. Divisione.
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8«

Central
July 31 et* 39.

1.

The testimony ->f th® six Chinese police conetable 

who took part in this ehooting and bombing affray is 
intr renting and does substantiate the etn tomenta made by 
the four Ford Hire Service chauffeurs to the effect that 
more than twenty gunmen attacked the newspaper premises«

Fully rraliaing the type of person they were up 
against and despite great odds these six Chinese police- 
officers brushed aeide all thought of personal safety 
and challenged the terrorists*

They showed great bravery and their conduct is 

certainly commendable*
They did what was expected of them at considerable 

risk to their own lives*
In addition to being fired at by the terrorists 

several of the C.P.C.e found themselves in the line of 
fire of the French Police*

C.P.C. 1895 displayed exceptional bravery and 
desnite having received a wound in the log pursued the 

terrorists until he collapsed from exhaustion*
A perusal of the statements will show that the 

arrival of the terrorist® was first observed by C«PJM| 
1895 (plain clothes duty) oho was on duty in thppsang 
Keng Lee.

terrorists numbering more than twenty proceeded 
direct to the Chinese-American Daily News where six 

or seven of them surrounded C.P.C. 1472 who was oil duty
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at the mi trance to these premises«

“11 the instruder® are believed to hnve been armed 
with Mauser pistols»

On seeing what was taking place C.P.C. 1895 

immediately left the alleyway and u^un about 10 yards 

away from the gunmen he opened fire on them« He emptied 

his magazine and then fled to the shau^iai Times Building 

where he informed C«P«C« 2919«

The terrorists returned the fire and in the meantime 
disarmed C«P.C. 1472.

It was during the shooting between C«P«C« 1895 

and tiie terroists that C«P«C« 1472 was wounded«
Desnite the fact that an alarm had been raised the 

ging split up into groups and entered that part of the 
building occupied by the Chinese-American Daily Hews and 

China Waning Mews«
What took place Inside the building has already 

been recorded in proceeding diaries«
On leaving the alleyway the terrorists were 

challenged C.P.C.s 1895, C.f.C. 2919, C.P.C. 454 and 

C.P.S. 570«
C«P«C, 1895, C«^.C» 2919 and C«F«S« 570 opened fire 

on the escaping sen«

Many shots were fired by the terrorists eke cn leaving
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the alleyway de camped in various direct! ms*
One of the terroiete on being pursued by C«P*C* 1895 

and C«P*O* 2919 threw a hand«grenude which exploded 
eutoide t!*$ front entrance of the Shanghai Times Building*

At thio juncture C«P*C* 1896 was wounded in the leg# 

'but continued to puroue the gunmen« In Vie meantime 
¡wishers of the J’renah Police had opened fire on the 

retreating men«
Eany of the terrorists fled along Kiungse Hoad 

firing inddnorimlnately over their shoulders as they mn*
C*P«C* 1680 who was on duty at the intersection 

of Cant**n«4£i i agse Hoad on hearing the oho ting proceeded 

south along Kiangse Hoad towards Avenue Bdward VIZ*
It is believed that the terrorists fearing that 

C«P«C« 1580 would cut off their retreat threw a hand» 

grenade which exploded outside 41 Ki&ngse Hoad*
The C.P.C» immediately took cover and after the 

gunman had passed he emerged from his place of hldiag and 

opened fire upon them*
However» two of the terrorists who were dressed in 

foreign clothe® turned back and returned the fire« Zt was 

at this Juncture that C«P*C» 1580 was wounded*
One of the terrorists who was dressed in a grey 

foreign suit was observed to be walking in sig^mg manner 

and is believed to have been wounded* Those mon are
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probably the occupants of motor-car Ko» 12293 which Is 

kn wn to have returned to Edinburgh ^o*d with a wounded 

man«
Statements of Police» wounded and eye-witnecceo

attached«

D.D.O. "A" idv.

„ D.C. DiV.Copl., to.- n>e> 8p. Bah<



Sugene C. Pomeroy Jr. of events witnessed on
Kiangse Road between B.lSy^s. and 8.45p.m. July 22# 1939«

I left the China Press* ISO wenuo Edward VII a few 
seoonds before 8.16y*m. on the night of the shooting (July 22 ) 
and proceeded to the corner of Kiangse Road down which I 
turned toward Ranking Road*

the pedestrian traffic at the corner was very heavy and 
slow moving and there was also heavy pedestrian movement on 
both sides of Kiangse Rpad but except for one railless tram 
owning from the di rec U on of Nanking Road tiiere was no motor 
traffic.

when I had proceeded a few paces along Kiangse Road I 
noticed a sedan motor oar approaching in my direction from 
the right hand side of the railless tram, its lights were oh. 
It was approaching at a moderate rate of speed* perhaps 
15 m«p«h. when a man dressed in a black European suit Jumped 
from the opposite sidewalk in the car’s pathway and held up 
his hand to halt it. The ear slowed down and the man raft 
after It. It then came to a stop oh the left hand side of 
the road Just before reaching ..venue Edward VII« I in the 
mean time except for an occasional backward glance at the 
unusual procedure had continued on my way. Before arriving 
at the railless tram I saw another sedan come along from 
Nanking Road and draw in behind the first«

Th® first ear was black and the second was brown. I 
remember this as both of them retuxhed down the street a few 
minutes later. I did net have an opportunity to notice the 
license plates and both oars seemed of the same make. I 
should have said they were large Citroens although, the papers 



declare they have been Identified as fords*

Vilien I had passed the railless tram and had travelled 

about two thirds of the block, four or five loud reports rang 

out from the direction of wenuf? Edward VII* Th« streets 

were emptied in about half a minutes, most of the people 
running into doorways. I returned to investigate hot 
believing that these could actually be shots, ihe firing 
continued and when I approached a position opposite the now 

empty tram I took shelter in a wall niche*
Wo bullets came in my general direction and peering out 

I could distinguish an occasional running figure at the AVe* 

Edward vil Intersection. Both oars were parked on the corner 

as yet but in a minute or two the one in the rear backed down 
the street till it came to the tram and then backed and filled 
till It was able to turn its nose dc/wn Kiangse Road toward 

Ranking Road* It drove off*
At about this tine a Chinese constable walked up the 

sidewalk and stationing himself behind a telegraph pole 

about five paces above me opened an intermittant fire in the 
direction of Ave* Edward VIZ the while he blew blasts on a 

very feeble whistle.
The black oar now backed down the street and when it had 

reached the tram it backed around so that it stood at right 

angles to the street. It remained in this position for a 

few seconds and I do not believe the Chinese constable fired 

at it. If he did, no damage was done for the oar paid him 

ho heed but continued in * moment to back and fill and it too
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headed toward Kiangse load. At this Juncture I decided that 
prudence was the better part of valor and ducked down the 
street a few steps and into a deepen doorway which was open»

The black car came slowly down the street and stopped 
acarose the way a few feet beyond my position. I believe 
there were two men in the front sent.

Tn perhaps another minute «mb I was peering out to get 
another glimpse of the ear» it oeemed that the pistol shots 
which had been continuing fron -ve. Edward VIX began to grow 
nearer and suddenly seven or eight men daohod into view round 
the bus comer firing at random ver their shoulders. Kone 
appeared wounded. Just as they climbed into the ear one of 
them throw something accrues the street almost outside the 
doorway I stood in. There was a terrific explosion and X 
made myself very scarce indeed and so did not see whether 
they continued straight down Kiangse or turned off*

Immediately after I made my way back towards Ave. Edward 
▼II and noted that the Chinese constable was apparently not 
wounded as he smiled quite cheerfully at me and walked off 
toward Nanking Bead blowing his dhistloj one civilian as 
X supposed» was standing on a doorstop with his leg bared to 
the thigh and blood pouring from a bullet hole. Oil the corner 
of the Avenue X saw a coolie stretched out on the ground 
picked up and put into a taxi.

Xt might be of interest to add that on this return I 
noticed two alley exits ch the Bund aide of the street with the 
gates closed and evidently locked and with a large crowd of



people behind so that it vouid h «ve b*?en difficult for any
of the gangsters to have case fron that potai

Sugano C. Pomeroy Jf •
July 2?, 19M.



Sh-ntung-

Central Stn.

C.P.C. 1472 Tsang Yoong Teoong, attached 
to Central Station*

xx C.D.C. 175

C P.O. 1472 Tsang Yoong Tsong attached to Central Station, 

age 26, Shantung, married, having served in the S.M.P. for over 

1 y°ar, residing Room 404 ^olio® quarters Central Station, 

4t 7p.m. on July 22, 1939 I ras pasted for duty at the 

Chung lie! Daily News Office, No. 130 4ang Kung Lee Avenue Sdward 

VIT. At about 8.20p.m. even date whilst I was standing outside 

No. 130 a gang consisting of more than 20 culprits, some of then 

were wearing foreign style suits, eome black Cantonese silk 

jackets and pants and some short jackets of various colours» 

suddenly approached. Owing to the shortage of light in the 

alleyway I could not recognise them clearly. 6 or 7 persons 

then surrounded me while the others all rushed into the office. 

One of the men wearing black Cantonese silk jacket and pants 

then cut my pistol lanyard with a knife and took away my pistol. 

Being over-powered I could not resist at the time. At this 

juncture Plain clothes C.P.C. 1395 o-ened fire at the culprits 

who also returned several shots one of which struck on my right 

leg and I fell down to the ground. ’*hen they all entered the 

premises I moved a little towards the right side of the premises. 

They remained on the premises for about 10 minutes, then decamped 

thr ?ugh the lan in an unknown direction. Later I walked to the 

entrance of the lane where I encountered two other C.P.C.s who 

took me Into the station va® whitíi conveyed me to the Lester 

Chinese Hospital, where I handed mj leather belt and baton to 

a Chínese detective. I was later transferred to the Police 

Hospital for treatment.

Sgdj Tsang Yoong Teong,C.P.C.



C.P.C. ¡¿»IS

Tsun^ning
i-2/7/39

D.S. Jone*
C.D.C. 208

I was on duty outside th® Shanghai Time« building 160 
Av.bd.VU. At ebout S.lCp.m. when I suddenly heerd shooting 
ins lav the ^ang Kun* Li alleyway at the side of the bull..Ing* 
1 drew my pistol and peered round the comer of the lane and 
sew about 10 parsons rushing towards the entrance of the lens 
firing pistols as they ran. I fired 2 shots into the lane and 

then dashed back and took cover in the doorway of the Shangh*! 
Times. As the people came onto Av.Kd.Vll they split up some 
running lest along Av.dd.Vll and some crossing into F.C.
1 fired 2 more shots as they came onto the roadway. I ran 

forward to try and- arrest one of the men but one of them dressed 

in blue Jacket and penta turned and threw a hand grenade at me 
which missed and exploded in front of the Shanghai Times Bldg.
1 then followed the man to Kiangse Rd. where he became lost 
in « crowd of people. I noticed about 6 of the men were 
dressed in <Urk co mured Chin*»« clothes and 1 in a foreign 

style light Jacket and white pants.
'jt ■ digged.



C.P.S. 570

Shan tung

11.15p.m. 22/7/39

D.s. Jones

C.D.C. 208

At about 8.20p.m. 22/7/39 I was on traffic patrol between 

Ki an gee and Szechu-n Rd. on Av.8d.Vll. I had Just placed 3 

ricsh» cushions inside th« Shanghai Times Bldg for safe keeping, 

when suddenly I h-ard an explosion immediately followed by 

shooting in the 2>ang Kung Li. I loaded my pistol and waited 

in the doorway for the criminals to appear.

1 saw 7 or 8 men one of whom fired a pistol at me rush 

out of the lane. I returned the fire,giving 7 shots but I 

don't know whether 1 hit him or not. 1 stopped a moment 

to get ray whistle out and the man got lost in the crowd. 1 

did not see or hear any bomb after the people left the lane.

The man who fired at me was dressed in a blue Jacket and 

pants,(Chinese clothing).

Signed.



C.jr.C* 464

Llp.m. 22/7/39

D«S* Jones

S«X* Hsu

At about 8.1op.m. I was on duty at 172 AV.Rd-yr» «hen I 

suddenly heard shooting and then an explosion inside the Z>«ng 
Kung Li,alleyway. I loaded my pistol and welted In the 
entrance to K0.172 Av.Ld.Vll. More than 10 people rushed out 
of the Isfie and tede off in various directions South end west.
C.F.C.  2919 then came to my post and we both gave chase but I 
felled to apprehend any body. I did not fire because I could 
not distinguish between pedestrians ano criminals. 1 did not 
see any bomb thrown.

signed*



Shantung

Central Str». 26-7-39

C.P.C. 1895 Hoong Y >ong Kwel.

XX C«3«C. I75

C.P.C. 1895 Hoong Yoong Kwei (Yangtsepoo Station) at present 

temporarily attached to central Station» age 25»3hantneg»oingle » 

joined the S.P.P. about a year ago» residing Room 601 Police 

quarters Central station«
between 5p«m« 22-7-39 and ia«m« 23-7*39 I was on plain 

clothes duty posted at Sos« 160 a'!d 172 avenue Edward VII. At 

about 8.20p.m. 22-7-39 ahllst I was walking in Lane 158 Zang 

Kung Lee outside the ®hung Mei h*,ily Kews Office» Ko« 130» a 

party of more than 20 culprits suddenly entered the lane» holding 

Mauser pistols in their hands« Owing to insufficient light I 

could not recognise them clearly» only to see that some of them 

were wearing foreign style clothlrg and others wearing short 
Jackets and pants of various colours« On seeing that 7 or 8 

persons all awed with Mauser pistols were surrounding C.P.C. 

1472 I immediately concealed myself in a place about 10 yards 

away from them and then fired upon them« Having fired all the 

shots in the magmsine I turned out of the lane when I saw C«P«C« 

2919 who was on duty utside the Shanghai Tinies premises« I the« 

advised him to blow his whistle and I also did the same« However» 
no one responded« I than hid myself behind an electric pole 

outside Ko« 160 and changed another magazine« At this time» I 

saw the culprits leave the lane and again fired another shot» 

whereupon they all opened fire at me» some throwing hand-grenades 

I than felt that my leg had been wounded but I could still walk» 

sc I Immediately walked towards Kiangse Road where I boarded a 

trolley bus« The pains on my leg stopped me from firing further 

shots* I then again alighted from the trolley bus and walked 
towards Avenue Edward VII along the west side of Kiangse Road 
when I could not walk any further and collapsed on the ground« 
At this moment a foreign detective approached me and took away 
my pistol» and the ambulance c nveyed me to the Police Hosni tai«

Hoong Yoong gwla



Lieu Zung Poh

Shantung XX C.D.S. 236.
Central ^Uì. 25-7-39

C.P.C» 1580 Lieu Zung Poh, attached to Central Police 
Station, age 29, Shantung, married, residing Room 504 Police 

quarters Central Station*
At about 8.20p.m. July 22, 1939, whilst I was on traffic 

duty at the corner of Canton and Kiangee Bonds I heard the 

firing of a nmuer of pistol shots caning from Avenue Rdward VII 

east of Kiangse Hoad.» fmnking that there must be some 

culprits creating disturbances toward» certain newspaper offices 

I immediately loaded my pistol, held it in my hand and rah 

towards avenue gdwaxd Vjj along the west side of Kiangse Bead« 

When I was in a distance of about 30 yards away from Avenue 

Edward VII I again heard the sxploei n of & bomb from the north

east direction at a place not far away from re, and at the same 

time small pieces of mud were blowing into my face» At this 

moment I observed 5 or 6 persons, all used with Mauser pistole, 

appearing from Avenue Edward VII and were running northward 

along the east side footpath of Klangs<> Hoad» I then 

immediatd y hid myself in a barber shop (name and number unknown^ 

on the west side of Ki&ngse Road. When they passed the barber 

shop on the opposite side I saw that the first 3 men were wearily 

Qiinese clothing and the 2 men behind wearing dark grey and 

light grey io reign style suite* Seeing that nobody was chasing 

behind them I then came out of the barber shop and followed 

after them» Vlien I w%s aboi't 10 yards away from them I opened 

fire at the one who wore dark grey suit, whereupon the two men 
wearing foreign dresses immediately turned back and ale© fired 
at me» I felt one of their shots had penetrated into my right
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leg and then I collapsed on the footpath. I c»uld not open 

fire any further and as far as I can remember I had fired 3 

shots altogether. After I fell on the ground they also stoppe 

firing. The man with dark grey suit seemed also wounded as he 

embraced his abdomen vi b hit- t* o .-..d ■■ ailed, in a zig**^ 

say. Then two of his accomplices we »■ ring Chinese short Jacket 

came and a ss Is tod bin’ to -ilk ah :ut 25 yards along the west 
side of Kianftse Road end then entered a M/car which was parked 

tli.ere. After all of them had mounted, the oar was driven off 

in a northerly direction. About 5 or 6 minutes later I was 

conveyed to the police Hospital where I handed the pistol to 

adoctor. I am now still detained in the hosoital»

Signed! C.I-’.C. 1580 Lieu Zung
Poh.



Central ütn. 22-7-39.

Ngan S» Tsung, state» as follows:-

. t about 8.15p.m. today (22/7/39) there suddenly cam« 

more thaï“, ten person» who ordered the watchman not to move 

and entered the type setting room of the China Evening News, 
130 hang Kunr Lee alleyway. Folloving the pistol shots 

fired by the men, pendar.nr.lv® existed and noise proceeding 

from the type setting room were .udible. Wo workers 

consisting of Wong Sil Vung rnd Koc Shing 1er received bullet 

wounds, the former was »uf faring from bullet wound in 

sbdomen while the latter was unknown to me* Three type 
shelves fell onto the floor- A few minutes later, 1 heard 

m*ny pistol dicta flrad at the r.cuth of the alleyway. »han 

the pistol shots war« over, I came out and reported. the 

incident to the manager by téléphona«

My nme is Koo iàx Tsung, I am employed as a clerk in 

the General Affair® Dept, of the China Evening News, residing 

in Rook 209, 2nd floor, hang Kung Lee alleyway. The said 

room is occupied by my family consisting of my mother, 

brother »nd wife. I have been working with the China 
Evening News for over seven years.

Afterwards the police cane to the scene and I 

accompanied then to the station. When th« incident took 

place I hid myself in e sefe place, therefore I mb UMfele 
fhmish any daaeriptiens of the assailant«.

iigd.



Central stn. 22-7-30.

Wong vwng zai

Wong Vung Zai, aged 32 years, employed as a teaboy and 

residing at the Tung Wei Trust Company, 150 Ave. Ward VII.
At sometime p«st 8 o’clock in the afternoon of the 

22nd Inst., whilst I together with three others were 
enjoying fresh breeze outside the back entrance of the 
mentioned firn, I heard pistol shots end I hurriedly ran 
into the premises, ihc pistols shots were audible proceeding 
against our back door, we then ran to the shop front toward 

outside of the counter, when the vicinity was quiet, I 
then merged from the house proceeding to the rear of the 

how e where I found my colleague named Ching Zai sung, a 
taaboy who was suffering from bullet wounds lying dead 

at the door of Land Dept, of our company. I an not in the 
position to identify the assailants. O»e above is my 

true statement.

Sgd.



Central Sto.

Han Ping Chong

Tientsin* XX C.D.S. 12.
¡?2-7-39

Han Ping Chong* 51 »T entsln*M/ohautf eur No. 59,employd by 

Shanghai Trasr-ay Co* and residing at 214 Kong Ka Jao*
At about 7.50p*m* 22-7-39 I proceeded to Carter Hoad to 

relieve my fellow-worker and I drove tram Ho* 257. At about 
8.12p.m. I drove my tram to Klangse Hoad near Canton Road* Whan 
I heard shooting being in progress in the vicinity of Avenue 

Edward VII* I therefore stepped my tram and all passengers 

alighted* I also di amounted and took refuge* After the 

shooting affray ceased* I felt a pain on my left leg and 
also discovered a wound* I was therefore sent to Hospital 

by ambulance*
AZ

Signed* Han Fing Chong*



Honan.
Ma Y*o Wng

C.D.C. 176.

Xentral Sto. 22-7-39

Ma Yao Yung, age 36, S/master of cake shop, residing at 

the mouth of Zang Kung Lee*
At about 8p.m. 22/7/39 I was cutting fire-wood at the 

mouth of the Zang Kung Lee, when a number of over 10 men 
wearing foreign clothes, md black Cantonese silk short 
jackets and pants respectively entered the alleyway, as 
far as the back door of the China Evening News« Bien I 

heard a series of gunshots« After five minutes they 
emerged from the alleyway« However they kept shooting 
whilst rushing out the alleyway. lhey walked along Ave« 
Edward VII and turned into Klengse Hoad. I observed the 
occurrence as I was at that time lying on the ground.
I^did not observe any more than stated above«

Cross-sgd



Central *tn. 26-7-39

Woo Kai Nynh

Tung-dai ,Kompo XX C»D»S. 236

Woo Kai NyoL,aged 35 years, native of Turg-dal r^ompo, 
^/public ricsha coolie, badge No. 38545, residing at No» 23 Nyih 

Shing Lee, Rue Bourgeat,F.C.

At 2p»m» on July 22nd, I hired a public ricsha, Lie »No» 672f 

from the foreman named Zau Hung An in th« employ of ?ong Kee 

Ricsha Hong, Branch Office, situated in the near vicinity of my 

hr>me, Before I received injury in the rhooting affray, I took 

a foreign lady in my ricrirn from wue Vallon to a cafe in Rue Chu 

Pao San, V.C. At sometime after flp.m. I parked my ricsha outside 

Yoong Kyih lee (Lane No. 31) off Klangse Boad to av>alt for a fare* 

Meanwhile I heard the sound of explosion coming from the south 

of Avenue Kdward VII and all the pedestrians on Avenue Rdward VII 
took their heels in a northerly direction along Klangse Road, 

hiding themselves tn various alleyways• At the time they were 

running, they sto ted that someone had thrown hand-grenades. On 

hearing this, I immediately left my ricsha and entered the ^oong 

Kylh Lee alleyway to evade danger. Upon entering the alleyway 

I further heard the sound of repeated pistol shots firing in the 

southern direction. After I remained 4 or 5 minutes in the 

alley ay, I went outside with intent to remove my ricsha into the 

lane, but on arriving at the pavement I was suffering great pain 

on my left knee and foot bleeding profusely» I was, at loss to 
know the cause for sustaining augi injury, nr could I know which 

direction the bullet came from. I wes compelled to sit on the 

ground and observed a number of police, all armed with pistols 
rushing from Klangse Ro«d toward Avenue kdward VII. *bout 10 
minutes later, a Chinese constable came to the scexie and conveyed 

me to the Lester Chinese Hospital where I was detained for



treatment. At the time I was standing outside the Yoong Kylh Lee 

alleyway Kiangse Ro>d> I did not see anyone firing pistol or 

throwing hand-grenade» nor I knew the cause of such a sh'oting 

affray* At 9a.m. 26-7-39. I was discharged from the hospital 

as instructed by the doctor and was brought to the station 

to make the abuve statement* 
4^

Signed» Woo Kai Nyoh.



Jentral Stn. 22-7-39.

Loe Ling Nyoeh
Shantung« C.D.S. 36.

Lee Lin* Ayoeh, age 18, apprentice, 45 Kiangae Hoad.
At about 8p«m« 22/7/39 on my way back from an errand 

of delivering meals to the Hung her Lee, Kiangse Road, I 
observed 3 m/cars (one black and the other 2 silver coloured) 
approaching from north. They stopped outside Kyi Lung 

Hardware Shop, 42 Klengso Road (the black one was followed 

by the two silver coloured cars). At that time I heard a 

shooting affray taking place in the vicinity of Ave Bdw«rd 
VII. A policeman who leaned against an electric pole situated 

outside my shop blew his whistle when he observed a number of 
men alighting from the black m/car. The passengers then 

immediately opened fire at the C.P.C. and also threw one 

hand grenade. I instantly rushed to my shop, however I 

felt a pain on my both right and left leg*« X *** 
immediately removed to the st« Luke's Hospital for treatment.

I have to say that House 42 Kiangse Road is just 
slightly opposite my shop (Van Fob Chu Restaurant). 
A’zL

Sgd.



Central Stn. 29-7-39

Tsang Hong Tsi ng

xx C.D.S* 236

Tsang Hong Tslng, aged 42 years« S/handcart coolie ,N *F. A.

At about 3p.m. ->n July 22nd» this year, whilst I was in 

the vicinity of Butterfield & Swire wharf, i was engaged by an 

unknown handcart owner as a casual coolie in company with 3 

others to pull a handcart (licence number unknown) loaded with 

sugar to the Wong Dah sung General oods Shop, situated at 

Shanhaikwan and Carter Hoads corner. On arriving at the 

destination, we unloaded the sugar and returned with an emity 

handcart*
At about 8.30p.m. we parked the handcart outside the Chin* \ 

Bvening Hews, 160 Avenue Edward VII with aim to buy a piece of 

candle to have the lantern lighted which was a necessary 

measure to prevent violating traffic regulations in the French 

Concession. ®heh we were about to pull the handcart after having 

lighted the candle we suddenly heard the sound of repeated pistol 

shots coming from the mouth of Zang Kung Lee alleyway» north side 

of Avenue Kdward VII* At that time the pedestrians on the road

way were seen hiding themselves by lying oh the ground and I also 

lay on the ground in the opposite of the said newspaper concern 
in order to avoid being injured by stray bullets» About 2 or 3 

minutes later, I received a bullet wound in the back and the 

wound profusely bled» About 10 minutes later, a foreign soldier 

oa&e and helped me to board a motor**ear and I was subsequently 

conveyed to the Lester Chinese Hospital»
In the afternoon of July 29th, this year, I was discharged 

from the hospital sod escorted to the Central Police Station, 
where I was interrogated regarding the details of the shooting 
affray» After receiving injuries I was, at loss to know as to 
where and how the handcart had been taken away» The above is 
my true statement» 
V/ Sgd» Tsang Hong Tsing»
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July 29th» 39

T

rea beni ng Letter
China Waning Kews

A threatening letter addressed to th®
the British-owned "China Waning News" was

Manager of
delivered

through the post at ths offices of the newspaperjó
July 2d

The letter is writtea ia English and is signed the

■y».-

"Leader* the skull and orossbones are
neath the signature-

The letter reads as foil owes
( COPT )

"To The Manager 
China Evening

Bear Managers
I’ve the

also drawn under**

Yews

July 24« 1939

power in sending you this

f 1

letter to you and warning you for your

further publishing the China Polio (?)

if you don’t want your press to be «reek

again X want you to stop publishing your

China Evening Sews at least one week if

Sow

shall fail my demand I’ll send ay 

to kill every member on your staff 
listen to me ?&en you reoeive this

letter X am warning you don’t call the

polios for your safety if you know what 
is good for you» The two shone sail wo



2185/39 (C).

7/sheet 2*

call you over the telenhone you had 

reported to police i am warning you 

<loii*t do It again* Ko» listen to mo 
you may etart to ubiiehing begain on 

the let August not before* I am sure 

you thia letter for your warning* so 

stop your publishing your paper at 

present* I am the ring leader I meant 
business this time if you fail my 

demand every member on your staff will 

be kill*

pally I$wb*

Porwarded to Headquarters for examination.
A threatening letter addressed to the Manager 

the "Ch nene-American Anily Pews* was received 

at the offices of the said concern at 130 Avenue 

Bdard Vll on July £8 and handed into his of flee 

by Mr* Stuokgold on July 29*

The letter which is written in English on 

lined paper reads as follows»•

" pear Manager*

X am writing you this letter to you

and asking your staff publishing your
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7/sheet 3.

daily newspaper startlog on 30 July of 

course no doubt you will carry on but 
I am '-.'awing you if you shall fall ray 

demand you* 11 be sorry later* How 

don*t let this get into your head 

this because you have may policemans 

protecting you that don’t say they will 

protected house in order to show you 

we are gone kill sene of your staff and 

the rest many get eear and quit their 

Job* And now it is up to you ail the 

derand we have ask been turned down* So 
this is the last this time we mean 

business and if you don* t want 'any of 
your employer kill you better dose down 

and stay till will till you open* Mr* 

I am giving you the last (hero top of 

latter has been torn off) fail ray dan yo 

go to haven if there io one and till san 

pater an your tremble there could to show 

how bad we are those gone to be many 

Polioeraan to bo kill by our gun and you 

till that to all the Polioeraans in order 

to till you wo are not afraid of the copes.

VgU Bomb one of the Police Stations one
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7/sheet 4«

of this night« I wonder ho* smart &H

your detectives la our Hq 1® °oi ic 
Badland we all on the settlement we 
hope someday we may meet so we may have

a little fun
Thoms M« Gun

^e have thio to 
There is 8 in our 
hand we gone to 
use them next time*

Basile I** for 

yourself if you 
not wanted this 
happen to you

The letter was posted at the *zechuan &oad Head 

host on July 28«
It in written in ink and enclosed in a foreign 

style envelope«
forwarded to Headquarters for examination«
Wour sets of finger-prints secured by the Wrench 

polios from Motor-cars Wo« 18301 and 12308 have been 

compared with those of the seven suspects without
result« They have been filed for comparison with

arrests«

D.D.O.
U«C« £*tw« and ®p«^c||i



THREATENING LETTER

Stationft-
Name of . .

SHANGHAI! MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME BRANCH

Crime Branch 
Headquarters Staff 
File No.

G

JHe Np.

Timeand date letter received byrecipient

Time anddate letter fended to police,

»

Reading of Post Office marks on envelope.

^ÄTSWJT 

aOtson

Address.

MB

HH

MSHI

|gg|

Occapation.......We^gpx j||r ^bllflKifrar
With .whgn

Person^uspected,

Give particulars’ ofc, previous threatening letter, if any, received by

',v&,‘, Is recipient interested in any Political Party, Society or Uni

Has recipient recently hadbu^iness, social dr domestic differences..

Action taken..

.WWW

fe^wri^., .., ^^
•........ . ... . « W»*»«1

OFFICER mCHAH^ESENIOR BET. U€.

• ^sK“ ***-•••• «*

DXCWME>



warning you Cor your furttor paru ionio» to*'tosto w j«»
fca’t woo*>«to pro«« io to orato *toi*X **»* you to «top yubilAlng
yoar «bina toontog towoatltoat ito woto if you to&L ffcUto tootoi 

m otto *y Mto to- ttli ;«*W totoi*. jm y top start* ' io* Usto* to "

■ no otoftyou reagito tot» lotto» X « wxtttog y<m «o**t ©all ito polito

W ©all you «to» ito tolostooo y«« to< totorto* to polito 1 to watoiog

you aoa«t to 11 ag^to# Kow .Uoto»: to to’ to» top «toH
MIW® I ’. # O^ìOiBSìWì#iÌ»ili®01811®

bogkl* a* toò lai Attgaot tot totoro> X to totol-J^

poto Watoito« otto, rw jtolitolM ptor pane» at pttoe«

for

Rü

„.File No-———

|||W
Oli

JgÆitogj

Result of sear

Similar letter pap».,

Similar Writing

Similar signature or chops used

Posted at same C. P< O. pillar box. .
!—.......- ..^^.^r-.-.-.



..ift 'iBjy' » **G. ^Ó-f-36

^^phiR^O^Ertpi jl||p
^^^^^KM^--?^-Station

Ñame of Recipient............__i..^

Crime Branch 
Headquarters Staff 
File No.

' ' C, ' K

^ddress-.-«..........

With whom employed.......

,R»e aad date lettef f^c^ved

Time and date leitet handed to police..... :

»

ReaSoX for siispictonu.. p^

Give particulars of . previous anonymous or threatening letter, if any, received by



wV
File

.File

File

•File

Similar signature or cfipfis

Similarenvelope .........

Posted at same C. P. 0. pillar box.

ycmreAf if yo*

™.FÌié■ia. ’ •... 1» • in Bma «• g<
:j.r-., ' '„r;iWW

Similar.'
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July 28,

1
3®

Bullet ex x raci
al £Xi£ of 
i& ose?M»

Ballistic 
ftgpm.r,

A bullet extracted from the body of the 4th 
bubpoet (Chu Pei Ling) by the Police Doctor hae 
boon forwarded to 0*4 for examination.

weapons, ammunition« bullets and empty 
cartridge case as enumerated below were submitted 
to C.4 for examinations»

Mauser 7.83 Auto pistol Io.891488. 
Mauser 7.83 AUte pistol Ko.892709. 
Mauser 7.83 Auto pistol Mo.890150. 
Mauser 7.83 Ante pistol Mo .898880. 
81 cartridge eases 7.83 Ante pistol. 
8 bullets 7.83 Auto pistol. 
108 rounds 7.83 Auto pistol.

/ .

i

Hit pistols are in good working order and have 

bead very recently fired with the exception of 

pistol Ko.898820, seised by the French Police. Ihe 

81 cartridge oases were fired frost twelve different 

pistols in the following proportions- 

18, 18, 18, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 4» 4, 4 add 8.

The eight bullets 7.83 were fired from six 

different pistols la the following proportions» 

3, 1» 1» 1, 1 and 1.
Pistol Mo»89188S (Central oei**ro) £1££& tSSL 

cartridge cases.

Pistol Mo.898709 (Lousa seisure) £l£ft& twelve 

illftBUkNl taaM*



t/sheet 8

Pistol lo«890160 (Louaa seisure) fltod twelve 
cartridge Oases and one bullet.

Io oases or bullets fired fren Pistol Mo*898880 
(in possession of French Police) have been found»

The pistol which flrod eight cartridge cues 
has the following records»-

(1) Attonptfd Murder of S.P*C*o 38 and 594, 
Liu sih zah Village, off Josef 1eld Hoad, 
0*0*1«, 16/8/39 (1*W. ?*I*R*14>V*9) •

(8) Bombing and Shooting. 130 Hlngpo Road, 
17/4/39* (Central >*X.R.1800/39).

(3) Attempted Murder Of Maik 188 and 8.P.0.694 
outside 1484 Jesefleld Road, 87/</», 
(l.W. M.I.R.1684/39).

One of the pistole which fired five cartridge 
oases has the following reoordot*

(1) Bombing shooting. 130 Ningpo Road, 
17/8/39. (Central F.I.R.1800/39)*

(8) &EB8& Robbery. 438-438, Rohl eon HsadtO.O.L 
20/8/39. (>•*<• 1 «I*1.899/39)•

One of the pistols which fired four cartridge 
oases has the following records»»

(1) Attempted Mwrdor of s.p.c*b 38 and 694, 
Liu sih Zah Village, off Jooafiold Road, 
0*0*L*, 16/8/39.(1*9* 1.1 *8*1434/39)*

T



V>hoot

(2) Bombipp. jyjg shootinfl;» 130 Klngpo Road, 
17/^39. (Central f.I.R.1800/39).

The pistol which fired three bullets (one 
extracted from Foreign female) has the following 
records!•

(1) SSBtog and □hosting, 130 Rlngpo Road, 
17/4/3*. (Central 1.1.R.1800/39).

(2) Anand Robbmflr, 436-438 Robison Road, 
0.0.1, (»«Rd. y.I.R.697/39).

Records show that the foregoing four pistols 
belong to a group of ninteen weapons, six of which 
have boon seised, having the following additional 
records!•

(1) UARWUL Rftd bombing. 65 Gordon Road, 
9/11/3*. (>•*• Ml SO. 46^38).

(2) Attempted dflRUl Robbery. 69, lane 506, 
TaJcu Road, 8/VN. (Ch*Rd. 7.1 .R.730/39).

bnUHt.Ve. ^roZ

o. o. o. *Ae.
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"A"
Central
27th July 39.

1.

Threatening let&SEfi 
received by Chinese 
employ t-es of tm 
-hUese-Amerjcaa 
Daily News.

uome 19 Chinese employees of the Chinese» 
¡American Daily News were the recipients of 

threatening letters on the morning of July 26« 
All letters were delivered through the Post and 
bear the beymour Road and Bubbling Well Road Sub» 

Post Office post marks«
The writer claims to be a supporter of "Wang 

Ching wel* and a member of the so-called “China 
Kuomintang Communist Elimination 4 National salvation 

Special workers General headquarters. ”
The letter which is couched in very strong 

language warns the recipients that their lives will 
be endangered if they Ignore the warning and continue 

to serve the Chinese-American Dally lews.
The letter translated reads as follows«-
“The Chinese-American Dally Mews fabricate 

untrue news every-day and always make comment 
in favour of the Communists« They publish 

libelous articles against our leader and 
this is detrimental to the existence of the 

nation« The punishment given during the 
night of the 22-7-39 is Just the starting 
point« we believe that you work at your 
position because you are pressed for money«

/



Your dally expenses will be met by us 
should you quit your present position 
within the period, of 3 days. (You will 
be paid as much as by your present 
employers, and furthermore you will
not be required to work but Just sit 
and receive wages). You will be const» 
dered as faithless should you ignore
this letter* If so, we will at sonetime
despatch some men to visit your hone

^.ggoasibie
for Saturday's 
^gJ-dent.

and carry out the execution by shooting* “ 
(bee Central F. I.R.2122/39).

A letter signed by one named Ten Yih Tslng
was delivered through the Post to the office of the
Chinese-American Dally Mows on July 26. It boars

■the bsechuen Road Post-mark and io believed to have

been posted on the evening of July 84.

The contents of this letter Is interesting and 

places the responsibility for the attack on the 

newspaper offices on ”Wang Ching »el’s party’*.
” .A

It reads as follows; s



"Dear Editor,
X hereby furnish you the information 

to the effect that the attack on your office 
yesterday was carried out by the supporters 
of Wang’s Farty. As I am living In the 
vicinity of Edinburgh Road. I have heard and 
seen their activities and movements« Further- 

1?. > &•" - more X have had the acquaintance of one of 
the gang and 1 know that most of them are 
residing at Nos«5 and 6 £eu Ching Lee 
alleyway as well as No.10 Lane 96 off Edinburgh 
ftoad. The men numbering 20 or 30 are In 
possession of Mauser pistols and supported 
by the Japanese Authorities« Further attacks 
on the "Sun Pao”, *Bwa *eiH, "Dal Mei","Dai Wan* 
and "Tseng Mst* and other newspaper offices 
will be carried out In the near future. Xt Is 
stated that wang Ching-*ei is now residing at 
Wong Pah Chun’s home on Yu Yuen Road« Please 
don’t disclose the receipt of this letter for 
publication, but immediately warn other news
paper concerns that precautionary measures 
shftMl be adopted and secretly refer,th* Matter 
to the settlement Authorities or the "Traitors
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Suppression Group" with aim to have all 
of them apprehended .**

iid. Tau Yih Tsing, 24-7.
The letter has been passed to Headquarters for 

examination.
Terrorists came It can now be authenticly stated that at least
territory off 20 terrorists participated in the attack upon the 
Edinburgh Road.

Chinese-Amer lean Daily News and China Evening Hews 
offices and that they set out on their mission from 
territory under the control of the thanghal City 

Government.
statements made by the four Ford Hire service 

chauffeurs definitely settles all argument as to 
where the gang came from and furthermore one of the 

chauffeurs was compelled to convey five or six of 

the men back to 1dinburgh Road after the bombing 

Incident.
Four Ford Hire Cars were engaged by the gang to 

take them from DOH S1HG TSUKG alleyway, off Tse An 

Pang ( ) .EDINBOKOI HOAD at approximately

8.10 p.m. July 22. The cars wore not sent In 

response to a telephone message, but at the request 
of two male Chinese who called at the Ford Hire



Station at axiiriburgh Hoad. The men ordering the cere 
spoke Kbmpo dialect and appeared to be of the coolie 

class*
They accoiqpanled the four care (Nos *12235,12301, 

12302, and 12293) te the entrance to the DAH SING 

TSUNG alleyway.
At least twenty male Chinese then emerged from 

the alleyway and boarded the four ears*

The men are believed to have been of the loafer 

Class and most of them were wearing black Cantonese 
allk, white and blue cloth Jackets*

tach chauffeur was instructed to proceed to 

Kiangse head,via Great western Road, Avenue Foch and 

Avenue Edward VII*
Most of the occupants of the four osra are 

stated to have spoken In the Kbapo dialect« ’N. '

The men on arriving at Kiangse Road lamedl&tely

alighted from the cars and proceeded towards the 

Shanghai Tims Building.
Two men armed with Manser pistols remalasd^

behind with the cars*

subsequent events are fully outlined in the 

chauffeurs' written statements.

A statement made by C.P.C.lgtO te the etflbdt

- . . - ____— t- J
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that one of the gunmen had been wounded when running 
on Kiangse Koaa ana had been assisted by his 
accomplices is corroborated by Zien Ah Foh, the
chauffeur of Motor-car No.12293

7 returnedAU the occupants numbering 6 or 
to the Dah »Ing Taung in the above car 
shooting« One of the* was apparently wounded and 

be assisted out of the car. Fash man, according

after the

had to
to the
pistol

chauffeur, was In possession of a Mauser 
or hand-grenade•

The statement made by the chauffeur (Tseu Yoong 
Teong) of car No.12236 definitely show« that the 
occupante of this car were Involved in this boobing 
affray and were on their way back to Edinburgh Road 
when an attempt by a Lousa »earch Party to stop the 
vehicle on Hankow Road near Chekiang Road resulted 
in a shooting affray.

Only one of the terrorists made a get-away in 
ear No.12301 and at the point of a Mauser pistol 
succeeded in making the chauffeur (Zau Kung Kbo) 
drive hl* to the intersection of Avenue Foch and 
»eymour Road, where the chauffeur taking advantage 
Of the traffic signal being against hl* Jumped out Ofof the traffic signal being against hl* 
the car and fled



This car was later round by the French Police. 
The gunman left a hand-grenade behind in the car.

The driver of ear No.12302 (Ma Ah Loh) was 
in the vicinity of the shanghai Times Building when 
the shooting took place. He immediately drove off 
without any passengers and subsequently abandoned 
his car on hue du Consulate

Chauffeurs' statements attached.
Copies to:

D«C «special branch forwarded.
D.C.Divisions attached.

D«D.O.*A* Div*



Ma Ah Lob.

ZaMblng. D.S.I. Yang.

Central Stn. 22-7-30.

Ma Ah Loh, 33, residing 80 Martchm Hoad, employed by 

Ford Hire service as a chauffeur, driving penult SJK.C. 

No.6676.
At about 8.07p«m. 22/7/39 X was on duty at the Ford Hire 

Service situated at Edinburgh Hoad, vdiei two male Chinese of 
coolie class, spoke Ktmpo dialect, came and asked for 4 hire 

cars. Cne of the neo who is about 45 years old, height about 
6’6”, median build, wearing black cloth short Jacket and pants, 
stated that first was to take sene friends to ’’Tse Ka Pang’ at 
Edinburgh Road, then to the Groat world and the ”Koong Woo 

Dai” theatre.. X was then instructed with the other throe hire 

cars to take then to Ka Fag” at agtefewnfe fcsfl* OM 
arrival at the latter place about 50 yards aw»y free our 
garage, the man in ny car is aged about 21, height about 5*4”, 
median build, close cat heed, wearing blue short Jacket and 

p«nta. Ihe other nan ri>o is older than the latter was not in 

my car went to the mouth of the ”T>ah Mur TwBff* alleiwey when 

X saw about 20 male Chinese, all wearing short Jacket end pants 

coming out from the said alleysay. Four of these men cone to 

my oar whilst the others went in to the throe other cars 

whith were parking in front of ny car. The four men in my 

car asked me to follow the f runt three cars closely. X drove 

the car and fallowed them from Edinburg Hoed to the Korth 

of Klsngse Hoad, via Greet Western Hoed, aw Fodh end Aw 

Edward VII, On arrival at Kiangse Bead X stopped my car at 
the back of the three other cars. Ihe four men in my car then 

alighted, and the men who spoke Kcmpo dialect ariced ma to
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turn back the ear. Ihay then accompanied the men »lighted 
from the three other cars and walked toward* south cn 
Kisngs* Hoad and turned east on Avenue Ward VII. then X 

drove my car to Ave Wsrd VII near the shen^xai lines 
entrance I suddenly heard the sound of shooting. I then 

immediately drove my car to Hue du Consulat near Hue Petit 
where the car was pariced. I took a tramcar to Rout* Vallon 

where I made a report to the sub station of th* Ford Hire 
Service. 1 was then instructed to visit Central Polio* 
Station.
A/

Sgd.



22-7-39
Jhanghai

leu Bung Kuo

C.D.S.1U

Zee Bang Kuo, 37, residing at an unnmbered house in 

han Y«o, teminal of Staaa Hoad.

I am employed as a chauffeur (Cja.F.Lic.3067) by the 

iord Hire CO*
At about 8«10p«ai. 22/7/39 I drove n/car Ho.12301 to 

¡Edinburgh Hoad station when Mr« Sang Ta Bai, accountant, 
info mad na th*t someone had ordered 4 cars« Ha instructed 

ma to drive my ear to answer the order. I drove my car 

together with the other 3 to Pab SW Tsang, off To 

my «nr being the 3rd one. Upon arrival at the above place 

I noticed that the 2 preceding cars stopped and X did so 

accordingly. I observed a number of 17 to IB m«les waiting 

by the roadside, most of then wearing blech Oantsnese silk 

or blue coloured short Jackets« Pour of then boarded by car 

and on* mma wearing cloth Jacket sat beside bo« The latter 

instructed me to drive to Ave Bdw. VXX near Kiangse B»ad.

X followed the 2 preceding cars and stopped at the corner of 

Kiangse Hoad near Avo B®». VII, my car facing north« The 4 

passengers who sat at the rear all tod B&d proceeded in an 

easterly direction. The passenger who sat beside me instructed 

me to turn round my oar* when X «as taming my oar to south 

I heard several gunshots« X became frightened and drove my 

ear in the southern direction« This sadduBly produced his 

pistol instructing me to drive from Avo MV* VII in an 

easterly direction. However, at that time ay car had arrived 

at Hue Oonsulat F.C. Be instructed me to drive back to To 

Aa Pang. X therefore drove my car from Rae da cannulat in
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tfi westerly direction« I drove to Rue Tourane and turned 
into Ave Bdserd VIZ« Then I turned west to Segnour Road 
and Ave Foch on arrival at which place I observed the traffic 
light (red) preventing me from farther proceeding. I 
stopped and jumped out from the car. I ran into Rae du Roi 
Ibert >’«C. and eventually arrived nt 3bute VaUon station 
where I reported the occurrence to Mr. Yang Ching Zhen*
f tern ends* chauffeur Ma Ah Loh also arrived and reported 

his story. Wo three then name to Control Police Station 
and made a report.
^Z.

Crosa-agd.



Tsau Yoong isong.

kingpo.

Central Stn. 22-7-39.

Ta«u Yoong Tsang, 42, V/chauffeur, residing No. 18 ftsung 

Ka Loong off Great »Vos tern Road.

At about 8.07p<m. 22/7/39 four rbrd Hiro M/cers Lie.Nos. 

12236, 12301, 12302, and 12293 wore ordered to be driven to 

To An Pang Sdlnburgfa Hoad end X was driving one of the cars 

Lie .No.12236. On arrival at the destination 6 *4B, 6 wearing 

black Jackets and pants, 3 with strew hats, end 1 wearing white 

Jacket and panto (now detained in hOfM) boarded my car 

the latter described male Chinese occupying the front seat 

whilst the other five sale Chinese seated at the back, one 

of whan tolling no to drive to Ave sdward VII. lhe man who 

seated with me th«n instructed me to drive along Great ^astern 

Hoad east to avo Foch, avo Bftrard VII, Kiengee Hoad north to 

Canton Hoad when I was told to stop and at the seme time the 

other three cars following behind my car also stopped. the 

6 occupants of my car, all in black clothing and amod with 

pistols, alighted from it and walked sway quickly south on 

Canton Hoad. At about 10 minutes later they returned in a 

great hurry and excited manner when X was told by the man in 

white clothing to drive them back, since than X loot eight of 
the other 3 earn and the paoaengm tn it which were leaked 

behind my oar. When they got into the car X drove on along 
kiengoo hoed, Hankow Hoad, west to Chekiang Hoad where about 
6 policemen gave signal to stay. X intended to step my car 
but the men dreaaed in white seated with no produced a pistol 
and struck it to my waist ordering ne to increase the speed, 
cm approeching the policemen I slowed my speed and thia
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apparently made the man become sue pi clous resulting in him 
firing a shot» X immediately stopped the car and Jumped 

OMout by opening the aide door ran/hid myself into the Ching 
Xi Suh heateurant on Hankow Hoed whereupon a shooting took 
place outside the premises for about 6 or 7 minutes» After 
another 20 minutes I cane out from the restaurant end 
proceeded to the entrance of the Tung Fang Lodging House 
Hankow Hoad where X had stopped the car when a Chinese 
policeman approached me and brought m« to the station after 
ascertaining th«t I was the chauffeur of this car* Later 
I was taken to the Police Hospital where I mu a wounded man 
dressed in white and identified him es the man who had 
seated with ms in the car ©nd fired the shot«

7

(



Sign Ab Ebh, 37, Shanghai, k/chauffeur (C.M.F. 
Lie»9402; Edinburgh Road Ford Hire Station»

22-7-39

Iva chauffeur end reside at 173 Loo Sih ¿ah off 
bran« Road»

At about 8»10p«*» 22/7/39 & male Chinese in shorts 
visited the station and wanted the service of 4 cars» The 
cars were x’equested to be sent to Ta An Pang, off Edinburgh 
Road» X was then instructed to drive Car Mo»12293 together 
with the other three» Aa the men who made the order did 
not occupy my car X did not have fbll vie» of then» X only 
observed one of then wearing white short Jacket» Upon arrival 
at Doh Sing Taung off To An Fang, X observed a number of d>out 
5 males wearing black Cantonese silk and white and also bine 
cloth Jackets* Ihey spoke with either Kcmpo or Yengchcw 
accent» These 6 persons boarded my car» The renaming three 
car» were also occupied by 4 or S men in Aorta respectively» 
The 4 cars were all instructed to drive to Ave Edward VII 
near Kiengae Road» This was done via Great Western Road, Aw 
rbch. Upon arrival at AW» BSward VXX near Kiangse Road, 
four of the 5 passengers alighted, whilst the remaining one 
(descriptions dark complexion, long face, height 6’5”, alia 
build, hair cut short, wearing blue cloth Jacket and pants 
speaking Shanghai dialect) instructed me at the point of n 
Leaser pistol to park the car at the front of the Munn Cabaret 
Aw» Edward VXX F»C. Xt was about 8»30p»m» Thon X heard • 
shooting affray taking place inside the China Press Building» 
The single passenger then instructed me at the point of hie 
pistol to drive back to north of Kiangse near canton Roads* 
A number of < or 7 men in Aorts hastily boarded my ear, in
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whose possession I observed were Manser pistole end hand 
grenades respectively* i"hey ordered me to drive back to 
is <n off Wnbnrife Mad* end this I did vie Canton 
Road, Honan Road, Ave Sdward VII, Ave Foch and Greet Western 
Read* &«y alighted outside the entrance to Deh si*g Taung, 
T> An Pjftg* and I observed than entering the alleyway. X 
noticed that one of then wearing white short jacket was 
wounded in the lower part Of hie hodr who wee therefore 
helped by “two of hie comrade*« they did not pay the far* 
and aa I was frightened I drove the car beck to the station* 
I observed my oar cushion being bleed stained and X narrated 
the whole story to the accountant Mr* Yang Ching Yuen who 
accompanied no to drive to the Central Polios station.
Xt was about 10p«a*
jx

. . Croaa-signed.

Osswa
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nullità i'ouna in 
hire

inquest 
on the.,1 te .-r.
Jim-

Inquest at Public

liiree bull«~ts found in the Ford Hire Service 

(.ter ho. 1‘ 2Jfc were i’orate txled to Louza station by 

the Company’s represent* tive on the morning of July 

25. Hie three bullets were subsequently ht-nùed 

over to the undersigned by D.s. Wright. Forwarded 

VO £*• 4 •

At lO.DOa.m. July 25 the inquest on the body 

of the 11te Mr» Gilson was resumed in the United 

States Court for Chin* with Mr. Lurton sitting as 

Coroner. The following witnesses attended end 

testified.

Dr.J. Mslvel.

^r. Willi sms * mens ger of the hew Ritz Cafe.

Mr. E.J. HaiMr ®n, lijo American Merlne Club, 
S, lbs iiund.

Mr. x-oosprln, 1270/27 ¿.venue Joffre.

Mr. D.l. Dzeboeft,Frisco Cafe.

C. D»I* Berth!er, French Police.

D. X. W. Duncsn,S.K.F.

The verdict win be given in due course.

Fhotogrepha ol’ the scene of the shooting were 

handed into the Court by D.l. Duncan.

Procurator Tseng Tsocng Ju held on inquest at the 

Public Mortuery at IL'a.m. July 25 cn the body of Chan
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bisposel of 
twid^gren^da«.

woo SB who died in the St* Elisabeth'8 Hoe.pl tai ne 

the X'ooult of wounds. received di ring Vie louze 

Shooting nffrny* The following decision was ¡horded 

down»

’’The dect&ssd»Cher, '.voo Sz,wea killed by 
f stray bullet* body to be removed by 
husband,Cher 8 ft el.'1

a «46 ce libre bullet extracted from the body 

of the docsecftd by ths Court rector has been forwarded 

to C*4>*

The eavan hend^grsnsdes abandoned in Louse pnd 

Central ¿¿istriots by the terrorist« were disposed of 

by tho River Foliee during the uftcmoon of July 25.

The four male Chinese detained in the Lester ’ 

Hospital Buffering from bullet wounds were subject to 

further questioning by di5tocLives on the morning of 

July 25* Resultant from these investigations it was 

decided to transfer to the I slice Hospital one named 

Yih Yoong The explanation offered by this

man for being in the vicinity of the Shanghai Times 

building at th^’ time the fhooting occurred la not 

quite satisfactory and will require investigation*

Application for his detention will be made*

The total number of suspects now held on e writ of
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detention Is seven. Three of these are detained at
Central end four e.t the l ollop Hospital.

¿,rU K?h loo 
astern 

IdenU-iXed.
xA*rlng the morning of «’uly 26,C.D.b. fc,c.L.o.ll4,

C.D.C. 279 and C.D.C« ¿10 attached to Bubbling fieli
b ta tian atténuée tills office with a number of

photographs of terrorists who ere reported to have 

been Involved in several affrays in the Western district 

lhe l£-tj2nd.and 3rd suspects who are detained 

at this station ’Acre not identified.
Lester Chinese

The wounded detained in S44/XX&6WHospital were 

also looked over,but no identification was effected.

A visit to the Police Hospital revealed that 
the photographs of the 4th and 3th suspects(Lousa 

arrests) were amongst those in possession of Bubbling 

Well detectives. Both are stated to have been 

concerned in armed crimes «nd shooting affrays in the 

»estsro District luring the early part of this year 

(B’well Misc. 207/39 and 298/39). This will be subject 

of further comment In subsequent diaries.
There is every indication that at least three 

out of the seven suspects now in custody were present 

and took part in this bombing and shooting affray.

Bubbling well staff will furnish evidence to prove 

that the 4th and 5th suspects are connected with the
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2au Ksh Doo gangsters*

Copies to:

D«C. (Divisions)

D»C. (Special Branch)
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vQurt proceedings Ihe 1st,¿nd end 3rd suspectsC other three 

detained in Hospital) appeared in the ¿«S.D.Court 

before Judge ¿ipo on the morning of July 24 and were 

ordered to be held on a writ of detention until

| August 4.

The 1st ¿nd 2nd suspects have criminal records»

The 1st suspect’s record shows that he has been in 

police custody on twelve occasions« The 2nd has 

one previous conviction for recel vi..* stolen property

Inouest proceedings irocurator boong Ken g Sen held an inquest at

jf.

the tub 11c Mortuary at 10p.m. July 24 on the two 

victims who succumbed to their injuries received 

during tills shooting affray« After all available 

evidence had been heard the following decision was 

handed downs
(1) Wong Sih Wen,45.Kingpo, 

M/Compositor, China Evening 
News«

"Death due to gun-shot wounds. 
Body to be removed by brother, 
Wong spl ioh«"

(2) Chin Chai Sung,50,M/Coolie, 
50 Av.Ed.Vll«

"De&th due to gun-shot wowds« 
body to be removed by wife, 
ChiM Feu Ss«H

A bullet extracted from th* body of Wong Sih
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ubine g e fen.
Vi j-njurjes.

*en by the Court Doctor was handed over to the Police* 

‘ibis has been forwarded to C*4.

Chen Woo a jaSjMn^pOjM/FemRle,residing 

622 Hankow Road,v/ho was wounded at the scene of the 

Louza ehcoting affray succumbed to her injuries in 

! the St* Elizabeth's Hospital at 9*20a*m* July 24*

This brings the death roll up to three Chinese 

and one foreigner*

The deceased received a bullet wound of the

right shoulder and was conveyed to the Police Hospital, 

where she was detained until July 23 when she was

removed in the ambulance to the St* Elizabeth's Hospital* 

body removed to mortuary pending inquest*
Sugpect removed 
from st* Luke* s 
to Police Rospi tel

The 6 th suspect (Tai Ts Shing) was removed under

.guard from St* Luke's Hospital to the Police Hospital

where he will be detained*
bullet found in 
railless c.-r.

A bullet tog®thar with wh«t appears to be hand** 

grenade splinters found by employees of the Tramway 

Company inside RaiUese Car B 367 was turned Into tiis 

station by the Company on July 24* Bullet forwarded to

Eye-witness locate

C* 4,

1 One named Lung Kuh Chi( ^0,who witnessed part

lof the shooting,was located by members of the Special
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branch and attended thia station for questioning on
July 23. Hie statement (attached) is interesting
and gives a fairly good account of what took place
Unfortunately this eye-witness will be unable to
identify any of gunmen

found«
At 10»06a•©• July 23, a coolie nmed waung sal

), age 40, native of Shantung, anployed 
at Lane 666 Hankow Road which leads to Kluklang Road,
Lung (

found in a gutter at
Shon /?. r<n W Hi-

the rear of the Koo Koo Food
667 Kiuki*ng Hoad a hend-grsnado

of the potato-masher typo.
i

This missile had apparently been discarded by 
one of the armed men concerned in the Lousa Shooting
a f trey

The grenade was subsequently removed to fciusff,
itatioh.

D,S<1

Copies tos D.C. Special Branch
D.C. Divisions



Zung Kuh Chi

Central Stn. 24/7/38

Lung Kuh Ghi,aged 26 years, S/*ployod as a messenger 

and residing at the Abt ion al hews Agency,53 Foochow Rd*

At about 8.15p.m. on July 22nd,I left my office and 

proceeded to the China-American Daily News, 160 AV.Ed.Vll 

for the purpose of delivering a telegraph message. I entered 

the b&ck door which is situated in the Zang Kung Lee Alleyway 

next to the mentioned newspaper office «nd proceeded to the 

Registry Office on the 2nd floor. After having delivered the 

document I went downstairs and on th-? way down the stairs I 

encountered approximately 7 persons who were walking upstairs. 
Hie first mon wee wearing white sun helmet,black clothes 

(I could not see clearly whether the man was wearing foreign 

or Chinese drees) while the 2nd,3rd,4th and Sth were unknown. 
Th« 6th man was wearing black long gown,vairy low and small 
build. Hi« 7th Aian wes also unknown. When they passed me I 

observed that each of them was drawing a Mauser pistol from 

the waist. Judging that they were police-officers I stopped 

on th« stairs and watched "H th am,but on seeing that the 6th 

end 7th were in possession of hand-grenades I thought that they 

were undesirables,so I took to my heels. I intended to get my 

bicycle left outside the back door but 1 found that the door 

was guarded by two men. The 1st man was wearing dark grey 

flower designed silk long gown,his left sleeve was rolled over 

while in his right hand was a Mauser pistol,who ordered me dot 

to walk further otherwise I would be shot. The description of 

ths 2nd man who was standing outside the beck door was unknown 

to me. I then stood beside the staircase as instructed.
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feeanwhil«,! heard pistol shots proceeding from the 2nd floor» 
About 5 or C minutes Is ter, all the men came downstairs with 
Mauser pistols in their hands gad as I was so frightened I 
dared not look at them« After they emerged from the house and 
I found that there was no body to guard me,I prepared to leave 
the place» Upon hearing th«* pistol shots in the Zang Kung Lee 
alley*ay I still stood inside in order to avoid being injured 
by stray bullets» After the pistol shots gnd explosions were 
over,(it was about 10 minutes later) I again went upstairs 
and informed a clerk <n«ree unknown)attached to the Registry 
Office of the Chin »-American Daily hews regarding the incident 
which I had seen» I overheard so tn*« employees in the office 
stating thet the attack was carried out by traitors» Shortly 
afterwards the Police arrived at the scene» I remained in the 
above mentioned newsp«p**r office about 30 minutes»

On July 24tL I was summoned by Police to attend the station 
wh«re I made a statement regarding th« Incident of what I had 
seen or heard as above» I am not in a position to identify 
the gangsters at present or in th« future,because such an attack 
was a groat shock to me.

Th« above is my true statement»
/ signed: Lung Kuh Chi»

h A
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2 Gfetid

'Ute casualty list as ttxe result of this bombing 

and shooting ai’frry is so follows^

(1) C»i»G» 1L8O(C) bullet wound of right 
leg Kith fracture» Detained in f »H*

(2) C*1*C* 1472(C) bullet woun. of ri$it 
leg» Detained in f»H*

(3) C»i»C»1896(C> bullet wound of right 
know» DeVinod in i »h»

(4) i.ong wih w«n(_£#£ )46,Lingpo, 
«/Compositor, Chin» Evening hews» 
bullet wound of abdomen and rijjht 
nip» Died. shortly rfter zx»?iscion. 
to itH*

(b) chin Chai Lung($^ )bO,M/Coolie, 
leeching, 60 Av»Ed*V!la Bullet wound 
of left chest» tied on arrival at 
r,H.

(L) Chang Hoang chin(/p ¿pushing,
¿/handcart coolle,i »F» a« shrefn»’! 
wound of left beck» Detained In 
Lester hospital»

(7) Yih ¥oong Kei(*| i'^I )3b, Foochow, 
bhrapciel wounw of rijht cheet» 
Detained in Lester hospital*

(8) -u Kai YupnC'^'i^ )38,Kor;>po,b/Ri cshs 
coolie,^3 kei bhing Lee, Rue bourgeat» 
bhrapnel wounu,left thigh,leg and
right chest» Detained In Lester Hospital»

(9) Ku Ling LeeC^'t? 41 f36,boochow,M/compositor 
Chinn Evening News» bullet wounds left 
arm and back» Detained in Lester Hospital»

(10) Keo Zang Ldh(i^ )36,0hentung, 
b/coolie,10 Dung Yih Lee,Klangss Rd* 
Gunshot wound of right side* Detained 
in Jpulun Roopitel*
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(11) Yu Yeo BangtTlM A )7,male,Hwgchow, 
130 AV*&i«Vll« Fracture of femur 
left side« £}«tr>ined in St« 
Elisabeth'a Hospi tel«

(12) Hu Li Ying(/£ )17*Zaushing, 
0/Fenple,24,Kiangee Hd« shrapnel 
wound of right leg« Lecter Hospital« 
hot detained«

(13) Leo Linto Hyoeh(/i^ *■' jl8,nhwn tung, 
S/Boy,4b Kiangee Rd« /bresion of 
left knee« St« Luke’s Hospital« 
liot detained«

(14) Hun ring TsengCrf )67, Trolley 
bus uri ver, lien tsln« 241 Kong tab 
v r*c,u efetifi elu Hv« bullet wound of 
left thigh« Police Hoepl tel« hot 
Detained«

(16) Kf.o Ching £ai(‘^ )28. Ssechuen,
b/coolio,L«F«A« shrapnel wound left 
fece« Police Hospital« Discharged«
LOIXLA

(16) Lee Wei Lingrf $ )bb,Cf«j ton, 
te/hawkar, Lib Hankow Hd« bullet 
wound of rii-ht thigh rnd laceration 
of scrotor« Removed from Police to 
Lt« Luke*0 Hospital«

(17) ling Ynong bung(^ ‘t )39, Chink 1«ng, 
k/hawker,k«F« A« bullet wound of scalp« 
Discharged from Police Hospital« 
Detained at station on suLpicjoft.

(18) Chen woo ss(i‘^ )39,Mingpo,M/Femnlo, 
622 Hrtikow fid« Bullet wound of right 
shoulder« Removed frc» Police to St« 
Eliaabeth's Hospital«

(19) Chu Pai Lin^<k ^)32.Kompo, 
S/Un«nployad,ii.F«A. Bullet wounds of 
right leg raid right foot with fracture 
lAg.Bat? inati on anspicion in Police MoooltaJ
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(£0) Uieng S T»ung(/^E ^")®2»Rompo, 
L/bhop meater» 1171 Hue Prosper ¡' rie. 
Bullet wound of beck end left »re> 
with fractured arm. Bxtalncd in 
4 elice ùoapiwi or suspicion.”'*

(21) 2- )18»Tsiy«ng,
b/hewker»61C Hankov Rd. Bullet 
wound of left elbow* Police Hospital« 
Discharged*

(S2) 1>1 Ts Lhlng(?^ £ )24»Kompo, 
wker,fc • F. r • Gun-shot v/ound of 

abdomen. buspected roddeteined 
under iollce »¿uerd at Luke’s Hospital«

ihe dead have been removed to the 1 ubile Mortuary

enGuxrifrs re u*fc 
L^-tC *4*4. -'Xii^Qh«

pending r*n inc use t vdilch will be helu on July &•

At 10.jdA.rn. on the 23/7/30 D.b. Fronds 

ectornj rnied by Judges R.l. Lurton end Mr« Gordon 

iempball United ¡¿totes Marshal for Chine proceeded to 

Loh Ke wei ¡¿V-ti on, French Police,In connection with 

this csss«
huperintendwr* ts Valintine rod Berth!er on being 

Interviewed stated tbet they had ascertained that at th* 

time the shooting comm encoder« Wilson (now deceased) 

was inside the Frisco Cafe« Qn hearing the affray he 

rm out but in doing so was neld back by one nsp*ed 

ft Illi ¿¿ms« However Mr« Wilson struggled free, and ran 

in s Northerly direction «cross AV«®d«Vll where he 

was shot.

ihe bullet entered the right side of the chest

■ ■I'''.:

I
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in tne region on the 3rd and 4th ribs ne r the breast 

bone «nd cue out o£ the left side of « slightly 

higher l*vel Wan th*? point of entry.

Doctor Uelvall ettcnued to ter. Wilson who wee 

admitted to Hospital in ® dyin< condition end pt 9.2Cp^n 

he succumbed to hie injuries. Death certificate wet 

issued end is in the possession of the French Police, 

’¿he deceased made no statement before he died.

Duuge burton and ar. Campbell viewed the body pt 

the uoepiteX mortuary and then informed the French 

¿olice that »rrangeroents would be made to move the 

deceased to the parlours of the In emotionr»l Funeral 

Directors.

An inquest will be opened at lO.^Oesm. on the 

26/7/36 by Judge burton st the American Court, dupt. 

Vpllntine is making arrangements for witnesses to attend* 

orei^n laov gilvntb Further enquiries revealed Wet the name of the 
y wounded.

¿ollah female who was injured was Kelly bchlkinskeye9 

aged Idfdenclng girl employed at the Felias Ofe9and 

residing at House Ho.14 Lane 124b Rue Lafayette. She
■< kits detainee for treatment at the Russian OrWu>d<»c

hospital, bhe had been travelling* cm a motor bus 

which was ps*occeding from west to Best slang Av.M*vH
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rftd when she ^11*1» Gd at the scene of the shooting* 

affray sue tea Injured an the knee« 

Felice«
¿hots fired by 3«j->«iollce on duty in the vicinity*

C«*'«L« 1£93 6 shots Fistol ho«3174
C.I.C« 1689 6 H w w

C«F«C« 2919 4 ft « M 3126
C«F.C. 670 __7_ II « ” 313©

total 23 shots

The under-parti on ed suspects who were arrested 

rt the scene of both shooting affrays are being 

detained and will appear in court on July 24 when 

application for a writ of detention will be nade«
(1) Tung, hgoh Fee(J’-C )26,Kompo,

M/Un employed, 10 '«ong Kdh Loong, 
Greet fees tern Hoad«

(®) Woo flh Wu (^2. 129,Canton,
s/binker, 12 s Woo Lee,Kwrngse Hd«

(&) Ting YUng SungCT* 1 )38,Chlngkiang, 
M/hrwk er,h • F.A«

(4) Lhu l ei LingC^T 6 '^’)32,Koc'.po,
6/Un employed  ̂• F. a»

(6) Chang S 7eung( )32,Kompo,
S/Shop-master,1171 Hue Prosper Faris«

(6) Tai Ts Shlng(^ £^)24,Kompo, 
S/hawk er,K«F« A«

The 4th,6th and 6th suspects ®re detained in 

Hospital and will be unable to attend Court«
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
..................... Division.
...................... ...Police Station.

Diary Number:— P$ge 6 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

All with the exception of the 1st described 

were arrested nt the scene of the Louse affray.

All were arrested under very suspicious 

circumstances ?<id it will be req nested that they be 

held pending further enquiries«

Hie first described is under very grave suspicion

Ihe scene of the bombing end shooting at l€0 av.

Ld.Vll was photographed by D.I. Dickson on the morning 

of July 23«

Copies to:- D.C.(Divisions).
D.C.(special  Branch).

». S. X»

D. D. 0» "A".



La©« lb$tlX - vttM Sdterfi Vll.

8*37p*0t* *ulj 22tl®39.

S»d7p»«* ¿uly 22,1^38.

Moro We© 20 f?.en arm«* with ^auaere ?©d te(***r«fta* 
ara believed to have partiMpata* 1© the affray»

X suspect.

Thr«« persona Milieu durleg a political «hooting 
afOay*

Terrori a®» here W«© 80 sa© «nuMt with taaoaarpiatola e©d feaad-greoad«« atte*«* a ««ape per office Politicai raaaoca aro boliw«! to tew motivata* 
the attack.



FM. 22 G. NO. 2 
/ G. 45M-1-39 CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What^tafi employed on premises?
(k) Are they ail “old" servants?
(l) I (not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters"?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason?

(o) Are old servants suspected? •
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). In consequence of two wry loud exploslcrss 

wax r<.paat®d whV L appeared to é taking

place in tiu vicinity of Avenue fdaard VII «¡11 

avallable reii in th® ration and \uart,’'r® turned 

out uucer t*l* ast and > • •**unc*>n at 8*37 p*c*

i* pioct..to U® inter.eeMen of

■vtíüt . MI wad -■ it w&u

t*lm g th*t e bcffibing and sho'-ting of 

considerGbie eaepaltud'hfed taken place' in th» 

vicinity of U.< *thlna s* ftui Idlng** Id-’i 

Avenu» Idward Mì*.

Tte locality was Counci t© be in * state

of tJT-at coni union and several wounded pedestrian®

ferns police officers were found to be lying on

ianj/ji® • o«d «nd venue ' tìward VH»

í^Jbulincí-» wo« called -nd all injured

ptraoa® conveyed to boapit al a® »jm <Uly a®

possible*
¿mili

lb® ®r®a von cordQUvd off ano arch

pw M» a u.uakr lu®pt«^iúdow®on and i>*ó*l*boir

■ch all acyoitdAb alleywaya.
liM a®.earve unit under 3®^t*AX>vell 

atteolad and alao «.adietad in the »«arch*

I a^pty ear trldpe OMMMS ««r* MriW‘ »t

various pointe alonf: ®nue i-dward vil and

Kia^aa or-d indicating that a terrific runrd< 

batti® bad taken place and that the terreni ata 

had firfed Indlacrtaiaetaly and at random whflat

r* xrcatiA -frc^B the scam of tfeir attoogu



Cm hand-grenade had boon thrown and exploded 

outside the front entrenea of the China ^roso Building, 

Little damage appears to have bean done to the building 

and it is not at present known if any-one was killed 

or injured as the r<ault of thia explosion» Another 

hand-grenade of the potato masher type wee also 

thrown in th« sane locality but did not explode*

Another hand-grenade was thrown and exploded

outside th» front ..n trance of 42 Klangs© Feed some 
yards

two or three hundreds^fron the China frees Building*

It is not known if *ny-one sustained injuries as 

the result of this explosion» blight damage was done 

to thi footpath curb.

any of 
having

several bullets pemtgatsd the framework of two 

railUas trsacero (Bo»B»Bd* and B»1W> travelling on 

Alan&se Boat at the tian the shooting affray took 

place*
fortunataly no reports have as yet been received of 

the paaaengoro travelling in the rallleeo aero 
sustained injuriea* 

driver of ear Ho*B*3gf 
log* This man iwd a wry nd 
an a bullet penetrated the g

The

heed
Thirteen woundfed and dying Chinees



and despatotod to variais hoepitals«
Tw© of tto vietine sust&ined fatal injuri*« and 

were vronounccd âliM ®» or ehortly after arrivai at 
hospital*

¿•wutora ox tto ¿ rench Folios took part in the 
aix'ray and it is reportad ttot over fio stota «ere iired 
at tto retraating terrorista by thè Frenoh Folios* 
ï'toy «uatalned no casualitloa*

Officiale of tto ^renoh Polivo reportad ttot a 
Mr» À.F* !iìi£“ VIUK*9tonrioaa citisen,wn«r of tto 
tow Rita hestaurant, 31 <■ venne deard VII,Fr* neh 
Concession tod toen woundod in tto otost and conveyed 
by thè» to tto &t*toria*n ¿¿ospitai. At IO p*a* a 
téléphoné a^ss^e was rocsivad Cren tto French Polito 
reporting ttot Mr.wilooa tod euccuribed to bis injuriée*

Mr.Ooxdon Coopto 1,11 U*£.Court torshal, was 
infernad of tto woundln^ kr**llson by D«S*«Fonso 
«to tolsptoned hi* itosi tto Prisco Cafe*

toaCes^toll steted ttot to would attend tto 
J tutorie* a hospital luto itti staly*

Juat tov ¿*r••Ileon ^ot iato tto line of firn and 
vas wouadod in net doflnltelf toma* Xt is reportod 
ttot to rustod «croas tto roed to tto sommi of tto 
stootlng and in doing so «so struck la thè etoot* 



ihi® will b* eub^ct to ftjrthr investigation In 

due course. It 1® believed that no difficulty will 
ba experienced In locating eyo-wltneaoaa who will 
testify mi to hr.wlloon'e novamnts at tbt tine, 

included in th® 13 casualitiea are the 

undernentioned c.P.Ca. who ar« now detained in ths 

Police hospital.
1. C*P*C.1MO(C) Ballot wound of right leg 

with fracture.
8. C.F.C.MTfiiC) Bullet wound of right lag.
>• C.F.C.ldSd(C) Bullet wound of right knee.
The target of th* terrorista attack 1* believed 

to have been the printing catsbliahennt of the 

Aritiah-owned and ragisterod "Chine > waning Mews* 
located at Mo.130 Chong **W Avenue
i dward VII with offlooo at 130 Avenue Kdward vii. 

Thia paper io published by the independent Mliahiag 

Coopanr* under the liannUhg inlreloWhfy of MP*
I.H.H&T.  th* paper la reported to bo edited by

In addition te th* chine Evening «ewe there 

i* alno houaed in th* one* buildiag the *&!**•

The China-Aneriean Bally Nmo which 1* 
pdbllahed by the Rooeevelt Publishing Ccapamr



occupy the upper pert of the buildin, together with 

the China ¿’rose.

Investigation do show that an attempt wee made 
i 
by the terrorists to gain access into the three 

printing room for no other purpose than shooting 

up th® place*

It would appear that an incident similar to that 

carried out by terrorists against the British-©«-.nad 

"Morning Leader" none weeks ago .had been planned« 
lighted

The building is located in a very badly st alleyway 

with several sub alleyways at the rear*

It has not been possible to obtain full detail* 

from the police on duty at the building but the 

followlr^ la believed a fairly accurate r» cord of what 

occurred.

It la reported that over twenty males entered the 

ellayway and on being challenged by C.F.C.UNNK plain 
ed

exo th. a) they open/lire. ihls G.F.C. Immediately 

fled from the alleyway whilst the terrorists deployed 

and entered the front and rear doors of the building.

C.P.C.K78 who was on duty at the main entrance 

to the building was surrounded by at least five of 

th* terrorists all of who® ver* eroad with military 

type Mauser pistols.



¿everal of th« terrorist« proceeded upstair« 
evidently heeding for the roars occupied by ths
m< rican-^aily lews and the chins Frees« on finding 
the doors giving acoess to this part of the building 
were locked the terrorists r« treated an entered th« 
office of th« Tau Hsing Minting Company <4^/ /J” ) 
where they fired «everal shot««

in th« •». antis* shooting was going on inside 
the roans occupied by the China i venlng hews* Many 
shots were fired inside thia part of th« building 
and two persona wore wounded rather serioualy aa th« 
result* it la reported by the «aplegreos that over 
ten men all of who® war« araed with Mausers entered

A»
ths roost* one of the enployeoa sustained fatal 
injuries and died shortly after aduls«lcn to hospital*

There la ala© evidence that sone of the guwten 
•artarad th« Tung »•! Trot Company )»160
Aven«« dward VII where aavaral shots were fired« *n 
elderly t«a»boy ««ployed by the Trust Coupeny wm 
shot in the cheat and died instantaneously, hmy eupty 
cartridge oases ware found la the rear corridor of 
these premises*

The attsck on the two places appear« to heve been 
earrled out slmltensoualy and it 1« believed that tbs



Tung Wei Trust company’s property was mlstsiam for • 

newspaper office*
C«P«C*M*8 was disarmed and flrod at by oiu of 

the gunman with tM result that ha waa wounded in the 

right lag« Mia pistol waa not discard.d but carried 

off by his assailants.
Ths gunman on ratreating from the alleyway were 

again challenged by C«P*C*2S»19 who fired several shots 

He waa Joined by C«F«C«g7O who also fired several 

shots«
Many ano*a were flrod In the alleyway and along 

Avenue I¿ward VII by the terrorists*

They also appear to have bad a plentiful supply 

of hand-grenadae which they freely flourished whilst 

fleeing from tha acene* several of tbs gunmen alee 

carried torches«
The gunman deployed in various directions, but 

it is believed that many of them headed for Klashas 

head«
Shots were flrod by the gunmen nil along the 

route and as previously stated two runCwgranafles 

were thrown la order to Mare away the polleo*

Membait of the French Police took a hand in the 

affray and fired many shots at the fleeing nan«



On hearing /«hooting C.P.C.lsaO on traffic < be 

intersection of Cante* • Kiangoe . oadfe proceed* 

toward» ton* idwerd vn m3 in doing so ran if 

th*. &un®>n he was fired upon end wounded in th* pit 

leg«

*• iwortm errant »•» o»de by inspector 
C.D.c.iaQ and C«l>«C*rP6 in an alleyway at th**/ 

the hollaing« One «»exploded h*nd>grensde r 

potato anoher type and * loaded nauser pi*f*^
JF

found in the «xiayway where tho arrest wor ‘ -

Ihlo will he sublet of a further report*
There 1» «1*0 a*pls reliable evidence to prow 

that over twenty ton proceeded to the aceno in four 

Ford hire c«r@ fhw To An Pong )*^di«i»urgh

;©«d.

The foXlowlng inTonaatlon wno onppllod by supt. 

mrtbier of the French Police«

Ono h*nd-t?ren»dao found outoldo the Fri»c© C«f*.

Om ” • M * 81 Rue Petite«

<hn we • to 8jtol Mre C«r Lie«18B01 
on Avem» Pooh near toe to 
toi Albert.

One Ueusor plotel found on toe Daacry near too de 
C(MM|dto1e*e

Ford Ht«e c*r 14c.to. 18308 found outside «6 hue
4^ CwwuJyftt*«

Mona person fired toe* an upotaire window of the 
*tenghai Ttoea Office in the direction

m of to» ton# Pa© ton«
|| Japanese phoWraptor on scene less than a ntoota



after th* ahooting startad« (correet) 
_ ■■■ --- -- - .— _...- —_i niiwT-i-rr ■iwa—*

I One tapónese luraed Maa&o ^Ut Isnoto waa erreated at tt» 
sc®m shortly after the arrival ©f tht Pollos. Ha 
was qm-stioned and hended ovar to th® J «panes» Consular 
i’olice. *h«re la at present no evidonce to indícate

I tJhat he la involwd iu *414. «¿fray.
Altogether 90 capty csrtridga nasas of varioua

calibre,ten rounds «f .38 Mauser ammunition, th re», 
bull*ta,three granad caps and two «Munition clips 
heve been picked up at th« scan»«

Cspies forwarded 
tot*

óprU^ranA •'•'’•'Divisions) "attach'd.

The Boserw Unit conducted a further search of the 
vicinity at daybreak«

It is believed that the Louse search party operating 
on Hankow hoed near Chekiang Hoad under P«B, 106
hborovaky anoounterod aom of the sen concerned in 
this outrage« * report s*de by D«6, Wight covers 
the Louse incident which will new be investigated t
from this station«

The above la only a rough outline of what 
occurred and Aller details will be covered in 
subsequent diaries. Stateaento have been taken and 
will be fiMFwardad uMn trwnslatsd.

infomed.
Div« attended. AU concerned

s«D«l/n
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MU«* File No..

...........1««».......Station

REPORT 22-7-39.
Date................................io

Subject. tween Mallee and rmed Wen. in Touaa olice

Made by.

i strict;

.Forwarded by..\

sir.

lt -.38 p.m. 32-7-39, a telephone nes 

received fr.

wag

affray

load near-'3&«ng¡ge .toad, the

affray having occurred «in st prior to the phcme Message* 

D.Q» "A” Divi sion, Officer i/c of « dt >tion 

-nd ell ava .able men inaedlately attended, preliminary 

®nnuIri cs ascertained that 1 fertile and ¡-¿ale Chinese 

had been wounded, these pera ing'conveyed to the 

Police and 4t.;*tuiceg ®sspltals by the fir® Srlgade 

Ambulance, whilst an <r<chango of shots had taken place 

b <?bW **CH Po1 i C P £¿14. 3 vd j 'Tl e

Tnjjured nersons treated at the Police Hospital?-

(1) Lee 56, aton, /hcwicer,
613 Hankow iioad« -BullGt wound jf xdghb
and ceratias of 5croti»4

(2) * ung ) 33s OhínkiG.ng>
líeFeAe Bn let wound of nealp#

(3) C-.en .'a« z( 2’J, ’’hiyno, i/fe ol®,
622 ran''ow Road« Bu let wound of right shoulder,

(4) Cha Fef Lingt^'32* i^ompo, J/unesjployed, 
íi.F.A» llefc wounds of right leg and right 
foot with i’uoture leg.

(5) Qhang ■■ Isuncí 3¿, i>iapu, 3. shop pro
prietor. 7 iio its iroeper rarie. F.c. Bullet 
wo ¡nd of back »nd left, arm w tn fractured arm.

(6) 0 a ng Ping 7u( ) 18, Taiyang, d/ha ker,
61d Hankow Hoad. Bu'let wound of left Si bow 
with Fracture.

Treated »t the t« Lukes Hospitali-

(7) Tai Te iSilng( 24, ’"'omno, 3 'hawker, IJ.F.A.
Gun 3hot ^o<md of the abdomen.

The following firenrms, bomba nd ammunition were



G, 90M-I-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
Date.

File No..

.Station,

¡9

Subject.. .........................................................

Made by. Forwarded by.

found having been discarded by the armed men during 

the pursuit*

2 *3d «Hauser pistols 'io a. G92703 and 8J0150* 
d Chinese Military type tic’: Handgrenades* 
55 »3« mauser bullets*
6 »38 Maueer emnty cases*

Enquiries by D.T. Hutton, D.C* right, C.D. 1. 342 

snpervlaed by D*0. and D*T)*'* "A” ‘vision, at period 

of Ini ini invest, lent ions*

At about b*30 p*m* 22«7«*39 a search- ¡»aity com» 

prising c*.c«s itr/y, 1144 and 1 69, . s* 156 Zboj^ovstcy

1/c were operating on Han'tow Ro d near Chekiang Road 

.hen a Ford hire Car Lie. Mo, 12235, Chauffeur Tseu 
Yoong "songQ^j) Permit Mo. 1014 nos observed 

approaching fro”! the ^ast*

.3. Zborovsky jigpalled the car to stop, but 

¡nstead of comnlyin: with the st nal the chauffeur 

increased speed and di-ove on*

Ac the car was passing the -»/party one of the 

passengers in the rear seat fired ft shot ®-t P*S* 1.56 

Zborovsky, and as it was speeding a.vay several more 

shots were fired from the ear*

The 3/party opened fire on the car, thy#’ shots 

strlk'ng and piercing the rear window, 2 shots struck 

the rear off side doox> 1 shot struck the left side 

of the roof while another shot struck he near front 

hub cap and punctured the tyre*

The firing of these shots had the deaired effect 

of causing the ear to stop, the vehicle pul ling into



. f&No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................. . Station>
(3) '  REPORT1

Date.................................... 19

Subject......................................................................................................................................................................... ..............................

Made by. Forwarded by.

the South aide of Hankow a->nrox« 100 ynrda west of 

Qiekiang Road«

Tvrpeiiately the eax* caie *o ■ stund it 111 srveral 

aaln Chinese, some of whom a peared to hav.» be®n wounded 

jumpe« fron both s’d«e of the car and fled in different 

dir «et Ions«

ÄVO of

to b#5 allied 1

Vie t^en -#ho alighted

$■ 1 th a 1 onr bö rr el cd

one of whom waa

□auser ran into

observed

Lane '•

275 Chekiang Ko ad foil ow ed by " • ’>• Fborobsky ?md c.°.c.

1369, whs on .axTtv&l at the al; eyrway were fired j t

frsm ssz-scone l:a the allewayt

(B
RK

BM
NM

M
M

W
n

A search of the alley-ay v<aa made but-the two male 

Chinese- could not he found«

Dur ng the nurault C« .Ga« 708» 1129, C«P«Cs* 187 

and c.D.C. 2ho Joined tn, they being fired at and 

return ini’ -he fire, but apparently without any effect«

Shortly after the shooting the 4th described 

injured person Chu ’ei Ling, was found hiding in the 

dov/nstalrs kitchen room of Ho« 255 Ci^ekiang Hoad» 

he having, gained entry 1 to premises by open rear door 

from T-ane 275 Chekiang Road« Thia person was Identified 

by the ehauffeur of the car ns one of the arwed men«

Questioning of the chadffWP ascertained th-1 at 

«bout 8«07 p«m« 22»7«39, four Ford Hix*e Cars had be n 

hired by on unknown male Chineuo at the Ford Branch 

station on isdtnburyh Road near Great .«stem -toad, and 

shortly after leaving the garage the cars had be-"n 

stopped by abo t 24 male Chinese 6 uf whom had bCaiMed



—FM > File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...........................  Station,
(4) REPORT

Date................................i g

Subject.....................................................................................................................................................-..........................

Forwarded by......................................................................................Made by.

along "lonpoe »toad then timied west into Uantipw Rond

«id st th® '-.cmd intersect m ®rt the ollee

V'pnrty, and on ot.iervinr the /oiico signal to atop 

intended to do so, but wa.a prevented by the nrued Ten 

rho com eno ed firm# hrough the open window® ■ tth a result

:hat he e^itoh^d off the Ignition ¿R.'Xtcii and jumped

mt of- the ear,, and took cover iasfde the Ching Yin
^h( ift) ) Restaurant, 6 1 Han aw Road, daring the



File No______
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................ Station^
REPORT

Date................................. i g

Subject..............................................................................................................................................................................................

feeing tnat the qaae eriginatM tn <hwt> !qq

Iti’ftSTtU^ thet tl CBflß Of MS 1® Chines

arraed atth tatole a kI fecmbs ha<t eotrlnd out. nn attnek



- I M * File No...........t, 9OM'-i-y3
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................. Stationy
REPORT 

Date.19

Subject.. ............................—------ --------------------------- —.........................------- ----------------------------

Made by. Forwarded by.



G. 44M-F-39 < SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

F.P.S.  156 V. Zborovsky.
The following is the statement of........................................................... -.......................... .........
native ot.................................................  taken by me   ............................................----------

......I*ouza Stn.on the..... ............................ and interpreted by...........................................

sir,

I beg to report the following

At 7 p.m. 22-7-39 I was detailed for walking S'party

i together with C.P.Cs. 1144, 1369 nd 1079, operating south 

of Nanking Hoad between 7 p.ra. and 9 p.m.

At 3.30 p.m. whilst on Hankow Road ne-ar Chekla-ng Hoad 

I observed a fcire ’'/car anproaching at a high speed from E. 

to W- on Hankow Hoad. At this time I -as standing in the 

middle of the road and nut up my hand ns a signal for the 
l^/dar to stop. The H/c^r immediately slowed down but as I 

approached, it suddenly- picke up speed and at the same time 

a shot was fired at me by a passenger in the rear seat.

The car passed me and as It was speeding away several 

'’ore thots were fired from the rear of the car. I i mediately 

opened fire whereunon the car which by this time had crossed 

Chekiang Road pulled into the kerb on they south side of the 

road and itoaped. 

Immediately it stopped the occupants of the car opened 
the doors and jumned out from both sides. I noticed one of 

the men vitio had a Distol in his hand was firing in my diree- 

tlon. At this time »Iso I noticed two men lying on the north 

side of Hankow Hoad near the kerb. Suddenlyjhhey both jumped 

up and ran into an allqjrway. I fired one shot at them and 

tlien paused to reload, as by this time my magazine was empty. 

Accompanied by C.P.C. 1869 I ran to the entrance of the alley» 

way and just as we were entering, a shot was fired by some one 
in the alleyway. As we c uld not see the person who had fired



W FORM 40

/G.44«^9. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

(g) REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of....... ..........................................................................................

native ot..............  taken by me...... .........—

at................................on the................................. and interpreted by...........................................

I the shot C.P.C. 1869 and myself entered the alleyway and 

searched it but without a result* As we returned to the 

entrance of the alleyway, I was informed by anot er C»P»C» 

that a clip of ammunition had been fou .d near the rear 

entrance of the Ching Yi Suh Cantonese restaurant»

I then told C.^.C. 1869 to inform the Station and 

waited_on the scene until the arrival of c,T. Chamberlain..



ô-Wg



! File No.
P? SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

I 8.1. Special

REPORT ......\9

Subject (in full} Proposed inauguration of the School for Children of Soviet

Citizens in Shanghai. /

Made by...... ................?avloff ................... ..Forwarded by......SÌ>....¿LÌ
With reference to the attached translation from

the "Mainichi" of August 2, 1939, Mr. V. Rossi of the

Political section, Pre neh Police,was communi nateci with

and it was learned that no official application for 

permission to operate the proposed school, has yet been 

received by the Prench Police.

It was learned by the undersigned that should

the school be inaugurated, Mr. Klimenko, Translator of 

the Soviet Consulate, will be the Principal and Mrs. E. 

Miroghnjkoff, an active member of the women*s section of

the Soviet Citizens* Club, will be the Head Mistress.

Mrs. H. Miroshnikoff*s daughter is married to Mr. E.A.

Karukes, Soviet Citizen, co-proprietor of the Pleet*s 

Book SjtgjTft» 798 Avenue Joffre.

Should the application be received by the Prench 

Police a further report will be submitted in due course.

D. S.



August 2, 1939

mainichi

SOVIET CONSULATE-GENERAL TO ESTABLISH A LABOUR 
~sdHdôt For russIaFChiIdrEn

_ , It is reported that Mr.B. M.Simansky* Russian Consul-General at Shanghai* acting 
on instructions from the Soviet Government* will 
establish a labour school for the education of the child*®*1 
of the 2*000 Soviet citizens in Shanghai»

Mr. V. ,N. Crimenko* Chief of 
Judicial Section of the Soviet Consulate* and Mrs» E. P. 
Mironikova(?)* Secretary of the Soviet Russian Club !.ave 
been appointed to a Preparatory Committee to make arrangement 
for the establishment of the school. It will have its 
office in the Soviet Russian Club* No. 805 Avenue Foch* 
French Concession»

The proposed school will have 
accomodation for about 200 children of Soviet citizens 
and about 50 of pro-Soviet Russians»

It is interesting to see what 
attitude the Settlement authorities will adopt in this 
matter»
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NOVOSTI LfelA, May 29,1939

Bbha? noeAfionaraentro othphtI» 
b UlBNxafc b 6nHNcaftuieM 

ne6noM ceaoHt
CPEAHEm CDBtTCKOfl lllKO/bl

Aflfl AtTEft TPAIKAAH CCCP,
xim» xexaK>mnx nontcTHTt Ty«a cbohx /rfcreft, 
sa npeABapHTexbHUMH cnpaaxaMH npocHT 
oôpaïuaTbcn «O 4 cero îjohh K B, H, Kah« 
mchko h E. n. MHpoiuHHKOBoft, no aApecy 
805, Ab. 4*oiu, nowfemeHie Kayfia rpaBcxan 

CCCP b UlaHxat, Tea. 76735,

■translation

In view of the proposed opening during the next 

school term of a Soviet Middle School in Shanghai for 

children of Soviet citizens»persons wishing to place 

their children in that school are requested to apply 

for information before Mune 4 to «Klimenko and 

Mrs ü.Jf. Miroshnikoff at the Soviet Citizens' Club, 

805 Avenue koch, xel. 76735.
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With reference to the attached letter from the

H.B.M.  Consulate-General enquiring about Karel Vanicek, 

Czechoslovakian, enquiries reveal that according to the 

register kept at the local Czechoslovakian Legation 

(at present at the German Consulate-General) no person 

as named in the communication has ever resided in 

Shanghai. The passport mentioned in the letter was 

prolonged by the local Czechoslovakian Legation on 

July 13, 1939 when it was received by post from Hongkong.

There is nothing in the Municipal Police records 

concerning Mr. Karel Vanicek.

S.

D.C.(Special Branch)



BRITISH CONSULATE-GENERAL,

P.O.Box ass. SHANGHAI.

July 26th, 1959

My dear- Robertson:
A Czech by the name of KAREL VANICEK who 

holds a passport issued at the Czechoslovakian 
Legation, Shanghai, on July 13th, 1938, is now 
in Hongkong. He intends to apply for naturali
zation as a British subject after the expiry of 
the requisite Five/*Year period and in the mean
while has offered himself for enrolment in the 
Hongkong Volunteers.

I shodd be grateful if you would let me 
know if he ever came to the notice of the Police 
here or if there is anything known to his detri
ment.

Deputy Comsr. T. Robertson, 
Shanghai Municipal Police, 
185 Foochow Road, 
Shanghai



August 8 39.

Dear Mr. Barton*
With reference to your letter dated 

July 26* 1939, I have to inform you that there 

is nothing in Municipal Police records concerning 

Karel Vanlcek. Enquiries made at the local German 

Consulate -General reveal that this name does not 

appear on the register of Czechoslovakian citizens 

residing in Shanghai formerly kept by the Czecho

slovakian Legation in Shanghai* The passport 

which was renewed on July 13, 1938* was received 

by the Czechoslovakian Legation from Hongkong through 

the post*

Yours sincerely*

Bfc:. '.U-W BH
James Barton* Esq**

H.B.li.  Consulate-General,

Shanghai.
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Further to attached report on the formation 

of a ’’Shanghai Tenants' Association,” Mr. W. M. 

MACOUSTRA, a principal promoter of the organization 

was interviewed hy A.C. (Special Branch) at Police 

Headquarters on the afternoon of August 21st when 

the danger of holding an open meeting attended by 

persons of all nationalities was pointed out to him.

As a result of this interview a meeting of 

the organizers of the Association was held in 

Mr. b flat No.4’5 Garden Apartment, 1173

Bubbling Well Road at 6 p.m., August 21st when the 

advice of A.0.-(Special Branch) regarding possible 

disturbances leading to breaches of peace at the 

mass meeting was discussed.

It was finally decided that the meeting would 

be open to tenants of all nationalities but that no 

representative of the landlords would be present. 

No debates would be permitted.

The agenda of the meeting follows

Introduction of Mr. E.S. LITTLE as Chairman 

of the meeting.

Reading of notice convening thp meeting 

by Secretary.

Speeches by the following speakers 

representing the following communities, 

British, American, Russian and German
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Mr.. J.S. CHISHOLM, British, Manager of
Messrs. A.S. Watson & Co.’s Western
Branch Pharmacy, 1175 Bubbling Well 
Road.

Mr. Carol ALCOTT, American, news commentator 
of Radio Station XMHA, 445 Race Course Road.

Mr. L.V. ARIJQLDOV, Russian, editor of the 
"Shanghai Zaria," 774 Avenue Joffre.

Dr. A. Von MIORIKI, German (Austrian), 
Physician, 934 Bubbling Well Road.

These speeches are being prepared by the

speakers themselves and endeavours are being made 

to obtain copies.

The following resolutions will then be put

to the meeting :

Resolutions

(A) It is the opinion of this meeting that the 
present increase in rentals and the practice 
of charging the same in terms of foreign 
currencies is uncalled for, unnecessary and 
inflicts serious hardships on this community.

(B) It is the feeling of this meeting that unity 
is strength and that it is only by concerted 
action that we may hope to impress upon some 
of the landlords the unreasonableness of their 
demands and arrive at an equitable level in 
rentals.

(C) That this meeting appeals to the Council of 
the S.M.C., the C.M.P. and the Consular Body 
to invoke legislation preventing profiteering 
in rentals.

At the conclusion of the meeting the Chairman

will remark that the representatives of the landlords 

have expressed the wish to meet a representative 

(international) body of tenants in order to put
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before them their reasons for increased rentals etc# 

The Chairman will then suggest that the original 

committee be empowered to co-opt members so that 

those nationalities not so far represented on the
I 

Committee will "be so.

A number of stewards is "being organized "by 

the Association to control the meeting. They will 

"be posted at the doors and in the hall. Police 

protection will also be requested from Central 

Police St at ion.

Arrangements will be made to keep in touch 

with Er. MACGUSTRA and any further developments 

will be reported upon.

id. ¿j. Ma. ■

D. S. I.

A.C.  (Special Branch).
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With reference to the attached articles in the 

Foreign press referring to the establishment of a 

"Shanghai Tenants Association" Mr. W. m. Macoustra, 

a promoter of the organization, was interviewed at 

his residence Apartment 45 Garden Apartments, .Lane 

1173 hubbling Well Road, on the morning of August 21st.

Mr. Macoustra who is a lecturer at the Lester 

School and Technical Institute, 505 Bast Seward Road, 

stated that the formation of the Shanghai Tenants 

Association was largely brought about through the 

medium of correspondence in the local press as a 

result of allegedly excessive rentals charged oy 

certain landlords»

A meeting of those interested was held in Mr. 

Macoustra* * s flat at 6 p.m. August 18th, the agenda 

of which follows»“

* Representatives from the tenants will be present 

from the following apartments:- brookside 

Apartments, Garden Apartments, Grosvenor Gardens, 

Embankment buildings, Medhurst Apartments, 

bubbling Well Apartments, 1» S. S. Apartments 

(Avenue Joffre), Verdun Terrace.

For the purpose of this meeting it is at once 

necessary to appoint -

(1) A Chairman.

(2) A Secretary.

Agenda

(a) Discuss the formation of a Public Association 
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of tenants.

(b) the name of the Association.

(c) Objects of the Association.

(d) Election of a Committee.

(e) Dues the disposition of the funds of

the brooks ide & Garden Apartments Association.

(f) Publicity.

(g) Date and place of a General Meeting of all 

tenants concerned to oe decided upon.

(h) Any other competent business.
fl

With reference to the preliminary requirement, 

Mr. J. S. Chisholm, Manager of Messrs. A. S. Watson 

& Co.’s Western branch Pharmacy, 1175 bubbling Well 

Road, was elected Chairman while mts. C.J. Merritt, 

wife of C.A. C.J. Merritt attached to police 

Specials, was appointed Secretary.

Two resolutions were passed at the original 

meeting on August 18th which set out the aims of 

the Association. These resolutions are given below»-

It was resolved»- (a) This Association is being 

formed in the interests of all tenants of every 

nationality to protect them from the action of those 

landlords who are taking advantage of the present 

abnormal conditions to demand excessive and unwarranted 

increases in rentals, which action is putting an 

unbearable load on the residents of Shanghai and 

thereby jeopardising the economic structure of this 

..................x........ ...... Station,
REPORT

Date... ..—-.....................19
-2-
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Made by............... ....................... Forwarded by..................................
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city, (b) To act as a liaison Between tenant and 

landlord.

A committee of five persons was appointed out 

Mr. Macoustra stated that he was unaule to reveal 

the names of these people, most of whom were connected 

directly or indirectly with real estate and the 

making public of their identities might jeopardize 

their positions vis-a-vis their employers and/or 

clients. These persons were acting in an advisory 

capacity owing to their inside knowledge of the 

property situation and their connection with the 

Association as officials would be only temporary.

It was further decided upon at the meeting that 

a mass meeting of tenants would be held in the union 

Church* Soochow Road, at 5.15 p.m. Wednesday August 23rd. 

Mr. E. S. Little would serve as Chairman of the meeting 

and at the meeting it was intended that the audience 

elect a permanent committee and secretary with a public 

standing to whom the original promoters would hand over 

the task of looking after the interests of the 

Shanghai tenants.

Mr. Macoustra stated that he had overlooked the 

question of applying to the Police or the Shanghai 

Municipal Council for permission to hold the mass 
neeting but intended to make application to the 

Commissioner of Police at the earliest opportunity.

The agenda of the mass meeting was not yet complete 

but MT. Macoustra promised to supply Special «ranch
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with a copy on August 22nd.

D. S. I.

A.C. (Special jöranch)
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7• complaint. re. noisy.. work..c.arri ed...in.".jah.£n.ea.e.-Shafi.

M3 4 at 374 Kiangse Road

Verbovsky Forwarded by.

3ir,

Re attached complaint, i beg to report that, accom

panied by sub-insp. Hsu shu cheng I interviewed the com

plainant Mr. G.T. Lloyd at his flat no. 4 at NO. 374 

Kiangse Road between 12.30 p.m. and 1 p.m. 4-1-40 and 

ascertained from him that the noisy work he complains of 

is allegedly carried out at all hours in the day and late 

through nights in a Chinese Machinery shop situated 

immediately under his flat on the ground floor of the 

same building. This place was subsequently visited and 

found to be occupied by Messrs. Hun sin Trading corporat

ion, 390 Kiangse Road (General Machinery Dealers).

The whole staff of that shop however, categorically 

denied carrying any noisy work.

They were nevertheless informed of the complaint 

lodged and strongly warned accordingly.

¿inquiries were at the same time made at the Chung 

Hwa Machine ,’,’orks Ltd. situated at No. 396 Kiangse Road,

i.e.  next door to the Hun Sin Trading corp., but the 

staff there also denied carrying any noisy work, as well 

as stated having heard no noise having been made by their 

next door neighbours the Hun sin Trading corp.

I am, sir,

„ - . Yours obediently,

Sub-inspector
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PHONE M3040 MEMORANDUM

FROM THE MUNICIPAL ADVOCATE’S OFFICE, 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.

Shanghai,..........Noyemb er_. J50.,.......193 9

At the request of Mr. Bryan, Jr., Municipal 

Advocate, I beg to forward herewith a letter received 

from De Becker Law & Estate Offices, 262-4 Hamilton 

House, Kiangse Road.

This office has no data on what documents and 

notification etc.-sa^s5'necessary for the purpose of 

legalizing a Tenants Association.A -
'^*7 I am, Sir,

. ( Yours obediently,



NGHAI"
16 6 60

DE BECKER LAW & ESTATE OFFICES
(e.V.A. de BECKER, BARRISTER-AT-LAW. ENG.)

, 1
KIANGSE RO A0i< SHANGHAI 
aez-i Hamilton hquius.

* y ••»**’*'* *"""" 1

November 29, 1939.

The Legal Department, 
The Administration Bldg., 
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Kiangse Road, 
Shanghai.

Dear Sirs:

A certain association of tenants has 
been formed in the Hongkew area, and the sponsors 
of the said organization have asked me to take 
whatever steps are necessary with your goodselves 
to legalize the position of the new association.

I should appreciate full information 
from your goodself as to what documents, notifications 
etc., may be necessary for the purpose. If you prefer 
to have me oall on you personally, I shall be happy 
to do so.

EdeB:CH.

Yours faithfully,

i

(E.V.A. de Becker)
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The Shanghai Tenants’ Association will hold

a general meeting of its members and interested parties 

in the Union Church Hall at 5.30 p.m. October 11th.

Mr. S. M. Edwards, Mr. S. Chisholm and Mr. Caroll 

Alcott will be the speakers while the present Committee 

of the Association will resign and submit themselves 

for re-election.

Admission will be by ticket only and no more 

than 100 people are expected to attend.

Chief Inspector in charge, Central Station 

has been informed and will arrange for Police to be 

on duty outside the building.

D. S. I«

D. C. ( Special Branch ).

I



September 20, 39.

Secretary & Commissioner General,

Reference:better from Mrs. S.G. Merritt 
Hon, Sec.ShanAai Tenants!

MMfiUUflg
dated September 17»

Subject : Proposed Meetingof. tfcfi. 
above Association.

I am of opinion that there can be no police objec

tion to the proposed meeting provided it is confined 

strictly to foreigners as despite the proposal to admit

ting by card of invitation, the presence of Chinese might 

prove the forerunner of campaigns being launched in the 

Chinese community by undesirable lawyers and other 

opportunists whose aim is their own financial gain with 

tenants' interest as a secondary consideration. This 

view is based on police experience of past Chinese rent 

reduction campaigns.

Sd. K. M. Bourne.

Commissioner Of Police.



Special Branch,

September 20, 1939

Commissi oner.

Sir,

Reference letter from the Hon. Secretary, 

Shanghai Tenants’ Association,/1 am of opinion z 
that there can be no police objection to the 

proposed meeting provided it is confined strictly 

to foreigners as despite the proposal to admitting 

by card of invitation, the presence of Chinese 

might prove the forerunner of campaigns being 

launched in the Chinese community by shyster 

lawyers and other opportunists whose aim is their 

own financial gain with tenants' interest as a 

secondary consideration. This view is based on 

police experience of past Chinese rent reduction 

campaigns.

D. C. (Special Branch)
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MEDHURST APARTMENTS
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE 

HEADQUARTERS
CENTRAL REGISTRY

Shangl^^^e^tember ,17, 191

The Secretary,
3

m . s

Shanghai Municipal

Dear Sir,

With reference to the meeting of the Shanghai Tenants’ 

Association which was to have been held on August 23rd., and which 

was postponed expressly at your request, we have now to inform 

you that we propose to hold this meeting within the next ten 

days. Admission will be by cards of invitation.

As the time is limited, we should be glad if you would 

advise us within the next ten days if this meets with your approval.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) Mrs. E.G. Merritt

Hon. Sec.

Shanghai Tenants’ Associatif
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The mass meeting of tenants organized by the 

Shanghai Tenants Association and to have been held 

at the Union Church, Soochow Road, at 5.15 p.m. 

today, August 23rd, has been postponed.

A notice to this effect appears in the North 

China Daily News, issue of August 23rd.

Further developments will be reported in due course.

A.C.  (Special Branch)
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Form A

Ref.

Headquarters, 

Shanghai Municipal Police, 

..Angawt gg7.........193....S«

SUBJECT 
¿jhar<ÿigi .Testante’ ¿^aoplation ~ proposal. hold hube 

6Ci 1i...J ei • • î.
Th» Secretary &

The Commissioner presents his compliments torernl
S. M. C. 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the

subject referred to above

1* Cop-; of a xolice report.

2.

3. 

4 .
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Broadcast made Mr* C.D. Alcott on Rent Racketeering.

M. by. Cler...Aest,..?.. Tlzon....... ...Forwarded by__

At 10.30 p.m. yesterday» Mr. C.D. Alcott, 

speaking over Station XMHA, delivered the following 

address on rent racketeering in Shanghai ?-

The three greatest curses of humanity are 

war, cancer and the rackets. A racket, according to 

the popular definition today is profiteering, the 

milking of mankind, usury and the promotion of 

enterprises intended to fleece the masses in their 

struggle for the three prime economic wants of man, 

namely food, clothing and shelter.

Shanghai, as most of my listeners know, 

is a city dedicated to commerce and rackets. 

Hoarding, profiteering, usury, and wildcat speculation 

have always played an important part in the economic 

life of the Asia Metropolis. This characteristic has 

never been more pronounced than at the present time. 

Shell-shocked, still suffering from the effects of 

a war fought on our back doorsteps two years ago- 

a war not yet over- it is not surprising that 

Shanghai to-day should find itself confronted with 

the most serious economic and financial situation of 

its 85 years of warped and hectic existence. The 

Sino-Japanese hostilities, of course, must be blamed 

as the root of this unhappy economic position. And 

like all wars, the Shanghai conflict had its crop of 

racketeers.
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(In that respect the Japanese Army is 

unique because it carried with it its own profiteering 

organ or what have you. The Special Section of the 

Japanese Army is there specially to help the army to 

live off the land by every means it can find. It is 

only a so-called legitimate act of war. This has 

extended itself to the area south of the Creek as well 

as to the north of the Creek which is under Japanese 

occupation).

Hoarding of food supplies by profiteers, 

as a means of -forcing the rank and file to pay better 

prices later on, has been one of the most vicious 

rackets to exist in this city. At the moment, 

Shanghai is actually confronted with a rice famine and 

hoarders, still dealing in native rice, are holding 

their stocks of superior quality grain, selling 

inferior grades at top prices. Before the present 

rice situation has clarified itself, the Settlement 

authorities may find it necessary to take new action 

toward control. In fact, a meeting on this very topic 

was held by the gentlemen of the S.M.C. Tuesday. 

Action was deferred.

However, there is still another racket, 

now being operated in the foreign administered areas 

of Shanghai and no control is yet in sight. It is a 

far more serious racket than the rice situation,
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primarily because the Council will, if pushed, control 

the rice problem. I am referring to the rent racket. 

With the exception of a very small minority of foreigners 

who receive their incomes in foreign currency, these 

rackets are working a hardship on the great bulk of 

the population of the International Settlement and 

the French Concession, that may have more serious 

repercussions than those engaged in their operation 

perhaps realize at the moment.

Apparently, some of our landlords, their 

vision blurred by quick and fantastic profits, have 

lost their balance. For nothing would please the 

Japanese more than to see the foreign and Chinese 

vested interests in the foreign areas engaged in a tong 

war with the public on the question of rent profiteering 

or any other big economic squeeze. Such an economic 

disturbance in the foreign concessions, at the present 

time, would be the instrument of propaganda the 

Japanese have been waiting for-propaganda they could 

use in winning over the Chinese masses to their side 

of the fence. An empty stomach and no place to sleep 

are powerful instruments of persuasion.

Don’t think that I am giving the Japanese 

any new ideas. "wayor" Fu Siao-an, of the Japanese 

sponsored regime, has already started such a propaganda 

campaign. Just how far he is going to get with it
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depends entirely on how far the landlord south of 

Soochow Creek is willing to goto meet his tenants half 

way.

I know that some landlords listening to 

this bit of conversation can talk all afternoon about 

maintenance costs, depreciation and the low interest 

they are receiving on their investments. They can 

howl for hours over the sad state of the foreign 

exchange market and the low value of the Chinese dollar. 

They quote figures to prove they are losing out all the 

way. - And some of them probably feel just

as serable as they sound. But what some of them 

don’t seem to realize, and what some tenants do not 

seem to understand is that they are all lucky to be 

in business in Shanghai at the present time, considering 

everything else that has happened in the Far East 

during the past two years.

I know that some tenants can be 

unreasonable and I also am well aware that there are 

two kinds of landlords. For instance, I know a 

landlord, running a modern office building in the 

Central District, who hasn’t raised his rents since 

1934. Right now, he is making less than one-tenth 

of one per cent on his investment. However, he feels 

lucky to be able to break even. Landlords like this 

fellow are rarities in Shanghai at the moment, but
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even he must raise his rents as a result of the 

continued drop in the exchange. He tells me that 

he plans a hike of not more than 30 per cent in native 

currency. None of his tenants can kick about that;

can kick over a 30 per cent increase on the rent they 

were paying five years ago.

This is not the fellow I am talking about 

tonight. He is way in the minority, as far as the 

general run of Shanghai landlords go.

The chap I am talking about is the 

individual who' goes on a gold or pound sterling basis 

and tells his tenants to take it or leave it; the 

fellow who tries to throw tenants out because he has 

some one on the string who is willing to pay a bigger 

rental; the man who spends his nights trying to figure 

out how to break leases and chuck his tenants out on 

their ears in the morning; the individual who wants 

to create a new standard of currency in Shanghai for 

himself and to hell with the other fellow.

This is the individual, he and his kind, 

who are in the majority in Shanghai at the moment. 

This is the rent racketeer, the man whose activities 

the Shanghai Municipal Council says it cannot control

I am not challenging the statement on this 

subject issued by the Council recently. But I would
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like to point out that while there may be nothing in 

the land regulations of the International Settlement 

specifically providing for the control of rentals, 

there is a provision providing for action in time of 

emergency. And it is not stretching the truth to 

state that the present rental ramps being worked on 

a tired, nerve wracked, miserable Shanghai public 

constitute a definite emergency. Hongkong chose to 

regard rental rackets in that city as being serious 

enough to demand action and action was taken. But why 

doesn’t the Council take some action, why does it 

attempt to slip out of the current rental war by 

maintaining that its hands are tied?

The answer is simple. The Council is 

collecting taxes on these increased rentals. For 

instance, I know of no end of one and two room 

apartments renting for rates from $65 to $100 before 

the outbreak of hostilities in 1937, that, are now 

going for rentals ranging from U.S. $25 to U.S. $30, 

or a 300 per cent increase at today’s rate of exchange. 

The S.M.C. collects taxes on these rentals at the old 

rate of 12 per cent. And that is good business for 

the Council. The S.M.C. at the moment needs all the 

money it can get. I don’t deny that but living in 

Shanghai today is a case of give and take and the small 

boy can’t go on forever doing most of the giving.
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Eventually, he is going to get tired and move out. He 

is better off back home where some control is exercised 

over profiteers. And if he does move out what will 

happen. Shanghai will be left to the Japanese and the 

landlords. And in the ensuing scrap, no one needs to 

be told who will win. It won't be the landlords.

I am not talking about the many ramifications 

of the rent question in Shanghai tonight because it would 

take more time than I have at my disposal. But you can 

believe me when I say that I can quote case after case 

of pure unadulterated rent racketeering that would make 

your head swim. I may do it Saturday night and mention 

a few names just for f\in. At the same time, I can 

name a few landlords who realize the broader aspects of 

the situation and have exercised some restraint in 

dealing with their tenants. These people know that 

if the foreign areas survive the present troublus times 

in China, that they will still be in business, will still 

be collecting rents. They know that the two and one 

half million Chinese refugees in Shanghai today will 

be gone, at least most of them. They also know that 

Shanghai is perhaps the only foreign administered 

city in the world where the landlord gets a break that 

he could not possibly expect elsewhere. He doesn't pay 

the taxes. His tenants pay them but that doesn't 

prevenT/from keeping his rents up.
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I suppose some Shanghai officials might 

want to give me an argument about my statement, claiming 

that there are two and a half million war refugees in 

Shanghai. For months, S.M.C. and French officials have 

been boasting how little they have been troubled with 

the refugee problem Th^ronly have, according to their 

figures, some forty or fifty thousand persons in their 

refugee camps. Such figuring is completely haywire.

I wonder who the authorities think these people who have 

caused all this congestion in the Settlement and the 

French Concession really are if not refugees. The only 

difference between them and those in the camps is that 

the latter have no money and are objects of charity.

In view of the trouble that has arisen 

between tenants and landlords over the present rental 

question, it strikes me that there is only one immediate 

solution, namely that the case of the tenants must be 

taken considerably higher than the Shanghai Municipal 

Council, namely the Consular Body and the various 

Embassies concerned, unless, of course, the landlords 

are willing to give away some ground and the tenants 

are willing to do likewise. I know one large real 

estate company that is collecting one-third of its 

rent in pounds sterling and the other two-thirds in 

local currency. This sounds to me like a reasonable 

solution. It enables the landlord to meet his 

commitments abroad, his plumbing and elevator repairs
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and other costs and at the same time, removes much 

hardship from the shoulders of the tenant. It is 

unfortunate that several other leading real estate 

firms have not seen fit to follow this company’s lead.

But if the tenants are going to get any 

action, they cannot expect to achieve much as individuals 

or small units. It requires organization, definite 

organization that can. be maintained perhaps on a 

permanent basis. Attempts have already been made to 

form such an. organization but they have not progressed 

to any great extent because a good many felt that it 

might be another gyp racket, or because they were 

afraid to make themselves heard; afraid of their jobs. 

There is too much of that sort of thing in Shanghai; 

too many people afraid to air their grievances because 

the boss is like to turn them out in the cold the next 

morning.

However, I have noticed during the past 

few weeks, as a result of the sky-rocketing living 

costs that discontent among the Shanghai masses has 

reached such a state that the average man working for 

vested interests doesn’t care much whether school 

keeps or not; is just about ready to throw up the 

sponge and travel back home, even if he has to take 

a rowboat. It is my contention that now is the ideal 

time to organize a tenants’ association in Shanghai
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and give the landlord a run for his money. No such 

organization has ever existed here. The salaried man 

has always taken what was handed him and made to like it. 

A system of checks and balances is needed and a tenants 

organization might provide that necessity.

( A Tenants Association should be formed and I 

am willing to get in it. I see the Garden Apartments 

tenants are forming such an organisation. They deserve 

to be encouraged. If anybody is interested I will make 

it my business to establish contact for them before 

Saturday.

( And now it is with the idea that the landlords 

got their way by helping themselves, tenants could well 

emulate their landlords by also helping themselves).

A full report of the broadcast appears in the 

"China Press" this morning. The shorthand note taken 

is identical with the newspaper report except for the 

bracketed parts which do not appear in the newspaper

Clerical Assistant.

D.C. (Sp. Br.)
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The person responsible for inserting the 

attached advertisement was »-

Mr. >.M. MACOUSTRA, A.R.T.C. (GLAS), 

British, lecturer at the Lester School and Henry 

Lester Institute of Technical Education, 505 East 

Seward Road. He resides at 45 Garden Apartments, 

1173 Bubbling Well Road.

D. S.
D.C. (Special Branch).

I
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RENTAL
INCREASES^

r With a view to offering 
organised resistance, will 
tenants of all nationalities 
feeling the oppression of 
landlords in the matter 
of unreasonable increase 
in rents, please com
municate (1) their name 
(block capitals), (2) 
nationality, (3) the name 
of their landlord, to Box 
1192, NCDN.
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Concerning the attached newspaper report 

published in the China Press on September 24, 1939, 

Mr. Swan, joint secretary of the Shanghai General 

Chamber of Commerce was interviewed during the 

morning of September 25, 1939.

Mr. Swan stated that the committee of the

above Chamber met to consider the means of defraying

the cost of running the Arbitration Board and decided

I

together with a copy of

that certain fees be levied for the proceedings taken 

by the Board (a printed form issued by the Chamber

containing the scale of fees is attached hereto 

the agreement signed by the

disputants before negotiations are commenced).

In the course of the interview Mr. Swan

pointed out that the scale of fees agreed upon com

pared favourably with those adopted by Committees of 

a similar nature in other branches of the business.

Owing to the attached newspaper report
I \

being published, Mr. Swan is calling a meeting of 

the committee to discuss whether the fees can be

lowered, but he is of the opinion, that unless the 

arbitrations are prepared to offer their services 

free of charge no change can be made.

The Committee, during their last meeting, 

concluded that so far as could be seen the only 

people likely to make use of the Arbitration Board 

would be groups of tenants residing in apartment 

buildings who could divide the cost between them.
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It is possible that the committee will agree 

that a special scale of fees be drawn up for cases 

where a single tenant wishes to proceed against a 

landlord, but is not in a position to afford the 

expense.

D.P.S.

D. C. ( Special Branch ).



Shanghai,..............................................

To the Secretaries,

SHANGHAI GENERAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
17 THE BUND, 

SHANGHAI.

Dear Sirs, 

re................ ..........................................

Will you please arrange for ~"aarSurvey°° to ma(^e °f the above 
mat ter

mentionedxaKgo, in accordance with letter to you dated....... ...............................

containing full instructions.

hereby undertake to pay all fees for the ^¿Vvey”” on reQuest and 

before receiving the

Yours faithfully,

SCALE OF FEES

Chamber’s Fee -$ 7.00 per certificate for Members and $ 14.00 where no 

interests of Members are involved.

tu^eyor? Fees—$ 21.00 for the first hour or any part thereof and $ 10.50

every subsequent hour for each and/or Umpire.



JHHcnwranbum of 'Agreement made the .................................day of.................................. 19

between........................... ............ .. ... , of the one part, and...... ..........-.............

.............., of the other part, JBhcrcas disputes have arisen between the parties 

hereto the nature of which is set forth in the Schedule hereunder written and the parties 

hereto have agreed to refer such disputes to arbitration as hereinafter mentioned JUiiitcsseilp.

1.—The disputes referred to in.the Schedule hereunder written shall be referred to the 

award and determination of two arbitrators to be appointed by the Shanghai General Chamber 

of Commerce and, in case they disagree about making an award or fail to make an award 

within the time appointed by them as hereinafter provided, to an umpire to be appointed by 

the said Chamber of Commerce at the same time as the said two arbitrators are so appointed.

2. —The two arbitrators shall make their award in writing, duly signed by them, and the 

same shall be ready to be delivered to the parties hereto, or such of them as shall desire the 

same before the expiration of two weeks from the date hereof, or before such other date as 

the arbitrators shall by writing endorsed hereon fix for making such award, and in case the 

said two arbitrators do not make and publish their award within the time so to be appointed 

by them, the said umpire shall make and publish his award or umpirage within such time as 

he shall by writing endorsed hereon appoint, with power to him from time to time by writing 

endorsed hereon to enlarge the time so appointed by him.

3. —The arbitrators or umpire shall have power to award payment of the costs, fees, and 

expenses incurred in the arbitration, but the fees payable to them as such arbitrators or 

umpire shall not exceed that laid down in the scale published from time to tiipe by the 

Shanghai General Chamber of Commerce.

4. —-The submission hereby made shall not be defeated or affected by the death of either 

of the parties hereto, pending the same, but shall or may be proceeded in, and the matters in 

difference determined in the same manner as if the award had been made or determined in

the lifetime of the party or parties so dying.

5. —The arbitrators or umpire shall at liberty to proceed ex parte, in case either party, 

after reasonable notice, shall at any time neglect or refuse to attend on the reference, without 

having previously shown to the said arbitrators or umpire what the latter shall consider good 

and sufficient cause for omitting to attend.

6. —The parties hereto shall respectively produce before the arbitrators or umpire all 

books, deeds, papers, documents, vouchers, writings, and documents within their possession 

or control which the arbitrators or umpire may require and call for as in their judgment 

relating to the matters referred to, and the arbitrators or umpire may dispense entirely or in 

part with verbal evidence, and may require from each party a statement in writing supporting 

his case and may decide the arbitration on such written statement.



1.—The parties hereto shall respectively do all other acts necessary to enable the 

arbitrators or umpire to make a just award; and neither of them shall wilfully and wrongly do 

or cause to be done any act to delay or prevent the arbitrators from making their award.

8. —The parties hereto, their executors and administrators shall, on their respective parts, 

in all things stand by, obey, abide by, perform, fulfil and keep the award so to be made and 

published as aforesaid and neither of them shall bring or prosecute actions against the 

arbitrators or umpire or any one of them concerning the matters referred.

9. —This submission may be made a rule of any Court having jurisdiction in the matter 

at the instance of either of the parties hereto, without notice to the other.

Signed sealed and delivered by 

the said ...................... ........

in the presence of

Signed sealed and delivered by 

the said.................................

in the presence of

THE SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO.
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Tenant Body

Will Aid Rent

Settlement

Group May Prosecute
Before Arbitration

Board Here
Sentiment is growing here for a 

strong Shanghai Tenants Associa
tion to complete the solution of 
the local rent problem started with 
formation of the General Chamber 
of Commerce Arbitration Board re
cently. A step in the direction of 
united tenantry will be an early 
convention of Association members, 
it was learned yesterday.

Established at the request of the 
S.M.C., the Arbitration board’s 
formation was announced some 
weeks ago. Later it was learned 
that fees of the board would pro
hibit small tenants from taking ad
vantage of the opportunity to com
bat the exorbitant rent demacids 
made by landlords here. It was 
then that renewed interest was 
aroused in the Tenants Association 
which at one time appeared 
moribund.

Charges of the arbitration board 
will be an initial $14 for the Cham
ber of Commerce and $21 apiece for 

• two arbiters and an umpire foi* the 
I first hour of their labors and $10.50 
I apiece for each hour thereafter. 
Thus a case which occupied a 

■ morning would cost two or three 
¡ hundred dollars all of which would 
, presumably be paid by the tenant 
who appeared as complainant.

A panel of arbitrators have been 
appointed by the Chamber. When 
a case is brought for settlement 
two members of the panel will be 
chosen for duty and thpy in turn 

I will choose an umpire. Names of * 
I those composing the p£nel have not 
i been disclosed.

Problem Is Civic

While many interested people 
| agree that the Chamber has a right 
| to charge a fee they are inclined 
to look on the entire matter as one 

Î of wide enough proportions to as- 
’ sume civic importance. At any rate, 
! although there are a considerable 
; number of controversial rent cases ; 
in the city, none of them have yet 
been brought before the board pro
bably because of the cost involved.

This is where the Tenants As
sociation enters the picture. If it 

.. can collect enough funds from a 
i large enough membership, it will 
i be able to fight many of the battles ;
of members and help materially to
combat the rent evil.

Leaders of thp movement j
.visualisée a group of 1,000 or morel 
i paying $12 per year. Already early 
! members have contributed large 
I sums but these have been irregular 
I and insufficient for carrying any 
{cases to court.

Before the forthcoming meeting, 
however, officers, of the Association 
expect to have vita1 issues of the 
rent situation selected for discus- ;

i sion. One of these is the matter 
of who can be made ultimately re
sponsible for exorbitant increases, j 
This problem arièes from the fact 
that many Chinese owners place 
their property in the hands of 
foreign firms who cannot be made 
responsible for policies regarding 
the dwellings.
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With reference to the attached reports

published in the North China Daily News and the 

Shanghai Times on September 14, 1939, referring to 

the arbitration of rental disputes by the Shanghai 

General Chamber of Commerce, Mr. SWAN, joint secretary

of the Chamber of Commerce, was interviewed at his 

office, 17 The Bund, on the afternoon of September 14.

Mr. SWAN stated that the above organization 

had been approached by the Settlement and French 

Concession Authorities and requested to undertake the 

settling of disputes between landlords and tenants.

On September 12, a meeting of the Committee of 

the Shanghai General Chamber of Commerce was held and 

the following procedure decided upon x-

That a panel of arbitrators be selected from 

sinterested persons.,,upon receipt of an application 

fofc* assistence two of tne panel will be detailed to 

prdceed with the case and give a decision.

Before commencing any proceedings the

selected persons will nominate another member as 

umpire who will be informed of all facts etc., and 

should the two arbitrators disagree upon any point 

his decision will be solicited and be held as final.

Applications may be submitted by any tenant, body 

of tenants or landlord, irrespective of nationality.

The committee decided that cases where the dispute 

was whether rent should be paid in currency other than 

Chinese currency should be refereed to the court 

concerned as no ruling has yet been given by foreign
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courts.

Before any action is taken the disputants 

will be required to sign the usual arbitration forms 

of the Shanghai General Chamber of Commerce.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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Panel of Arbitrators Now 
Being Compiled

The Shanghai General Chamber 
*f .Commerce, after la meeting of 
the: Committee held on September 
1°, will' confine its activities in the 
disputes between tenants and. land
lords to conducting arbitrations in 
connection- with specific applications 
submitted regarding matters of 
principle or individual cases.

The committee is at present com
piling the panel of arbitrators which 
will consider applications submitted 
and the, arbitrators thus chosen will 
be persons considered entirely in
dependent as far as rental questions 
are concerned. Applications may 
4 her ef ore • be forwarded to the

* General Shanghai Chamber of Com- 
■ merce. The Chamber’s usual arbitra- 
| tion agreement forms will be signed 
i by the disputants.

The Shanghai General Chamber of 
! Commerce, it will be recalled, was 
j approached some time ago by the 
t Shanghai Municipal Council and the 

French Concession authorities with j 
the request to undertake the forma
tion of a Rental Adjustment Com
mittee.

Rental Disputes to
iBe Arbitrated

11

i/b I I 
lLr h



RENTAL ‘ ADJUSTMENT
---- UUMMIIWIT-

Editor, ..............
The Shanghai Times

Sir,—With reference to the notice 
recorded in our circular lettex' 
dated 7th instant on the above 
mentioned subject, the Committee 
of the Chamber, at a meeting held 
on 12th instant, reached the follow
ing decisions:

The Chamber’s activities shall be; 
confined to conducting arbitrations 
in connection with specific applica
tions submitted regarding matters 
of principle or individual cases. 
The Chamber’s usual arbitration 
agreement form will be signed by 
the disputants and a special panel 
of arbitrators in connection with 
rental disputes will be compiled by 
the Chamber.

The Committee of the Chamber is; 
at present compiling the panel of 
arbitrators which will consist of 
persons considered to be entirely 
independent as far as rental ques- • 
tions are concerned.

The Chamber is now prepared to 
receive applications for arbitration 
regarding specific cases.

Beck and Swann,
Secretaries. |

The Shanghai General Chamber 
of Commerce

Shanghai, September 13, 1939.
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Commerce Body 
Meets To Form 
Rent Board

A committee - of the General 
Chamber of Commerce last night 
reaffirmed the organization’s deter
mination to form a rer djustment 
body here and then discussed the 
general procedure to be used in 
settling rent disputes.

Although the meeting formulated 
no definite rules and adjourned to 
a later date this week, certain prin
ciples were fixed upon for the 
technique of arbitration to be used. 
In each dispute between landlord 
and tenant an absolutely impartial 
panel drawn from members of the 
Chamber will decide the merits of 
the case. The panels will be 
chosen by the disputants’ from a 
prepared list of names.

The Chamber agreed to assume 
responsibility for formation of an 
adjustment committee some time 
ago following a request from the 
Shanghai Municipal Council.
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I Chamber to
Rent Committee

The Shanghai General Cham- 
her of Commerce has been 

I approached by the Shanghai 
Municipal Council, with the 

’ support of the authorities of 
the French Concession, with a 
request to undertake the form
ation of a Rental Adjustment 

I Committee, and the Committee 
of tiie Chamber has signified 
its willingness to do this.
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Responding to a request made 
by the Settlement authorities, 
the Shanghai General Chamber 
of Commerce will f^’m a ”en^i 
Adjustment. Committee, it was 
announced last night. The an
nouncement added that the 
Committee had been given the 
support of the French Conces
sion authorities also.
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With reference to the attached extracts from 

local English dailies regarding the dispute between 

Japanese tenants and the Cathay Land Company, located 

in the Sassoon House, I have to state that towards 

the middle of December, 1939, tenants occupying flats 

of the Chanchun Road Apartments, Dixwell Apartments, 

and Apartments at the corner of Dixwell and North 

Szechuen Roads, which have steam heating were 

notified by the authorities of the Cathay Land 

Company, the owners of those apartments, that the house 

rent would be raised by with effect from January, 

1940, on account of the high cost of fuel, etc.

1‘he Japanese tenants numbering 120 are of 

the opinion that an increase is justifiable but that 

the above percentage is too high. A mass meeting 

of the Japanese tenants was held at the Japanese 

Church on Darroch Road at 5 p.m. January 13. Mr. K. 

Sugimoto presided over the meeting when five members of 

the executive committee including Mr. Sugimoto, were 

elected. rhe above committee will negotiate with 

the authorities of the company regarding the new 

increase in rentals.

D. S.

A. C. ( Special Branch ).
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Japanese tenants
Staging Protest
Meeting In Church

Steps to be taken against the 
sudden raising of rents by the 
Cathay land Company will be dis
cussed by 123 tenants of the apart
ments situated above the Shang
hai Cooperative Society, North 
Szechuen and Dixwell Roads; the 
Changchun Road Apartments, and 
the Dixwell Read Apartments, at 
a mass meeting at the Japanese 
Christian Church at o’cK*k 
morrow afternoon, the Tairiku 
Shimpo reports today.

A meeting cf the ‘tenants dele
gates was held cn Wednesday 
when a decision w°<! **<,r>',’r*ed t° 
.ÈSfòaniass meeting in the church.
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Cathay Land Tenants to 
Protest Rents

Steps to be taken against the sudden 
raising of rents by the Cathay land 
Company will be discussed by 120 
tenants of the apartments situated 
above the Shanghai Co-Operative 
Society, North Szechuen and Dixwell 
Road Apartments at a mass meeting 
at the Japanese Christian Church at 
3 o’clock this afternoon, the “Tairiku 
Shimpo” reported yesterday. The 
Cathay Land Company is controlled 
by Sir Victor Sassoon.

A meeting of the tenants’ delegates 
was held on Wednesday when a 
decision was reached to hold a mass 
meeting in the church.
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¡Nippon Women 
Oppose New - 
Rental Hikes _

Leaving their pots and pans be
hind, woman tenants of three apart
ment houses in north Hongkew came 
out of their kicthens Saturday th 
attend a mass meeting against a 35 
per cent raise in rents imposed upon 
them by the Sassoon-controlled 
Cathay Land Company, the Tairiku 

I Shimpo reported yesterday.
•Presided over by Mr. Kyutaro 

< Sugimoto, the mass meeting held at 
(the Japanese Christian Church on 
I Darroch Road voted in favor of 
I organizing a tenants* union to fight 
I the increase in rentals. An executive 
committee consisting of five mem
bers, elected at the mass meeting, 

j was scheduled to meet at 1 o’clock 
i yesterday afternoon to dis
cuss steps to be taken, the Japanese 
daily stated.

Affected the raise are 12,0 
occupants, of the apartments located 
above the Shanghai Co-operative 
Society, North Szechuen and Dixwell 
Roads; the Changchun Road 
Apartments, and the Dixwell Road 
Apartments.
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Japanese Women Fight 
High Rentals

Leaving their pots and pans be
hind, women tenants of three apart- | 
ment houses in north Hongkew came 
out of their kitchens Saturday to 
attend a mass meeting against a 35 
per cent, raise in rents imposed upon 
.them by the Cathay Land Company, 
the “Tairiku Shimpo” reported yes
terday.

Presided over by Mr. Kyutaro 
Sugimoto, the mass meeting held at 
the Japanese Christian Church on 
Darroch Road voted in favour of 
organizing a tenants* union to fight 
the increase in rentals. An execu
tive committee consisting of five 
members, elected at the mass meet
ing, was scheduled to meet at 1 
o’clock yesterday afternoon to dis
cuss steps to be taken.

Affected by the raise are 120 
occupants of the apartments located 
above the Shanghai Co-operative 
Society, North Szechuen and Dix- 
well ¡Roads; the Changchun Road 
Apartments, and the Dixwell Road 
Apartments.
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Women Come Out Of Kitchen 
To Fight Rent Raise

Leaving- their pots and pans be
hind, women tenants of three apart- 

| merit houses in North Hongkew came 
.out of their kitchens on Saturday to 
attend a mass meeting against a 
35 per cent, rise in rents imposed 
upon them by a local land Com
pany, the ‘‘Tairiku Shimpo’’ report
ed yesterday.

Presided over by Mr. Kyutaro 
Sugimoto, the mass meeting, held 
at the Japanese Christian Church on 
Darroch Road, voted in favour of 

, organizing a tenants’ union to fight

the increase in rentals. An execu
tive committee, consisting of five 
members, elected at th*e mass meet
ing, was scheduled to meet at 1 
o’clock yesterday afternoon to dis
cuss steps to be taken, the Japanese 
daily stated.

Affected by the i^ise are 120 occu- ’ 
pants of the apartments located! 
above the Shanghai Co-operative 
Society, North Szechuen and Dix- 
well Roads; the Changchun Road 
Apartments, and the Dixwell Road 
Apartments. j j
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Seven representatives of the tenants of

the Pearce apartments, situated at the corner of Chapoo

and Boone *!.oads, visited lar. Buck, general-manager of the

öhagghai Land Investment Company, Ltd., at 3 p.m. on

august 29, and presented the following demands:-I

(1) That we, the tenants of the building, 

absolutely oppose any unreasonable increase 

in the rents. However, in view ofArecent 

rise in the cost of living, we acknowledge 

that we cannot help but pay an increase in

the rents and we intend following a procedure•- 

<
(a) Those who were notified of a 2.5$- 

payment of rent on a Sterling basis, 

intend paying a 10$ increase with 

house taxes for the S»M#C» exempt.

(b) Those who were notified of a 10$ 

payment of rent on a Sterling Basis 

intend paying increase with house 

taxes for the 6exempt•

(2) We request your company to treat the 

house taxes of the B.M.C. separate from the 

existing rent.

We request your company to agree to a

0. (Special
Branch)

long term contract, that is one of at least

six monthi1 duration.
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Some 13 representatives of tenants of the 

Pearce apartments, situated at the corner of Boone Hoad 

and Chapoo Hoad, held a meeting at the Japanese Press 

Association Club, S*lat Sb*207 in the Building, on -august 

26, 1939, to discuss the increase of'ovei* 5Q> on the 

room rent, which is to be levied by the landlords, the 

Shanghai Land investment Company’Ltd», f rom September* 

In the course of the’meeting, they decided upon their 

attitude towards the landlord and resolved that they 

would not agree to any increase in the rent»

It is known.that the represntatives will 

visit the management of the Shanghai Land Investment 

Company on the afternoon of August 29, with^a demand 

for an appropriated and reasonable rent»

If the company should not comply with this 

demand, the tenants of the Building will consider forming 

a rent non-payment league and refuse to pay rent, while 

they will issue a notice to this effect.

(special Branch)
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| Tenants’ Compromise
Rejection of a compromise offer 

i by the Shanghai Land Investment 
I Company, owners of the Pearce 
j Apartments, Chapoo and Boone 

Roads, proposing to reduce a 40 
I per cent, increase in rentals to 30 
1 per cent, was announced following 

a committee meeting of the Tenants’ 
League held from 4 o’clock on 
Thursday afternoon, the “Shanghai 
Mainichi” reported 'yesterday.

A counter-proposal, accepting a 
• 20 per cent, increase in rental, pro- 
! viding this rate would remain un- 
! changed for a year, however, was 
i submitted by the committee to the 
landlords,4 according to the daily. 
The hew rate, moreover, would go 
into effect only from the date an 
agreement was reached between 
the tenants and the Shanghai Land 
Investment Company, the counter 
proposal stipulated, the “Mainichi” 
stated.
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Hongkev/ Station

October 24th, 1939

Further report on complaint against D.P.S, 809 T» Masuda lodged, 
by Mrs» Samuel Goldstein; owner of "Rooming House»** situated at
O.uinsan Gardens »

Sir,

rs. Samuel Goldstein accompanied by her mother Mrs

B.W.  Levy came to Hongkew Station about 3.30 p.m. on October 

24th, 1939 and was interviewed j?ythe undersigned with reference 

to a letter in Japanese, which she received from her Japanese 

tenants per registered post on October 21st, 1939. A copy of 

the translation of it made by "Tanaka Interpreter-negotiator Service", 

Range Road, on October 23rd, 1939 is attached herewith.

It will be noted from the letter that the Japanese

tenants of the "Rooming Houses" at Quinsan Gardens, owned by 

Mrs..Samuel Goldstein, reject, her demand regarding the raising 

of the rentals and also included are suggestions with reference to 

the betterment of the conditions of the rooms occupied by them. 

Mrs. S. Goldstein, consequently went on the afternoon of October 

24th, 1939 to see Mr. H.H. Thomas, Consul for Japanese Affairs at

H.B.M.  Consulate with reference to it; He on seeing it advised 

her to interview Mr. H. Umekawa at the Japanese Consulate also show 

the letter to the Police at Hongkew for record, hence the reason 

for the report and copy attached.

I am, Sir

Yours obediently

Det. Insp



Translation.

Oct. 20, 1939.

Mr. S.Levy,

No. 6 Quinsan Garden,

Shanghai.

Sir,

We, the residents in the apartments, after 

consultation have decided to reject your demand 

regarding the raising of house-rents, looking upon 

the matter as of no reason.

The room-rents which we have been paying is 

very dear in comparison with house-rents prevailing 

in the Hongkew District, and we have not been 

satisfied with your rents. We coüld not help tolerating 

your rents because of the shortage of vacant houses "but 
b

after close investigation, we are hereby giving you our 

just requirements and are asking for your re-consideration 

to the carrying out of our requirements. We ask you 

to accept whole our requirements in conformity with the 

co-operation, of which you usually speak, while it is 

necessary for all perples, irrespective of nationality, 

to co-operate for the goal to the establishment of New 

Order in Asia.

Please answer to the letter within ten days.

From all Japanese residents 
in the Quinsan Garden Apts. 

The Office of the Japanese 
Residents’ Club of Quinsan 
Garden, Quinsan Apts., 
House No.4, Room No.11 
Tel. 41134.

Translated by
Tanaka Interpreter - Negotiator Service, 
Range Road. Telephone No.46522.



Translation.

Requirements .

1, To change room-rents in Chinese Dollar. There have been two ways 

of charging of room-rents, one in Japanese Yen, the other in 

Chinese Dollar. There is no reason to charge so differently, so 

it will be right to .charge all rents in Chinese Dollar.

2. Regarding taking a bath.

Lately taking a bath is carried on .every other day.

In view of the Japanese custom, it is desired by us for you 

to revise so that a bath can be taken every day.

3. Regarding a watchman.

It is desired by us for }ou to employ a watchman to revent 

thefts, etc.

4. Regarding rooms and fixtures.

Ventilation in every room is bad now and fixtures are dirty and 

damaged, which are wanted to be improved.
&
5. W.C.

Only one is used by several families, Which is of the Ch inese 

fashion and consequently it is very dirty.

W.C. is desired to be of ''water-washing* style (pumping style),

6. Regarding illumination.

Every house and its corridor are dark and dangerous, illumination 

of which is desired to be improved.

7. Re telephone.

One telephone is desired to be installed at every house.

8. Regarding drying-place.

A drying-place is wanted to be provided with at every house.

9. Regarding reducing the rents.

The rents have been too dear. We cannot tolerate the high 

rents. 50$ is wanted to be reduced*
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Hongkew Station ...

October 20th, 1939.

Report on complaint against D.P.S, 809 T, Masuda lodged by Mrs. 
Samuel Goldstein, owner of "Rooming Houses** situated at Quinsan 
Gardens.

Sir,

On the afternoon of October 18th, 1939, Mr. H.H. Thomas, 

Consul for Japanese Affairs at H.B.M. Consulate telephoned the 

Inspector in charge Hongkew to inform him that Mrs. Levy, owner 

of "Rooming Houses" situated at Quinsan Gardens had a complaint 

to make with reference to Japanese tenants, and was sending her 

to the station to lodge it.

Mrs. Samuel Goldstein, who is owner of the "Rooming Houses" 

at ^uinsan Gardens from No.l to No.10 and as proprietrix of the 

houses uses her maiden name Miss Lily Levy, about 3.30 p.m. on 

October 18th, 1939 came to Hongkew Station with her mother, Mr*.

B.W.  Levy, as per instructions from Mr. H.H. Thomas, and were 

interviewed by the Inspector in charge and the undersigned. 

They stated that a Japanese Mr. T. Masuda attached to the 

Shanghai Municipal Police was in-stigating tenents not to 

pay increase in rentals and also was seen putting Up Japanese 

flags outside the doorways of each house rented by them and 

utilized as "Rooming Houses*.

Mrs. Samuel Goldstein was informed she would have to 

make a statement duly signed by her with reference to the allega

tions she made and it was arranged she would do so on the after

noon of October 19th, 1939.

As agreed she gave her statement on latter da^e 

which was taken down by the undersigned and signed by her. 

Same is attached, herewith, along with a circular notice and 

two copies of letters written to Mr. T. Masuda in connection with 

the rental increase.



2

T. Masuda, is has been ascertained, is D.p.s 809 

attached to " ayside Station. Attached also is a list of 

Japanese tenants, handed in by Mrs. S. Goldstein, giving 

detail of those who refuse to consider the increase.

It has been explained to the proprietrix of the 

"Rooming Houses" that the Police could not take any particular 

action as regards the tenants refusing to pay rentals owing to 

the increase as it was purely a civil matter and as regards the 

flag incident Mr. H.H. Thomas, Consul for Japanese Affairs at

H.B.l . Consulate would deal with that complaint. However, *she 

has given the attached statement with reference to D.P.S. 809

T. Masuda*s activities since the rentals wege increased and has 

been told same would be forwarded to Headquarters for considera

tion.

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

Det. Insp



RENTAL TROUBLE IN Q.UINSaN G^iRDEN APARTMENTS

About 80 occupants of the Quinsan 
Garden Apartments owned by Mr. L. Revy, a Polish Jew, 
formed a Garden Club for the purpose of promoting mutual 
welfare and friendship.

They are determined not to pay rents 
so long as the owner of the Apartments^does not reduce the 
rents by 50$, receive t_he rents in Chinese National Currency 
and improve fittings and equipment.
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bince the tenants of the Pearce apartments 

presented a protest to Mr* back, (xeneral-Manager of the 

¡Shanghai Land investment Company, Ltd., on August 29th, 

1939, in connection with the unreasonable increase in 

rents, no agreement have been reached between the land

lord and tenants. according to information secured, 

the company sent an unofficial notice to the tenants 

requesting a 40/tf increase in the existing rents, but, 

the tenants refuse to pay even this increase and have 

decided to stop paying their rents.
&

A committee will be formed in order to 

deal with the present rent problem.

D. C. (Special Branch)



TENANTS OF PEARCE APARTMENTS WILL REFUSE TO PAY --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As already reported* the tenants of Pearoe 
Apartments on September 13 sent a strong protest to the 
Shanghai Land Investment Company* Ltd«* against the 
unreasonable increase in rentals*

The union of tenants of Pearce Apartments has 
decided not to pay the rents so long as the company does 
not reduce the rents by about 40%. Furthermore, the 
tenants have formed a committee. which will soon convene 
a meeting to discuss certain important matters in connection 
with the rent question*
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FOREIGN CURRENCY RENT HALTED

Answer to the request made by Mr. R. d’Auxion de Ruffe at the request of the Shang
hai Tenants Association, Mr. Zia Kwen-sun, Minister of Justice, sent a letter (of which the ' 
above is a facsimile) saying that demands for rentals in currency other than the Chinese 
National were considered absolutely illegal. This applies both to Chinese and to such who 
come under the jurisdiction of the Chinese courts. Instructions to this effect are being given 
by Chungking to the local Chinese courts.
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Tenants Defying
Eviction Orders
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Army Of 3000 Waging 
Protracted Legal 
Clash With Bank

The 15’■month-old legal battle 
between the Shanghai Women’s 
Commercial and Savings Bank and 
the tenants of the chingyuli alley; 
a block of Chinese dwellings 
bordering chengtu. Chungking and 
Mandalay Road, was resumed in 
the Second Branch Kiangsu High 
Court this morning.

The main controversy in the 
case, unlike the other landlord
tenants suits heard in Shanghai 
courts during the last few weeks, 
was the bank’s demand for 
eviction of the tenants from the 
69 houses in which live more than 
3000 persons. At the present stage 
of the legal battle, the tenants 
are the plaintiffs seeking to re
quest the court to cancel a former 
judgment in favor of the bank.

Witnesses Questioned
This morning’s hearing was^de- 

voted to the questioning of several 
witnesses in connection with an 

’agreement allegedly bindings the’ 
Women’s Bank with the Shanghai 

' Benevolent-Industrial Institution, 
from whom the • bank had leased 

| the land. The courtroom at Wel- 
’ haiwei Road was again crowded by 
I the anxious tenants whose future 

. abode depends on the outcome of 
ithe case.

Aftei’ a long session, -Judges Y.
J. Han, H. Shen, and C. I*. Tsang 
decided to adjourn the hearing 
sine die. Several points in the 
case, they ruled, must be ascer
tained before the counsels may 
proceed with pleadings and before 
a judgment could be given.

Protracted Battle
Tlie protracted landlord-tenant 

legal battle was more than once 
featured by violent sideshows, in
cluding clashes between, the 
tenants and the demolition gang 
sent to pull down the block of 
houses.

The legal battle was first 'start
ed in July las: year when the| 

I Shanghai Women’s commercial 
and Savings Bank instituted pro
ceedings against the tenants, 
totalling some 3000 residents in all. 
asking for ap;1 eviction order. The 
bank contended that it had an 
agreement with the Shanghai 
Benevolent-Industrial Institution, 
owners of the land, to rebuild the 
houses before the end of Decem 
ber, last year. The agreement, it 
was alleged, provides the payment ’ 
of $200,000 damages for failing to 
carry out that stipulation. The 
First Special District Court re
jected the application, whereupon 
the bank filed ah appeal.



Clash With Wreckers
In the Second Branch Kiangsu 

High Court, the bank won the| 
battle as a judgment was handed 
down requiring the tenants to 
evacuate before April 1 this vear.i 
While the tenants were mustering 
resources to turn the tide of the 
legal battle, the bank sent a de« 

i molition gang to start encircling 
’ the houses with bamboo fences.
There were several clashes during 

I which several of the tenants were 
charged in private criminal pro
secutions by the bank. The 
tenants were later acquitted.

A new turn in the suit- took 
place recently when the tenants 
filed a fresh suit requesting a re- 

I trial of the case on the gfound 
that new evidence had been un
earthed. An application for a
stav in the eviction order was also 
made. The applications were
granted by the Special Branch
kiangsu High Court.

Secret Agreement

The new evidence was in the 
form of a secret agreement be- 

i tween the bank and the^Shang- 
I hai Benevolent-Industrial Institu
tion, the tenants allege, which 
provides that this block of houses 
concerned must be rebuilt before 
January 1, 1942, instead of Decem 
ber 31, 1939, as previously contend
ed by the bank. The agreement 
also provides a reduction of the 
land rental by 20 percent. The 
tenants requested that the original 
judgment ordering their eviction 

i be cancelled in view of the new 
evidence and that the bank’s re
quest for their eviction be reject
ed.

Attorneys Henry Y. A. Yuen 
and Ginger Su appeared for the 
tenants.
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CASE ^yyr l
Mrs. Taylor’s Action Not 
Dismissed But Remanded 

For Amendment
In the report which appeared in 

this journal yesterday of the pro
ceedings in the Second District 
Court on the civil action which 
was filed by Mrs. J. Taylor, a ten
ant of Brookside Apartment--, 
against the landlord. Mr. Peter 
K. C. Li, it was incorrectly report
ed that the action was dismissed.

The; ruling of. the Cour^was that 
the !action should be remanded sc 

I that an amended petition might be 
| filed.

’ in making this correction, it 
’ might be pointed out that the Chin
ese Secohd District Court has never 
tried the case of Mrs. Taylor, but 
only raised, rightly' or wrongly, 
certain points* of procedure.

I Tlirough a misunderstanding, 
i neither Mrs. Taylor nor her attor
neys were present at the first hear
ing, whereas a similar action 
brought by another tenant, Mr. J. 
S. Chisholm, on the same grounds 
against Mr. Peter Li, was success
ful.

1
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15-Month-Old Landlord-Tejumt
DUnute /igojn Heard In Court

Judges Asked To Put Off Eviction Order Granted 
To Women’s Bank In Earlier Litigation

\ Andthef attempt tp retain pos- 
, session was made yesterday by 
I tenants of a block of Chinese 
i dwellings off Chengtu Road as 
’ legal battle began anew in the 
. Second Branch Kiangsu High Court, 
seeking to set aside an earlier judg

ment.; ordering the eviction of the 
tenants.

The new proceedings were in
stituted by the tenants on the 
ground that a secret agreement had 
existed between the defendant, 

[ owner of the houses, and the lessor 
>f the land, the revelation of which, 

plie . complainants contended, would 
b^ve invalidated the owner’s argu
ment in the earlier case.

It was pointed out that the 
owner, the Shanghai Women’s 
Commercial and Savings Bank, won 
the earlier litigation largely on the 
ground that under a contract with ! 
•.the- land owners, they were to re
build the houses prior to Decem
ber 31, 1939, or to pay $200.009 
damages.

New Contract Alleged

The alleged secret contract pro- I 
vides, the'complainants said, that | 
the rebuilding may not take place 
before January 1, 1942 and that the 
land rental be reduced by 20 per | 
cent. The owners of the land are I 
the Shanghai Benevolent Industrial | 
Institution.

At yesterday’s hearing, a few 
witnesses were admitted by the 
Court to testify for the complain
ants. They stated that evidence . 
of the contract came tb their | 

"knowledge after th'* conclusion of I 
the previous litigation between the ’ 
same parties.

The adjournment of the case was 
ordered by the presiding judges, 
Messrs Y. J. Han, H. Shen and C. 
L. Tsang, in view of the. fact, they! 
stated, that several points must bel 
ascertained before the parties can 
proceed with their pleadings.

The dispute between the bank 
and the tenants began in July last 
year when suit was instituted by the 
bank for the recovery of the pos
session of’ the premises from the 
tenants.

Bank Loses Suit

In the Civil Branch of the Second 
Special District Court, the bank 
failed? to obtain satisfaction and 
the case was subsequently taken to 
tile high court where judgment was 
found in its favor and the tenants 
werq ordered to be evicted.

A series of incidents followed as 
a result of this order when the 
tenants refused to give up their 
possession. Several times, the 
bank despatched wrecking gangs 
to the area and. attempted to pull 
down the dwellings by force. They 
also sought to disconnect the water 
and light lines running into the 
area. Each time, the bank failed- 
as the tenants in an organized way 
g^ve¿r£sistance to the workmen.

Earl Jr this ¿men th, the com
plainants applied to the high court 
for a new trial of the casé; which 
application was granted.

fi

Cf
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Mr. J. S. Chisholm Defendant 
In Rent Case in H.M. Court 
’*‘^,Bailll|**,,,*WBB**l*^*,M****'*,l*'l****M*Cj*B’*‘3‘4**w^^

Local Tenancies Subject to Chinese Law Unless 
Other Laws Imported Into Contracts

HIS Lordship expressed the hope that the two parties would be 
able to reach a compromise before the resumption of the 

hearing in which Mr. Peter Li, owner of the Brookside Apartments, 
represented by Mr. H. A. Reeks, asked for the recovery of apart
ment 4 G, occupied by Mr. J. S. Chisholm, prominent member qf 
the Shanghai Tenants Association, represented by Mr. John Mc
Neill, when the case came up for hearing before Judge Sir Allan 
Mossop in H.M. Supreme Court yesterday morning.

Counsel for the plaintiff, ini placing j 
his case before the court, stated that j 
a lease on the said premises had been 
drawp. up between the two parties on 
August 12, 1938 and came into force 
on October 1, 1938. It expired on 
October 1 of this year and, although 
the defendant was informed of the 
fapt that the lease would not be re
newed, a letter to that effect having 
been addressed to him on September 
12, by Mr. Elliott Hazzard, agent for j 
the owner of the building, Mr. Chis
holm was still in occupation and had 
refused to vacate the apartment on 
October 1. Plaintiff, therefore, de
manded recovery of the premises and 
mesne profits from October 1 until 
the day on which Mr. Chisholin 
would move out, on the basis of a 
monthly rental of $185.

The only witness to testify yester
day was Mr. Hazzard, who said that 
he had given instructions to Messrs. 
Ellis & Hays to request' Mr. 
Chisholm to vacate the premises 
at. the expiration of the lease. A i 
letter was accordingly sent on 
September 12, and in reply to a | 
question by Mr. McNeill, witness said 
that the contents of the letter met 
with his approval.

Mr.. McNeil: —Did you give instruc
tions to commence these proceedings?

Mr. Hazzard;—-1 told them to take! 
all the steps necessary in. pursuance! 
of the contents of the letter.

Mr. McNeill:—Are any monies due 
to the landlords from Mr. Chisholm 
for months previous to October?

MX. Hazzard:—There is a . ^maU 
balance due, but riot on the basis of | 
$185.

Mir. McNeill:—'Why is not that I 
money claimed on the writ?

Mr. Hazzard:—I don’t knew, but I 
it , is a very small balance.

Mr. Hazzard then explained that 
the small balance had arisen as a ; 
result of the introduction of a new ! 
monthly ¡rent on the basis of U.S. j 
$35 as from August 1, 1939.

Mr. McNeill:’—Is there anything j 
contained in the lease which, during 
'its validity, permits an increase in 
rent?—No.

Witness then stated that the bal
ance had arisen out of the difference 
between the old rental of $185 and 
the new rental of U.S. $35, of which 
amount one half was to be paid at 
the exchange of 16 cents U.S. cur
rency to $1, whereas the other half 
was to be paid at the rate Of ex? 
change of the day of payment. The 
lease, he ridded, was cancelled on | 
June 26, cancellation taking effect 
on August 1.

Mr. McNeill then asked the court ;• 
how plaintiff could found his action ■ 
on an ■ expired lease and asked for.' 
judgment.

In referring to the cancellation» 
Mr. Reeks said that defendant took 

action in the Chinese court which 
ruled that this lease could pot be j 
cancelled by one month’s notice.

Mr. McNeill (to Mr. Hazzard):—1 
think the position; is clear. The lease 
has either been cancelled or it has 
not been cancelled properly.

Mr. Reeks:—This is a question of 
law.

Question of Common Sense
Mr. McNeill:—No, this is a ques- I 

tion of common sense. Youir writ I 
assumes that it is not cancelled. I 
think that you will agree that if the • 
lease is not cancelled, you are not ' 
entitled to charge additional rent for [ 
the months of August and September. ■

Mr. Hazzard:—No. There is no
claim against Mir. Chisholm oyer and | 
above $185 if the lease is not can- | 
celled. |

Asked by Mr. McNeill whether the 
defendant ^ad paid Mr. Hazzard $195 j 
both in August and September, the 
additional $10 being for the use of | 
a refrigerator, Mr. Hazzard answered j 
in the. affirmative.

It was then reyealed that Mr. 
Chisholm had received a rental ad
vice on pctober 1, and hgd sent a 
cheque to M|r. Hazzard the following 
day, amounting to $195.

Mr. McNeill:—That cheque was 
cashed?—Yes.

Mr. McNeill:—Why did you send 
Mr. Chisholm another rental advice 
notice on October 1, if you wanted 
him to move out?—Because there
was another action pending.

Mr. McNeill:—Assuming that the 
lease is uncancelled, this $195 repre
sents the rental for October?—Pre
sumably, under this assumption.

Mr. McNeill:—Assuming that the^ 
lease was cancelled, you still sent Mr. 
Chisholm a debit note for October 
and therefore you were still willing 
to have him as a tenant?

His Lordship:—Under a new ten
ancy, don’t forget.

Mtr. McNeill:—Let me repeat my 
question. When you presented your 
debit note for October, you were 
prepared to have Mr. Chisholm as a 
tenant at the increased rent?—Eor 
the one month.

Mr. McNeill:—Were you prepared 
to let Mr. Chisholm have a lease on 
a month to month basis on the new, 
increased rental?—My Instructions | 
weire hot to do it. He was merely . 
there for October because he would j 
not get out.

In reply to a question, Mr. Haz- i
zard admitted that a cheque fpr $195 
had been sent to Mr. Chisholm by 
him on October 12 and that he knew
that this cheque had been returned 
to his solicitors.

At this point, witness made refer- I 
epee to a letter dated July 10, which 
howpvdr, neither Mr. Reeks nor Mr. ! 
McNeill copld trace ini their papers, 1 
whereupon Mr. Reeks said:



Compromise Said Offered
Here is all the correspondence I 

have, except the letter which was 
received from Mr< Chisholm a few 
minutes before the opening of this 
hearing.

Mr. Chisholm, sitting behind his 
solicitor, was then heard saying that 
the letter had nothing to dp with the 
case.

Mr. Recks:—Nothing? It is a letter 
asking for a compromise.

A little later Mr. McNeill stated 
that his client was prepared to pay 
a higher rental. As a matter of fact, 
a substantial increase on the previous 
rental but that he refused to pay it 
in a foreign currency.

His Lordship:—I appreciate the 
difference |n opinion.

Mr. Reeks then jfointed opt that 
with'the exception of some 20 ten
ants, all the other residents of Brook
side Apartments were paying the 
new rental which, Mr. Reeks pointed 
out, was very reasonable indeed.

Mr. McNeill then asked for an ad
journment and said that, in the mean
time, he would file an application, 
asking the court to fix a reasonable 
and fair rental for the premises.

After ppintjng out that Chinese 
law appliep to these tenancies unless 
some other law was imported into 
the contract, His Lordship said that 
he could not see why all these letters 
had been exchanged when an applica
tion under paragraph 442 of the 
Chinese Civil Code might have been 
made for an increase in rentals. In 
adjourning the hearing, His Lord* 
ship said that nothing would please 
him more than to hear that ¿he two 
parties had reached an agreement 
before the date of the next hearing.



Civil Action Against Mr. 
Peter Li Dismissed 

1

British Complainant, Mrs. J. Taylor, Is Not Upheld 
In Contention Advanced That Landlord Has 

No Right To Evict, Claim High Rent
The Second Special District « 

Court yesterday dismissed the 
civil action filed by Mrs. J. Taylor, 
a tenant of the Brookside Apart-
ment, against her landlord, Mr. 
Peter K. C. Li, in which com
plainant contended that defendant 
had no right to evict her, and that 
payment of rentals should not lie 
made in. United States currency.

Mrs. Taylor, who is under a
contractual agreement
landlord Cor the lease of

with the 
the apart-H

ment, maintained that under the
terms of the contract the landlord j
could not ask her to vacate the| 
premises until the contract expires { 
cn October 1, 1940. The landlord I 
could not demand payment of I. 
rental .in American currency be-1 
cause, Mrs. Taylor maintained, it 
has been stipulated in the contract 
that rental is fixed at Ch.$175 per 
month. Mr, Li had notified her 
that commencing from August L 
1939, rental would be collected at 
U.S.$32 per month. By having to 
pay for rental in American cur
rency, complainant contended, „she |

i would have to pay actually Ch.$450 
1 per month, or sustain a clear loss 
I of nearly Ch.$275 each rhonth.

Appeal Dismissed
Mrs. Taylor had previously filed ‘ 

an appeal at the Third Branch 
Kiangsu High Court, but Judge „ 

! Hsia dismissed the appeal and > 
sustained the contentions’ of Mr. i 
Li whose counsel, Mr. T. C. Chen, 
maintained that under a - supple
mentary clause iti the contract, 
both landlord and tenant could 
give notice of eviction or to vacate , 
the premises one month before- : 
hand.

| On June 26. Mr. Li wrote Mrs. ■ 
Taylor informing her that the 
lental would be collected at U.S. 

'$32 per month. This letter, Mr. 
Chen contended, was in the nature \

! of an offer, and since Mrs, Taylor 
! did not reply to it, Mr,
Chen declared, there was no accept- 

\ ance. On this ground Mr. Li could I 
seek the eviction of the tenant, 
he maintained.

M. D’Auxion de Ruffe and Mr. 
‘ Tcheou Liang-Iou, for the appel- i 
' J ant* contended that, the letter of 
June 26 was followed by another 
letter dated August 4. in which 
the landlord threatened to’ take 

j action .against their client in the 
: British Court for China, To make f 
a new offer while the contract [ 
had clearly stipulated that the’ 
lease would be valid until October 
1,. 1940, was clearly contrary to

I the terms of the contract, appel
lant’s counsels maintained.

On October 5, Judge Hsia dis- 
■■ missed the case in favour of Mr. 
i Feier K. C. Li.

In the Second Special District 
Court- yesterday, Mrs,. Taylor filed

I a civil suit against the landlord. 
But the Court authorities refused 
to countenance the suit, declaring 
that it had no authority to revoke 
the decision of a higher tribunal.

I
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Rent Case Is 
Again Iifcard In 
British. Court

Judge Asks Landlord., 
Tenant To Settle 

Out Of Court
Judge Sir Allan Mossop, in the 

British * Supreme Court for China, 
yesterday told the plaintiff and de
fendant in a rent case that nothing 
would please him more than to 
have the case settled out of court. 
He then adjourned the hearing 
sine die.

The -case was indirectly brought 
by Mr. peter K. C. Li. owner of 
the Brookside Apartments, against 
Mr. J. S. Chisholm, a tenant. Mr. 
Li himself did not appear in court 
but was represented by Mr. Elliott 
Hazzard, who brought the suit as 
agent and lessor, and by counsel, 
Mr. H. A. Reeks.

Mr, Chisholm, who was present 
n court "but did not testify, was 
represented by Mr. Jp McNeill.

In his complaint, Mr. Li charged 
that the defendant had been served 
notice on June 26 to vacate his 
flat in the Brookside apartments bv 
August 1. He askd Mr. Chis
holm to leave the premises and 
pay rent for whatever period was 
due at the rate of $185 per month 
together with an additional $10 per 
month for the use of a refrigerator.

Furthermore, it was brought out 
in court, Mr. Li sought- to collect 
rent on the flat now occupied bjz I 
Mr. Chisholm at the rate of United? 
States $35 per month. This rental? 
increase Mr. Chisholm admittedly 
refuted to pay.

At this point in tH'&iVtestimony, 
.Judge Mossop advised counsel to 
■settle the case out of court and 
adjourned the hearing. i.. |

In a previous hearing brought tn 
the Chinese court, counsel for Mr. 
Chisholm told Judge Mossop yesterh 
day, that the court had ruled 
against the complainant.

Another case involving rental; 
i problems at Brookside Apartments 
i was heard in the second Special 
| District Court yesterday morning. 
! The hearing was on a petition 
brought by Mrs. Jean Taylor against 
Mr, Li. The judge ruled that: the 
petition should be amended. Before I 
adjourning the hearing, hc-wever, he 
advised the contestants to settle 
their differences out of court if' 
possible. ’ ’ ;
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Rent Case Still I 
Unsettled

Chinese Court Rules That 
New Requests Be Made 
In U.S. Currency Case

No result was obtained yesterday i 
in the Second Special District Court I 
in connection with the hearing of the 1 
new civil action filed by Mrs. J. I 
Taylor, a tenant of Brookside Apart
ment in Avenue Haig against her' 
landlord Mr. Peter K. C. Lee who ' 
has been seeking her eviction and an i 
increase of rent by collecting the 
same in American currency. The 
judge took exception to the two re
quests made in the plaintiff’s petition 
explaining that inasmuch as the re
quests were indentical with those 
made in another petition previously 
made by the plaintiff as the appellant 
in the high court which had already 
passed a judgment different requests 
would have to be made in order to 
renew the legal battle in his tribunal 
which is a lower court.

The judge ruled that new requests 
should be made in a written petition 
in, four or five days or else the plaint- I 
iff could withdraw the case. The • 
two requests disputed in court yes- ‘ 
terday were: 1. that the court sees 
to it that the rent lease shall continue ( 
to be effect^ until its expiration on 
October 1, arid 2. that the land
lord shornd not be allowed to collect 
the rent in American currency. The 
judge* said that the Third Branch 
Kiangsu High Court recently dis
missed the same c«..se in which the 
same requests were made.

W
Sudden, Notice

M. D’Auxion de Ruffe and Mr. L. F. 
Tcheou, lawyers for the plaintiff, pre-, 
sented their case stating that the 
tenant whom they represented signed 
a contract with her landlord before 
occupying me apartment rooms she 
rented. They said that it was clearly 
mentioned that the contract should 
hold good until October 1, 1940. Un
expectedly, the court was told, on 
June 26 of this year, the tenant sud
denly received a notice from her 
landlord asking her to pay her rent 
in American currency (U.S.35) and 
giving her one month’s time in which 
to vacate should she refuse to comply i 
with the request It was contended I 
that the demand for the rent in for- ■ 
eign currency was an illegal one a.s ' 
the original contract in Which only | 
Chinese currency was mentioned still 
held good.

To demand the rent in American 
currency was contrary to the regula- ( 
tions enforced by the Chinese govern- j 
ment. If the court allowed the i 
Chinese landlord to collect his rents . 
in American currency then foreign I 
landlords can collect their rents in 
foreign currency from , Chinese 
tenants.

The lawyer for the defence told the 
court that in his notice to Mrs. Taylor 
served on June 26 asking her to va
cate, his client, the landlord, gave her 
one month’s time in accordance with 
Article 6 of the lease. The landlord 
did not ask for American currency. 
He merely asked her to leave by 
serving a one-month notice which he 
is permitted to do by the contract. 
He admitted, however, that should the 
tenant prefer to continue renting the 
house she must pay her rent in 
American currency. He mentioned j 
the decision reached by the Third I 
Branch Kiangsu High Court in con- ' 
nection with the same dispute assert
ing that the two requests made in'the 
present case wepe identical with the 
previous ones. The judge then Post
poned the hearing until different re
quests are made by the plaintiff.
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Landlord Sued 
For Imposing 
Rent Increase

Unsuccessful Attempt 
Said Made To Get

Payment In Gold
Chinese landlords of the Plum- 

well Villas, Amherst Road, were 
sued at the First Special District 
Court yesterday by two foreign ten-. 
ants who complained that an 80! 
per cent increase on their rent was 
far too unreasonable.

The case was considered to be of 
great importance in local legal 
circles in view of the fact that it 
was the first case here where a 
tenant directly contests the right 
of a landlord to raise rent indis
criminately.

The plaintiffs wera Messrs. N. B. 
Doohda and Mr. A. Koehler, who 
occupy 'various houses in the Villa. 
The defendants were Messrs. Wu 
brothers, owners of the Villa.

It was.revealed by the plaintiffs 
that at one time, the owners at
tempted to obtain rent payments in
U. S. currency. When that at
tempt failed, it was stated, their 
rent was increased from $159 to 
$275, representing an increase of 
well over 80 per cent.

Arguing that they should not be 
sued, the defendants told the judge 
that they were not owners of the 
Villa, which they said, was owned 
by the Metropolitan Land Com
pany, a British firm.

In support of their argument, the 
plaintiffs told the Court that the 
buildings in the Villa were in
dividual houses and, unlike apart
ments where the landlord generally 
incurs large expenses for upkeep, 
are cared for entirely by the 
tenants.

The case was adjourned for an
other hearing, which will probably 
be held next week.
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Shanghai Tenants Organized

To Fight Unfair Landlords
Large Attendance at Shanghai Tenants’ Association 
Meeting ; Unanimous Support for Committee

HPHE fight against the rapacious landlord, members of which 
A well-stocked species abound aplenty in the city of Shanghai, 

is now under way in earnest. Yesterday evening, in a crowded 
Community Church Hall, about 250 of the city’s tenants of both 
sexes gave their full support to the recently formed Shanghai 
Tenants’ Association, by whom the meeting had been sponsored, 
and unanimously backed a resolution authorizing the Association 
to continue its splendid work in aiding the oppressed tenant.

The meeting was marked by loud bursts of applause during 
short addresses given by three active workers on behalf of local 
tenants, Mr. S. M. Edwards, Mr. J. S. Chisholm and Mr .Carroll 
Alcott.

Presiding at the meeting was Mr. 
E. S'. 'Little, who was supported by 
the three speakers: and ¡Mrs. E. G. 
Merritt, horn secretary. In his ad
dress, Mr. iChisholm, acting chair
man of the Association, stressed the 
fact that the Association, had not 
been formed to “jyp” the landlord. 
“Wë expect a fair deal from the 
landlords,” he said, “and they can 
expect a fair deal from their 
tenants.”

He continued by outlining the 
history of the Association "which,

Jbassador ; and his staff, however, 
[ were still working in that direc- 
1 tion.

“Not alllandlords are grasping,” 
! continued the speaker when paying 
a tribute to landlords who had 
kept their rentals within reasonable 
bounds. He referred to the success 
of the .Association and prophesied 
that the time was not far distant 
when it would have ¡to have* an office 
and secretary to deal with all the 
business. In conclusion he appealed 
for support and new members.

he stated, had come into being 
soon after the landlord of Brook
side Apartments had given his 
tenants notice to" pay rentals in 
United States currency and after a 
similar order had been given by 
the landlord of Garden Apartments.

Genuine Distress in Shanghai

Mr., Edwards, who followed MS’. 
Chisholm, said that there was a 
very genuine distress in Shanghai 
at the present time in many homes 
because of mounting rentals. There

“Several of these apartments,” 
Mr< Chisholm continued,, “were 
leased by the Shanghai Municipal 
Council. I wrote to the Council 
and asked if they were going , to 
meet the demand to pay United 
¡States currency. I didn’t get ;a 
reply. I wrote again and I tele
phoned and I got a. reply (laughter) 
—-’they had come to an arrange
ment with the .landlord not to pay 
in foreign currency, ”

Here Mr, Chisholm paid a sterl
ing tribute to the work of M 
D’Auxion de Ruffé, the Associa
tion’s legal adviser, who, he pointed 
out amid applause, had ^expressed 
his, determination to help the Asso-1 
ciation and to waive alt legal fees I 
at the present stage. “We owe a 
deep debt of gratitude to Mr. 
D’Auxion de Ruffe,” the speaker I 
added.

was no reason at present why 
rents should not go higher unless 
some action was taken--" to prevent 
it..

He added that he had no. grigy-' 
lance. against his own landlord but 
he was there because he felt that, • 
in ( the interests of justice, all ten- j 
ants should work together. This 
attendance on his part, , however, | 
was not purely unselfish. He realiz
ed that though at the. present 
moment a landlord might be treat
ing his tenants fairly, there were 
no grounds flor belief that that fair 
play .would be continued, 
^Speculators, he said, were guying 
up properties for no other purpose 
than to exploit the tenants., Reason
able treatment at the present mo
ment was not a, guarantee of 
reasonable , treatment in the future. 
“It is essential for us to . get tq-

jgether in numbers,” Mr.. Edwards 
Ambassador Approached I continued. “This is the only way

Mr. * Chisholm then, referred toll?., about reduction in rents,
legal actipns in which Mrs., Jean, concentrated effort ¡and r by
Taylor, a British subject and MrJs , ef . numbers we can create a
Peter Li, a Chinese landlord hadij^r®a^ Itnpression. on the landlords
¡figured. Dealing with this he believe me, they are suscep-
plained that a ruling had been^1 ;e. ^he pressure of public 
received from Chungking prohibit-?oPinion-
ing the payment of rentals in a| “If the tenants of Shanghai show-
foreign currency. This ruling hadfjed that they were determined not
been appealed against and, until Ho be exploited, then the Consular 
a decision was received, they did 0 Body ¡and the Council could be 
not know where they stood. i ^approached and brought to rally to

He expressed thanks to the Brit-i their cause, tfhere wias ho reason 
jsh Residents’ Association, which j why the Consular Body should not 
had approached the 6.M.C., , F.M.C.,jhelp them, he said, and an order 
and .Sir Archibald Clark the | equid be made to ^top lahdlorcls 
(British Ambassador. His Excellency I charging a rental 60 per cent, above 
hald given {every) consideration,? to [the normal and to deny the right 
the tenants’, case, said, Mk. Chishpim, to evict for not paying any in- 
but Owing to the complex na^rej crease above ¡50! per 'cent. The 
of the ¡situation Jn Shanghai he ^he order could be left
not , been able , to promise . effective to 4he wisdom of the Consular 
action for a long period. The Anj- i Body,’’ he added.



Council Not Sympathetic

“The Council are not I am 
afraid, any tqo sympathetic to our 
cause,” Mr. Edwards continued. He 
pointed, out that the higher the rents 
were, the higher the rates paid to 
the Council were also. He was 
afraid that they would' not get the 
Council on their side. To combat 
this, however, they ‘could call a 
special meeting of ratepayers. He 
concluded by asking for the loyal 
support of all tenants.

Mr. Alcott Introduced into his ad- i 
dress many of those pithy comments. 
There, was a definite need for such 
am organization as the Tenants’ As
sociation, he said; in fact there had 
been a desperate need for such a1 
body for 'many years. It took a 
reaï crisis, however, such as the one 
facing the salaried employees in 
Shanghai today to bring it into be
ing. ,

¡Because of conditions in Shanghai 
the opportunities for profiteering 
were unlimited. These conditions 
gave landlords à chance to “milk” a 
shell-shocked, disconcerted and 
beaten public as never before. Some 
landlords, he said, were not satisfied 
with a r-pasonablè return, on their 
investment's but were tempted to go 
on a gold or sterling basis whil* 
their tenants, were receiving salaries' 
in local currency.

“There is not one building in 
Shanghai which was built in terms 
of .foreign exchange,” he said amid- 
applause. Although a few »of the 
building materials had to be import
ed, they were imported in terms of 

! local currency and the fact remained 
' that the commitments of most Shang- • 
! hai landlords were in local currency.
Here he mentioned a case where a 
landlord had, increased rent from 
Shanghai. $140 to U.S.$30, a 200 per 
cent, increase at the present rate of 
exchange.,

The only way to curb the land
lords was by organization, he said, 
and the Tenants’ Association, would 
be a powerful influence, in fighting 
the landlord and in preventing other 
methods of profiteering, such as*key 
money and skyrocketing rents. He 
remarked on the fact that this was 
the first time in Shanghai that the 
salaried workers had got together to 
give the co-operatives a battle. He 
finished by pointing out that while I 

j rents were always the first to go up 
and the last to come down, salaries 
were always the last to go up and 
the.. first to come down.
Resolution to Empower ¡Committee

The resolution passed was as 
follows: “That this' meeting approves j 
the, action of the Committee of the 
Shanghai Tenants’ Association and 
authorizes the continuance of its 
efforts to obtain Just and equitable] 
rentals. It empowers the Committee 
to take whatever steps they may ; 
consider necessary or advisable to 
achieve . this

Thé Committee was elected as / 
follows: Messrs. J.S. Chisholin, W.M. s 
Macoiistra, British ; L.D. Gholson, 
American ; S.M. Edwards^ British, 
Dr. Sundsbak, Norwegian ; M.S. 
Boutourlin, Russian; R. ’SçHï^àzi, 
American; Savul, Indian; A. Maude, 
British; Dr. Leto, Italian; Major 
Leitao, Portugese.

Just before fhe close of the ipeeL 
ing a member of the Association 
asked Jf action could be taken to 
curb ç Hsing rents at the Y.M.Ç.À. 
“They have increased there every 
month since June,” hé added.

On the next page Will be found 
à report of the withdrawal of, an 
/action by Mr. Peter, Li, landlord of 
Brookside Apartments,, against Mrs, 
Jean Jay lor, British tenant at the 
apartments^ in H.M. 'Supreme Court.
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Landlord (Withdraws Case 
Against Mrs. Taÿlor

Chinese Landlord Will Not Continue His Case In 
British Court Against His Tenant^ Legal 

Point In Defence Causes Withdrawal
The widely followed test case 

between Mr. Peter K. C. Lee, • 
Chinese landlord, and Mrs. Jean 
Taylor, a British tenant of the 
3rockside Apartments 435, Avenue 
Haig, was terminated yesterday, 
ÿvhen the landlord and plaintiff 
withdrew his claim for rent due 
from the British Court.
Ì This case, which started in the 
Chinese District Court here when 
Mrs. Taylor appealed against evic- 
iiçn, and continued in H. B. M. 
supreme Court * where Mrs. Taylor 
vas the defendant and Mr. Lee 
he plaintiff, became a test case 
>f the legal attitude towards evic
tion and the payment of rent in 
’oreign currency, with Mrs. Taylor 
strongly backed by the Shanghai 
Tenants Association and' Mr. Lee 
standing in his capacity as a 
andlord.
It will be remembered that when 

■he case first came up ip H.B.M. i 
Court before Judge Sir Allan | 
Mosscp last Thursday, the' Crown ! 
Advocate, Mr. John McNeill, who 
ippeared for the defendant, was 
ordered tó file defence before the lease cuiuu commue. 1 mis ne did, I 

I and Mr. H. A. Reeks and his 
' client, Mr. Lee, the ¿andlcrd, after 
studying the text of the case for 
the defence, decided to withdraw 
the claim and thereby put an- end 
to the case before it could go* any 
further, Mr. Lee will have to pay 
the costs.

The reason why the claim.., was 
withdrawn was outlined to"’a”-‘re
presentative of ‘'The Shanghai 
Times" by Mr. H. A. Reeks, yes
terday afternoon. He stated that 
upon examination of the case for 
the defence, it had been revealed 
that the landlord had received 
money paid as rent after giving 
notice to quit. In the eyes of the 
law the landlord has waiv«dWhe| 
notice to evacuate the apartment I 
by receiving this money, which he 
received without stating -frhfitòffiit 
was '■ compensation f<$*, occupation, 
and not rent.” Therefore the

I landlord has withdrawn his claim 
and the Judge could give but 
cne decision.

At 4 o’clock yesterday afternoon, 
Mr. H. A. Reeks gave formal 
notice of the withdrawal of his: 
client’s claim at the British Sup
reme Court, thereby ending this 
duel between a tenant and a I 
landlord. However, the duel in 
principal between the tenants and 
the landlords continues, flor last; 
night a meeting of the Shanghai 
Tenants’ Association was held at 
thè Union Church Hall. This As
sociation has been strongly sup
porting tenants in legal actions 
against their landlords.
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All roads lead to Shang
hai Tenants’ Association 
General Meeting to-day 
at 5.30, in the Union 
Church Hall (corner of 

• Yuen Ming Yuen and 
Soochow Roads).

Speakers : Mr. carroll 
Alcott; Mr. S. M. Ed
wards; Mr. J. S. Chisholm.

Interested bona-fide Ten
ants may secure admis
sion cards at the entrance 

, hall on registration.
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Landlord Drops 
Claim For Rent

P. Pi Withdraws Suit
Against Tenant

In HM Court
The Shanghai Tenants Associa

tion. which is holding its first 
general meeting today, this morn
ing scored a notable success in the 
Mrs. Jean Taylor-Peter Li duel, 
when the case brought by the 
Chinese landlord was withdrawn 
in the British Court this morning. 
Peter Li will have^to pay the costs.

Li was successfully sued by a 
British tenant when the landlord 
tried to charge rental in gold dol- 

I lars, but a second and similar case 
j brought by Mrs. Taylor was re- 
jected on a technicality. Mrs. 

| Taylor decided to appeal the deci
sion, and, Peter Li announced 
that he was appealing the deci
sion against him in the first case 
He also decided on a counter- 
claim against Mrs. Taylor, but 
apparently his lawyers have de
cided that he wouldn’t have had 
a chance of winning It,

The Shanghai Tenants Associa
tion meeting is to take place at 
last today, at 5.30 p.m. in tne 
Union Church Hall on Soochow 
Road. Admission will be by card. 
Speakers today are to be Messrs. 
Carroll Alcott, S. M. Edwards and
J.S. Chisholm.

The meeting was originally 
scheduled for some weeks ago, but 
postponed at the request of the 
Shanghai Municipal council owing; 
to the political situation prevail
ing at that time. Subsequently 
the inaugural committee has been 
putting in a great deal of work, 
as a result of which three court i 
cases have been brought.

An arbitration board was ai- 
ranged by the General Chamber 

! of Commerce at the request . oi 
i the SMC, but so far no case has 
(gone before it. Fees, thanks to 
a Shanghai Evening Post article 
which showed what arbitration 
would cost the small man, were 
reduced in a public spirited action 

| by the Chamber of Commerce to 
I a flat rate of $50.
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Chinese Landlord j 
Sues Briton

Mrs. Jean Taylor Appears 
As Defendant In Hearing 
Of Claim for Possession

A Chinese landlord’s claim for 
recovery of possession of premises, 
at present occupied by a British 

¡lady, Mrs. Jean Taylor, was adjourned 
until Tuesday by Judge Sir Allan 
Mossop in H.M. Supreme Court yes
terday after' a short hearing. A, 
statement bf defence was ordered to I 
be’ffled by tomorrow after counsel 
for plaintiff had outlined the facts 
of her casè*.

The plaintiff in the case was Mr.. 
Peter 'Ll’,landlord of ¡Brookside! 
Apartments, 435 Avenue Haig, Mrs. | 
Taylor being his tenant in the 
apartments. He was represented by I 
Mr. H. A. Reeks while Mr. John 

i McNeill appeared for the defendant.
Outlining his case, Mr. Reeks 

stated that this was a claim for re
covery of possession of premises. 
A lease had been signed on ¡Decem
ber 13, 1938 between the plaintiff 
and the' defendant.- There was a 
clause in the lease, he added, by 
which it could be cancelled by 

1 either party by giving one calendar 
I month’s notice.

Interpretation Questioned

On January 26 plaintiff gave the 
defendant notice to return possession ' 
of thè premises blit Mrs. Taylor was 
still in possession and he asked that 
an order that possession be returned, 
and that mean profits in the form 
of rent to be paid, be made.

Mr. McNeill stated that he did not 
dispute the terms of the lease but 
he did dispute the interpretation 

. placed upon these terms and he 
i enumerated various clauses with 
which the defence disagreed. At 
this point Mr, McNeill pointed opt 
that various documents connected 
with the case were at present in 
the custody of the Chinese Court 
where an action b^ween the tv^o 
parties was being fought.

Mr. Reeiks then asked if the 
defence would be based on law and 
the Judge jocularly remarked “You 
•will probably want to go through 
the Chinese Civil Code very care
fully in order to teach me a bit 
about Chinese law.’r~ The case was 
then adjourned.



Action in Chinese Court
The -appeal filed by -Mrs, J. 

Taylor, a British subject, with the 
Third Branch Kiangsu High Court 
against her landlord, Mr. Peter
K. C. Lee, in a legal battle in 
which the former refused to pay 
her rent in United States currency 
was dismissed by the court yester
day. The judge stated, however,! 
that if his decision did not satisfy; 
the, appellant she could file an 
appeal with the Supreme Court.' 

i An appeal will be filed, it was. 
I announced Uy M. d’Auxion de 
Ruffe who appeared for Mrs. 
Taylor.

This interesting case is sponsored 
by the Shanghai TenanM Associa
tion for Mrs., Taylor but the point ] 
at issue raised by the lawyer for ] 
the defendant, Mr. T.. C. Chen, 
was that in a rent contract signed 
between the landlord Mrs.
Taylor it was provided'that before; 
the former wanted to request: 
evacuation he must serve one 
month’s notice and that such a 
notice had been served. Counsel for 

j appellant contested at the previous j 
hearing that the lease signed would , 
be valid until October 1, 1940, and] 

i that she could not be evicted until 
that time.

He also opposed the demand that 
ihis client should be asiked to pay 
!her rent in United States currency, 
asserting that it was contrary to 
law. At the hearing held on Mon
day he pointed out that a ruling 
of the Ministry of Finance of the 
Chines^ Government, promulgated 
in 1937, provided that all rents 
should be paid in the Chinese na
tional currency and calculated on 
that basis during the period of 
national emergency.
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Local Tenant
Body To Meet
On Oct. 11

Many Landlords Again 
Increase Rent By 

About 40%
While the Shanghai Tenant As

sociation prepares for its first- 
general meeting on October 11, 
many Shanghai landlords yester
day notified their tenants ’that 
“with regrets” their rents would 
be increased by from 30 to 40 per 
cent as of November 1.

In many cases the latest rental 
increase represented a 100 per cent 
increase as compared with the pre
war rates.

Contending that the living cost 
•in Shanghai had mounted to an 
unprecedented high, the landlords 
demanding the rent increase stat
ed in their notifications that they 
have found no other way out.

•
Angered Tenant

Interviewed by a China Press re
porter, a disgruntled tenant, in no 
uncertain terms stated • mat the 
demanded rise is-not at all justified.

“My rent has been increased 
three ’times during the past 18 
months,” he said. “Before the war, 
I paid $120 for my apartment. This 
was subsequently raised to $150 
in June, 1938.

“Four months later, it went up 
$25 again on the pretext that coal 
for heating was much too expen
sive but with the promise that the 
increase would be cancelled when 
spring returns.

“Spring came but nothing hap
pened. We did not want to make 
any trouble and kept paying the 
$175 rate. Then out of the blue 
this nwning, the notice came 
that my rent would be raised to 
$240 per mensem, exactly 100 per 
cent more than the pre-war rate. 
We are going to fight the raise,” 
he concluded emphatically.

Tenant To Fight
Just how our informant going 

i to “fight” he did not disclose. But 
i it has been reported that the Courts 
will be kept busy for some time to 
come with litigations between

tenants and landlords. ’ Many of the 
cases involved tenants whose land
lords made demands on them that 
they pay their rent inU.S. dollars.

The ¿Shanghai Tenant Associa
tion was organized in an effort to 
check unreasonable increases in 
rent rates. Its general meeting on 
October 11 will start at 5 p.m.
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3 Employees 
Get Suspended 
Prison erms
“Unreasonable” Rental 

Increase Leads To 
Long Dispute

WATER, LIGHT CUT
OFF BY WORKERS

Complainants’ Personal 
Safety Said To Have 

Been Threatened
A major vic levy for Shanghai 

tenants in their attempt to 
check ever-rising house rents 
was believed to have been 
achieved yesterday when the 
First Special District Court de
creed that employees of a British 
realty firm had no right to cause 
the eviction of a tenant by force. 
The suit wa s brought by a Russian i 

tenant, Mrs. d. Hasser, of the Ascot 
Apartment on Bubbling Well Road. 
Her complaint was macro against 
employees of ' the British firm, 
Brandt and Rodgers, Ltd., who, she 
saldi had intimidated her and her 
daughter, damaged her property 
and committed offenses against her 
personal liberty.

Trial Concluded
Concluding the trial yesterday 

morning, the Court sentenced the 
three defendants to two months’ 
imprisonment, suspended for three 
years. The defendants, J. Ifland,
V. Debrosky and V. Smirnov, were 
hailed into court last week.

On the witness stand, Mrs. Hasser 
related the story of how several 
months past, the owners of the 
apartment had made repeated at
tempts to force her and her 
daughter out of thsir apartment.

The trouble began late last win
ter, Mrs. Hasser stated, when the 
landlords demanded a 30 per centj 
rent increase for her apartment. 
She consented only to a 10 per cent
increase, she added.

The dispute subsequently reached 
the Chinese court, she recalled, and 
•arly in May, a judgment was given 
in her favor.

Attempt Continued
Despite the judgment, Mrs. Hasser 

continued, the British owners time 
and again sought to dispossess her 

land during the last three months, 
[they made life virtually unbearable 
(for both mother and daughter.

Toward the end of August, 
the accused were alleged to have 
threatened the safety of the 

| complainants and damaged their 
property. Ifland. as superinten
dent of the building, was said 
to have hired the other two 
defendants to keep the tenant 
out of the apartment elevator 
and" to cut off her water and 
light. She told the judge that 
the electric wiring, cut off by 
the defendants once before, had 
been re-installed at her own 
expense.
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The latest attempt to evict her, 
Mrs. Hasser went on, was made on 
September 19 when the defendants 
plugged up air the sewage exhausts 
leading from her apartment. This 
resulted in the overflowing of the 
toilet and partial flooding of the 
bathroom, she added.

Incidents Related^
Several incidents at which Mrs. 

Hasser and her daughter were pre
vented from using the elevator 
were related by the witnesses who 
appeared on behalf of the com
plainant. One of them stated that 
on one occasion, Mrs. Hasser was 

; told that she might sustain serious 
bodily injuries if she still refused' 
to evacuate voluntarily,

Open admission that they were 
hired by the British owners to 
throw the tenant out was said to 
have been made by one of the de
fendants.

Testifying in their own defense, 
i the defendants admitted they cut 
I the electric wires and prevented 
Mrs. Hasser from using the elevator. 
They stated, however, that they 
were acting in strict accordance 
with the orders of their employers.
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Realty Employees 
riven Sentences

.Water AndJLiriht Cut;
Har^jfhj^^ed

Shanghai tenants at bitter 
war with their landlords! 
over the ever-increasing 
house rents saw the initial 
victory in a test case award
ed to one of their harassed 
members today.

The First Special District 
Court this morning meted out 
two months’ imprisonment to 
each of three employees of a 
British real estate firm for making 
an eviction attempt on a Russian 
lady tenant. The sentence was 
suspended for three years, how
ever.

The judgment was handed 
down on the ground that the 
three Russian employees had by 
means of violence and threats 
prevented the lady lessee of the 
firm’s property from exercising* 
her rights as a tenant.

Intimidation
The three men sentenced today 

were J. Ifland, V. ¿pebrovsky and 
V. Smirnov, all Employees of 
Messrs. Hrandt and Rodgers, Ltd. 
The lawsuit had been brought 
against them by Mrs. D. Hasser 
on charges of intimidation 
damage to property and offense 
against personal liberty.

Mrs. Hasser, who occupies 
Room 307B at the Ascot Apart
ments on Bubbling Well Road.

* accused Ifland, a caretaker, of 
cutting the electric and water 

^.supply to her room on August 15.
because she had refused to agree 
to a 3o percent increase on the 
rent of the room. She said that; 
she had agreed to pay an addi
tional increase of only 10 percent.

Threats Of Harm
Following this Iflahd is alleged 

to nave made threats of bodily 
harm to both Mrs. Hasser and 
her daughter, Miss J. Hasser, 
should she fail to move out of 
the premises. Ifland was also ac
cused of incurring damage to 
electric installations on the pre
mises made by the lessee with 
her own money on August 25.

In addition to the threats made 
at her and the damage to her 
property, Ifland was also accused 

.’of hiring the other two de- 
I fendants as watchmen for the 

express purpose of preventing her 
and Miss Hasser from using the 
apartment elevator. The two Rus
sians and another one, who was 
recently dismissed, took up duty' 
in front of the lift on August 
18, it was alleged.

Messrs. Y. T. Van and E. L. Yui 
represented the plaintiff, while 
the defense lawyer was Mr. B. L. 
Radomishelsky.



Eviction Fails
The trouble between Mrs. 

Hasser and the real estate firm 
began in April of this year when 
the firm brought a suit against 
her in the civil section of ¿he i 
court in an effort to evict her 
from the premises on her refusal 
to recognize a 30-percent in - 
crease on the rent. The court dis
missed the case, overruling the 
eviction injunction filed by the 
real estate firm.

Although there have been 
numerous cases involving tenants 
and landlords, this is the first 
time a jail term, though it was 
suspended, has been given to re 
presentatives of landlords. This 
heralds a strong stand on the 
part of the Chinese judicial 
authorities in regard to illegal 
eviction measures adopted by 
some of Shanghai’s landlords 
against their tenants. This at
titude is interpreted as a protec
tive measure to safeguard tenants 
in preserving their legal rights of 
possession.
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British Lady Appealing 
Against Eviction

I ( ■ —J----------
Sues Landlord In Chinese Court For Demanding 

Payment Of Rent In U.S. Currency; Latter 
Will Retaliate In British Court

An interesting appeal case, filed 
by Mrs. J. Taylor, a British sub
ject and tenant of the Brookside 
Apartment, 435, Avenue Haig, 
under the* auspices of the Shang
hai Tenants’ Association, against 
Mr. Peter K. C. Lee, landlord, 
against payment of rentals in 
United States currency and against 
an eviction orderr . was heard be
fore Judge Hsia at the Third 
Branch Kiangsu High Court yester
day.

Messrs. Chow Liang-pu and 
D’Auxion de Ruffe appeared for the 
appellant, anà Mr. T. C. Chen, for 
the defendant. ^Another case1 is 
also pending on October 5, at the 
British Supreme Court in which 
the plaintiff and the defendant will 
be reversed, plthpugh the legal 
issue will remain the same.

Contact Valid Till 1940
Neither party appeared in court 

yesterday, and the issue was con
tested by their counsel. M. D’Auxion 
de: Ruffe maintained that the con
tract signed between Mrs. Taylor 
and the defendant would bq^gValid 
until October 1, 1940,' and that she 
coyld not be evicted until that 
date. He also contended that the 
defendant should not demand pay- 

zment of rentals in U.S. dollars, 
instead of in Chinese national cur
rency, as heretofore.

The*ïaw of France, M. D’Auxion 
de Ruffe cited as an example, pro
vided that if France were at war 
with another country, no French
man could demand payment of 
rentals in other than French 
national currency, at the risk of a 
coùrt-mârtial and execution. It 
was a great “loss of face’’ for any 
Chinese landlord to demand pay
ment of rentals in foreign curren
cies, now that China was at war. 
M. D’Auxion de Ruffe also quoted 
the ruling of the Ministry of Fin
ance of the Chinese, National Gov
ernment, promulgated in 1937, 
stating that all rentals shquld be 
paid in Chinese national currency 
and calculated on that basis during 
the period of national emergency.

Rent Nearly Trebled
Counsel for the appellant pro

duced a contract, wherein, it was 
stated that the monthly reht was 
fixed at $175, but on June 26 last 
Mr. Lee served notice upon her, 
stating that, commencing from 
August 1, rentals would be fixed 
at U.S.$32.

The Judge, interposing, asked, 
“What is the difference between 
payment in Chinese currency and 
in American dollars?”

Appellant’s counsel: “It amounts 
to $450 at the present rate. of ex
change, or a clear difference of $275 
every month.”

Mr. T. C. Chen, for the defend
ant, then contended that the con
tract stipulated that the landlord 
had to serve one month’s notice 
upon the tenant before requesting 
evacuation. The tenant, too, had to 
notify the landlord before evacua
ting. Mr.. Chow Liang-pu asked 
that great sympathy should be 

shown by the court against eviction 
‘ orders in general, because it was 
difficult for tenant to find suitable 
living quarters.

The notice served by Mr. Peter Lee 
upon Mrs. Taylor on June 26, Mr. 
Chen contended, was in the nature 
of an offer. He contended that 
since there was no acceptance, Mrs. f 
Taylor had to vacate the premises.

Threatening Letter

At this moment, M. D’Auxion de 
Ruffe rose from his seat and inter-I 
posed, “The notice was in the form [ 
of an intimidation. The letter of 
June 26 was followed by another 
written on August 4, in which the 
landlord threatened to take action 
against my client in the British { 
Court for China.” The letter added ■ 
that she would have to pay £ 10 
for costs, equivalent to about I 
C.$600, That was clearly designed 
to intimidate Mrs. Taylor, M 
D’Auxion de Ruffe declared.

. Since Mrs. Taylor did not agree to 
payment of rentals in American cur
rency, she therefore did not see 
any need to reply to the letter of 
June 26, M. D’Auxion de Ruffe con
tended. Moreover, the contract 
would be valid until October 1. 
1940.

Contradictory Contract

Appellant’s counsel argued that 
the contract was contradictory in 
nature, for although the contract it
self was valid until October 1, 1940, 
one ■ section in it stipulated that 
both landlord and tenant should 
serve one month’s notice before 
evacuation of the apartment.

Lenient Court

Mr. Chen alleged, that Mrs. Tay-, 
lor’s motive in bringing the case 
before the Chinese court, and not 
before the British Court for China: 
was due to her desire to avail her
self of extraterritorial rights; and 
because Chinese courts were usually] 
more lenient to tenants. (

The Judge: “But defendant is a 
Chinese.”.

Mr. Chen: “Yes, I do not mean 
that she has not taken the correct 
procedure. I only wanted to outline 
the general situation.”

Counsel for the defence further 
maintained that the number of for
eigners in Shanghai had not in
creased, in spite of the hostilities 
and the housing situation only affect
ed ' the Chinese pbpulation. He 
pleaded that the electricity charges, 
coal prices and the costs of running 
the apartment had increased. Prices 
for these had therefore to be based 
upon foreign exchange and in terms ] 
of Chinese currency. • Hence the re-1 
quirement to pay rentals in Ameri-1 
can currency.

Judge Hsia ordered that an ac
curate translation of. the letters that 
had passed between the defendant 
and Mrs. Taylor be submitted to the 
court to-morrow.

Judgment will be rendered at 3 
p.m. on October 5, the same day that 
the trial will open at;H. M. Supreme 
Court for China, when Mrs. Taylor 
will appear as defendant and Mr. 
Peter K. C, Lee as plaintiff.
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¡Tenant Begins 
Legal Battle

Plaintiff Faces Counter 
Action By Chinese 

In British Court
A British tenant is prosecuting 

her Chinese landlord this after
noon in the Second District Court 
.... and is herself to be prosecuted 
in the British Court on Wednes
day.

Members and prospective mem
bers of the Shanghai Tenants As
sociation are watching these two 
cases with great interest, especial
ly as the general meeting to es
tablish the association on its full 
basis has been convened for Octo
ber 11, and as the landlord con
cerned has already lost one case; 

I brought against him by a British I 
tenant.

No Foreign Currency
In this first case the landlord 

I was sued for trying to raise the 
I rent before a twelve-months’ lease 
• had been completed and for de
manding that rent be paid in US, 
dollars. The judge ruled in favor 
of the tenant, stating that the| 
lease could not be broken in this 
manner and that foreign cur
rency not be charged. Interest in 
today's case also lies in the pos
sibility of a contempt of court 
ruling.

Articles of Association and bye
laws have been drawn up by the] 
inaugùral committee of the Shang
hai Tenants Association for sub
mission to the first general meet
ing. They are as/follows:
1. The name of this association is| 

the Shanghai Tenants' Associa-i 
tion.

2. The number of members is un
limited, and tenants of all na
tionalities are eligible for elec
tion.

3. The objects for which this As
sociation is formed are:—
(a) To protect the interests of 

tenants.
(b) To promote a better feeling 

between tenant and landlord 
and to act as a liaison be
tween tenant and landlord.

(c) To obtain legal advice and 
provide counsel for the de
fense of members, if such 
action is deemed necessary.

(d) To hire and employ all 
classes of persons consider 
ed necessary for the proper 
conduct of the Association, 
and to pay to such em
ployees, and to other per
sons in return for services 
rendered, salaries, wages or 
gratuities.

- (e) To promote and hold, either 
alone or jointly with any; 
other association, club, or 
persons, meetings for the 

furthering of interests bene
ficial to the Association.

(f) To establish, promote or as
sist in establishing or pro
moting and to subscribe to, 
or Become a member of any5 
other association whose ob
jects are similar in whole 
or in part to the objects of 
this Association.

(g) To invest and deal with 
moneys of the Association; 
not immeddiately required 
in such securities and in 
such a manner as many 
from time to time be de
termined.

(h) To -do all such other law
ful things as are conducive»

* to the attainment of the ob
jects of the Association.
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Executive Committee
4. The business of the Association 

shall be handled by an executive 
committee who will be elected 
at the first general meeting and 
thereafter at each annual gen
eral meeting.

5. The accounts of the Association 
shall be audited annually by a 
chartered accountant to be ap
pointed by the Cbmmittee, and 
a balance sheet shall be present
ed at each Annual General 
Meeting.

6. Should it be necessary at any 
time to »dissolve the Association, 
the funds standing to the credit 
of the Association, after defray
ing all expenses and the cost of 
liquidation shall be divided 
equally among those members in 
good standing at the date of dis
solution.

RULES
1. All business of the Association 

shall be managed by an Execu
tive Committee which shall be 
composed of a Chairman, an 
Honorary Treasurer, and seven 
other members, one of whom 
shall be Vice-Chairman. The 
Committee shall have power to 
co-opt additional members at 
their discretion.

2. The composition of the Execu
tive Cbmmittee shall be of mem
bers representing as many dif
ferent nationals as possible.

3. Four members of the Committee 
shall form a quorum and thes 
Chairman shall have the castingi 
vote.

Application
4. Membership shall be by applica

tion and shall be approved by 
the Executive Committee who 
shall reserve the right to refuse 
admission without assigning any 
reason.

5. Membership shall be confined 
to those tenants holding direct 
tenancy from landlords or their 
accredited representatives. Sub
tenants renting part of apart
ments or houses from persons 
who are themselves tenants shall 
not be eligible for membership.

6. Complaints of. any description 
must be made in writing to the 
Secretary, giving all relevant 
details.

7. Every complaint will be given 
due consideration and a report 
of the decision will be sent to 
the complainant by the Com
mittee, who will use their dis
cretion as to the action, if any, 
to be taken.

8. The Entrance Fee shall be
C.N.C.  $10 and the annual sub
scription C.K.C. $10, payable on 
election Any member whose I 
annual subscription is three 
months in arrear will auto
matically cease to be a member.
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Tenants Assoc’n. :
Meeting to be Held Soon

To the Editor of the
“North-Chika Daily News”

Sir,—-Let me assure your corres
pondent and others of the same way 
of thinking that the Shanghai Tenants 
Association is far from being inactive, 
but, on the contrary has been putting 
in a great deal of hard work the 
brunt' of which has so far fallen bn 
the shoulders of § few willing work
ers.

An Association of this nature re
quires a great deal of organizing but 
is now taking definite shape. 
Memorandum of Association, Rules, 
and Bye-laws have been drawn up, 
an entrance fee of $10 and ,a yearly 
subscription of $10 decided on.

These dues to some may appear 
excessive, but it must be borne in 
mind, that with the enormous amount 
of work involved it -is.,, necessary to 
have our own office accommodation 
and a paid staff to attend to all 
matters of business. In addition to 
this it is necessary to arrange for 
legal advice and defence.

It is estimated that at least $1000 
pel' month will be necessary to cover 
expenses and we are therefore aiming 

’ at a membership of 1000 of which 
■ we already have 300.

The Association will be run by a [ 
committee of nine, power to co-opt j 
and will be international in character. I

So far one case has been fought 
' successfully in the Chinese Court, 
another case is pending and defence 
u being! arranged for a case shortly 
being brought before a foreign Court.

The first General Meeting of the I 
Association will be held in the Union 
Church Hall, Yuen Ming Yuen Road | 
at 5.30 p.m. on Wednesday, October | 
11th to which all interested tenants 1 
are invited.

Admission cards will be mailed in I 
the course of the next few days to 
all members. Others desiring ¿to at
tend are requested to apply in writ- 
ing for cards to Mr. W. M.'Macoustria, | 
Apartment 45, 1173 Bubbling Well | 
Road.

J. S. Chisholm.; 
Shanghai, Sept' 3b,

---- - j-.
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The Rent Racket:
And those Surcharges
To the Editop of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—With reference to the letter in 

,vour correspondence columns this 
morning signed L.J.S. and, to the 
notice on the first page—top left hand 
demerit hvould be interesting to 
know just how much the Revenue 
Department òf thè French Municipal 
Council have derived in taxes from 
aB the “increases” which tenants of 
the firm in question hâve had inflict
ed on them in the recent five months? 
1 should imagine the manager of the 
firm in question is going around with 
an “is <my face red” expression since 
the appearance of that notice !

I have seen a couple of circular 
letters sent büt by'the firm in ques- 
tion and in relation to the subject of j 
heating charges, would like to ask| 
if it is not the understanding of ten
ants in general when they lease an 
apartment that the charge for heating 
included in the ‘monthly rental is to 
cover the five winter months, and 
that it is averaged out monthly to, 
suit the landlord? There are tenants 
of thè firm in question who had a 
surcharge of $30 instituted^on their 
monthly bills last winter “for the 
Winter months”—but this surcharge 
was not deducted when the winter 
finished. The charge this winter is 
to be $50 per month (at least for the 
first three months of the cold wea
ther) and it would be interesting to 
know if this amount is to be deducted 
or not ?

The sixth paragraph of L.J.S’s. 
letter suggests that the increased costs 
should be borne equally by tenants 
and landlords—vain hope! Thè gen
eral idea of landlords—both of apart
ment houses and boarding houses 
alike—seems to be “we must not lose 
any money. We must obtain the 
same amount as we did before prices 
went haywire”—and to that end seem 
bent on milching the public until 
“the stream runs dry.” How long is 
it‘going to take thèse worthy. beings 
to realize that most of us earn bur 
salaries in Chinese dollars—that a 
chosen few only earn gold dollar and 
sterling salaries? Whilst admitting 
that most of us are in receipt of an 
“high cost of living allowance” never
theless I venture to suggest that that 
allowance is not sufficient in some 
cases to cover the increased costs we 
are going to be faced with now that 
winter has arrived!, as witness thé 
latest surcharge—80 per cent, for the 
Gas Company. If the Japanese and 
the Chinese don’t “freeze” us out of 
here—the landlords will!

Here’s to the Tenant’s Association! 
May it live long and rule wisely!

Fairness- 
Shanghai, Sept. 30.
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Ren t Racket :
Correspondent Asks Questions
To the Editor of the

"North-China Daily News”
Sir,—-What has become of the 

Shanghai Tenants’ Association? Since 
the postponed mass meeting little 
has been heard of what promised, to 

, be the saviour of the Shanghai 
| tenant. That this association is as

■ necessary now as at any other time,
■ and most certainly in a permanent 
form in the future, is borne out by 
an ultimatum sent to tenants in

I houses on Amherst Avenue by the 
I landlords. The rent of these houses 
I prior to the outbreak of the local 
hostilities was S$159 and since that

■ time an increase of $20 was accepted 
i by the tenants. We have now been 
i informed that our rentals will be
payable in U.S.$3 7 or equivalent, 
which at the rate of $17 local 
currency comes to $ti2T i,e. an 
increase of $470' , on pre^hostility1 i 
rentals. Tenants supply their own ■ 
fuel and water, and pay rates, 
electric power and light charges, so 
that none ofMhe arguments put for« 
ward in' a “contributed” article. in 
your paper some time ago, as being 
the case for the landlord, has any 

i bearing in this particular case. This 
I is a further flagrant case of the type 
of callous landlord we have in 
Shanghai. ,

The decision handed down, by the 
I (Second District Court recently that 
Chinese nationals could not charge 
rentals in foreign currencies has .been 
overcome by Chinese landlords 
feinting the transfer of their owner
ship to noted, foreign land agencies. 
This, however, deceives no one, 
except probably themselves.

While we appreciate to some extent 
the nice motives of those concerned 
for postponing the mass meeting of i 
Shanghai Tenants, yet this is no time ! 
for ‘‘¡kid glove” action. iWe have 
heard from various sources of what 
is going to be done, but as yet no 
action to safeguard tenants is forth
coming.

The war in [Europe affects most of 
us in Shanghai, but, so also does the 
local landlord fraternity, and there
fore we suggest that an early date 
be decided for that much-needed 
mass meeting of tenants so that 
the Association can be put into 
immediate action to combat, in every, 
honourable way, the crude and ques
tionable methods of some of our 
landlords.

A Tenant.
Shanghai, Sept. 9.
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Meeting Set
For Tuesday
On Rent Issue]
^tOMniHMMaMHMNNMNi^^

In pursuance with its recent de
cision to assume the task of form
ing a rent adjustment committee in 
Shanghai, the General Chamoer of 
Commerce will hold a committee 
organizing meeting Tuesday after
noon.

The decision to sponsor such an 
arbitration board was communicat
ed by the General Chamber to the 
Shanghai Municipal and the French 
Municipal Councils Thursday and 

* was made as a result of a request 
, by those two bodies some weeks ago. 
i The rent adjustment committee 
was first envisioned by the British 
Residents’ Association about a 
month ago after it had become 
apparent that landlords parti
cularly in the residential sections 
of the city were making exhorbit
ant demands on their tenants as a 
result of the sudden drop in the 
Chinese ^ dollar. Not only were

I rents pushed up unreasonably but 
! they were demanded in foreign 
i currencies and in some cases land
lords asked for three years’ advance I 
payment.

The S.M.C. in co-operation with 
the F. M. C. took the matter of 
forming an arbitration board under | 
advicement but finally decided that | 
the matter should be referred to i 
a less official body in view of the 
fact that impartiality in any 
possible findings must be absolutely 
unquestioned.
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Rent Adjustment
TneoutSreaK of^warwTBiits" tremendous 

I world problems and anxieties has tended to 
thrust local communal issues into the shade 
for the time being, but it is encouraging tc 
learn that definite action has been taken to
wards ameliorating the high rent conditions 
in Shanghai. The General Chamber of Com
merce, with commendable public spirit, has ac
cepted the suggestion of the Shanghai Municipal 
Council and the French Concession to create a 
Rental Adjustment Committee, and it is ex
pected that the new committee will soon begin 
to function. The situation has shown little 

: improvement in recent weeks, although certain 
| legal definition to payment of rents in foreign 
currencies has been given. Through external 
circumstances principally based on the de
preciation of sterling in relation to U.S. dollars 
owing to the European war, the Chinese dollar 
has assumed kangaroo-like momentum, but it 
has had no influence on the rent question. It 
is too early to suggest precisely what form of 

I action the new committee will take, but it is 
believedMhat it will act in the nature of an 
arbitration board to suggest a fair economic 
limit in proportion to investments represented 
in property and a fair return in the way of 
rents. As most of Shanghai's house and apart
ment dwellers are grouped together in regard 
to rents, the committee’s task should not be 
unusually difficult, although, of course, the ac
ceptance of their suggestions remains to be 
seen. The general public has very solidly and 
definitely expressed its views on the question, 
and if the committee is able to adjust matters it 
will have contributed a great piece of public 
service to the welfare of a community like 
Shanghai caught in the toils of exchange and a 
depreciated dollar.
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Tenants to Serve Rent 
Non-Payment Notice

Representatives of the Pearce 
Apartments Residents’ League will 
call on the management of the J 
Shanghai Land Investment Company, 
owners of the apartment building in 
Hongkew, at 2.30 o’clock tomorrow i 
afternoon, and will give notice of the 
decision of the tenants not to pay *. 
their rents, the Tairiku Shimpo said | 
yesterday.

The tenants’ league was formed on 
Thursday afternoon to oppose the | 
action of the apartment building 
landlord in increasing rents about by 
50 per cent.

Terming the action of the landlord 
. “outrageous,” the tenants charged 
that the management of the apart- . 
ment building was attempting to i 
“escape the effects of rising com- J 
modify prices at the expense of the i 
tenants,” the paper said.
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TfflANTS beuuctant! 
TO PAY RENT
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Pierce Apartment Group 
To Call On Company 

With Decision
Representatives of the Pearce 

Apartments Residents* League will 
call on the management of the 
Shanghai Land Investment Com
pany, owners of the apartmnt 
building in Hongkew, at 2.30 o’clock 
on Tuesday afternoon, and give 
notice of the decision of the tenants 
not to pay their rents, the “Tairiku 
Shimpo” said yesterday.

The tenants* league was formed 
on Thursday afternoon to oppose 
the action of the apartment build
ing landlords in increasing rents 
about 50 per cent.

Terming the action of the land
lords “outrageous,” the tenants 
charged that the management of the 
apartment building was attempting 
to “escape the effects of rising 
commodity prices at the expense 
of the tenants,” the paper said.
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Japanese Opposed to 
Rent Increases

Pearce Apartment Society 
Now Formed

Organizing to fight an increase of 
about 50 per cent, in their rents, 

| most of the residents of the Pearce 
Apartments, Chapoo and Boone 
Roads in Hongkew, gathered at the 
rooms of the Shanghai Japanese 
Press Club there on Thursday after
noon and formed a Pearce Apart
ments Residents’ League.

In resolutions adopted at the meet
ing the residents* league announced 

• that the .members would not pay 
their rents until the landlord repre- 

| senting 'the Shanghai Land Invest- 
I ment Company came to a “reasonable 
agreement.”

The statement said it was “un
reasonable” for the landlord to 
attempt to “escape economic burdens 

i caused by high commodity prices at 
the expense of his tenants.”

It pointed out that the. rents were 
collected without a hitch even in 
the midst of the Shanghai hostilities 
due to the defence of the! Hongkew 
area by the Japanese forces.

The resolutions stressed the neces
sity of a revision of the British 
regulations governing the apartment's, 
“in accordance with the new situation 
existing at this time, when even 
the Land Regulations are regarded 
as subject to modification.”
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Rent Payers 
Here To Meet 
On Wedhesday 

«/
Opinions On Proposed 

Adjustment Body 
Sought

The rent problem of Shanghai, 
’ which has been obscured during’ 

the past few days by other high 
living cost and political questions 
here, came to. the fore yesterday f 
With a report that the General 
Chamber of Commerce has cir
culated a letter among its members 
asking their opinion on a pro- 
posed “Rent Adjustment Com
mittee” which is looked on favor-

! ably by th&Hg.M.C.
j At the same time it was learned 
I that, the Shanghai Tenants’ As
sociation will hold a mass meet- 
j ing, postponed last week., on Wed
nesday at 5:15 p.m. in the Union 
Church Hall, 218 Yuen Ming Yuen 
Road.

The Association which was 
formed only two weeks ago will 
elect officers and hear propositions 
on how to carry on its fight 
against unscrupulous landlords. I 
The question of financing will also I 

! be discussed at this meeting.
While the Chinese dollar has ! 

i continued to decline during the : 
past weeks causing landlords to ' 
revise their rents upward with 
added speed as the lease signing 
period of September approaches, 
a new “racket”’ has been devised 
“videntlv in the hone of appeas- ■ 
ing public disgust, with the current • 
practice of demanding rent pay- ■ 
ment in foreign currency.

Instead of the former demand j 
for. “key money” and U.S, cur- 
rency, seme landlords now adver
tise a small monthly rental and < 
no “key money” but three years ■ 
advance payment. If the tenant ’ 
should depart Shanghai or this J 
life before his lease is up the ' 
landlord stands to profit by a large 
sum of money.
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TENANTS WILL HOLD 
.„..JMASO®?™.'.

Protest Over Increases 
In Rentals Will Form

Basis Of Talks
The first definite step to protest 

against the recent heavy inctease in 
’ local rentals will . be taken this 
i evening when a mass meeting of 
tenants of all nationalities will take 

’ place at the Union Church Hall, 
! commencing at 5.15 p.m.

A number of speakers have agreed 
• to take the platform and state the 
j case of tenants who are vigor-) 
I ously opposing what they claim| 
to be unnecessarily large increasej 
in rentals.

The decision to hold the meeting 
was reached at the inaugural meet
ing of the Shanghai Tenants’ Asso- 

i ciation which came into being last 
| Friday. Tenants of a number of the 
largest apartment houses in the city 
on that occasion banded together in 
their own interests to combat the 
rental , increases.

An invitation has been extended 
to the Shanghai Property Owners’ 
Association to send a representa
tive tp the meeting this evening' 
in order to give him a chance to 
explain the landlords’ viewpoint, 
but whether the invitation will be 

i accepted has not been disclosed.
This evening’s meeting promises 

to be lively.
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Rent Payers’ Meet Postponed
Due To Political Tension Here

Political tension in Shanghai 
during the past week reached a 
point yesterday where the newly 
termed Tenants’ Association de
cided to postpone their mass meet
ing scheduled for today, in the in
terest of public welfare.

The local political situation vis? 
c-vis the “ta tao” government and 
the impending rice famine, it was 
stated, were considered sufficiently 
intricate problems tc be solved at 
:ne time by the Municipal authoi- 

I ities, without injecting the further 
| icute situation of abnormal rents 
nto the picture. The meeting will 
probably be held next week.

No word had been received yet 
from the British Residents’ Asso
ciation on their proposed meeting 
tomorrow night to discuss the same 

problem, it was learned.
The Shanghai Tenants’ Associa

tion was formed Friday night 
following a meeting of representa
tives from ten apartment houses 
here in protest against endlessly 
increasing rents throughout the 
city and the demands by landlords 
that bills be paid in foreign cur
rency or the equivalent.

The Union Church Hall on Soo- 
chow Road will be the scene of the 
mass meeting. Officers of the As
sociation will be elected during the 
conclave and some definite policy 
formulated for coping with the 
rent “racket” here. It is hoped 
that a representative of the Land
lords’ Association will be present 
to give the other side of the pic
ture,

, .........a\ ...............
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Mass Meeting
Planned For
Near Future

New Association Will 
Be Open To Every 

Nationality

BRITISH CHAMBER 
IS ALSO ACTIVE

Definite Action On 
Rental Problem 

Foreseen
The tenant-landlord battle 

which has raged through 
Shanghai's courts and public 
prints for more than a month 
now, entered a new phase of 
action yesterday with news that 
foreign groups are organizing a 
tenant association to combat 
unfair rent boosts.

The Shanghai Tenants’ Associa
tion formed of apartment and 
business house occupants 'was 
formally launched to protect ten
ants of every nationality from 
landlords who are taking advant
age of ttau present abnormal con
ditions.

Less definite but just as purpose
ful are the plans of the British | 
Residents Association which this 
week approached the British Cham
ber of Commercé with the idea of 
joint action cn the rent problem. A 
meeting of the Chamber will be 
held this week further to discuss 
possibilities. ' . . .. ... . i

Hongkew Discontented

Concurrently with the French and 
International Settlement rumblings 
news came yesterday that Chinese f 
tenants in certain parts of Hong- | 
kew have refused to pay increased ; 

‘rents and that the Japanese Press 
Club in the Pearce Apartments, 
Hongkew filed a protest along with 
ether tenants against 50 per cent 
increases. ’
' Tn the meantime increasingly j 
numerous opinions have come from 
the legal fraternity affirming the 
powers of the Municipal Council to 
regulate unfair rent practices. Al
though there is no ruling defining 
the Council’s powers in such affairs, 
it is pointed out that neither has 
the* body any definite powers to 
iaise a Volunteer Corps or to operate 
a municipal orchestra. These 
matters, come under the head of 
public welfare. Similarly it is 
pointed, out that if the worst comes 
In matters of emergency such as ‘ 
the present, H.B.M. Consul would 
have the power to issue a King’s 
Regulation establishing a maximum 
rent.

The Shanghai Tenants’ Associa
tion was launched Friday evening 
attended by representatives of the 
Brookside, Garden, Modhurst,< 
Bubbling Well, Foncim, I.S.S. t 
Apartments, Grosvenor House and 
Embankment, Buildings. The de
cision of those present that such an 
organization was necessary, appear
ed unanimous.



Two resolutions passed at the 
conclave declared:

•'1.—This Association is being 
formed in the interests of all 
tenants of every nationality to pro
tect them from the action of those 
landlords who are taking advantage 
of the present abnormal conditions 
to demand excessive and unwar
ranted increases in rentals,' which 
action is putting an unbearable load 
on the residents of Shanghai and 
thereby jeopardizing the economic 
structure of this city:

"2.—To act as a liaison between 
tenant and landlord.

Mass Meeting Planned

Negotiations are at present in 
progress for obtaining a meeting 
hall for a forthcoming mass meet
ing. The Property Owners’ As
sociation will be asked to have a re- . 
preventative present at this meet
ing.

The meeting closed Friday even
ing with a hearty vote of thanks 
io Mr. Carroll Alcott, well-known 
local news commentator, for his 
timely addresses on the rental 
situation in Shanghai, made over 
station XMTTa.

Tlie first fruits of Shanghai I 
tenants’. agitation for fair treat
ment from landlords came yester-1 
day with the announcement that i 
a large property holder who re-. 
cemly ha& asked that his future I 
rents must'be paid in Sterling, has 
now voluntarily offered to reduce 
increases by 20 per cent, and 
accept payment in local currency. 
The arrangement would be subject 
to tri monthly adjustment accord
ing to the trend of the money 
market.

The rent problem in Shanghai 
has been a problem only since the 
1937 hostilities here which forced. 
thousands of refugees into the i 
Settlement and filled all available! 
dwellings many of which had pre- i 
viously been empty."

Taking advantage of their 
monopoly of the housing situation 
landlords have gradually increased 
their rents over the two year period ! 
because of currency fluctuation ' 
and higher maintenance costs. In 

1 some cases the renis have been 
. exactly double since 1937.



Panicky Landlords
With destabilization of the Chin- 

lese dollar in early July, the " 
¡were hlkeedamthrough'out the .city
lhime^XPr^^act%hi^ 

!CanteStem into pleas"“tor mass '
I option ci me when a Chinese land
lord Mr Peter Li, demanded besides 
a rent boost, thot payment be made 

■ « tt ci currency basis.

S„a 1 »n«-«»- " 
daring to demand payment
foreign currency. T ..

Tn the meantime the 141 . ‘ 
mayor of Greater Shanghai, Mr. 
Fu Siao-en, wrote a letterto the 

I Sin Snun Poo. Chinese, 1.^"8U‘’' 
I daily on'July 25, demanding that 
I the Settlement authorities a e 
action on behalf of the poorer 

¡ Chinese and prohibit both -the 
¡unfair rent boost and payment in 
other than Chinese money.

The situation has been unduly 
abated by the fact that while 
agSiavH^ j mounting-

rapidity of other food: 
costs, salaries of those 
Chinese currency basis 

’have latterly been increased by a 
fraction only of their just propoi- 

4 ^Although it has been insinuated 
thnJ the S.M.C., has done nothing, 
so far "to attempt an adjustment in; 
rentals because of the higher sums 
received from ratepayers m con 
seouence, it is probable that rne 
wuncil will shortly be forced to 
take definite action«

reMs 
witn the 

¡and living 
paid on a
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Tenants Organize 
Association

Mass Meeting Planned in 
Near Future; Undue Rent 
Increases Opposed

The Shanghai Tenants’ Associa
tion was successfully launched on 
Friday evening, when representa
tives of ¡Brookside, Garden, Med
hurst, Bubbling Well, Foncim, I.S.S. 
Apartments, Grosvenor House, .and 
Embankment' Buildings .met to ¿dis
cuss the advisability .of forming 
such an association. The decision 
diat an association .was necessary ,ai 
the present time was unanimous.

It was resolved:—Ca) This Asso
ciation is being formed in the in
terests of all tenants of .every na
tionality to protect them from .the 
action of those landlords who are 
taking advantage of the present 
abnormal conditions to demand ex
cessive and unwarranted increases 
in rentals, which action is putting 
an unbearable load on the 
dents'^ of Shanghai and thereby’ 
jeopardizing the economic structure 
of this city, (b) To act as a liaison . 
between tenant and landlord.

Negotiations are at present pro
ceeding for obtaining a suitable 
hall, for the purpose of holding a , 
mass meeting of tenants of every 
nationality.

At this meeting it is intended to 
ask the Property Owners Associa- 

ition to send a representative to ad- 
i dress the meeting, with a view | 

co explaining the reasons for the 
enormous increase in rentals, and to 

I state why rentals are being de
manded in foreign currencies. It is ;

' hoped that arrangements may be 
made for a well known and respected 
local citizen to preside at the meet- [ 
ing. * |. i , i

The question of dues to the asso
ciation was shelved for discussion 
at the mass meeting of tenants, but 
as funds are urgently required, 
voluntary donations, however small, 
will be welcomed, and may be 
sent to Mr. W. M. Macoustra, 45, ! 
Garden Apartments, 1173, Bubbling I 
Well Road.

It was stated at the meeting that 
a large firm of property owners, 
who were demanding rentals in
U.S. dollars and sterling had, due 
to the agitation of their tenants, 
voluntary offered to reduce their 

■ demanded increases by twenty per 
¡cent., and charge in local currency, 
¡such an arrangement to be subject 
to revision every three months, when 
rents would be adjusted up or 
down according to the operating 
expenses then ruling for a'further 
period of three months.

The meeting closed with a hearty 
vote of thanks to Mr. Carroll Alcott 
for his timely addresses on the 
rental situation over radio station 
XMHA.



Tenants Rise
In OppositionSHANGHAI TIME^
To Rent Rise *

Association Formed To ‘
Combat Action Of

Local Landloi’ds

MASS . MEETING IS 
TO BE CALLED

After considerable agitation, 
much private discussion and a 
general wave of indignation at 
the excessive increases in local 
rentals, an influential group of 
tenants, representative of many 
nationalities, was formed on 
Friday night and is now pro
posing to take suitable action 
to oppose local landlords who 
are taking advantage of the 
present economic situation in 
Shanghai to make substantial 
profits from, rentals.

The Shanghai Tenants’ Afisocia- 
lion was successfully launched on’ 
Friday evening, when representa
tives of Brookside, Garden, Med
hurst, Bubbling Well, Foncim, I.S.S. 
Apartments, Grosvenor House, and 
Embankment Buildings met to dis
cuss the advisability of forming 
such, an Association. The decision 
that an 'Association was necessary 
at the present time was unanimous.

It was resolved:—(a) This Asso
ciation is being formed in the in
terests of ail tenants of every 
nationality to protect them from 
the action of those landlords who 
are taking advantage of the pre
sent abnormal jconditions to demand 
excessive and unwarranted increas
es in rentals, which action is put
ting an unbearable load on the 
residents of Shanghai and thereby 
jeopardising the economic structure 
of tliis city, (b) To act as a lia
ison between tenant and landlord» j

Negotiation's are at present pro- i 
ceeding for obtaining a suitable i 
hall, for the purpose of holding a 
mass meeting of tenants of every , 
nationality.

Explanation »Sought
At this meeting it is intended to ! 

ask the Property Owners Associa
tion to send a representative to 
address the meeting, with a view 
to explaining the reasons for the 
enormous increase in rentals, "and 
to state why rentals: are being de
manded in foreign currencies. It is ’ 
hoped that arrangements may be j 
made for a well known and re- / 
spected local citizen to preside at 
the meeting.

The question df dues to the As
sociation was- shelved for discus
sion at the mass meeting of ten- ; 
ants, -but as funds are urgently re- 
quircd, voluntary donations, how
ever small, will be welcomed, and 
may be sent to Mr. W. M. Macous- ’ 
tra, 45, .Garden Apartments, 1173 ’ 
Bubbling Well Road.

It was stated at the meeting that ■ 
a large firm of property owners, 
who were demanding rentals Tn 
U. S. dollars and sterling had, due I 
to the agitation of their tenants, 
voluntary offered to reduce their 
demanded increases by 20 per cent.’, 
«and charge in local currency, such 
an arrangement to be subject to j 
revision every three months, when ■ 
¡rents would be adjusted up or down / 
.according to the operating expen- (' 
fees then ruling for a further period 
of three months.

The meeting closed with a hearty | 
Vote of thanks to Mr. Carroll Alcott > 
fop his timely addresses on the 
rental situation over radio station 
XMHA. ..
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Tenants* Association 
Formed Here ,r

At a meeting held last night 
the “Shanghai Tenants’ Ass©- | 
elation” was formed to deal 
with the knotty rental problem 
in this overcrowded city. It 
was reliably learned that the 
first public meeting of the new 
association would be held 
sometime next week and that 
Chinese might also participate

Mfri the movement Promoters | 
of the movement are expected 
to issue a press communiqué 

i today.
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Rent Increase
Is Protested
By Japanese]

The Shanghai Japanese Press ; 
Club, which has its headquarters ini 

j the Pearce Apartments. in Hongkew, 
f Thursday afternoon filed a protest 
with Mr. A. W. Buck, manager of 

ithe Shanghai Land Investment Co. i 
| Ltd., against a'50 per cent increase 
jin rent.

The protest stated that the club 
would not pay the rent until the 
company had come to an under
standing. Other tenants of the 
apartment building had joined them 
in fighting the rent increase, the 
protest said.

This action of the company, the 
I protest declared, would lead to a 
wholesale rise of rents ip Hongkew 
and thus work a serious hardship 
on Japanese residents.
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Japanese Protest Over 
Rent Increase

Shanghai Land Investment 
Co. Approached

The Shanghai Japanese Press Club, 
which has its headquarters in the 
Pearce Apartments in Hongkew, on 
Thursday ^afternoon filed a protest 
with Mr. A. W. Buck, manager of the 
Shanghai Land investment Co., Ltd., 
against a 50 per cent, increase in 
rent.

The protest stated that the club 
would not pay the rent until the 
company had come to an understand- I
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Tenants Refuse to 
Pay Rent__

Tongshan Road Residents 
Live at Half Rent tor a 
Period of Seven Months

Taking advantage of the general 
antipathy towards landlords in the 
International Settlement and French 
Concession, the tenants of the Shang
hai Land Investment Company’s pro
perty in Tongshan Road, who had 
been living in the few blocks of 

í small houses and shops at half rent, 
have objected to the company’s 
request for full rent and have refused 
to pay any rent at all. Consequently, 

' the company has shut off the water 
supply to all the houses.

Before the outbreak of hostilities 
in Shanghai on August 13, 1937, 
rents on the Tongshan Road property i 
were quoted at $18 and $19 per , 
month for small houses and shops. [ 
When the evacuation of the district , 
occurred after the outbreak of the 
war here, the company decided to ¡ 
increase the rent of both houses and I 
shops to $23 per month, if the tenants 
ever desired to move back to the i 
area.

In February, 1938, sucn a move
ment began and about 20 per cënt. 
of the dwellings were occupied by 
tenants who. had moved back to their 
old homestand who lived there rent 
free. There was no water supplied 
tó the houses at the time, consequent
ly the company permitted the. tenants 
tó live there rent free. As more and | 
more people took up residence! in 
the block the company was moved, 
in November, 1937, to charge tenants 
half óf the new rent decided upon 
and to supply water to the tenants at j 
intervals of three times a day,

Request of Tenants
This was done at the request of I 

the tenants, who had formerly been 
getting water from hydrants outside 
the Japanese Naval Landing Party 
Barracks. The company stipulated 
that if the water was turned on the 
tenants wquld have to pay half of 
the new rent, or $11.50 per month. 
At the timé the company did feel 
justified in charging full rent because 

j there was no light provided for the 
lanes and alleyways.

Last month, however, the company 
was able to supply water freely 24 I 
hours a day, had turned on the lights 
in the lanes and alleyways and 

j provided a Russian watchman for the 
property. They then sent a circular 
letter around to all tenants stating 
that as conditions had more or less 
rétùrned to normal and that as the 
cómpañy was supplying water with 
no restrictiohs the tenants would be 
requested to pay full rent, or. $23 
per month for their houses or shops.

Immediately the tenants construed 
this move as a demand for an in
crease of 100 per cent, over the rent 
they had been, paying and refused ' 
to accede to the company’s request • 
In reality, however, it ( was merely 
an addition of 50 per cent, to thé 
half they had been paying, thus 
making the rent 100 per cent, or $23 
per month. Even this figure re
presents an increase of only 25 Per 
cent, over the rent ’they had been 
paying before ;the war.



Higher in Settlement
To rent the same house in the 

International Settlement, an official 
of the company revealed to the 
“North-China Daily News,” would 
cost about $60 or $65 per month. 
Considering this fact, the increase in 
rent asked by the company for their 
property in Tongshan Hoad is not 
exorbitant. The tenants remain stead
fast in their determination not to 
pay, however, and have paid no heed 
whatsoever to rent collectors who 
have paid visits to the premises in 
order to collect the rent.

These tenants are all Chinese and 
cannqfc*be sued in the First Special 
District Court as they are beyond ! 
the jurisdiction of that Court when [ 
they are living in occupied territory. 
Certainly, they will not come into 
the Settlement to stand trial for 
failing to pay their rent. This, in 
turn, brings up the question of who 
really is responsible for the interests 
of third party property holders on 
the other side of the Creek if they 
are beyond the jurisdiction of the I 
Settlement authorities. For instance, 
an eviction order issued by the First I 
Special District Court would have no I 
value whatsoever in the occupied 
territory and could not be carried
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The Rent Racket:
Where the Trouble Started
To the Editor of the I 

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—I read Contributor’s original ' 

article and also liis apologia in yes
terday’s paper.

As he is willing to attack anony
mously people who write under their 
own name, he cannot complain if he 
.is himself attacked.

The original article led off by as
suming that the present increase in 
rent and the rent racket in general 
are due to the depreciated dollar. 
This is, of course, not the trouble, 
or at any rate, the whole trouble. 
The rent racket started when Shang
hai became crowded with refugees 
bt£r has been intensified by the drop 
in the value of the dollar.

Judging from the Latin tags used 
by your Contributor, there is no 
doubt that he is aware of the maxim j 
falsum in uno, falsum in omni and 
if, therefore, the foundation of his 
argument is unsound, the whole of 
his deductions are rotten. Rotten is 
perhaps the right word to use as the 
view of your contributor reeks 
strongly of vested interest. Perhaps 
an even better simile would be that | 
someone is trying to make hay while \ 
the sun shines.

One point that I have not seen 
brought out in your columns but was 
mentioned by my old friend Mrs. 
Jones at a tea party yesterday, was 
-that though the S.M.C. can do 
nothing to restrict rents, yet the 
S.M.C. is content to grant a 25 per 
cent, increase to “B” and “L” classes 
while allowing “B” arid “L” class 
employees to be subject to rental in
creases of 70 to 80 per cent, or more.

Mrs. Jones* Friend.

Shanghai, Aug. 18.
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Rent Nearly Doubled
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—-With reference to the much 

excited correspondence in your 
esteemed daily about the rent rack- 
teering in Shanghai, I cannot re
main silent without giving a due 
praise to some landlords, who regard
less of the great temptation to 
follow their unscrupulous colleagues 
in raising rentals limitlessly, are 
content with a very reasonable in
crease of rentals. For instance, the 
rentals of some of my acquaintances 
have been increased by 12 to 20 
percjffent. only, since 1937.

Unfortunately I cannot boast of i 
having connection with that kind of I 
landlords. I am. having an apart- j 
ment in one of the largest and 
richest French Companies in town. ’ 
My rent has been increased by 95 
per cent, since the commencement 
of the hostilities, and as I under
stand, the rent will be still further 
increased with the approach of cold 
weather.

Of course the price of - coal is very 
high nowadays, but our Company 
economizes on fuel by supplying us 
with lukewarm water instead of hot. 
and even such we get during a 
limited period of time only. Last 
winter our central heating was I 
working in the same manner.

As I have learned, the salaries of 
employees of this company had up 
to now been raised by 15 to 20 per | 
cent. only.

To finish with this question, I I 
must mention that it is nearly three I 
years since my apartment was re- ; 
painted and necessary repairs made 
and it is now in a deplorable condi
tion.

In view of the above facts an 
enormously high increase of my 
rental is hardly justified.

X.
Shanghai, Aug.

fl
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S.JVU.Ç-1M
Not Sponsor
Rental Board

Council Favors Scheme 
But Refers B.R.A.

To Chamber
Although taking an open stand 

in favor of the appointment of a 
rental adjustment committee for 
the arbitration of disputed rental 

. cases, the Shanghai Municipal 
Council yesterday rejected the idea; 
of sponsoring such an organization,'

The rejection was contained in a• 
circular notice issued to the press’ 
last night. It stated.

“The British Residents’ Associa
tion of China has suggested to the 
Council the formation of a rental 
adjustment committee to which 
disputed cases might be referred 
for abritration, each side having 
previously agreed to abide by the 

¡findings of the committee.
•CF

“Favorably Disposed**
“It was suggested that the 

I Municipal Council should sponsor 
such a scheme. Both the French 
authorities and the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council are favorably dis
posed towards the scheme, but it 
is felt that the actual formation of 
the committee and the drawing up. 
of its terms of reference should- 
be referred to a body such as the| 
General Chamber of Commerce.

“The General Chamber of Com
merce, therefore, has been asked 
whether it would undertake the 
operation of this project.”

It was pointed out yesterday ‘ 
that while the Council is not dis- i 
posed to sponsor the board of- ! 
ficially, it definitely favors the idea 
of such a board being formed.

Idea Not New
The General Chamber of Com

merce, it is understood, has taken 
? the matter under advisement and 
is expected to take some sort of | 
definite action within a few days.

The idea of establishing an 
arbitration committee to handle 

; dispute rent cases between land
lord and tenant is not exactly new, 
it has been under consideration by 
the British Residents’s Association 
for some time and its establish
ment also is known to be one of 
the aims of the recently formed I 
Shanghai Tenants* Association.
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Council Approached 
iimiwin—wMaimimimiAi>ihi mi»ami—r 

OnKentar Kis e
The British Residents’ Asso

ciation of China has suggested 
to the Council the formation 
of a Rental Adjustment Com
mittee to which disputed cases 
might be referred for arbitra* 
tion, each side having previous
ly agreed to abide by the 
findings of the Committee.
- It was suggested that the 

Municipal Council should spon
sor such a scheme. Both the

I French authorities and the 
I Shanghai Municipal Council 

are favourably disposed to
wards the scheme, but it is 
felt that the actual forma
tion of the Committee and 
the drawing up of its terms 
of reference should be re
ferred to a body such as the 
General Chamber of Com
merce. The General Chamber 
of Commerce, therefore, has 
been asked whether it would 
undertake the operation of this 
project.
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To rhe Editor of the
. “North-China .Daily News”

Sir,—Disregarding IRevers de i.a 
Medaille’s sneering and wholly 
unjustified remarks in regard to the 
various correspondents, including the 
writer, whose letters on behalf of 
the tenant’s case appeared in your 
paper, as not deserving serious atten
tion, I would like to say a few words 
on the subject of ’the currency j 
situation in Shanghai as affecting the 
p ublic- in general and landlords in 
particular.

That the depreciation is a source! 
of misery all round is admitted, by 
everybody, but if there will be any 
to benefit by it it will be the land
lords mostly. It is a well-known fact 
that the majority of properties in this 
city were bought with borrowed 
money, the Chinese and American 
Courts' . having been particularly 
lenient in cases of foreclosure, and I 
should M. De La Ms prediction come 
true there may be a time when land
lords will be able to repay the loans 
■they received in worthless bits of 
paper, retaining for themselves the 
full possession of the lands and 
buildings they acquired with some
body else’s good money. They will 
thus be in possession of solid values 
no matter what happens to the dollar, 
while those who have loaned them 
the money will lose everything. Since ' 
R. de, la M. is so deeply concerned 
over the landlords’ “daily bread.” 
perhaps he will also find a few tears | 
to shed over the fate of their would- i 
be victims.

There are also millions upon i 
millions invested in debentures bear
ing a= fixed rate of dividend and 
repayable in, local* currency. Such1 
investors have no choice but to watch 
their j hard-earned savings, perhaps 
savings of a lifetime, dwindle away i 

. nand with them most of their dreams 
of vacations, retirements, etc. These 
people have not been speculating. 
Why should R. de la M. waste all his 
sympathy on landlords when so much 
of it is needed in other directions? 
Indeed, one could go on naming 
dozens of deserving causes, and for 
the life of me I cannot see why the 
public should spread itself out in 
order’ to facilitate the ever-rising 
demands for higher rents.

As ;I pointed out in my previous 
letter,' landlords now enjoy an income 
of 30= to 50 per cent, higher than in 
the pre-hostilities days, and. I am 
inclined to think that certain types 
of landlords receive much more. A 
French land company, for instance, 
raised the rents to their foreign 
tenants by 00 per cent., and is still i 
demanding higher rents. Does R. de ' 
la M. believe that such ruthless 
'extortion should go on unopposed?

To - be sure, there are a few who 
enjoy, the benefit of income from 
foreign currencies, Though I am 
not one of them I wish them -all the 
luck 5h the world. It is their “dog’s 
day/’l^s the landlords had theirs, and 
there1' is no more reason that they 
should share their bit of good luck 
with „their landlords than for the 
latter to give up a part of their, solid: 
investment in property in favour of 
those; who have invested their money 
in debentures which bear now but a 
fraction of their original value. The 
great * bulk of tenants, however, 
consists of tradespeople, clerks, pro- I 
fessional men, workmen, etc. who 
derive their income in local currency [ 
and who for the most part find it | 
diffi-cdlt to meet the high, cost of ■ 
living as it is. They give to the i 
landlord his full share, and more.

A $bw more words, to answer a 
question put by !R. de la M. any law 
which protects- both sides is’ a good 
law. The Chinese Courts have shown 
leniency to the tenant, but were it 
not fbr the same law many owners 
of property would have been today 
paupers. I

Voice of Shanghai.
Shanghai, August 22.
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THE RENT CRISIS IN SHANGHAI.

(Editorial)

Shanghai to-day is passing through a rent crisis; 
this usually accompanies a social or economic breakdown. 

The known apparent causes of the crisis are: over
population of the two Foreign Settlements. The International 

Settlement has now a population of about 2,000,000, this 
being an increase of 900.000» while the population of the 
French Concession has risen by 480,000 to 1,200,000. On the 
other hand, there has been very little building. Naturally, 
this had the tendency of sending rentals soaring by virtue of 
the law of supply and domend.. To this tendency must bo 
added another factor: tho continual drop in tho value of the 
Chinese dollar.

From the viewpoint of the landlords, the problem at 
first sight seems simple enough: one has only to adjust the 
rent according td the exchange.

In the eyes of the tenants, the solution is equally 
simple: the commonest is one demanding legislation prohibiting 
the raising of rent.

Need one to recall that in all social and economic 
problems whose causes are multiple and complicated, all 
radical solutions which are considered as the most simple 

only make matters worse. This remark is applicable 
to the rent problem in Shanghai. The solations put forward 
are impracticable and impossible; some are actually disastrous 

The majority of the residents of Shanghai earn their 
living in Chinese dollars but their earnings have not k^pt 
pace with the changes in tho value of the dollar. Tho 
disproportion between the drop in the dollar and increases 
in salaryhas boon enormous. This disproportion would mean 
in the case of e family of modest income an adjustment of tho 
rent at pre-war rate and this would absorb all tho earnings 
of tho family. This is by no moans an exceptional case nor 
is this a case of theory only.

Take, for instance, a family in which tho husband is 
earning $150 a month; ho is now earning $225. The wife's 
salary of $125 has boon increased to $187» 5*» Their total 
earnings are $412.50. They pay $100 for an apartment of 
two rooms, bath and kitchen at the time when the Chinese 
dollar was 9*5° Irenes or $15 to a pound sterling. This 
rent is reasonable.

To-day the pound sterling is quoted at $60. If a 
readjustment is made in the rent of this family on the basis 
of the pound sterling, the family will have to pay a rent 
of $400. This case well illustrates the almost insurmountable 
difficulties facing a solution of this rent problem in 
Shanghai.

On tho other hand, the tenants are suggesting tho 
adoption of the universal panacea: the passing of legislation 
prohibiting the raising of rentals. But this also is 
impracticable. Tho rent from property constitutes one of tho 
most important sources of income in a city like Shanghai. 
The prohibition of the raising of rentals would, in the case 
of Shanghai, moan a reduction of income by 75%*
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This will have far-reaching repercussions on 
the economic life of the city» there will bo restrictions 
on the purchasing of goods and of articles of luxury, the 
building and repairing of houses will cease-—, in short, 
a gonoral business depression» Labourers, clerks and other 
class of workers will be discharged and this will result 
in many tenants not being in a position to pay their rente. 
Social and economic troubles will then follow.

It should bo noted that this is not all theory 
for this is exactly what has happened in Franco.

Progressive taxation of rent , not the mere 
prohibition of rent increase, has boon in force in Franco 
since 1919. Nobody can deny that it has boon one of the 
aggravating causes of the many crises that have troubled 
Franco. Meanwhile, the legislator, who is all-powerful 
in Franco, has always sought to mitigate the rigours of 
tho taxation by moans of compensations to landlords. 
Novertholess, in the matter of legislation prohibiting the 
raisingj/ront, one should consider whether it is likely to 
bo passed and what the consequences of such legislation 
would bo* for it touches the question of tho civil rights 
of the inhabitants.

On tho question of civil rights, all residents 
in the French Concession are amenable to their respectivo 
national laws, that is to say, tho Chinese will bo amenable 
to tho Chinese Civil Codo, tho British to British law and 
so on for tho nationals of thirteen Treaty Powers. 
For a tax to bo imposed on a Chinoso or British or any 
other foreign landlord end for their respectivo Courts to 
enforce the tax on «$hoir nationals, it will bo necessary 
to secure tho consent of these ftwere to an amodnmont to 
their laws. Much difficulty will bo oxporioncod in 
securing the consent of these logislativo bodies to such 
an amendment of their laws.

Furthermore, if property in tho French 
Concession is to bo taxed in this way, it is not to bo 
supposed that property io tho International Settlement 
will remain untouched. That would be a case of glaring 
inequality of treatment. It will be necessary therefore 
to secure tho consent of tho Shanghai Municipal Council. 

We believe we ere right in saying that an 
attempt was made in this direction at tho beginning of the 
Sino-Jspuxoso hostilities with a view to finding a solution 
to tho rent question by a building commission.

Instead of blaming our authorities who are not 
responsible for the crisis from which wo ero suffering, 
wo should .trust them not to takoany path that is full of 
preoipicos.

X. I
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Japanese Press 
Club Annoyed

Protest On 50 Percent 
Increase Made

To Landlord
The. Shanghai Japanese 

Press Club, which has its 
headquarters in the Pearce 
Apartments in Hongkew, 
Thursday afternoon filed a 
protest with Mr. A. W. 
Buck, manager of the Shang-I 
hai Land Investment Co. Ltd., 
against a 50 per cent increase 
in rent.

Thè protest stated that the 
[ club would not pày thè rent 
until the company had come 
to an understanding. Other 
tenants of the apartment building 
had joined them in fighting the 
rent increase, the protest said- 

This action of the èoinpany, the 
protest declared, would lead to a 
wholesale rise of rents in Hong- 

i kew and thus work a serious 
hardship on Japanese residents.

Other Protests
The Japanese Press Club is by 

no means alone in protesting 
against a Hongkew rent hike, as 
there have been protests galore 
south of the creek by tenants in 
reeént weeks, with the result that 
in some cases landlords have 
agreed to conferences with them.

One of the most popular fonns 
of rent-increasing fey landlords 
has been to charge whole Or part 
rentals in sterling or gold dollars, 
which has brought complaints 
from Chungking.

Japanese Example
North of the Soochow Creek 

landlords have found it necessary 
to increase rentals, by varying 
amounts.

An example of rent raising can 
be seen in the action of the new 
Japanese management of the 
Breadway Mansions in increasing 
all rentals by 30 percent for one 
month, after which all rentals 
were to be paid in Hongkew 
money at 6 d. to the “dollar.”

— 11
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NEWSMEN LEAD RENT 
i INCREASE PROTEST
.Object To BasingOf Part 

On Rental On Old
Value Of Dollar

Japanese newspapermen to-day 
were in the van of an anti-landlord 
campaign in Hongkew, as they 
sought to organize the tenants of 
the Pearce Apartments, situated 
at the corner of Boone and Chapoo 
Roads, in a protest against a re
cent rise in rents.

According to the “Tairiku 
Shimpo,” the Shanghai Land Invest
ment Company, owners of the
building, on August 1 notified their 

q; -tenants that beginning this month, 
lone-fourth of the rental would be
I collected at the pre-devaluation 
rate of dollar exchange when the 
Chinese yuan was . pegged at ‘ I 

I shilling, two and a half pence. 
This would bring an actual in-
crease of from $160 to $240 for a
typical apartment, the paper said.
This is a 50 per cent, raise.

The Shanghai Japanese Journ
alists Association with club rooms

i in the Pearce Apartments on 
j Wednesday circularized all tenants * 
urging them to John a movement 
of protest, the newspaper declared. - 

The “higher-rent parade*’ was 
launched by the Broadway Man
sions, now Owned by the Shanghai 
Heng Chang Company, a Sino- 
Japanese firm, last month, when 
tenants were notified of a 35 per 
cent, raise on their rents beginning;

August i while he°innin'' 
tember 1 rents would be quoted in 
Hua Hsing yuan pegged at 6d. '
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A Letter Praised
r ■ - ; -tli iiin mi

To the Editor of th^
. “North-China Daily News”

Sir.—Through the medium of your 
paper I wish to congratulate H. S. 
Wavell most heartily for the very 
best letter yet published in connec
tion with the rent racket.

The loyalty of the S.V.C. and 
Police Specials to the interests of , 
this city is the most amazing feature , 
of Shanghai’s present-day abnormal- ? 
ity. A common question among I 
Shanghailanders now is why the
S.V.C. and Police Specials should 
voluntiOHy serve and risk their 
lives in maintainiiig peace and order 
in this city when the wealthy and . 
influential section of Shanghai’s 
population are doing their best to I 
foster struggle, disorder and enmity | 
among the poorer classes.

The S.M.C. has assumed the role i 
of a blind and deaf invalid; therefore i 
one should not be surprised if one I 
day we witness a kind of indigna- f 
tion gesture on the part of “small j 
fry** of this city by resignation “en I 
bloc” from their voluntarily assum- I 
ed duties.

I understand H. S. Wavell's letter 
as a warning to the S.M.C., and ¡be
fore it is too late it is strongly sug
gested that the S.M.C. issue another 
“Emergency Proclamation” to curb 
the voraciaus appetite of racketeer
ing landlords and profiteering a la 
mode.

Old Timer. 
Shanghai, Aug. 10.
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Honskew Starts Fight
Against Landlords

Higher Rents Opposed by 
Japanese Journalist^

Japanese newspapermen today 
were in the van of an anti-landlord, 
campaign in Hongkew, as ey 
sought to organize the tenants of the 
Pearce Apartments, situated at the 
corner of Boone and Chapoo Roads, 
in a protest against a recent raise m

According to the “Tairiku Shimpo, 
the Shanghai Land Investment Com-

■ Pams'" owners of the building, on 
j August 1 notified their tenants that

beginning this month, one-fourth of 
| the rental would be collected at the
■ pre-devaluation rate of dollar ex- 
, change when the Chinese yuan was 
I pegged at one shilling, two and a
half pence. This would bring an 
actual increase of from $160 to $240 | 
for a typical apartment, the paper 
said. This is a 50 per cent, raise.

The Shanghai Japanese Journalists 
Association with club rooms in the 
Pearce Apartments on Wednesday 
circularized all tenants urging them 
to join a movement of protest, the i 
newspaper declared.

The “higher-rent parade” was 
launched by the Broadway Mansions, 
now owned by the Shanghai Heng ■ 
Chang Company, a Sino-Japanese; 
firm, last month, when tenants were 
notified of a 35 per cent, raise on
their rents’ beginning August 1, 
while beginning September 1 rents 
would be quoted in Hua Hsing Yuan j 
pegged at 6d.
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Special Branch, 
April 22, 1940.

Re: International Tenants Association in Hongkew.

I beg to report, that whilst making enquiries 
with D.S.I. Wittinsky at a store at 599/38 Tongshan Road, 
it was learned from one David Schlesinger, licensee of 
a small provision store at the above address, of the 
existence of the "International Tenants Association in 
Hongkew". It appears that one named Adolf Lang, German 
Jew, residing at 599/20 Tongshan Road is distributing the 
attached leaflets to house and shop owners in the Ways ide 
district and collecting money for "membership fees*. 
The initial amount requested is Yen 1.-, the monthly 
membership feeTjeing in proportion to the rental paid by 
the "members*.

Attached herewith is a leaflet and translation 
of same, explaining the aims of the above organization.

Certified true copy

(XX/



PROSPECTUS.

Q£ THE
INTERNATIONAL TENANTS ASSOCIATION IN HONGKEW.

1. The above named association was founded in the beginning of 
September 1939 under Japanese laws, which are now valid in 
the areas occupied by the Japanese troops, and is controlled 
by the competent authorities.

2. Every house, store, apartment and room tenant in Hongkew 
shall become a member of the association, which will be advised 
and protected by Japanese lawyers.

3» The organisation will regulate the whole real estate and 
housing market in Hongkew:-
a) by fighting the real estate-house-room rent profiteering,

i.e.  putting an end to key money, and by abolishing the 
request of landowners to pay the lease in foreign currency.

b) by solving disputes through a proposed court of arbitration.
& ■ “

c) by setting up compulsory rules for hygienic and sanitary 
installations in the existing houses, and premises to be 
erected in the future. The amount of such installations, 
apart from the minimum necessities will depend upon the 
amount of the lease.

d) by giving members of the association expert advise in all 
renting and buying affairs, particularly the signing of 
contracts.

e) by building up-to-date conraunal dwellings on the instalment 
system.

f) by protecting the safety and financial interest of the 
members and their families, by establishing a Sickness, 
Theft, Burglary, Accident, Life and Fire Insurance to 
which members would subscribe at a reasonable rate.

4. Every House, Store, Apartment and Room tenant who wants to 
join this association must pay an initial amount of Yen !•- 
and will receive a membership card.
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5. Evary member must pay hia membership fee in advance on 

the first of every month.

Rental of SS50.- monthly................0.50 monthly.
Rental of S$ 100.-monthly............... 1.00 monthly.
Every additional S$50.- ...............0.50.

International Tenants Association in 
Hongkew. 

Temporary Office: 106 Sassoon House.

Telephone 16481.

Certified true copy
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I beg to report,that whilst making enquiries

with D.S.I. Witt insky at a store at 599/38 Tongshan Road, 

it was learned from one David Schlesinger, licensee of 

a small provision store at the above address, of the 

existence of the “International Tenants Association in 

Hongkew“. It appears that one named Adolf Lang, German 

Jew, residing at 599/20 Tongshan Road is distributing the 

attached leaflets to house and shop owners in the Wayside 

district and collecting money for “membership fees“. 

The initial amount requested is Yen 1.-, the monthly 

membership fee being in proportion to the rental paid by 

the “members“»

Attached herewith is a leaflet and translation

of same, explaining the aims of the above organization

D»C»(Special Branch)»



PROSPEKT
der

INTERNATIONALEN MIETER VEREINIGUNG in HONGKEW.

1. Die obengenannte Vereinigung wurde Anfang September 1939 unter Japanischen 
Gesetzen gerguendet, welche jetzt in von japanischen Truppen besetzten Gebieten 
gueltig sind» und wird von den zustaendigen Behoerden kontroliert.

2. Jeder Haus, Laden, Apartment und Zimmer Mieter in Hongkew soll Mitglied der 
Vereinigung werden, welche von japanischen Advokaten beraten und beschuetzt wird.

3. Die Organization bezweckt die Regelung des gesamten Grundstuecks-und Wohnungs
marktes in Hongkew:

(a) durch Bekaempfung des Grundstuecks-Haus-und Mietzinswuchers, durch 
Beseitigung des Schluesselgeldes und durch Ausschluss von Forderungen des 
Mietzinses in auslaendischer Waehrung,

(b) durch Klaerung entstandener Streitfragen mittels eines im einzelnen noch 
festzulegenden Schiedsgerichtes,

(c) durch Aufstellung allgemeinverbindlicher Richtlininien fuer hygienische und 
sanitaere Einrichtung in den bestehenden, resp. zu erbauenden Haeusern. 
Richtunggebend wird hierbei, abgesehen von unbedingten Minimalforderun- 
gen, die Hoehe des Mietzinses sein.

(d) durch facbgemaesse juristische Beratung der Mitglieder bei allen Kauf- 
Pacht und Mietsangelegenheiten, insbesondere beim Abschluss von Vertraegen. 
Grundlage^»! bei letzterem der im Besatzungsgebiet geltende Einheitsmiets
vertrag.

(e) durch den Bau von modernen Ein-resp. Mehrfamilienhaeusem auf dem Wege 
der Amortisierung.

(f) durch persoenliche» resp. materielle Sicherung des Mitgliedes resp. seiner 
Familie in Form eines Beitritts zu einer Krankenkasse ferner Diebstahl und 
Einbruch resp. Unfall, Sterbe-und Feuerversicherung zu besonders guenstigen 
Bedingungen.

4. Jeder Haus, Laden, Apartment und Zimmer-Mieter, welcher in diese Vereinigung ein
treten will, muss als Eintrittsgeld Yen 1.00 zahlen und bekommt eine Mitgliedskarte.

5. Jedes Mitglied muss der Vereinigung am Ersten jedes Monats im voraus sein Mitglieds- 
gebuehr wie folgt zahlen:

Bei einem Mietzins bis Sh. $ 50.00 0.50 Sh. $ per Monat
,, ........................... 100.00 1.00 h „

fuer je Sh. $ 50.00 darueber hinaus 0 50 ,, ,f „

Internationale Mieter Vereinigung in Hongkew.

Provisorische Kanzlei: 106 Sasson Haus
Tel. 16431



PROSPECTUS.

of' tie

INTERNATIONAL TEXANTS ASSOCIATION IN HONGKEW.

1. The above named association was founded in the beginning of 

September 1939 under Japanese laws, which are now valid in 

the areas occupied by the Japanese troops, and is controlled 

by the competent authorities«

2. Every house, store, apartment and room tenant in Hongkew 

shall become a member of the association, which will be advised 

and protected by Japanese lawyers.

3. The organisation will regulate the whole real estate and 

housing market in Hongkew:-

a) by fighting the real estate-house-room rent profiteering,

i.e.  putting an end to key money, and by abolishing the 

request of landowners to pay the lease in foreign currency.

b) by solving dippates through a proposed court of arbitration.

c) .by setting up compulsory rules for hygienic and sanitary

installations in the existing houses, and premises to be 

erected in the future. The amount of such installations, 

apart from the minimum necessities will dep end upon the 

amount of the lease.

d) .by giving members of the association expert advise in all

renting and buying affairs, particularly the signing of 

contracts.

e) .by building up-to-date communal dwellings on the instalment

system.

f) .by protecting the safety and financial interest of the 

members and their families, by establishing a Sickness, 

Theft, Burglary, Accident, Life and Fire Insurance to 

which members would subscribe at a reasonable rate.

4. Every House, Store, Apartment and Room tenant who wants to 

join this association must pay an initial amount of Yen 1.- 

and will receive a membership card.



Every mon ber must pay his membership fee in advance on 

the first of every month.

Rental of S$50.- monthly ................ 0.50 monthly -

Rental of ¿»$100.-monthly...................1.00 monthly.

i-very additional S$50.~ ...................0.50.

International Tenants Association in 

Hongkew.

Temporary Office; 106 Sassoon House.

Tele phone 16481.
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REPORT
l__ ________  .. ..

Subject •£• Karukes, soviet citizen............................................“......................................'......

Made .... ........................................ Forwarded by......................... 4..............

-inquiries show that U.K. Karukes, age about 42, 

Soviet citizen of Jewish origin, arrived in Shanghai some 

time during 1935 from Harbin where he is reported to have 

been employed with the Economic Bureau of the Chinese 

-eastern Hallway and also to have been working as a cor

respondent to certain Soviet newspapers.

In Shanghai he was employed with the soviet news

paper "New World" ( later renamed "China Jaily Herald" ) 

until 12-10-37 when the newspaper went, out of existence. 

.. although there is no direct evidence to this effect,he 

is believSB. to have been connected with the "Notary Press" 

140 Canton Hoad, since the end of 1937, when this enter-

prise was established by a group of Soviet citizens,in

cluding several former employees of the "China .Daily He

rald".
_« > it •

is also reported to be a partner in the "fleet’s 

•^ook Store" ,798 Avenue Joff re »where Mrs. N. Karukes nee 

Miroshnikoff, his wife, is employed.

The Karukes couple and Mrs.E.P. Miroshnikoff»mother 

of Mrs. Karaites, are reported to be active members of the 

Soviet citizens club,805 Avenue Koch. In 1939 when a plan 

of opening a school for Soviet citizen’s children was dis

cussed, Mrs Miroshnikoff was mentioned as a candidate for 

the post of Headmistress of the proposed school.

Karukes is reported to have a good working know

ledge of the Chinese language.

inquiries from Bussian and Chinese sources have 

so far failed to trace any connection between Karukes
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or his wife and any Chinese schools in the Settlement 

and the French Concession

The Karukes couple and Mrs. Miroshnikoff reside

at 159 (?) xivenue Haig

B I

B* C. ( Speçial Branch ).



SECRET February 20th, 1940»

Is anything known concerning a certain 

KARUKIS whose wife works in FLEETS Book Store 

798 Avenue Joffre? Apart from the known 

connection between Fleet's organizations and. 

Soviet institutions can any connection be 

traced, between ”K" or his wife and Chinese 

schools in the Settlement and the French

Concession, particularly the HWA NGAO School 

in Rte. Paul Henri., MEDHURST College., 

CHUNG HWA Girls' School, 458 Rue Lafayette

and the CHUNG KUO Middle School, 386 Rte. des
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(Promulgated by the National Government 
“on April 27, 1936)

Chapter 1. Establishment
-\rticle 1. In places where commerce is prosperous, • 

merchants may apply to the Ministry of Industry and 
Commerce for permission to establish exchanges for the 
buying and selling Of securities or commodities of one 
kind or seVoivl kinds of g&c sam category.

Article 2. Only one exchange for* the buying and selling 
of acc'uritivs oi’ commodities of the same kind* may ba es
tablished at one place. The district shall be determined by 
the Ministry of Industry.

Article 3. After an exchange is duly established, it 
shall be allied jje-n years as the time of its duration; 
Provided that the exchange, may, a4« the expiration of the 
period, by taking into consideration of the local comercial 
conditions, apply to Ministry of Industry for an -xt -nsion.

Article 4. All markets hiring and selling securities .or 
cora-additjLjL_a.ccordinir to certain standard object shall be 
consider d as exchange. Unless in accordance ;.ith this Law, 
they cannot bo established.

Chapter 2. Organization.
Article 5. Exchange' may .be either organized by a joint 

stock company or composed of members of the same trade 
according, i > th . local coariei'cial condition and the species 
of commodities bought and sold.

Article 6. Only, br tkers pay do business in an exch?-ngc 
organized by a joint stock company. Only members may do 
business in an exchange ^ftiposcd of members of the- same ti .jU.



Article 7. By porra?8<on of the Ministry of Industry, 
an exchange any transact . th , business appurtenant to it.

Except godo'.-p, no exchange organized by a joint 
stock company can tsonourr'.ntly transact th*. business 
mentioned in -the last preceding paragraph.

Article 8. The rules governing th*. different exchanges 
should bo submitted to th.; Ministry of industry for approval.

Chapter 3. Broker and Member.
Article 9. Whoever desires to bo a broker of an exchange, 

application should bo raadu by the Exchange to the Ministry 
of Industry for approval and registration'.

Article 10-. No person or juristic person, unless having
the nationality of the Republic of China, may be a broker 

or ‘
or a incuber of an exchange '

Kb Chinese citizen, order any one of the following 
conditions, may bo a* broker or a member of an exchange

1. That ho does not have a disposing capacity;
That he is declared a bankrupt;

3. That his civil r:gb.ts haiu been deprived and yet 
not restored;.

4. That he has be^n Suntenoed to imprisonment for a 
term of not loss than oho year and that he has 
completed th*, execution of the same or aftvr We 
punishraont has been exempted for not mor*, than 
live years.

Ö. That he tee bovn fined or punished in accordance 
with the prorisiors of Articles 46 to SB of this 
haw and that he has completed the execution of 
the same or after the punishment has btvn exempted 
for not more thara five yoarfl.

6. That ho has bcv».-isohnrgud from the exchange 
5or not more than fire y wars.

Article 11. A Chinóse juristic person, unless having 
any one of the following conditions, shall not be a broker 
or member of an ox change .



1. Where in the event.of "the juristic person 
is an unlimited partnership, or u 3 ri nrfted, 
partnership, or a joint stock limited 
partnership, all the shareholders of 
unlimited liability and the administrators 
are Chinese citizen:?■■ •

a. Where in the event of the juristic person 
is a joint stock company, the majority share-s 
and votes as well as two thirds of the 
directors and supervisors are Chinese»

The provisions of Section 1 of the last preceding 
paragraph Shall apply mutatis mutandis to commercial firm 
organized by means of partnershipo

Article 12'o , Whenever a broker or a member of an 
exchange comes, under any one of the conditions enumerated 
in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 10 shall immediately
lose his qualification anu the validity of his registration*

Article 13» If improper method is used to be a broker
or a member, the Ministry of Industry may cancel his 
registration or take off his name or order him to retire 
from the exchange» '

Article 14» When a broker is permitted to be registered 
as a member of the staff of the exchange, the original 
registration as a broker shall immediately lose its-effect*

Article 15» No broker or member of an exchange may use 
a. branch store or under ether names contract for a business 
of a similar nature in another district having an .
exchange dealing in the ea.-?.-' business.

Artic le^Z ‘No person whatsoever can act as an agent 
of another parson or intreduco or transmit the mandate 
for buying and selling in an exchange as a. business 
undertaking; Provided that this ruie shall not »ppiy to 
brokers or members author!c rd .by the Ministry of Industry*

Article 17. A broker or r. member shall bu held res
ponsible to the exchr.nge fee all the acts done in the 
buying and selling.

Article 18* At the time of application for registration 
a broker shall pny a registration fee*

The registration fee reformed to above shall be fixed
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by the Minis try pf Indus try.

Article 19. broker or ■ member rauco deposit suctìri&ivs 

in -th*. exchange./

.Aròiole 20. An’exchange may in conformity ;-;ith the: 

provisi ms >f the rule’s suspend ohe business of a broker 

or member or imp)se :n him a fine, of not more than one 

thousand yuan' or Guk-o iff;his name from the roll.

Article 21. An cxchnng. triy by laying dx.-n rul s, 

prescribe the qualificati ns .f a broker or a member 

and limit their number.

Ah un a broker .or- a m mb-.:; loses the qualifications 

mentioned in th- last pr-c-ding paragraph the validity 

of his re-gis :-rc ti->n shall > immediately lost.

Vi th refe-rene. to .an exchange composeU of members, 

the membership cannot be transferred unless upon a majority 

vote of thr . fourth .of th- total members.

Ar tide 22. In case a broker suspends his business, 

till t;;o v-e .ks t.f tor th -n^lusion of the business 

transacted by him in th- exchange, the business shall be 

consid\^edt as if no>U3usp .nd :d.

In case !' broker or mernbe.r dies, dissolves, disi.nrells, 

retires from the exchange, -.ithdrans registration or his 

registration b.com-.s invalid, till the conclusion ;f his 

business in th., exchange, th-, provisions of the last 

preceding pur’graph shall b-e applied mutatis mutandis.

Aith r-fei’enc . to. th : pr-visions of th- last tuo 

pi eccding paragraphs, in c- s th ere is n„ person to conclude 

the transactions-..f gu . broker or number', the exchange mt-y 

in accordance' i r.h ¡-.h : rnj >rizv other broker ;r member

to conclude it.

Chapt er 4 » Admin i s tra «ors.

Article 25. Th-, administra tors yf an exchange shall 

consist of th- f illyqinor:
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One General Dir ctor.
Tv.'n or m Tv dir ctA's.

Several Supervisors..
Th., term of servic. jf the administrators shall be 

‘three yuirs. They shall bo .l.cted from among ch-, share
holders or members and their names shall further b.. submitted 
to th Ministry pf Industry f..r approval and r .gistrati.m.

Any pvrs ¡n, havin ’ any one .of the conditions enumerated 
in paraoi phs 1 and 2 of Article 10, shall n.t be an adminis
trator of an exchange.

■‘.ihivVer suppli s capital to or shares gain or loss'.8 
. ith any broker’ ; r having a special interest in the business 
of th., broker shall all b. f irbidd.n 5j be an administrator 
of an exchange.

article ~24. An employ..,. of an exchange having the matters 
enumerated in the last paragraph of the last preceding 
Article or having be n permitted to be registered as a broker, 
shall immediately resign from his post jf Director General 
er Director. The same rule, applies ’.hen he has been permitted 
to be registered as a Director General br Direct of another 
exchange.

whenever the Ministry .f Industry discovers that the 
employee ,f an exchange applied for r gistn ti -n by deCeipt 
or contravenes the provisions .f the last preceding .*rtide 

by serving as an drainstrat >r jf the exchange >r considers 
that the adminstrat'or contravenes th. provisions pf Para

graph 2 of Article 26 may-order him to retire fr>m th. post»
Article 25. In ces. theix is any vacancy among the- 

administra-tors -./hen th. Ministry of Industry deems it 

necessary, may order the ^xch.nge to elect a candidate go

supplement it.
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ir gì ele« 26, kith rAfívéu e Gj ohe «.x change ^rganiz.d 
by joint stock company, its administratbrs r employees 
are all prohibited t > trr.nsc.ct business in th. exch ngc 
either by hims If or uuth rizc another person under whatever 
name.

No administrator or employe.^ of an .xchángu menti .ned 
in thí last „.pr «oc eding paragraph-can supply capital t ? r share, 
profit loss vi th th.. L?.. k._r of on exchange r pl ace special 
interest v.ith th. bus in«:.s< f oh. broker.

, Ar gì ele .27 « An exch ng«. shall ustablia i a consulting 
council G'* e ,nsulo who. imo «ecant matters x *. 1-? tiv.. to uíie 
exch.ng«.-..

Mcupting the st -ck ch; ng all excl t nges shell hav*. 
experts to decide ohe grad-. ,f thy gl-ode to be. settled,

Chapter 5. Buying and Selling.
gitici;. 28. TÍf.. term i.¡r'buying and selling stocks in an 

esete nge cannot excu< d three months. The térìp for buying end 

selling c toon, c tton ^j'n, cotton goods, gedd, silver, 

groin, rie-., -il, hidu, silk and sugar cannot «¿xcv.'.d six 
aunGhs^hith r g rd g-- 'Oh., e mirandi tics, Gh terra cannot 
cxcv d Ghi”kn< iixjd by oh«. Ministry of Indust;fy.

Artici« 29. SG >ck «..xebange cannot buy ano. sull th«, stocks 
issued by thums'.lvcs.

jiT oiclc 30. The mu th d ,f buying end sellini r in an úxchange 
shell be dvocraincd by a. ministerial ordui of th-. Ministry of 
Industry.

Article 31. An oxch ng. organized by a j int stock c.-mpany 
mr.y, in’ accordanec^oith oh. pr >visi,ns h id d./.n . ;i th ir rules, 
require, th« buyer end ; to pay a deposit. Thl r.tio 

b>..G;?-,..n th«., amount of thv. d p;sit t> be d.posit-.d ..id ohe 

officiai buying and Selling price, ruling in oh m iket shall, 

be ncc-rding t « -th f.'ll; ina provisi ns:-
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1, Transaction on cpmiaod xties i not less than ten 
per cent; out transaction on cotton yarn, not 
less than five per cent.

h. Transaction on stocks: not less than eight 
per cent.

o. Transaction on {.old: not leü& than five per cent.

Article 3^. ’Thoever fails to perform the buying and 

selling contract, the exchange may use the deposit and the 

guaranty money to compensate their losses.

Article 33. 'ith reference to the losses resulted as a

■ consec.aenco of a breach of the contract, an exchange organize 

by a joint stock company sh ùi bo liable for compensation; 

Provided that the exchange ‘may demand from the person who 

breaks the contract to pay back the money which they have 

compensated and all the expenses arising from the breach of 

the contract.

Article 34. ’There an exchange organized by a joint stock 

company is liable, according to the provision of the last 

preceding Article, to compensation shall pay business securities 

into the national treasury.

.Article 35. .An exchange organized by a joint stock company 

may# according to the volume of buying and selling, collect 

n brokerage from thp-buyer and. the seller. The rate shall be 

submitted to the Ministry of Industry for approval.

•Article 36. An exchange shall have the prerogative to 

dispose the deposit and securities,

. Article 37. In case n broker or a member of an exchange 

commits a breach of the trust, regarding the obligatory 

right produced on account of such breach and so far as the 

security of the broker or member is concerned, aside from 

the exchange’s prerogative, the truster shall have the pre

ferential right over other creditors.

•Article 38, Unless the buying, selling or settlement is 

made in the Exchange to which he belongs, no broker or 

member can employ the s !Cie or n ai^ilar method of calcul tiorl
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on the business entrusts1 by the- truster.

Thd buying am' selling contracts shall be nn b? out 

by the :xch.n'ni<c *'nJ given to th: brokers or membera of u' 

parties for signature an’ perf>rnanc:.

""Zhen a bi >k:r or mcmbci violates the provisi .ns ->i 

first pnratr 'ph shall b: punish rl 'iccar.lmg co Article 

this Law.

Art! cl-; 39. .in exchange shoul’. bcci'b' nn official IJ*’ 

price an.l publicly announce it.

•in exchange sheul.l publicly announce to the broke*-® 

or members the volume of buying an-; selling.

lr t icle 40. lio pers >n sir'll, jutsib: of the exchange’
' 1X establish a market similar to an exchange r'n 1 bu;/ an'’ b; 

with an object of buying an} selling the lifference.
• . jSwtl

Article 41. <$o broker or member shall accept the nn0 

from n public official on’, speculate for him.

Chapter 6„ Surveillance.

Article 4.S. ’Jh.n the act of an exchange is contraxy 
law Ir or’.er 'or is injurious t., public welfare or Jistui^5

.......the public'^KT'ce'; the ministry >i In ’.ustry nn.y take any Ji 

the f >11 >v/mg ¡se-¡sures :-

1. To ’issAvc the exchange.

2. To sus >en ’ tnc business of the exchange.-

3. To suspen or to suppress a part of the 
business >f the exchange. *

4. To j”-b:r the exchange’s n Ininiutmt >rs to retire.

5. To susp.n'l the business of the broker or the 
member ir to lis.:nr>ll hin.

\rtiele__43. Th? iiinistry of Industry shall ucnl its 

exchange inspect >r to examine the business, bo .ks, .locurjents, 

property no'1 other articles' of in ixchonge ns well n.s the 

bo >ks an 1 1 ;cuuents of th : broker ór the member nn l to 

take notice, of the cnusc ?¡’ the fluctuoti >ns of prices in th ' 

market.
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The administrators, brokers or members of nn cxchont0 

ah ■'ll so far ng the examination rcfcrrW to in the Jout 

mentioned ¡Section is concerned, have the obligati >n to 

produce tile articles n to answer intcrrog-itorics.

Th; Contr>1 Yuan sun lx send its representatives from 

time to titip' to invc-stir-’tc the on?, iti ¡ns of the exchange 

nnl• the- onnncr by which th: officials sent by the competent 

authorities executed th.ir duties,

A^kLoAx-A*^« Aicn the Ministry of Industry deems it 

accessory, may order an exchange to revise its rules or 

suspend, suppress or ’cancel its resolutions *'nd dispositions.

Article 45, lZhqn nn exchange v iluntnrily dissolves within

the period of its dur- fci .n, it shall report tp-..’ Ministry of-

Industry f ir Approval,

Chapter 7. Punishments.

irticlc 46. Jhocvcr vi ilntcs the provisions of Article <i6 

sh*ll be fined not vi >rc th!Sn >?10,000.

Article 47. 'ftiocvsr violates the provisions of h.-ticlcs 15 

or Afi shall oc fined n )t more than V5,OOO. 
__ .1 r, r. -ArOclT1 48J jcvur violates the pwibiAnu of Irticlc ¿1 

shnil be punished with -i fine jX not lcu3 two titacis nnci 

n'jt tn in ten tiuc3 of the ox it in^1 d.cpouit u >n.<iy .

Articl<: 49. There the pr jvisi jn« r.f .Article 41 qra'violated, 

the broker oi Eieiobcr of the cxch^nt1* **n 1 the public iificinl

3)3.^ xi c*’ch be punished with fin^ ox njt lobs thnn two tine3 

nnd not Qorc thnn ten tincb ox the buying -»nu belling prices* 

There n.n offence i^ coooitted9 the C' .se on n be 'vIjuhig ' ted 

according to the Criroinnl Code.

Vticlc 50. ’‘Whoever, being nn ^dninistmtox or expert 

of an exchange, demands, agrees to accept or accepts any 

bribe in respect of his lutics, sh'll be punished, with 

imprisonment for not more- than three- years or a fine of not



more than $10,000JX); .if in- consideration of such bribe he 
commits an improper not of fails to do n prop r act, the 
punishm.nt shall bo increased by one half.

Any bribe received shell b. forfeited; in the’ .vent 

of its not being-possible- t© ;onfiscato the whole or any 
part of such bribe, the amount remaining unforfoited shall 
bo levied on the offender.

Article 51. whoever, commits any one of the following 
acts shall be punished with impx’isohmcnt of not more than 
one year or a fine of not more than threw thousand yuan.

1. Gives, makes a present or. promises to give 
any bribe to an off’.oct or expert of an 
iEiehange;

3. Forges the official market price of an 
exchange and publicly ¿announces it;

3. With intent to publtoly "nnounco and distribute, 
makes and distributes any document entering 
false market price;

4. Establishes exchanges without permission to 
resister or oontmvcne» the provisions of 
Article 39,

Whoever commits an offence under Section 1 of last 
preceding Paragraph and voluntarily submits himself for 
trial, the punishment proscribed for the offence may bo 
remitted or reduced.

Article 52. Whoever, uith^ntent to modify th», market 
price in an exchange, spreads rumors, or usvs artful means, 

or employs violence or threap - 'all bo-punished with 
imprisonment for not more than ttio years or a fine of not 
moro than six thousand dollp.is. .

Article 53. whoever Bpooulhtcs and transacts a busin..ss 

outside of thu exchange acoording to its market price shall 
be punished with imprisonment for not more than one year or 
a fine of not more than three thousand dollars.

Article 54. In the event of any relative belonging to the 
"ano household of a broker or mumbur or an employee of the 
exchange, commit a a broach-of bh<j provision ef Article 16 



shall be punished according to Article 47. The broker or 
member also cannot pretend* that it is net instigated by 
himsolf and.attempt to exempt from his punishment. His 
punishment shall bo similar to Article 47.

Article 55. In case- the punishment of this Law is 
applicable to a juristic person, it shall bo applied to the 
directors and other responsible persons who administer the 
affairs of the exchange.

Chapter 8. Supplementary Rules
Article 56. The Lav Governing the Taxation of an Exchange 

shall bo separately provided.
Article 57. The capital and the s ecurity of the exchange 

and the reserve fund shall be fixed by th. Ministry of 
Industry.

Article 58. At the time of enforcement of this Lav» if 
within the same district, thebe are two exchanges in existence 
transacting the same kind of business, they should bo amalgamated 
within three years starting- from th. day of enforcement of 
this La".

All those*who do not amalgamate in accordance with the 
provision of the last pr..c_d.ing paragraph, their operation * 
shall be limited tc three:’years after.th enforcement-of this- 
Law. At the expiration of this period, they must be dissolved 
and the period cannot be prolonged.

Article 59. At the time of cnforcem.nt of this La.., all 
the brokers now in function ^hall, according to th. kind 
of business transacting, b: consid.red as having obtained 
the permission to be th. broker pf the particular exchange 
within the meaning of this Ta'.;.

Article 60. The detail d rul.s for th. enforcement of 
this Law shall be formula^ -d by th. Ministry of Industry.

Article 61. This Law shall be enforced as from the 
date of its promulgation-.-
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SUBJECT:
Supervisor’s Office of the Shanghai 
China Gold Bar Exchange Co., Ltd. - 
request for Police protection and 
co-»operation 

A o. l fa *'

Win-

With reference to the attached letter addressed 

by the Supervisor’s Office of the Shanghai China Gold 

Bar Exchange Company, Ltd.

to Central Police Station on July 15, requesting Police 

protection and co-operation in view of its existence

in the International Settlement, enquiries reveal

that the Supervisor’s Office of the Shanghai China

Gold Bar Exchange Company, Ltd. has cóme into existence 

at.2nd floor, Ko.201 Tientsin Road (Lien Bank Building) 

since July 1, 1941. It is a sub-organ of the

Ministry of Finance of the Nanking Government 

established for the purpose of controlling the 

business of the Gold Bar Exchange Market of the Company 
at No.24 Central Road. Chow Fuh-hai ( $ fa $- ) 

is the Minister of Finance of the Executive Yuan of

the Nanking Government.
It is managed by one Sung Yao ( ^ M ) 

assigned by the Nanking Government with a staff of 

nine employees. Two Police watchmen have been 

employed to safe-guard the office. It is open 

from 8.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. daily between Monday and

Friday and from 8.30 a.m. to 12 noon on Saturday

■ W

A.C. (Special Branch)



July 15th, 1941

To,

Central Police Station.

Dear Sirs,

Upon instructions of finance Department, Nanking 

Government, China, a Supervisor's Office of the Shanghai 

China Gold Trading Company, Ltd. is now functioning with 

effect from 1.7*41 in Lien Bank Building, No. 201 Tientsin 

Road.

Please give police protection and assistance.

Chopped• Supervisor’s Office of the 
Shanghai China Gold Trading 
Co. ltd.
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24/6/41

Re Press report that Lien Yieh Commercial
& Savings Rank and Gold Bar Exchange had been threatened 
by Chungking slaments«____________

Sir,
According to the Dally Intelligence Report dated 

23/6/41 the following article appeared in the Tairiku

Shimpo.-

L’lSOPIFJR IN SHANGHAI.
CE ATT FINANCIAL

The Lien Yieh Commercial & Savings Bank and the 
Shanghai Gold Bax* Exchange have received several 
threatening letters from Chungking elements. The 
m&nwgementa of the two establishments hfcve requested 
the ¡».¡¿.H to detail policemen to protect ’them from 
untoward incidents.

t The Lien Yieh Goiumcrcial 4 Savings Bank, the 
manager of which is kr.S.S.-1 an, was attacked by 
Chungking terrorists with hand-grenades in the 
latter part, of April this year.

At 4.15 p.m 34.6.41 D.S.I Liao Kuei Hu and the

undersigned interviewed Lr. S.S.Pan at the Gold Bar

Exchange, in reaped of this article and he stated he does 

not know ft*om whence the newsyapei* obtained their report.
I

He added that he had received no such letters but that on 

21/6/41 he received a telephone me stage from a "friend11 

who informed him that he had heard that as the result of 

the gambling dens being closed, more that 3,000 persons 

had become unemployed and he (the "friend") had heard that 

2,000 of them were planning to assassinate him.

Extra police have already been posted at the various 

places where Lr.Fan has interests, but he requested that 

these precautions be doubled and that the constables be 

posted fr om 50 to 100 yards either side of the premises 

and not on the door. Bis reason for this request was 

that he cons.ider^d he had sufficient armed guards to 

take care o^t the entrances but would like the police to 

search all au^picous persons approaching same.



Mr Pan also requested that particular attention 

be paio. to the Gold Bar Ixchange on Central Rd, as he 

spent moot of his tine there ana seldom visited his other 

concerns•

G/I Boddy has been informed of the foregoing and 

*whereever possible fir. Fan’s requests will be mat*

I am

Your obedient servant



June 23, 1941.

TAIRIKU SHIMPO

CHUNGKING ELEMENTS ATTEMPT TO CREATE FINANCIAL 
DISORDER IN SHANGHAI

The Lien Yieh Commercial & Savings 
Bank and the Shanghai Gold Bar Exchange have received 
several thraatening letters from Chungking elements. 
The managements of the two establishments have requested 
the S.M.P. to detail policemen to protect them from untoward 
incidents.

The Lien Yieh CanHneicial. & Savings 
Bank, the manager of which is Mr. S.S^Pan, was attacked 
by Chungking terrorists with hand-grenades in the latter I 
part of April this year. v |

MAINICHI (22/3) l-

THE LaTE kR, AKAGI

Mr. K. Fukuda, Director of the 
Centc^l China Tele-Communication Company, one ofthe* 
class-m^tegof the late Mr. Akagi at the Tjjkytr'"imperial 
University, rlBtwjjned by air from Tokyq^-errf June 21 and made 
the following staTferent regardin£--Mi\ Akagi i- "Ever 
since the time when Mr. "Attagl-entered the Oversea Affairs 
Department of the Okad^.Ca'bin&t^l was on'good terms with 
him. He was a ma«^of acute intellect. He was good at sports and reuniting. He was a mSn^Qf varied tastes. 
Recently, he.iequested me to get for him apfretfigraph of 
General Okada and his autograph, . “ I gUT> one 
and handed it to him. This turned out to be my last 
present to him.*

AI NI CHI i-

Statement of the Mother of Mr* Akagi

x. “Everything seems tcj>l5^nappening
in a dream. lean not believe that m^>etfn is dead. In 
November last yearj'sfcie visited meat^my home on his way 
back to Shanghai. r'a^ked hkjj*-to return to Japan as soon 
as possible, but he stateduS'dldiers are doing their 
best for Japan at the r^rKoSytheir lives. Now is the 
time for us to do ou^titmost foxthe sake of our country. 
Moreover, the worl^xiam now engag&d^in is very important. 
Wherever I hav^zto die, I am prepareîN^o die'. He 
must have b^en satisfied with his own d&a^h.

“In his youth, he wabsa boy of 
unyielding disposition. I am informed that^when he 
was^zired at, he immediately alighted from the chxand 
ruined at his assailant. As a man he had the same** 
unyielding disposition.•

P. T. 0,



T.Kao.

* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
. s.l»Speci al,_Sr^fj^k,

REPORT T„„„
Date...... ........................... lz$ AL.

Subject (in full)......CQt.tpn..Yarn...^change...r.._open.ed—on... June._2.....................................................

Made by...........?..*............... Forwarded by...................

The Cotton Yarn Exchange sponsored, by Pan San
Sing ( '^/ 2, ) and situated at 142 Avenue Edward VII 

was opened on June 2. Owing to inadequate arrangements 

only the Cotton Cloth Department is functioning.



Date March 20, 1941*

(Crime Branch) Office Notes

Commi ssioner.

foreign Currency Exchange 
437/6 Szechuen Road»

According to the Municipal Advócateos 

view we can proceed against this concern, evidence 

of the functioning of which should be easily obtainable,

I raised the question of registration or 

intention to register with Banking as a plea by this 

organization if prosecuted and Municipal Advocate replies 

that this would be no defence.

The question of whether or not it would be

policy to prosecute is, as the Municipal Advocate states, 

one for the police to decide, .Presuming these people 

defied the Municipal Police and/or the Court, would the 

Court be prepared to issue the necessary warrants against 

the known promoters and executives of the Exchange? In 

other words is the Court prepared to uphold the Police 

on all points as an abortive prosecution would be a 

thousand times worse than no prosecution at all. It is 

well known that Pan San-sing is an unscrupulous individual 

who can secure all sorts of political backing, especially 

if cornered as he would be in the case.

?

CONFIDENTIAL D.

i D. C. <Cr & Cp. Brand»)

C. (Crime & Special Branches),



KWC 
form no. h_ Pile No.........
6 65M4'3'9 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Spec ial..branch’:..
REPORT .....41 •

Subject (in full) “Chinese „Cotton Yarn Exchange: C.ompany.*...ajnd "Foreign.............  ...
Currency Exchange* - present situation.

Made by....?.*...l.*......^:°..X«“.*®“............. Forwarded by..................C.D.I....Tatif.um...........................

The "Foreign Currency Exchange*» Lane 437,

6 Szechuen Road, is carrying on business as usual, 

while the " Chinese Cotton Y&rn Exchange Company", 

142 Avenue Edward VII, has not yet formally opened.



ft. 8W-M1 ” > * y

3Sä MI F5tr
* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ®

jf,-’ I No.S. fi; D,
REPORT '7 r

3.1. Special Branch H.Q. station. File No. ......... Date....s&rch...1?» 1941

SUBJECT: üen Commercial & Savings Bank - opening

A new bank called the "Lien Commercial

& Savings Bank"( > 
was opened on March 15 with Its head office at

Vide Sn. Br. 
Reports dated 
o^2/4?5 22/2/41 & 
24/2/41.

201 Tientsin Road, a savings department at 

206 Tientsin Road and a branch at 581 ïu Yuen

Road.
The capital is said to be >2,000,000 

invested by Pan San-sing ( /) and 

his followers. It is learned that Pan San-sing 

recently suggested monopolizing local financial 

enterprises. It will be remembered that pan 

la. also the sponsor of the "Chinese Cotton Yarn 

Exchange Company, * 142 Avenue ISdward VII and 

the "American Gold Dollar Notes l&rket, * lane

437, 6 Sseohuen Hoad.

A. C. (Special Branch)



<

Opening of New Bank Confirmed
News of the opening of a new bank on March 15 (today) as reported 

by the Credit Men’s Economic Bulletin early this week was confirmed 

yesterday by an official announcement inserted by the bank in the vernacular i| 

press«
The bank will be officially known as the “Lien Commercial (Lien Yi)

& Savings Bank, Ltd.”

In addition to its head office at 201 Tientsin Road and is savings 

department at 260 Tientsin Road, the bank will have a Western branch at 1 

581 Yu Yuen Road.
The new financial house is said to be sponsored by the brokers of the 

local gold bar exchange and other trading organisations.

V



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
FORM NO. 3
G. 5XM-1-39 File No.

Section 1, Special..Branch 3
REPORT „ . , , />. *9*

Date... March 11^/3 /p 41

Subject (in jull) Foreign Cuir®ncy. Exchange Ltd, « .opens, on Mar ch 10,

.. , , ' , r , c.D. I. TabrumIVLade by...... and ............................   by........................... ................ ........................... ..................

The jjo reign Currency Exchange Ltd. ( )»

Lane 437, House 6, Szechuen Road, formally opened for 

■business at 9 a.m. on March 10, 1941. rhe new Exchange 

deals exclusively with the exchange of American gold 

dollar notes and its business hours are between 9 a.m. 

and 12 noon and between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. daily.

Exchange brokers who are not registered with the

market

(Special

ANO

Exchange are not admitted.

Observation is being k^pt on the new exchange 

by members of the Special Branch.

c. D. I

Branch)



MEMO.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

OFFICE OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONER. 
(crime ano special branches).

DATE



File bjo....^....... ■
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ' ,

> M 1^1 
rÂr ™ -A 7 . -■Date ..I'ehri»ry.- 2S,J'9 41

otton Yarn.Market* and “American Gold Dollar^.... ...................

/Notes ________ .........................................-
Subject.

REPORT

.Forwarded by. .ç.-P.-.ï.f-.ôuaGiin.

Sir
On the instructions of the D.C. (Crime), Mr« Streit,

Plant Manager, Shanghai Telephone Co«, was interviewed by the

undersigned on 25-2-41 in connection with the telephones to be 
installed at the above named concerns, and stated that as the

installations at both places required switch boards and 

special cable connections etc» the installations at both 
places would be some considerable time before they could be 

completed and he agreed to stall these installations as long 
as possible and to notify the S.M. Police before the work was 
completed.

Mr» Streit also informed the undersigned that the 

“China Gold Exchange Ltd»*, 24 Central Road, was connected 

with the two aforementioned concerns, and required further 
telephone installations which would also be stalled as long 
as passible.

The manager of the "China Gold Exchange Ltd." is 

one named Z« C. K< o, but it is understood that he only acts 
on behalf of Pan Sai Sing.



- tm. 2 < File ■No..-.;*.......
G 40M14° SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. >

Section 1, ij-pe.a.l^al-.ix.an.clSz«///,
REPORT

D«z<?..iie.b.xjiaxy...24».. i p 41.
Subject....."Cpt.to.n..Yar.n..Mar.ke.t* *...&."Arxiican...Gold.^llar  Wotes Market*  -.............

further to attached report and opinion of

M. A.

With reference to the penultimate paragraph 

of the M. A» *e opinion, further information was 

secured and submitted on Monday, February 24th. 

In this connection C.D.l. Tabrum and ju.1. Kao xen

Ken attended the office of the M. A.

February 24, C. I. Ling, Liaison Officer, acting

upon the instruction of Mr. Bryan, Junior, telephoned 

and notified C.D.I. Tabrum that action could be 

taken by Police in accordance with information as

Contained in the laet paragraph, page 1, of the //
written opinion which reads as follows:-

* If the exchange in question was established

without permission of the Ministry of Industry 

of the Chinese Government at Chungking, a 

prosecution could be instituted under Article

51, ae above quoted. *

after the exchanges have commenced to operate»

further report»

Made ¿y.......“?d.................    Forwarded by............V*  .....X?]?.?.“?“.................

At 10»45 EB.m.,

C. L. 1.

A. C. (Special Branch)



\ File.No.
G.X.i ^o SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

THH S.l, Special Branchy,
REPORT February 22, 41.Date.............................i g

"Cotton Yarn Market” & ’’American Gold Dollar notes
Subject................................ ‘........ :...............-................................................ .......................................................................... .

Market" - further report

.. , , D»I» Kao Yen-ken................ Forwarded by........9....... Tabrum....... ........................Made by.....— ........ 7

Further enquiries conducted into the above 

subject show that the "Chinese Cotton Yarn Exchange 
Company Ltd." ( ® It 0) has

established a market at No.142 Avenue Edward VII, 

which, it is expected, will commence operating 

about the middle of March, 1941.

The Committee of this newly formed Chinese 

Cotton Yarn Exchange Company Ltd. are t-

Pan Sai Sing ), 
committee.

Chairman of the

Zung Sing Chuen ( ),’Executive member
of the committee.

Pan Tse Vung G'4 A it), 
committee.

Member of the

Zung Ning Chuen -do-

Zung Tsing Ming -do-

The authorized capital of the company is 

$2,000,000, but only half of this amount has been 

paid up. The Company propose operating as a 

Cotton Yarn Exchange. It is a Chinese business 

enterprise which is neither registered with the 

National Government at Chungking, nor with the 

Nanking Government. It claims to have the intention 

of registering with the Nanking Government»

In forming the new Exchange, Pan Sai Sing, the 

Chairman, has enlisted the support of Mr. Sasaki 

( 4^ )» Advisor to the Shanghai City Government,

who has assisted to establish the organization.

70 brokers have registered with the enterprise.

File.No


1 File No.______
—«¿•mo SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................... Station^
REPORT 

Date.ig
- 2 -

Subject.. . ..............................................................................................................................................

Made by. .Forwarded by.

The '‘Foreign Currency Exchange* ( 2, ¿J )

with, offices at Lane 437, House 6, Szechuen Hoad, 

is a Chinese business venture and is in charge 

of a committee headed by Pan S»i Sing, the 

Chairman» An executive member of tne committee, 

Tsang Tung Sung , is also tne

Manager of tne Stock Exchange Market, 24 Central 

Road. He has been appointed to supervise the 

routine affairs of tne new Exchange.

The “Foreign Currency Exchange“ has an 

authorized capital of $1,000,000. It is not 

registered with the National Government at Chung

king, nor witn tne Nanking Government.

No definite date has been fixed for the 

opening of this new Exchange owing to a telephone 

exchange not having been installed.

50 brokers nave registered witn this enter-



<
PHONE

1 3040
JUpmgljai Municipal ÖlonnciL

«Office of tlje Municipal Slbto orate

Shanghai, China, 
February 11, 1941.

Commissioner of Police, 
Shanghai Municipal Council, 

Shanghai, China.

In re: Cotton Yarn Market and American Gold 
Dollar Notes Exciian'ge. ~ 

S-.M.P, - S.B.Registry « D 9874

With reference to the above entitled matter, Article 
51 of the Revised Exchange Law, promulgated by the National 
Government on April 27, 1935, would seem to apply. A rough 
translation of this article provides as follows:

"Whoever, commits any one of the following acts 
shall be punished with imprisonment of not more 
than one year or a fine of not more than three 
thousand yuan.

1. Gives, makes a present or promises to give 
any bribe to an officer or expert of an 
exchange i

X

2. Forges the official market price of an exchange 
and publicly announce it.

3. With intent to publicly announce and distribute, 
makes and distributes any document entering 
false market price.

SI
UA

Establishes exchanges without permission to 
register or contravenes the provisions of 
Article 39.

'Whoever commits an offence under Sub-section 1 of 
last preceding Section and voluntarily submits himself 
for trial, the punishment prescribed for the offence 
may be remitted or reduced."
Kindly note that Sub-section 4, of this article, makes 

it an offence to establish an exchange without permission.
If the exchange in question was established without

permission of the Ministry of Industry of the Chinese Govern
ment at Chungking, a prosecution could be instituted under



Article 51, as above quoted.

The facts stated in the attached report do not 

give sufficient infonaation to enable us to express a 

definite opinion.

A complete translation of the Revised Exchange Law 

is attached for your information.



REVISED EXCWJTGE LAW

(Promulgated by the National Govern
ment on April 27, 1935. Enforced 
on the same day).

4

Chapter 1. Estab lishm ait.

Article 1. In places where commerce is prosperous, 

merchants may apply to the Ministry of Industry for 

permission to establish exchanges for the buying 

and selling of stocks or commodities of one kind 

or several kinds of the same cat ego zy.

Article 2, Only one exchange for the buying and 

selling of stocks or commodities of the same kind 

may be established at one place. The district shall 

be determined by the Ministry of Industry.

Article 3. After an exchange is duly established, 

it shall be allowed ~ten years as the time of its 

duration? Provided that the exchange, may, at the 

expiration of the period, by taking into consideration 

of the local commercial conditions, apply to the 

Ministry of Industry for an extension.

Article 4. All markets buying and selling stocks 

or commodities according to certain standard object 

shall be considered as exchanges. Unless in accordance 

with this Law, they cannot be established.

Chapter 2. Organization.

Article 5, Exchanges may be either organized by 

a joint stock company or composed of members of the 

same trade according to the local commercial condition 

and the species of commodities bought and sold.

Article 6. Only brokers may do business in an 

exchange organized by a joint stock company. Only
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members may do business in an exchange composed

of members of the same trade.

Article 7. By permission of the Ministry of

Industry, an exchange may transact the business 

appurtenant to it.

Except godown business, no exchange organized 

by a joint stock company can concurrently transact 

the business mentioned in the last preceding Section.

Article 8. The rules governing the different 

exchanges should be submitted to ths Ministiy of 

Industry for approval.

Chapter 3. Broker and Member.

Article 9. Whoever desires to be a broker of an 

exchange, application should be made by the Exchange 

to the Ministry of Industry for approval and registra

tion.

Article 10. No person or juristic person, unless 

having the nationality of the Republic of China, may 

be a broker or a member of an exchange.

No Chinese citizen, under any one of the following 

conditions, may be a broker or a member of an exchange:-

1. That he does not have a disposing capacity;

2. That he is declared a bankrupt;

3. That his civil rights have been deprived and 
yet not restored;

4. That he has completed the service of his 
sentence f„or a term of not less than one 
year or after the sentence has been exempted 
for not more than five years;

5. That he has been fined or punished in accordance 
with the provisions from Articles 46 to 53 of 
this Law and he has completed the execution of 
the same or after the punishment has been 
exempted for not more than five years;



6. That he has been dismissed from the 
exchange for not more than five years.

Article 11. A Chinese juristic person, unless 

having any one of «the following conditions, shall not 

be a broker or member of an exchange:-

1. Where in the event of the juristic person 
is an unlimited partnership, or a limited 
partnership, or a joint stock limited 
partnership, all the shareholders of un
limited liability and the administrators 
are Chinese citizens.

2. Where in the event of the juristic person
is a joint stock company, the majority shares 
and votes as well as two thirds of the 
directors and supervisors are Chinese.

SJr'
The provisions ofASection 1 of the last preceding

Section shall apply mutatis. mutandis to commercial

firm organized by means of partnership.

Article 12. Whenever a broker or a member of an 

exchange comes under any one of the conditions enumera

ted in Sections 1 and 2 of Article 10 shall immediately 

lose his qualification and the validity of his registra 

tion.

Article 13. If improper method is used to be a 

broker or a member, the Ministry of Industiy may cancel 

his registration or take off his name or order him to 

retire from the exchange.

Article 14. When a broker is permitted to be 

registered as a member of the staff of the exchange, 

the orginal registration as a broker shall immediately 

lose its effect.

Article 15. Ho broker or member of an exchange may
i

use a branch store or under other names contract for

a business of a similar nature in another district 

having an exchange dealing in the same business.
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Article 16. No person whatsoever can act as an 

agent of another person or introduce or transmit 

the mandate for buying and selling in an exchange 

as a business undertaking; Provided that this rule 

shall not Apply to brokers or members authorized by 

the Ministry of Industry.

Article 17. A broker or a member shall be held 

responsible to the exchange for all the acts done 

in the buying and selling.

Article 18. At the time of application for 

registration a broker shall pay a registration fee.

The registration fee referred to above shall 

be fixed by the Ministry of Industry.

Article 19. A broker or member must deposit 

securities in the exchange.

Article 20. An exchange may in conformity with the 

provisions of the rules suspend the business of a 

broker or member or impose on him a fine of not more 

than one thousand yuan or take off his name from the 

roll.

Article 21. An exchange may by laying down rules, 

prescribe the qualifications of a broker or a member 

and limit their number.

When a broker or a member loses the qualifications 

mentioned in the last preceding Section, the jalidity 

of his registration shall be immediately lost,

With reference to an exchange composed of members, 

the membership cannot be transferred unless upon a 

majority vote of three fourth of the total members.

Article 22. In case a broker suspends his business,

till two weeks after the conclusion of the business 
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transactec' y him in the exchange, the business shall 

be considered as if not suspended.

In case a broker or member dies, dissolves, 

disenrolls, retires from the exchange, withdraws 

registration or his registration becomes invalid, 

till the conslusion of his business in the exchange, 

the provisions of the last preceding Section shall be 

applied mutatis mutandis.

With reference to the provisions of the last "bro 

preceding Sections, in case there is no person to conclude 

the transactions of the broker or member, the exchange 

may in accordance with the rules authorize other broker 

or member to conclude it.

Chapter 4. Administrators.

Article 23. The administrators of an exchange shall 

consist of the following:

One General Director.

Two or more directors.

Several Supervisors.

The term of service of the administrators shall be 

three, years. They shall be elected from among the share

holders or members and their names shall further be 

submitted to the Ministry of Industry for approval and 

registration.

Any person, having any one of the conditions 

enumerated in Sections 1 and 2 of Article 10, shall 

not be an administrator of an exchange.

Whoever supplies capital to or shares gain or 

losses with any broker or having a special interest in 

the business of the broker shall all be forbidden to 

be an administrator of an exchange
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Article 24. Any employee of an exchange having 

the matters enumerated in the last Section of the 

last preceding Article or having been permitted to be 

registered as a broker, shall immediately resign from 

his post of Director General or Director. The same 

rule applies when he has been permitted to be registered 

as a Director General or Director of another exchange.

VZhenever the Ministry of Industry discovers that 

the employee of an exchange applied for registration by 

deceit or contravenes the provisions of the last 

preceding Article by serving as an administrator of the 

exchange or considers that the administrator contravenes 

the provisions of Section 2 of Article 26 may order him 

to retire from the post.

Article 25» In case there is any vacancy among the 

administrators when the Ministry of Industiy deems it 

necessary, may order the Exchange to elect a candidate 

to supplement it.

Article 26. With reference to the exchange organized 

by .joint stock company, its administrators or employees 

are all prohibited to transact business in the exchange 

either by hitself or authorize another person under 

whatever name.

No administrator or employee of an exchange mentioned 

in the last preceding Section can supply capital or 

share profit or loss with the broker of an exchange or 

place special interest with the business of the broker.

Article 27. An exchange shall establish a consulting 

council to consult the important matters relative to 

the exchange.

Excepting the stock exchange, all exchanges shall 

have experts to decide the grade of the goods to be 

settled.
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Chapter 5. Buying and Selling.

Article 28. The term for buying and selling 

stocks, in an exchange cannot exceed three months. 

The term for buying and selling cotton, cotton yam, 

cotton goods, gold, silver, grain, rice, oil, hide, 

silk and sugar cannot exceed six months. With regard 

to other commodities, the term cannot exceed the one 

fixed by the Ministry of Industry.

Article 29. A stock exchange cannot buy and sell 

the stocks issued by themselves.

Article 50. The method of buying and selling in 

an exchange shall be determined by a ministerial order 

of the Ministry of Industry.

Article 51. An exchange organized by a joint stock 

company may, in accordance with the provision laid dowm 

in their rules, require the buyer and seller to put up 

a margin. The ratio concerning the amount of margin 

to be put up and the registered buying and selling price 

shall be as follows*

1. Where commodities are transacted, the amount 
shall not be less than ten per cent of the 
registered buying or selling price; however, 
in case of cotton yarn, it shall not be less 
than f ive per cent•

2. Where stocks are transacted, the amount shall 
not be less than eight per cent.

3. Where gold is transacted, the amount shall 
not be less than five per cent.

Article 32. Whoever fails to perform the buying and 

selling contract, the exchange may use the margin money 

and the guaranty money to compensate their losses.

Article 33. With reference to the losses resulted as 

a consequence of a breach of the contract, an exchange 

organized by a joint stock company shall be liable for
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compensati on; Provided that the exchange may demand 

from the person who breaks the contract to pay back 

thé money which they have compensated and all the 

expenses arising from the breach of the contract.

Article 34. Where an exchange organized by a joint 

stock company is liable, according to the provision of 

the last preceding Article, to compensation shall pay 

business securities into the National treasury.

Article 35. An exchange organized by a joint stock 

company may, according to the volume of buying and 

selling, collect a brokerage from the buyer and the 

seller. The rate shall be submitted to the Ministry 

of Industry for approval.

Article 36. An exchange shall have the prerogative 

to dispose the margin and guaranty money.

Article 37. In case a br oker or a member of an 

exchange commits a breach of the trust, regarding the 

obligatory right produced on account of such bréach 

and so far as the security of the broker or member 

is concernéd, aside from the exchange’s prerogative, 

the client shall have the preferential right over 

other creditors.

Article 38. Unless the buying, selling or settlement 

is made in the Exchange to which he belongs, no broker 

or member can employ the same or a similar method of 

calculation on the business entrusted by his clients.

The "Bills of Buying and Selling* ( ) shall

be made by the Exchange and issued to the broker ar 

member for signature and conclusion of business.

Any broker or member violates the provisions
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of the first Section of thia Article shall be 

punished according to Article 53 of this Law.

Article 39. An exchange should decide an official 

market price and publicly announce it.

An exchange should publicly announce to the 

brokers or members the volume of buying and selling. 

Article 40. Ho person shall, outside of the 

exchange, establish a market similar to an exchange 

and buy and sell, with an object of buying and selling 

the difference.

Article 41, Brokers or members shall not receive Ilin ■meS'- ' — -^>»1» |»I>W 
commission from public officials *o engage on their 

behalf in the business of buying and selling.

Chapter 6. Surveillance.

Article 42. When the act of an exchange is contrary 

to lav/ or order or is injurious to public welfare 

or disturbs the public peace, tie Ministry of Industry 

may take any of the following measuresj-

1. To dissolve the exchange.

2. To suspend the business of the exchange,

3. To suspend or to suppress a part of the 
business of the exchange,

4. To order the exchange’s administrators to 
ret ire.

5. To suspend the business of the broker or the 
member or to disenroll him.

Article 43. The Ministry of

Industry shall send Exchange Supervisors to examine 

the business affairs, books, documents, property and 

other articles of the exchange as well as the books and 

• documents of the broker or member.

The officer, broker or member of the Exchange, 

as regards the examination referred to in the last

* preceding Section, shall have the obligation to produce



the articles and to answer interrogatories.

The Control Yuan shall from time to time send 

officials to investigate the ^gneral conditions of the 

exchanges as well as the manner in which the supervisors 

sent by competent offices executed their duties.

Article 44. When the Ministry of Industry deems 

it necessary, may order an exchange to modify its 

rules or suspend, suppress or cancel its resolutions and 

disposals.

Article 45. When an exchange voluntarily dissolves 

within the period of its duration, it shall report the 

Ministry of Industry for approval.

Chapter 7. Punishments.

Article 46. Whoever violates the provision of 

Article 26 shall be fined not more than $10,000.

Article 47. Whoever violates the provisions of

Articles 15 or 16 shall be fined not more than $5,000.

Article 48. Whoever- violates the provisions of

Article 31 shall be punished with a fine of not less 

than two times and not more than ten times the amount 

of margin which must be put up.

Article 49. Whoever violates the provisions of

Article 41, both the broker or member and the public 

official shall be punished with a fine of not less than 

two times and not more than ten times the buying or selling 

price. Should criminal offences be committed, the case 

shall be dealt with according to the Criminal Code.

Article 50. Whoever, being an administrator or an 

expert of an exchange, demands, agrees to accept or accepts 

any bribe in respect of his duties, shall be punished 

with imprisonment for not more than three years or a
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fine of not more than $10,000; if in consideration 

of such bribe he commits an improper act or faigS. to 

do a proper act, the punishment shall be increased by 

one half.

Any bribe received shall be- forfeited; in the 

event of its not being possible to confiscate the 

whole or any part of such bribe, the amount remaining 

unforfeited shall be levied on the offender.
■ y

\/ Article 51» Whoever, commits any one of the following 

acts shall be punished with imprisonment of not more 

than one year or a fine of not more than three thousand 

yuan •

1. Gives, makes a present or promises to give 
any bribe to an officer or expert of an 
exchang e;

2. Gorges the official market price of an exchange 
and publicly announce it.

3. With intent to publicly announce and distribute, 
makes and distributes any document entering 
false market price. .

4. Establishes exchanges without permission to 
register or contravenes the provisions of 
Article 39.

Whoever commits an offence under Sub-section 1 cf 

last preceding Section and voluntarily submits himself 

for trial, the punishment prescribed for the offence 

may be remitted or reduced.

Article 52. Whoever, with intent to modify the 

market price in an exchange, spreads rumors, or uses 

artful means, or employs violence or threats shall be 

punished with imprisonment for not more than two years 

or a fine for not more than six thousand dollars.

Article 53. Whoever speculates and transacts a 

business outside of the exchange according to its
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market price shall be punished with imprisonment for 

not more than one year or a fine of not more than three 

thousand dollars.

Article 54. In the event of a broker or any relative 

belonging to the same household of a member or an 

employee of the exchange, commits a breach of the 

provision of Article 16 shall be punished according to 

Article 47. The broker or member also cannot pretend 

that it is not instigated by himself and attempt to 

exempt from his punishment. His punishment shall be 

similar to Article 47.

Article 55. In case the punishment of this Law is 

applicable to a juristic person, it shall be applied to 

the directors and other responsible persons who administer 

the affairs of the exchange.

Chapter 8. Supplementary Rules.

Article 56. The Law Governing the Taxation of an 

Exchange shall be separately provided.

Article 57. The capital and the security of the 

exchange and the reserve fund shall be fixed by the Ministry 

of Industry.

Article 58. At the time of enforcement of this Law, 

if within the same district, there are two exchanges 

in existence transacting the same kind of business, thqy 

should be amalgamated within three years starting from 

the day of enforcement of this Law.

All those who do not amalgamate in accordance with 

the provision of the last preceding section, their operation 

shall be limited to three years after the enforcement of 

this Law. At the expiration of this period, they must
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be dissolved and the period cannot be prolonged.

Article 59» At the time of enforcement of this 

Law, all thejbrokers now in function shall, according 

to the kind of business transacting, be considered as 

having obtained the permission to be the broker of 

the particular exchange within the meaning of this 

Law.

Article 60. The detailed rules for the enforcement 

of this Law shall be enacted by the Ministry of Industry

Article 61. This Law shall become effective as 

from its date of promulgation.
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With reference to the Commissioner’s

instructions appended on the attached newspaper

Translation dated February 6, 1941, enquiries show 

xhat Pan Sai Sing ), conductor of the

gambling den at 29 Tifeng Road, is responsible for

ç# ; the promoting of the Cotton Yarn Exchange at 142

Avenue Edward VII. He maintains a preparatory

office on the ground floor of the Arnhold Building, 

320 Szechuen Road, which is jointly used by the 

Nanking Commercial & Savings Bank, Shanghai Branch. 

The new Exchange is scheduled to open for business

some time in February 1941.

During January 1941, Pan Sai Sing proposed 

to open a money exchange business to be known as 
the "Foreign Currency Exchange Ltd." ($ 

a "I J at House 6, Lane 437 Szechuen Road, 

which premises is at present being renovated.

Offices have been opened in Room 72, 3rd Floor, 416 
Szechuen Road, the Office of Zing Pin (^-xi\i ) b.A. 

L.L.B. The concern will soon be operating. The 
"General Commercial Bank Ltd." ( it) "fi )» 

461 Szechuen Road, is reported to have an interest 

in the project.

Watchmen and clerks in the first two places

abovementioned were observed wearing a round metal 

badge bearing the inscription "Mei" (meaning: America

and “Foreign Currency Exchange Lt$l."

i DATE z*7
A.C. (Special Branch.!..,-----



Ta Mei Wan Pan, Ta Ying Yeh pao, Hwe Mei Wan Pao, China 
Evening News, Sin Wan Pan Evening Editinn (5/2)

SPECULATIVE ENTERPRISES ACTIVE t ILLEG/L M/RKETS DISCOVERED

Due to the great amkunt if (money lying idle, 
business in Shanghai has beeh'-very active 
affecting the livelihr<*d of the people* 
It is learned that a so-called Cotton Yam 

be opened ^n Avenue Edward VII tn the east of

speculation 
and this is

Market will
Kiangse Road» An "American Geld Dollar Notes Market" 
will also be opened for business in the Chien Tai Exchange 
Shop ) on Szeohuen Read, .

It is learned that these two markets are 
prohibited by the orders nf the Chinese Government 
because they undertake speculation*

Ta Mei Wan Pao, Ta Ying Yeh Pao, Hwa Mei Wan Pao, China 
Evening News, Sin Wan Pan Evening Edition (5/2) «-

<o\ SPECULATIVE ENTERPRISES ACTIVE t ILLEG/L M/RKETS DISCOVERED

Due tn the great amtaunt if money lying idle, 
speculation business in Shanghai has been very active 
and this is affecting the livelihood of the people,

It is learned that .a so-called Cotton Yam * 
Market will be opened *n Avenue Edward VII tn the east of > 
Kiangse Road. An "American Gold Dollar Notes Market" 
will Flap be opened fof business in the (Jhien Tai Exchange 
Shnp tl* ) on Szeohuen Read*

It is learned that these two markets are— 
prohibited by the orders of the Chinese Governmeni4^4 

,/'y because they undertake speculation, H Li, YA . (iY tftB.W.

^^Jhina Evening News (advertisement) of peb, 5 »-
NOTICE BY MR. T.,T. vtt/.w ‘



January 8, 1941. ifternoon Translation.

Cheng Yien Pao and Shun Pao :-

THE ORGANIZATION OF A "COTTON YARN AND COTTON M’RT" IS 
CONl'RAiY TO CHINESE LAY

tn compliance with the orders of the 
Chungking Government, the Cotton Yarn and Cloth Exchange 
suspended operations upon the -outbreak. of the August 13 Incident 
and has not yet resumed operations. The Shanghai Cotton Yarn 
Trade Private Mart now in operation is an illegal organization. 
On-account of manipulation by speculators, the quotations at 
this mart rise or drop very rapidly. Thus, it has become a 
paradise for speculators and is similar to the so-called 
private gold mart. •> . r

It is said that certain people are 
organizing. so-called "Cotton Yarn and Cotton MarW"* They 
plan to lease ¡the .old site of the Cotton Yarn and Cloth 
Exchange, but this was. opposed: by the management of the 
Exchange'. It is said tha.tca .certain bulldingi'h^s been leased 
wherein the mart will be opened after the Chinese New Year. 
It is but another cotton yarn and cloth exchange. According 
to the Exchange Law, two exchanges in. the same line of business 
are not allowed to be-organized'within the same district. 
Thus, the organization of this mart will be contrary to 
Chinese law. Hoyever, endeavours;;arn.-being? made to establish 
this mart without firstTlje<5uring~ih"e approval of the Ministry 
of Finance or^the Ministry of Economy; thus, it will be 
similar to^t^e? Japanese-owned; C'ot;tom®»de»iixchange. The 
Board of Directors ,pf the Cotton-.. Yarn? an do Gio th "’Exchange 
refuses to express aryppinionrega<ddng.the establishment of 
this s o-called» "Cotton Yarn and -Gotten -iipart,.>

.4* 4..: • *• .
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Pan San Sing of 126/10 Kinnear- ’5 aHtr >
Road engaged Room No. 7178 at the Cathay<

Hotel on December 21st, 1940 and' paid 

one month's rent in advance.

He comes to the Hotel occasionally 

during the daytime accompanied by five or 

six bodyguards, some of whom carry drawn 

pistols.

He does not sleep in the Room at all.

The guests have been soared because 

the bodyguards always have their pistols in 

their hands when he enters the premises.

pATE-^/

¿/k
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Pan San Sing ( Z® X-)/who has 'become one 

of the most influential figures in local pro

Japanese Chinese circles since the commencement of 

the current Sino-Japanese hostilities, amassed a 

great fortune and became a millionaire almost over

night through the abnormal prosperity of his trans

portation business and his association with, and 

promotion of, such illegal enterprises as the 

conducting of gambling dens etc. Information 

secured from a confidential source indicates' that 

under the cloak of his business career, he acts 

simultaneously, as an espionage worker for the local 

office of the Japanese Military Special Service 

Department.

J?ully realizing that much of his phenomenal 
I

climb from comparatively humble circumstances to 

his present opulence is due to the fact that he has 

always had the support of the Japanese authorities, 

he has sought to make himself socially prominent, 

and ingratiate himself with the Chinese Community, 

his future relations with the latter being therefore 

likely to become greatly enhanced. He soon identi

fied himself with such prominent local civic leaders 

as l^essrs. Yu Ya Ching and Yuan Lu-tung, etc., in 

the field of refugee relief. With the easily 

acquired and inexhaustible amount of wealth at his 

disposal, he spends lavishly in his social activities,
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which at first were confined to charity only. He has 

been regularly contributing a monthly sum of from 

$5,000 to $6,000 towards the upkeep of the Shanghai 

Refugee Reli.ef Association, ever since its inaugura

tion under the sponsorship of Mr. Yu Ya Ching and 

others, while on various occasions when contributions 

are called for, his name is always prominent among 

the list of donors. Ample confirmation of this is 

observed in the fact that,during a contribution

soliciting campaign held sometime ago by one of the

1008 stations, he sent in a sum

of $2,700 with a request a vocal number by one

of the famous local tctors of Peiping style plays and

,t the end of July 1939, when an exhibition of

pictures of Chinesle movie stars was held at the Sun

Company bought a picture of Miss Violet Koo for

$6,000.

a relief fund for the succour of

Hlngpo consequence of the disastrousrefugees in

aerial bombardment

buting

and the ITingpo Yellow Countrymen's Association, a

was held in the Crystal Palace Theatre, Boulevard de

of that city. Apart from contri

Montigny, to raise

personally a sum of $8,000 towards this fund 

Pan Wong Chi (Mrs. Pan San Sing}« being an amateur 

actress, appeared in person on the stage during two

Earlier this month, August 1939, under the 

auspices of the Shanghai Refugee Relief Association

charity performance of Peiping style dramas and plays
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evening performances on August 4 and 5, 1939, As a 

result of Mrs. Pan's zealous support towards the 

cause of relief, and his own generosity on other 

similar occasions, Mr. Pan San Sing was not long in 

gaining his place in the inner circle of Messrs. Yu 

Ya Ching, Hsu Chi-ching, Huang Ching-yung, Ching 

Ting-sung and Yuan Lu-tung, who are all promoters of 

one relief campaign or other. As was to be expected, 

his acquaintance with these influential figures and 

leaders of local Chinese society, greatly enhanced_______ ’ X

his prestige in the eyes of the Japanese authorities, 

some of whom are stated to rate Pan San Sing higher 

than Fu Siao-an and Zang Nyoeh-tsing in personality, 

and clever dealing.

Mrs. Pan San Sing, nee Pan 'Jong Chi, was a 

local dancing hostess before her marriage to or 

cohabitation with Pan and although not quite so 

conspicuous now as she was previously, she is still 

regarded as socially prominent amongst the younger 

set of the local Chinese community. She speaks the 

English language fluently, is well versed in Chinese 

literature and generally assists or takes the $lace 

of her husband in his social activities.

In an endeavour to augment his social influence 

among Chinese in various walks of life, which has 

hitherto been negligible, Pan San Sing directed his 

attention towards the numerous local amateur actors

■

I
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and. actresses the majority of whom are active and 

influential figures in various local Chinese circles

In June of this year, at the instance of her husband,

Mrs. Pan San Sing established and assumed the post of

the principal of the HSing Chfun Chiu School of

Dramatic Art" on the premises

of the Wong Chi Photo Studio ( X j-i 333

Kwangse Road, of which her husband is the proprietor.

Messrs.^Yu Ya Ching, Yuan Lu-tung, Ching Tin-sun,
4 i't’

Tsang Sien-kun and Yu Yih-feng ( flj , the

latter two persons
Theatre (-4x^'0 )

being Managers of the Kung Wu Tai 

and the Ling Kee Lumber Co., 

respectively and both influential figures in the

French Concession were invited to serve on the board 

of directors of the school.

The vice principal of the school is one Woo 

Sze Ying ( ), who is the proprietor of the 
Nan Feng ( $7 "4 ) Steam navigation Company, while 

most of the faculty of the school are back stage 

employees of both the Crystal Palace Theatre and the 

Kung Woo Tai Theatre, and receive a handsome remunera

tion from the school.

It is reported that at the beginning of July 

1939, the school was the recipient of a threatening 

letter from patriotic elements and notwithstanding the 

school’s denial to the contrary, Mrs. Pan San Sing had 

the school removed on August 1 to premises at 987 Yu
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Yuen Road near Edinburgh Road where the school is at 

present receiving applications from prospective 

students for enrollment.

It is learned that the number of students for

the next term is limited to thirty-two and that only 

girls are admitted for training. Ho tuition fee 

is charged by the school and board and lodgings are 

supplied free to the students by the school.

D. I

L. Û, D.C.(Special Branch)
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George h. Gray, registered at the x>ritish 

Consulate, Shanghai on 12th way 1924. inquiries 

made at the Chinese Maritime customs Statistical 

Department reveal that Gray joined that service in 

February 1924, as a 4th Class Tidewaiter, Revenue 

Department, but later,in August 1925, he transferred 

to the Statistical Department 'in the capacity of 

stock-keeper.

ne resigned from the customs service in june 

1928.

netween January 25th 1925 and April 11th 1933, 

Gray was a memoer of the Shanghai Municipal police 

(Specials) during which time he was promoted to the 

rank of Sergeant in charge of "x>M Squad, 2nd Division.

Also, he served with the Shanghai volunteer 

Corps, in the machine gun Company, from the 12th 

January till 25th of Cctooer 1927.

D.C. (Special .branch).
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George H. Gray, born at Hay, New south

Wales, Australia, in 1903, registered at the .British

Consulate, Shanghai on 12th May 1924, and from

reliable sources it has been ascertained that he 

departed from Shanghai for Dairen in 1934»

During his sojourn here, he ’was in the 

employ of the Chinese Maritime customs and later 

engaged as a salesman with the firm of Gande, Price 

Ltd., 31, Peking Road, wine and spirit merchants, 

from which firm he resigned in 1931.

On January 25th 1927 he joined the ¡shanghai 

Municipal Police, ¡Special Police, being detailed to 

the 2nd Division, Squad A, and on October 24th 1988 

was promoted to the rank of ¡sergeant in charge of 

"B” Squad, he resigned from the Special Police on

April 11th 1933.

D.C. (Special Branch).
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Vaccine Laboratory Co., Ltd. - new laboratory being

The Sine Serum and Vaccine Laboratory Co., Ltd., 

$14 Avenue Road, is constructing a new laboratory, a 

stable for horses and quarters for employees at the 

corner of Columbia Road and Rockhill Avenue. The 

fjew plant- occupies a total of 8 mow of land and the 

construction is expected to be completed by the end

of September, 1939. Its front gate will be located 

on Rockhill Avenue.

The houses in this plant under construction 

will be chiefly of the bungalow style similar to military 

jjutments. The laboratory and the quarters for employees

will each have five rooms while the stable will be 

constructed for the accommodation of someJLO horses 

whose blood is required in the course in laboratory 

experiments.

The land on which the plant is located was leased 

t>y the Sine Serum and Vaccine Laboratory Co., Ltd., 

from one lan Tse Chi (/w )» residing at No.117,

Rue Lorioz, at $450.00 per mow per annum for a period 

of five years. Pan owns a total of 16 mow of land 

at the corner of Columbia Road and Rockhill Avenue.

The Sine Serum and Vaccine laboratory Co., Ltd., 

614 Avenue Road, has an office at No.20 Rue Massenet 
and is in charge of one Bao Kuo Liang ( ■Orf). 

Managing Director. According to Bao, the company 

submitted an application to the Public Works Department
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of the for approval of the construction of

the new plant but owing to the locality being situated 

beyond the Settlement area the Public Works Department 

declined to accept jurisdiction# He also stated 

that members of thewShanghai City Government1* had 

made an attempt to interfere with the construction r 

but after negotiations had. been conducted with these 

officials by a friend whom he declined to name, no 

interference from that organ had been met with#
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Mrs /ignia Brokopievna VACHTjSL ( WaCHTBLJ nee

Habarof f, Asthonian of nussian origin, was born on Janu

ary 10,1898 at Nagasaki. 8he is reported to have arrived 

in ¿Shanghai from Hankow in November,1926 together with 

her daughter Kyra born on 7-11-1921 in Russia. When re

gistering with the Russian ¿¡migrants Committee she gave 

her place of birth as Habarovsk,Mari time Province, and 

stated that prior to coming to Shanghai she resided in 

Hankow for six months,her former residence since.1922 

being Tientsin.

In May,1929 she applied to local Esthonian repre

sentative for passport stating that she was an ¿¡sthonian 

by marriage. Her late husband,Mr. Arthur Vachtel, who 

formerly resided in the Russian Par Bast,died in 1926 at 

Reval where he was employed with a Finnish firm, with .’ 

the assistance of local Finnish vice-consul Mrs Vachtel 

was able to establish her claim to the ¿¡sthonian nationa

lity and on 5-6-29 was issued with passport Mo 15528/28 

which has since oeen regularly renewed.

In Shanghai Mrs Vachtel resided mostly in the 

■“rench Concession, Brom 1932 to 1936 she was manageress 

of a ladies’ beauty parlour at 1211 Bubbling Well Road, 

after which she resided in a small flat at 28 Route 

Jinling until November,15,1938 when she left for Penang 

in the m/v "Gneisenau'* together with her daughter. They 

travelled Tourist Class. According to information receiv

ed confidentially from local Bsthonian consul,she was not 

very well off financially and it is likely that she was
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supported by a male friend.

In 1935 and 1936 Mrs Vachtel is reported to 

have visited Hongkong where her sister,Mrs L.P. Verigo, 

52 has been residing since 1934 together with her two 

daughters and son. The latter, Mr, V.V.Verigo,has been 

employed with the Hongkong Police for about ten years and 

is a naturalized British subject.

Mrs Vachtel*s elder brother,G.P. Habaroff, ex

officer of the Russian army, holds the rank of Lieutenant 

in the Russian -auxiliary Jetachment of the French Police 

in Shanghai,in which he has been serving for the past se

veral years.

nothing detrimental is known at the local Us- 

thonian Consulate regarding Mrs Vachtel and her daughter. 

While in Shanghai they did not come to Police notice.

B. C. ( Special Branch).

B. S. I.



P.O.BOX 259. SHANGHAI.

August 12thI 1939

My dear Robertson,

Recently a Mrs. AGNES P. VACHTEL and her 

daughter KYRA ( Esthonians ), arrived in Singapore 

from Shanghai. I am told that Mrs. Vachtel is 

half Japanese and as far as the authorities in 

Singapore can make out they appear to be living 

on their wits.

If there is any record of these two indivi

duals on your files I should be most grateful if 

you would let me have any information available.

Yours sincerely,

T. Robertson, Esq., 
Deputy Commissioner of Police 
Shanghai Municipal Police, 
185 Foochow Rd, 
SHANGHAI
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With reference to the above companies, enquiries

have been made and it has been ascertained that the 

China Transport Offices are in Room 206, the Middleton 

Forwarding Agency in Rooms 204 and 205, 149 Szechuen 

Road, but are not believed to be connected in any way.

The Middleton Forwarding Agency are at present 

concerned only with conducting business in Hongkew, 

Soochow Creek, The Bund and Chapei, whether they 

intend to extend their operations to Nantan cannot be 

verified as members of the staff have not received any 

notification of this intention or have they been

instructed to obtain photographs for the purpose of

obtaining passes.

D. P. S.

D.C.(Special Branch)
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NOTICE
The public is hereby liotihecl that, 

as of December 1, 1939, Mr. G. S. 
Lamport is no longer connected with 
this compai 7.

WDDLjffi^

(Ningfah Hong)
-G680
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

3. 1. SpecXaL..Branah>...&azxaex, / 
REPORT *■

Dtf/6\...£iUgU31_ 9 *59* y

Mr. ilorishima, recently appointed Councillor to

Japanese -^in’bassy in V. St A., to leave Shanghai.

Made ¿>..JJ..-P-.S.*..MizQgucili .Forwarded by..Forwarded by.

kr. M. korishima, recently appointed to

the post of Councillor of the Japanese Embassy in U, S, A., 

is scheduled to leave Shanghai for Japan by aeroplane 

on the morning of August 24, 1939,

A. C. (Special Branch)
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Subject,

File No...... ......
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section 1, Spec.ial...Br.anch ‘
REPORT D^...August..1? tLp 39 •

A cocktail party given at.. the..Japan®®.®...9.1.^...]?.?........... ......................

Mr,. .Mori, sh ima...

Made by. D,.S, Mizoguchi Forwarded by.

X
Mr. M. Morishima, Councillor of the

Japanese Embassy in China* recently appointed to 

the post of Councillor of the Japanese Embassy in

U.S.A., gave a cocktail party at the Japanese Club, 

Boone Road, at 4 p.m. on August 15, 1939, approximately 

200 Japanese military and naval officers, diplomatic 

officials and prominent citizens attended. Among 

those present were Mr. Y. Miura, local Japanese 

Consul-General, Vice-Admiral Tsuda, Chief of the 

Central China Liaison Office of the Asia Development 

Board, Mr. C. Akagi, Deputy Commissioner of the 

Shanghai Municipal Police, Vice-Admiral Nomura, 

Chief of the Naval Attache's Office, and Major- 

General Takeshita, Chief of the Special Organ of 

the Japanese Army in Central China.

A.C. (Special Branch)



File No.............FORM JhO. 3,
G. ¿rfC-t-39

< * 3 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT . A., .Date ¿»UXUSt 10 th, 

he iSE.^19.se Piu.ÌL..P.Qpkt^il..^arty_ _to_Subject (in full)

mt. M.< Horishima, Councillor of the Japan

ese jCmbassy in China, who was newly appointed to the post 

of the Councillor of the Japanese Embassy in U*S»A>, will 

entertain local Japanese military, naval, and diplomatic 

officials and civilians to a cocktail party in Japanese 

Club on .Boone Road at 4 p.m. on August 15, 1939.

Local foreign diplomatic officials will be 

entertained to a cocktail party in the residence of the, 

Japanese Ambassador to China, Lo.79 Route Pichon, French 

Concession, between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. on August 16, 1939.

D. C. (Special Branch)



NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

AUG 26 1939

Mr. Mori to Mori shim a. who has I 
been serving W*Codn&ellor of the | 
Japanese ©nbassy here, left on 
Thursday for Tokyo to make ¿prepara- ' 
tions for going to «Washington, where | 
he will be Counsellor of the Em- I 
bassy. Mr. Morishima turned over I 
his official duties to Mr. Yoshiaki 
Miura, Japanese Consul-General, who | 
will serve concurrently as Coun- | 
sellor. The outgoing Counsellor badt i 
farewell 'to Mr. Fu Siao-en, Mayor ' 
of the Shanghai Special Municipal- I 
ity, in a visit to the Municipality j 
offices.



SHANGHAI TIMES,

AUG 22 1939

Mr. Morito Morishima, Counsel
lor of the Japanese Embassy, will 
Heave for Tokyo by plane on 
Thursday morning to prepare for 
.his departure to Washington« 
¿where he will succeed Mr. Yaki- 
: chiro Suma as Counsellor of the 
Embassy, the Japanese Consulate- 
General announced yesterday 
afternoon. Mr. Suma has been 
transferred to Hsinking.
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_fq»m NfeJL File No............
G SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

<
. 1, Spe.p.i.al...Bran.ch..^®iazs>

REPORT D^e September...241't9 41 •

Subject (in full)..}!.?, Darius...Marsily ;; - ..Enquiry from British Consulate

.......passport...Office..

.Forwarded by....D S^.I*...17.1.1.0..Q2£

Marsily alias Marsilly alls Harseli is a
A

French Citizen who has time and again come to the

attention of 3.M. Police in connection with gambling. 

In only one instance, however, was evidence against 

him sufficiently strong to support a charge, this was 

in 1934, when he was charged before the French Court 

with conducting public gambling and sentenced to two 

months imprisonment and a fine of 200 francs. The

term of imprisonment allowed to be commuted to 10



BRITISH CONSULATE-GENERAL.
S)-LANQHÀl.

21st September, y941. 

Dear Mr. Duncan,

I understand that Mr. Darius Marsily, 113 

Kiukiang Road, has tried to obtain travel facilitie 

to proceed to India. I have been informed by India 

that all facilities should be refused to him as 

it is understood he is connected with a gambling 

establishment.

I should be grateful for any additional 

information you can give me regarding this man.

Duncan, Esquire,

Assistant Commissioner (Special Branch),

Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI.



FORM.NO. ì 
G. 65M-1-39 , ~ Fiie~ No........ ....

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.' ¿SiASiAI <4u“ivlrÁv . ¡
0.3. 6, Special

REPORT A ,US. H. TL 3...?^-
D/?/^...TebruarZ, 41,

Subject (in full) J..ÍÍ..CO.LQMBANL..- Pr.es.e.n.t w.he.r.e.a.b.Q.ut

Made by.......-Dx.S«...Mi gche.nk.Q...... ...............Forwarded by... SjlpJi•....Mason..........................................

Joseph Marie COLOMBARI alias COLOMBONI, 

French, born in Aggacio, Corsica, 38 years old, well 

known gambler, is now living at Room 5, House 17, Lane 
I

/ 1025, Bubbling Well Road.

J.M.Coloraban! is a close associate of one

B.P.Marsily,  French, who forms the subject of File No.D. 

9385(C) in connection with suspected gambling at Flat 

D.7 Medhurst Apartments, 934 Bubbling Well Road.

The above mentioned lodging house at No.17, 

Lane 1025, Bubbling Well Road, is operated by M.N. 

Shapitrik, Russian, C.R.O. F-2198, swindler and receiver 

of stolen property.



w MOIHSIPAL
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J2E7. I LAj WNRRiMri
6 8S""mS? SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. s 8. REGISTRY j

3. 1, Special Branch*^ 

REPORT Da,.

Subject (in full) Medhur st Apartment •Act iy.it i.es - .............

Observation. Z
................................................ z3**........z*............. .......'.....

b-lade by...... k*... S....Pit 18  ......................Forwarded by____________ ..............................................
— /

Observation duty conducted by D. S. McKeown 

and D. 3« Pitts between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m. November 

8/9, 1939, over the Medhurst Apartments in connection 

with alleged gambling taking place at Flat D7 occupied 

by D< P. MARSILY, French, failed to reveal anything 

of significance.

During the period stated above the only person 

seen to leave or enter the flat in question was Mr, 

MARSILY, who left the building at 10.20 p.m. and 

entered motor car 11366 to drive away in a westerly 

direction. He returned alone at 12.30 a.m. This 

vehicle is registered in the name of Mr. J. H. 

COLOMBANI, French, 25 Rue du Consulat.

i . r-
*

D. 3.

D. C.(Special Branch).
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S. B. REGISTRY -
—2— ’ • ./%? A'a—.ipi..<2 7 I
6 „X39 4 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. Ao -• A ■ f H

Section 1, Special:„Brsrafime
REPORT „ .  ~7”----”1A9.▼ember.„8..... ig 39.

Subject Medhurst Apartments - alleged gambling at Flat A. 7 occupied....................
. /?by D.P. I2ARSILY - observation. //.................... ...... - ............... .................... -..............A............................................................. 0

Made by....^.'.3..'. ....... .......................Forwarded by................................................................ ............ .'. .......

Observation carried out by D.S. Pitts 

between 10 p.m. and 1.30 a.m., November 7/8 at 

Medhurst Apartments in respect of alleged gambling 

taking place at Flat A. 7 occupied by D.P. MARS11.Y, 

French, showed that no activities at all were 

taking place on the premises.

Mr. MARSILY entered his flat at 12.20 a.m. 

having arrived on foot from an unknown destination 

but nobody else entered or left the apartment during 

the hours mentioned.

In casual and separate conversations with 

members of the Chinese staff of the Medhurst 

Apartments, it was learned that no activity has 

been apparent in Flat A.7 during the past two or 

three weeks, the presence of detectives in and 

outside the building apparently proving a deterrent 

to gambling parties.

D. S.

D.C. (Special Branch)



.FORM NO. 3 
G. 65M-1-3«

File No.............
shanghäT'~münicipäl Police.

S. 1, Special Branch ////,(
REPORT _ . . -za xa

Subject (in full).......Medhurst Apartments - observation duties.

Observation carried out by D*S. McKeown and D.S.

Pitts between 10 p*m. and 2*30 a»m. on Friday and 
Saturday nights, October 27/28 and 28/29 over the 

Medhurst Apartments in respect“ of alleged gambling 

activities in flat A-7, occupied by D.P. MARSILY, 

failed to bring to light any sign of visitors to the 

apartment in question*

D. S.

B. C.(Special Branch).



FM, 2
G, 9OM-1-39

File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section 1, Spec...Stttfaii,
REPORT .... jp 39 •

Subject........Kedhurst ftr-rtmenxs, 934 Bubbling «ell Ron.d.

On the morning of October 21, M* Jobez, French 

Police, was interviewed regarding the attached report. 

He offered the suggestion that the S»M»P. should 

r^id the said premises and that the following was 

the correct procedure:

The two Police officers concerned in the 

observation duty should interview the judge of the 

French High Court and give evidence Khat to their 

knowledge gambling was being conducted on the premises. 

*t a time and date appointed by the S»M»P», the 

necessary warrant having been issued, the S»M*P. K

should raid the premises and if gambling was found 

to be in progress, the judge should be informed 

in order to conduct an inspection»

(Special Branch)

l
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

8,1, 
REPORT

r^HAH9HAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
FiS.bB. REGISTRY 

POLICE. s jy Df

Speclal L^MBgJft... £££££

PaM... J-U..19 ffiL

Subject..................Madhur-a.t...ABar.tm9.nt.8j...?34.bubbling..well.Road_ -observation

.by D,S*..McKe.o.wn and.IJj.S.Pi.tta
Made by.......P.a.?.».... Fl.ttS

Observation carried out oy U.S, McKeown 

and U.S. Pitts at Medhurst Apartments, 934 Bubbling 

Well Road, during the last six nights in respect 

of gambling being conducted in jjlat A-7, leased oy 

Mr, D.P. mARSILY, French, has shown that this flat 

is being frequented by a certain number of foreigners 

from midnight onwards.

Owing to the location of tne flat and the 

difficulty of securing a concealed position where 

an 'rnstatawupted view can be maintained over the 

entrance to the flat without fear of detection, 

no attempt has been made to be secretive about this 

watch.

A number of foreigners, some known, many 

not, have oeen observed to enter MARSHY* s apartment 

and remain there for varying periods, and it is not 

believed they go there to exchange the time of day.

The existence of a "wheel* in plat A-7 

is freely spoken of by residents of other flats and 

rooms in the aedhurat Apartments and during the 

night of October 10/11, *r. G.b. EJLLXOT, British, a 

personal friend of mine, invited me to "have a 

flutter** at the "wheel.* This was tne result of a 

chance meeting between ar. EHilOT and myself which 

took place about 12.40 a.m. on Babbling well Road 

near the Medhurst Apartments. The offer was not 

taken advantage of.



File No,.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................ Station^
REPORT 

Date.19

Subject.......................................................................................... -.....................................-................................

Made by. Forwarded by.........................................................................................

- 2 -

At about 1.15 a.m. the same morning, Mr. 

hick I. YAPPO and mt. (¿eorge TRIBE, local automooile 

Salesmen, were known to me, accompanied oy three 

well-dressed foreign ladies, drew up at tne iiedhurst 

Apartments in the former’s motor car. They conversed 

with me for some five minutes on topical matters, 

but knowing I am attached to headquarters, they made 

no effort to prolong the talk when evasive answers 

were given to certain pointed questions.

They then entered the Medhurst Apartments 

and proceeded to flat A-7 by lift, out returned 

within three minutes to their car. They hid me 

goodnight and hoped *1 would enjoy myself.*

MARSHY, shortly after midnight, came 

down to the ground floor of the Apartments and 

remained outside the entrance for about thirty minutes, 

during which period, both he and 1 were well in each 

other* s view. He did not speak to me but certainly 

gave the impression that he knew who I was and what 

I was doing.

Two foreign males about to enter the 

Apartments from .Bubbling Well Road, he intercepted 

and took into the Trocadero Cafe which is located 

on the ground floor of the aedhurst Apartment building. 

Later the three of them went up to jflat A-7.

not the slightest sign of a light in 

MARSILY’8 flat, which was definitely in use, could



Pile No,............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................. Station^
REPORT

Date..................................19

Subject,. ........................................... -...................................................................-....................................................................

Made by................................... -............................Forwarded by...........................................................................................

- 3 -

be seen from either Bubbling Well Road or from .bane 

215 Medhurst Road in the rear of the building, in 

addition no vantage point from which a glimpse in 

Flat A-7 might be made could be secured.

Among those cars visiting the Medhurst

Apartments in the early hours of October 11, from

which passengers visited Flat A-7 were

BO. Licensee Address

675 B.I. TAPPO 253 Route Dupliex, 
Apt. 3.

693 Grand Garage Français 424 Avenue Joffre.
(Fr.)

1145 C.B. Cook (br.) c/o x.C.i., 133 
Szechuen Hoad.

1293 J.A. Turner (br.) 627 Route de Sieyes.

2260 .d. Solomonik (Rus .)Room 715, park Hotel.
7534 F.C. Warburton

(Br.)
24, Passage 799, Avenue 
Haig.

11682 W.T. Alexander 
(Am. )

219 Rue C. Mercier, 
Apt.404.

D. S.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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pÜMBAllilffllCIPAimCE
™?w».-.»»=<îistry

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.! #

REPORT
Date.... Ap WS. X.I.-.4»y.-_ ;_■_/ p 1

Subisci UxsdirSCHOLTZ ox SHOLZOVA - Bnqulxy ixom Ine Bxitieh Consulate-

---------- Æe^exal•- ....................................................................................................................................

Made by D. S.I,„.Wit,ti.n.skyForwarded by.......J.^r^L......................................

Reference the attached communication

received from the British Consulate-General on the

subject of Mrs.M.Scholtz, further enquiries were

conducted dazing the of which it transpirea

that the information,

offices of the Java China Japan Line, 133 Szecnuen

Road, to the effect that arrived in

Shanghai aboard the s. s. "Straat van Malacca", when

she berthed here, on the 13-1-41, was erroneous. It

has now been learned that a number of passengers have

arrived from the South, their names etc., however,

kbeing unavailable owing to the fact that the passenger

list has been, inadvertently, mislaid

With the arrival of the s.s. "Straat van

■ic

Malacca" here, on the 31-3-41, endeavours were made

through the agents

obtain a duplicate

purser but efforts

be abortive.

of the Java China Japan Line, to

of the passenger list from the

fhade in this direction proved to

ixtensive but discreet enquiries made

a view to gleaning information from other sources

to the present whereabouts of Mrs.Scholtz proved,

likewise, to be without success

A. C.(Special Branch).

with

as



PASSPORT a REGISTRATION OFFICE.

BRITISH CONSULATE-GENERAL.

P.O. BOX 259, 

SHANGHAI.

26th March, 1941.

Dear Mr. Sharman,

Your letter D9388(c) of the 17th 
February regarding Mrs. Milda Scholtz. I have again 
heard that this lady is supposed to be in Shanghai 
having arrived on the ’’Straat Van Malacca" after 
being deported from Singapore to Shanghai. We have 
also heard that she intends to try to proceed to 
Canada.

Have you been able to discover whether 
the woman has arrived and if so can you let me have 
any additional information? Sorry to worry you like 
this.

Sharman, Esquire, 
Assistant Commissioner,

Shanghai Municipal Police, 
SHANGHAI.



. File No............
e' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, lu dCi/Al

I C.S. 6,Special.BraneLLXj;
GOHFIDBNTlKb REPORT ■ 5. & D,~7J --

j/j I
Subject (in full)...Mr3,M, SCHOLTZ or SHOLZOVA enquiri*?...re..pre sent whereabouts of.

Made by.... £>.?.S*i *...*i.t.t inskyjt .Forwarded ¿j’.....?.’4.P.t_t....^ason.

inquiries regarding Mrs.M.Scholtz or Sholzova, 

Czechoslovakian, who, according to information at hand, 

was deported from Singapore and was due to arrive here 

aboard the s.s. "Straat van Malacca" on Janauary 13th, 

1941, show, that no person bearing the names mentioned 

has yet arrived in Shanghai.

No information of her present whereabouts is 

available, but should information be obtained a further 

report will be immediately submitted.

&.U.(Special Branch).



C 0 N ? I DENT I A L

Mrs. MiIda Scholtz alias Scholzova 
nee MiIda Legeding•

Mrs. Scholtz claims to be a Czecho-Slovakian, born at 
Kgia, Latvia, on 24th August, 1894. she speaks German, 
Russian. Lettish, English, Malay, Dutch, Danish and Polish. 
She first came to this country in 1931 in possession of pass
port No. 42/1119“31 issued at Shanghai on 12-7-31 and 
valid until 21-9-41. she is the proprietor of the “Prestige” 
dress shop in Capitol Building, Singapore, and was formerly 
the owner of the “Smart* dress shop in Eu Court Building, 
having associated with her in the latter business Madame Galardi

2. She claims her Czecho-Slovakian nationality because of her 
marriage to her second husband who was a Czecho-Slovakian and 
whom she divorced in 1934.

X
3. She first came to notice in 1938 in Shanghai, for being 
closely connected with an Austrian engineer in the employment 
of a Netherlands concern. The Austrian was engaged in drug 
smuggling.

4. she left Shanghai and went to Manila where it is reported she 
came to the notice of the Manila Police and was ordered to leave.

5. she came to Malaya in 1930 and came to the notice of the 
Singapore Police as a sly prostitute, drug addict and she was 
also suspected of drug smuggling.

6. In 1931 she went to ipoh where she went into partnership 
with a Madame Kovach in the dr$ss shop business called 
“Salon des Modes“. She came under the notide of the Ipoh Police as 
a sly prostitute and while she was there she became the mistress 
of a number of men.

7. She has travelled extensively in Japan, China, the Philippines, 
Germany, Austria, Czecho-siovakia, Holland, Denmark, and it is 
believed other European countries also. She is known to have 
visited Germany and Czecho-siovakia in 1934 and 1937.

8. In 1938 she came under the adverse notice of the Police for 
speaking very strongly in favour of Hitler’s policy over the 
Sudetan (sic) question. It was also noticed at this time that she 
was well supplied with funds and was frequently seen with German' 
in Singapore.

9. At the time of the Munich crisis of 1938, she contacted a 
number of Service officers and frequently spent afternoons at 
the Seletar Grange Hotel where she met naval officers from 
the naval base. In conversation with a naval officer whom 
she met at Raffles Hotel she displayed a remarkable knowledge 
of and interest in naval matters and tried to obtain further 
information from this officer. She revealed knowledge of the 
very recent arrival in Singapore of a warship which was not 
generally known outside Naval circles. She also asked unusually 
intelligent questions about the movementsAnd equipment of warships 
and also revealed that she had a knowledge of the movements of 
the American fleet in Asiatic waters. She disclosed the fact that 
she know quite a number of American Naval Officers. It is 
possible, of course, that she met these officers when employed
as a prostitute. She is known to have displayed exceptional 
interest in the disposition of Naval, Military and Air i’orce 
units and of steps taken for the defence of the Colony.

X s Possibly a typographical error for "1928
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10, In 1939 she applied f*or British naturalisation, but her 
application was refused. She has been heard to say that she 
applied for naturalisation in order to escape the possibility 
of internment.

11. In June 1939 she went to Saigon but was refused permission 
to land by the French Police to whom she is also known. She then

went to Kobe, Japan, and later returned to Singapore.

12. At the outbreak of war she turned up at Central Police 
Station with other German nationals expecting to be interned.

13. From various sources it is known that she has on occasions 
expressed anti-British and pro-German Views and to have claimed 
that her relatives are fighting for Germany.

14. She is known to have contacted an Austrian doctor in Shanghai 
who is under the notice of the Shanghai Police and who visited 
Europe in 1938 and returned to Shanghai just before the outbreak 
of war. This Austrian, Misrini, instructed another alien female 
who is under surveillance in Singapore to make contact with 
Scholtz. Misrini alias Jiiorini, has been identified as an 
espionage agent, now (1940) in Shanghai.

15. Her address was in the Address Book ofthe late Italian 
Consul, Singapore, Captain Tarabocchia, who left here for Italy 
via Japan at the beginning of October 1940. Presumably she was 
known to him.

16. On 7-2-40 Mrs. Scholz was warned against trying to send 
money to her sons in Germany through a friend in Holland.

17. She was ordered to leave Malaya under Defence Hegulsttion 22 
and left by the s.s. "Straat-van Malacca" on 3-1-41 bound for 
Shanghai•

18. Before departure she sold up her dress shop and gave put 
that she was going to Shanghai, hoping to be able to work her way 
over to Canada where she knew a Canadian who wanted to marry her. 
It is not known who this Canadian is.

Special Branch.
S.S. Police. 

30-12-40.

The American Consul-General, 
Singapore.



Ke-registered 16,616

Particulars of Kegistration required to be furnished by 
an Alien under the Registration of Aliens Ordinance 1937.

1. Name in full (Block letters)

2. Nationality.

3. Place of Birth(country 
district»town or village)

4. Date of Birth.

5. Particulars of Family :
1. father's name
2. children.

6. If female and married, name 
and nationality before 
marriage.

7. Names, addresses and 
nationality of relatives in 
Malaya.

8. If Male, state education 
from age of 15.

9. Previous trade, employment 
or profession, from date of 
leaving school or university

10. Present trade, profession or 
employment (state exact 
nature of employment).

11. Professional or other 
qualifications. Languages 
spoken.

12. Movements during the last 
3 years (as per passport)

13. Have you been to Jia lay a 
before ? If so, give 
details and if registered, 
state where. If not under 
present name, state what 
name.

14. Date of commencement of 
residence in the Settlement.

1. Mrs. Hilda Scholz

2. Czechoslovakian.

3. Riga, Latvia.

4. 24th August 1894.

5. (1) Fridrich Legsdin
(2) a. Erich Scholtz,17 yrs

b. Werner Scholtz,15 "

6. Miss Hilda Scholz.

7. None.

8. —

9. None

10. Proprietor of Gown Shop under 
the name "Prestige", 5 xtacm&t; 
Stamford Road.

11. Nil.
English, Lettish, Russian, 

German and Malay(perfectly)

12. 2nd March 1937, round the 
world tour 25th June, 
one month holiday.

13. Since 1931.

14. 1931.
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15. Place of residence (including 
nature of tenure or occupancy)

15. 22 Meyer Mansions, 
Singapore.

16. Business address 16 5 Stamford Road 
Singapore.

17. Object of visit to the 
Settlement•

17 To live

are you, 
any foreign 
full details 
you were so

18 Nil18. Have you been, or 
in the service of 
Government ? Give 
stating the years 
employed and in what capacity,
and if in any non-Rritish 
Navy, Army or Air Force, state 
in addition, which branch, 
and your rank on cessation.

19. Particulars of documents of 
nationality.

19. Passport No.42/1119/31 
Shanghai 12th July 1931 
Good until 21-9-41.

20. Pour passport photographs 
of Alien are required to be 
furnished in addition to 
the above particulars.

2-1-41 leaving for
Shanghai by s.s. Straat 
van Malacca.

Date 5th August » 1939

Hilda Scholz
Signature

Photograph
SB5875

(GOVERNMENT GAZETTE NOTIFICATION 
No.2485) 26th August, 1938.



March 6 41

Dear Mr. str. nton» 
x

I am returning herewith your file

concerning lira. Seholtz»

Any further information we can get

I will let you have in due dourse.

ïours fa i thfully » 
/

AssîsÎant Commi ss i on er 
(Special Branch)

Stanton, -“eq.»

American Consulate-General»

Shanghai•



February 41

Bear Mr. Cox,

With reference to your letter dated 

February 4, 1941, regarding Mrs. Hilda Scholtz, 

there is still no information of her whereabouts.

Should any information be obtained it will 

be forwarded to you immediately.

Yours sincerely,

Assistant Commissi ar 
(Special Branch)

A. I. Cox, Esq.,

H.B.y.  Cons u late-General,

Shanghai



BRITISH CONSULATE-GENERAL,
SHANGHAI.

4th February 1941»J
,,, 5. , ' .

il«
Dear Mr. Bennett,

Many thanks for your letter D 9388(C)

of the 20th January 1941 regarding Mrs. Milda Scholtz

I understand, however, that the lady

has now arrived in Shanghai so perhaps I can worry

you for any additional information you may be able

to unearth.

G. J. Bennett, Esquire,

Assistant Commissioner

Special Branch,

SHANGHAI.

Shanghai Municipal Police



I 3n
. B. JJ« / "■/

January 20 41

Dear Mr, Cox,

In reply to your letter of January 14,

1941, on the subject of Mrs. Milda Scholtz,
jC
I enclose two copies of Police reports respecting 

th is lady .

Any further information relative to the 

arrival of th is lady in Jhanghui will be forwarded

A, T. Cox, Esq,,

British Cousu late-General,

Shanghai•
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. r%

G. S. 6 ,Speci..al/.?B.X.anc.hQaggfjgj/——
GOI^FlDD^ imL REPORT s8ie2Z, —

5w^/gcZ...M.rgAMA3CJJ0_LTZ. or SHOLZOVA - Enquiry from the Bri.ti.eh...Ct.QJnsul.atc.-....... ...........

.............. &.c.n.c.ial..x............................................................................................................................................................

Made Z|y....Ii.».iiJ(..IJt..3ii.i..t.i.n.aky.+.........Forwarded by......S.up.t^..Mason.......................................................

7Zith reference to the attached communication 

received from the British Consulate-General re Mre.Milda 

Schbltz or Sholzova, I beg to report, that the s. s. "Struat 

van Malacca" arrived here from the South on January 13th, 1941. 

Enquiries at the shipping offices of the Java-China-Japan Line, 

133 Szechuen Road, revealed that the boat did not caiiy any 

passengers destined to Shanghai.

The info i’m at ion available at present re Mrs. Scholtz 

is to the effect, that she is a drees-maker by occupation, 

was formerly a prostitute and is reported to have been involved 

in drug trafficking. Whilst at Singapore, she sought the 

comoany of naval officers with a view to collecting information 

of military nature. She is reported to be of pro-German 

feelings.(Sp.Br.file D.9388 C.)

A further report re Mrs. Schultz will be submitted 

should information re her azrival,subsequent movements and/or 

activities be available.

nuu,



Confidential BRITISH j
S- anBEff^^

No. S. B. P.^—7. 271i4th ^nuary^<__--?3
Dear Mr. Robertson, I——

I understand that Mrs. Milda Scholtz (or Sholzova) 

holding Czech passport 42/1119/31 issued in Shanghai 

on the 12th July 1931 will shortly be arriving in Shanghai 

from Singapore in the Netherlands ship "Straat van Malacca".

As she is being deported from Singapore I should be 

grateful to learn when she arrives and to receive any 

information you may already have, or subsequently obtain, 

about her.

Many thanks.

Yours

H. D. M. Robertson, Esquire

Shanghai Municipal Police

SHANGHAI



* V,*k it?*** >T^rp-«dl atio n from French | %, y' —r
bJ:. /" '^^¿fJdiFM mi«f «

s. * REGISTRY

Mrs. Hilda SCHOLZ alias SCHOLZOVA 
nee LEGS DIN, Czechoslovakian

Aboard then/v "Felix Roussel* which sailed

from Saigon on June 30» 1939 en route to Japan was 

Mrs. Hilda SCHOLZ alias SCHOLZOVA nee LEGSDIN, of 

Czechoiovakian nationality. She holds passport 

No.42/1119/31 issued on July 12, 1931 by the 

consulate of the Czechoslovakian Republic at Shanghai 

and renewed on September 22, 1936 at Singapore.

Not being in possession of a French consular visa 

she could not disembark at Saigon as she intended 

to do and continued her voyage aboard the same 

vessel with the destination for Kobe.

Mrs. SCHOLZ was a dress-maker at Singapore.

It is reported that formerly she was a prostitute 

and was involved in drug trafficking and that at 

Singapore she sought the company of naval officers f |
with a view to collecting information of military 

nature. She is reported to be of pro-Ge rm an 

feelings.

As Mrs. SCHOLZ expressed her intent!>n to 

apply to the Governor-General for permission to 

reside in Indo-China, I have the honour to request 

you to be good enough to advise me should the (

person in question leave Shanghai fox Indo-China.



THH a.
form no. a, swwmwi&hi riner

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ™
S. 1, Sp e cjal ..-^r Ptfach. 

REPORT Augut^MJ____'
1 IRe attached -request —— - -------------

Subject (m full)...............................................................................................................................................................................

Tn connection with Domenico Basilio.^jX'LHJ., 

an Italian, and Gelinds TONELLI of same nationality, 

all possible sources of information have been tried 

without success,

Members of the Italian community have been 

discreetly questioned and as far as can be ascertained 

these two men are not in Shanghai at present nor 

are they known to have visited Shanghai in recent 

years.

D. D. S.

A.C.  (Special Branch)

1



July 19» 1939.

DGISNICO BASILIO CEDOLIN, Italian.

I have the honour to request that you will be 

so good as to forward me any information in your 

possession regarding an Italian named DOMENICO BASILIO 

CEDOLIN, a contractor, holder of Passport No. 362,782 

issued by the Questure d’Udine on May 7, 1935 and 

renewed by the Italian Legation at Teheran on May 21, 

1937.

This foreigner arrived in Indo-China from Iran 

in October, 1937 and found employment with a contractor 

at Saigon. Later he went to Yunnan and to Siam and 

returned to Indo-China in March, 1939. He has also 

been to Hongkong.

According to a report from our Consul at Manila, 

in September 1937, Mr. CEDOLIN as well as his fellow- 

countryman GELINDO TONELLI, master builder, holder 

of Passport No* 325,520 issued “by the Questure d’Udine 

on June 26, 1934 in whose company Mr. CEDOLIN arrived 

in Indo-China, may be an officer charged with gathering 

military information in the Ear East* He has just 

been reported by the Police of Cambodge as being 

particularly interested in conversations among soldiers.



July 19, 1939,

DOMENICO BASILIO CEDOLIN, Italian.

I have the honour to request that you will be 
so good as to forward me any information in your 
possession regarding an Italian named DOMENICO BASILIO 
CEDOLIN, a contractor, holder of Passport No* 362,782 
issued by the Questure d’Udine on May 7, 1935 and 
renewed by the Italian Legation at Teheran on May 21, 
1937.

This foreigner arrived in Indo-China from Iran 
in October, 1937 and found employment with a contractor 
at Saigon. Later he went to Yunnan and to Siam and 
returned to Indo-China in March, 1939« He has also 
been to Hongkong«

According to a report from our Consul at Manila, 
in September 1937, Mr. CEDOLIN as well as his fellow- 
countryman GELINDO TOKBLLI, master builder, holder 
of Passport No* 325,520 issued by the Questure d’Udine 
on June 26, 1934 in whose company Mr. CEDOLIN arrived 
in lndo-0hina, may be an officer charged with gathering 
military Information in the Far East« He has just 
been reported by the Police of Cambodge as being 
particularly interacted in conversations among soldiers.



19 JUILLET 1939.

Domenico Basilio CEDOLIN. 

de NATIONALITE ITALIENNE.

J'ai l'honneur de vous demander de bien vouloir 

me communiquer les renseignements que vous pourriez posséder 

concernant l'Italien Domenico Basilio CEDOLIN, entrepreneur, |
■ pçt

titulaire du passeport N° 362.782 délivré par la Questure 

d'Udine le 7 Mai 1935 et renouvelé par la Légation d’Italie 

à Téhéran le 21 Mai 1937.

Cet étranger est arrivé en Indochine en Octobre 

1937 venant de l'Iran. Il a été employé à Saigon chez un 

entrepreneur. Puis il s'est rendu au Yunnan et au Siam d'où- 

il est revenu en Indochine en Mars 1939. Il aurait également 

séjourné à Hongkong.

M. CEDOLIN a été signalé en Septembre 1937 par 

notre Consul à Manille,ainsi que son compatriote Gelindo 

TONELLI,chef maçon,titulaire du passeport N°325.52O délivré 

par la Questure d'Udine le 26 Juin 1934,en compagnie duquel 

il est arrivé en Indochine,comme pouvant être un officier 

chargé de recueillir des'renseignements d'ordre militaire en 

Extrême-Orient. Il vient d'être signqlé par les Services de 

Police au Cambodge comme s'intéressant particulièrement aux 

propos tenus par des militaires ./.
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July 24, 1939

Information regarding a Chines«
female named PHAM BOI LOI 
alias BB LEE-'

In July last, PHAM BOI LOI declared at Saigon that 

she was bom in Singapore in 1912. Her father is a 
Chinese named PHAM TRUNG CHANH tjS it ) who died 

about 20 years ago, and her mother TRAN MY TRAN, 

domiciled at Singapore, No. 250 Rue Hal Phong (See note 

No. 1). One of her sisters PHAM LY LEE is married to 

an Englishman named Robertson in the employ of Shell 

at Singapore. Another sister is known at Singapore 

under the name of "FLOORS.*

PHAM BOI LOI left Singapore for . Shanghai in 1929 

where she studied in the Song Giang Chinese School for 

one year. About the beginning of 1930, she went to 

Japan and lived in Tokyo up to 1932. Returning to 

Shanghai, she often visited the School of Foreign 

Languages operated by "English Brothers." In 1936 

she went to Hongkong where she lived for some time 

with one of her cousins named LY KOUAI MINH, No. 12 

Low Down Street, Xao Long. At that time she had become 

the mistress of an Italian.

PHAM BOI LOI arrived in Indo-China for the first 

time on November 18, 1938 by the Lyee Moon, coming
W from Hongkong as an Immigrant.

She left Saigon for China on January 21, 1938IK
but returned on April 6. It was during thia last

voyage that she made the acquaintance of Captain *

/V ANDERSON of the s.s. Helikon, who broke off relations

with her in November, 1938



(2)

From April, 1938 to June, 1939, PHAM BOI LOT 

made five voyages between Hongkong and Saigon but 

on each occasion she was watched«

PHAM BOI LOT came to the notice of the Police

In July, 1938 through her relations with a Chinese 

who was suspected of being engaged in espionage 

on behalf of the Japanese 8« R.

The watch kept at that time upon the activities 

of PHAM BOI LOI failed to give the Police any certainty 

that she was in the service of any foreign Power« 

More recently, It was noticed that she was

receiving a large number of visitors at the Hotel Majestic 

at Saigon in which she was staying and that she was 

spending money lavishly.

Shortly before her departure for Hongkong on 

July 15, 1939 by the s.s. Lyee Moon, PHAM BOI LOI 

declared to the Special Police at Saigon that she was 

in the service of the Japanese S. R. while she was at 

Canton and made an offer of her services. Hothing was 

done with her proposal.

(Mote Ho« 1»- In Hovember, 1937, she stated to

the Police at Saigon that she was bom in

Shanghai in 1912 of MAI PHUOMG and TRAM THI.)



24 JUILLET 1939.

NOTE de RENSEIGNEMENTS

concernant la Chinoise PHAM BOI LOI dite BE LES

( & n y
----------- oOo----------

PHAM BOI LOI a déclaré,en Juillet dernier à Saigon, 

être'née à Singapour en 1912 du Chinois PHAM TRUNG CHANH 
( glXf^),dé cédé il y a une vingtaine d’années et de 

TRAN MY TRAN, domiciliée à Singapour, N°250 Rue Hai Phong (l). 

Une de ses soeurs, nommée PHAM LY LEE, serait mariée avec un 

Anglais du nom de ROBERTSON, employé à la Shell à Singapour. 

Une autre soeur serait connue à Singapour sous le nom de 

"FLOVERS".

PHAM BOI LOI aurait quitté Singapour en 1929 à 

destination de Changhai où elle aurait fait des études à 

l’école chinoise ” SONG GIANG” pendant un an. Au début de 

l’année 1930,elle serait partie pour le Japon et aurait 

séjourné à Tokyo jusqu’en 1932. Revenue à Changhai,elle 

aurait fréquenté l’Ecole des Langues Etrangères dirigée par 

des "Frères Anglais". En 1936,elle se serait rendue à 

Hongkong où elle aurait vécu pendant quelque temps chez un 

de ses cousins nommé LY ROUAI MINH ( ), N°I2

Low Down Street, Xao Long. Elle aurait été,à cette époque la 

maîtresse d’un Italien.

PHAM BOI LOI est arrivée pour la première fois 

en Indochine,venant de Hongkong,le 18 Novembre 1937 par 

S/S " LYEE MOON " comme immigrante.

Elle a quitté Saigon le 21 Janvier. 1938 à 



2

destination de la Chine d’où elle est revenue le 6 Avril 

suivant. C’est au cours de ce dernier voyage qu’elle a fait 

la connaissance du Capitaine de la Marine marchande ANDERSON, 

Commandant, du S/S "HELIKON" qui n'a plus de relations avec 

elle depuis Novembre 1938.

Du mois d'Avril 1938 au mois de Juin 1939, PHAM 

BOI LOI a effectué cinq voyages contrôlés entre Hongkong et 

Saigon.
PHAM BOI LOI a attiré l'attention des Services de 

Police en Juillet 1938 par les relations qu'elle entretenait 

avec un Chinois soupçonné de se livrer à l'espionnage pour 

le compte du S. R. Japonais.

La surveillance exercée à cette époque sur les 

agissements de l'intéressée n’a cependant pas donné aux 

Services de sécurité la certitude que PHAM BOI LOI était au 

service d'une puissance étrangère.

Plus récemment,cette Chinoise s'est fait remarquer K 

par les nombreuses visites qu'elle recevait à l'Hôtel 

Majestic à Saigon où elle était en pension et par les 

dépenses exagérées qu'elle faisait.

• Peu avant son départ pour Hongkong,le 15 Juillet 

19-39 par S/S "LYEE MOON", PHAM BOI LOI a déclaré à la 

Police Spéciale de Saigon qu'elle avait appartenu au S.R. 

Japonais alors qu'elle était à Canton et elle a offert ses 

services. Aucune suite n'a été donnée à ces propositions./.

(I) Elle avait déclaré en Novembre 1937 à la Police du 
Port de Saigon qu'elle était née en 1912 à Changhài 
de MAI PHUONG et de TRAN THI ./.
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F. 207A
G. 5Op-8-39

7.^
Headquarters, 

Shanghai Municipal Police.

September 18, 1939

To.

The Secretary & Commissioner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- S.B. D.9391.

Sub j ect Anti-British booklet on the Jessfield
Road shooting incident on August 19,1939.

Enclosures

Copy of a Police Report



FpRM flO, 3 
G. 65M-1-39

CONF üiifl Tl Al] Çl&piAI WWIfilPAL l
' ■“■** ■ t rue No -a—opîî-

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ' " ' jP/Z

REPORT _ rt---- Tq'
Date...Sgp.tf.mber 15/g 39¿.

Subject (in full)..An.ti-Briti.sh..booklet, bearing...on. .the... Jes.sfield.Road...
shoo ting in;cident. on..August.. 19a.

Made ¿y...C....H»-I.«—Sih..Tae^liang...........Forwarded by.

1939.

Attached herewith together with translation is

a copy of a booklet bearing on the JessfieE Road
shooting incident on august is, 1939, copies <£ which

are reported to have been issued to all members of the 

“Shanghai City Government Police Bureau.**

Apart from a number of sketches depictiig the 

incident and subsequent happenings, this booklet 

contains a manifesto urging the readers to “eradicate 

the hostile Shanghai Municipal Council.“



Translation of a booklet containing cartoons and sketches 
bearing on the shooting affray which occurred on August 19, 
1939 on jessfield Road in the Western District»

Sketch of P.S* Kinloch wearing a helmet* 
Inscription reads i "Do not forget the tragic incident 
of August 19 in the Western District«- "British Police 
Chief - Kinloch - Principal responsible for the Tragic 
Incident* August 1939”.

Letter to Countrymen in connection with the 
August 19th Tragedy'in the Weltern District. 
of Shanghai.

Overthrow "the public enemy of mankind."

Brethren I We will hereby tell you about the particulars 
of a serious incident in which the most cruel and 
ruthless Municipal Police fired upon the policemen of 
the Shanghai City Government with a machine gun resulting 
in the killing of two Chinese policemen and the serious 
wounding of five others*

At 5.30 p*m* August 19, 1939, Mr* Chang, chief 
of a section of the Western District Special Corps of the 
Shanghai City Government Police Bureau, accompanied by a 
sergeant and several police constables, met an armoured 
car of the Bubbling ’Well Police Station near 131 Jessfield 
Road, in the Bxtra-Settlement Road Area* The officer in 
charge of the armoured car was a British policeman named 
Kinloch* Upon seeing the patrol party of the Shanghai 
City Government Police Bureau, Kinloch declared, "It is 
strange that such an armed unit should appear on this 
extra-Settlement Road." He had hardly finished the 
utterance of these words, when he at once opened fire with 
his machine-gun upon the City Government police party, 
killing Section chief Tsang Zau Kuoh (HO ). and 
Sergeant Tsang Koong Ming ), and7wounding five
other police constables*

The above report is entirely true*
We have the following questions for you s-

(1) Whether or not the extra-Settlement Road Area 
in the Western District is Chinese territory?

(2) Was it due to malicious intent or to the 
execution of their lawful duty that the patrol 
party of the Shanghai City Government Police 
were on that road?

(3) Why should the Municipal Police have fired upon 
them when they were not engaged in lawless 
activities and offered no resistance?

It is clear that the murderer is not a member 
of an anti-Japanese organization or of a gang of unemployed 
loafers, but a British officer of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police*

The incident is evidently meant to provoke the 
new regime and the friendly nation, Japan. It reveals 
the brutality of the British* Bor the sake of humanity 
and justice, we must have this cruel police off icer*0verthrown 

The Settlement is still Chinese soil and should 
be protected by us* Let us swear to eradicate the 
Shanghai Municipal Council which is antagonistic towards 
us and so avenge the death of our martyrs. Let us never 
forget this Western District Tragedy of August 19th*

Sketch of a squad of Police on patrol* 
Inscription reads t "Police of the Shanghai City Government 
on patrol in the Western District and vicinity*"



(Page 4) Sketch of an approaching armoured, car in front 
of three members of the Shanghai City Government Police 
Bureau. Inscription reads : "The approach of the wild 
armoured car of the Shanghai Municipal CouncilJ"

(Page 5)

(Page 6)

(Page 7)

(Page 8)

(Page 9)

(Page 10)

(Page 11)

(Pages 12
& 13. )

Sketch of a Municipal Police Sergeant and two 
members of the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau in 
front of an armoured cap* Inscription reads s "The 
British Police attempted to interfere with the Police 
patrol of the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau but 
the latter refused to yield*"

Sketch of machine guns on armoured car in action 
and two members of the Chinese Police are hit and tumbling 
to the ground» Inscription reads » "After being defeated 
in the argument, the British Police suddenly turned the 
machine guns on the armoured car on the Chinese police and 
fired on them»"

Sketch of several persons lying about on the 
ground. Inscription reads s "Sub-Inspector Chang Chao- 
kuo and Sergeant Chang Kung-ming of the Chinese Police 
were fatally shot while a number of others were wounded."

Sketch of P.S.Kinloch. Inscription reads : 
"Kinloch, the cruel and inhuman British Police Chief, who is 
the principal responsible for the tragedy."

(Page 14)

Sketch of "Mayor Fu Siao-en* protesting to a 
foreigner. Inscription reads : "Mayor Fu lodged a strong 
protest vzith the Shanghai Municipal Council."

Sketch of a person speaking at a mass meeting. 
Inscription reads : "The people were extremely indignant 
upon learning of the, atrocities of the British Police and 
people’s anti-British Mass Meetings were held everywhere 
denouncing the unlawful acts of the British people I"

Resolutions passed and adopted at the mass meeting j
(1) Reorganize the hostile Shanghai Municipal 

Council which Is now in the hands of the 
British people.

(2) Effect the retrocession of the extra Settlement 
Roads area from which the incident originated.

Sketch of a procession led by a person holding 
an effigy of P.S. Kinloch. Inscription reads t "In order to 
manifest their determination of enforcing the above 
resolutions, the peojble held a procession, during which an 
effigy of Kinloch, the principal responsible for the tragedy, 
was displayed."

Indignant over the tragedy, the people burnt the 
effigy of Kinloch, the principal responsible for the tragedy»*

Sketch showing people at a memorial meeting. 
Inscription reads : "Under the auspices of Mayor Fu Siao-en 
himsllf, a memorial meeting was held on September 8, 1939 
in memory of the two Police officers who met their end on 
duty. A large number of people from both official and 1 
civilian circles attended."

(l^M page) Sketdh of two Chinese police officers. Inscription 
reads t "Heroes who gave up their lives for the nation» Messrs. 
Chang Chao-kuo and Chang Kung-ming, Sub-Inspector and Sergeant 
respectively of the Western District Branch of the Shanghai 
City Government Police Bureau."

I



FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-1-39 I SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File

REPORT
Bubbl ing ^-ffXiStation,

ó-ept-.--'9 39

Subject (in full) InfcnnatloiT”-"änecTet

Made by........Det . I^pecteF Tabrum.......Forwarded ¿y ..... 1-L&

Sir;

1 beg to for-ard herewith two books relating to the 

¡snooting which occurred on the 19-8-39 on Jessfield Road 

between •■euberss of the -j.J.u.c* 1. Bureau and k.S. Kinlock.

■i copy .)» t.-xi book has been ie»ued to all members 

of the ; .’J.C-.e. aurcaux.

The picture gu the front page in that of the two 

dee-eii-ed polic.eueo ..nu thaw on the rear page of k.S. 

Kinlock who it 1 xt.gvc. *aa responsible fox the shooting.
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Mr. Stewart’s Hectic Time 
; At Ratepayers’ Meeting
Attack On Council While Moving Resolution Of , 

Thanks To Special Committee Rouses Jre Of
Several Speakers; Amendment Carried

With his seconder disassociating 
himself from any of his remarks 

v (although still seconding the re
solution); references from the floor 
to the “tripe” displayed in his 
posters; pointed comments from-at 
least two speakers that he was us-j 
ing an innocuous and popular re-1 
solution to drag in diatribes! 
against the Special Committee, 
members of the C'ommittee, and 
the S.M.C.“*”Mr. ‘ Robert L. Stewart 
had a somewhat hectic time to
wards the dose of the annual meet
ing of ratepayers in the Grand 
Theatre yesterday.

Eventually, his resolution calling 
for a vote of thanks to be sent by 
the Council to the committee 01 
businessmen who looked into the 
whole question of municipal staff 
exchange adjustments^ and bonuses 
was lost by a large majority, not 
out of any discourtesy to the com
mittee but because in the opinion 
of most of the meeting the passing 
of the resolution would suggest an 
association with Mr. Stewart’s re
marks, which many found objec
tionable.

After ihfroductory rema’rk’s laud
ing the businessmen’s committee 
and its straightforward report, Mr. 
Stewart proceeded to attack various 
people who had had something to 
do with the committee, and parti
cularly with those who took a deep 
interest “in the welfare of Class A 
officials.” He was soon interrupted.

Mr. H. E. Arnhold: “Has this 
anything to do with thanking the 
committee?”

The Chairman (Judge Mossop): 
“I understand that the speaker ?s 
trying to explain to* you Hfst;ir4a- 
sons for passing his resolution.”

“That’s right, Mr. Chairman,” 
said Mr. Stewart and he went on1 
with his speech. The Special Com
mittee fully appreciated the value 
of modern and normal publicity 
and wanted to issue brief com
muniques. The Council would not 
permit jt.

“One-Third” Controversy
With the aid of two charts and 

speaking rapidly lest he be inter
rupted, Mr. Stewart then enlarged 
on the “one-third and one-seventh 
controversy.” He did not wish to 
suggest that the Economy Report 
was one in name Only. It was a 
genuine report which somehow 
slipped and a “pseudo-percentage 
table’’ was inserted.

Mr. W. H. Keswick interrupted to 
draw everyone’s attention to the

fact that resolution 8 was an ex-| 
pressloii of thanks to the Special 
Committee. “I think every - rate
payer is in sympathy with this ex
pression of thanks and appreciation 
and what we are listening to now 
is nothing to do wiih expressing 
that appreciation .or thanks.” (Cries 
of “hear, hear!”)

A speaker from the floot sug
gested that there were means bf 
asking Mr. Stewart to sit down..

The Chaiririah said that Mr, Ste-. 
wart was taking advantage of his 
proposal to make an attack on the 
Council. He did not feel he could 
stop him from speaking about the 
resolution, but if anyone proposed 
a vote of closure that would be in 
order.

Mr. E. F. Harris proposed that the 
resolution be withdrawn;

Mr, Arnhold seconded the pro
posal

The Chairman said he could not 
do this, as the resolution was form
ally before the meeting. After 
showing Judge Mossop the end of his 
speech, Mr, Stewart formally 
moved his resolution.

“T would like to second that re
solution, although I am not in accord 
with his remarks,” said Mr. R. C. 
Chisholm. /

The Amendment
Mr, H. E. Arnhold, seconded by 

Sir Robert Calder-Marshall, moved . 
thatAhe following words be added , 
to rhe end of the resolution,^ 
so that while instructing the 
Secretary to convey the vote of . 
thanks the meeting “wishes to dis- r 
associate itself from the remarks of 
Mr. Stewart.”

The amendment was put to the 
meeting. None voted against it and 
it was declared carried by a large 
majority.

Mr. Franklin said that he would 
like to tell ratepayers that he per
sonally had written a letter to each:

j. member of the committee expressing 
• deep thanks for the work done in 
f connection with their report.
[ Mr. G. E. Marden then urged that 
| the resolution be rejected. Xtmere- 
| ly had been made for the purpose 
I of making statements which other- 
I wise could not be made. He did not 
| feel that the Committee required 
I any further thanks than wl^gt hAd 

I’ already been done by the Chairman,
of the Council and it would be 
“a slur on any form of thanks under 

'-this resolution.”
Resolution 8 was put to the meet

ing and lost by a very large ma- 
jority................ i
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Form A
;

Ref.
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Headquarters,
Shanghai Municipal Police, 

September 11, 193 9«

SUBJECT
Memorial services for two police 
Shanghai City Government held at 

North Szechuan.Hoad.............................
officers of
Foo Ming Theatre,

The Commissioner presents his compliments to..§.^£?.!i~£Jf..£?$...
Commissioner General 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the

subject referred to above

1. Copy of a Police Report.

2.

3.

4.

5.



CONFIDENTIAL

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL P0LIC1
RKPOBT.

Memorial services for two police officers of Shanghai 
City Government held at Foo Ming Theatre» North Sseahuen 
Road.

A requiem maos in memory of two police 
officers» who wore shot dead in the shooting affray 
between policemen of the Shanghai City Government and 
policeman of the 3.M.P. on Jessfield Road on August 19, 
1939» took place at the Foo King Theatre, Morth Ssoehuen 
Road, between 9 a.si. and 10 a.m. on September 8» when 
a largo number of people attended

Among those present were Mr. Y. Miura, 
looal Japanese Consul-General, Major-General Takeshita, 
Chief of the Special Service Organ of the Japanese 
Army in Central China, Colonel Kanaya, Commander of 
the Japanese Military Pol loo Force in Shanghai, 
representatives of the Japanese Consular Felloe, Mr. Fu 
Siao-en, Mayor of the Shanghai City Government, and 
Mr. Lo Ying, Director of the Police Bureau of the 
Shanghai City Government.

Certified True Copy.

» ¿M
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.............

S. 1. Spec i.al...Branch....... ./ZiZo//
REPORT Q ,9D^..s.§i.t ember..9.*.zp ûV *

Subject.......Memorial services f or ..two., police officers of Shanghai City

.................. .Government...held at Js‘oo...M-i.ng,„fheeitre, .worth. Szechuen Ko ad ...................  

Made by. P.E.S. kizoguchi........... .Forwarded by.......

a requiem mass in memory of two police 

officers, who were shot dead in the shooting affray 

between policemen of the Shanghai City Government and 

policeman of the s.u.P. on Jessfield xtoad on August 19, 

1939, took placo &t the -b‘00 Ming fheatre, North Szechuen

Koad> between 9 aera» and 10 a»ra» on September 8, when 

a large number of people attended.

<Aj *>mong those present were Mr» Y. Miura,

local Japanese Consul-General, Major-General fakeshita, 

Chief of the Special Service organ of the Japanese 

Army in central China, Colonel Kanaya, Commander of 

the Japanese Military Police Porce in Shanghai,

representatives of the Japanese Consular Police, Mr. Pu 

siao-en, Mayor of the Shanghai City Government,and 

Mr. Lo Ying, Director of the Police Bureau of the 

Shanghai City Government.

A. C» (Special Branch)



3. 1. Special Branch. //////
September 9, 39.

Memorial services for two police officers of Shanghai City
Government held at Boo Ming Theatre, North Szechuan Hoad.

D.P.S. Misoguohi

A requiem mass in memory of two police 
officers, who were shot dead in the shooting affray 
netween policemen of the Shanghai City Government and 
policeman of the S.M.P. on Jessfield Hoad on August 19, 
1939, took place at the Boo Ming Theatre, Berth Szechuen 
Hoad, between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m. on Septembee 3, when 
a large number of people attended.

Among those present were Mr« Y. Miura, 
local Japanese Consul-General, Major-General Take shit a, 
Chief of the Special Service Organ of the Japanese 
Army in Central China, Colonel Kanaya, Commander of 
the Japanese Military Police koroo in Shanghai, 
representatives of the Japanese Consular Police, Mr. Yu 
Siao-en, Mayer of the Shanghai City Government,and 
Mr. Lo Ying, Director of the Polioo Bureau of the 
Shanghai City Government.

A. C. (“’pedal Branch)
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_______ __ in.liDjio.ur...Qf...,t.TRQ...d.e.Ç.e.5À.S.e.d..l>o.l.i.Ç.emen

Made Yen..Ken......... .... Forwarded by___

m r
Sir : The

rthe

handing over of the

To commemorate the death of two policemen who 

were killed in a clash with a patrol party of the 

Municipal Police on Jessfield Road near Connaught Road 

on August 19, the ’’Police Bureau of the Shanghai City 

Government" sponsored a memorial service, which was 

held in the Foo Ming Theatre, 671 North Szechuen Road, 

O.O.L. between 9 a.m. and 9.45 a.m. September 8. 

Some 200 persons including "Mayor" Fu Siao-an, Colonel 

Loo Ying, Chief of the "Police Bureau", Woo Tsing 

(^ ^'¿)» delegate of the "Ministry of Interior" 

(Reformed Government) and representatives of various 

local Japanese and Japanese ' onsored Chinese public 

bodies were present, 

ervice was of the usual order, 

engthy speech, strongly denouncing 

ired that he would insist on the 

police right on the ex-tra- 

the "Shanghai City Government" 

S.M.C. refuse to capitulate, some 

be taken to attain the object, 

was distributed during the

proceedings which passed off quietly.

From the deductions made from the August pay of 

the "Police" staff, a siutn of $6,000 was obtained and 

has been distributed between the families of the two 

deceased policemen. It is further reported that the 

"Reformed Government" has granted $20,000 to the family 

of one of the deceased, named Ch^ng Shao-chong

The memorial

ttmayorn made a

S.M.C. He declc

Settlement roads to

and that should the

strong action would

Ko literature
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who was a Sub-Inspector, and $10,000 to that of the 

other named. Chang Kung-tou wh0 W8S a

sergeant» as compassionate grants.

A. C.(Special Branch)



SHANGHAI TIMES,

SEP 8" 1939

SHOOTING VICTIMS’ 
FUNERAL TO-DAY

Wreaths Presented For 
Policemen Shot Oh 

Jessfield Road
Funeral ceremonies will be hold} 

at the Focmin Theatre on *lorthi 
Szechuen Road at 10 o’clock this, 
morning by the Special Munici
pality authorities for Mr. ('hang 
Kung-yao and Mr. Chang Chao- 
ch^ng, policemen of the Munici
pality, who were killed in the Jess
field Road shooting affray on Aug
ust 19.

Wreaths-were presented by auth- 
I orities of the Japanese Expedition
ary Force to Central China, Colonel 
Itsuo Mabuchi, Chief of the Press 

i Bureau of the Expeditionary Force, 
the Japanese Press Club and others.

The two men were slain in an 
altercation over the right of Special 
Municipality policemen to patrol 
extra-Settlement roads They were 
felled by bullets from a machine 
gun fired by Mr. W. L. Kinloch, 
probationary sergeant in the S.M.P. 
The incident caused a great sensa
tion and led to the filing of pro

tests and counter-protests between 
the Special Muncipality authorities, 
the Japanese Consulate-General and 
the Shanghai Municipal Council.



¡ORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

SEP » 1939

Ta Tao Policemen
Buried

Funeral ceremonies will be held at 
the Foomin Theatre on North Sze- 
chuen Road at 10 o’clock this morn
ing by the Special Municipality auth
orities for Mr. Chang Kung-yao and 

I Mr. Chang Chao-chang, policemen of 
I the Municipality, who were killed in 
I the Jessfield Road shooting fray on
August ia

Wreaths were presented by auth
orties of the Japanese Expeditionary * 
Force to Central China, Col. Itsuo 
Mabuchi, Chief of the Press Bureau 
of the Expeditionary Force, the Ja
panese Press Club and others.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S. 1. Sp e c i al Bran ch/zW^n^< _
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Subject.. "Police Bureau of the Shanghai City Government" - 
to hold a memorial Service in honour of two policemen

........... -ki-l-l-ed—in—a— clasJa-with-t-h®—lfcuii-cip-al- l̂-alic«—oa.-Augus.t-L.9-».......................

Made by J>fcSr.I.,..Jia0...YeJ3..jKfih  Forwarded by....... .~-.—.....M..;.

To commemorate the death of two policemen 

who were killed in a clash with a patrol party 

of the Municipal Police on Jessfield Road near

Connaught Road on August 19, the "Police Bureau 

of the Shanghai City Government” is making

0.0. L

Comm*' of Polito
Sir :

Info w aion.

D. C. (Sp. & ■)

¡arrangements to hold a memorial service in the

Poh Ming Theatre, 671 North Szechuen Road

September 8. Colonel Loo Ying

reside

Chief

11 xs

of the "Police Bureau", will

expected that representatives

of various Japanese sponsored public bodies and

police organs will be present. A special office 

to undertake the necessary arrangements for the 

memorial service has been established in the

" Shanghai City Government Police Bureau Staff Club,” 

Lane 366, 9-11 Wuchow Road.

It is learned that apart from the memorial

service, speeches and propaganda of an anti-British 

nature will be made and during the service a 

compassionate grant will be handed to the families 

of the deceased. This grant has been made up by 

deductions from the August pay of the "Police* staff. 

5^ was deducted from the pay of those employees whose 

salaries are between $60 and $100 and 7.5 from the

^•C.(Special Branch)



NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS.

WJG 31 1939

Memorial Service for
Slain Officers

“" Victims of Jessfield Road 
Shooting to Be Mourned

’ official manorial services * 

j held on September 8 at 9 æ“1- ,

She? on August 19 in the extra-

1 S between t han

the auspices of the new Greater 
Shanghai Munimpal Government 

i presided over by Colonel Du W 
•director of the Bureau of PubhCf 
| Safety of the city regime. It was . 
! announced in the “Sin Shun ao t 

yesterday that those who would care 
■¡to send mourning scrolls to the | 
(meeting could do so by »endin^ 
1 them to the “West Shanghai Tragedy 
I Martyrs Memorial Service Com-

mittee.’* . r._ »
It was also revealed m the < 

nouncement that the Japanese and
■ Chinese authorities at Nanking md 

Shanghai would continue press, ag 
for a settlement of the unfortunate 
incident, asserting that the negotia
tions to that end would not be 
stopped unless the final aim is 
achieved. The city regime here was 
reported to have petitioned the new 
governmeht at Nanking for com
pensation for the families of the 
deceased officers.

an-



Ref. No. ■........ '............ '

Nghai MUNICIPAL POLICE.“ 7

p°PY .°*-----Police Report.ftatoactotaxn

Date 28»19 Z9*
Subject Meeting at Kwang Hwa University off Idncoln Avenue»

Between 1 p*m* and 4 p»m» on the 27-8-39, a 

meeting was held at the Kwang Hwa University off Lincoln 

Avenue*

Some 400 persons attended comprising Chinese and 

Japanese» the latter being in the minority*

Speeches of an Anti-British and Anti-Police 

nature were made and phamphlets distributed*

A life size picture of F.P.S, 104 Kinlock was 

exhibited during the meeting, which was taken from Mo*92 

Jessfield Road and after the meeting was taken back and 

is now exhibited on the 2nd floor at Ho»92 and each time 

duties change they are shown the picture and told to 

memorize the face, for future reprisals*

(Sd) E* Burton 
JO* S* 1«

Copy for Special Branch

J
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Shanghai as a protest against the Jessfield Road Shooting Affray

Made ....................and........................... Forwarded by............. D-.—-1.» .Grawf ord.................... „........

On August 27, 1939, meetings and processions, 

sponsored by the Great People Society and subordinate 

organs of the "Shanghai City Government" were held 

in Nantao, Pootung and Chapei for the purpose of 

protesting against the shooting affray between the 

Municipal Police and constables of the "Shanghai 

City Government Police Bureau on Jessfield Road 

on August 19, 1939. During those meetings and 

processions, anti-British speeches were delivered 

and handbills in a similar strain distributed. The 

handbills consisted of three kinds, of which specimens 

are attached with translations.

Particulars of the meetings and processions 

are given hereunder

Meeting and procession in Pootung 

Under the auspices of the Pootung District 

Administrative Office and the Pootung Branch of 

the Great People Society, a meeting and demonstration 

as a protest against the August 19th Tragic Incident 

was held in the premises of the Hwai Yang Theatre, 

Lan Nyi ^oo, Pootung, between 2 p.m., and 3 p.m., on 

August 27, 1939. About 200 persons were present, 

including students and faculties of Dah Dao Primary 

Schools, wharf coolies in Pootung and representatives 

from the various official organs in Pootung. Tsui

Ting ( ), Chief of the Pootung Branch of

the Great People Society, presided over the meeting 

and delivered a speech, in which he stressed that
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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Great Britain was the common enemy of China, and 

was the first to invade China» She also brought 

about the present hostilities which commenced on 

August 13, 1937, and is responsible for another 

tragic incident which occurred on August 19, 

1939 in the Western JJistrict. Supported by 

the feeling of indignation of the people over the 

August 19th Tragic Incident, he said that he was 

confident that negotiations now being made by 

the '’authorities'* would produce successful results. 

In conclusion, he urged the audience to keep 

themselves apart from the British people, boycott 

their goods and refuse to serve under "ritish 

people.

Following the above meeting, a pro

cession was held between 3 p.m. and 4 p.m., which 

traversed the various main thoroughfares in Pootung 

and broke up on Tung Chong Road. During this 

procession, a male Chinese, stated to be a staff 

member of the Great People Society, displayed a 

wooden board, on which was drawn the sketch of a 

Foreign Seigeant in the act of opening fire with his 

gun. Holding this board over his head, he

asked the participants who the person on the board 

was, to which the milling crowd of participants 

replied that he was the beast, a wicked and cruel 

British policeman. When he asked whether this 

man should be punished, the participants replied
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in unision ”Yes”, whereupon he, the staff member of 

the Great People Society, threw the board to the 

ground and it was trampled on and broken to pieces* 

After burning the fragments of the board, the 

crowd dispersed*

During the meeting and the procession in Pootung, 

slogans and handbills were shouted and distributed 

which are similar to those distributed in Nantao 

earlier in the day*

Distribution of prizes by lot drawing was an 

unique feature in the Pootung meeting. The 

following prizes were given 

100 prizes of 10 cents each, 

10 prizes of $1.00 each, 

2 prizes of $5.00 each, 

1 prize of $10.00.

I 
Meeting and procession in Nantao

Under the auspices of the Shanghai Municipal 

Nantao District Administrative Office, a ”^ass meeting 

in protest against the August 19th Western Shanghai 

Tragedy” was held between 10 a.m. and 11.30 a.m., 

August 27, 1939, on the premises of the District 

Administrative Office at No. 50, Ih Soh Street, Boon 

Lai Road, City. The meeting was attended by some 

500 persons among whom were some 40 members of the 

Nantao Branch of the Greater Shanghai Youths’ Corps j 

200 teachers and pupils of the Dah Dao Primary Schools} I
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100 street cleaning coolies employed by the Nantao 

District Administrative Office; about 100 members of 

the Great People Society and representatives of 

the various official organs in the City while some 

30 unarmed policemen were in attendance. ¡auig 

Shu-ching (; , Ghief of the Shanghai

Municipality Nantao Disttict Administrative Office, 

presided over the meeting. Okishima ( -^ ),

Chief of the Nantao ¿ection of the Japanese Military 

Special Service Department, and Wong Kong ( J'X ), 

representative of the Great People Society, also 

attended.

In his opening speech, Sung ¿hu-ching, the 

chairman, spoke on the purpose of the meeting and 

related that on August 19, 1939, details of the 

shanghai Oity Government Police in the Western 

District were machine-gunned by a Britidi Police 

Chief under the Shanghai Municipal Counci 1 of the 

International Settlement, and resulted in heavy 

casualties being inflicted on the former. This 

incident has engendered a feeL ing of indignation 

among the peopl^in this Municipality, who are 

unanimous in a desire to bring the common enemy 

to a sense of responsibility so that the death 

of those who fell in the incident may be avenged. 

Okishima then spoke in the Japanese language, 

stating that in creating the August 19th Tragic 

Incident, the British people had deliberately
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outraged the code of humanity and that an equitable 

settlement was expected as the“Authoritiesn were 

engaged in negotiations with those concerned. 

Wong Kong, representing the Great People Society, , 

then proposed the following two resolutions which 

the audience unanimously accepted and passed:**

(1) Full Chinese control of the Extra-Settlement 

Roads, and

(2) Reorganization of the Shanghai Municipal 

Council.

-The attendance then foimed in processional 

order, each participant being issued with a five- 

barred flag or the Rising Sun flag. The procession, 

which was led by members of the Greater Shaa ghai 

Youths' Corps and a military band, with some 30 

unarmed policemen bringing up the rear, marched 

from Boon Lai Road, west to Chung Hwa Road, horth 

to the Old West Gate, East to Boulevard des deux 

Reqpubliques, South to Small East Gate, West to 

Chung Hwa Road, and south to the Stuall South 

Gate, where the procession was dismissed at 1 p.m. 

in front of the Nantao Police Bureau. The coolie 

class participants were each given the sum of 20 

cents while one bag of biscuit was issued to each 

primary school student»

During the meeting and the procession the 

following slogans were shouted by the attendance 

(!)• Down with British Imperialism!
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(2) Avenge the hood shed by our compatriots*

(3) Regain control of the Foreign Concessions.

(4) Down with Great Britain, the invader of the 

Asiatic Continent*

(5) Give effect to the spirit of mutual 

cooperation between the people of the same 

race.

(6) Commemorate theAugust 19th Tragic Incident

in Western Shanghai.

Pamphlets were also distributed, specimen 

copies being obtained which are attached with 

translations *

Copies of a large poster with a rough 

drawing of the alleged scene of shooting in 

the Western District were found pasted on walls 

in the City. 

Chapei (Meeting)

Between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m., August 27, the 

Shanghai Northern District Administrative Office 

held a meeting of some 200 country pe ople in its 

office in Chiaotung Road, Chapei. The function 

was marked by the delivering of a speech by 

Tsang Ping ^ien( 4^ ks ), Chief of the Shanghai 

Northern District Administrative Office, bearing 

on the JessfieM Road Shooting Affray and the 

distribution of propaganda literature relating to 

the incident. 2

D. i. ' 
A«c.„ (Special Branch )
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Shanghai Mainichi - August 28, 1939

The Burial of Kinloch Staged by the 
Great People Society To-day ~

The Chinese people are extremely indignant

over the unlawful wounding and killing of police 

officers of the Shanghai ^ity Government by the

British Police officer of the 3.M.C. in the Shanghai

Western District.

During the mass meeting sponsored by the

Great People Society on August 27, a demonstration 

was staged in the suburbs of Shanghai, including the

Western District, Nan ta o, Chapei, Civic Centre and

Pootung against the incident in the Shanghai Western

District A big board depicting the head of the

British Policeman Kinloch together with the 

inscription "Burial of Kinloch” was used as well as

five-barred flags. Anti-British slogans were

also displayed.
picture shows this board with 
photograph of Kinloch).

( The
the
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August 21, 39*

Proposed arrival of Japanese Training squadron.

S* Misoguchl if.f*< J
The Japanese training ships "Yakumo" and 

fi’-u ■'
” Twate* under the oeniaaxuL of Vico-xrfiEiiral Shlomoto are

sched iled to ^rrl’fe - Mf-^fighai at 2 p.in. august 21 and

f< T;k . .■■■>■">
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Translation of a handbill copies of which were 
distributed during meetings held by the Great 
People Society in Pootung, Nantao and Chapei, 
on August 27, 1939, in commemoration of the 
shooting affray between members of the Shanghai 
City Government Police Bureau and a Municipal 
Police Patrol Party on Jessfield Road on 19.8.39,

Letter to Countrymen in connection with 
the August 19th Tragedy in the Western 

District of Shanghai

Overthrow "the public enemy of mankind".

Brethren!

We will hereby tell you about the particulars

of a serious incident in which the most cruel and 

ruthless Municipal Police fired upon the policemen 

of the Shanghai City Government with a machine gun 

resulting in the killing of two Chinese policemen 

and the serious wounding of five others.

At 5.30 -p.m., August 19, 1939, Mr. Chang,

chief of a section of the Western District Special

Corps of the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau,

accompanied by a sergeant and several police constable* 

et an armoured car of the Bubbling Well Police Station 

tear 131 Jessfield Road, in the Extra-Settlement Road

Area. The officer in charge of the armoured car

was a British policeman named Kinloch. Upon seeing 

the patrol party of the^hanghai City Government Police 

Bureau, Kinloch declared, "It is strange that such 

an armed unit should appear on this extra-Settlement 

Road." He had hardly finished the utterance of these

words, when he at once opened fire with his machine** 

gun upon the City Government police farty, killing 

Section chief Tsang Zau Kuoh ( )» and Sergeant

Tsang Koong Ming ( and wounding five other 

police constables.



2

The above report is entirely true.

We have the following questions for yout-

(1) Whether or not the extra-Settlement Road Area 
in the Western District is Chinese territory?

(2) Was it due to malicious intent or to the 
execution of their lawful duty that the 
patrol party of the Shanghai City Government 
Police were on that road?

(3) Why should the Municipal Police have fired 
upon them when they were not engaged in 
lawless activities and offered no resistance?

It is clear that the murderer is not a 

member of an anti-Japanese organization or of a gang 

of unemployed loafers, but a British officer of the 

Shanghai Municipal Police.

The incident is evidently meant to provoke 

the new regime and the friendly nation, Japan. It 

reveals the brutality of the British. For the sake 

of humanity and justice, we must have this cmiel w 
police officer.

The Settlement is still Chinese soil and 

should be protected by us. Let us swear to eradicate 

the Shanghai Municipal Council which is antagonistic 

towards us and so avenge the death of our martyrs.

Let us never forget this Western District Tradgedy 

of August 19th.

(Name of issuing organ) 
( not given )



TRANSLATION

Do not forget the August 19th Western District 
Incident!

Let the people be unanimous in overthrowing 
our public enemy, the British.

On August 19th, a British police Inspector 

named Kinloch passed Jessfield Road in an armoured 

car, and showed his beastly temper and spite by 

opening fire with a machine gun at Section Chief 

TSANG ZAU CHONG, Sergeant TSANG KUNG DOH whom he 

killed, and wounded five other constables. The 

situation was very tense at that time and the road 

was full of blood and looked very pitiful. On 

learning of this incident, the people in the local 

districts expressed their anti-Britlsh sentiment, 

and have decided to overthrow our public enemy, the 

British in order to attain revenge.

The handbill also bears a photo purporting

to have been taken at the scene of the incident1and

shows an armoured car of the S.M.C



TRANSLATION

Slogans in commemoration of the August 19th 
Western District Incident

1. Let us rise, and overthrow British Imperialism!.

2. Let us rise, and avenge our brethren who have 

shed their blood!

3. Let us rise, and recover the administrative 

power in the Settlement!

4. Let us rise, and overthrow Great Britain who 

invades Asia!

5. Let us rise, and act with the spirit of mutual 

assistance shown by the people of the same race!

6. Let us rise, and commemorate the August 19th 

Western District Incident!

Propaganda Section of the Nantao 
Branch of the Shanghai 
Municipality Youths* Group.



Anti-S.M.P. cartoon, obtained in Western 
District, 0.0,L., on August 27, 1939.

Also found posted-iaJIaatao on August 27, 1939«

A cartoon depicts two officers on an 

armoured car and a British sergeant of the S.K.P. 

standing near-by, firing upon members of the 

Chinese Police. It bears the following 

inecriptions t-

HDo not forget the Western District Incident 
of August 19.

"The British Police Inspectors of the S.M.C. 
shot Chinese Police officers and ricsha 
coolies who offered no resistance!

"Indeed, this is typical of the cold blooded 
man-killing British!



August 27» 1939

TAIRIKO SHIMPO

GREAT PEOPLE'S ASSOCIATION TO HOLD MASS MEETINGS TO 
PROTEST SHOOTING INCIDENT Œ JBSSPIELD RChD

Before noon of August 27» the 
Shanghai Branch of thé Great People's Association is to hold 
mass meetings in the Western and Eastern Districts» the 
Civio Centre of the City of Greater ShanghaiiPootung and 
Chapei«

At these meetings» the real facts 
of the Jessfield Road Incident of August 19 is expected to 
be reported to the incensed Chinese populace«



September 16, 1939.

TaIRIKU SHIMPO

KINLOCH SECRETLY LEAVES COUNTRY HOSPITAL

Probationary Sergeant No. 104 
Kinloch, British, attached to Bubbling Well Police 
Station of the S.M.P., who killed two Chinese constables 
of the Shanghai City Government with a Thompson sub« 
machine gun on Jessfiled Road, has been undergoing 
treatment in the Country Hospital since the incident. 
The entrance of his ward was guarded by Municipal 
Police and the British'Defence Force.

At 6.30 p.m. September 14, 
after 27 days treatment, Kinloch stealthily left the 
hospital and went to the Police quarters on Carter 
Road. He has not yet resumed duty at Bubbling 
Well Police Station but will have a rest to recuperate.

Binding it difficult to deal with 
the Kihloch affair, the S.M.C. appears to be planning 
to send him back to Scotland«.
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Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) »•
IRITISH POLI'THS KILLING

(Address by the Propaganda bureau of"tiie^xecutive Yuan 
broadcasted from Nanking,)

In the affair in which Chinese policemen were killed by a British policeman in Shanghai, we bring the following three points to your notice ••(1) The killing of the Chinese policemen by 
the British policeman in question is Britain* s challenge 
after the suspension of the Tokyo negotiations, although these negotiations wore held at the request of Britain. Having no desire to discuss the financial question» she deliberately introduced the so-called Nine-Power Pact 
with the result that the talks could not proceed quickly. 
At this time, the Jessfield Road Incident occurred in 
Shanghai. A British policeman shot at and killed twoof our Chinese policemen.The suspension of the Tokyo negotiations 
shows that Britain still lacks a proper understanding 
of existing conditions in Bast Asia and is seeking a chance to issue another challenge against Japan or China. 
Britain is still insincere about co-operation with Japan to bring about a settlement of affairs in Bast Asia. 
Britain has no proper understanding of the Chinese people| 
she does not realise that in making unreasonable challenges, 
she would be causing the Chinese people to become more 
hostile towards her.(2) In killing the Chinese policemen, the 
British policeman used the Shanghai Settlement as a base 
for his unreasonable challenge, Bver since the outbreak of the Sino-Japaneee hostilities, Britain has committed many illegal acts, using the Shanghai Settlement as a 
base. She has been criticised by Japan and has not been 
able to explain her action. In July last year, the 
S.M.O., at the request of the Japanese authorities, promulgated a set of emergency regulations to allow Japan to suppress sntl-Japanese terroristic acts in the 
International Settlement and welcome assistance from
the Japmiose Consular Police * nd gendarmes, but actually 
it was ell mere talk and nothing was done. In March this year, a Japanese spokesman, in an interview with 
newspaper reporters, said» •Japan will occupy the 
International Settlement if any serious affair occurs in the Settlement harmful to the interests of the Japanese.*

In February this year, Mr. Chen Loh, the 
Pore!91 Minister, was assassinated in Shanghai, in consequence of which Japan called Shanghai the •large 
secret and devil city of Bast Asia,* under the cover 
of the Shanghai Settlement, Britain has committed mans 
illegal acts. The recent killing of our Chinese policemen by the British policeman was one of these.If anybody were to ask how the British people 
have become so bold, one would reply that it is undoubtedly 
due to the existence of the Settlement. If we ask how 
the British policeman had dared to make the challenge, 
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one would reply that it is due to the existence of the 
Settlement« Thus, so long aS the Settlement exists, 
the British people may commit any kind of illegal act 
and such illegal acts will not oeaso until the Settlement 
has bean recovered«

(3) The killing of the Chinese policemen 
by the British policemen gives us a starting point from 
which to struggle for diplomatic victory« Some suggest 
that all Foreign Settlements in China be recovered 
immediately, others say that the Courts in the Settlements 
be first recovered, while others desire that a fair 
solution of the affair should first be found«

We are of the opinion that a fait solution 
of the affair should first be reached to be followed 
by the recovery of the Courts in the Settlements, after 
which wo will, if the Situation permits, work for the 
recovery of all the Foreign Settlements in China by 
proper and legal procedure« Whether or not we shall 
succeed in all this depends upon the efforts of our 
diplomatic authorities assisted by the Chinese peoplet 

If our government will indicate to us a 
way by which we can attain our end, the people'will keep 
to that route without fear of any difficulties. In 
this way, not only can we effeot the recovery of the 
Foreign Settlements in Shanghai, but wo will secure a 
diplomatic victory.

PQLICjjJ KXmLj£D wHZLSj

The NComnittee Arranging a Memorial Service 
for the Officers of the Shanghai City Government Police 
Bureau Who Were Killed Whilst on Duty in ths Western 
District* publishes the following notice in the 
advertisement columns of the "Sin Shun Pao* (Japanese- 
owned Chinese language newspaper) to-day •-

"Whilst patrolling in the Western District, 
Section ol Chief Chang Zau-chong ( ) and Squad
Chief Cheng Kung-yih ( ) of the Shanghai City
Government Police Bureau were killed by machine-gun 
bullets fired by a British policeman on an armoured car 
of the Settlement Police, while five other policemen 
were wounded,

"This case is a very serious one and a 
petition has been submitted to the City Government 
requesting it to open strong negotiations with the 
Settlement authorities and to issue compassionate grants, 

"To the glory of the Police, the deceases 
and the wounded had done their best to maintain our 
sovereign rights. It has been resolved that to console 
the souls of the deceased, a memorial service will be 
hold at the Boo Ming Theatre ( on Worth
Ssochuon Bead at 9 a«m«- September 6«

"We hereby publish this notice and hope that 
the public will attend and pay their respects to the 
deceased, M
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Main! ahi
«SHANGHAI CITY GOVERNMENT USES POSTERS TO WARN CITI. JNS 

¿»GAINST THE CUNNING BRITISH PEOPLE*»
With the object of warning the Chinese 

people against the cunning attitude adopted by the 

British towards the shooting incident on Jossfield Boad, 
the Shanghai City Government has prepared a number of 
posters giving a pictorial representation of the incident 
Those posters hnve been put up at various places* Hand
bills on tho same subject have also been distributed*

The following are headings of the 
pictorial I*

DON'T FORGET THE TRAGEDY THAT TOOK PLACE IN THE 
WESTERN DISTRICT ON AUGUST. 19JJ

British police officer of the S.M«C* kills defenceless 
Chinese police officers and riasha coolieelI

The British are indeed people who Jdll people without 
winking an eyejj



S.M,C, MAKES A SHOW OF FORCE TO SETTLE TROUBLES

Notwithstanding the strong protest lodged 
by the "Reformed Government" against the inhuman incident 
on Jessfield Road, the S,M,P, has, so far, given no 
reply, but has instead taken a challenging attitude. The Shanghai City Government is extremely 
indignant over the hostile attitude of the S,M,P, and 
is fully determined to solve the Jessfield Road affair by force so as to uphold its policing right.Since August 27, armoured cars of the 
S,M»P, fitted with light machine-guns have been placed 
near the Western District Administration Bureau on 
Jessfield Road and the Western District Branch Police 

• Station, The machine-guns are recklessly directed 
at the buildings.This insolent action on the part of the 
S«M,P, is unpardonable; it can only be interpreted ae 
cunning British tactics to conceal their own fault in 
the Jessfield Road incident. As the policemen of the Shanghai City Government are incompletely armedfffe.M.P is trying to settle pending questions by resorting ^to 
force• To meet the challenge of the S,M«P,, t\e 
Western District Branch Police Station of the Shanghai City Government will face the s,M.p, with firm 
determination*



Shanghai Mainichi - August 28, 1939

z « 
3c d 3^

The Burial of Kinloch Staged by theGreat People Society To-day

The Chinese people are extremely indignant 
over the unlawful wounding and killing of police 
officers of the Shanghai uity Government by the 
British Police officer of the S.U.C. in the Shanghai 
Western District.

During the mass meeting sponsored by the 
Great People Society on August 27, a demonstration 
was staged in the suburbs of Shanghai, including the 
Western District, Nantao, Chapel, Civic Centre and 
Pootung against the incident in the Shanghai Western 
District. A big board depicting the head of the 
British Policeman Kinloch together with the 
inscription "Burial of Kinloch" was used as well as 
five-barred flags. Anti-British slogans were 
also displayed.

( The picture shows this board with 
the photograph of Kinloch).
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Sin Shun Pao (Japanese**owned Chinese language newspaper) 
published on August 27 the following address broadcasted 
by the Great People's Association i-

THE BRUTAL KILLING OP OUR POLICEMEN BY BRITISH POLICE 
IN 1HE WESTERN DISTRICT OP SHANGHAI

fellow countrymen» we are about to relate 
to you to-day startling news concerning the brutal and 
fatal shooting» with a machine-gun, of Chang Ohao-chang 

)» Chang Kung-tu ) and fiv® other
policemen of the Shanghai Ci’ty'GoTernment by British 
police officers of the 8*M*P* You may already know of 
this affair» but due to the false propaganda of the 
newspapers in the foreign Settlements» you may be still 
unaware of the actual facts of thia tragedy*

Now we are going to relate to you the facts 
of this easel**

It appears that at 6*20 p.m* August 19» 
12 policemen under the leadership of Chang Chao-chang, 
Chief of the Special Police Corps in the Western District 
of the Police Bureau of the Shanghai City Government 
were patrolling along Jessfield Road in a northerly 
direction when they were unreasonably interfered with 
by British police officers who happened to be in the 
vicinity in an armoured car, No» 9» of the British defence 
force* The Settlement policemen, including one No. 104 
on the armoured oar, a British officer named Kinloch 
and five policemen of the Bubbling Well Police Station» 
refused to listen to reason when remonstrated with, and 
instead they unreasonably opened machine gun fire on our 
patrol party» causing the instant death of the two 
officers of our Police and the wounding of five others* 

The fact that our country has remained in 
a position of a semi-colony is entirely attributable to 
British aggression» which has never ceased ever since 
the Opium War which brought about the existence of the 
foreign controlled areas. On many occasions, Britain 
has used the Poreign Settlements ae her bases for the 
wholesale massacre of our fellow countrymen* Take, for 
instance, the May 30 tragedy, the Hankow incident, the 
tragedies in Kiukiang, Chungking, Nanking» Shameen and 
Wan Helen, etc.

Upon the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese 
hostilities, Britain engaged in activities in support 
of the Kuomintang Government, in the creation of terrorism 
and in the assassination of high officials of cur 
government*

Now, take for instance the latest tragedy 
in the Western District* This locality belongs entirely 
to our country, the S.M.C* being only responsible for 
the construction of the roads* Consequently, the 
territorial rights over this district belong to us and 
our Government is naturally responsible for the policing 
and administration of the district* The S.li.C*, however, 
regards the extrd«Sg|tlemcnt roads area as part of the 
Settlement. In the set of interfering with the duty, 
and the shooting with a machine gun, of our police officers, 
the barbarity and the beastly character of the British 
people become wholly exposed* 

With regard to the patrolling of the 
Western District, the former Shanghai City Government 
had already carried out such duties with the recognition
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of the S.M.C., but now the latter has resorted to illegal 
acts of shooting when the police officers of our
“Reformed Government* were performing this duty. Is not 
this act of the Council one of contempt towards the 
“Reformed Government* and in support of the former 
Kuomintang administration?

Dear fellow countrymen* we have now 
reached the limit of our endurance. We have to do some
thing to uphold Justice. By recourse to such brutal acts* 
the British people are not only our enemies but the 
enemies of mankind. We should rise unanimously and oppose 
the atrocious Biitish people. It is due to the existence 
of the foreign Settlements that the British people comitted 
this illegal shooting of our policemen. Therefore* it is 
necessary for us to rise unanimously (1) to bring about 
the return of the foreign controlled areas and (2) to 
sever economic relations with Britain.

411 our fellow countrymen* who are in 
the employ of British government organs or commercial 
houses* should give up their employment* while those who 
have commercial dealings with the British people should 
discontinue transactions with them. All people should 
stop buying British goods.

Dear fellow countrymen* forget not the 
humiliation brought to beat upon us by Britain and quickly 
stand up and work strenuously for the recovery cf the 
foreign Settlements I

Sin Shun Bao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
published cn August 27 the following telegram from B&nking • -

EewBpapemen Indignant I F-xgign Ministry of the “Reformed 
Government* Requested to Adqpt Strong Action 

to Deal Wjth the Incident

The atrocious and treacherous British 
Imperialists have on many occasions menaced the peace of 
Bast Asia and supported the Chiang regime. Of late they 
have adopted an attitude of hostility towards the new 
government. They have unreasonablly interfered with the 
functioning of the patrol party of the Police Bureau of 

* the Shanghai City Government in the Western District of 
Shanghai and opened fire on the party,thereby causing 
bloodshed •

The tragedy has attracted nation-wide 
indignation and a meeting of newspaper reporters from 
various places in Central China was recently held in 
Hanking. It was resolved that the following telegram be 
sent to the Minister of Foreign Affairs demanding the 
adoption of a strong stand in connection with this affairi- 

“The fatal shooting of our policemen in 
the Western District of Shanghai by British police officers 
exposes to the fullest extent the hostile attitude towards 
the Chinese of the atrocious British people. The Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs is* therefore»requested tc take a firm 
stand and to open negotiations into this affair. W- 5h a 
view to bringing about the eradication of unlawful 
activities of the British people* the Ministry should 
endeavour to secure the return of the police rights over 
the Western District and the Special District Courts, in 
preparation for the recovery of the Foreign Settlements and 
the complete suppression of the sources of vicious 
activities •*



Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
publishes the following Nanking correspondence »-> ir-t-JIffi/l)

Return of Control of Western District as Mininum Demand
The unlawful killing of two Shanghai City 

Government policemen on an extra-Settlement road by a 
British policeman of the International Settlement has 
aroused much indignation among the people throughout 
the country« The Ministry of Foreign Affairs at Banking has detailed Wong Tsa-tso (jf.|v'/Ul )» a Sectional Chief 
of the Ministry» to proceed to Shanghai to make an 
investigation« In the meantime» it has lodged a strong 
protest with the British Ambassador in China«

According to a statement made on August 83 
by the Intelligence Department of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs» the Ministry has received a telegram from Sectional Chief Wong» stating that the incident in the 
Western District of Shanghai was a deliberate challenge 
by the British policeman and that the Shanghai City 
Government is discussing measures to deal with the
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situation and will suggest the return of the Shanghai 
Western District to the control of the City Government 
as the minimum demand*

Upon receipt of the above telegram» Foreign 
Minister Hsia called on President Xiang of the Executive 
Yuan on August 23 to make a report*

Sin Shun Fao (Jap* nese-owned Chinese language newspaper) t- 

•Japasw Military Have the Bight to Control Foreign 
Settiemento For They Lie in Occupied Area"*

The Jessfield Bead affair has fully exposed 
the hostile attitude of the S«M*C*; it constitutes a 
challenge to the City Government as well as the Japanese 
army* The City Government has submitted to the S*M«J* 
a strong demand for the return cf the police and 
administrative rights over the outside roads* while the 
local Japanese authorities have submitted certain demands 
for the suppression of violence*

The local Japanese military authorities 
hold the view that the Foreign Settlements should be 
regarded as occupied territory on the following grounds>-
1) Although the Japanese military have not occupied the 

Foreign Settlements by actual force* these Settlements 
should be placed under the control of the Japanese 
army for the areas surrounding the Settlements are 
all under Japanese occupation«

2) As the Japanese military are responsible for the 
maintenance of peace and order in occupied areas* 
they are the principal body responsible for the 
maintenance of peace and order in the Foreign Settlements*

3) There are agreements regarding the defence of the 
Foreign Settlements in Shanghai* When the local 
authorities find themselves in a difficult position 
to handle the situation* the foreign defence forces 
will protect the life and property of their respective 
nationals* Since the duty of each defence force
is to protect the life and property of the nationals 
of that particular defence force* then the maintenance 
of general peace and order should be undertaken by 
the Councils*

4) The activities of the Councils should not be restrained 
by orders of the defence forces nor should the Councils 
obey the orders of Chungking* The Settlement 
authorities should not be treated as a state or as
an independent organ*5) The Foreign Settlements lie in an occupied area* 
therefore the municipal authorities can function 
only under the Japanese military flag* The Japanese 
military have the right to undertake the maintenance 
of peace and order in the Foreign Settlements*
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Sin Shun Mao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
publishes the following article I*

THB JBS3FIELD HOAD SHOOTING AFFA.W
Due to the brutal aot of a British policeman 

of the S.M.C«, a sanguinary incident took place recently 
on an extra-Settlement road in the Western District. 
One result of the incident has been an intensification 
of the anti-British movement, which started several 
months ago. Shouts of denunciation of the S.M.C. and 
slogans for the recovery of the Foreign Settlements can 
be heard everywhere. People now fully understand the 
meaning of the following saying I- "So long as ancient* 
crafty England remains in existence» there can be no 
peace for Bast Asia.*

The Japanese authorities end the "Reformed 
bwiwawBl* are paying close attention to this mad and 
brutal act of the British policeman of the S.M.O. and 

i they may take over the Foreign Settlements according to 
the wish of the Japanese people. As a matter of fact* 
we earnestly hope that the •Reformed Government* will 
adopt a strong and resolute attitude and return blow 
for blow, thereby bringing about a fundamental settlement 
of the question of the Foreign Settlements in Shanghai 
which are an obstruction to the reconstruction of China. 
The Japanese Government should render assistance because 
the fatal shooting of police officers of the Shanghai 
City Government by the British policeman is not only 
an insult to the new regime, but is an act of demonstration 
directed against Japan*

For this reason* we earnestly hope that 
the Chinese and the Japanese Governments will adopt 
strong measures to remove this obstacle to peace in 
Bast Asia*



Sin Shun Bao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
a.j ?.JiOM) publish«» the following article

Anti-British Movement Is A Peace Movement
The tragic incident in which the City 

Government'» policemen were shot at and killed without 
cause on Jessfield Road by a British policeman» the 
running dog of the Shanghai Settlement authorities, at 
the Instigation of the latter, demonstrates the hostility 
of Britain towards China,which has now reached a climax. 

At this time when New China is busily 
engaged With the work of reconstruction, the British 
Settlement authorities, who are obstructing this 
reconstruction work, have unlawfully killed our brethren.

Ci It is a gross insult and threat to our people and an 
insult to New China and the new regime. The Settlement n

< authorities seem to have forgotten that the City Government
1 > policemen killed by them were citizens of an independent
> nation and public officers of a new Chinese Government,

The British Settlement authorities are 
challenging New China; they are attempting to make the 
Chinese people their slaves; they are supporting the 
Kuomintang Government to enable it to prolong the Sino- 
Japanese hostilities; in short, the Settlement authorities are an obstacle to peace in China a» well as in East Asia. 
As we have mobilized our people to overthrow the Communist



Party and its prisoner, Chiang Kai-shek, it is only natural 
for us to mobilize the entire body of our people to 
overthrow the British Imperialists who are a menace to 
the peace of China*

The people of New China are earnestly hoping 
for peace, but Britain is obstructing peace* The 
Kuomintang Government has been able to carry on the war 
of resistance because of support received from Britain, 
therefore it will be easy to bring about peace by causing 
a change in the pro-Chiang policy of Great Britain* 
If we desire to overthrow the Kuomintang Government, we 
must also overthrow Britain at the same time* To 
overthrow Britain, the first step to be taken is to 
remove Britain's interests in China*

The British policeman, at the Instigation 
of the British Settlement authorities, opened fire and 
Unlarfully killed two City Government policemen, thereby 
orea^ng a tragic incident« This gives us a chance to 
launch an anti-British movement«

Japan is assisting the new regime in its 
reconstruction work* If we can expand the anti-British 
movementi we will secure powerful aid from a friendly army 
and this will give us another chance to launch an anti
British movement*

Should we remain silent at the brutal action 
of the British policeman, the British Imperialists will 
continue to instruct their "teeth and paws" to carry out 
other hostile acts; they may yet go further than the 
killing of City Government policemen* Therefore the 
anti-British movement must be intensified, and good 
results may be expected by well-arranged schemes* The 
Great People's Association, the New People's Association 
and other organizations that are leading the people should 
promote anti-Btitish propaganda, anti-British organizations 
and an anti-British movement* Miblic bodies should lose 
no time in holding urgent meetings to discuss the adoption 
of drastic measures to deal with the brutality and the 
challenge of the British policeman* The British 
influence and interests in China must be entirely wiped 
out for this is the final object of the anti-British 
movement*

The people under the new regime must regard 
the anti-British movement as a most urgent matter and 
should loao no time to join its ranks because this 

movement is one set oh peace between .China and Japan*



Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) t~
Ift£9.U*,tions with ftiq S„»Mt£

The Japanese residents are highly indignant over the atrocious acts committed by the S.M.C. and slogans 
of "down with the S.M.C.» are being heard everywhere»

At 10.30 a.m. August 21» two Japanese 
representing the entire body of Japanese residents paid 
a visit to Mayor Pu at the Shanghai City Government to 

r offer consolation to the injured policemen and to 
encourage the Shanghai City Government to open negotiations

V '' for a solution of the affair* In reply. Mayor Fu
declared that he would deal with the S.M.C» with sit 
determination so as to compel it to surrender.



*

Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper)
ropng iNCirKNT in western

This morning (?), an S»M»C* armoured car 
patrolling along Edinburgh Road in the vicinity of Jessfield Road again unlawfully interfered with a patrol 
of the Shanghai City Government and threatened it with 
light machine guns, thereby nearly causing a repetition of the August 19 Incident* Thanks to Sub-Chief Yao, who handled the situation bravely* the haughty British police officers were reduced to silence and left quietly* This is in fact an extension of the right to function< , '^of the Police of the Shanghai City Government.

< V* At about 8.15 August 20 as a patrol of
t > 17 men under Sub-Chief Yao approached near the corner of> Edinburgh Road and Kinnear Road (the scene of theAugust 19 shooting affair)* British* Chief Inspector Reece(?X 

two British policemen and a Chinese constable in the 
S*X*C. No* 1 armoured car loudly ordered the patrol party of the Shanghai City Government to stop and said, 
“You are not allowed to pass for it is an S*li*C* road and if you do not obey we shall shoot with this*" 
Saying this, they moved, the machine gun as a threat 
to the Chinese patrol*
August 23* 19391 Morning Translation*

Sub-Chief Yao replied, with unaltered eouhtenance* “This road belongs to China and as we have 
come to patrol here on orders received, we shall stick to our duty even if we have to make a sacrifice* If you have anything to say* please negotiate with the Shanghai City Government“* The British police officers gave no reply end left the place after a while* The 
Shanghai City Government patrol party continued with 
their duty*

During the recurrence of the affair, the situation in the Western District Sub-Station became 
tense and high indignation against the Council's unlawful acts was noticed* Appropriate measures will be devised to deal with the matter.
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Sin Shun Pao 
publishes

(Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
the following article s-

STBONG CHITICISM OF BRITISH AUTHORITIES

At a time when the Anglo-Japanese negotiations 
at Tokyo are about to be broken off, a sanguinary incident 
arising out of the brutal action of a British policeman 
took place in Shanghai, resulting in the killing of two 
and the wounding of five police officers of the Shanghai 
City Government» Upon learning of this regrettable 
and unfortunate affair, we could dot help feeling sad 
and angry and recall at the same time the many wicked 
acts counit ted by Britain in China durihg the past 
century* Our minds are much disturbed by the gruesome 
appearance of the atrocious British people*

The exposure of the brutality of the British 
policeman of the 8«M«C« provides sufficient proof of 
the hostility on the part of the British authorities 
towards our new regime and the Japanese authorities« 
The humiliation we have received this time is no less 
serious than that we had endured in the May 30 tragedy« 
In order to remove this humiliation, we must strengthen 
our anti-British organizations and support the plans 
of the new regime and the Japanese authorities to take 
over the Foreign Settlements without further hesitation« 
Unless the obstacles to the reconstruction of a new order in last Asia are completely removed, the future 
of China will be gloomy«

v
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Sin Shun Rao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
publishes the following consent t-

CRITICISM OF S.M.C.? J-PANBSE S.M.P* OFFICERS HOLD MEETING

The hostile attitude of the S*M*C», a body 
in which Britain enjoys supreme influence, has become 
more outrageous and aggressive since the outbreak of the 
Sino-Japanese hostilities* Its aggressive attitude 
reached its climax in the incident that took place on 
August 19, in which several policemen of the Shanghai 
City Government were shot dead, in the Western District* 
The Council*s arrogance and provocative attitude towards 
the "Reformed Government" have aroused the indignation 
not only of the people of New China but also of the 
local Japanese authorities and residents*

The authorities concerned have decided 
to adopt strong measures to deal with the S*M*C* waereby 
a settlement, once and for all, of all outstanding issues 
in connection with the foreign controlled areas in 
Shanghai will be sought*

Most of the junior officers of the Japanese 
Branch of the S«M«P*, who have been working under the 
tyranny and bppression of the British officers for a 
long time and who are experiencing much difficulty in 
the execution of their duty, have been very uneasy 
during the past few days because of the hostile attitude 
of the S*M*C* Such a state of affairs is intolerable 
to the Japanese* Though it will not be necessary for 
them to give up their posts, these Japanese policemen 
have decided to resign en bloc with the object of bringing 
about a suppression of this hostile attitude of the S*M*C* 

On the night of August 21, a meeting was 
hdld in the French Concession by more than ten members 
of the Japanese Branch of the S*M*P*,at which many 
questions relating to the matter were discussed* 

ozor movement is said to be receiving the 
support oy o0% of the members of the Japanese Branch 
which has in all more than 270 men*



•i-

Sin Shun Pao (Japan es a-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
publishes the following editorial <•

Supprose the Hostile Action of the Settlement
At this time when the Anglo-Japan ese 

negotiations are about to be broken off* due to lack of 
sincerity on the part of Britain* an incident occurred 
in the Western District of Shanghai on August 19« A 
British policeman of the S«M«C* fired at and fatally 
wounded two City Government policemen. The affair 
reveals that Britain ip making use of her special position in the Settlement*

On August 21* Mayor Fu lodged a strong 
protest with the S«M«C* demanding the punishment of the 
culprit* the payment of oompen cation and the tendering 
of an apology in the hope that the Settlement authorities will correct their mistaken policy« The S.M.C.* however*
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on August 22 sent an unreasonable reply, rejecting the 
responsibility for the crime*The S*M»C«, in its reply, admitted that 
Probationary Sergeant Kinloch had interfered with the 
police rights of the Shanghai City Government. But the City Government police officers opened fire in self» 
defence which was a lawful act« Without reflecting that 
he might be exceeding his duty, Kinloch turned the 
machine gun on policemen« Was not this a deliberate 
act of challenge?Continuing, the S«M*C* declared that in shooting the City Government policemen, Kinloch was acting 
in self»defence for he intended to disperse the policemen 
who had fired at him* This means that the Council admits 
the unlawful interference and shooting by the British 
policeman* Jessfield Road lies in the extra-Settlement 
roads area and the police rights over this road belong 
to our City Government according to the agreement 
concluded by the National Government and the Settlement authorities* It is clear that the Shanghai City Government 
policemen have the right to patrol the road*The Settlement authorities are also obstructing 
the arrangements of our new regime to take over the Court;they 
have stationed armed men in the Court and refused to hand the Court- to the new regime* Now they have interfered 
with our police rights by means of force* Needless to 
say, the Settlement authorities are working in agreement 
with the Chungking Government* Knowing that they are 
in the wrong, the authorities of the Council gave an unreasonable reply« If such brutal action be allowed, our new Government will be constantly handicapped, while 
the anti»red bandit work of our friendly nation around 
Shanghai will also be affected*Under existing conditions, the "Reformed Government* and the Shanghai City Government should, in co-operation with the Japanese military authorities, 
immediately liquidate all the hostile acts of the 
Settlement authorities, for, unless this be done, the object of the anti-Chiang and the communist suppression movement in Bast Asia will not be able to succeed, while 
the treacherous British people will become more active* 

We are of the opinion that extensive propaganda 
advocating the anti»British movement should be conducted 
in Central China so that our brethren may have a dear understanding and refuse to co-operate with British people* If Britain still falls to come to her senses, we should 
drive her out of Bast Asia« The Germans drove away the 
Jews because the intrigues by the Jews were endangering 
the country* The Settlement authorities are committing 
violence because of the arrogance of the British people* So long as the British people remain in China, China is 
liable to be poisoned by them and finally she will have 
no chance for salvation*

The local British authorities must understand existing conditions* They should quickly change their stubborn Imperialistic policy and co-operate with China 
and Japan, abolish or reorganise the Chungking Government's 
organs in Shanghai and stop the S«M*C* from committing 
further unreasonable acts* In this way, the neutrality of the Settlement can be maintained*
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PROMOTION OS' POREIGN KINLOCH
Ol-i .tJCOUjix' uJ Hi J xJISTIGUISjuN CONDUCT

IE Cil SHOOTING jù^NaIR OB JESSFIELD ROxxDî 
MADNESS OP THE S.M.C.

it is regretable and overbearing that 

on August 21, the S.M.C. authorities granted foreign 

Sergeant Kinloch, who was in chage of the S.M..G* No.9 

armoured car in the shooting affair on Jessfield head 

on august 19, promotion to the rank of Inspector, promot

ing him two grades at one time, beaause of his meritorious 

conduct in the shooting affray. This is hostility 

towards to Japan and incites our indignation.
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WMQXIOM jy gQgaiON .SKaGjUWTjffllT^cffON ACCOU»r OP His !>WTÏ5üISH?p QnuniiCTIN THg àHOOÏXSki AFPAIR ora^ÿkr.n «nam
1> T¥kTT3» O Ö AT» S %» z-. -" "" h .......... i

It is regretable and. overbearing that 
on August 21, the S.M.C, authorities granted Toreign 
Sergeant Kinlooh, who was in chage of the 3«li«0a No.9 
armoured oar in the shooting affair on Jessfiold Road 
on August 19, promotion to the rank of Inspector, promot
ing him two grades at one time, beeause of his meritorious 
oonduot in the shooting affray. Thia is hostility 
towards to Japan and incites our indignation.



Rough translation of an article published ' '
in the evening issue of Shanghai Main|<&i <»¿2 &

Shimbun of 21.8.39, <

The Jessfield Road incident is proving to be more 

serious to the Shanghai Municipal Council. As a result of 

an agreement made between the British and American military 

authorities after lengthy discussion, the various outlets on 

extra-Settlement Roads which lead into Chinese controlled 

territory and also the footpaths of these roads which 

adjoin Chinese controlled territory have been completely 

blocked by means of barbed wire barriers.

Since the constables of the Shanghai City Government 

Police Bureau must come onto the extra-Settlement roads when 

they are detailed for patrol duty, the attitude of the S.M.C. 

in the present incident should be regarded as inproper. 

Furthermore, it leads to the question whether or not the 

Municipal authorities have obtained the consent of the 

Italian authorities in connection with the blockading of 

the area concerned.
Kinloch, the officer-in-charge of S.M.C. armoured dar 

No.9 who was responsible for the Jessfield Road incident in 

which the policemen of the Shanghai City Government were 

unlawfully machine-gunned, was promoted by the S.M.C. to 

two higher grades on the 21st for such an unprecedented 

work. This is really very strange.

The enmity against the Japanese has become more

intensified by the developements of this case and we cannot
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Hwa Pao, Sin Wan Pao, Shun Paot
ARMED CLASH BETWEEN S.M.P. AND PUPPET POLICEMEN IN
SO&tN i ro f 6”nr«afcq&iN

In connection with the clash between the 
Settlement Police officers and the puppet policemen in the 
Western District on August 19* the 8«M«C* in the evening 
of the same date held a meeting at which it was resolved 
to draft a strong protest»to be lodged yesterday (August 
21* 1939).

According to reliable information received 
yesterday* the S«M«C« holds the view that although the 
incident was caused by puppet policemen* a calm attitude 
should be adopted at this time when the Japanese authorities 
are hostile to the Foreign Settlements and are seeking a 
pretext for action*

On the afternoon of August 20* Mayor Fu 3iao- 
en of the puppet Shanghai City Government called on 
Mr« Franklin* the Chairman of the 3«M«C«, and lodged a 
verbal protest« On the following day* a written protest 
was made to the Council«

It is learned that during the interview* 
Mr« Franklin stated that the puppet policemen were wrong* 
but JU 3iao-en put up an argument to which Mr« Franklin 
was not willing to listen* Mr« Franklin only promised 
to make an investigation whereupon Fu withdrew,highly 
disgruntled«

Sin Shun Pao (Japans se-owned Chinese language newspaper) t
wQjty Government Dodges Protest with S«M«C« and 
teftSgfe ,4n ^ester^glstrrM»PUMfthment of Assailants* Apology and Compensation 
4g. Al1 ...frmHJBsBaaas* n^|».es^.rfoxyi.i.to,u wga* Or Necessary Action to be Adopted*

In connection with the unlawful act of a
British policeman attached to Bubbling Well Police Station 
in firing his machine-gun at the entrance of Shing Kong Li 
() off Jessfield Road at 5.45 p«m« August 19, 
resulting in the killing of one Sectional Chief and one 
Squad Chief and the wounding of five policemen of the 
Special Police Corps of the Shanghai City Government Police 
Bureau* Mayor Fu Siao-en* upon receipt of this report* 
became much enraged« He contended that the area concerned 
is Chinese territory and that the patrolling was 
within the Jurisdiction of the City Government and 
the duty of these police officers and was aimed at the 
maintenance of peace and order« He added that the City 
Government could hardly tolerate this unwise, mad.and 
inhuman act which had taken place as a result of the 
continued hostile feeling and deliberately provocative 
actions by members pf the Settlement Police«

Mayor fu yesterday lodged the following protest 
with Mr« Franklin, the Chairman of the 3«M«C. •-

*At 5,45 p«m« August 19* whilst a party of 12 
policemen led by Sectional Chief ChangZau-chong ( )
and Squad Chief Chang Kung-yih ) was on patrol
duty near the entrance of Shing Kong Li off Jessfield Road* 
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it encountered a British policeman attached to Bubbling 
Well Police Station* members of the S«V«C, and soldiers 
of the British Defence Force« The British policeman* 
without reason* stopped the patrol* and when the Sec ional 
Chief tried to reason with him* recklessly opened fire 
with a machine-gun from armoured car No«9, resulting xn 
the killing of the Sectional Chief* the Squad Chief 
and the wounding of five policemen, two of whom are in 
a very critical condition«

MIt is to be noted that the entire area 
in the Western District is Chinese territory and that the 
roads have been arbitrarily constructed by the S«M«C« 
The sovereignty over such territory of coirse still lies 
in the hands of the Chinese Government* so do the police 
and administrative rights« The Council should not 
ignore or interfere with the sovereignty of the Chinese 
Government and look upon suoh territory as a part of the 
Settlement«

"To execute their duties properly and pay 
close attention to the maintenance of peace and order in 
the district* police officers of the City Government 
patrol In the extra-Settlement roads area ahlch lies 
within the jurisdiction of the City Government« Furthermore 
no incident involved policemen of the former City 
Government during the past few years while patrolling the 
area in question«

"Officers of the Settlement Police have 
repeatedly been hostile to policemen of the City Gcvernment, 
Cases of intentional provocation and interference without 
reason have been of frequent occurrence« Now the actions 
of the Settlement Police officers become worse as witness 
the unlawful use of a machine-gun. The City Government 
will not tolerate this unwise and insane act* nor 
remain quiescent under the provocative and hostile 
attitude of the Settlement Police* but will be compelled 
to take resolute action to deal with the situation«

"The City Government hereby lodges this 
protest and submits the following demandsi-
1) That punishment be imposed upon the assailant who 

fired the machine-gun as wel,l as the officers 
responsible for the affray; that the Mayor of the City 
Government be informed of the mode of punishment«

2) That compassionate grants be issued to the families 
of the deceased and compensations be given to the 
wounded,

3) That an apology be tendered to the Mayor of the City 
Government; that an assurance be given that no similar 
Incident will recur«

"The Counoil must understand the seriousness 
of this incident and give a definite reply as early as 
possible« The Counoil is also requested to give up 
immediately the administrative and police rights in the extra
Settlement roads area in the Western District, which were 
illegally secured, and to hand them over to the City 
Government so as to avoid a reourrence of such incidents«

"It is hoped that the Counoil will pay 
oareful consideration these items. If the Counoil fails 
to accept them with sincerity, the City Government will 
certainly take necessary action to deal with the situation* 
The Council will be held responsible for all untoward 
occurrences arising out of the deplorable situation,11 \
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Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspqsr) j-

"REFORMED GOVERNMENT" TO REVISE MEASURES TO REAL ®ITH 
TiB IttctiM Ili" fIfElTESTERN DISTRICT OF SHANGHAI

Nanking telegram.
In connection with the Jessfield Incident in 

Shanghai, the "Reformed Government" convened an emer ency 
meeting on Sunday, August 20, after being informed of the 
affair by the Shanghai City Government. The decision 
reached on the incident was that it should be regarded 
as a challenge on the part of Britain and that it exposed 
Britain's hostile attitude* The "Reformed Government* 
has decided to co-operate closely with Japan to take 
resolute action and to carefully watch Britain's movements 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
"Reformed Government" in Nanking held an emergency 

, meeting on August 21 to discuss measures to deal with 
the unlawful shooting by the British Police officer in 
Shanghai. Shia Chi-fong, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
detailed Wang Chai-tsoo, Chief of the Political Affairs 
Department, on a special mission to Shanghai by the 
8 a.m. express. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs will 
decide upon what measures to take only after the receipt 
of Departmental Chief, Wang's report. The 
inhabitants of Nanking are very angry at the frequent 
occurrence of lawless incidents, whilst they are at the 
same time calling more energetically for the return of 
the Settlement. All this is causing great attention 
to be focussod on the affair.

On the morning of the same date (August 21), 
Liang Hung-1so, President of the Executive Yuan, 
sumnoned Shia Chi-feng to the Executive Yuan to discuss 
measures to be taken to liquidate the affair.--- Domed.

British Police Officer Madly Shoot Policemen
Regarding the shooting on Jessfield Road of 

policemen attached to the Shanghai City Government by 
a British Police officer, a Chinese named Lee and one 
Wang, eyewitnesses of the shooting affair, who were at 
the time purchasing necessities in the vicinity, have 
stated that while they were passing by the scene of the 
affair, they saw the Chinese policemen near House No.131 
had encountered an armoured car coming from the opposite 
direction. The armoured car stopped and the British 
Police officer in the car shouted to the Chinese policemen 
who, thinking that the Foreign officer was being friendly, 
since they pass one another daily, did not understand 
the import of his call. The British officer shouted 
aloud once more then machine-gunned the Chinese 
policemen. This occurred so suddenly that the Chinese 
policemen were given no time to escape. However, the 
British Polioe officer continued firing his machine gun 
despite the fact that his victims were lying in a pool 
of blood. Some passers-by were also wounded. The 
Chinese people in the vicinity have became very angry 
over this unwarranted killing of defenseless people.
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Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
publishes the following editorial s-

THE CASE OF BRUTALITY OP BRITISH POLICEMAN
The Far Eastern policy of the British 

Imperialists always aims at making the Chinees their 
slaves;as witness the commercial and diplomatic history 
of China and Britain during the past hundred years*

The Sino»Japanese hostilities took place 
because of Britain's support of the Kuomintang Government*e 
hostility to Japan* Persons having only a little 
knowledge of the situation are aware that Britain has no 
good intention towards China*

The Tientsin Incident is a further proof 
of Britain's deliberate hostility toward Japan and has 
had the effect of extending the Sino-Japanese hostilities* 
As a consequence, the Tokyo talks have failed of a 
conclusion*

On August 19, a British policeman opened 
fire and killed members of the Shanghai City Government* | 
No legal argument can be put forward to support the aotioni 
of this British policeman« The City Government policemen' 
were executing their duty on the roads coming under 
the jurisdiction of the Chinese authorities. Despite 
this Chinese policemen, whilst executing their duty in 
Chinese territory* were killed by the British policeman 
without cause* It is contrary to law in any country* 

The British policeman carried out the brutal 
shooting on explicit instructions from the authorities 
of the S*M*C* Thus his action reflects the attitude 
of the Council* otherwise* the British policeman would 
not have so dared as to shoot and kill men without cause* 
From this* it will be seen that the Settlement authorities 
have already declared their hostility to the new Chinese 
regime and to the Japanese military authorities*

In the opinion of the Settlement authorities, 
the Kuomintang Government may yet ba placed under their 
direction) they treat the New Government as their enemy* 
however* for the New Government has the set intention 
of effecting the early recovery of the Foreign Settlements 
in China* The Settlement authorities are supporting 
the pro-British Kuomintang Government and allowing 
anti »Japanese terrorist and reactionary elements to 
conceal themselves in the Settlement so that they may 
create disturbances designed to embarrass the new regime* 

British policemen are running doge of the 
Settlement authorities; they know the desires of their 
master and act accordingly* We will prove that the 
brutal actions of the British policeman in question rre 
designed to challenge the authority of the Japanese 
military and the new Chinese regime* Since the 
Settlement authorities are so hostile towards China and 
Japan and instigate their running dogs — policemen — - 
to throw down a challenge, the present atrocity committed 
by the British policeman undoubtedly arises out of a 
well-arranged and organized course of action*

Whenever a British missionary is killed* 
the British Imperialists assume a truculent attitude in 
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conducting their negotiations* Now regular Chinese 
policemen have been killed by a British policeman in 
the territory of China* The nature of the case is ten 
times or a hundred times more grave than the killing of 
a British missionary* Can we remain calm?

The Japanese authorities are whole-heartedly 
supporting the new Chinese regime in launching a campaign 
for compensation for the deceased and the eventual 
retrocession of the Settlement* The "Reformed Government" 
has decided upon its course of action in dealing with 
the situation and finding an equitable solution of the 
affair* further we are determined to solve the question 
of the future of the Settlement*

In supporting the New Government and avenging 
the death of the deceased policemen of the City 
Government, we, the people, should adopt the following 
course l-
(1) Strengthen the Anti-British Organization »

Anti-British organizations havealready been 
in existence among the Chinese people in the south 
and north of China with the view of forcing Britain to 
abandon her pro-Chiang and anti-Japanese policy* 
Now, the British Settlement authorities, through the!«, 
running dogs, have shown their determination to 
overthrow the new regime by means of force* We 
have to intensify the anti-British movement and even 
arm ourselves to effect the unconditional return of 
the Foreign Settlements*

(2) Seyer Friendly Relations with Britain While the /nti- 
Britigh Movement Is in Progress :

The British people are still doing business 
in many parts of China* As from to-day, we must 
adopt the policy of non-co-operation, whilst Chinese 
people having any connection with British people 
should at once sever such connection*

(3) Request the Japanese Government to Stop the Anglo- 
Japanese Talka at Tokyo»

It is known to all that the Foreign Settlements 
are the bases of anti-Japanese intrigues* If we 
desire safety throughout Shanghai, the Foreign 
Settlements must be done away with* Since the 
Settlement authorities have ordered their ("teeth and 
paws”) to issue a challenge, fighting will be 1he 
ultimate result* So action must be taken first by 
force to solve thi question of the Foreign Settlements 
which will be handed over to the new Chinese regime* 
This will be powerful evidence of Japan's aid in the 
new regime*

The Chinese people should carry out the above 
three resolutions, for should they fail the British 
Imperialists will advance further and commence to kill 
persons in the outside areas and occupy Chinese territory* 

For the sake of the welfare and freedom of 
the 400,000,000 Chinese people, we must overthrow the 
British Imperialists* We have to overthrow the British 
Imperialists in order to establish a new order in K^st 
Asia* Our anti-British movement should be intensified 
so as to oust British influence from China«
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Sin Shun iao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
publishes the following article written by one Lu Ho Um)

- THE TRAGIC INCIDENT IN THE WESTERN DISTRICT AND THE 
NECESSITY FOR THE RECOVERY OP THE FOREIGN SETTLEMENTS

The atrocities committed by the British 
people in the Ear East are so numerous as to beggar 
calculation or description in black and white« Countless 
numbers of Chinese and innocent people have fallen victims 
at the hands of the British people« To-day it is clear 
to everybody that the only way open for the Chinese nation 

to bring about the creation of a new order in East 
Asia is to start a vigorous campaign against the British 
people« Instead of coming to their senses and repenting 
for what they have done» the Britons committed further 
bloodshed in the Western District on the night of 
August 19 in which several police officers of the Shanghai 
City Government were mercilessly killed«

The tragedy took place in the vicinity 
of the Shing Kong Li ) alleyway off Jessfield
Hoad on the extra-Settlement road area« As the sovereign 
rights over this area belong to China» the police officers 
of t^e Shanghai City Government have the right to function 
in this area free from any foreign interference« 
Unexpectedly» a British police officer of the S«M«C«* named 
Kinloch» without any reason whatever» opened machine gun 
fire» in the course of which two policemen of the Shanghai 
City Government were killed instantaneously and five others 
wounded« Is not this an outrageous and intolerable act 
against mankind? We should lodge a very strong protest 
to the 8«M«C* over its arbitrary act of provocation«

Although the "Reformed Government" and 
the Shanghai City Government have decided to make a formal 
representation to the Chairman of the S«M«C« demanding 
a satisfactory settlement of the incident* in view of the 
trickery and deceitfulness which the British people are 
known traditionally» it is doubtful whether such a protest 
will be met with a guarantee by the British people that 
no repetition of their massacre of the Chinese people will 
occur« for this reason» we should start a complete 
liquidation of all the illegal activities of the British 
authorities and not fall until our object is reached« 

We should deal them a blow calculated 
to make them refrain from committing further acts and 
outrages against the Chinese people» We* therefore* hope 
that the "Reformed Government" and the Shanghai City 
Government will concertedly adbpt * strong attitude to 
deal with the current foremost enemy« it is also sincerely 
hoped that the local Japanese authorities* being deeply 
interested in the construction of a new China* will adopt 
a firmer stand against the British imperialists who are 
adopting a provocative attitude in their support of the 
Chiang regime*
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Vo arc of the opinion that the existence of 
the foreign Settlements in China constitutes a serious 
handicap towards the establishment of a new order in 
fast Asia« It is due to the presence of such foreign 
controlled areas that the recent tragic incident occurred 
in the Vestern District« The recovery of the forelgi 
Settlements has been advocated for a long time« yet euah 
peculiar adminietr-tions still exist and seriously 
obstruct the progress of our mission for the creation of 
a new order in the new East Asia« This latest tragedy 
convinces us that it is most necessary to bring about the 
complete removal *-f the existence of such foreign 
Settlements« The work should be carried out without 
delay* It is suggested that in the course of the 
negotiations for a satisfactory solution of this incident« 
the question of the abolition wf the foreign controlled 
areas should be included as a parallel subject for 
discussion* Ve h-pc that this suggestion will receive 
the serious consideration of the local Japanese authorities

In conclusion» we like to offer cur highest 
rsspuct and sincere sympathy tc Messrs* Chang Chac-chang 

) and °hang Kung-tu who were killed
in tnis incident* In order to appease their souls end 
for the sake of a glorious victory» we should carry on 
the anti-British movement and fight the vicious offenders. 
We hope that the Japanese authorities and the "Reformed 
Government” will issue compassionate grants to the 
survivors of these two martyrs as a mark of their effection 
and devise ways and means to avenge their death*
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SHANGHAI SPECIAL CITY GOVERNMENT BODGES PROTEST
WITH S,L»C«

The situation created by the 
shooting incident has taken a sudden turn ior the worse« 
Developments in the affair are being watched with keen 
interest»

The Shanghai City Government 
is extremely incensed over the incident and has resolv d 
to take drastic measures to settle the matter«

In the afternoon of Avgust 20, 
Layer Ih.. lodged a strong verbal protest with Mr« Franklin, 
Chairman of the S«k«C« On the morning of August 21 he 
will submit an official note of protest to the Municipal 
Council, If the Council should fail to give a sincere 
reply the City Government will resort to resolute action to 
deal with the matter« When interviewed, Mayor Fu Indignantly 
stated as follows}-

"The latest shooting incident is obviously 
duo to an unlawful act on the part of the S.M«R« Th0 
patrolling of Jessfield Road was not begun recently) it was 
already being done during the time of the former City 
Government of Greater Shanghai«

"Nevertheless, the British 
polioanan arbitrarily attacked our police patrol with machine 
gun, with the result that two of our men were killed on the 
spot and two others were seriously and three others were 
slightly wounded« This action of the British is foolish 
and brute 1,

"Mr« C,3,Franklin received our verbs! 
protest on the afternoon of August 20» although at first 
ho assorted that it was our party iftich had fired first« 

"Think for a moment and you will clearly 
understand the real situation« How can our party, armed 
with only rifles and pistols, challenge a party backed by 
a modem machine gun and an armoured oar« There is no 
alternative left for our party but to adopt measures c. 
self-defence« As the road at issue belongs to the City 
Government, wo will lodge strong protests until a satisfactory 
settlement of the incident is reached« We will not concede 1 
an inch to the 8«k«C« The article in to-day*s issue of 
the T'.iriku Shimpo is precise and to the point; it expresses 
exactly ell that we would like to say«

"The article states, ’All citizens of 
Shanghei end the people of central China are in sympathy 
with us end are encouraging us« We will not stop until 
the S»L«C. give in« * *’
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Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper)***
STftUEG ¿BOTEST In ILL BE LODGED BY
IN CQmonQN WITH ATROCITY CUMMT

ITY GOTSWI
ISH QgglC@UltMUmLUUlKUK

In connection with the atrocity committed by 
a patrolling party of the S*M,C* on the night at August 19» 
the Japanese military, naval and diplomatic circles have 
become greatly concerned* At 1 p*m* August 20, Bear 
Admiral Kusashita, Vice Admiral Nomura, Consul Miura,. 
Takeshita, Chief of the Special Service Section, and 
Sakurai, Garrison Commander]» assembled in the flagship 
Idzumo to exchange views as to what attitude should be adopted in dealing with the affair*

Mayor fu Siao-en issued the following statement »-
This latest incident is an unlawful aot by the S«M*C* The patrolling of Jessfield Road by policemen 

of the Shanghai City Government did not start yesterday 
x but was a constant practice even in the time of the former V Shanghai City Government* Without any reason whatever, 

the British officer of the 3*M«C* defiantly committed 
an atrocious act in using his machine gun, shooting down 
seven persons, two of whom are dead, two seriously injured 
and the other three slightly injured. This indeed 
appears a beastly act.

On the afternoon of August 20 a verbal 
protest was lodged with Mr* franklin, Chairman of the 
Council, who listened to it inattentively* Mr* franklin 
argued that the policemen of the Shanghai City Government 
fired first* This I positively denied, stating that one party was armed with rifles and pistols only, thus it 
would have been foolish for them to challenge when being 
menaced by machine guns and armoured cans. It was certainly the opposite party who was sc daring and unlawful 
and fired to display the superiority of their arms. 
Is this not exceeding the limit of self-def ence? Mr «franklin 
was reduced from a state of high confidence to silence 
and promised to make further investigations*

The street where the incident occurred Is 
certainly a Chinese road and therefore, strong protests 
should be lodged* we shall not concede an inch unless 
satisfactory settlement of the affair is obtained*

Sin ohun <kao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper)«**
The Affair of Violence bv British Police in Wastern District

The brutality of the 8*M«C* has reached its 
highest degree* Bver since the anniversary of the 
August 13 Incident, the armed defence measures in the 
International Settlement have been strengthened, while 
the policemen of the 8*M*C* have disclosed their brutal 
nature and have thrown down a challenge* firing a machine gun on the officers of the Shanghai City Government Police 
Bureau by the policemen of the Council was a pre-arranged
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scheme and resulted in the death of two officers» the 
serious wounding of two others, while two others were 
slightly injured«

At 5.30 p.m. August 19, while on patrol duty 
near Ho* 131 Jcssfield head in the extra-Settlement roads 
area in the Western District, a party of policemen of 
the western District Branch Bureau of the City Government 
Police Bureau encountered an armoured car of the SJB.C* 
under the direction of Probationary Sergeant Kinloch 
attached to Bubbling Well Police Station* Concluding 
that the Shanghai City Government policemen were outside 
their authority, Kinloch turned the machine gun on them 
committing deliberate (manslaughter?)* This action 
may have seme connection with the Tokyo Conference or 
is an evidence of loyalty to the Chungking Government' 
The City Government Police Bureau officers on patrol duty 
on the extra-Settlement reads were killed net by anti» 
Japanese terrorists or ether undesirables, but by the 
policemen of the S«M*C«| it is the most serious political 
incident that has ever occurred* It compels the 
"Reformed Government" and Japan to show strong determination*

In connection with the blockade of the 
Great Western Road Sub-Station «f the City Government 
Police Bureau, in which the British defence force opposed 
the Police of the City Government, Britain finally had 
tp surrender to the City Government* Mow policemen 
of the S«M*C« purposely shoot the City Government 
officers whilst in the lawful execution of their duty* 
The extra-Settlement roads are under the Jurisdiction 
of the City Government and even it is argued that these 
roads are thoroughfares on which policemen of the Council 
have right of passage, they can offer no excuse for 
shooting ckwn the Shanghai City Government officers«

How that policemen of the City Government 
have been killed* B.th the "Reformed Government" -nd 
the Shanghai City Government are devising measures for 
reprisal on the Council's brutal and challenge« 
The Japanese military authorities are entirely supporting 
the "Reformed Government" and cannot show further 
tolerance« The Tokyo Conference may be made secondary 
to this unfortunate affair« The authorities have 
determined to stamp cut the hostility to us in the 
International Settlement* This is not a simple dispute 
existing between the "Reformed Government" and the S*M«C«| 
it is a question of the policy of the Council's refusal 
tc recognize the "Reformed Government" and their 
continued support to the Chungking Government« To 
speak frankly, it is a challenge against Japan whilst 
she is busily engaged in establishing a new order in the 
Par Bast« The "Refoxmed Government" and the Japanese 
authorities should immediately take up the "challenge of the 
S.M.C.

The unexpected death of the former foreign 
Minister Chen took place not long ago, and new we are 
faced with a challenge from the Council, If we are 
tolerant cf this turn in events, Japan may as well cease 
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fighting and hand the Chinese people over to the care 
of Britain and the Chungking Government*

Should slow diplomatic negotiations be 
adopted to deal with the challenge of the Settlement 
authorities» it will impair the prestige of th© “Reformed 
Government* and the confidence of the Japanese Government 
The non-confidence and unfaithfulness of Britain can 
be clearly seen in Tokyo» Tientsin and Shanghai* We» 
the Japanese people» solemnly declare that in order to 
support the “Reformed Government“» we will fight Britain 
to a decision*
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TAIRIKU SHIMPO

"JAPANESE MILITARY AUTHORITIES. EXAJTINI THS SCENE
—

The shooting of the Shanghai City 
Government policemen by a British policeman of the S.M.P. on Jessfield Road on August 19 reveals the hostility of the 
S.M.C. and Britain. Seriously concerned over the 
natter» and the high state of indignation aroused against 
the action of the British policeman, who was armed with a 
Thompson sub-machine gun and had come in an armoured car, in shooting dead several Chinese policemen who were poorly armed, the Japanese military sent officers to the scene 
of shootipg on August 20 and made an examination. According 
to eye-witnesses and the investigation made, it has been ascertained that it was the British policeman who had fired first. The reports of the incident published by local English and Chinese language newspapers are all fabrications.The scene of the shooting affair 
is located on Jessfield Road over which the Shanghai City 
Government police are in the habit of passing every day. 
On the day in question, an armoured oar No. 9 came from A direction opposite to that of the party of Chinese City 
Government Policemen and stopped in front of House No. 131. Using abusive language to the Chinese City Government police, 

Zx . a British policeman named Kinloch No. 104 carrying a Thompson 
x sub-machine gun in his hands alighted from the armoured car/’ and brutally fired his gun at the Chinese policemen, killing (I them.

A number of policemen from the 
' Reserve Unit of the S.M.P. arrived on the scene soon

afterwards and refused to permit officers of the Shanghai City Government to take away the injured policemen but 
later sent them to the Municipal Hospital. They also 
detained for a length of time other policemen who were 
slightly wounded, probably for fear lest they should disoloso what had actually occurred.According to eye-witnesses, the Shanghai City Government police did not fire first. 
Judging from the fact that the Shanghai City Government 
police were armed with a pistol each while the Municipal Policeman carried a Thompson sub*machine gun on an armoured 
car, it cannot be believed that/a poorly armed party would have dared to fire first at a more strongly armed party. The Municipal Police refused to 
hand over the woundedpolicemen to the Shanghai City Government but sent/To the Municipal Hospital while the 
slightly wounded policemen were not allowed to go.The fact that an offloor in charge 
of a Municipal Police party had fired first would seem to 
suggest that the action had been well planned.

MAffiicHl

Two Chinóse named LI and Wang
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(female) who witnessed the shooting affair which took place 
on Jesefield Hoad at 5*30 p.m. August 19 have made the 
following statement*-

«Just when an armoured car of 
the S.M.F. and a party of the Shanghai City Government Police 
were passing by each other on Jessfield Hoad in front of 
House Ho* 131, the S.M.P. stopped the car. Using abusive 
language in a loud voice towards the party of Chinese police- 

y men, a British policeman opened fire with a Thompson sub
machine gun in his hand. At the moment I thought a serious 
incident would happen. Just then two policemen fell to the 
ground in a pool of blood. Besides us, there were other 
persons who witnessed the affair and they have become highly 
indignant over such an inhuman act.*

STATBMaar of t vo fsrsons
Hyien Lien Keng and Chao Fah 

Fing, victims in the shooting affair on Jessfield Hoad, 
have made the following statement at Foo Ming Hospital:- 

“Twelve members, including Chao 
Fah Fing and I, led by Squad Chief Chang, were walking along 
Jessfield Road. As we passed by a Municipal armoured car, 
it oame to a stop. A British policeman alighted followed by 
several Chinese. The party ordered us to stop and asked who 
we were. Squad Chief Chang produced a certificate showing 
that we were not required to obey their order because we 
are police officers in uniform of the Shanghai City Government 
and possessed identification cards and passes. The British 
policeman caught Chang by his collar and pushed him into the 
armoured car and attempted to seize Chang's pistol. Thon 
Chang attempted to defend himself the British policeman fired 
his machine gun at Chang who foil to the road bleeding from 
his mouth. :<e opened fire but without any result. rfQ are 
able to speak now but up to this morning we were still 
unconscious.*
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TAIRIKU SHIKPQ

The authorities of the International 
Settlement have onoe again demonstrated their hostile 
attitude towards Japan since the Tokyo conversations come to a deadlock« They are deliberately obstructing the 
activities of the new regime in Central China,

At 5.25 p.m, August 19, a frenzied 
British Probationary Sergeant named Kinloch of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police in an armoured cat fired a machine gun on 10 officers of the Shanghai City Government Police who were 
patrolling Jessfield Road extension, killing Chang Shao-kuo, 
a Sectional Chief and seriously wounding five other off1 cere. 
In the face of such an opon challenge from the S.M.C. our 
authorities and the Shanghai City Gw eminent are strongly 
determined to take action to destroy the hostility of the 
S.M.C, The incident cannot be settled through diplomatic 
channels; force will have to be used.

It appears that as a party of ten Shanghai 
City Government policemen led "by a sectional chief named 
Chang Shao-kuo of the Western District Police was patrolling 
on Jossfield Road in front of the Dah Sung Club, No, 827, at 
5,25 p.m, August 19, amour ed oar No, 9 belonging to Bubbling 
Well Station approachearho opposite direction. When the 
armoured car drew near the party of City Government Police, 
British Sergeant Kinloch stopped the armoured oar and 
alighted. Carrying a Thompson gun in his hands he walked 
up to Chang end kicked him in the leg saying, "It is not 
proper for you to loiter here with arms,* In an attempt 
to stop Kinloch's violence, Cheng put his hand to his 
pistol whereupon Kinloch opened fire with his Thompson gun 
at Chang, Pollowing this, a gun battle coumenoed 
between the two parties. Sectional Chief Chong Shao-kuo, 
27, end Squad Chief Chang Kung-foong, 36, were wounded in 
the chest, stomach end face and wag killed instantaneously, 
while policemen Chao 7ah*Jlng, Nylon Lion-kong received 
bullet wounds in their left legs *®d Kyung Keh-zah, Xi 
Tsung-fah and Yang Ching-sung were also injured, A 
pedestrian was wounded in the hip, following the incident officers from 
Bubbling Well Station rushed to the scene and a large 
number of policemen from the City Government Police in 
the Western District also arrived. The situation booemo 
critical. The Italian Defence force which is responsible for the section caused the two parties to withdraw. Sergeant 
Kinloch who has abusive and fired the Thompson gun on the 
Shanghai City Government Police is now in the Country 
Hospital for he was wounded in ths back, while the wounded Shanghai City Government policemen were taken to the Police 
Hospital on Shanhalkwan Road,Vpon receiving a report of the incident, 
Mr, KLtaoka, an instructor to the Shanghai City Government 
Police in the Western District, fujino. Chief of the Military
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Police in the Western District, Captain Smyth, Actii j 
Commissioner of the S.M.P., Mr. Gilbert, Deputy Commissioner, 
Mr, Season, Officer in charge of "B* Division, Mr. Dudley, 
officer in charge of Bubbling Well Station, Detective 
Sergeant Nagamiye, Major "Debad" of the Italian Defence 
Force, held a discussion but no settlement of the incident 
was reached owing to the insolent attitude adopted by the 
S.M.C. The negotiations broke off at 8 p.m.

Strong Determination of Shanghai City Government

Shortly after the incident, Mr. 
Loo Ying, Chief of the Shanghai City Government Police, 
with important members of his staff held a conference at 
the Sub-Pol ice Station in the Western District to discuss 
the question of opening negotiations over the unlawful 
action of the S.M.P. officer in opening fire. 

The conference decided all 
diplomatic negotiations be opposed and that force be 
resorted to until the Shanghai City Government secures 
full authority to police the extension roads.
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Chinese-American Daily News, Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao, Eastern 
Times» Hwa Pao, Central China Daily News »-

AWD CLASH BETWEEN 8-*M*P* AND PUPPET POLICEMEN 
IN THE WESTERN DISTRICT

A clash took place last night in the Western 
District between Chinese and foreign officers of the 
S*M*P* on one side and puppet policemen of the Shanghai 
City Government on the other* As a result» Probationary 
Sergeant Kinloch of the S*M*P* was wounded» while two 
detectives of the Shanghai City Government were wounded 
and two policemen were killed*

It appears that at S*45 p*m. yesterday» while 
a riot van of Bubbling Well Police Station was moving 
along near the Dah Sun Gambling Den ( X £ )» Shing
Kong Li (■fjf// 1 ) off Jessfield Hoad» on patrol duty, 
the Chinese and foreign officers on the van noticed two 
puppet policemen and two detectives of the Shanghai City 
Government, all of whom were armed with pistole» walking 
on the road* As the road lies in an extra-Settlement 
roads area, the Police rights over ths road belong to 
the S*M*C. for this reason» the British policemen on 
the van advised the puppet policemen and detectives not 
to walk on the road* Ignoring the advice of the British 
policemen» the puppet policemen continued to walk on the 
pavement and looked at the S*M,P* officers in an angry 
manner* The British officers then ordered his men to 
search the puppet policemen, whereupon the latter drew 
their pistole to intimidate the British officers* 

k Seeing this, the foreign and Chinese policemen of the 
S«M*P* also drew their pistols* The puppet policemen 
opened fire at the Police officers on the van, injuring 
Probationary Sergeant Kinlooh in the badk* The Sergeant 
Kinloch immediately turned a machine gun on the puppet 
policemen*

Two puppet policemen were killed in front 
of the San Yang Tai Dried Goods Shop (in 
the vicinity, while the two puppet detectives were 
wounded and collapsed near Mei Tsung ) alleyway«
One pedestrian was also wounded*

Upon receipt of a report» a large party of 
Chinese and foreign officers of Bubbling Well Police 
Station rushed to the*acene, while a large number of 
Italian soldiers arrived soon afterwards*

Meanwhile, Japanese gendarmes and a large 
party of puppet policemen of the City Government Police 
Bureau were detailed to the place* Probationary Sergeant 
Kinloch of the S*M*P* was removed to the Red PJ0/?, 
Hospital* Puppet detective Nyi Lien-kehg 
age 41, was wounded in the kneea and puppet detective 
Leu Pah-1sing ( "m aee 44’ waeriiouniSed in the 
leg and abdomen* 4 pedestrian was also wounded* , All 
these men were sent to the Police Hospital*

Precautionary measures were at once adopted 
in the vicinity of the scene* British defence soldiera 
were stationed from Kinnear Road to Shing Kong Li off 
Jessfield Road, and Italian soldiers were posted on
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Brenan Road to Connaught Road and Singapore Road* Shops 
on Brenan and Jessfield Roads dosed ttieir doors on the 
order of the authorities» The Bah Sun Sun Kee Gambling 
Den ( X T ) in Shing Kong Li» the Kwang Sung Den 
( /at Brenan Piece and the Ziang Sun Den( )
air'put up their shatters» '

Chinese-Amer io an Daily News» Central China Daily News t-

A large number of persons* who were enjoying 
the breese at Brenan Piece and vicinity» became panio
stricken when the Italian soldiers fired into the air 
thinking that another clash had taken place»

Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) l-
•Unlawful Violent Acts of Settlement British Policemen» 

Officers of Western District Police Bureau Killed*
At 6.20 p»m» yesterday while a party of 

the Western District Special Police Corps of the City 
Government Police Bureau» consisting/^ 12 men» led by 
Sectional Chief Chang Zau-ahong ( & )» *aa on Patr°l
duty along Jessfield Road* it encountered armoured car 
No» 9 carrying British policemen and British soldiers 
parked on the road» Without any reason* the British 
policemen stopped the patrol* while probationary 
Sergeant No. 104 Kinloch (British) of Bubbling Well 
Police Station» who was on the car» and five other 
policemen fired the machine gun at the patrol party» 
Sectional Chief Chang Zau-ahong and Squad Chief Chang 
Kung-yih ( -ff ) were killed» policemen Zau Pee-jin 

and Nyi Lien-keng ( were seriously
wounded» while Chin Kuh-zah ( 14 Tsung-fah
( ^^ü) and Yang Teh-sun were slightly injured

Upon receipt of a report» the Western District 
Police Bureau Chief Wong instructed all the policemen 
of the Branch to adopt strict precautionary measures» 
The situation was very grave» If the violent British 
policeman concerned resorts to further-unlawful .antion* 
the Police Branch will adopt strong measures regardless 
of consequences» ' ■
“------ '“'TKT'situetion along Jessfield Road, Yu Yuen
Road, Kinnear Road and vicinity in the Western District 
was very critical after the affair» The Police riot 
vans and the armoured cars of the defence force were 
mobilized to patrol the streets* The Settlement Police 
adopted special precautions in the vicinity of the 
trouble»
»Reformed Government* and Japanese Authorities to 

Deal With the Affair
The patrol party of the Western District 

Police of the Shanghai City Government was unlawfully 
shot at on Jessfield Road by British policemen of the 
S»N»P«, resulting in several officers being killed or 
wounded» The case originally was a trivial one, but
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the British policemen dared to resort to violence because 
of their pro-Chiang and anti-Japanese attitude and 
because they look down upon the Police officers of the 
new regime. This sort of attitude will give rise to 
a grave situation in the Far .Bast.

The “.Reformed Government* is indignant over 
the affair and will adopt strict measures to deal with it* 
The Japanese authorities are also very angry and will 
support any measures to be taken by the “Reformed 
Government*.

Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) 
publishes the following article I*

RUMOURS OF a BLOCKADE OF SHANGHAI SETTLEMENTS

Of late reports have been current that the 
Japanese army is about to blockade the International 
Settlement and the French Concession in Shanghai. in / 
consequence« the Chungking Government and foreigners 
are very uneasy. It is certain that the Japanese army 
will not hesitate to adopt such a drastic measure if g
the necessity arises.
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Badlands Hear
Queer Version

‘Return’ Of Settlement 
Demanded In New 

Propaganda

International Set-

contains a mani- 
to “fellow country*

Calling the SMP-“Ta Tao’’ 
shooting affray at Jessfield Road 
on August 19 the “8-1-9 Western 

.Shanghai Tragedy/’ copies of a 
handbill, printed '¿iti yenpfr paper, 
hâve been found distributed in the 
Badlands; duffhg the lastfew days 
demanding the immediate retro
cession of the 
tlempnt.

The hardbill 
festo addressed .. . „

¡ men regarding the 8-1-9 Western 
! Shanghai tragedy. pqwti with 
i the Public Ënéthv of the humani
ty.” A translation of the hand
bill reads: ' ;

“Details
’ “Fellow couifory-men: Let’s in- 
{forni you of the dçtfelis of the 
case in whichthè etnei, and1 iri- 

} tìTÌmahe S.M:P. killed • two and 
[wounded five of the policemen of 
thé Police Bureau of the Shang
hai Spècial Municipal Government 
With a machine gun..

“At 5.30 on August 19, the 
Special Policé Squad stationed in 
Western Shanghai by the police 
Bureau of this city sent Captain 
Chang £hd several policemen to 
patrol Jessfield Road, they met an 
armófèd car of the Bubbling Well 
Station of the S.M.P. Suddenly. 
Inspector Kinloch, directing the 
armofed car said : TS it’ amazing 
that arieti persons liée . thèse 
should walk on the óutside-Settle- 
ment road?* Before he had finish
ed his sentence, he fired with a 
machine-gun. killing Captain 
Chang Chao-kuo . and Platoon 
leader Chang Kung - min and 
Severely and slightly Wounded thè 
five other policemen.

“Defenseless’
“All“ the abovè details are cola 

facts anfi not falsifications..
“Mow are the outsidè-Settlement 

roads Chinese territory? Is the 
patrolling by the city police their 
natural function? Then, why 
should tfiéÿ jóe. qHâclced when they 
were performing their duties and 
were defenseless?

“It is established without doubt 
’that the murderer.,is none other 
thah a member of an anti-Japan
ese organization or a loafer.

; “It is defer that this is a deli
berate, provocative action directed 

\ against the ; new regimò and out 
! friendly Japan. It is also clear 
that the British are showing : tfielr 
animal, instinct and committed a 
crime not compatible vwith human 
or religious ethics. FJor justice, we 
swear to beat down the cruel in- 
spectort. ,; >

! territory! We should keep it.- We1 
swear to abolish the hostile Shang
hai Municipal Council. We must 
feyenge the tragic deathOf We 

herbe&H^bPg Chao-kuo
| atid Cbang Kung-min!" Do forget

KiMMii*
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Outside Roads Problem Is 
Raised By Mayor Fu

Reply Made To Chairman Of /Council Regarding 
Settlement Of Recent Shooting Incident On 

Jessfield Road; Inquiry Is Refused
Controversy over control of 

extra-Settlement reads took on new 
intensity yesterday as Mayor Fu ■ 
Siao-en, of the Shanghai Special 
Municipality, denied the right of 
the Shanghai Municipal to exercise 
jurisdiction over these areas in a 
counter-protest regarding the Jess
field shooting incident of August 19 
sent to Mr. C. S. Franklin, Chair
man cf the S.M.C,

Mayor Fu’s letter was a reply 
Mr. Franklin’s note of August 
answering the Mayor’s protest 
August 21.

The S.M.C. was responsible 
the shooting incident, while ‘ 
patrolling of extra-Settlement roads 
by members of the Shanghai Muni
cipal Police constituted an illegal 
action in itself, Mayor Fu claimed.

The nature of Mr. Franklin’s re
ply of August 23 was regrettable, 
Mayor Fu said. The points con
tained in it purporting to be “evid
ence as a result of investigation” of 
the shooting affray were “at vari
ance with the actual facts to our 
great regret,’’ the Mayor’s letter 
stated.

The areas called extra Settlement 
roads came into existence as a re
sult of “illegal measures” by the 
Shanghai Municipal Council in the* 
past, and there had been no time 
when the Chinese Government had 
ever recognized them as legal, 
Mayor Fu asserted.

The entire western area of 
Shanghai, including the extra-Set
tlement roads, was from the be
ginning 
Chinese 
policing rights over it rightly be
longed to the Shanghai Special 
Municipality, the Mayor’s note de- 

: dared.
Though it appeared that the

to
23 
of

for 
the

land possessed by the
Government, therefore

| S. M. C. regarded the area as Set
tlement territory and intended to

I exercise policing rights there in the 
I same way as in the Settlement, the 
Special Municipality could not re
cognize such a state of affairs as 
valid, and “hereby declare that it 
should be rectified as scon as pos
sible, Mayor Fu’s letter continued.

•‘In the light of what has been 
stated above, the exercising of 
policing rights on extra-Settlement 
reads by your policemen 
illegal action in itself,” 
claimed.

“In spite of that, your policemen 
in the incident in question went 
so far as to obstruct the duties of 
our policemen who were acting 
quite legally and this is nothing but 
the reverse of what should legally 
be the case.

“Such action as the killing« and 
wounding of a number of our police-

1 men with a machine gun is an out
rage which is quite beyond our un
derstanding.

“It is therefore quite clear that 
the responsibility for the incident 
should lie wholly with the S.M.C.

“As for your proposal to me that 
the incident in question should be 
settled by a fair investigation by a 
third party acceptable to both sides, 1 
regret to say that I cannot agree to 
it for the reasons mentioned above.

“And I firmly believe that 1 die 
only fair and reasonable way to 
solve the incident is for you’“to 
accept the demands presented by 
me in my letter dated August ‘21,

“I earnestly hope that you will 
not aggravate the situation and thus 
bring about grave complications by 
your useless procrastinating atti
tude.

“I am waiting for your speedy 
answer after you have carefully 
considered the matter.” ;

-----------------1----------------------------------2-------------

constitutes 
Mayor Fu
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Extension 
Roads In

Shanghai;
QMC. Should Transfer' 

Them, Asserts Tokyo
Navy Spokesman

TOYKO, Aug. 24.—Th® I

man of the 
at a press conference „C0J

tSJai ^cip^Po^- 

potmen on J^eld. Mun^cipri 
August 19, the S ®"®ier aU exten- 
^oadl t° the Special Municipal- 
ity of Shanghai.

He declared the^report^ 

the **Municipal Councu ***** j- Am
SS pohce' flred first 
lively untrue.” 

i<n jumping from 
car.—Reuter.

the contention that
_ , z,^ was

the
‘en-

Ser-| 
* * r ! 

possibly injured I 
the armoured |
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Kinloch Not Wounded, Tokyo Says

Sergeant Might Have Fallen
From Armored Car, Is Claim

fUnited Press)
TOKYO, Aug. 24.—The Shang

hai Municipal Council's report on 
the Kinloch shooting incident “is 

! entirely untrue,” the Japanese 
Naval spokesman charged today.

He also claimed that Proba
tionary Sergeant W. L. Kinloch, 
who is lying at the Country 
Hospital in Shanghai recovering 
from a wound in his back, was 
not wounded by a bullet. He 
said the youthful Scotch police-

( man might have fallen from an 
armored car.
The spokesman then concluded by 

charging that the youthful police 
officer “acted in a cowardly 
manner, like a person imagining 
things in the dark.”

Probationary Sergeant Kinloch, a 
22-year-old youth but an expert 
machine-gunner, turned a Thomp

son sub-machine gun on a large 
number of armed “Ta Tao” police
men who trained their guns on him 
last Saturday evening in the 
western area of Shanghai after he 
had been fired on and struck by a 
bullet, the Shanghai Municipal 
Council announced.

The young policeman killed two 
“Ta Tao” policemen and wounded 
two more. •

The Shanghai Municipal Council 
in absolving Sergeant Kinloch of all 
blame for retaliating after beirj 
struck by a bullet fired by a “Ta 
Tao” policeman, according to the 
official S.M.C. report, informed 
Japanese authorities of its willing
ness to have the incident fully 
examined by disinterested parties. 
The Japanese authorities have not 
yet accepted the offer.
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Tokyo Deplore» Shoot 
In Jessfield Road

From Percy Whiteing 
N.C.D.N. Special Correspondent in Japan

Tokyo, Aug. 24.
In referring to the Jessfleld 

Road shooting on August 19, 
when Probationary Sergeant
W. L. Kinloch of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police was injured 
and two “Ta Tao” policemen 
were killed, Admiral Kanazawa, 
spokesman of the Ministry of 
Navy, during this morning’s 
press conference said that the 
incident proved that the 
“Special Municipality of Shang
hai’’ should take charge of all 
extension roads. He compared 
Kinloch to a coward murderer 
who goes into action because 
he is scared of the dark, and 
asserted that the Shanghai 
Municipal Council’s version 
was false because the “Ta Tao’* 
policemen did not fire and 
Kinloch was evidently injured 
by falling from the armoured 
car or some such cause.
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Letters To
The Editor

Communications intended for 
publication in this column must 
be accompanied by the name and 
address of the sender, as a guar
antee of good faith.

NAME “TA TAO” IS INCORRECT
Editor,

The Shanghai Times

Sir,—I have been requested by 
Mayor Fu Siao-en to refer to an 
article which he has read in your 
issue of August 22, 1939, under the j 
heading: “Japanese Blame Muni-. 
cipal Police for Shooting.” It is a 
matter of regret, however, to note 
that you still refer to the Adminis
tration over which the Mayor has 
the honour to preside as “Ta Tao” 
and to his police as “Ta Tao” 
policemen.

The Mayor will be glad if you’ 
will be good enough to refrain from 
employing the obsolete and incor
rect term of “Ta Tao” inasmuch as 
the regime toAvhich that designa
tion was applied came to an end in 
October, 1938, when when Mr. Fu 
Siao-en was appointed Mayor of the 
City Government of Greater 
Shanghai.

You will, I am sure, realize that 
in his sincere endeavours to 
the development and welfare 
Administration and of the 
munity at large, he does not

perpetuation of a name that j 
given to a temporary regime 
which he was not responsible 
which has been long supersed-

foster
of his
com-1

desire
the 
was 
for 
and 
ed.

Moreover, in these times of ten
sion it is of the utmost importance 
to use -correct and appropriate 
names in designating public admin
istrations and personalities, and to 
avoid anything which might give 
the impression of bias or could be 
calculated to inflame public opin
ion.

G. A. Chow,
Secretary, 

The City Government of 
Greater Shanghai.

Shanghai, August 24, 1939.
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Ta Tao Irresponsibility

IF NANKING is to go in for an orgy of anti
British activity, as intimated by a Domei 

dispatch, the poorest kind of a poor excuse 
was picked in the Kinloch case. That probably 
does not matter, if the North China routine 
of agitation at twenty cents per agitator is to 
be followed—Nanking certainly is full enough 
of desperately poor people today. But one 
would expect some shadow of justification 
rather than the outrages of armed Ta Tao 
gangsters.

That Sergeant Kinloch was shot in the 
back while he was questioning a deservedly 
suspect group on an extra-Settlèment road 
seems established beyond question. The pro
paganda barrage laid down by apologists for 
the Ta Tao people is childishly unconvincing. 
It is surprising that at least some sort of 
editorial control is not exercised over the 
publicity side of the local government’s activi
ties, if the mischievous enterprises of its so- 
called “police” cannot be checked. As matters 
stand, it is as though thé Blackjack and 
Second-Story Guild were to hire a press-agent 
to advertise the virtues of thuggery.

Few days pass currently without some new 
illegal act of irritation on the part of these 
worthies. Latest report of their ingenious 
operations is that they are trying to shake 
down Htangjao Road motorists for $1 toll. 
Hungjao Road is an extra-Bettlement high
way, paid for by Settlement ratepayers and 
built under provision of the Land Regulations. 
The Ta Tao trespassers do not have any 
slightest shadow of right to claim police rights 
on the road, far less to charge toll from the 

- very people who bought the ground and built 
I the road. Petty racketeering of that sort can
not be exèuséd on any basis whatever.

Such conduct undermines any slight ex
cuse that the Japanese might bring forward 
for a working agreement between the Ta Tac 
and the foreign area authorities, on the theory 
that the former are in de facto control and 
are doing their best. They certainly are 
neither. They are doing their worst, and that 
is proving very bad indeed. So far as control 
is concerned, they are supported solely by 
Japanese bayonets for they daily disclose their 
utter lack of any sort of moral responsibility,

WWlMta,
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Mayor Presents Four 
Demands to S.M.C.

Punishment, Damages and Apology Wanted | 
Por Shooting Incident; Surrender of' 
Authority on Outside Roads Requested

T3OUR demands, including an immediate apology and due 
a punishment of the individual who did the firing, and a request 
that the Shanghai Municipal Council should voluntarily abandon 
its policing and administrative powers which it had “illegally 
acquired” over extension roads, were contained in a strongly 
worded written protest which was despatched yesterday by Mr. 
Fu Siao-en, Mayor of the Greater Shanghai Municipality, to Mr. 
C. S. Franklin, Chairman of the Shanghai Municipal Council.

This was a consequence of the clash between an armoured 
car patrol of the S.M.P. and a party of “Ta Tao” policemen on 
Saturday, during which Probationary-Sergeant W. L. Kinloch, of 
the Settlement police was wounded in the back and two members 
of the “Ta Tao” party were killed and five wounded when he
returned their fire with a sub machine-gun.

The protest, which was written in 
Chinese, was translated yesterday 
and will be studied today by the 
Shanghai Municipal Council. It was 
probable, a high Council official told 
the “North-China Daily News” last 
night, that a counter protest would 
be forwarded on behalf of the Settle
ment authorities.

The text- of Mr. Fu Siao-en’s pro
test was revealed at the press Japan
ese press conference yesterday even
ing by a Japanese Embassy spokes
man. Although the press conference 
was not the proper place to make 
public the contents of the protest, he 
said, he did so only because the 
Shanghai Municipal Council did: not 
possess the power to make the con
tents known to the foreign press.

A verbatim translation would fol
low later and on this occasion he 
would just confine himself to a sum- 

! mary of the contents. He then quot
ed Mr. Fu Siao-en as writing: “I have 
received from the Chief of Police of 
the Municipality of Shanghai, Mr. Su 
Ying, a full report of the incident in 
which casualties were suffered by 
several members of the police on 
August 19.” The report was then 
described in full, the spokesman 
added.

The protest continued: “I should 
like to call your (Mr. Franklin’s at
tention to the fact that the Western 
area of Shanghai in which this in
cident took place is a part of Chinese 
territory in which the Settlement 
authorities built extension roads as 
they willed. Consequently, sovereig
nity over this area rests with China 
and the Chinese Government, there- , 

j fore, has jurisdiction over the matters | 
involving police powers and local 
administration.

“But your authorities (SM.C.) 
have, in the past, frequently violated 
Chinese sovereignity over this area, 
seemingly in pursuit of the policy 
of taking a foot where an inch was 
given. Therefore the point was fin
ally reached where the extension 
roads seemed to be looked upon as 
a part of the Settlement. For police 
officers of the Municipality of Shang
hai to patrol extension roads is a I 
performance of their duty in order 
to maintain peace and order in that 
area.

1
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Act of Violence

“The former Municipality of 
Shanghai carried on exactly the same 
practice for many years and it was 
duly recognized by the Settlement | 
authorities. Recently, however, there 
have been numerous instances in 
which members of the Settlement 
police have treated the police of the 
Special Municipality lightly as well 
as . bringing pressure to bear upon 
them and interfering! with them.

“This chain of events has finally 
led to this recent incident in which 
a member of the Municipality police 
was killed by a machine-gun while 
in the performance of his duty. This 
act was an act of violence contrary 
to principles of humanity. The 
Shanghai Municipality cannot con
done acts of this nature, actuated bv 
malice, and must take strong 
measures against them. I hereby 
lodge a protest in the most vigorous 
of terms and make the following 
demands:

Demands
1. Due punishment of the individual j 

fwho did the shooting as well as of the | 
»others responsible.

2. That the S.M.C. report on the 
Ipunishment lor disciplinary measures 
«taken to the Mayor of the Shanghai 
¿Municipality.
I 3. Payment of damages to the 
«victims.

4. An apology to be sent to the 
Mayor of Shanghai Municipality and an 

I assurance that similar incidents will 
.not occur in the future.

Mayor Fu added: “I trust that you 
will not under-estimate the gravity 
of this case and that you will give 
me a clear-cut reply forthwith. I 
hope that you will, voluntarily, 
abandon policing and administrative 
powers which the Settlement authori
ties have illegally acquired over the 
extension road areas and will return 
them, and hereafter administer this 

| area according to law, respecting the 
sovereign rights invested in the 
Shanghai Municipality, and that you: 
will endeavour to effect a fundament
al solution with a view to preventing 
the repetition of unfortunate incid
ents of this kind.

“If the authorities should fail to 
carry out the measures proposed 
above in ¡good faith, the authorities 
of the Shanghai Municipality will 

, take such measures as they deem 
necessary and suitable, and all re- 

f sponsibility for the consequences^ 
must <be borne by the Settlement 
authorities.’* ■jor ’

Japanese May Giv$*Sp|»port

“What is the attitude to
wards these demands?” 'a pressman 
asked. “The letter appears reason
able enough.” the -Embassy spokes
man replied, “and there is no reason 
why the Japanese authorities should 
not support it.” He was not in a 
position, however, to say that they 
would Support it.

Asked if this did not signify a 
change in the Japanese attitude as 
the shooting which had occurred 
just before the start of the hostili
ties in Shanghai, had been termed 
by them as having taken place On 
a Settlement road, which, the Japan- 
nese had emphasized, was definitely 
under the jurisdiction of the Coun
cil, the spokesman replied that, 
it was quite possible that the Japan- ! 
ese had changed their attitude as 
there had been a decided change in | 
the circumstances since that time.

He added that the “Ta Tao” party 
was crossing the road to another. 
station at the time of the incident. , 
“In the minds of the Japanese mili- : . 
tary authorities and naval officials,” S 
he said, “there is not the slightest i 
doubt that the. firing was first done ’ 
by then Municipal Police.” He then i 
expressed the concern of the Japan- j 
ese military, naval and Foreign 
Office officials, whom, he said? would 
meet and carefully consider the 
incid<$&
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Mr. Fu Siao-en, “Mayor” of the 
“Reformed” Government, spoke to 
Mr. C. S. Franklin, Chairman of the 
Shanghai Municipal Council over 
the telephone on Sunday morning and 
informed him that a written protest 
would be sent to the SMC. over 
the Jessfield Road shooting affair on 
Saturday evening when Prob. Sergt. 
W. L. Kinloch of the S. M. P. was 
injured, two plain-clothes ‘Ta Tao” 

I policemen killed, and two uniformed 
members of the same force slightly 
injured. It could not be learned 
yesterday when the written protest 
would be sent to the Council, but it 

i was believed that it would be sent 
; within the next few days.

Meanwhile, the Shanghai Municip
al Council was understood to have 
completed the study of the police re
ports on the incident copies of which 
were sent to the various interested 
Consulates on Sunday.

Inaccurate Japanese Report
Prob. Sergt. Kinloch was said to 

have refused to recognize identifica
tion and transit passes in the posses
sion of the “Ta Tao” police party 
when these were shown him prior i 
to the shooting, according to a report | 
published yesterday in the “Shanghai ■ 
Mainichi” local Japanese daily.

According to the same version, the 
party consisting of twelve ‘Ta Tao” 
policemen was walking along Jess
field Road when it met the armoured 
car coming in the opposite direction. 
The vehicle stopped and Sergt. Kin
loch, according to this version, jump
ed off folloived by several Chinese 
constables and ordered the party to 
stop. The leader of the party, ac
cording to this report, replied that 
he did not take orders from the
S. M. P. and demanded why the 
party had been stopped. At this 
moment identification and transit ’ 
passes were shown to the foreign | 
police officer, according to this ver- 

Ision, but he is stated to have smiled 
¡at the documents and to have at
tempted to drag the leader of the 
“Ta Tao” group into the armoured 

| car, and to have tried to disarm 
him of his pistol. The Chinese in 
question is then stated to have 
resisted, whereupon the machine-gun 
was fired.

¡While S. M. P. officials declined to 
comment on the incident yesterday, 
on the grounds that their reports 
had been passed on to the S.M.C., it 
was established that at the time» the 
Thompson sub-machine-gun carried 
by Kinloch, was not loaded and 
that actually it was only loaded 
after Kinloch had been injured.

Asked Their Business

tKinloch, according to these same 
reliable sources, saw the party some 
150 yards away and when he had 
approached to within 15 yards of 
them, he ordered the armoured car 
to stop. He approached the group 
and asked them what they were 
doing there, whereupon the uni
formed members of the party 
motioned towards Jessfield village to 
indicate that they were going there.

Meanwhile, the two plain-clothes 
men who were standing behind the 
uniformed party, came to the front 

, ind asked what was happening. The ■ 
¡ question was repeated and Sergt. | 
Kinloch was told to mind his own I 
business. The plain clothes men 
were, stated to have assumed an 
antagonistic attitude, whereupon 
Xinloch .pointed out to them that 
they* were permitted to pass but 
that they were not allowed to patrol 
Jessfield Road. The two men grew 
increasingly excited and attempted 
to get hold of the Thompson gun.
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Sergt. Kinloch managed to free him
self, however, and found that the 
two plain-clothes men were pointing 
their pistols at him. One of the two 
turned around and ordered the 
uniformed men to get ready and to 
take up positions. Kinloch turned 
to look at the man who was giving 
instructions, when the other was 
alleged to have fired at him and 
this, according to these sources, is 
the reason why he was shot at from 
behind. The shot which fortunately 
only caused a minor injury, was

■ fired from practically point-blank 
range.

iSergt. Kinloch realized that he 
was wounded and in great presence | 
of mind loaded his weapon and | 
fired a short burst at his assailants. 
The two plain-clothes men dropped ’ 
dead. At this moment, the uni- I 
formed i “Ta Tao” policemen who 
were armed with rifles, pointed their 
weapons at Sergt. Kincloch with the 
result that he fired another short 
burst at them, injuring two slightly.

No Transit Passes Recognized
It was ascertained that there are 

no transit passes 
recognized by the 
the short time in 

j occurred could 
enabled the “Ta Tao” 

j their passes. Their 
attitude, furthermore, 

I indication that they 
| least intention of 
i authority on the 
and that they would have refused to 
do so had they been asked.

As soon as the incident was 
an emergency ambulance was 
moned and the two injured 
formed “Ta Tao” policemen and the 
two killed plain-clothes men were 
rushed to the Police Hospital on 
Shanhaikwan Road so that a minimum 
delay only would occur before 
proper medical treatment could be 
made available to them. The same | 
evening, the “North China-ODaily; 
News” learned, the authorities con
cerned were informed that they 
could fetch their injured and killed 
from the police hospital, but this 
was only done on Sunday after
noon, when they were taken to the 
Foo Min Hospital in Yangtz'epoo. 
The injuries sustained- by the two 
policemen were stated to have been 
slight, one receiving a shot in the 
leg and the other in the knee.

Meanwhile, the same strict precau
tions were being maintained through
out yesterday, additional S.M.P. and 
Italian 
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Fu Protest Contains
Four Demands To
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Municipal Council
Contents Of Note Made 
Public At Japanese

Press CbiiTerehce
ECHO OF BADLANDS
GUN PLAY HEARD

Spread Of Anti-Britisli 
Drive Threatened

In Note
In a written protest backed 

by the Japanese Army, 
“Mayor** Fu Siao-en, of the 
Shanghai Municipality, yes
terday lodged four demands 
with the Shanghai Municipal 
Council.

The note, a summary of whose 
text was significantly released at 
last night’s Japanese press confer
ence, and a statement by the Japan
ese Embassy spokesman together 
contained an implicit threat of the 
intensification of the anti-British 
movement in China because of the 
shooting incident, on Saturday 
evening, involving a British Muni
cipal police officer, Sergeant W. L. 
Kinloch, and “Ta Tao” policemen, 
two of whom were fatally wounded.

The “Mayer’s” protest also 
maintained that the incident 
was an alleged violation of the 
Craigie-Arita Tokyo agreement 
and it made a very strong, even 
threatening, suggestion that the 
Shanghai Municipal police 
abandon “the police and admin
istrative powers, which the 
Settlement authorities have ille
gally acquired over extension 
road areas/*
At the same time, the Japanese 

Embassy spokesman’s statement of 
his “personal views” on the incid
ent declared that the Japanese 
authorities took the stand that the 
“responsibility and Iblame lie prin
cipally with the Settlement police.”

The spokesman said that while 
he fully recognized that “this is not 
the proper channel for making 
public the subject of ‘Mayor’ Fu 
Siao-en’s protest, the Shanghai 
Municipal Council has no means to 
do this. A verbatim translation 
will doubtless be published at a 
suitable time, but at present the 
interpreter will give a brief sum
mary of the text,” he stated.

In making the statement that the 
Shanghai Municipal Council “has 
no means to do this,” the spokes
man seemingly ignored the existence 
of the translation department 
within the Municipal Council Secre
tariat.



Summary Of Protest
Declaring that the protest had I 

been lodged by the “Mayor” with| 
Mr. Cornell 8. Franklin, Chairman 
of the Shanghai Municipal Council, 
yesterday, the summary was given 
as follows:

'Having received from Mr. Su 
Ying, the Police Chief of the Muni
cipality of Shanghai, a full report 
of the incident in which casualties 
were suffered by several members 
of the police on August 19, I wish 
to call attention to the fact that 
the western area of Shanghai, where 
the incident took place, is a part of 
Chinese territory, in which the 
Settlement authorities have built 
extension roads as they willed.

“Consequently, sovereignty over 
this area rests in China and the 
Chinese government, therefore, has 
jurisdiction over all matters involv
ing police power and power of poli
tical administration,

“The Settlement authorities, how
ever,” the protest continued, “inj 
the past have frequently violated I 
Chinese sovereignty over this area, 
seemingly in pursuance of the policy 
of taking a foot where an inch was 
given, until the point was finally 
reached where the extension roads 
keemed to be looked upon as part! 
of the International Settlement.

“An Old Practice”
“For the police of the Municipal

ity Of Shanghai to patrol the ex- ! 
e ns ion roads is a performance ol I 

¿heir duty in order to maintain I 
peace and order in that area,” the 
protest maintained. The former 
duhicipality of Shanghai carried on 
exactly the same practice for many 
years and it was duly recognizee 
oy the settlement authorities, 

• ‘‘Recently, however, there has been 
a number of instances in which 
members of the Settlement police 
lave treated the police of the Muni
cipality of Shanghai lightly, as well 
as bringing pressure to bear upon 
them and interfering with them.

“This chain of events,” tire pro
test continued, “has finally led tc 
this récent incident in which a 
member of the Municipality Police 

■ vas killed by machine-gun fire 
tfhile in the performance of hit 

!Juty.
Four Demands

“This act of violence is contrary 
I :o the principles of humanity. The 
Shanghai Municipality cannot con
done acts of this nature, actuated 
by malice, and must take strong 
measures against them. I* hereby, 
lodge a protest in the most vigor
ous terms and make the following 
demands:

1. “Due punishment of the 
individual who did the firing, as 
well as of others responsible:

2. “A report on the punish
ment, or disciplinary measures 
tafeen, to the Mayor of' the 
Shanghai Municipality;

3. “Payment of damages to 
the victims;

4. “An apology to the Mayor 
of the Shanghai Municipality, 
and assurance that similar 
incidents will not occur in the 
future.**
The protest then declared that the 

“Mayor*’ trusted “that you will under
stand the gravity of this case and 
give me a clear-cut reply forthwith.

“I further hope that you will 
voluntarily abandon the police and 
administrative powers which the 
Settlement authorities have file* 
gaily acquired over the extension 
read areas, will return them, 
ind. hereafter, administer this area 
according to the law re
specting the sovereign rights in
vested in the Shanghai Municipa
lity, and that you will endeavor to 
effect a fundamental solution with 
a view to preventing the repetition 
of unfortunate incidents of this 
kind.



“If your authorities should fail 
co carry out the measures proposed 

* above in good faith, the authorities 
of the Shanghai Municipality will 
take such measures as they deem 
necessary and suitable, and all re
sponsibility’ for the consequences 
must be borne by the Settlement , 
authorities,” “Mayor” Fu’s note of

I protest concluded.
Japanese To Support

The demands of the note, stated 
the Embassy spokesman in reply 
to a question, had not been sub
mitted to the Japanese authorities 
before they had been sent to the 
Shanghai Municipal Council. A 
copy of them had merely been 
obtained after the draft had been' 
submitted, he declared.

The letter “seems reasonable 
enough.” he went on, “and the 
Japanese army spokesman sees no 

I reason why the Japanese would not 
¡support It.”

The incident which broke out 
| before the Shanghai hostilities, it 
was pointed out by a correspondent, 
occurred on an extension road, and, 

| at the time, the Japanese declared 
I that the road was under Settlement > 
jurisdiction.

Did the protest and subsequent 
statement, then, he asked, indicate ' 
a change of attitude on the, part 

[of the ’Japanese?
It was quite possible that the 

I Japanese viewpoint on the ques
tion had changed, the spokesman 
replied, especially in the matter of 
extension roads, “as there has been 
a decided change of circumstances 
before the outbreak of the hostili
ties.”

Shot 
“who

Who Fired First
When the question 

i the first shot in Saturday’s 
was put there 

agreement 
Embassy, 

and 
‘in the minds of 
military

fired
in-| 

was
among

army and navy 
reply

the. 
and naval!

cident?**
■ unanimous
| the 
spokesmen,

J was that
(Japanese ______ __  ____
authorities there is not the slightest 
doubt that *_* . .

J by. the Shanghai Municipal police.”
The responsibility for maintaining 

peace and order in the western areas 
rested on the “Reformed Govern
ment’’ and the Japanese authorities! 
jointly,’ the spokesman stated in 
reply to a question, although the 
“legal aspects of the case ~ seem 
very complicated.”

He admitted that the “particular 
spot of the shooting is in the 
Italian defense sector,” but refused 
to give his own interpretation as to 
the intention and meaning of | 
“Mayor" Fu’s protest, when queried | 
whether the note had requested a 
revision, in effect, of the foreign^ 
defense sectors.

Asked whether the Craigle-Arita 
agreement would have been invoked 
if the shooting had been allegedly 
done by any other third Power na
tional than British, the spokesman 
said that the question.. was a 
“hypothetical” one.

“Shooting Done By Briton”
He added that it could not be 

ignored that “the shooting, was | 
done by a Briton, and, therefore,! 
reference was made in the protest | 
to the Craigie-Arita agreement.”^ J

Giving his own “personal view” ; 
I of the incident, the Embassy 
spokesman declare# that “on the j 
afternoon of August 19, an un
fortunate incident occurred on 
Jessfield Road, when an armed 
Shanghai Municipal police fired 
upon ‘Ta Tao1 policemen and caus
ed several casualties.

i “The police of the City Govern* 
rnent of Shanghai,” he went on, 
“had/ heretofore, been allowed, in 
actual practice, to cross extension 
roads for the purpose of maintain
ing peace and order.

the

the first shot was fired

-
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“Notwithstanding this tact, how- 
I ever,” he ^asserted, J‘that officer, 
Sergeant Kinloch, of the Shanghai 

¡Municipal Police, suddenly started 
Oring a machine-gun at the City 
Government police, without any 
provocation on the part of the 
latter.

“This was, apparently, a chal
lenge to the City Government,” the 
spokesman continued, “and the 
fault and responsibility, therefore, 
lie entirely with the Shanghai 
Municipal 1‘olice,

“It is impossible for us to under
stand,” he declared, “that members 
if the Municipal Police, who are 
supposed to be in charge of the 
naintenance of peace and older, 
should themselves resort to an 
action to disturb peace and order.

Arita-Cragie Agreement
“Tn the Arita-Craigie agreement, 

recently concluded in Tokyo, the 
British government recognized the 
actual state of affairs in China, 
where large-scale hostilities were 
in progress, and agreed to control 
any action inimical to the Japan
ese and advantageous to their 
one my.

“The recent unfortunate in
cident,” the spokesman went on, “is 
obviously a violation of this agree
ment.” '

“We have often heard criticism 
attacking the Japanese in connec
tion with incidents in Tientsin,” he 
declared, “where British nationals 
were allegedly subjected to im
proper treatment. Such complaints.1 
however, cannot be compared with 
the recent incident, which caused 
death and injury among members 
of the police of the City Govern
ment.”

“Furthermore, Great Britain 
denounces the anti-British move
ment conducted in various parts of 
China,? he stated, “but, it seems 
to us that su1h an anti-British 
movement should not occasion sur
prise if Chinese lives are so lightly 
treated by the British, and should 
there be any intensification of the 
anti-British movement in future, 
the responsibility should lie with 
the British.

“Matter Of Grave Concern”
“Needless to say,” the spokesman 

went cn, “the incident is a matter 
that concerns the City Government 
and the Shanghai Municipal Coun
cil. However, it is a matter of 
grave concern to the Japanese 
authorities, *who are in special 
and very close relation with the 
‘Reformed Government,’ as well as 
to the Japanese military authorities 
upon whom lies the respons’bility 
for the maintenance of psace and 
order in the Shanghai area.

“Measures to be taken regarding 
the incident,” he declared, “have 
been referred for careful considera
tion to local representatives of the 
Japanese army, navy and foreign 
office.

“This incident.” the spokesman 
concluded, “is not likely to be 'Over
looked by the Japanese, who feel 
very strongly on this point.”
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Japanese Blame Municipal 
Police For Shooting

Embassy Spokesman Lays Whole Responsibility And 
Blame On S.M.C.; States Kinloch Fired 

j First Without Any Provocation

spokesman said: 
to the Jessfield 
which an officer 
Municipal Police

authorities, on the 
thorough investiga- 
that the responsibil- 
lies principally with 
Police.”

The Japanese /Embassy spokesman 
at the press conference yesterday 
told • correspondents that the Japan
ese authorities considered that the 
whole blame and responsibility for 
the shooting incident on Jcssfleld, 
Hoad on Saturday evening between H 
Ta Tao Police and the Shanghai d 
Municipal Police, rested on the 
shoulders of the Municipal Coun- n 
cil. Ho stated that the British ser-1 
geant of the S.M.P. had suddenly 
opened fire upon the police of the 
City Government of Shanghai with 
his machine-gun, without the slight
est provocation. The spokesman 
added that the Japanese authorities 
therefore took a very serious view 
of the whole affair..

The Embassy
’‘With reference 
Read- incident in 
of the Shanghai
killed police of the City Govern
ment of Shanghai, much has been 
written, in the local newspapers,! 
giving the impression that the 
blame lies wholly with the Chin
ese police officer who was killed. 
The Japanese 
basis of very 
tions, believe 
ity and blame 

j the Municipal
He then gave his views on the 

subject. “On the afternoon of ’ 
August 19, an unfortunate incident j 
occurred oh Jessfield Road/’ Said j 
the Embassy spokesman, ‘-when an : 
armed member of the S,M,P. fired | 
upon seme police of the City Gov-: 
eminent and caused several casual- • 
ties. The police of the City Govern
ment have heretofore been allowed f 
to cross Settlement' Extension Roads , 
for the purpose of carrying out i 
duties to maintain peace and order, f 

“Notwithstanding this fact, Pro-;, 
bationary Sergeant Kinloch of the 
S.M.P. suddenly started firing 
with his machine-gun. on the police ! 
of the City Government without i 
any provocation from the latter.

Challenge To City Government 
“This is apparently a challenge 

to the City Government of Shang
hai, and the fault and responsibil- ' 
ity therefore lies entirely with the ; 
Municipal Police. It is impossible 
for us to understand how the mem- | 
bers of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police, who are supposed to be in / 

! charge of the maintenance of peace /1 
and order, should themselves resort 
to action disturbing the peac!

I order here.
*Tn the Arita-Craigie agreement | 

recently concluded in Tokyo, the 
British Government recognized thef 
actual state of affairs in Chinn, 
where large-scale hostilities are inj 
progress, and agreed to curtail 
actions inimical to the Japanese and’ 
advantageous to their •enemy, 
recent unfortunate incident is .

: viously a violation of. this agree-- 
ment/’ said the spokesman.
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AJnti-British Movements i‘
“We have often heard criticisms 

of the actions of the Japanese in 
connection with Tientsin, where 
British nationals were allegedly sub
jected to improper treatment. Such 
complaints, however, cannot be 
compared with the recent incident 
which caused deaths and injuries 
among the members of the police of 
the City Government. Furthermore, 
Great Britain denounces the anti
British movements being conducted 
in various parts of China now, but 
it seems to us,” said the spokesman, 
“that such arti-British movements’ 
should not occasion surprise if 
Chinese lives are so lightly treated 
by the British. Indeed, should there 
be any intensification of th? anti
British movements in thé future, the 
responsibility, should lie with the 
British,

“Needlehs to say, the incident is 
a matter which concerns the S.M.C. 
and the City Government, and, at 
the same time, it is a matter of 
graw concern to the Japanese au
thorities who are in special and 
very close relationship to the City 
Government, and to the Japanese 
military authorities, upon whom lies; 
the responsibility of maintaining 
peace and order in the Shanghai; 
area. /

“Measures to be taken with re
gard to th? incident have been re
ferred for careful consideration to 
the representatives of the Japanese 
For?i^n Office, Navy hnd Army. 
This incident is . not likely to be 
lightly overlooked by the Japanese, i 
who feel very strongly on this! 
point,” concluded the Embassy ' 
spokesman.

Japanese Press Comment
Recognition of the administrative ; 

and policing rights cf the Shanghai ! 
Special Municipality on extra-; 
Settlement-Roads was demanded by 
Mayor Fu Siac-en iw a protest filed 
yesterday afternoon with Mr. C. S. 
Franklin, Chairman of the Shang
hai Municipal Council, in cornee- : 
tien with the shooting incident on ; 
Jessfield Road Saturday night, the 
“Tairiku Shimpo” said yesterday • 
evening.

Two policemen of the Special 
Municipality were killed and 
several others wounded in a clash 
wi‘h Probationary Sergeant W. L. 
Kinloch, of the S. M. P. Mayor* Fu 
demanded also that the Shanghai 
Municipal Council tender ah apology 
tor the incident, punLh the S.M.P. 
constables involved, and compensate 
the victims.

In notes to Mr. Franklin, Mr. Poul 
Scheel, sènior member of the Con
sular Body, and M. M. Baudez, 
French Consul-General, the tninsfei*

I to the Special Municipality of juris- 
I dieticn over special district courts 
in the Settlement and Concession, 
was demanded by Mayor Fu.



Mr. Masusaburo Amano, President 
of the Japanese Residents’ Corpora
tion, sent a message to Mayor Fu 
yesterday expressing condolences 
for the victim:; of the shooting and 
encouraging the Mayor to take a| 
firm attitude against the Shanghai! 
Municipal Council, the paper said.

Mr. Amano’s message was con
veyed to Mayor Fu by Mr. Chiyo- 
saliu Fukuda, Vice-President of the 
Residents* Corporation, and Shiro 
Nagata, Chief of the general affairs 
section of the corporation.

Indicating the sympathy felt by 
the people of Tokyo for the victims 
of the shooting, Viscount Toshihisa 

»Yagyu, of Tokyo, presented a sum 
■ of money to rhe Special Municipality 
yesterday through Mr. Kiyoshi Nobe, 
his representative in Shanghai, the 
“Tairiku Shimpo” said.

Viscount Yagyu has long been 
deeply interested in promoting 
'friendly relations between Japan and 
China. He took an active part in 
arranging memorial services here 
for Japanese and Chinese war dead.

Funeral services were held at the 
Ceremonial Hall on Great Western ■ 
Road at 1 o’clock yesterday after
noon for Mj*. Chang Kung-yao andl 
Mr. Chang Chao-chang, Special 
Municipality policemen, who were 
killed in Saturday night’s fray, the 
Shanghai “Mainichi” said. A large 
number of Japanese and Chinese 
officials were present. Friends of 
the two slain men gathered at the 
hall Sunday night.
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Tokyo Agreement 
Said Violated

S.M.P. Blamed, for Armed 
Clash; Incident Under 
“Careful Consideration”

Adopting the view that the act. of 
Probationary-Sergeant W. L. Kinloch, 
a British member of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police, who was concerned 
in the Jessfield Road incident on 
Saturday evening when two “Ta Tao” 
policemen were killed, was a viola
tion of the Craigie-Arita “agree
ment,” recently reached in Tokyo, a 
Japanese Embassy spokesman, in a 
statement made at the press confer
ence yesterday, revealed that the 
local Japanese authorities had taken 
a serious view of the incident “which 
had been referred to representatives 
of the Army, Navy and Foreign 
Office for careful consideration.”

Much had been, written in the local 
newspapers giving the impression that 
the Settlement authorities had 
taken the stand that the blame 
lay wholly on the part of the Chinese 
officer, who was killed, the Embassy 
spokesman stated. The Japanese au- ! 
thorities, however, on the basis of a 
complete investigation, had adopted 
the contrary view.

The Statement
The Embassy spokesman then de

livered his statement as follows:—On 
the afternoon of August 19 an un
fortunate incident occurred on Jess
field Road when the armed Municipal 
Police fired upon the Police of the 
City Government of Shanghai and 
caused several casualties. The Police 
of the City Government has, hereto-1 
fore, been allowed in practice to 
cross extension roads for the pur- [ 
pose of discharging its duty of main- ! 
taining peace and order. Notwith
standing this fact, however, Proba
tionary Sergeant W L. Kinloch of 
the Municipal Police suddenly started 
firing with a machine-gun on the 
Police of the City Government with
out any provocation on the part of 
the latter and caused several casual
ties.

This is apparently a challenge to 
the City Government, and the fault 
and responsibility, therefore, entirely 
lies with the Municipal Police. It is 
impossible for us to understand that 
the members of the Municipal Police, 
who are supposed to be in charge of 
the maintenance of peace and order, 
should themselves resort to action 
likely to disturb peace and order.

A Violation
In the Arita-Craigie agreement re

cently concluded in Tokyo the British 
Government recognized the actual 
state of affairs in China where large 
scale hostilities are going on and 
agreed to control any action inimical 
to the Japanese and advantageous to 
their enemy. The recent unfortun
ate incident is obviously a violation 
of the agreement. We have often 
heard criticisms from voices attack
ing Japan in connection with the 
incident in Tientsin that British na
tionals were alleged to have been 
subjected to improper treatment. 
Everybody will agree, however, that 
such complaints can not be compared 
with the recent incident which 
caused deaths and injuries among the 
members of the Police of the City 
Government.

Great Britain also denounces the 
anti-Brifish movement being con
ducted in various places in China, 
but is seems to us that such an anti
British movement should not occasion 
surprise if Chinese lives are so 
lightly treated by the British. Even 
if the anti-British movement is in
tensified in the future the responsi
bility should lie >yith the British.

23926
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Grave Concern
Needless to say, the incident is a 

matter that concerns the Municipal 
Council and the City Government, 
but, at the same time, it is also a < 
matter of grave concern to the 
Japanese authorities, who are in a 
special and close relationship with the 
Reformed Government, and tp the 
Japanese military authorities who 
have charge of the maintenance of | 
peace and order in the Shanghai dis
trict. Measures to be taken with | 
regard to the incident have been ’ 
referred for careful consideration to I 
the local representatives of the Japan- i 
ese Army, Navy and Foreign Office. I 
This incident ¡is not likely to be 
lightly overlooked by the Japanese, r 
who feel very strongly on this point. J

Asked who was responsible for the i 
maintenance of peace and order in 
the territory which was controlled by 
the City Government as the Craigie— 
Arita agreement had been mentioned 
as giving that control to the Japanese 
Army, the spokesman replied that it 
was the joint duty of the City Gov
ernment and the Japanese Forces.

“Had a non-British subject been I 
concerned in this incident,’* another 
pressman asked, “would the spokes
man have taken the view that it 
came within the scope of the Craigie 
—Arita agreement?” The reply was 
that the question was a hypothetical 
one. The agreement had been men
tioned since the police officer con
cerned had been British.

“If an American had been involved 
instead would the U.S.A, have been 
implicated?” the same questioner 
asked. To this the spokesman re-1 
plied that it would be difficult to say 
because there happened to be no such ‘ 
agreement with the United States.

“You cannot ignore the fact that | 
the man was British,” the spokesman . 
added. The lodging of a protest with ' 
the British authorities was under f 
consideration, he concluded,, as the,' 
spirit of the Craigie-Arita agreement 
had been violated.
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S.M.C. Will i
Also Protest

.•_ ... ' ■, _t _ __ t_, , '..

On Shooting

Council Demarche To
Be Included In

Reply To Fu
The Shanghai Municipal Council 

yesterday decided to deliver a 
written protest against the shoot
ing affray on Jessfleld Road during * 
which Probationary Sergeant W L 
Kinloch was injured during a gun 
battle with armed “Ta Tao” agents.

The Council’s demarche will be 
in the nature of a counter-protest 
against the communication sent to 
the S.M.C. by Fu Siao-en, “mayor”1

. the local Nipponese-sponsored I 
regime.

It was reported last night that,! 
the Council’s answer will be send 
directly to Fu, with whom the

C. has hitherto had no official 
dealings. Information reaching 
The China Press last night stated 
that such a reply to the puppet 
mayor” would not constitute ah 

official recognition of the local 
regime.

“Mayor” Fu’s note was received 
late yesterday afternoon following 
an earlier personal call by the 
official on Mr. Cornell S. Franklin, I 
Chairman of the Council. <

Meanwhile, it was observed that - 
Japanese troops beyond the British 
defense sector at Jes&field Park,! 
had been given large reinforcements 
and patrolled up and down theft 
side of the railway tracks in trucks.

Investigation Continues
Investigation of the fight con

tinued yesterday, both the S.M.P. 
and the “Ta Tao” claiming that the 
other side was responsible for firing 
first. Ballistic experts of the 
8. M. P. will know today whether 
the bullets fired by “Ta Tao” men 
came from guns previously known 
to the crime department. Sergeant! 
Kinloch was reported yesterday to 
be making good progress in the 
Country Hospital where he has re
ceived numerous messages of 
felicitation on his courageous hand
ling of the Incident.

Two survivors of the four “Ta 
Tao” men hit by Sergeant Kinloch 
were removed yesterday from the 
Police hospital on Shanhaikwan 
Road to the Foo Min hospital in 
Hongkew. Two others were mortal- 
ly wounded Saturday by Sergeant! 
Kinloch when he opened up on them ' 
with a Thompson sub-machine 
gun.
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Shooting Stirs Nanking 
Officialdom

Anti-British Feeling 
Increased

Nanking, Aug. 21.
Anti-British feeling here was 

. intensified today by reports of the 
shooting affray between Ta Tao 
police and the S.M.P. in the western 
district of Shanghai, with civic 
organizations opposed to British 
policy demanding that the Shanghai 
Special Municipality take drastic 
measures against the Shanghai 
Municipal Council

Leaders of anti-British groups 
here claimed that the incident was

< an “insult” to the “Reformed Gov- 
. ernment” and an act of provocation 
i by the Shanghai Municipal Council.

■ Some agitators were demanding that 
I Britons be “driven out of China.”

The Ta Min Hui called an emer
gency mass meeting yesterday at 
which it was decided to launch a 
campaign to restore the Shanghai | 
Settlement to Chinese control by | 
“mobilizing the people.*’

The following statement was issued . 
by Mr. Mi Tai-chang, Chairman of I 
the Ta Min Hui:

“In the first place such incidents [ 
happen only because of the exist
ence of foreign concessions and 
settlements. As a step to prevent j 
any more incidents of this kind we | 
demand the immediate return of 
foreign concessions. If our demands | 
are not met we will mobilize the 
Chinese people to urge the Re
formed Government to recover the j 
concessions.”
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Muzzle The “Ta Tao”
*T*WO grave event’s marred local news
1 during the past week. On Friday, 

Mr. Holger Peter Krogh, a Dane, was 
murdered in cold blood by two assas
sins, whose only apparent motive was 
revenge. Thirty-three hours later, 
Probationary Sergeant W. L. Kinloch 
was shot in the back as he challenged 
a group of armed plain-clothesmen on a 
municipal road.

In..the, first IhsK. JaaJm
sufficient evidence to indicate that the 
killing wasu committedj by men closely 
linked with the so-called “Ta Tao” 

^police, who bore a grudge^against Mr., 
Krogh7 TnTI^7econd incident, the men 
involved in the clash were members of 
the _ Ta Tao force, trespass in g on 
Se t tiemen tier ri tor y.

The two events served to bring 
into relief the abnormality of the exist
ing situation and the urgent need of 
immediate drastic steps by those in 
actual control in the territory surround
ing the Settlement.

It is idle at this moment to tell the 
Japanese that the situation presents a 
golden opportunity to demonstrate the 
sincerity of their professed desire to 
co-operate with the Settlement authori
ties in maintaining peace and order in 
the area. They have had this opport
unity for more than two years now, but

have failed to take advantage of it. 
Shanghai’s badlands today are the'ja »xwwunwwm Hill IWIIil JI 

world’s worst criminal-infested area. 
Gambling establishments^ opiumdens 
and similar institutions openly pursue 
their trade. Large bands oF" armed* 
men make frequent forays into The 
foreign-controHed areas. The^badîands 
form the base of operations fortifie 
thieves and hold-up men who collect 
such a terrifying toll of life andT money 
from the-city’s population.

It is an open secret that gambling, 
opium-trading and kindred occupations 
are being carried on with the sancfTon 
of the Japanese Special §eryice^S^ion 
and the “Ta Tao” police. The badlands 
cannot be cleaned up as long as the 
Japanese find it advantageous to main
tain the present J chaotic condftiQ^ 
along the fringes of the Settlement.

The only way to deal with the pro- 
blem, therefore, is for the S.M.C. to 
make full usé of its virtually unlimited 
police powers and display that firmness, 
which alone seems to make impression 
on the elements inimical to the Settle
ment.

Since July 22, when a band of 
gunmen ventured*forth from their lair 
in “Ta Tao” territory off Edinburgh 
Road, to raid two Chinese newspapers 
and kill an Amèrican, the two foreign!



municipal councils have been dis
playing a commendable firmness in 
dealing with the current reign of 
.error.

The measures adopted, however, 
were not sufficiently extensive to 
check the gunmen in extra-Settle- 
ment territory. In addition to the 
Krogh and Kinlcch incidents, there 
has also been at least one instance 
in the past month in which a police 
car was attacked by gangsters, who 
wounded two Chinese policemen.

More drastic steps are, therefore, 
obviously needed. These would 
seemingly follow along these lines:

1. A “quarantine” of those parts 
of “Ta lao” territory which are 
known to the police to" harbor 
criminals;

2. A “quarantine” of such illegal 
establishments as gambling and 
¡opium dens, which have egress into 
'the Settlements.

3. Prompt and vigorous protests 
*0 the Japanese authorities in con
nection with the Kinloch incident 
and all subsequent affairs involving 
attacks upon the police and re
sidents of the Settlement by the 
denizens of “Ta Tao” territory.

t. Steps to give the Council’s 
stand world publicity at least as 
wide as that enjoyed by the Japan
ese. A part of the Settlement’s 
strength lies in informed public 
opinion abroad, and every effort 
must be made to keep the world 
posted on Japan’s latest onslaught 
on foreign rights in this country.

The fact that Fu Siao-en’s 
“note” to the S.M.C. yesterday was 
released by a spokesman of the 
Japanese Army is in itself an in
dication of Nippon’s desire to con
tinue the employment of her pup
pets here in securing concessions 
from the powers.

Japan should realize, however, 
that she U embarking on an ad
venture far more serious than the 
blockade of the British Concession 
in Tientsin. The Richard slapping 
case is known to have aroused deep 
general indignation in the United 
States. How much greater would 
anti-Jananese sentiment be if not 
a single individual but a large 
American community were involv
ed?

An appeal to Japan to muzzle the 
"Ta Tao” must, thus, be based not 
on her sincerity or insincerity, but 
on her own material interest. It 
she desires to narrow the existing 
gap between herself and the world 
—Tcludin*» * the United State»»—the 
only way is through modera
tion and a cessation of anti-foreign 
actions.
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Shooting in Jessfield Rd.
The regrettable shooting affray in Jessfield I 

Road on Saturday night, in which a foreign I 
member of the Shanghai Municipal Police was j 
wounded in the back and two members of the . 
Special Municipality police were shot dead and ' 
several others wounded, is having curious re- i 
percussions in the local Japanese press. Every ‘ 
effort appears to be made to magnify* the affair 
into an international incident, and even to link ; 
it with the Tientsin silver issue and Britain’s 
general Far Eastern policy. As the facts of the 
case are not sufficient to enable this to be 
done successfully, versions of the shooting 
which are travesties of what actually occurred 
are being issued, and interviews with the 
wounded men which are directly at various 
with the accounts given by the S. M. Police 
party and other eye-witnesses at the scene at 
the time, are being published. The incident 
arose fundamentally out of the difficult con
ditions imposed upon those who are responsible 
for law and order in the International Settle
ment. Owing to the inability or unwillingness 
of those whose duty it is, to preserve order in 
the areas round the Settlement and the Settle- 

Iment roads, it has been necessary for S. M. P. 
patrols to be constantly on the watch. These 

' patrols have an unenviable task, as a review of 
last week's affrays proves. They take their 
lives in their hands and may be subjected to 
sudden fire at any moment, from gangsters and 
others who have no cause to love them. Against 
these risks, their best safeguard is speed in 
replying in kind, and thus a state of affairs has 
been created in which the slightest incident 
may precipitate a serious gun-battle. Such a 
battle occurred on Saturday night. A police, 
patrol in an armoured car held up, in the 
course of their duty, a Ta Tao patrol on a 
municipal read. The S.M.P. were quite within 
their rights. But a Ta Tao plain-clothes man 
shot one of the patrol in the back, and the 
wounded man replied. The Ta Tao patrol got 
considerably the worst of the encounter, and as 
a result protests have been lodged and the 
Japanese, who hitherto have taken the line that 
what is done by the Ta Tao administration is no 
concern of theirs, are threatening “drastic ac
tion.” The poorness of the Ta Tao administra
tion’s case in this instance is shown by the 
arguments * the Japanese spokesman on Sunday 
was forced to dig up in support of it. These 
included an attempt to make out that the in
cident on Saturday was in revenge for the 
killing of Mr. H. P. Krogh on Friday, on the 
very flimsy pretext that the armoured car in
volved on Saturday was somewhere in the 
vicinity when a flag was torn down from the 
Jessfield Road Ta Tao Police station some time 
ago. Also included is the plea that the police 
took away the wounded in the shooting. 
Humanitarian grounds alone dictated this, and 
there can be no question, as was asserted by 
the Japanese spokesman, that the wounded were 
taken to hospital so that their evidence should 
not be available to the Ta Tao police. The 
very fact that Japanese reporters have been 
able to interview the wounded is sufficient denial 
of any ulterior S.M.P. motives. In these times 
of international tension, it is essential that 
incidents such as Saturday’s, which are deeply 
to be deplored but which áre almost certain to 
occur in present conditions, should be examin
ed coolly and dispassionately so that a reason
able solution should be found. Distortion of facts 
and efforts to fan the flam.es of hatred must 
be deprecated.

flam.es
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Nanking in Favour
Of ¡solation

Nanking, Aug. 21.
Measures to isolate the [ 

Shanghai International Settle- ; 
ment or return it to the juris- 

l diction of Chinese authorities 
were being advocated by Re
formed Government officials 
and anti-British organizations 
here today.

Desire for such drastic action 
was rooted in the growing re
sentment being felt here against 
the Shanghai Municipal Coun
cil because of the numerous 
incidents and outbreaks of 
violence in the Shanghai 
Settlement. Mr. Wang Tsan-tzu, 
Director of the Political Affairs 
Bureau of the Reformed Gov
ernment’s Foreign Ministry, left 
here this morning for Shanghai. 
—Domei.
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Another Jessf ield
Incident Reported

Japanese Spokesman States 
“Ta Tao” Party Held Up by 
Settlement Police

Another incident in which a Settle
ment police patrol and a party of “Ta 
Tao” officers were concerned was 
reported at the Japanese press con
ference yesterday as having taken 
place earlier in the day. According 
to a military spokesman three Britons 
and three Chinese, all members of the
S.M.P., and 17 “Ta Tao” men were 
involved in the incident.

While proceeding along Jessfleld 
Road, the spokesman revealed, the 
Municipality police party was stop
ped'Iby armoured car No. 1, which 
was manned by the three Britons and 
the three Chinese, near the spot 
where Saturday’s incident involving 
Probationary Sergeant W. L. Kinloch 
took place.

One of the Britons then told the 
leader of the Municipality party, an 
officer named Yao, that as the road 
was a part of the Settlement, the 
group had no right to be there, the 
spokesman stated. “You must not 
use this road,” the British police offi
cer was alleged to have said.

Threatening Attitude
In reply to this, the spokesman 

Continued, Yao stated that the road 
did not belong to the SM.C. and that 
they were traversing the road on in
structions from superior authorities 
and if the Settlement police had any 
objections they had better take the 
matter up with these authorities.

“Although the Settlement police in 
question assumed a threatening at
titude,” the spokesman said, “and 
again held a machine-gun ready, the 
City Government police passed 
through without further trouble.”

Answering questions, the spokes
man said that unless the blame, for I 
Saturday’s incident could be put upon 
the shoulders of the Municipality 
police, members of this force would 
continue to carry out their usual 
practice. Asked what this was, the 
spokesman said that the Municipality 
Government adopted the view that 
its police were entitled to patrol the 
extension roads»

The ¿Bubbling Well Police stated 
¡ last night that they knew that such 
an incident was reported at the Ja- | 
panese press conference, but thtey i 
denied that- the incident as reported | 
had happened. >
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Another
Jessfield

I ‘‘Brush
»

Parties Of S.M.P. And 
Ta Tao Police Meet

On Jessfteld Rd.

According to the spokesman at ihe 
Jananere Press Conference last

’ f’Sg men of the Ta Tao and 
Settlemi . t Po'ice had an altercation 
* JeTsSeld Road yesterday morn-

I ing at 7-15.
The spokesman reported that a 

oarly cf police belonging to the 
Special Municipality were proceed- 
X along Jessfteld Road, near the 
èpot where the shooting affray took 

place last Saturday night. Here 
i they met armoured cai No. 1.
longing to the Shanghai Municipal 
Police. The occupants of the car 
were three .British police and one 
Chinese policeman. The party, of, 
Special 'Municipality police number-! 
ed 17, under Police Chief Yao. ,

One of the British pólice said to 
Police Chief Yao Uiat this road was 
under the S. M. C. and, that the| 
Special Municipality police could 

not use it, Police'Chief Yao replied 
according to the spokesman that he 
did not think that the read belonged 
tó the Shanghai Municipal Council 
and that he wtas traversing it on m 
compliance with instructions from 

[ superior authority- H the S.M.P.
had any objections they should con
sult his superior authority.

A though the S.M.P. in question 
assumed a threatening attitude With 
machine-guns, said the sP°^man, 
the Chinese Police passed through 

I without further trouble.

Questions Asked

••Are the Ta Tao police now, in 
fact, attempting to control. the 
read?” asked a correspondent.

‘•Inasmuch as the Chinee police 
were patrolling the reads prior, to 
the incident there is no ««estion 
that they .will continus to perform 
this duty,” answered the spokesman.

“Were the Ta Tao police merely 
crossing or patrolling the road when 
the alleged meeting took place yes
terday morning?” asked a newsman.

*T do not know whether they 
were passing through or patrolling 
the read at the time,’’, answered the 
spokesman, “but I am ci the opinion 
they were patrolling the. road.

“Then the present situation , is 
that two armed parties are paty<>b 
ling the same road, is that -it- 

I asked a correspondent. “Yes, I think 
[that’s about the situation,” replied 
the spokesman, smilingly.
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Council Also Lodges 
Strong Protest Overl 
Jessfield Rd. Affair

j . '<w£ EJ
Settlement Governing 
Body Takes Stand 

Backing Kinloch

JAPANESE ISSUE 
FIRM STATEMENT

Army And Navy Regard 
Saturday Incident In 

Grave Light
The Shanghai Municipal 

Council yesterday afternoon 
flatly rejected the four de
mands made upon that body 
Monday by Fu Siao-en, 
“mayor” of the “Shanghai 
Special Municipal Govern
ment,” in connection with the 
Jessfield Road shooting Satur
day afternoon in which Pro
bationary Sergeant VV. L. 
Kinloch, of the S.M.P., was 
wounded and two “Ta Tao” 
pplicemCn killed and two 
others hurt.

Taking further action in re- 
gard to the matter, the S.M-C. 
also lodged a strong* protest with 
Fu Siao-en against the appear
ance of “Ta Tao” police on 
extra-Settlement Roads and the 
action of “Ta Tao* police! in 
firing upon a member of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police.
The protest and the rejection of 

the demands were conveyed to Fu 
Siao-en in a lengthy note issued 
by the Council last night. The 
Japanese Consul-Ci eneral also was 
notified of the contents of the note 
and of the willingness of the S.M.C. 
to have the whole of the evidence 
examined by a disinterested inquiry.

Japanese Statement
Receipt of the Council’s note by 

Fu Siao-en was followed by a strong 
statement Issued by the Japanese 
military and naval authorities in 
Shanghai. This document expressed 
determination of these authorities 
to take “effective and appropriate 
measures to eradicate at the roots 
»the evils” responsible for the Jess
field Road shooting incident.

In addition to the Japanese Joint- 
army and navy statement, a Tokyo 
report carried by Reuters last night 
decibred that the “Reformed Gov
ernment Foreign Office” has worked 
out a plan for the rendition of the' 
International Settlement at Shang
hai, as the fundamental solution of, 
the question of international settle
ments and foreign concessions in 
China. /
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This action was taken, continues 
the report, as a sequel -to the Jess
field Road shooting. The scheme, 
the message adds, will be submitted 
to thé “executive council” of the 
“Reformed Government” for appro
val. . « *.... ...

Here is the complete text of the 
Council’s statement:

“The Council acknowledges the 
receipt of the dispatch of the 
Shanghai Special Municipal Gov
ernment,' dated August 21, 1939.. 
written with reference to the re
grettable incident which took place 

in Jessfield Road on Saturday, 
i August 19. a ..“It appears clear from the 

evidence, which has been care
fully examined by the Council, 
that the responsibility for the 
incident rests upon the police 
of your administration, and that 
no blame can be attached to 
Sergeant Kinloch, who was in 
charge of the Shanghai Muni
cipal Police party.

“Sergeant Kinloch, in pur
suance of his duties, inquired the 
reason for the presence upon a 
municipal roaid of an armed 
body of Shanghai Special Muni
cipal Government police and as 

i to their destination. While he 
was conducting his inquiries, he 
was fired upon without provo
cation and wounded by one of 
the Shanghai Special Munici
pal Government police Part¿’ ’ 
while the remainder of 
Shanghai Special Municipal I 
Government police party train- , 
ed their rifles upon him. ger
mant Kinloch thereupon loaded 
his gun and fired in self- 
defense and in order to disperse 
the party which was taking aim | 
at him. . . I
“The Council feels tojmd n 

only to repudiate responsibility for 
the unfortunate occurrence. w*uc ' 
took place but also to 
veu against the c°n<1.u!:t i 
Shanghai Special Municipal Gov 
eminent police. In the interests 
“ace and order it is manifestly 
imperative that steps be taken by 
your administration to Preven^^ ¡ 
recurrence of such nicidents up ; I 
municipal roads which are lawful | I ly patrolled by the Shanghai Muni- ; 
r^Council is fW convinced | 
from the evidence ivjultmg from

4 its investigation that the fac_£ 
fully sunnort its conclusions as set 

¡forth. If the Councils finds of 
¡facts are disputed by the Shang
hai Special Municipal Government

I the Council i«s disposed to agree• 
a disinterested inquiry bysu . 
person or persons as may œ 
agreed unon.” _ . I

“Gravely Concerned” I
The joint statement issued by the 

Japanese military and naval auth- | 
orities last night remarked that the

‘ “Japanese forces are Savely con
cerned over the incident and then 

!ad^e Japanese forces some time 
ago declared in a joint statement 
i¿ued for distribution at hl?’ne!*Ild 
abroad that they would give> W- 
jwrt to and co-operate with the 
Reformed Govern^e =hauehaiespecially with me Shanghai

Shanghai Municipal in
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“Now that the Japanese forces 
have occupied the areas surround
ing Shanghai, and the regime of 
Gen. Chiang Kai-shek has fallen. 
into a small local administration, 
the Settlement authorities should 
get rid of hostile agitators who are 
disturbing peace and order in the 
Settlement, and thus co-operate 
along all lines with the Japanese; 
forces.

“Therefore, all the authority of 
the Chungking GoveianWnt exist
ing in the Settlement should be 
exercised by the Japanese forces 
and the Government which is sup
ported by the Japanese forces.

Measures Planned
“From this standpoint the 

Japanese forces regard the incident 
as very grave, and are determined 
to take effective and appropriate 
measures to eradicate at the roots 
the evils which brought it about?’ 

Vitriolic Editorial
Meanwhile, the Shanghai Maini- 

chi, local Japanese daily yesterday 
published a vitriolic editorial de
manding ‘ force” in dealing with the 
Settlement question.

“Physical force is required, not 
such "lukewarm measures as de
mands for punishment of the per
petrators, a guarantee against simi
lar incidents in the future, or com
pensation of the victims,” the 
Mainichi declared.

From semi-official sources, it also 
was learned last night that no reply 
will be made by the SMC. to the 
letter of denunciation received 
Monday from Fu Siao-en regarding 
the rice and rent problems., Fu’s 
letter declared that since rice hoard
ers and speculators are operating un
checked in the Settlement, *to the 
detriment of the public, the Chinese 
courts “must” be turned over to the
Japanese sponsored regime.

Fresh Incident
Another incident involving the I 

appearance of “Ta Tao” police on 
an extra-Settlement Road was re
ported by the Japanese army 
spokesman at the regular press 
conference last night.

He stated that a party of “City 
Government” police, while proceed- [ 
ing along Jessfield Road, near the 
spot of the shooting on Saturday, 
met an armored car of the SM.P.

The occupants of the armored car 
were three British and one Chinese 
policemen, according to the spokes
man while the “City Government” 
party numbered 17.

The British police, the spokesman | 
continued, informed the “City Gov- ’ 
ernment” police that they could, 
not use »the road since it was part 
of the Settlement. He added that 

j the spokesman of the “City Gov- 
i ernment” police replied that he 
| did not believe that the road be- 
| longed to the S.MC. and further - 
| more that they were using the road 
i under instructions from superior 
j authority, and that if the S.M.P. ‘ 
'i had any objections, they should 
take the matter up with this super
ior authority.

Although the 8-M.P. assumed a 
“threatening attitude,” the Japan
ese army spokesman said, the “City 
Government” police passed without 
further trouble.
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Disinterested'Inquiry
Into Jessfield Incident

Of fered By S.M. Council
REPLY SENT LAST EVENING TO CITY 
GOVERNMENT SAYS COUNCIL THINGS

S. M. POLICE PARTY NOT TO BLAME—
SERGEANT KINLOCH WOUNDED FIRST AND 

ONLY FIRED IN SELF-DEFENCE
Japanese' Army Officers Hold Important Meeting 
To Discuss Measures; Reformed Government At 

Nanking Considering Steps To Be Taken
The Shanghai Municipal Council replied late yesterday 

evening to the despatch of the Shanghai Special Municipal 
Government protesting to the Council in connection with the 
incident which took place on Jessfield Road on Saturday, 
August 19.

The full text of the Council’s reply is as follows:-—
“The Council acknowledges the receipt of the despatch of 

the Shanghai Special Municipal Government dated August 21, 
1939, written with reference to the regrettable incident which 
took place in Jessfield Road on Saturday, August 19.

“It appears clear from the evid-| 
jence, which has been care-1 
fully examined by the Council, | 
that the responsibility for the in-1 
cidént rests upon the Police of your 
Administration, and that no blame 
can be attached to Sergeant Kin
loch, who was in charge <of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police party- 
Sergeant Kinlock,. in pursuance of 
his duties, inquired the reason for 
the presence upon a Municipal road 
of an armed body of Shanghai Spe
cial Municipal Government Police 
and as to their destination. While 
he was conducting his inquiries, he 
was fired upon without provocation 
and wounded by one of the Shang
hai Special Municipal Government 
Policé party, while the remainder 
of the Shanghai Special Municipal 
Government Police party trained 
their rifles upon him. Sergeant I 
Kinloch thereupon loaded his gun | 
and fired in self-defence and in 1 
order to disperse the party which> 
was taking aim at him.

Repudiate Responsibility
“The Council feels bound not only 

to repudiate responsibility for the 
unfortunate occurrence which took 
place but also to protest to you | 
against the conduct of the Shanghai 
Special Municipal Government il 
Police, In the interests of peace 
and order it is manifestly impera- 
five that steps be taken by your 

I Administration to prevent the re
currence of | such incidents upon 
Municipal roads which are lawfully

I patrolled by the Shanghai Muni
cipal Police,

; “The Council isj fully convinced 
; from the evidence resulting from 
its investigation that the facts fully 
support its conclusions as above 
set forth. If the Council’s findings 
of fact are disputed by. the Shang
hai Special Municipal Government h 
the Council is disposed to agréé to 
a disinterested inquiry by such 
person or persons as may be
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Japanese Notified
The Council received yesterday a 

protest in connection with the same 
incident from the Japanese Consul- 
General. The Japanese Consul- 
General has been notified of the 
nature of the Council’s reply to the 
Shanghai Special Municipal Gov
ernment and of the Council’s will
ingness that the whole of the evid
ence should be examined by a dis
interested inquiry.

Military Confers J
Japanese Army officers held an i 

important meeting Monday night 
to discuss measures to be taken in • 
connection with the Jesisfield Road ■ 
shooting incident, the “Tairiku»• 
Shimpo” said yesterday.

The meeting Opened at 5 o’clock 
and lasted three hours. The officers

I were said by the paper to. have 
i decided that _the_ Japanese Army 
could not permit a settlement of 
the incident to be delayed. The 
meeting was held at the head-! 
quarters of the Japanese Army 
Special Service Section.

Present were three staff" officers 
of the Japanese Expeditionary- 
Force to Central China and three 
officers representing the local 
forces.

' Nanking’s Attitude
NANKING, Aug. 22.—A bill for; 

the purpose of seeking the estab-1 
lishment of the Reformed _ Govern
ment’s “legal rights’* in the 
Shanghai International Settlement 
was drafted at a second meeting 
of Foreign Ministry officials yester-i 
day.

The action was taken in connec
tion with the shooting incident in 
the western district of Shanghai 
last Saturday night.
s Officials of the Foreign Ministry 
will take immediate steps to re- 
cover “legal rights” in the Inter -

• national Settlement after the bill 
is passed at an administrative meet-;

(ing Thursday, it was announced to- 
« day.

“The Ministry of Foreign Affairs;
■ is determined to effect a solution

■ not only of the Jessfield Road in-! 
’ cident but also of the entire Set
tlement question,” Mr. Hisia Chi-i 
feng, Minister of Foreign Affairs,; 
declared.

“Provoksative Action”
“An outrageous incident of this 

kind is certain to lead to further“, 
massacres of Chinese people by 
Shanghai Municipal police unless a 
fundamental solution of it is, ef
fected.”

“This incident is an insult to the 
I Reformed Government. At the 
; same time it is a provocative ac-L 
ticn which tends to lead to similar;

| incidents.
“We have had two urgent minis-^ 

tcrial conferences and dispatched! 
an official to Shanghai to inquire;

i into the facta of the incident?’ 
Meanwhile the Ta Min Hui was:

; takifig active steps to marshal! 
j public support behind the Reform-? 
j cd Government in its plans to seek; 
; a solution of the International Set- 
. tiement question. The society sent 
telegrams to many sections of the 
country.

The Ta Min Hui issued a declara
tion that it was launching a move
ment to “mobilize the people” to 
recover the International Settle* 
ment.—Domei.
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Japanese Press Comment
“Solution of the Jessfield Road * 

shooting incident requires thorough ! 
measures for the purpose of eradi- i 
eating the hostile character of the | 
International Settlement,” the | 
Shanghai “Mainichi” declared i 
editorially yesterday.

“Physical force is required, not i 
such lukewarm measures as de- 
mands for punishment of the per
petrators, a guarantee against sim-1 
ilar incidents in the future, or com
pensation of the victims—mere per
functory steps taken heretofore in 
similar cases,” the usually conserva
tive Japanese newspaper said.

“In this case it is not necessary 
to go into the question of which 
side was to blame; it is' sufficient 
to take up the matter of police of 
an established Government being 
assaulted and shot dead.

“It is scarcely necessary to point 1 
out that the Settlement of Shang
hai, which was used by the Chin- 

j.es.e forces as their base, should 
have come under the control of the 
Japanese forces at the time of their 
occupation of this area. And this 
argument applies to the "situation 
to-day. v

“The present. system and func
tions of the Settlement are of such 
a character as to make them sub- | 
jfect to the approval of the Japan
ese forces, no matter whether the 
Japanese forces explicity claim that | 
right.

“Liquidation” Possible
“If, therefore, the Japanese forces 

think it necessary to do so they: 
cn unilaterally effect the liquida
tion of the Settlement.

“And indeed if they do not go 
to the bottom of the problem there 
can be no expectation of bringing 
about a fundamental solution of it.

“As it can be said that the Shang
hai Special Municipality police are 
engaged in the maintenance of 
peace and order in a prescribed area

• arcund Shanghai under the com
mission, as it Were, of the Japan
ese forces, insult, injury, or murder; 
Committed against them at the 
hands of the Shanghai Municipal 
police means that such acts are 
committed against the Japanese 
forces themselves.

“When the Japanese proposed a* 
speedy disposal of such organs of: 
the Chungking Government as the! 
Special District Courts, banks and 
the like ip| the Settlement, it was 
reported that the Chungking Gov
ernment was strongly perturbed 
over the matter.

S.M.C. “Perturbed”
“But it seems that the S.M.C. au-I 

thorities were perturbed at great j 
deal more than the Chungking I 
Government, as, was evidenced, for 
example, by the stationing of Brit- | 
ish soldiers inside and outside of 

‘ the courts.
“The hostile character, overt and 

covert, of the Settlement has been 
witnessed so often in. the past; and 
the too moderate attitude on the 
part of the Japanese forces has .

. brought about such an incident as 
that of Saturday evening.

“It is earnestly hoped that de- , 
finite action, more than mere pro
tests, will be taken by the Japan, 
ece authorities for the purpose of 
extirpating the hostile character of} 
the Settlement.”
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Miura Sends 
Strong Note i
To Franklin

Says Rights Of S.M.P. 
North Of Creek Not
To Be Restored

Japanese authorities have decid
ed to postpone the restoration of the 
full rights of Shanghai Municipal 
Police to function in areas north 
of Soochow Creek because of the 
jessfield Road shooting of last 
Saturday. This is according to a 
note forwarded to Mr. C. S. Frank
lin, Chairman of the Shanghai 
Municipal Council by Yoshiaki 
Miura, Japanese Consul General 
yesterday afternoon

The reason for this action, 
according to Miura’s note, is 
because the Jessfield Road affair 
raised a question of confidence 
in the Settlement police. The 
note also declared that the 
Japanese authorities take a 
“most serious view** of the 
incident and reserve the right 
to make further representations 
an» »« lake Wh JWSUW» •» J 

’may be necessary1 to eradicate I 
the fundamental causes which 
ltd to the occurencr of this 
deplorable event.'* The text of 
Miura’s note follows:

‘♦Unfortunate Incident**
“I have the honor to refer to the 

unfortunate incident which took 
place on Jessfield Road on the 
afternoon of August 19, 1939 in 
which armed police of the Muni
cipal Council shot to death two of 
the members of the police of the 
City Government of Shanghai and 
injured several others.

“The most careful and detailed 
investigations were conducted by 
the Japanese authorities and, as 
the result, it has been revealed 
that the responsibility lies entirely 
with the Municipal Police. It has 
been the practice of the police of the 
City Government of Shanghai to 
pass along the Extension Roads 

I heretofore, and notwithstanding 
this, Probationary Sergeant W. 1». 

I Kinloch of the Municipal Police 
suddenly fired, on Jessfield Road, 
sub-machine > gun shots against 
members of the police of the City 
Government on the afternoon of. 
August 19, without any provoca
tion at all on the part of the latter. 
The case should, therefore, be re
garded in no other way than an act 
of outrageous and atrocious attack 
on members of the police ^ivy 
Government, which is unmistakably , 
an act ultra vires.



Take Most Serious View
"The Japanese authorities take a 

most serious view over what hap
pened from the point of view of 
maintaining oeace and order in 
and outside the International Set
tlement. While reserving the right 
tc make further representations and 
to take such measures as may be 
necessary to eradicate the funda
mental causes which led to the 
occurrence oi this deplorable event, 
I have to bring the following to 
your notice.

“The Japanese authorities have 
been looking forward to the days 
when the function of the Mum-
Mi Police. will have been resum- 
od ili the area north of the Soo- 
diow Creek and the area returned 
o the normal condition as early as 
ooftdble^ However, now that such 
i violence as has been witnessed 
laving been conducted by the 
Municipal Police, the very existence 
vhich is responsible for maintain
ing peace and order in the Settle - 
nent, they cannot but be compelled 
to feel that the confidence in the 
Municipal Police has been called 
n question. Consequently the 
Tapanese authorities are unable to 
idmit the immediate return of the 
Municipal Police to the area north 
:f the Socchow Creek, having been 
eft with no choice but to postpone 
it for the time being/'
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Japan ese 
Army, Navy
Statement

Jessfield Road Incident 
Regarded As Being’ 

j Very Grave
Determination to take “effective 

and appropriate measures to eradi
cate at the roots the evils” respon
sible for the Jessfield Road shooting 
incident was expressed in a joint 
statement issued by Japanese mili
tary and naval authorities here yes
terday evening.

“The Japanese forces are gravely 
concerned,” the statement said, 
“over the incident that took’place 
at the entrance oi Sinkiang Li. Jess
field Road on Saturday evening in 
which a Probationary Sergeant of 
the Shanghai Municipal Police 
killed and v minded with a machine 
gun a number of policemen of the 
Shanghai Special Municipality.

“The Japanese forces some time 
ago declared in a joint statement 
issued for distribution at home and 
aboard that they would give support 
to and co-operate' with the Reform
ed Government, and especially with 
the Shanghai Special Municipality.

Blaine On Britain
*And it is proerf of the non- 

recognition of the actual state of 
affairs on the part of Britain;, which 
exerts its influence on the Shang
hai Municipal Council, that despite 
such a statement this incident took 
place against police of the Special 
Municipality on a public road,

"Now that the Japanese forces 
have occupied the areas surrounding 
Shanghai, and the regime of General 
Chiang Kai-shek has fallen into a 
small local administration, the 
Settlement authorities shoulcj get 
rid of hostile agitators who ars dis
turbing peace and order in the set
tlement, and thus co-operate along 
all lines with the Japanese forces.

“Therefore, all the authority of 
the Chungking Government existing 
in the Settlement should be exer
cised by Japanese forces and the 
Government which -is supported by 
the Japanese forces.

“From this standpoint the Japan
ese forces regard the incident as 
very grave, and are determined, to 
take effective,anti appropriate meas
ures to eradicate at the roots the 
evils which brought it about”
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Japanese to Take Action Overi 
Jessfield Road Shooting

Settlement Authorities Blamed for Allowing 
Agitators to Work ; Mayor’s Protest Rejected

DETERMINATION to take “effective and appropriate measures j 
to eradicate at the roots the evils” responsible for the Jessfield !

Road shooting incident was expressed in a joint statement issued l 
by Japanese military and naval authorities here yesterday evening, i 

“The Japanese forces are gravely concerned,” the statement 
said, “over the incident that took place at the entrance of Hsin- 
kangli, Jessfield Road at. 3.4$ o’clock on Saturday evening in which ' 
a probationary sergeant of the Shanghai Municipal Police killed ! 
and wounded with a machine gun a number of policemen of the 
Shanghai Special Municipality.

*Tfte Japanese forces some time 
ago declared in a joint statement 
issued for distribution at home and 
abroad that they would give support 
to and co-operate with the “Reform
ed Government,” and especially with 
the Shanghai Special Municipality.

“And it is proof of the non
recognition of the actual state of 

’ affairs on the part of ¡Britain, which 
.exerts its influence on the Shanghai 
Municipal Council, that despite such 
a statement this incident took place 
against police of the Special Muni
cipality on a public road.

Co-operation Demanded
| “Now that the Japanese forces have 
j occupied the areas surrounding 
1 Shanghai, and the régime of Gen. 
i Chiang Kai-shek has fallen into a 
■small local administration, the Settle- 
i ment authorities should get rid of 
hostile, agitators who are disturbing 
peace and order in the Settlement, 
and thus co-operate along all lines 
with the Japanese forces.

“Therefore, all the authority of the 
Chungking Government» existing in 
the Settlement should be exercised by 
the Japanese forces and the govern- i 
ment | which is supported by the | 
Japanese forces.

“From this standpoint the Japanese 
forces regard the incident as very 
grave, and are determined to take 
effective and appropriate measures to 
eradicate ati the roots the evils which 
brought it about.”

Council Answers Mayor Fu
The Shanghai Municipal Council 

replied late yesterday evening to the 
despatch of the Shanghai Special 
Municipal Government protesting to 
the Council in connection with the 
incident which took place on JeSsfield 
Road on Saturday, August 19. The 
full text of the Council’s reply is as 
follows:—

“The Council acknowledges the 
receipt of the despatch of the Shang
hai Special Municipal Government 
dated August 21, 1939, written with 
reference to the regrettable incident 
which took place in Jessfleld Road on 
Saturday, August 19.

“It appears clear from the evidence, 
which has been carefully examined by 
the Council, that the responsibility 
for the incident rests upon the Police 
of your Administration, and that no, 
blame can be attached to Sergeant 
Kinloch, who was in charge of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police party. 
Sergeant Kinloch, in pursuance of his 
duties, enquired the reason for the 
presence upon a Municipal road of 
an armed body of Shanghai Special 
Municipal Government Police and as 
to their destination. While he was 
conducting his enquiries, he was fired 
upon without provocation and wound
ed by one of the Shanghai Special 
Municipal Government Police party, 
while the remainder of the Shanghai 
Special Municipal Government Polite 
party trained their rifles upon him. 
Sergeant Kinloch thereupon loaded 
his gun and fired in self-defence and 
in order to disperse the party which 
was taking aim at him.
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“Ta Tao” Police Blamed
“The Council feels bound not only 

to repudiate responsibility for the 
unfortunate occurrence which took 
place but also to protest to you 
against the conduct c.f, the Shanghai 
Special Municipal Government Police. I 
In the interests of peace and order | 
it is manifestly imperative that steps i 

. be taken, by your Administration, to 
prevent tile recurrence of such in
cidents updn Municipal roads ’which 
are lawfully patrolled by the Shang
hai Municipal Police.

“The Council is fully convinced 
from the evidence resulting from its 
investigation that the facts fully sup
port its conclusions as above set forth.

I if the Council’s findings Of fact are
■ disputed by the Shanghai Special 
i Municipal Government the Council is 
' disposed to agree to a disinterested 
' inquiry by such person Or persons as
may be agreed upon.”

The Council received yesterday a 
protest in connection with the same 
incident from the Japanese Consul- 
General. The Japanese Consul- 
General has been notified of the 

j nature of the Council’s reply to the 
’ Shanghai Special Municipal Govern- 
j ment and of the Council’s Willingness 
that the whole Of the evidence should 
be examined by a disinterested 
inquiry.

Japanese Note to S.M.C.
Japanese authorities were unable to j 

permit the immediate restoration 
to the Shanghai Municipal police 
of the right to function in areas 
north of Soochow Creek, and had 
recided lb postpone the matter for the 
time being, because the shooting 
incident on Jessfield Road last Satur
day evening raised a question of 

I confidence in the municipal police, 
I Mr. Yoshiaki Miura, Japanese Con-
■ sul-General, declared in a note ad-
i dressed to Mr. C. S. Franklin, Chair- f 
i man Of the Shanghai Municipal Coun- j 
j cil, yesterday.
j The Japanese authorities took a 
, “most serious view” of the incident 
and reserved the right to make furth- r 
er representations and to take such . 
measures as may be necessary to 
“eradicate the fundamental causes

I which led to the occurrence of this 
j deplorable event,” the note stated.

The shooting, the note declared, 
was regarded as an outrageous and 
atrocious attack on members of the 

j police of the City Government.
Dispatching of the note to Mr. 

! Franklin by Mr. Miura was announced 
! in a statement issued by thè Japanese 
i Consulate-General last night. 
! Mr. Miura’s note follows:
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S. M. P. Responsible
“I have the honour to refer to the 

i unfortunate incident which took place 
on Jessficld Road on the* afternoon

J of August 19, 1939 in which armed | 
police of the Municipal Council shot I 

I to -death two of the members of the 
j police of the City Government of 

Shanghai and injured several others.
“The most careful and detailed in-

I vestigations were conducted by the 
r———j — re- l

the 
the 
the

Japanese authorities and, as the 
suit, it has been revealed that 
responsibility lies entirely with 
Municipal Police. It has been 
practice of the police of the City 
Government of Shanghai to pass along ’ 
the Extension Roads heretofore, and; 
notwithstanding this, Probationary • 
Sergeant W. L. Kinloch of the Muni
cipal Police suddenly fired, on Jess-! 
field Road, sub-machine gun shots I 
against members of the police of the 
City Government on the afternoon of 
August 19, without any provocation at! 
all on the part of the latter. The case i 
should, therefore, be regarded in no 
other way than an act of outrageous 
and atrocious attack on members of j 
the dity I
the City Government, which is un- | 
mistakably an act ultra vires.

- Serious View Taken
“The Japanese authorities take a 

most serious view over what happened 
from, the point of view of maintaining 
peace and order in and outside the 
International Settlement. While re
serving the right to make further 

j representations and to take such 
j measures as may be necessary to 

eradicate the fundamental causes 
which led to the occurrence of this 
deplorable event, I have to bring the 
following to your notice.

“The Japanese authorities have been 
looking forward to the days when 
the function of the Municipal Police 
will have been resumed in the area | 
north of the Soochow Creek -and the 
area returned to the normal condi
tion as early as possible. However, 

¡now that such a violence as has , 
. been witnessed having been con- 
ducted by the Municipal Police, 
the very existence which is respon
sible for maintaining peace and order 
in the Settlement, they cannot but

I be compelled to feel that the confid
ence in the Municipal Police has been 
called in question. Consequently the 
Japanese authorities are unable to 
admit the immediate return of the 
Municipal police to the area north of 
thé Soochow Creek, having been left 
with no choice but to postpone it for |

| the time being.” I
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Settlement Called
“Hostile”

Local Japanese Journal 
Urges Use of Force to 
Solve Problem

“Solution of the Jessfield Rood 
shooting incident requires thorough 
measures for the purpose of eradicat
ing the hostile character of the Inter
national Settlement,’’ the “Shanghai 
Mainichi” declared editorially.

“Physical force is required, not such 
{lukewarm measures as demands for 
punishment of the perpetrators, a 
guarantee against similar incidents in 
the future, or compensation of the 
victims—were perfunctory steps taken 
heretofore in similar cases,” the 
usually conservative Japanese news
paper said.

“In this case it is not necessary to 
go into the question of which side was 
to blame; it is sufficient to take up I 
the matter of police of an established 
Government being assaulted and shot 
dead*

“It is scarcely necessary to point 
out that the Settlement of Shanghai, 
which was used by the Chinese forces 
as their base, should have come under 
the control of the Japanese forces at 
the time of their occupation of this . 
area. And this argument applies to. 
the situation today. '

Japanese “Right” Asserted

“The present system and functions' 
of the Settlement are of such a char- ; 
acter as to make them subject to the ! 

■ approval 'of the Japanese forces, no i 
matter whether the Japanese forces 'i 
explicitly claim that right.

“If, therefore, the Japanese forces 
think it necessary to do so they can 
unilaterally effect the liquidation of 
the Settlement.

“And indeed if they do not go to 
the bottom of the problem, there can 
be no expectation of bringing about 
a fundamental solution of it.

“As it can be said that the Shanghai 
Special Municipality police are en
gaged in the maintenance of peace 
and order in a prescribed area 
around Shanghai under the commis- | 
sion, as it were, of the Japanese 
forces, insult, injury, or murder com- [ 
nutted against them at the hands of I 
the Shanghai Municipal Police means j 
that such acts are committed against | 
the Japanese forces themselves.

Perturbation Alleged

“When the Japanese proposed a I 
1 speedy disposal of such organs of the j 
Chungking Government as the special { 
district courts, banks and the like in! 
the Settlement, it was reported that 

| the Chungking Government was 
strongly perturbed over the matter.

“But it seems that the S.M*C. au
thorities were perturbed a great deal 
more than the Chungking Govern
ment, as was evidenced, for example, 
by the stationing of British soldiers 
inside and outside of the courts.

“The hostile character, overt and j 
covert, of the Settlement has been 
witnessed so often in the past; and 
the too moderate attitude on the part 
of the Japanese forces has brought 
about such an incident as that of 

, Saturday evening.
i “It is earnestly hoped that definite ■ 
action, more than mere protests, willi 
be taken by the Japanese authorities 
for the purpose of extirpating the j 
hostile character of the Settlement.”
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Repercussion 
Of Jessfield 
Affair Grows!
Strong Letter Sent By 

Japanese Consul-Gen. 
To Mr. Franklin

AREAS NORTH OF CREEK 
TO BE LONGER HELD

A new development in the I 
situation arising out or the 
incident on Jessfield Road on ■ 
Saturday night took place yes
terday, when Mr. Y. Miura, | 
Japanese Consul-General, sent: 
a letter to Mr. C. S. Franklin, I 
Chairman of the S.M.C., saying, 

’that, in consequence of the 
incident I the return to the 
Council’s control of the area. 
north of the Soochow Creek! 
would have to be postponed for 
the time being.

The text of Mr. Miura’s letter 
was as follows:

“I have the honour to refer to 
the unfortunate incident which 
took v ace on Jessfield Road on, the 
afternoon of August 19, 1939, in 
which armed police of the Muni
cipal Council shot to death two of 
the members of the police of the 
City Government of Shanghai and 
injured several others.

“The most careful and detailed 
investigations were conducted by 
the Japanese authorities and, as 
the result, it has been revealed that 
the responsibility lies entirely with 
the Municipal Police. H has been 
the practice of the police of the 

f City Government of Shanghai to pass 
along the extension roads hereto- ‘ 
fore, and notwithstanding this, i 
Probationary Sergeant W. L Kin- 

j loch, of the Municipal Police, sud
denly fired, on Jessfield Road, sub
machine gun shots against members 
of the police of the City Govern
ment on the afternoon of August 19, 
without any j ’evocation at all on 
the part of ti*3 latter. The case 
should, therefore, be regarded in 
no other way than an act of out
rageous and atrocious attack on 
members of the police of the City 
Government, which is unmistakably, 
an act ultra vires.



“The Japanese authorities take a 
most serious view over what hap
pened from the point of view of 
maintaining peace and order in and 
outside the International Settle
ment. While reserving the right to 
make further representations and 
to take such measures as may be 
necessary to eradicate the funda
mental causes which led to the oc
currence of this deplorable event, 1 
have to bring the following to your 
notice: * |

“The Japanese authorities have 
been looking forward for days 
when the function of the Municipal 
Police will have been resumed in •

the area north of .the Soochow 
Creek and the area returned to the 
normal condition as early as possi
ble. However, now that such a 
violence as has been witnessed hav
ing been conducted by the Muni
cipal; Police, the very existence of 
which is responsible for maintain
ing peace and order in the Settle
ment» they cannot but be compelled 
to feel that the confidence in the 
Municipal Police has been called in 
question. Consequently, the Japan
ese authorities are unable to admit 
the immediate return of .the Muni
cipal Police to the area north of 
the Soochow Creek having been left 
with no choice but to postpone it 
for the time being”
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Nanking Seeking
“Legal Rights”

More Control Wanted in 
Shanghai Settlement, Due 
To Jessfield Shooting

Nanking, Aug. 22.
A bill fur the purpose uf seeking I 

the establishment of the ‘'Reformed 
Government’s’* legal rights in the 
Shanghai International Settlement 
was drafted at a second meeting of 
Foreign Ministry officials yesterday. |

The action was taken in connection 
with the shooting incident in the 
western district of Shanghai last 
Saturday night

Officials of the Foreign Ministry 
will take immediate steps to recover 
‘'legal lights’.’ in the International I 
Settlement after the bill is passed at I 
an administrative meeting Thursday, 
it. was announced today.

“The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is 
determined to effect a solution not 
only of the Jessfield Road incident 
but also of the entire Settlement I 
question,” Mr. Hsia Chi-feng, Minister I 
of Foreign Affairs, declared.

Further “Massacres” Feared

“An outrageous incident of this 
• kind is certain to lead to further 
' massacres of Chinese people by 
1 Shanghai Municipal Police unless a 
I fundamental solution of it is effected.

“This incident is an insult to the 
"Reformed Government” At the 
same time it is a provocative action | 
which tends to lead to similar inci- |> 

| dents.
“We have had two urgent ministeri

al conferences and dispatched an ’ 
official to Shanghai to inquire into

j the facts of the incident.”
Meanwhile the Ta .Min Hui was 

taking active steps to marshal public 
I support behind the “Reformed Gov
ernment” in its plans to seek a solu
tion of the International Settlement 
question. The society sent telegrams 
to many .sections of the country.

The Ta Min Hui issued a declara- I 
tion that it was Jaunching a move- I 
ment to “mobilize the people” to re- j 
cover the International Settlement.— | 
Domei.
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Police Patrols:
Do Japanese Take Part

To the Editor of tlie
“North-China Daily News”

Sir,—During the past few days 
several shooting affrays have occurred 
on outlying roads in the Western 
District, the first was the ambushing 
of three Chinese constables of the 
S.M.P. of whom two were wounded 
and Saturday last the shooting of a 
foreign Probationary Sergeant.

In reports published ‘ find that I 
these patrols consist of a foreigner, 
presumably a Briton, and Chinese | 
Police Officers—-why, I would like to 1 
ask, are Japanese not included.

The writer has been informed that 
there are about 100 Japanese Officers 
attached to Hongkew Police Station 
—what do they do, for if one takes 
a tour of the Northern District very 
very few of these officers are to be 
seen.

According to your latest directory 
there is a Foreign Branch, Section 2, 
S.M.P. with over 250 names, these 
Police Officers receive the same pay 

*as those under Section 1, why are 
*they not allowed to do the same work | 
and take the same risks of being • 

’potted at from ambush. I fail to see 
"why these officers are not included 
in these patrols, if they were, in all 
probability there would be no move 
shootings from ambush, etc., there- !

• fore making it safe for all concerned,
• but perhaps the higher-ups can 
answer that; question.

Puzzled.
Shanghai, Aug. 22.
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Kinloch Affair Causes
Propaganda In Nanking

(Domel)
NANKING, Aug. 21. — Anti

British feeling here was intensi
fied today by reports of a shoot
ing affray between Ta Tao police 
and the SMP in the western district 
of Shanghai, with civic organiza
tions opposed to British policy 
demanding that the Shanghai 
Special Municipality take drastic I 
measures against the Shanghai 
Municipal council.

Leaders of anti-British groups 
here claimed that the incident was 
an “insult” to the Reformed Gov
ernment and an act of provocation 
by the Shanghai Municipal Coun
cil. Some agitators were demand
ing that Britons be “driven out 
of China.”

The Ta Min Hui called an emer
gency mass meeting yesterday at 
which it was decided to launch 
i campaign to restore the Shang
hai Settlement to Chinese control 
òy “mobilizing the people.”

The following statement was is
sued by Mr. Ml Tai-chang, Chair
man of the Ta Min Hui:

“In the first place such in 
cidepts happen only because of 
the * existence of foreign conces
sions and settlements. As a step 
co prevent any more incidents of 
this kind we demand the imme
diate return of foreign concessions. 
If our demands are not met we 
will mobilize the Chinese people 
to urge the Reformed Govern
ment to recover the concessions.”
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SMP Heartened
By Resistance I

To Ta Tao Men
Firm Council Policies

On Badlands Seen
As Necessity

DISSATISFACTION
FELT IN FORCE

Ridicule Given Nippon 
Version Of Shooting 

In Jessfield Road
With Shanghai Municipal Polio? 

and British military sentries 
standing guard at the Country 
Hospital, Probationary Sergeant 
W. L. Kinloch of the FMP was 
today making good progress to
wards recovery from ths bullet 
wound inflicted upon him Satur
day evening by one of a party of 
Ta Tao policemen on Jessfield 
Road near Connaught Road.

The remaining two survivors 
of the four Ta Tao policemen hit 
by Sergeant Kinloch when he re-

MAYOR FU PROTESTS
Mayor Fu Siao-en, of Jie 

Shanghai Special Municipality, 
called on Mr. C. 8. Franklin, 
Chairman of the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council Sunday afternoon 
to lodge & verbal protest in con
nection with the shooting affray 
on Jessfield Road Saturday night, 
the Tairiku Shlmpo said today.

A formal written protest was 
expected to be filed by the 
Special Municipality authorities: 
with the S.M.C., according to the 
daily. /
turned the fire with a Thompson 
sub - machinegun were removed 
yesterday afternoon from the 
Police Hospital in Shanhaikwan 
Road to the Foo Min Hospital. 
Sergeant Kinloch killed one of 
the Ta Tao men Instantly* and 
fatally wounded another with 
four bullets in the stomach.

Fine Action
Sergeant Kinloch’s fine action 

! has heartened members of the 
i SMP, who have recently been Very 

; down-hearted over the drop in 
I exchange, reduction of home-
I leave passage money and lack of’ 
| definite action In the badlands,* 1 

where they have been placed on' 
| duty to be shot at while drawing4 

. what they consider far from ade- 
| quate pay. /



Many, however, see the Shang
hai Municipal Council ‘ on the 
spot” over the affair. If Kin
loch’s action is to be fully sup
ported, positive action must be 
taken in the western district. If 
Kinloch should be sent home to 
Britain, for his own safety, there 
would be more discontent in the 
force, from which there have 
been a dozen resignations in re
cent days, including the officers 
in charge of three stations, with 
others considering a like move.

Spares Two
Kinloch was riding, with four 

Chinese constables, in one of the 
Shanghai Volunteer Corps armor
ed cars loaned to the SMC, when 
he saw two civilians with pistols 
accompanying a Ta Tao police 
party. He and his party .lumped 
off the car, Kinloch carrying a 
sub-machine gun, leaving the car 
unarmed and unoccupied save by 
its driver, and challenged one of 
the unarmed Chinese.

The latter told Kinloch to | 
mind his own business, and tried 
to seize the Thompson gun. At 
the same time the other plain
clothes man fired at Kinloch 
from the back. Kinloch swung 
his sub-machinegun, killed his 
assailant, 'and sprayed the rest 
of the party with bullets. Then, 
in complete mastery of the situa
tion, he refrained from killing 
two of the Ta Tao party whom 
he had cornered, in order to 
avoid unnecessary bloodshed.

On Guard
Bubbling Well Station police 

who were first on the scene in 
reply to the alarm found Kinloch, 
bleeding, standing on guard with 
his Thompson fully reloaded and 
ready for further trouble, with 
his four Chinese constables group
ed behind him. Chinese chop
keepers in the vicinity were al
ready putting up their shutters 
in feverish haste.

Kinloch was taken to the Coun
try Hospital, and the dead andi 
wounded Ta Tao men to the 
Police Hospital, this being a mat-| 
ter of routine in shooting cases. 
The surgeons, always ready forj 
emergencies, wasted no time in 
doing their best for the Ta Tao 
men, but one was beyond help.

Nippon Version Ridiculed
The Japanese army version of 

the affair, in which the Nippon
ese give their “reasons” for be
lieving that the BMP fired first, 
is ridiculed by informed circles., 
One of the reasons states that 
armored car No. 9, which Kin
loch was using, was the same one 
which was sent to the Ta Tao 
police sub-station on Great West
ern Road when the so-called flag
pulling incident (allegedly done by 
the late Mr. H. P. Krogh) took 
place on July 7. Another reason 
was that the “BMP suspected! 
that he (Krogh) had been killed 
by members of the Ta Tao or
ganization.”



Informed quarters point out that) 
the alleged flag-pulling incident 
did not take place on July 17 and 
did not occasion any police turn
out nor the presence of armored 

J cars: also, that following the sur. 
* reptitious reopening during the 
i night of July 16/17 of the Ta Tao 

police station, no armored cars 
attended the vicinity. Moreover, 
the suspicion of the Ta Tao peo
ple having murdered Mr. Krogh 
can be accompanied by a pos
sibility that the murder was done 
by anti-Ta Tao agitators trying 
to discredit the tetter.

Hospitals
Reason number three of the 

Japanese military states that the 
“SMP took away the slightly 
wounded lest the real facts oi 
the case be revealed,” which is 
ridiculed on the grounds that 
any people needing medical at
tention are always taken to hos
pital in a fire department 
emergency ambulance, and are not 
left lying, around on the streets 
for questioning first, whatever 
may be the practice elsewhere.

Reason number four quotes 
the removal of the dead and 
wounded to the Police Hospital 
“in Yangtzepoo.” The Police Hos
pital in Wayside has not been 
used since the start of hostilities, 
it is pointed out; it has been 
occupying temporary quarters in 
the Ellis Kadoorle School, Shan- 
haikwan Road (off Carter Road) 
for a long time now. / ?

No Protest Yet
No special meeting of the 

Shanghai Municipal Council has 
been called to discuss the affair, 
nor is the Council expected to is
sue any statement on it. it was 
learned this morning. No pro
test has as yet been made over 
the attack on Sergeant Kinloch.

Heavy police patrols continue 
to patrol the badlands roads, as 
they have done since the attack’ 
on a patrol of three Chinese con
stables on Amherst Avenue, where 
two of the latter were wounded. 
British military patrol trucks, 
however, are now carrying Lewis 
guns in addition to rifles.
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Kinloch Learned 
Machine Gun Use

In Scots Guards
Probationary Sergeant W. L. 

Kinloch is a recent recruit to 
the SMP, having passed out of 
the depot not many weeks ago. 
Although a young man, he had 
already served several years in 
the Scots Guards, in England 
and Palestine. He was a mem
ber of the machine gun com
pany commanded by Major 
Philip H Catt, who 'some five 
years ago (as a captain) was 
adjutant of the Shanghai 
Volunteer Corps.
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Council Not Sending Protest
On Shooting Affair Yet , ¡j

Italian Troops Take Control of Jessfield Road Area ;
S. M. C. Studying Police Report on Incident

IT was reliably learned last night that the Shanghai Municipal 
Council, while studying details of Saturday evening’s shooting 

affair on Jessfield Road, would not for the time being send a 
protest because they did not know to whom to send it. In this 
connection, it was pointed out that on previous occasions when 
the S.M.C. and the British military authorities addressed protests 
to the Japanese military, naval and diplomatic authorities regarding 
such questions as the establishment of gambling and opium dens 
in the Western areas and the concentration of a large number of 
armed gangsters there, the Japanese authorities invariably refused 

! to consider the protests on the ground that the “Reformed 
Government” authorities were in charge of the areas in question 

| and that consequently all protests must be addressed to them.
The Council, on the other hand, has 

i not yet entered into relations with 
I the Japanese-sponsored administration 
| and it was felt rather a poor beginning 
if such relations should be opened 
with a protest. In this connection, 

| however, it was learned that the 
| Council, two days ago, addressed the 
“Ta Tao” administration for the first 

I time since its establishment, in ans
wering the latest of a large number of 
protests received with regard to the 
question of the rendition of courts 
in the Settlement.

The report that a meeting of leading 
Japanese naval military and diplo- 

, matic officials on board of the Japan- 
; see flagship at noon yesterday were 
reported to have^ studied measures 
which the Japanese authorities were 
to take in connection with the shoot- 
up, indicated a complete reversal of 1 
the previous Japanese stand concern- i 
ing the Western areas in that, all of 
a sudden, they seemingly take an 
interest in its affairs while they have 
hitherto refused to Study protests con
cerning occurrences in those areas. 
The Council's position has con
sequently become considerably more 
complicated as it was not known 
whether or not the Japanese auth-! 
orities would agree to interest them
selves in Saturday’s affair.

Scene of a clash of arms between 
a Shanghai Municipal Police patrol 
and an armed “Ta Tao’’ police party 
on Saturday evening When Pro
bationary Sergeant W. L. Kinloch of ■ 
the S.M.P. was wounded in the back I 
and two of the “Ta Tao” band were 
killed, the area surrounding Jessfield 
and Connaught Roads yesterday was 
placed under the protection of Com
mander T. V. L. Virialdi,' Commanding : 
Officer of the Italian Marines in whose 
defence sector the incident occurred. 
This action followed tense scenes 
which followed the shooting when 
other “Ta Tao” police with Mr. 
Kitaoka, their Japanese adviser, and 
a party of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police, including Capt. H. M. Smyth, 
Acting Commissioner, arrived on the 
scene. Shortly afterwards Commander

’ Virialdi, in order to avoid any further 
trouble, offered to take complete 
charge of the district and his offer 
was accepted.



Weapons Handed Over
To him were handed two rifles and I 

two Mauser pistols taken from the ' 
dead and wounded “Ta Tao” men 
and these will remain in his custody 
until the whole investigations are 
completed. Meanwhile, Probationary 
Sergeant Kinloch was reported to be 
progressing satisfactorily in the 
Country Hospital yesterday and it was 
expected that he would be able to 
leave the hospital in a few days.

The clash occurred at 6.20 p.m. 
when a Shanghai Municipal Police 
patrol, consisting of one Russian 
driver, and four Chinese constables, 
under the command of Sergeant Kin
loch, was cruising along Jessfield Road

I in an armoured car. About 100 yards 
i east of Connaught Road they espied 
a party of about ten “Ta Tao” police- 

| men, six of whom were in uniform 
and three or four in plain clothes.

Kinloch ordered the driver of the 
armoured car to stop and armed Mth 
a Thompson sub-machine gun he 
challenged the party. At this 
moment he was attacked by one of 
the uniformed men and a shot rang 
out from the “Ta Tao” ranks, hit
ting the Municipal policeman in the 
back.

Despite his wound, however, Ser- | 
geant Kinloch swung around and j 
brought his sub-machine gun into 
play, killing two of the party in
stantly, seriously wounding two 
more and slightly woilnding another j 
three. The injured were taken to I 
Red Cross Hospital for treatment 
while Kinloch was removed to the 
Country Hospital.

Chinese Fired First
A high police official informed the 

“North-China Daily News” yesterday 
that no protest had been received 
from the “Reformed” Government in 
connection with the affair. He 

j pointed out that the first to open fire 
I was a member of the “Ta Tao” police 
party, members of which had no 
right to be operating on a Municipal 
Road. The action of the Sergeant in 
halting the party was quite justifiable, 
he added, as the latter had been 
attempting to ascertain whether the 
men just going from one enclave to 
another or whether they were operat
ing on a Municipal Road.

Had the party been crossing from 
one post to another, as they were 
entitled to do under an agreement 
with the S.M.P., nothing would have 
happened but the fact that, when 
questioned, they opened fire on the 
Probationary Sergeant, was the cause | 
of the shooting, continued the official. 
At this “point he explained that 
although the “Reformed” police were 
not allowed to function on Municipal 

! Roads, the S.M.P. did not object to 
i their presence when they were cross
ing from one of their patrol points 

{ or stations to another.
He added that when Sergeant Kin

loch had accosted the men, two of the 
party in plain clothes had become 
abusive and had told him that it was 
no business of his to know where 
they were going. A second or two 
later the firing broke out withy dis- 

1 astrous results to the 
; party.

Italian marines were patrolling the 
sector yesterday and all was quiet. 
Commander Virialcti, qs a neutral 
party, will continue to have charge 
of the district and of the arms and 
ammunition.seized, until all investiga
tions have been completed by both 
sides.

Questioned yesterday, an S.M.C. 
official stated that no protest had 
been forwarded in connection with 
the incident. He added, however, that 
the action of the “Ta Tao” party in :

| violating a Municipal road and ¿ring 
at an S.M.P. officer fully warranted 
a protest. Action would be studied, 
he said.
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Military, Na v y 
AndDiplomatic 
Officials Meet

Nature Of Discussions 
On Board Idzumo Not

Made Public

SJW.C. TO FILE
PROTEST TODAY

Strong Objections On 
Three Points To Be

Stressed In Note
Japanese military,, naval and 

diplomatic authorities were re
ported to have reached “an impor
tant decision” yesterday noon with 
regard tc measures to be taken in 
connection with the shooting in-1 
cident Saturday evening, in which 
22-ycar-old S.M.P. Sergeant W. L. 
Kinloch, after being wounded al
legedly by a “Ta Tao” policeman, 
retaliated wjt’^‘ a sub-machine-gun.

Sgt. Kinloch’s retaliatory fire i 
aS wept the road, killing two puppet 
policemen and wounded four 
others. Japanese reports last night, 
however,.: claimed that eight other 
persons were wounded, but did not 
state whether dr hot they' Were 
members of the puppet force.

The “important decision?’ ar
rived at by Japanese military, 
naval and diplomatic authori
ties yesterday was made during 
a special conference held on 
board the Japanese cruiser 
Idzumo at noon. The nature of 
this decision was not revealed 
yesterday, but it was reported 
that it was a preparation 
against “whatever attitude may 
be taken by the Shanghai 
Municipal Council regarding 
the affair. Japanese authori
ties, it was added, were serious
ly concerned over the incident.

S.M.C. To Protest
Meanwhile, the attitude of tho 

Shanghai Municipal Council with 
regard to the incident in question j 
is, as far as is known, to file a ■ 
strong protest with the Japanese) 
authorities the first thing • this I 
morning.

The protest, it was learned, will ; 
be based on three factors.

The draft, THE,- CHINA 
PRESS learned, ’contains prop
tests against the illegal func
tioning of “Ta Tao” police on 
a Municipal Road» the inter
ference by Puppet police with 
the duties of an S.M.P. officer, 
and the . armed assault by 
members of this force of Sgt. 
W L. Kinloch.
The Japanese- report yesterday? 

failed to indicate the stand decid- j 
ed upon by 'the joint authorities 
of the Japanese. Participants in 
the parley oh board the Idzumo 
yesterday were Major-General■ 
Shozo Sakurai, General Officer 
commanding the defense area; 
Major-General Yoshiharu Take-; 
s'hita, head-of the Japanese Army 
Special Service Section; Command-] 
er Kuranopuke. Yahagisawa, Chief1 
Staff Officer ‘ of the Japanese 
China Stea Fleet, and Mr. Yoshiakl 
Miura, Japanese Consul-General 
here.
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No More Deaths
None of the persons wounded 

during the battle Saturday even
ing were added to the death list» 
it was ascertained yesterday. Sgt. 
Kinloch, who gallantly retaliated 
though wounded, was reported pro
gressing rapidly from the -deep 
flesh wound which seared across 
his back following dissension be
tween him and “Ta Tao” police
men on J ess field Road, near Kin- 
near Road, at 5:30 pin. yesterday.

fc'gt. Kinloch was in charge of an 
O.F. patrol squad operating in 
Car > No, 0 of ■’the Armored Car Co., 
S.V.C. At the scene of the subse
quent shooting, he ordered the 
Russian driver to halt the car, in
tending to investigate a car con
taining four men.

It was at this stage that Sgt. 
Kinloch ordered , back a e party of I 
“Ta Tao” policemen who attempt
ed to cross the Municipal Road. It 
was at this stage that someone 
fired the shot that inflicted a. deep 
flesh wound across the S.M.P. 
officer’s back. :•

Grasping the sub-machine-gun in 
his hand, Sgt. Kinloch opened fire 
and fatally wounded two 4‘Ta Tao” 
Policemen, Swinging around, he | 
swept the street with his automatic» 
weapon, thus assuring himself from 
bmng shot in the back.

Immediately police reinforce
ments, attracted by the shooting,, 
rushed to the scene. In addition, 
a large unit of Italian marines 
turned out, throwing a cordon 
around the entire area.

Traffic Halted

Traffic wks halted, the fipw being 
directed to detours. , Only persons 
'living on Jes^ield Road between 
Connaught-and Kinnear Road wc 
permitted through the cordon.

Meanwhile the Japanese Army 
organ, the Tairiku Shinwo. deliver
ed vitriolic comment on Uw inci
dent in its yesterday’s issue, de- 

glaring that the Japanese authori
ties and the “Reformed Govern- 
Irnent” should meet “this challeng
ing attitude of the .Shanghai Muni- 

¡cipal Council with /force to clean up 
the, Inteniatidnal Settlement.”

Continuing in this strain, he 
¡paper opined that it this outrage 
on the part of Hie S.M.crauthon- 

I ties is io be condoned Japan had 
better stop her sacred campaign . 

land leave the Chinese
the bloody JW* , of anrt|
!ihe Chungking Government.

people to
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Japanese Confer 
On Incident

Drastic Measures Decided 
At Meeting Held on 
Board Flagship

An important decision was reported 
to have been made yesterday by 
Japanese military, naval and diplo
matic authorities regarding measures 
to be taken in connection with the 
Saturday night shooting incident 'on 
Jessfield Road. The decision was said 
to have been reached as a prepara
tion to meet whatever attitude may 
be taken by the Shanghai Municipal 
Council regarding the affair.

Japanese military, naval and diplo
matic authorities were said to be 

| seriously concerned over the incid- 
' ent. They held a conference at noon 
yesterday on board the Japanese 
warship Idzumo.

Participants in the consultation 
were Major-Gen. Shozo Sakurai, 
General Officer commanding the 
Japanese defence area; Major-Gen. 
Xosh^haru Takeshita, Chief of the 
Japanese Army Special Service Sec
tion; Commander Kuranosuke Yanagi- 
sawa, Chief Staff Officer of the 
Japanese China Sea Fleet, and Mr. 
Yoshiaki Miura, Japanese Consul- 

: General.

“Drastic Measures” Decided
The Japanese officials conferred on 

the warship for two hours and a half. 
The discussion was said to have cen
tered on the allegedly repeated dis
play of hostility against Japan by the 
“British-dominated” Shanghai Muni
cipal Council. It was understood 
that the Japanese officers came to a 

| unanimous agreement to cake “drastic 
measures” to cope with the alleged 
“publicly manifested hostile attitude 
of the Settlement authorities.”

According to ¡Domei, informed ob
servers stated that the Japanese 
authorities were deeply concerned 
in the maintenance of peace and 
order in the Settlement, which they 
regarded as a quasi-occupied terri
tory. It was patent to all, observers 
said, that the Special Municipality 
of Shanghai was maintaining peace 
and order in the areas surrounding 
the Settlement with the assistance 
of Japanese military authorities.

Despite this fact, Shanghai Muni
cipal Police had “brutally murdered” 
police of the Shanghai Special Muni
cipality. which act was an “outrage” 
against Japan and hostile to the' 

? Japanese Army and Navy, observers 
declared. The attitude of the “Bri
tish-dominated” Shanghai Miunicipal 
Council proved that Britain w^s 
contravening her pledge given in the 
agreement on fundamental principles 
at the Tokyo negotiations, Domei 
said.



Japanese Version of Shooting
In an official statement by Major 

Nishihara of the Japanese Army» 
the Japanese military authorities 
expressed great concern over the 
shooting in Jessfield Road on Satur
day evening, in which two Ta Tao 
policemen were shot dead, two more 
seriously wounded and three others 
reported to have been slightly 
wounded when they clashed with 
Probationary Sergeant W. L. Kinloch 

| of the S.M.P.
Japanese officials, including Major 

Nishihara, paid a visit to the scene 
of Saturday night’s battle yesterday 
afternoon where evidence of the. 
fray was still plainly visible on the 
bloodstained ground. The Japanese 
officers conducted an examination on 
the spot where the shooting occurred 
and later in the afternoon released 
their official statement.

The road where the• shooting took 
place, the report stated, was very 
narrow and traversed by busy traffic. 
The Army authorities deny the re
port of a morning contemporary that 
the S.M.P. patrol in the armoured 
car was challenged by the Ta Tao 
police and further assert that the 
British policeman (Kinloch) ini 
charge of the patrol fired first.

Armed With Rifles
The Army authorities can hardly 

believe that the Ta Tao police fired 
the first shot because they were 
armed only with rifles and were not 
in a position to challenge an armour
ed car, the report continued. In addi
tion the Army authorities place the 
blame for firing first on the S.M.P. 
because of the following reasons.

1. Armoured car No. 9, which was 
involved in the incident Saturday, was 
the one which attended the Ta Tao 
police station on Great Western 
Road when the. flag-pulling incident 
took place on the morning of July 17.

2. The Dane (Mr. H. P. Krogh) 
who committed the flag-pulling was 
kihed last "Friday and the S.M.P. 
suspected that he had been killed by
members of the Ta Tao organization.

3. After the shooting the S.M.P. 
took away the slightly wounded lest 
the real facts of the case be revealed.

4. The dead and wounded were 
instantly removed to the Police Hos
pital in Yangtzepoo by the S.M.P.

For these reasons we believe that 
the Shanghai Municipal Police fired 
first, the report concluded.
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Shooting Arouses 
Japanese Ire

Newspaper Sees Important 
Issues in Jessfield Road 
Incident

The Reformed Government and the 
Japanese authorities should meet 
“this challenging attitude of ¡the 
Shanghai Municipal Council” with 
force to clean up the International 
Settlement, the Japanese daily 
“Tairiku Shimpo” declared yesterday 
in a vitriolic front-page editorial 
dealing with the Saturday night Ta 
Tao shooting incident in the western 
district.

“If this outrage on the part of the 
¡S.M.C. authorities is to be condoned,| 
the paper said, '‘Japan had béttëï 
step her sacred campaign andGëâvê 
th e * Chinese people to the bloody 
^n^ “oF TSrïïa in and the Chungking ' 
Government.
* wJapari has gone to the extreme
limits of patience in view of the 
Anglo-Japanese conversations__ iu I
Tokyo, but it is exhausted now, and 
further recourse to mere diplomatic 
negotiations to meet the armed chal
lengeof the S M.C. authorities would 
only mean a detraction from, the 
authority of the Reformed ^Govern
ment and the sense of justice of the 
Japanese Government.

Tokyo Parleys Should Close

"The Tokyo negotiations should not 
be resumed until the Jessfield Road 
incident is settled and the Japanese 
authorities take action to eradicate 
the hostile character of the British 
authorities in the Settlement. Settle
ment of this incident should not be 
left in the hands of the Reformed 
Government and Shanghai Municip
al Council only.

“This extension road is merely a 
connecting link between the areas 
which are under the jurisdiction of 
the Shanghai Special Municipality. 
Although S.M.P. constables are free 

■ to traverse it, the patrolling of the 
road by Shanghai Special Municipal- 

i ity police also is being done as a 
; matter of course and this is nothing 
| unusual.

“If the men shot had been suspects 
who »attempted, to flee when chal- 

I lenged then they could have been 
I fired upon with good, cause, but they 

were regular S.S.M. police and they 
! had committed no violent or sus- 
! picious action.

“Regardless of whether such an 
| outrage on the part of the S.M.P. 
! is a demonstration of sympathy with 
I the Chungking Government or a 
‘ terroristic expression of their non

recognition of the Reformed Govern-
• ment, the fact remains that the per- 
i petra’tors of this action were 
j none other than regular Shanghai
Municipal policemen.

“The incident has raised one of 
the most important political ques
tions seen here in a long time and 
it calls for determined measures by 
thé Reformed Government and 
Japan”
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¡Considerable Tension Is
\ Created Here Following 

Saturday Night Episode
JAPANESE ARE CONVINCED S.M.P. FIRED 

FIRST; DOUBTS FELT THAT TA TAO 
DEFIED ARMOURED CAR

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL’S STAND DEFINED 
AS BEING “ONE OF PROTEST”

S. M. Police Declare Ta Tao Police Fired First 
And Shot Sgt. Kinlock In Back; Japanese 

Commanders Confer Aboard The Idzumo
Following the latest shooting incident in Shanghai, the 

situation in the city yesterday took a sudden turn for the 
worse as tension rapidly increased when reports, though uncon- 
firmed> spread throughout the city, mostly in exaggerated form. 
Various circles expressed astonished indignation over the latest 
incident, which, it is believed, will add further incitement and 
provocation to Shanghai’s difficult situation.

i Soon after the shooting on Satur- 
I day evening, it was reported that 
Ta Tao police erected (machine guns 
in strategic positions as a mild 
wave of panic swept, through the 
area. Italian Marines immediately 
reinforced the ordinary sentry posts 
and commenced military patrols. 
The British defence forces support
ed the Italians in the sector, it was 
stated. The Shanghai Municipal 
Police are said to have withdrawn 

! from the immediate area, leaving 
i the situation to the Italian Marines 
! in order to avoid possible friction.

Two Killed, Four Wounded
Four rifles belonging to the Ta 

Tao police were confiscated by the 
military authorities- following the.

I shooting on Saturday -night in 
which Probationary Sergeant V. L. 
Kinlack Was. wounded when he was 
shot in the back and his subsequent 
return fife with a sub-machine gun 
killed „ two Ta Tao police 
and ...wounded three others, one be
ing a pedestrian. -

According to thb official S.M.P. 
version, a Shanghai Municipal 
Police armoured car, consisting, of 
four C.P.S.’s and Sergeant Kinlock, 
was cruising slowly along Jessfield 
Road, near Connaught Road, at 
about 5.50 p.m. They saw a party 
of Ta Tao pol.ce and two men in 
plain dress. They carried rifles in 
the ready position. Sergeant Kin
lock ordered the vehicle to halt 
and got down and approached the 
party. He commenced to question 
them, when suddenly a shot rang 
cut lodging in his back. He then 
pulled the trigger of his sub
machine gun and sent a spray of 
bullets into the party. Two of this 
party were killed, two wounded, 
and a pedestrian hit by a stray 
bullet.

When the gun opened up, people 
on the road simply scattered and 
took cover. Police aid was imme
diately summoned from Bubbling 
Well Station, and the dead and 
wounded taken to the Red Cross 
Hospital, while Sergeant Kinlock 
was taken to the Country Hospital.



Sgt. Kinlock Progressing > 
Inquiries yesterday revealed that 

Kinlock was making progress and 
might be expected to return to 
normal health as fast as circum
stances would permit. As soon as 

| the Sergeant has recovered , suffi
ciently enough to talk, he will most 
likely be asked for, his explanation 

j of the affair, Sergeant Kinlock is 
I a native of Dundee, Scotland, and 
; only just recently joined the Set- i 
tlement Police.

Following the clearing of the 
smoke, Chinese in great numbers 
gathered, creating considerable ex
citement. Ta Tao police and Settle
ment police steadily grew in num
bers, and much excited talk and

| explanations fôllowed.
It was authoritatively stated yes-

• terday that the attitude of the 
Shanghai Municipal Council was 

■one of protest, though a pretest has 
[not as yet been lodged. Following 
the completion of a, thorough in-

I vestigation. it is expected that a 
¡protest by the S.M.C. will be lodg- 
I ed.

Japanese Army’s View
In a statement made last evening, 

the Japanese Army spokesman stated 
that the Japanese authorities were 
gravely concerned ever Saturday1 
night’s, incident.

According to one published re
port, he said, the S.M.P. armoured 

lcar was challenged and fired upon 
by the Ta Tao police, but this was 
quite wrong. ; He himself had been 
to the scene and made an examina
tion and had found that the road 

; where the incident occurred was 
1 very, narrow and quite a busy thor
oughfare. The Japanese were con- 

: vinced , that thé armoured car of 
! the S.M.P. fired first and that the 
| firing was done by the- British 
policeman. The Army authorities 
could hardly believe that the Ta 
Tao police had fired first Liecause 
they were armed only with rifles 

j and would scarcely challenge a 
strong armoured car which was 
armed with a machine-gun.

The armoured car involved was 
No. 9, which was the same car 
which went and threatened the Ta 
Tao police station in the case of the 

| Great Western Road incident over 
- the flying of a Ta Tao flag.

In the case of the Dane (Mir. 
Krogh) who was killed on Friday, 
the S.M.P. must have suspected 
that he was killed by Ta Tao police, 
and the Japanese Army authori
ties saw’ a link between the two 
affairs.

' After the shooting of the Ta Tao 
police, the S.M.P. encircled the 
dead and wounded in order not to 
allow the slightly wounded to get i 
away yest they should give away 
the real facts of the case.

The dead and wounded were 
quickly taken to the S.M. Police 
Hospital in order that the wounded 
could not be released.

For the above- reasons, the Japan
ese Army authorities believed that | 

I it was the S.M.P. who fired first.
Consultation Of Commanders !

It is understood that the mill- j 
tary commanders of the various 
foreign defence forces in Shang- 
hai are holding meetings in discuss 
the lastest situation in the city. One J 
report has it that should another 
serious outrage occur, it might • 
result in the declaration of martial 
law. In the meantime, various 
measures are being taken by the 
military defence forces of the city 
for any possible prolonged emer- < 
gency duty.

police and military in thé French 
Concession yesterday were more 
rigidly enforcing police duty while 
holding their pistols in their hands. 
A fair sprinkling of Prend» soldiers 
were noticed on patrol and man
ning the recently built blockhouse 
forts, while a strong number of the 
Russian police were on activé duty 
cn the main thoroughfares.



Japanese Discuss Incident
An important decision was re

ported to have been made yester
day by Japanese military, naval 
and diplomatic authorities regard-, 
ing measures to be taken in con« 
nection with the Saturday night 
shooting incident on. Jessfield Road 
in which two policemen of the 
Shanghai Special Municipality were 
killec and six others wound- 

led.
The decision was said to have 

I been reached as a preparation to 
meet whatever attitude may be 
taken by the Shanghai Municipal 
Council regarding the affair.

Japanese military, naval and 
diplomatic authorities were said to ; 
be seriously concerned over the in-1 
cident. They held a conference at | 
noon yesterday aboard the Japan
ese warship Idzumo.

Participants in the consultation 
were Major-General Shozo Sakurai, 
General Officer . commanding the 
Japanese defence area; Major-Gen
eral Yoshiharu Takeshita, Chief of 
the Japanese Army Special Service 
Section; Commander Kuranosuke I 
Yangisawa, Chief Staff Officer of I 
the Japanese China Sea Fleet, arid 
Mr. Yoshiaki Miura, Japanese Con
sul-General.

The Japanese officials conferred 
on the warship for twor hours and 
a half. The discussion Was said to 
have centred on the allegedly re
peated display of hostility against.

i Japan by the “British-dominated” 
Shanghai Municipal Council.

It was understood that the Japan
ese officers came to a unanimous 
agreement to take ‘drastic measures’ 
to tcope with alleged “publicly! 
manifested hostile attitude of the 
Settlement authorities.”

Informed observers stated that , 
the Japanese authorities were deep-i 
ly concerned in the maintenance ■■ 
of peace ad order in the Settlement, 
which they regarded as a quasi
occupied territory.

It was patent, to all, observers 
’said, that the Special Municipality!
I of Shanghai was maintaining peace 
and order in the areas surrounding 
the Settlement with the assistance 
of Japanese military authorities.

Despite this fact, Shanghai Muni
cipal Police had “brutally murder
ed” police of the Shanghai Special 
Municipality, which act was an 
“outrage” against Japan and hostile 
to the Japanese Army and Navy, 
observers declared.

The attitude of the “British- 
dominated” Shanghai Municipal 
Council proved that Britain was 
contravening her pledge given in 
the agreement on fundamental prin
ciples at the Tokyo negotiations, 
observers said.

Cordon Around Area
It was understood that joint in

vestigations at the shooting scene 
by Japanese Army, Navy and diplo
matic authorities yesterday disclosed 
that immediately after the affray, I 
a reserve police unit rushed to the. 
spot and threw a cordon around the 
area, which prevented Special | 
Municipality police from reporting 
the incident at the near-by police 
headquarters.

Japanese investigators were said 
to have learned also that a police 
officer of the armoured car unit 
had joined in the gun battle.

The arms of the Special Muni
cipality policemen could not be com
pared with those of the S.M.P. 
armoured car patrol, which had a 
machine gun and revolvers, there- 
forfc, Jt w^s plain that the Special 
Municipality patrol couth not have 
started the gun duel but was chal
lenged by fire from the S.M.P., 
observers pointed out.

Japanese investigators obtained 
eye witness accounts of the clash. 

I



I “Tairiku Shimpo” Comment 
| The Reformed Government and 
tthe Japanese authorities should 
mee| '‘this challenging attitude of 
thSLz Shahghai Municipal Council” 
with force to clean up the Inter
national Settlement, the Japanese 
daily, “Tairiku Shimpo,” declared 
yesterday in a vitriolic front-page 
editorial dealing with the Saturday 

’ night Ta Tao shooting incident tn 
. the western district.

“If this outrage on the part of 
the S.M.C. authorities is to be con
doned,” the paper said, “Japan had ; 
better stop her sacred campaign 
and leave the Chinese people to the 
bloody hands of Britain and the1 
Chungking Government-

“Japan has gone to the extreme 
limits of patience in view of the 
Anglo-Japanese conversations in 
Tokyo, but it is exhausted now, and 
further recourse to mere diplo
matic negotiations to meet the 
armed challenge of the S.M.C. 
authorities would only mean a de
traction from the authority of the 
Reformed Government and the 
sense of justice of the Japanese 
Government.

N on-Re cog nition
“The Tokyo negotiations should 

not be resumed until the Jessfield 
Road incident is settled and the 
Japanese authorities take action to 
eradicate the hostile character of 
the British authorities in the Set
tlement.

“Settlement of this incident 
should not be left in the hands of 
the Reformed Government and 
Shanghai Municipal Council only.

“This extension road is merely a 
connecting link between the areas I 
which are under the jurisdiction of !

i the Shanghai Special Municipality, j 
¡Although S.M.P.....constables. ^arei
free to traverse if, the patrolling 
of the road by Shanghai Special 
Municipality police also is being 
done as a matter of course, and this 
is nothing, unusual.

“If the men shot had been sus
pects who attempted to flee when

I challenged, then they could have ;
- been fired upon with good cduse, I 
’ but they were regular S. S. M. 
police and they had committed no | 
violent or suspicious action.

Important Political Question
“Regardless of whether such an 

outrage ion the part of the S.M.P. 
is a demonstration of sympathy 
with the Chungking Government or 
a terroristic expression of their non
recognition of the Reformed Gov
ernment, the fact .remains that* the 
perpetrators of this action were 
none other than regular Shanghai 
Municipal Policemen.

“The incident has raised one of 
the most important political ques- i 
tions seen here in a long time, and 
it calls for determined measures by 
the Reformed Government and 
Japan.”.

Alleged British Hostility
NANKING, Aug. 20.—Officials of 

the Reformed Government were 
keeping in close touch to-day with 
Japanese authorities in Shahghai in 
connection with possible measures 
to be taken regarding the shooting 

! incident in the western district of j 
■Shanghai last night in which two’ 
policemen of the Shanghai Special 
Municipality, were killed and 
several others' wounded.

The Reformed Government was 
keeping a close watch on the atti
tude of the Shanghai Municipal

1 Disregarding holiday schedu-es, 
officials of the -Government called: 
an emergency meeting to consider 
a report on the shooting affray sent 
hereby the Shanghai Special Muni-, 
cipality.Reformed Government leaders 
indignantly characterized the shoot-, 
ing as an “act of defiance*, showing 
the hostile attitude of the Briish.” 
—Domei, ‘-i. ?
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Nanking Discusses 
Incident

Nanking, Aug. 20.
Officials of the Reformed 

Government were keeping in 
close touch today with Japan
ese authorities in Shanghai in 
connection with possible mea
sures to be taken regarding the 
shooting ^incident. The Re
formed Government was keep
ing a close watch on the atti
tude of the Shanghai Municipal 

i Council.
Disregarding holidays, offi

cials of the Government called 
an emergency meeting to con
sider a report on the shooting 
sent here by the Shanghai 
Special Municipality. Reformed 
Government leaders character
ized the shooting as an “act of 

i defiance showing the hostile 
attitude of the British.”— 
Domei.



W.L. Kinloch Woundefl 
In Fierce Gun Fight 
With "Ta Tao” Patrol

Briton, Despite Injury, 
Turns Machine-Gun .

On Assailants

TWO KILLED, TWO 
OTHERS ARE HURT

Nippon Version Claims 
Casualty List Of 

Nine Persons
Tension along the western 

boundary of the International 
Settlement flared up into an 
open gun battle between 
Shanghai Municipal Police 
and a party of “Ta Tao” 
patrolmen about 5.30 p.m. 
yesterday. When the smoke 
of the scrap had cleared away, 
two men were dead while 
three others, including Proba
tionary Sergeant W. L. Kin
loch, 22, formerly of .the Scots 
Guards, and once a King’s 
Messenger at Buckingham 
Palace, were wounded.

The two dead men, according: 
to all reports available tel 
night, were members of the 
“Ta Tao” police force. The two 
wounded men are stated to have 
belonged to the same organiza
tion. All were Chinese.

Wounded, in the back,, Ser
geant Kinloch was in the Coun
try Hospital last night and pro- 
ably will remain there for some 
time to come. The sergeant’s 
condition, however, is not ser
ious and it is believed that he 
w ill be back oh duty ¡if another 
month.

Jessfield Road Again

The scene of the shooting was 
Jessfield Road about midway be- 

. tween Connaught and, Kinnear 
{Roads. Just how many “Ta Tao” 
¡policemen were involved is not 
known but it is understood that 

. most of them were in uniform and 
| armed. The ‘"Ta Tao” party had 
I attempted to cross the road and 
was ordered back by Sergeant Kin
loch, according to one version of 
the affair.



At the Ume, Sergeant Kinloch 
was in charge of a 8.M.P. patrol 
party operating from 8,VC, Armor
ed Car No. 0 He had ordered 
the Russian driver to bring the 
machine to a halt, apparently to 
»Ivo him an opportunity to Invos- 
tistnte a car containing four men 
that had driven up to a nearby 
lane.

Leaving the armored ear, he 
walked across the street and on 
the way encountered the ‘Th Tao“

I men. Someone, according io all in* 
I formation turned up during Um 
aubsoquent investigation. opened 
tiro on the sergeant. Ke WiVi struck 
m the back by one bullet .

Hashes Hack |<» ('ar
Despite his wound* Sargeant 

Kinloch dashed back to his armor* 
rd car and turned the machine* 
gun on the aggressors. He wound, 
rd four, two of whom subsequently 
died The others, according to eye* 
wlthrwa. turned and fled.

Th? shooting immediately at* 
tract ?d mere police to the scene 
while an alarm was ¿ent in to the I 
Bubbling Well Polio® Station | 
ih e vr’ forces t ; well as a large, 
unit of Italian marines tunud nut I 
md threw u cordon around Ur* I 
rnur* area. /Ml liullk wu? halted 
mid hustriteieo to detour. Only 
pors^n-i living an Jertslield Hntul 
between tkmnuught and Km near 
R&ailM were iwrmithHl through the 
¿rdon ami then only to gel » 3

I heir auncs.
1 Meanwhile, Sergeant Kinloch 
; was rushed to th? Country Hospital 
: win re his wmnids were given hn- 
I mediate treatment* Th? four 
\ wounded “Ta Tim“ policeman also 
; were picked up anti sent to tn? 
i hospital where two sulwqmmtly 
I d it'd . ;

Japanese Version
Re|wt.\ cuneerniug the shunting 

' it leased through Japanese source»* 
last night were to the effect that 
«»it« *••>.» *j an” nohecmeu had fallen 
before the blast of the armored car 
nmchiue*gun. Thia report, how* 
ever, could not be confirmed in ? 
Settlement quarters

Th» same sources maintained that 
the “Ta Taoil'police w^rc"p^. fhe 
hrat. Ui. htM remains»
however, that a buttle was fought 
and tension along the boundary last 
night was running high with the 
San Marco Marines rendered assist* 
an <e to the Shanghai Municipal 
Police in maintaining order along 
the street,

interesting was th»» fact that 
Italian marines. heavily armed, 
were operating along the Mettle* 
nicnt streets, ready to go Into I 
action, with Japanese and “Ta Tao01 
forces facing them Just off the ’ 
street. Settlement police also I 
were operating in the area with' 
heavy patrols. In fact, all force®, i 
off the street and on it. were armed 

¡to the teeth and feeling seemed to 
be running high on both »ides

High police and British and 
Italian military officials made per* 
sonwl tours of Inspection through 
the trouble rone at regular intervals 

1 wall« armored car uatrola were in 
■constant evidence. .Foreign residents 
of the district, fearing a poaslb'e re* 
currency of the afternoon affair, 
spent a sleepless night.

(ieod Soldier
Sergeant- Kinloch, who joined th#

8.M P. only last year, is deecrhnd
l.y  hla hiatMOh the force as a nd ¡j 
vuidier and policemiut, He i re* 
garded as one of the most promising 
youtlv< who came to Shanghai from 
England lastjn»|u\w. He Ijj out qf 
the famous Scots Guards Regimen^ 

was <>n dulv at Buckingham .
Palace until he left the service to-f 
come to shanghai.
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Two Killed, Six Wounded When
Ta Tao, S.M.P. Patrols Clash |

Probationary Sergeant W. L. Kinloch Shot in 
Back by Ta Tao Party, in Municipal Road

TWO “Ta Tao” policemen were killed, two more were seriously 
wounded, and at least three others suffered slight wounds, 

when members of an' armed “Ta Tao” patrol, operating in a 
Municipal road and well within the limits of the, International 
Settlement, clashed with Probationary Sergeant W. L. Kinloch of 
the Shanghai Municipal Police in Jessfield Road, near Connaught 
Road, at 6.20 p.m. yesterday.

Kinloch was fired upon from behind in cold blood and wounded 
in the back as he challenged a party of four men in plainclothes, all 
armed with mausers, who were patrolling Jessfield Road. In the 
return fire from Kinloch’s Thompson sub-machine gun, the two 
“Ta Tao” police were killed and the five others wounded.

A Shanghai Municipal Police pat- | 
rol, consisting of one Russian driver -
and four Chinese police constables 
under the direction of Sgt. Kinloch, 
was .cruising slowly along Jessfield 
Road in »an armoured car. About 100 
yards east of Connaught Road they 
spied a party of four armed men 
in plainclothes. Kinloch ordered the 
driver to stop the car while he leap- i 
ed to the ground and challenged the 
foursome. The S.M.P. officer was 
armed with a sub-machine gun and 
as he faced the four plainclothes 
men a uniformed member of the 
“Ta Tao” police suddenly sprang on 
him and attempted to snatch the 
weapon from his grasp.

Shot in Back
As Kinloch struggled with this 

latest arrival on the scene, who 
apparently caught the S.MP. officer 
by surprise, a shot rang out from 
behind the young probationary ser- I 
geant, from the left side of the 
road, and he staggered back, retain
ing his hold on his “Tommy” gun. 
Presumably dazed by the shock of 
the bullet he pressed the trigger of 
his gun and a deadly stream of 
lead poured forth as he emptied the 
magazine of its twenty rounds.

When the smoke of battle had
cleared away two of the armed Ta 
Tao police were dead and two more 
lay on the ground seriously in
jured. At least three others, it is 
reported, left the scene of the fray 
suffering from “walking” 
The two injured Ta 
found ait the scene of 
were taken to the Red 
tai for treatment.

Young Kinloch, who 
escaped death when the .sfiot fired 
at his back merely penetrated his 
flesh, was taken to the Country 
Hospital, . where he was last night 
reported to have been doing well. 
The youthful probationary sergeant, 
is a native of ¡Dundee, Scotland, and 
has just recently joined «the Shang- | 
him! Municipal Police. |He received i 
his first baptism of fire yesterday I 
evening and truly acquitted himself 
in a manner befitting the best tradi
tions of the SJVT.P.

wounds.
Tao police 

the shooting 
Cross hospi-

miraculously



Armed Patrol
From all reports it is evident that 

the four men in plainclothes were an 
advance party for a further group of 
ten or twelve uniformed members 
of the Ta Tao police. When Kinloch 
jumped from the armoured car to 
challenge these first four men he ap
parently did not observe the addi
tional troop in the background. One 
of these latter men must have been 
the assailant who shot at the S.M.P. 
officer, * thus causing the outburst in 
return from the dazed Kinloch.

The Ta Tao policemen were 
patrolling in territory in which they 
had no official business whatsoever. 
Jessfield Road is a Municipal Road 
and lies within the sector adoted 'to 
the Italian Marines. Immediately 
following the shooting yesterday the . 
Commander of the Italian Defence i 
Force placed additional marines on 
guard in the area to reinforce sentries 
ordinarily on duty.

Police last nignt tightened the al
ready strict precautions being obser
ved in the area. Since the shooting 
of Mr. H. P. Krogh on Friday morn
ing, there have been over 500 police
men on duty in the Western District 
while armoured cars of the Shanghai 
Volunteer Corps have been used.

From inquiries made- at an early 
hour this morning it appears that 
the Japanese military authorities and 
the Ta Tao police officials have de
clined to make any statement con
cerning the incident. The Ta Tao | 
authorities appeared to be highly in
dignant because the SM.P. took all 
the injured to hospitals in the Settle
ment. They claimed that nine Ta Tao 
policemen have been seriously in
jured. Circles close to the Japanese 
authorities stated that there was 
nothing unusual in the fact that the 
Ta Tao police were walking along 
the Municipal road, as they were 
presumably returning to the police 
station.
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POLICE KILLED IN CLASH1

Serious Incident Last
Evening Between S.M.P.

Car And Ta Tao Patrol
FOREIGN SERGEANT WOUNDED, TWO TA 

TAO POLICE KILLED, TWO OTHERS AND
PEDESTRIAN ARE WOUNDED

MORE CRITICAL SITUATION AVERTED AS 
ITALIAN MARINES TAKE OVER

Both Sides Advised To Withdraw Pending Further 
Investigation; Sergeant Kinlock Was First

Wounded Then Fired His Thompson Gun
Two Ta Tao policemen killed, two other Ta Tao policemen 

and a pedestrian wounded, and Sergeant W. L. Kinlock, of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police, wounded, was the heavy casualty 
list of a serious incident which took place late yesterday after-
noon on the corner of Jessfield and Connaught Roads.

According to the official S.M.P. version, Sergeant Kinlock 
was first shot in the back as he was questioning a Ta Tao police 
patrol and some plain-clothes men as to what they were doing 
on a Settlement-controlled road, and then, going into action 
with his Thompson sub-machine-gun, fatally hit two of the 
patrol and wounded two others, while a pedestrian was also 
struck by a stray bullet.

■An acdount of ,the affair was 
given to a representative of “The 
Shanghai Sunday Times” last night 
by a high police officer of the
S.M.P., from which it appeared that 
Sergeant Kinlock, together with 
four Chinese police constables, was 
patrolling ’Jessfield Road in an 
armoured car at 5.50 p.m. when he 
noticed a party of about ten Ta 
Tao policemen in uniform and arm
ed with rifles coming along the 
road, preceded by two or three men 
in plain clothes who Were carrying 
Mauser pistols.

His suspicions were apparently 
aroused, and so he went up to the 
party and asked them where they 

j were going arid what they were do- 
; ing, for Ta Tao policemen are not 
allowed to function on Council 
roads and are only allowed to use 
them to move from one point to 
another. *

Shot In. Back
I First reports stated that Sergeant

Kinlock was searching the plain 
i clothes men when he was, wounded, 
but the corrected account stated 
that .the sergeant was discussing the 
matter with the Ta Tab policemen, 
and that some slight altercation 
arose, whereupon one of the plain
clothes men, suddenly fired, his, 
Mauser pistol and , shot Sergeant 
Kinlock in the back, wounded him 
slightly. Kinlock, it is reported, 
immediately swung round and fired 
■several shots from his Thompson 

’ ^ub-machine gun with the result 
that he killed two Ta Tao police
men. wounded two and also wound
ed a Chinese civilian.
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When the firing ceased large 
crowds of Chinese gathered, and 
there soon developed considerable 
excitement. The dead and wounded j 
were taken away to hospital in an 
ambulance, and more police from 
the Bubbling Well Station were 
rushed to the scene. There follow
ed much excited talk between the 
Ta Tao policemen and the Shanghai 
Municipal Police, while the numbers 
on both sides steadily grew. Captain
H. M. Smyth, Deputy Commissioner 
cf the S.M.P., later arrived at the I 
scene and had an interview with j 
the Japanese Adviser of the Ta Tao 
Police and learnt what had hap
pened.

Italian Marines Arrive
It was at this point that the Com

manding Officer of the Italian 
Marines, in whose sector the affair 
took place, arrived on the scene and 
advised both sides to withdraw as 
soon as possible, for a large excited 
crowd had collected and about 20 
or 30 Ta Tao policemen were by 
that time on the spot. Both sides 
took his advice and withdrew, leav-' 
ing the Italian marines to patrol 
their defence sector as from about, 
8 o’clock. -

Sergeant Kinlock was taken to | 
the Country Hospital, where, late, 
last night, it was stated that he was 
only slightly wounded and was ini 
no danger. The wounded Ta Tao, 
policemen and the Chinese pedes-I 
trian were taken to the Police I 
Hospital on Carter and Shanhai-! 

| kuan Roads, where they are being 
f tended. They were conveyed to the 
hospital in a Fire Brigade Ambul
ance, together with the two dead 
members of the Ta Tao police 
patrol.

Sergeant Kinlock had only lately i 
been transferred to the Western 
District to reinforce the existing 
patrols there. He had served with!

I the Scots Guards before joining the ’ 
I S.M.P.
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Municipal Council 
To Protest Kinloch
Shooting Incident

The Shanghai Municipal 
Council last night began draft
ing a vigorous protest which is 
to be lodged with the Japanese 
authorities over the Kinloch 
shooting incident.

The protest will be based on 
three factors, it was learned. 
The original draft of the 
protest contained protests 
against the illegal functioning 
of “Ta Tao” police on a Muni
cipal Council Road, the inter
ference by “Ta Tao” police with 
duties of an officer of the Shang
hai Municipal Police and the 
assault on Probationary Ser
geant W. L. Kinloch.

This protest will be delivered 
to the Japanese authorities to
day after approval by the 
Corneil officials, it was under
stood.
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Krogh Inquest Not 
Yet Held

Completion of Police 
Investigations Being 
Awaited by Danish

No inquest into the death of Mr. 
N. P. Krogh, who was shot and 
killed by gangsters on Friday morn
ing, was held in ihe Danish Con
sular-Court yesterday. Consular offi
cials questioned on the subject, 
stated that no ;date had been fixed 
for the inquest, as the police report 
on the killing would ¡first have to 
be studied.

Mr. Krogh, it will be recalled, 
was brutally murdered at 8.20 a.m. 
on Friday as he was leaving his 
Amherst Avenue residence, prior to 

, driving to his office. His assailants 
¡managed to escape after ¡firing two 
mortal shots at the popular Dane, 
whose death is ¡being mourned by 
the many friends he had made since 
first coming to ¡Shanghai in 1028.

Meanwhile, Mrs. Krogh, who with 
her 12-year old son is holidaying in 
Peitaiho and who was informed of 
the death of her husband by tele
gram on Friday, has not yet cabled 

| a reply, so that no funeral arrange
ments have yet been made.

Police investigations are being 
continued into the matter though it | 
was believed doubtful that any fur
ther clarification would be forth- ( 
coming, as the S.M.P. have no j 
jurisdiction over the adjoining “Ta | 
Tao” areas and are thus unable to [ 
make investigations where it would ; 
¡be a comparatively easy matter to j 
ascertain the identity of the murder
ers. ■ !•} J!

Extensive police precautions are 
meanwhile continuing in all areas 
adjoining “Ta Tao” territory and 
with the closing off of practically | 
all alleyways leading from the 
.Settlement, it was held increasingly 
doubtful that any further terrorist 
acts would be perpetrated, as the 
S.M.P. feel practically ¿ertain that 
no gangsters would dare to hide in 
territories under the jurisdiction of 
■the international ¡Settlement and 
the French . Concession in view of 

■ the strict vigilance which is being j 
[exercised.
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lodged last night 
tS7<Son~ot a City Gpvern- 

who fired a shot, 
i his car, 

or warn- 
Municipal 

r the full 
of the in-

After study-

BRITISH MM 
I(HIRES PROTEST

Note Sent To Mayor Fu 
About Shooting On 

Tifeng Road

The Superintending Consul at the 
British Consulate-General told The 
Shanghai Times” yesterday eyei 
ins that a protest had just been 
sent by the Consul-General to 
Mavor Fu Siao-en, the head. the
City Government of Grejter 
hat concerning the shoo^?gdh i 
Meng Road at 10 p.m. on Wednes j 
day night.

The protest was
over I-.- 
ment, policeman 
at a British subject in 
without apparent reason 
ing. The Shanghai 
Police report

"The protest 'vas;

British subject was driving In. ca 
S Mth-
intersection, the Briton noticeo the 

XTank’^to st^^n^the 

Rradn BefoT he had reached the 
^dof We°rroad inJ«- 

and’ a^ bullet whistled past his 
ancl 3 nnr The BritoH was un-.

Sh military actually know the 
imhpr of the ooliceman concernT British subject who WW 

the object of the shooting has hep 
his name undisclosed,
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F f
British Consulate Lodging

Protest With “Ta Tao” Head
As soon as they will be in posses

sion of the S.M.P. report giving 
full particulars of the incident, 
and this is expected to be this 
afternoon at the latest, British 
Consular authorities will protest to 
“Mayer’* Fu Siao-en over' the 
shooting on Tifeng Road at 10 p.m. 
Wednesday, The China Press 
learned yesterday.

It will be recalled that a Bri
tish subject drove his car along 
Tifeng Road from north to south 
at this hour. At the Great Western 
Road intersection, the Briton saw 
a “Special Municipality” police
man on the sidewalk. The con
stable made no move to signal, how
ever, and the Briton drove on.

Just as he had crossed the 
Avenue Haig intersection into 

Route Alfred Magy. he heard the 
report of a shot, and a bullet whis
tled past his car.

Uninjured, the Briton drove on, 
later reporting the matter to the 
British Military Headquarters, who 
notified the headquarters of the 
“Especial Municipality” Police 
and demanded an explanation.

It was learned yesterday that no 
reply has been made to the mili
tary authorities, although the num
ber of the constable is known and 
was mentioned by the British 
military.

The Briton in question, it was 
pointed out, did not wish his name 
disclosed for fear of . possible re
percussions. It is known, however, 
that he is a member of the Shang
hai Volunteer Corps.
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Briton Fired On By Puppet
Policeman On Tifeng Road

Presumably because he did not 
•search for a “Special Municipality” 
policeman and request him to per
form a traffic signal, a British 
subject was fired on by a puppet 
constable at 10 p.m. yesterday just 
as he drove his car from Tifeng 
Road into Route Alfred Magy.

While the name of the Briton 
was not revealed last night, and 
Bubblirg Well Police Station last 
night had no information of the, 
incident, British military author
ities notified the headquarters of 
“Special Municipality” Police of 
the affair, and asked for an ex
planation.

According to official information, 
the Briton was driving his car 
along Tifeng Road, from north to 
south, near Great Western Road, 
when he passed close to a “Special 
Municipality” policeman. The Bri
ton slowed down, but, as the con
stable made no move to signal, he 
drove on.

Just as he passed the Avenue 
Haig intersection into Route Alfred 
Magy, he heard the report of a 
shot, and heard a bullet whistle 
past him.

The Briton was not hit, but 
drove on, later reporting the in
cident to British Military Head
quarters.
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British Consulate i 

Protests Shootin*!
’’ t?:

Ta Tao Police ¡Attack 
Upon Motorist 

Scares City
The British Consulate-General 

is to protect to Mayor Fu Siao-cn 
over the action of a Shanghai 
Special Municipality policeman 
firing a shot at a British subject 

. last night, when his car passed 
the intersection of Tifeng and 
Great Western Roads, allegedly 
for not having pMd heed to a Ta 
Tao policeman’s signal when on 
“traffic duty.’’

Considerable indignation has 
been aroused in Shanghai over 
the shooting, as nobody now feels 
safe in driving in thd'b'ulside roads 
areas, where* Ta Tao policemen 
aire trying t6. usurp thfe functions 
of' the ¡Shanghai Mtfettipal Police 
arid a^e placed in/ large parties, 
afiriefi With rif’fes. on municipal 
roads and pavements.

The Briton, whose name has not 
been disclosed, was driving his car 
along Tifeng Road and passed a 
Ta Tao policemen, clad hi daik 
winter uniform.. When the Briton s 
eaf had cressed the intersection-he' 
heard a report, and a bullet 
whistled past his car. He trod on 
the acdefefatdr add grit away.

. It appears tha't. a Ta Tao police- 
| man stationed oh the sidewalk, 
arid not the “traffic duty’’ man. 
had fired the shot. When askdd 
subsequently why he had fired lie 
replied “the man didn’t stop for 
the police signal.”
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Ta Tao Men Stopped By 
ILS. Marines Upon 

Entering Sector
The U.S. Marines included Ro

binson |Road in their regular calls 
following the peaceful penetration 
of the thoroughfare on Monday by 
a wandering band of “Tao Tao” 
policemen.

The black coats had entered the 
Settlement from Ferry Road, but 
members of the S.M.Ct rallied to 
stop them. After considerable argu- 

| ments the ‘visitors’ withdrew. Very I 
soon a detachment of U.S. Fourth 
Marines arrived but the “Tao Tao” 
men had already gone.
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* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT ^nn a+x J J
Date .9. •. o W, 3f7

Subject (in full) an American Citizen by the...............
members of the S«C«G*P.

Made ..............and..................................Forwarded by......Chief.. Inspector .McFarlane,..........

z- tfa-c

Sir,
Herewith six copies of a statement made by Mr.

J.B. Penniston, an American Citizen, who was interfered 

with and assaulted by the S.C.G.Police near the Jessfield 

Park this p.m. (3/12/39). Mr. Penniston is to inform his 

Consul on Monday. No other action has been taken pending 

instructions•

I am,

/LA

JO. 0. ”B”



i File No...___ 4 .
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICEj. S.B. MEGIS

Poo too •-
REPORT ..^5.emke JKT.TpSi.

Subject.. Armed. thft.J^.ftt.«lg,„^(tllD.e...LiwLda.lhiL.JsltL^ent..hojandary».......-

Made‘S....................and.. Forwarded ¿>....InS££.G±.Qr...J..lI,...Kataon............................

IC Sj Vj

Sir,

At 11.25 a.m. 11-12-39, F.S. Malley whilst proceeding 

West on Robison Road with his search party encountered 

four members of the S.C.G. Police armed with rifles at 

the entrance to the lung Wah Li, some 75 yards inside the 

Settlement Boundary. Upon being questioned they stated 

they were proceeding North to the Yah-3-Loong Sub-Station. 

F»8, Malley refused to allow them to proceed whereupon 

they returned to the Robison Road Station to report.

At 5.30 p.m, even date. Inspector Watson proceeded 

to the above Station and warned the deputy officer-in- 

charge, in the absence of Inspector Wu, that further 

encroachments inside the Settlement would result in the 

arrest of the men concerned, and that friction between 

the two forces was not desired by the Settlement Authorities

f ( |The deputy officer replied that he would warn the 

men to that effect and inform his superior officer who

( % would no doubt call upon the undersi&ied at a later date.

- U.S, Marine authorities and D.O. "B” notified.

□.0. ”B” Div.

D.C.  (Spl. Branch).

Officer in charge.
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British P a t r d 11 
Nabs 4 Puppet 
P o 1 i cemeii

Four policemen of the “Shang
hai City Government1’ who at
tempted to intimidate a shroff of I 
the Danish-owned Shanghai Milk 
Supply Co;. Ltd., at 145 Tunsin ! 
Read yesterday morning were ar- -j 
rested by a British military patrol. 
At a late hour last night the pup- 
net police quartet was still repos
ing in the Bubbling Well Police 
Station.

Members of the Tsaohoching 
Station, the puppet police were at
tempting to arrest the shroff to 
take him back to headquarters, 
where complaints had been filed 
against him. However, they over
stepped their rights when they at
tempted to effect the arrest on an 
extra-Settlement Road, which is 
outside their jurisdiction.

The military patrol of Seaforth 
Highlanders who were marching by 
on their routine beat along Tunsin 
Road at. 10 a.m. yesterday, saw 
the four men with pistols drawn 
and immediately arrested them. 
They were turned over to the 
Shanghai Municipal police and dis
armed.

The shroff was one Mau Miao- 
sah, owner of a factory in a Chi
nese village off Tunsin Road, | 
whose business burned down re-( 
cently. Two neighboring houses 
were destroyed in the course of 
the fire, and the owners of these 
homes are seeking damages from 
Mau, it was learned last night.

Reason For Arrest
Unable to obtain satisfaction 

from the shroff, the villagers ap- 
r«pied tn | the puppet police of 
Tsnohochihg Station, resulting in 
thu attempted arrest of the 
shroff by the “Ta Tao” officers on i 
T’m^in Read yesterday morning.

The puppet quartet was still 
at Bubbling Well Station yester-

I dav. and it could not be learned 
la> t night what action was being 
contemplated by the authorities of; 
the Folice and British Military.
/it will be recalled that two Chi-| 

nese constables of the S.M.C. who 
were arrested by Japanese gendar
mes November 19 are still in
custody.
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U.S. Consulate lodges PM , 
Over Attack On Ex-Army Officer

Japanese Wife 
Is Slapped By 
Puppet Police

While Japanese diplomats 
were contemnlating action to 
improve relations between 
Washington and ”"ckyo, the 
American Consulate - General 
here yesterday morning filed yet 
another protest with the Japan
ese Consul-General.

The complaint was made 
following the attack by puppet 
“City Gcvcrrment” policemen 
on Major John B. Penniston, 
American Army officer in the 
World War.

( The representations -which were) 
drawn up yesterday morning deal; 
exclusively with the assault on 
Major Penniston, and no mention 
was made cf Mrs. Penniston, who 
Is Japanese. a®-. she is not an 
American citizen.

Path Blocked
Tlie incident occurred ¡Sunday 

•afternoon while .Major and Mrs. 
Penniston was walking along Yu 
Yum Read, near Brenan Road, 
with their infant son, who was in. 
a perambulator in charge of an [ 
amah.

As they reached a point near 
Brenan Road, they found their 
path blocked by a group of six 
puppet pciicemen. Mr. Pennis- 
ten motioned them to stand 
aside, and cne officer, standing 
in the middle of the sidewalk, 
moved away. When Mrs. Pen
niston and her amah pushing 
the perambulator reached the 
spot, however, the policeman 
stuck his foot out and refused 
to allow* the baby-carriage to 
pass.
Mr. Penniston attempted to pre

test, but two of the policemen 
¡threatened him with the rifles in 
their hands. Meanwhile, his wife 
was stopped by another policeman. 
She also protested in Chinese, but 
was net heeded.

Woman Slapped
According to Mrs. Penniston, the 

officer told her that if she was 
Japanese, she might pass. When 
she did not reply as to her nation
ality, she stated, she was slapped 
on the face.

Major Penniston rushed over 
to save his wife from further 
manhandling, and was also as
saulted, receiving blows from a 
rifle butt which bruised his left 
forearm. At the same time, an
other policeman dealt Mrs. 
Pennistcn several blows on’her 
shoulder, ripping her fur coat 
with the muzzle of his rifle.
At this point one of the puppet 

policemen attempted to intervene. 
While he was talking with the other 
policemen, Major Penniston helped! 
his wife with the baby and amah 
to move on with, Mrs. Penniston 
still pmtcstipg jn Chinese.

Apparently Irritated by her words, 
two puppet efficers who nad as
saulted them moved toward her 
threateningly, but “were prevented 
from approaching by a Chinese in 
civilian* clothes, whose identity was 
still a mystery yesterday.
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American Ex-Army Officer,1 J
Japanese Wife, Assaulted
By "Ta Tao” Policemen

Victims On
Way To Park 
With Infant

Puppet Officers Acted 
Like “Savages,” Says

Major Penniston
Major John. B. Penniston, 

American Army officer during the 
World War, and his Japanese wife, 
were severely manhandled by six 
“Ta Tao” policemen on Yu Yuen 
Road near Brenan Road yester
day afternoon while accompanying 
their infant boy to Jessfield Park.

Both Major and Mrs. Penniston 
were assaulted by the. puppet police, 
the former sustaining slight bruises 
on the arm while his wife'received to her' shoulder, ripping her fur 
injuries about her shoulder. The coat.
fur coat which Mrs. Penniston was 
wearing was ripped by the , rifle 
muzzle of one of the policemen.

In an interview with The China 
Press yesterday evening, Major 
Penniston described the “savage 
attitude” of the puppet officers and 
stated he “could not. understand 
why arms were put in the hands 
of such men.”

Act Like Savages

“Two of them acted like savages.” 
the major recalled. “They were 
absolutely unreasonable in their 
attitude with the exception of one 
who was relatively decent.” 

Although neither of the victims was believed to have prevented the 
required any hospital treatment, j staging of other assaults against 
they were still in a painful condition I the couple.
last night. The bruised marks h Fcllowing the incident, Major
were clearly visible.

With his baby riding in a carriage 4 
under tile care of a Chinese amah, I 
the Ma for stated, he and his wife I 
proceeded toward the park at about; 
2.30 p.m. When they reached the 1 
Yu Yiien Road and Brenan Road 
intersection, they found the nupnet ’
officers blocking the sidewalk near 
to the park.

”A,s I motioned them to stand 
aside in order to make room for 
iriy family to pass,” Mr. Penniston 
said, “the policeman in the middle 
of the sidewalk move^ p-way 
slightly. But when Mrs. Penniston 
and the carriage, immediately he-: 
hind, reached the spot, the officer 
stuck his left foot in front of the 
carriage wheels preventing them 
from moving.”’

Later he registered a protest 
With the “Ta T^o” men, he re
called. And as he did . sq. two of 
the policemen threatened him with 
the rides ip their hands.

Wife Slapped
Meapwhile, his wife was stopped 

| by another policeman. She also 
i protested, the Major recalled, by 
| uttering a few words in Chinese 
I which he, knowing no Chinese, did 

not understand.
While her protest went unheed

ed. one of the policemen asked 
j Mrs. Penniston, she later revealed. 
| of her nationality. “If you are 
1 Japanese, go on, it’s all right,” the 
i officer was stated to have said.
' When she failed to reply to thè 
inquiry, Major Penniston stated, the 
policeman slapped her squarely on 
the face without realizing that she 
was a Japanese woman.

In an attempt to protect his wife 
from further manhandling. Major 
Penniston rushed to her aid and pro
tested vigorously to the officers again. 
His protest, however, was answered 
by blOWs from a rifle butt, which, 
bruised- his left forearm. At the 
time, Other policemen also rushed 
to his'wife and dealt several blows

Puppet Interfered
It was at this point that one of 

•the “Ta Tao” policemen attempted 
| to stop the dispute. While he was 
I so doing, ■ the major stated, lie 
helped his wife with the baby and 
the amah to move on with Mrs. 
Penniston still protesting.

Apparently instated by the 
Chinese words which Mrs. Pen
niston spoke as she continued to
ward the park, the two officers who 
were responsible for slapping her 
on ¡the face came storming at her 
again; The timely interference of 

! a Chinese in civilian clothes, whose 
[I identity could not be ascertained,

Penniston reported the case to the} 
Bubbling Well Police Station. He 
said he would report the matter to 
the American Consular authorities 
today.

The major at one time served on 
the staff of The China Press.
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REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement .......
18 Yu Yuen Ro-^d

native of...... £.*.??..*...5,.4.llk.kIX.........................taken by me........l.Z.XA...£ .Slid111..

at.... .¿....’1^...............on the...... .IX.t.lr.’.l..............and interpreted by.........................................

— At about 2»30 • » 3-12* I v/i-.s walking■ ¿»ast to

on Yu Yuen Road acco; ipunicd by. $y v/ih und child who v;as <

riding in a !pram and when ye were about to turn round the

snail island fac the i.r. in ¿jates of Jessfield Park, I

ebs rv-d- 5 or 6 r rfbers of the j.'J.G. i'olic-- standing on

the&GOtpath and 1 oeking cur wl; « On ®

men t; , Lid i t :'V- oi : of cur way, so I motioned. to thon.

■Moire, fre 1\ ...ie . h one of them stuck out his

foot in front oi ta? u» in cis of the oapy cax'riage*. 1 pro**

tes tec tht Policeman but he grinned and did not ta^pPany:;

notic« . I again protest?-d '■rhsn tro of the- nen cost. iftneed

to norit.rcc.us i ith their rifJ.es, One of the non then pushed
-

his rifle against me, 1 pushed the’rifle away but the othe^B

started to push me with taeir rif . hy

to them in Chinese v;hen one of tU#.. Ei<ps her face. 1

went to the assistance of my wife when w®“.wer<B both pushed

und struck with rifles r.-. suiting in iny-'wife • s coat being

torn on the:left. shoulder» _ ___________________

One of the méçihers of the S.O.G. Police then' asked my
wife if she v.ras .tapan<y and told "^^^hat if she was she

a©uK proceed» hy wife"did.net any repM„and later a

male Chines in civilian clothes ap^x^ached and tried to ______________ ' ___ ^'1. I" .. : *■ . ' ......

settle the matter and we were allowed, to proceed, ■'S'

_____________________________________________________ ___3.

*■

rifJ.es
did.net


U.S. Citizen

Mr. John B. Penniston, . ane 1376, House
18 Yu Yuen RoadJr.'S. 337 Vaughan-Neale

B’üell 3-12-39

At about 2.30 p.m. 3-12-39 1 was walking -ast to ret 

on Yu Yuen Road accompanied by my wife nnd child who was 

riding in a pram and when we were about to turn round the 

small island facing the main gates of Jessfield Perk, 1 

observed 5 or 6 members of the S.C.G. Police standing on 
the footpath and blocking our way. On reaching the Police

men they did not move out of our way, so I motioned to them 

to move. The Policemen moved but one of them stuck out his 
foot in front of th® wheels of th® baby carriage. I pro

tested to the Policeman but he grinned and did not take any 

notice. I again protested when two of the men commenced 
to menance us with their rifles. One of the men then pushed 

his rifle against me, I pushed the rifle away but the others 

started to push me with their rifles. My wife then spoke 
to them in Chines® when one of the men smacked her face. I 

went to the assistance of my wife when we were both pushed 

and struck with rifles resulting in my wife’s coat being 

torn on the left shoulder.

On® of the members of th® S.C.G. Police then asked my 
wife if she was Japanese and told her that if she was she 
could proceed. My wife did not make any reply and later a 

male Chines® in civilian clothes approached and tried to 

settle the matter and we were allowed to proceed.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

GQXdOJa
REPORT ? // ^7

Subject. ___ ?e arieut of u ¿ dal e uhinese by xietnbers pi the specie J. Brunch of
the Bh&ngiiui vity iKivernrneiit police.

"Made by.......-b-*-o^...lG3--BuJLduQph<......... Forwarded by.

air,

At 6»G6 p«iu« on the 4*11-39 a telephone message 

wc£ roceivcu fx’Osi ir. ice residing ¿.<» No.4 Xal ling J.1 

off uonntiu&iit noad reporting we suspected kidnapping 
of one zoo zung zee (/f £■ )"residing at Ho.3

i id - 1 - ’■ ■" . U- *»

Or. trie receipt ol tills report C*B«Ss 4o and the 

undeisit at x .s .wm.;c.iy attended tue above nndreso and 

aso er tr.i n ed t. c x oi fowl ng f an tn ? -

me alleyway in omention ¿s a oul-de-su#» and

alt. i. ted r&out 50 yards off Connaught noad.

At aboot t* pwi'i» ou the 4-1.1*39 tiiree male Chlaoso

or.s ad*wed with a long pistol

ing i.i and iaojrxiing a letter to ¿ee 

that they wre iwabers of the Sliunghcd. 

lioe . oal£>l Branoh and that ho would

have to aooo.^p&i%y t <en» Zee Zung .-.euj age 49» native

->|v\

of iii’ijiJO» h/Godown - keeper alloyed at the Kung yih 
’ if z{“I« ja. ) jotton lilt t- on Left ^tth tn© tliren .T.an in & 

Silver Taxi S»M«Oa Lio. Mo»18898«

inc driver of the ¡¿/¿ax w;ua iariediatoly located 

and lie was found to bo one nuiiod Is a Ah hyi )»

holding w.k.C. drivers permit No.6?52.

He stated Viut too three persons hired the oar 

at the Jesafield v&tk Garage at 5.52 p»xn« and told him 

that tney were members of the Shanghai City Government 

¿'Plioo Bureau» and that they wanted te go to Connaught 

noad to arrest a person and return to Jossfield lark



fm, 2 MicCe Ftie np 406/39*
G \°M ‘ » SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

1
...............  ...Station^

REPORT
Date................................i g

Subject.. .... ........... .........................................................................................................................................................................

Made by. .Forwarded by.

Alloywqy oft' Ya Yuen ’load at about 6*lt> !)•*&• end escorted 

tue arreetod parson into too

jmquúrisn in the viextuty revealed that there 

was a Special drenah bub* Stat ion at No*S j¿:ei

Aulojp uí*«j * xitis f j ted by C»X)»S« Xó/

and tí*© lindéisand ch>4 ixucates utated that they 

wc.vo cunr-.ecbod wAUj the X&liae Bureau and that

tti^r had a? 4 z*-;t hut they ret used to

state fas? «¿at offence ho hud been arrested.

> Sir

o^rs obediently»

¡y¿tíL^
^/Gen. Det« i/¿*.
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Two British Women
Stappe^^B^P^ ice
On^^olumbia Road

Two British women were 
slapped in the face by a “Ta- 
Tac” policeman while they were 
traveling cn a bus at Amherst 
Avenue and Columbia last Mon
day night, a belated report said 
yesterday. The identity of the 
foreigners could not be ascer
tained.

According to the report, the 
policeman together with several 
ethers entered the vehicle at 
that intersection with unmuzzled 
dog«. When the women pro
tested, one after another they 
were «truck by one of the police
men.
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Man Left Dying Under 
“Municipality” Guard

Removal from Pavement 
To Hospital Thwarted

A dying Chinese lay on the foot- i 
| path outside 11 Brenan Road, near I 
: Jessfield Road, for a matter of three | 
i hours on Friday night, guarded by a I 
| policeman of the Shanghai “Special * 
. Municipality,” it was revealed yester-( 
day. He was finally abandoned 
towards midnight, when, he was; 
found to be dead.

The case came to the attention of 
the Settlement Police shortly after 
8.30 o’clock, at which time a foreign 
sergeant on patrol spotted the prone 
figure on the pavement* wiith a 
Chinese Municipality constable stand
ing guard. The foreigner could see 
that the man in the road was in \ 
extremis^

The sergeant having reported his 
discovery, efforts were made by the 
Settlement Police to have the suffer
ing Chinese removed to hospital. It 
is stated, however, that the Special 
Municipality constable refused to let 
anyone touch the man until he had 
received instructions from the head
quarters of the Special Municipality 
Police at 92 Jessfield Road.

Finally, at 11.30 p.m., the constable 
abandoned the figure on the pave
ment. When the Settlement Police 
picked him up, the man was dead 
and he was so certified a few minutes 
later at St. Luke's Hospital. The 
body was taken to the public j 
mortuary. Death had apparently 
been due to illness. 

------------- ----------
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I Britons Held by ’ 

Chinese Police
Detained for Four Hours 
After Trivial Accident on 
Hoad Outside Perimeter i

Detailed rrportM were made yester*1 
cUy to the British Consular author!* I 
ties regarding the detention of Mr ! 
C N. Abbott, British. of th© Imperial 
Chemical Industries ataiT. and Mr’. I 
Abbott by ’’Special Municipality*’ ! 
police on Wednesday. Mr. Abbott 

hold tor 3 hours and 45 minute*.
while his wife was do tai nod for « , 
shorter period,

Mr and Mr*. Abbott were riding 
in Great Western Road, near the 
interrecllon of Warren Rond, when 
Mt Abbott’* pony shied away from 
n motor car and backed into a Chi* 
nere on a bicycle. The cyclist was 
Injured slightly. the fingers of one 
hand being bruised,

A policeman of the “Special Muni» 
cipality” appeared on the acene and 
liter was joined by two more con- 
stables. Nbnr of them could speak

I Enulhh, end Mr, and Mr*. Abbott 
could not explain in Chine«« what 

i had occurred. Mr Abbott fried to 
Inform them that he wanted Hi go 
back to the Great Western Roud 
barrier for an interpreter. Mr. and 
Mr* Abbott and the constables finally 
went together.

Al the perimeter a British sentry 
realised the plight of the two for* i 

; elgners and informed a foreign rer* I 
; r.rent of the Shanghai Municipal 
1 Police. A repo*t was made to the 
I Bubbling Well Station, and the 
I British Military Headquarters were 
i ahn notified.

Mr*. Abbott Rebed by Arm
Meanwhile several more “Special 

Municipality’* policemen had joined 
the group, including an officer of this 
body. Mrs, Abbott wanted to cross 
the barrier into th© British rector 
but was not allowed to do so by th© 
'Special Municipality** police in- ' 
Spector. who It alleged to have relied 

| her by th© arm. It was not until a 
i civilian foreigner had intervened in 
' her behalf thM she was allowed to go. 
I With her pony she crossed the peri
meter to th© British aide.

Mr Abbott was Anally taken to the 
“Special Municipality*’ Police Station 
in Great Western Road for question
ing. Ho was held there until ‘J4fl 
pan.» when he was allowed to go 
home. The negotiations in th© case 
were carried on by the Chinese. 
Japanese. Settlement Police and 
British Military. The ofttcers who 
took part as rcprerentatlvos of the 
British Military Headquarters In
cluded Ma) »Gen. F* K Simmons, 
commander of British Force» in the 
Shanghai area, and Major S. It Hunt.

| liaison officer with the Japanese 
I Forces. •
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Council Asking Consuls 
To Act Against Ta Tao 
'Outside Road’ Invasion

CITY GOVERNMENT ACTION [ihttN . :umH
TO POLICE STREETS* GElL s ®

TAXES REPORTED TO BODY, 1' □gj
_____ ;________  J I

Consuls-General Meeting Expected

With Ta Tao policemen continuing to duplicate Shanghai 
Municipal Police traffic posts and still manning sandbag barri
cades on mun'cipal pavements, as part of their attempts to 
seize the rich revenue of the outside roads area, appeal had
been made by the SMC to the Consular Body over the affair. 

Consuls-General jnf th a foreign Powers ay ^fippsidering the 
matter at present? and it is be
lieved that they will hold a con
ference on the matter in the near 
future.

Fconom’c Affair
Although on the face of it a 

political affair, efforts by the Ta 
Tao authority to take the area 
from the SMC has great economic 
significance. In the first half of 
this vesr rqte<; pnd taxes collected 
by the SMC totalled $528,642. while 
the budget,♦ for the year estimated 
total collection at $932,000, al
though it is quite possible that it 
may hit the million.

Invasion by the Japanese spon
sored regime is considered to be 
aimed more at the cash than at 
the political angle, as the Ta Tao 
subsidy from Nanking was recent- 

! ly halted.
Attitude •

Attitude of the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council towards the outside 
roads is that they were built by 
the SMC on land purchased by the 
SMC under rights conferred by 
existing regulations, and that 
dwellers alongside the road have 
to pay rates and taxes.

Moreover, dwellers in lanes off 
the road who have access to muni
cipal drainage systems, or to light 
and water facilities made possible 
by the SMC must pay the same 
rates. Recent attempts have been 
made by Ta Tao authorities also 
to collect rates in the area, al
though with what degree of suc
cess has not been announced.

Municipal Services
The SMC looks after the roads 

in the area, provides fire depart
ment service, and even is taking 
health and cleansing measures 
well of the roads itself, so control 
of these areas does not just mean 
collecting of revenue, but expendi
ture of a considerable sum of 
money.

Up to the present Ta Tao inter
ference has taken the form of at
tempting to usurp police functions 
from the SMI?, despite promises 
that the Ta Tao men would only 
function off the roads. Recent 
developments have included the 
attempt to take over control of 
two traffic lights, at Edinburgh 
intersections with Great Western 
and Yu Yuen Roads, and an ulti- 
rhatum to the Police that these 
lights should not function as from 
today, which was ignored. This 
is in addition to sending bills for 
Ta Tao rates and taxes.
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Paging Washington And London
•"pHE Shanghai Municipal Council 
1 needs the support of the foreign 

powers interested in the International 
Settlement in settling the outside road 
impasse. Unless this support is given 
promptly and in an unmistakable 
fashion, an extremely undesirable pre
cedent/ detrimental to the ¡status of 
all the foreign controlled areas in 
China, is likely dtp be established.

This newspaper does not intend at 
this moment to delve into complicated 
legal and diplomatic phases of the out
side road problem. It is sufficient to 
point out that when all the facts are 
boiled down to their bare essentials, 
the “Ta Tao” policemen have no right 
to be on the extra-Settlement roads.

The “Ta Tao” regime or the so- 
called “Special Municipality of Greater 
Shanghai” is not an organization re
presenting the legally recognized gov
ernment of China. Its policemen are 
able to take up their posts on extra
Settlement roads merely because they 
happen to have guns, and because the 
Shanghai Municipal Council is not 
disposed or in a position to use 
similarly forcible measures in dislodg
ing them.

* ♦ *

IF we are inclined to use; high-flown 
terms, we may correctly and 

with justification use the word “in
vasion” in describing the action of the 
“Ta Tao” policemen. That indeed is 
what the action of the “Ta Tao” police
men really amounts to, and there is 
no reason why thé foreign powers in
terested in the Settlement should con
tinue to refrain from recognizing and 
calling a spade a spade.

Having sent its armed men to 
patrol and occupy the roads, the “Ta 
Tao” regime is now starting negotia
tions with the Shanghai Municipal 
Council with the hope that their “in
vasion” and the de facto status of the 
outside road will be consecrated by a 
formal agreement and officially re
cognized.

The Shanghai Municipal Council, 
which derives its authority and sup
port from the various powers, is in a 
pathetic quandary. Unable to take a 
firm stand because of the lack of sup
port, the Council has been compelled 
to make one concession after another- 
This series of retreats has already 
enabled the “Ta Tao” agents to have 
the run of the field in the outside road 

area. Unless some support is given 
immediately, the Council will ultimate
ly find it necessary to bow to force 
and to recognize the “right” of the “Ta 
Tao” regime in the western outside 
road districts.

’"T’HE status of the extra-Settlement 
1 road affects today not only the 

status of the International Settlement 
and the French Concession but also 
the fate of all foreign controlled areas 
in China. This is true because the 
outside road impasse involves the ques
tion of the legality of the puppet 
regimes.

If the “Ta Tao” policemen are 
allowed to continue their occupation 
and if an agreement is finally reached 
which concedes to the “Ta Tao” regime 
the right to collect taxes in the out
side' road area, this would mean in 
effect that the Shanghai Municipal 
Council and the foreign powers in
terested in the Settlement have bestow
ed their official recognition on the 
puppet “government.”

It would also mean—if concession 
is made to the “Ta Tao” regime—that 
the powers have formally recognized 
the fact that the puppet governments 
have a legal claim on the foreign-con- 
trolled areas.

♦ * *

FROM such a de facto or de jure 
recognition it will be easy to lead 

to the next step. As soon as a formal 
agreement is reached, the “Ta Tao” 
regime in Shanghai and their counter
parts in other cities of China will im
mediately start agitating for the im
mediate return of all the foreign settle
ments and concessions. If events in the 
future should take such a turn, the 
foreign powers would indeed have ho 
one but themselves to blame because it 
was the concession in the outside road 
areas which led to such a develop
ment.

On the outside road question, the 
Shanghai Municipal Council must not be 
left in the lurch by the foreign 
powers. It must be given prompt and 
full support by the powers because un
less such support is forthcoming, the 
Council will be compelled to capitulate 
and be forced tb take part in establishing 
a dangerous precedent which in future 
will form the basis for further en
croachment upon foreign rights and 
interests in China*
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Mayor Fu’s Police 
Interfere in West

“Special Municipality”! 
Men Order Traffic Lights j 
Out in Edinburgh Road

Members of the “Special Muni
cipality Police” under Mr. Fu Siao- 
en, ordered British Indian constables 
of the Settlement Polite to* switch off 
the S.M.P. traffic lights at two 
important crossings in Edinburgh 
Road at 10.40 o’clock yesterday morn
ing, thus causing temporary confusion 
at these intersections and a qUftsi- 
incident which was settled when 
¡police reinforcements were rushed 
to the two places from Bubbling Well 
Station, and the “Special Municipal
ity Police” finally withdrew their 
augmented force.

The attempt on the part of the 
Kiangwap authorises to seize full 
control of the traffic situation along 
Edinburgh Road, in the British 
Military Defence Sector, was made 
without warning when squads of 
their “police” equipped with rifles} 
marched up to the Sikh constables ! 
on duty and ordered them to turn 
off the regular' traffic lights at the , 
two intersections. The Inuians were • 
forced to comply with the demand 
and, as sodn as they were able to 
leave their posts, communicated by 
the S.M.P. street telephone with i 
Bubbling Well Station, whence squads | 
of foreigners and Chinese were im
mediately sent to the scene.

Light Signals Resumed
It was estimated that the control 

light at Yu Yuen and Edinburgh 
Roads was off for about three minutes 
while the one at Great Western and 
Edinburgh Roads was out of opera
tion for about ten. At any rate, with 
the appearance of about twenty extra 
S.M.P. men at each crossing the 
“Special Municipality” constables 
promptly made way for the Settle
ment Police to resume their guidance 
of the red-and-green semaphores. 
After about an hour all the addition
al Kiangwan constables were with- ■ 
drawn from both intersections (in- I 
eluding one man carrying a species | 
of sub-machine gun, at Yu Yuen and | 
Edinburgh Roads), and a short time . 
later the S.M.P, recalled their re
inforcements.

¡Meanwhile, senior police officers 
had arrived and inspected the two 
crossings as well as the intersection 
of Edinburgh and Tunsin Roads, 
where the “Special Municipality” 
had increased their squad of men. 
Mr. R W. Yorke and Mr. A. H. 
Samson, Assistant Commissioners, 
Were on the scene with other high 
officials Of the S.M’.P.

A personal inspection of the locali
ties involved was made also by 
Major-General F. Keith-Simmons, 
Commander of British Forces in the 
Shanghai Area, and Major B H. 
Ashmore, Brigade Major.

Shortly after the incident, truck* 
loads of “Special Municipality’’ uni- I 
formed men, equipped with rifles, j 
toured the district, pausing at the 
important crossings. These men did • 
not alight from their lorries, how- 1 
ever, at the Edinburgh Road inter- i 
sections.
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Apology Received from

An apology has been maae
to the British military authori
ties in Shanghai by the Shang
hai Special Municipality Police I 

for the mistake made by them 
on October 5 when Mr. James 
Ward, Briton, employed by 
Messrs. Reuter, was forcibly 
removed from his residence at

I House 23, Lane 1984, Bubbling 

Well Road, by Chinese police
men employed by the “Special 
Municipality.”

In a statement yesterday the 
British* military authorities 
said: “Maj.-Gen. F. Keith Sim
mons received a call from Col, 
E. Igarashi, Japanese Adviser 
to the “Special Municipality” 
police, and Mr. Loo Ying, on 
Saturday, October 7.

Col. Igarashi and Mr. Loo i 
Ying both apologized and ex
pressed their regrets for the 
mistake made by the Shanghai 
“Special Municipality” Police 
in arresting 'Mr. James Ward, a j 
British subject.”

It is understood a similar 
apology has been made to 
Major K. M. Bourne, Commis
sioner of the Settlement Police.
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Bus Searching
Is Started Bv

J \

Local Puppets
Omnibus Boarded Near

Hollywood By Six
< < “Ta Tao” Men

“Ta Tao” police in plainclothes 
yesterday started searching buses 
of the China General Omnibus 
Company on extra-Settlement 
roads. This is according to in- > 

[formation obtained by The China 
i Press from reliable sources last 
’ night.

The first case of its kind occurred 
on Yu Yuen Road directly in front 
of the Hollywood Gardens. Ths 
time was about 4.15 p.m. and the 
number of the bus board was 15149.

15-Minute Search

Eye-witnesses and passengers of 
the bus afterwards stated that six 
men in plainclothes, some of whom 
were armed, entered the bus as it 
stopped near the Hollywood Gar
dens and-started to search every
body on board.

The search lasted about 15 
minutes after which the intruders 
left the vehicle and permitted it 
to proceed. The Shanghai Muni
cipar Police were subsequently noti
fied and an investigation was 
launched.

Members of the search party are 
stated to have informed some of 
the passengers that they were “Ta 
Tao” policemen and were looking 
for guns. They found none.

Throwing a large' section of the 
western district into a panic, “Ta 
Tao” policemen, led by Japanese 
gendarmes, staged “war games” on! 
the stretch of land between 
Columbia Circle and Amherst 
Avenue yesterday afternoon.

Gardens Trampled

The “war games” got under way 
at approximately 2.30 p.m., when 
more than 50 “Ta Tao” gendarmes, 
armed with rifles and machine
guns, fired blank cartridges, tramp
led gardens and vegetable fields 
under foot, and halted all traffic in 
this area for more than 30 minutes.

The “Ta Tao” policemen were 
still there after 3 p.m., but the 

! maneuvers had finished by ‘ that 
time.

The “war games” were staged well 
within “Ta Tao” territory, it was 
reported to The China Press by a 

| foreign eye-witness, who stated 
that in his opinion several hundred 
rounds of blank *snots were fired.

Well-informed circles comment
ing on the “war maneuvers” yes
terday held the view that the. opqra- 

i tioh was a demonstration to im
press badlands gangsters.



disc. xto.«58/39. Bubbling ell 
5th October

ArtMlST OF BRITISH UbJiJCT BY PRO. W CHISG 
"II PARTY.

At 8*30 p.m. Got. 5, 1939 Mr. Blackwood. 19 Delight 

/Ulas, 1984 Bubbling "ell Road, telephoned Bubbling 

ell Station and reported that two member» of 8. C. Q. P. 

Bureau and two Japanese in plain clothes were taking 

away a foreigner from 33 Delight Villa».

C.f.  Dudley, D.I. Tabrum. D.l.I. Chen Chin Tsaung 

and F.P.8.892 Sahekl proceeded to the above address 

where it was learned from several foreign witnesses 

that at about 8.15 p.m. six Chinese, two io uniform and 

four in plain clothes, the latter wore armed with pistols 

/ had by mibtake entered House 19, from where they proceed»

I .. * ed to House 29, io which they arrested Mr. James ’a rd, 
■1

ri kF British subject, ago 33, employed as a mechanic by 

Reuters, 94 Avenue id ward VII, and seised a wireless 

transmitter, a wireloss receiver, a typewriter and a 

camera.

At the time of conducting these enquiries the two 

mon io uniform involved in the arrest and seizure ro- 

appared evidently for the purpose of conducting a further 

feU search. They were confronted by C.I. Dudley and D.I. 
" yfo

Tabrum who demanded to know to whore Mr. *ard had boon 

taken. Those men stated that a mistake had occurred 

and that the arrested Britisher had been removed to 48
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Ki on ear Road. Later, it was found that Mr. Ward had 

been removed in a rn/car to 7d Jessfield Road, head

quarters of the Pro Wang Ching w«l Party.

At this stage of the investigation Mr. Yorke, P.O. 

*>*, arrived and took charge of the case.

Mr. Yorke, C.l. Dudley, D.I. Tabrum, D.S.I. Chon 

Chin Tbaung and D. 8. Magamune proceeded to 78 Jessfield 

Road and having gained entry, the armed guards on duty 

inside the approach to the premises were asked to inform 

somebody in authority to come to the gate entrance where 

the Police party were requested to wait.

After a considerable delay and those on duty at the 

entrance having learned the nature of the Police visit, 

a Chinese who is known as Captain wu arrived. He 

requested the Police party to wait for a member of the 

Japanese Military and upon finding that Mr. Yorke did 

not wish to do so turned out reinforcements who armed 

with Mausers and rifles posted themselves at the 

entrance to the gate in a mooaoinglf manner.

finally, D.s.I. Chen Chin Tsaung was Informed that 

Mr. bard was at Japanese Military Police Headquarters, 

94 Joesfield Hoad.

The ease party proceeded to M where Mr. *ard wan 

found sitting in the l*bby. Me wan spoken to by Mr. 

Yorke and ®.X. Tabrum and stated he was the person who
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had been arrested at about 8.15 p.m.

After waiting a few minutes, Sgt. Major Saito 

appeared and when informed by Mr. Yorke that a British 

subject wae being detained on the premises Sgt. Major 

¿>aito stated that he knew nothing about It.

The Police party having observed that Mr. Ward had 

gone from the lobby left the premises.

Mr. Yorke then communicated the facts of the case 

to Major Ashmore, Brigade Major. British forces, Tlfeng 

Hoad Gasp.

At about U.*0 p.m. Capt. Smyth, D.C. Mvisioss, 

and Major Ashmore proceeded to 94 Jess fl eld Hoad, where 

they *ore joined shortly afterwards by Mr. Samson, A.O., 

and Messrs M.H. Thomas and G.w. Crighton, M.I.M. 

Consular Officials.

At about Ifi.BO a.a. Oat. 6, 1939 Mr. band was 

surreptlously released and all the property seised at 

his house was returned to him with the exception of the 

wireless transmitter and root!ver which articles ho 

disowned.

Mr. *ard w«s sent homo in a hired Johnson m/oar.

Later, questioned at the Station, Mr. "aid stated 

that upon arrival at ?• Jess field Wad, Mo was subjected 

to lengthy quoetlosing by Chinese In civilian clothing
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concerning use of transmitter and receiving set found in 

hie premiaes and hie relations with a Chinese named 

*Wong" who operated the set.

Mr. Ward in foxmed his captors that the set was the 

property of a Chinese known to hia only as ""ong“ who 

oooupied a room on the third floor. This room he had 

leased to '•’’ong* about a year ago for a rental of fdO.QO 

a month, "'ong* did net sleep on the premises and ho. 

Mr. ’•’aid, firmly believed that *”oog* uses she set only 

for the purpose of sending nows from local Chinose 

newspapers to outports which includes Chunking.

Set«, Inspector
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Apology to H.M. Consulate 
For Mr. Ward’s Arrest

Japanese Evince Further Interest Yesterday in 
His House ; Detailed Account of Proceedings

Superintending

TN connection with the arrest and detention of Mr. James Whrd, I 
-T employee of Reuters, Ltd., by the “Special Municipality” police 
at his home at House 23, Lane 1984, Bubbling Well Road, on 
Thursday night, a full apology was tendered to H.M. Consul-1 
General, Sir Herbert Phillips, by two officials of the Shanghai 
“Special Municipality” who called on him yesterday afternoon.

The two officials were Mr. Lu Ying, Chief of Police of the 
Shanghai Special Municipality, and Col. E. Igarashi, Chief Adviser 
to the Shanghai “Special Municipality” Police Bureau. They were 
received on behalf of the Consul-General by the 
Consul, Mr. G. V. Kitson.

‘ Mr. Lu Ying, speaking for the 
Shanghai Special Municipality, apolo
gized for the arrest and detention oí 
Mr. Ward. He informed the Superin
tending Consut that the “special 
municipality” Police had entered Mr. 
Ward’s house not knowing it was the 
property of a Third Power national 
and had arrested him in ignorance 
of the fact that he was a Briton. 
The police official responsible for the 
affair, he said, had been punished.

He assured fhe Superintending Con
sul that there would be no recurrence 
of such .incidents and that there i 
would be no interference with British I 
nationals in the future. Mr. Lu Ying 
guaranteed, on behalf of the Shang
hai “Special Municipality,” full pro
tection for British residents in the 
area under its jurisdiction.

Entry Forced
Meanwhile, the “North-China Daily 

News” learned yesterday that a party 
consisting of approximately ten men, 

’ including two uniformed members of- 
the “Special Municipality” police rang' 
the bell of Mr. Ward’s residence at, 
about 8 p.m., pushing their way into 
the hall as soon as the door 
had been opened. They demanded to 
inspect the premises, whereupon Mr. 
Ward asked for a warrant to be pro
duced. While a few members of the¡ 
group left the building, presumably; 
to obtain the warrant, the remainder j 
commenced a search subsequently 
discovering a small room containing 
a wireless transmitter which was 
quickly dismantled and seized.

This room, it was learned, had been 
rented to a certain Mr. Wang whose 
activities were unknown to Mr. Ward, 
as the only contact which he had 
with his tenant, was that of collecting, 
the rental at the end of each month, 
The discovery of the transmitter, 
however, resulted in Mr. Ward’s jar
rest. He was taken to the “Special 
Municipality” police station, Jessfield 
Road, and was interrogated. He was 
even asked to devulgje the salary 
which he was being paid by Messrs. 
Reuters, Ltd.’’

During1 the period of his detention, 
Mr. Ward was moved to various 
houses in tl|e vicinity on two occa- 

! sions, being .‘finally led to aro 
where he was being 
armed policeman.

■ .

watched by

Ifli nV/



S.M.P. Intervene
High Settlement Police officials 

informed the British Consul-General 
of the affair <and Mr. Ward was re
leased shortly after midnight.

Despite yesterday’s apology^ how
ever, the authorities in control of the 
“outside roads” districts evinced con
siderable Interest for Mr. Ward's] 
home yesterday. The building was 
photographed from, outside and from 
within and two or three persons, be- j 
lieved to have been Japanese, called j 
at the house on* a number of occa-j 
sions yesterday and asked the ser- j 
vants when they expected Mr. Ward ' 
to return.

Shortly after noon yesterday, twfc 
cars filled with Japanese or Chinese 

| arrived at the house and made similar 
enquiries whereupon they departed.

Meanwhile, Mr. Ward did not 
return to his home yesterday and 
asked his servants to bring his be
longings to an. address in the Central 
District, where he is temporarily 
staying pending the settlement of the 
affair through official channels.

Questioned regarding the incident, 
a spokesman at yesterday*» press con
fer« i ice stated that the “Special 
Municipality” police had heard that 
a Chinese, believed to be a Mr. Wang, 
was engaged in illegal radio com
munications with Chungking. In view 
of this report, the spokesman con
tinued, a raid on the building in 
question was carried out.

As Mr. Ward was an athlete and. 
sun-tanned, the spokesman added, 
and as he did not look like a for
eigner, the detectives mistook him for 
Wang.

Moreover, the spokesman added,; 
Mr. Ward’s name, translated into 
Chinese means “flower” and “virtue” 
and is pronounced “Wah Te” which 
led to his being mistaken for the 
wanted man.

When his true identity was est
ablished, the spokesman concluded, 
the Special Municipality “took mea- ! 
sures for his relief and an apology1 
was made wh;le disciplinary action1 
was taken ag& nst those who took j 
part in the raid.
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Apology Is Offered To 
British Consulate For

Arrest Of Mr. J. Ward
Chief Of City Government Police Calls To See 

Consul-General Yesterday Afternoon; Case 
Of Mistaken Identity Is Revealed

BRITON MISTAKEN FOR MAN WHO HAD 
SENT MESSAGES TO CHUNGKING

In connection with the arrest and detention of Mr. James 
Ward, employee of Reuters, Ltd., by the City Government Police 
at his home at House 23, Lane 1984, Bubbling Well Road, on 
Thursday night, a full apology was tendered to the British 
Consul-General, Sir Herbert Phillips, by two officials of 'thq 
Shanghai Special Municipality who called at the British 
Consulate-General yesterday afternoon.

The two officials were Mr. Lu Ying, Chief of Police of the 
Shanghai Special Municipality, and Colonel E. Igarashi, Chief 
Adviser of the Shanghai Special Municipality. Police Bureau. 
They were received on behalf of the Consul-General by the 
Superintending Consul, Mr. G. V. Kitson.

Mr. Lu Ying, speaking for the 
Shanghai Special Municipality, 
apologized for the arrest and de
tention of Mr. Ward.

He informed the Superintending 
Consul that the City Police had 
entered Mr. Ward’s house not 
knowing it was the property of a 
Third-Power national and had 
arrested him in ignorance of the 
fact that he was a Briton. The 
police official responsible for the 
affair, he said, had been punished.

He assured the Superintending 
Consul that there would be no 
recurrence of such incidents and 
that there would be no interference 
with British nationals in the future.

Mr. Lu Ying guaranteed, on 
behalf of the Shanghai Special 
Municipality, full protection for 
British residents in the area under 
the jurisdiction of the Special 
Municipality.

Forcibly Removed
Mr. Ward was allegedly forcibly 

removed from his residence at! 
about 8.10 p.m. on Thursday and !

I not released until shortly after 
| midnight and then only after nego- ’ 
I tiations had been conducted by 
[high ranjking officers of the S.M.P., 
the British military and the British 
Consulate.

At the time that Mr. Ward was 
forcibly removed from his house 
by officers of the City Government 
Police, they also removed a wire
less transmitting set he had in his 
hous$e as well as a typewriter and 
took it together with him to their 
headquarters at 76 Jessfield Road.

It was only after lengthy nego
tiations that Mr. Ward was released 
and the wireless set turned over to 
the S.M.P. British authorities are 
now conducting a full investigation 
into the affair.

Mistaken Identity
“The arrest of Mr. James Ward 

, by the Special Municipality was 
due to mistaken identity,” the 
Japanese Army spokesmen said at 
the press conference last evening.

“The Special Municipality police 
had heard that a man named Wang 
had been engaged in illegal radio 
communication with Chungking,’

I said the spokesman. “In view of 
the report, detectives staged a raid 
on the premises in which the ■ 
alleged sending of communications 
was taking place.

“On entering the premises the 
detectives found an elaborate radio 
sending and receiving apparatus. 
They assumed Mr. Ward to be Mr. 
Wang, the man they were looking 
for, and took him to headquarters 
for questioning.

*‘As stated in the newspapers, Mr. 
Ward was an athlete apd sun
tanned. As he was of mixed par
entage and did not look like a 
foreigner, they mistook him for 
Wang.”

When it was established that Mr. 
Ward was not the man wanted, 
the Special Municipality took 
measures for his release and an 
apology was given, and disciplinary 
action was taken against those who 
took part in the raid.
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Apology Over 
“Ta Tao” Raid 
Given British
Km ploy vr < M Rriilrra* 

O etui ii r (I Mot 
Hasrball Star

Full apology r^r the arrvat und 
delentlcm of Mr, duine» Ward, em
ployee nt Ltd, by the "Ta
Taü“ police Thursday night, waa 
tcndoiPd to the Britlah Cnnulib 
iTiwuiI, ^lr Herbert FhUllpa« by 
two 'fhciuiM cd the Shanghai 

whd Municipality” who called 
at the BHtlMh Conaulate-Géneral 
ycsslerday alter noon.

The two vlffciaJu were Mr. Lu 
Ying, “Chief of the Ta Tao police,” 
and OoLrwl IS. tgatUMhl, chief ad* 
vteat to th* Shanghai '‘Special 
Municipality rebec Bureau/’ They 
were received on behalf of Sir Her* 
beri, by the Supar in tending Brlllah 
Consul, Mt. Cl V Kiteon. Lu Ying, 
¿leaking lor hte organ teaUon, »po
l'’glwd for the arrant and deten
tion ot Mr. Ward,

lie informed Mr KILwn that the 
“Ta Tao“ police had entered Mr. 
VVnrdM hour1 not knowing it waa 
the property of a third p.mor nw* 
tlonal and had arrested him m 
ignorance of the fact that he was 
g Hylton, The "Ta Tao” official 
respondbie for the affair, he *ald, 
hud been punched.

Lu Ying assured the Hritkih 
official that there w ndd be no re 
vui retire of auch incident and that 
there would bo no tnierfruenoe with 
HriUsh nationals in the future Lu 
Ying uIm> guaranteed, on behalf of 
the Shanghai “Special Muhlcipa- 
lily,” full protection for urllUh re* 
xideut» in the aiw under th» 
JurlMdivUau of the “Special Muni* 
iclpallty.“

Not Hauulmil star
Meanwhile, It wan denied ytwter- 

,day that th? Want detained by the 
“Ta Van“ p$||$0 wità not Mr Jatutv* 
Want the welLknown looul gocce? 
Und hitwbMl «taCv m erroneously 
repot led In lYOi China Fuchs you 
terday t ni FmNA Fiwù# regrets 
I'hLs v^'tor.

I he raid ¿ui Mr. Wardhome 
Was the cubico ol uuwtionhig at 
the Japauw press cmil nvnve last 
niiihL T’h^ army upoke^'-
man imtt the “Ta 'tuo"
l^ühct* wo ' looking (uv a Chinile 
mniu’d vVmnt who wws &uHpàctgd of 
nuunlwhUmt ihHnil iwlio (‘<»mtnuni* 
càtìtw wl h Cimngkinu They did 
?u radio ‘«‘ridine. but lhi*j 
<ik- iuindv.l m v m tl I Ulilhh 
a’dlmrliles.
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Jessfield Road, and laterrlaieed Major ¿uwe, japeft»Kt 

Advleer to thè b.C.d.i.3., who stated tdet ne had 

reoelvad ordero frena Kiea<tiaa Headquartsrs, th>t all 

cases cc¿urrln¿ on iwtra fiettleaient ronde would he dealt 

with by thè S»G,a.l,a.
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British Doctor Detained Two 
Hours By 6Ta Tao’ Policemen

To Dr. John Gray, British, 934 
| Bubbling Well Road, goes the dis- 
i tinction of being the first foreigner 
! to become involved in a serious 
alternation with “Ta Tao” traffic 
police now usurping S.M.P. duties 
on extra-Settlement roads of the 
Western District.

Dr. Gray was stopped and detain
ed by “Ta Tao” police near the 
corner of Tifeng and BubbHng Well 
Roads about 6 p.m. yesterday. He 
was released two hours later.

The doctor was driving his car 
along Bubbling Well Road when a 
“Ta Tao” traffic policeman standing 
at the intersection of that street 

' and Tifeng Road suddenly ordered 
the machine to stop. The puppet 
policeman asked for the doctor’s 
driving license and the doctor re
fused to produce it.

“I obey only S.M.C. regulations 
on this street/’ the doctor is credit

ed with having told the “Ta Tao” 
policeman,
/./This reply seemed to infuriate the 

“Ta Tao” man who summoned 
help. Within a matter of seconds, 
some 40 “Ta Tao” policemen, most 
of them armed with rifles, sur
rounded Dr. Gray’s car. He was 
ordered to remain in the machine 
but two women were permitted to 
go.

The ensuing argument is reported 
to have been rather heated and re
sulted in the doctor’s being detain-. 
ed until about 8 pan. Members of [ 
the Shanghai Municipal Police 
were responsible for terminating the 
dispute. They appeared on the 
scene just a few minutes after the 
argument started and after con
siderable discussion, were success-1 
ful in obtaining “Ta Tao,” per-1 
mission for the doctor to go home. ‘
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Foreigners Held Up By 
Chinese Police

Dispute Over Traffic in 
Outside Roads Area

Tile first incident involving tor-1 
eignets in extra-settlement road; 
areas in the western district since 
the Shanghai Special Municipality 
police have taken up traffic duties 
there occurred last night shortly 
after 6 o’clock when a motor car 
in which Mr. John Gray, a British 
engineer connected with a firm at 
410 Szechuen Road, and three 
friends, two of them ladles, were 
travelling, was stopped in Tifeng 
Road near Bubbling Well Road.

The new municipality officers 
thought that Mr. Gray’s ear had. 
violated traffic regulations anti so 
they ordered that it be stopped. 
There was a heated dispute and the 
car was detained for a considerable 
time. Settlement police later 
intervened and the ensuing negotia
tions resulted in the ear being 
allowed to proceed. While official 
quarters were reticent, it was 
learned that the motoring party had 
been detained in the street for 
more than an hour.
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City Police 
Hold Briton
For 2 Hours

Mr. John Gray Involved 
In Traffic Dispute

In West Area
Mr. John Gray, well-known local 

British consulting engineer and 
marine and cargo surveyor, was de
tained for nearly two hours by 
Shanghai City Government police 
yesterday evening on Bubbling Well 
Road, near the intersection of Tifeng 
Road, following an argument with 
a member of the City Government 
police over an alleged traffic in
fringement.

Mr. Gray was proceeding to his 
residence on Hungjao Road in his 
car at about 6.10 p.m. when he was 
halted by a City Government police
man on traffic duty at the corner 
of Bubbling Well and Tifeng Roads 
for allegedly disobeying a traffic 
signal. Mr. Gray’s car, which was 
proceeding east to west along 
Bubbling Well Road, narrowly 
avoided colliding with a car travel
ling North to South across the inter
section of Bubbling Well and Tifeng 
Roads, after which he was ordered 
to stop by the policemen.

Denies Guilt

Firmly denying that he was; 
guilty of any traffic infringement 
Mr. Gray refused vto accompany 
the coni table to the* CitjT Govern
ment's new station" off-- Jestsfield < 
Road, near Bubbling Well ■ Road 
Police Station, whereupon the lat- ; 
ter called for reinforcement^.

Forty or 50 heavily armed City 
Government policemen Quickly ar
rived on the scene, followed by 
members of Bubbling,. Well Station, 
under Inspector Dudley, officer in 
chargé of the station, and nogetia- 
«tions were con ducted, on? the spot 
as Mr. Gray still firmly refused to' 
leave. There were three other 
persons in the car at the time of 
the incident', a Mr. MacDonald and 
two làdies, but while Mr. Mac
Donald remained with Mr. Gray’ 
throughout the entire proceedings,; 
the ladies were permitted to leave 
almost immediately.

Finally, shortly before 8 p.m.,; 
Mr. Gray was permitted to con
tinued his belated journey home
wards. It' is believed that a pro
test will be filed with the British 
Consular authorities over the 
affair. , *........... . .... ..
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Special Municipality 
' Police Board Bus

Two Chinese passengers ih a 
Route No. 1 omnibus were 
taken off the vehicle by police 
of the Shanghai “Special Muni
cipality” shortly before 9 o’clock 
yesterday morning.

The incident occurred in Yu 
Yuen Road, almost opposite the 
entrance to Jessfield Park. The 
two men were taken to the 
street and searched, while the 
bus was allowed to proceed. 
After a few minutes the two 
Chinese were permitted to go.
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ghineot/xrosted ar ¿.¿*a.i.Bwre»u 
is. ¿¡ogee.

At 6.55a.m» 22/9/39 S.p.w. 398 reported igr 

telephone that a male Chinese had been arrested and 

taken sway from >®e 65 vest Snd Jardens* by S.C.d.P. 

Bureau officer».

tequiries were made at the above address by

D.8.X.  Burton* 0*8» legamune and C*I>«8. 22.

Vo. 65 west Sad Gardens Is occupied by Mr. Toe 
roh Wei ( ^<6>?^)vand hie family. He is aged 52* a 

native of Tungotiow* and is employed as a cotton merohant« 

8«M*C« rates are paid on the premises. f ,

According to Mrs. Tss Mao Sa ( tic/)/ at about 

6.30a.m. 22/9/39 two 8.0*0. ¿.Bureau officers and two men 

in plain slothes entered the house by the open front doos 

One of the uniformed men serried a rife* sad one of the 

other* was wearing foreign style slothing. The party 

asked if a man named Tea lived there* and when told that 
ho did* they went to the upstairs rooaa and made a 

superficial eeareh. la reply to their enquiry if there 

were any firearms in the house* they were told that 
there wore not. la one room they found Mr. Tea Poh sol 
in bed and told him that a Tungehow asa named Ting ( "T ) 
had been arreated* and that he (Tea) must aeeoapaay

■ .... ---- ¿y? j
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them and act ae guarantor for the prisoner. MT« Tea 

wa* act given time enough to dree® and had to accompany 

them in hie underclothing» however, he wo* not hand» 

cuffed or motihandled la any way. The party then enter
ed a •white coloured a/cnr, number unknown, and drove 

away toward* Yu Yuen Road«
A* the tn/wr wee probably one belonging to the 

Silver Taxi Service» the company vag comnunlcated «1th 

and roqueeted to eend the chauffeur of &agr tar to 

Bubbling VoU Station vho had driven to *e*t dad Garden* 
at about 6.30a.m.

At 9.30 a.m. 23/9/39 Ying Sion Kyien ( ),

3»M»>» Licence So» 14381» living at 7g H» de Sleye*, 
and employed by the Silver Taxi Service, naan to the 

station»
Ying Sigil Xyien stated that at 5.43a.m. 23/9/39 

on* named »'ong ( ) ordered a taxi to be seat to Sat
jah «ha near Columbia Road Bridge« He drove Hire car 
Ho» 18S40 to that addr**e where four sale Chinene beard* 

itt*
(1) 4g* about 33/4» 5’7/8", alia build» long «alien 

face, wearing a grey foreign *tyle *vnMner eult, 
tie and black felt hat« Kompo (t) dlaleot•

(8) Ag* 27/5» Ji’4/5«» »wall build, round *ello* 
faeei wearia« li^bt grey *wcr suit and a 
light

4
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1/M.

(1) Ago 35/d, 5*5/6% sila build» long dark 
feeO| wearing a black silk long gown «nd 
a dark felt het» 

(<) wearing • long gown.

The chauffeur» under instruct lone* drove to the 

mouth of Snot Is An rang village on Edinburgh dead» 

where the let» man left the car and was replaced by two 

uniformed 8»C.0»I*Buresu officers, both of whoa were 

armed with a rifle» The car was thee drive* via Tn 

Yuen Bead to root Bad Gardena and stepped where that 
lane forme «a **8* bend«

The party left the car and returned after about 
ton Minutes with a sole Chinese in his underclothes. 
They then went to MSt Ts An Pang where ths two uNtftraed 

men alighted and first-described plainclothes ana re* 

entered the oar» The party returned to snot jnh aha 

where all got out sad after the taxi faro had ban* paid» 

walked away toward a house bearing a Sigi "Ba 00 Mi 

11
The chauffeur stated that at no time during the 

travelling did he overhear anything whieh was said W 

his passengers»
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he 1,6.B. 3.r<e ora male chime? det Mned bj 
bfeitui azrewved by 3.^6. 3369 on .Toe afield lowdi

12noon 83/9/3» csme to ths
ah.aj.vc Rooaj Hnd reported t.iat he had arrested one raaie

Chinese ob Jeosflelrl Ro^d tie r C'V'jn 'Ught lo«4 but later
the arreated China»? wee taken to the r.s.B, wab-atetion
on Jingapoxe Hoad by 3 polieeaea ’ttaolud to the P.3.B*.

From enquiries «Me by g.d.6» 273 and the

uxidex eti gnod the toll twang x»er© »eoertaidedi-

Wusih* fihwMint

Lo, 66 iiOngiKOU xi

At nbout 33/?)/39t one Is. £,$• watchman

ns.mtd Chow ^hn lien ^eiuployed for sing Kong

) oif Jecvii eld ftoyd witnosned in the

illerypay one malo Chino®*? nei-r-d lee
o* b .;•<. untie of woolen

thread value i-50» 00
vi'»«aplfiliiMlt ns«®€cl Ki*b Slud

ofi' 6oxui«u^ht load

IrfcrsKd the watchmB ci ibis oas», &.«< upon being

roa^ad by the weltlim r, the 'il J-he-ohevter had

rur a r ay on to the .Teesflell Road tear Connaught Road

where he wee »Treated by C.P.S. 336», and later taken

to the P,S.B. Sub-Station on Singapore Roe^.
yha, arrested chineee in now under investigation

74 7W.
C.J,3. 8W.
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John Alexander New
Press Attache Here

Mr. John Alexander has assum
ed new duties as British press 
attache here, following his recent 
return from Chungking where he 
had been serving as private sec
retary to the British ambassador, 
Sir Archibald Clark-Kerr, since 
about the first of the year. Mrs. 
Alexander came with him after a 
Chungking visit of several weeks.

The Alexanders1 have many 
friends in Shanghai, gained, dur
ing a previous period when Mr. 
Alexander was Chinese secretary 
to the British Embassy. Immedia
tely before joining Sir Archibald 
he had been British Consul at 
Nanking.
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Generous conation

Last week mt. TOPAZ «Presideht of the local newish, 

community handled through the medium of uaptain K.INOZUO. 

the sum of $ 50,000 representing a donation of the «Jewish 

community to the «Japanese ited Cross, At the same time re

presentatives of the «Jewish community expressed their gra

titude to the «Japanese command for the kind treatment by 

«Japan of «Jewish nationals both in the past and at present, 

xhey also wished every' success to «Japan in he?.’ great mission 

in ¿last Asia.

Captain Inozuka in thanking the Jewish representatives 

for the donation expressed, hid pleasure in connection with 

the fact that the Jewish community in shanghai »being fully 

loÿal towards the Japanese Authorities, is cooperating with 

the latter in the matter of establishment of hew Order in ltast 
Asia.

Collections towards the Japanese Bed Cross -Fund are 

still continued in the local tiewish community , and there 

are reasons to believe that the next donation w> 11 reach



mal a il on of an article which appeared in Russian weekly 
repaper "OUR WAY" on 7-11-41. Publisher and kditor - mt. 
£. KÛRGANQPP,4O9 Aast I°ewarl Road,

PUER INS RATS

Rrenzied propaganda of Soviet and Anglo-American press 
striving to impress upon public opinion throughout the world 
and especially on the minds of Russian emigrants that at pre** 
sent the Soviet government headed by Soso Djugashvilly,Lazar 
Kaganovich,Lozovsky-Le venstain,Litvinoff- Wallaoh-kinkelstein 
and other «*ews -is a Russian national government supported by 
the entire country united in her wish to repel the German - 
assist aggression • Soso is compared with Emperor Alexander X, 

Voroshiloff and Timoshenko - with kield-Marshals Kutuzoff and 
Barklay de folly.

The absurdity of the above his been made apparent by the 
"Interview with chairman of the Committea for Relief to Refugees 
from Roland and Lithuania" which was published in the "Shanghai 
Zarla" on 24-1U-41.

Mr. A.M. Uppenheim* chairman of the said Committee, told 
to the "Shanghai Zarla’s" representative that there are in Shang 
hai about 1*000 refugees from Poland and Lithuania,about one 
half of them being RABBINS AND TRSIR DISCIPUS8,students of re
ligious schools.

Pollowing Poland's division between Germany and the USSR 
Lithuania was also invaded by the bolsheviks, rhe Jews then were 
offered either to become Soviet citizens or leave the country, 
rhey preferred the latter alternative. These refugees are sup
ported by the Jewish organization "Joint* from America; the lo
cal Relief Committee is collecting funds for them and visas to 
Palestine*Australla*Canada*Burma and other countries are applied 
for on their behalf.

nr. Gppenheim blundered and fefr his statement clearly de
monstrated that the U.S.S.R. is actually a regime of Jewish 
domination and Russian slavery.

Jewish Rabbins from Poland and Lithuania together with 
their diseiples were offered in the U.b.S.R. to become Soviet 
citizens or leave the country without any hinderance. This ex
traordinary privilege was accorded them only because Jews rule 
the country» hawks do not pick out hawk’s eyesl

Let those Russian emigrants,who are so eager to defend the 
Soviet regime, quote even a single instance during the past 24 
years when Russlan*Beman-Catholic or Protestant clergymen were 
permitted to leave the U.S.S.R .without hiderance?

Pacts prove the contrary. At the time when Roland and Li
thuania were being invaded by the bolsheviks the Soviet govern
ment, true to the Talmudic principle * Kill the best of the gen
tiles* , ruthlessly persecuted Christian clergy*intellectuals 
and well-to-do farmors. Thosanda of them were executed and 
tens of thousands were imprisoned or sent to concentration 
camps..

There never was and will never be any freedom In the
U.S.S.R.* for the Soviet government - agovernment of Judeo-



Communists - is definitely an anti-religious,anti-Christian and 
uodless government of Hatanic mind and will«

Judaism alone is flourishing and developing in the 
U«S«S«%r As a rule Jewish synagogues have remained intact« Rab
bins are not only exempt from any persecutions,but enjoy open 
protection,defence and every assistance on the part of the Soviet 
government«

-departure from the U«S«S«K« of the elite of the “ewish 
clergy , their "Tsadiks* ( learned commentators of Talmud? XranslJ
- this quintessence of the orthodox Jewry - presents a clear 
proof of the dominating position held by the Jews in the U.b.b.d. 
xt is apparent that the communist party is only an agent of Is- 
rael, an obedient servant carrying out instructions of its master
- the Jew. It has now become so apparent!

and how vile • how foul and miserable are all those 
servile individuals like wrasse and Jiganoff who endeavour to 
prove with their mercenary pens that the Jews known under the 
name of tht*Hoviet government" express the national genius of the 
Russian people« How low must one fall,both mentally and opiritu
ally, in order to assort such an apparent nonsence,at which even 
Jews themselves laugh!

How When the HOUB OT BBTRIBUTICH HAS ARRIVED and ths 
bloody Judeo-Communist despotism is collapsing under the crushing 
blows of fascist panzer divisions - the rats are fleeing from 
the ship« i'he Jewish ruling clique evacuates from the U«S«8«R, 
in the first place its spiritual leaders - Talmudists and Hassids« 
As if •’ews can consider themselves0!* safety"in any place M the 
world at this time of triumphant swastika!

An Arian's soul is now overfilled with XBidSCQNCXilABX- 
LXTT AHO HUTHLSSSHBSS towards the Jewry - these enemies of Chri
stianity and of the entire Arian humanity»«»«

14-11-41
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I Local Russians:
A Young Man’s View

To the Editor of the
“North-China Daily News”

Sir,—I have read carefully all that 
there was to read in your and other 
papers regarding the situation of the 
local Russians. The articles on the 
subject were mostly signed' by the 
elder generation, and it is about time ' 
that we, the youngsters, should give ' 
our opinion too. I am pure Russian, | 
and although I have never seen I 
Russia, nevertheless I don’t think 
that my love for my country is less 
than that of my fathers. I was 
brought up in a regular, intelligent 
Russian family, and though my father j 
had to flee Russia for one political ' 
reason or another, he never developed 
in us his children hate for the pre
sent government of Russia. On the 
contrary, he made us love Russia as 
she is.

It is a pity that not all emigrants 
had the same idea of love for our 
Motherland. If they barred their way 
home long ago, we, the younger 
generation, would be very grateful 
if at least they would let us have 
our own opinion, and not mix us > 
with themselves. We are tired of 
living in exile, we want to have a 
country of our own, we do not want 
any longer to be marked with that 
awful word “emigrant.” We suffer 
now together with our country, we 
are Russians as much as those are 
Russians who are fighting for the 
freedom of Russia, and no matter 
what the pro-White Russians say, 
•there still beats a Russian heart 
under the Red Army’s cloak. There 
are no more “Whites” and “Reds,” 
there are only Russians united against 
their common foe, and it would be 
greatly appreciated by the majority 
of Russians if the Emigrants’ Com
mittee would stop making fools of 
themselves and playing into the 
hands of the Germans. No one with 
common sense will ever believe that 
Hitler will save Russia from Com
munism and give the free country 
to the pro-White Russians. If they 
would only look back they would see 
what has become of all the conquered 
countries. Are they free? No, and 
Russia would never be an exception 
—and besides, it is far too big and 
rich to be given away to anybody.

The Emigrants’ Committee black
listed all the pro-Soviet Russian 
emigrants. It has made a great 
mistake, for hardly anyone will be 
left on the white list. Thinking 
clearly, the local Emigrants* Com
mittee is a lot of nonsense. Its at
titude towards our country is a dis
grace. It will gain nothing from the 
Nazis by black-listing the real Rus
sian patriots, and it will, only lose 
those who willingly gave’money in 
the course of charity.

It would be also appreciated if 
'the local Soviet community would 
I give a little more attention to all 
that is concerned with the local Rus
sen dispute' and, maybe, make a 
small step forward to meet us.

We are heart and soul with you, 
men and women of Russia, in your < 
moment of suffering, and we will 
rejoice with you in the day of the ■ 
final and undoubted victory.

Long Live Russia.
A Young Russian.

Shanghai, Nov 4.
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Many Russians Applying ' 

For British. Forces But
Small Number Accepted

“Limitations Of Recruiting Systems” Declared 
Responsible Foi’ Rejections; Few Have 

Already Left For Singapore, However

KEEN DISAPPOINTMENT IS FELT AMON# 
PATRIOTIC YOUNG RUSSIANS

Unable to join the Red Army because of their emigre 
status, local Russian youths are applying almost daily at 
the British Consulate-General here for service in the British 
Army against the common foe. But, British officials reveal
ed yesterday, “only an inconsiderable number have been 
registered due to present limitations of our recruiting 
system.”

A widening of this system is not 
foreseen at this time, it was declar
ed. It was intimated that stiff re
quirements both as regards ability 
and background have to be met by 
applicants, ruling out almost all ap
plicants who would be ordinarily 

, accepted were they of British 
I nationality.

Nevertheless, a comparatively 
small number of Russians and other 

. nationals have been accepted and 
¡have left for Singapore, it was 
• stated. These cases have caused the 
impression in the Russian commun
ity that tthe wave of enrolment is 
a large one.

Keen Disappointment

A number of young Russians 
interviewed by “The Shanghai 
Times” expressed keen disappoint
ment at being rejected by the 
British recruiting authorities. They 
said they had hoped to reach India, 
and from there perhape be trans- 

fered to the Caucasian front where 
they could fight the Germans 
shoulder to shoulder * with their 
fellow-Russians in the Red Army.

The question of young Russians 
volunteering for the British Army 
has been an acute one for long in 
the Russian community. Applica
tions are usually made quietly, 
since many young Russians in the 
Settlement and French Concession 
work in organizations who would 
not approve of this action.

Recently, one of the “White” 
newspapers “cautioned” the Russian 
^community against being taken in 
by the “false picture” of 
alluring conditions in the British 
Forces. The newspaper said that 
“Anglo Amercan quarters” were 
waging an enrolment campaign 
in the Russian communaity, and that 
the “responsible authorities” should 
take counter measures.
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Local Russians:

A Reader Shocked
To the Editor ' of the

“North-China Daily News'”
Sir,—Lately there have been in 

your esteemed paper a number cif 
letters concerning the local Russians. 
I do not intend to gn into details 
and criticize them point by point 
as I think they mostly show personal I 
views of point. I have never taken I 
very seriously the letters of Mr. | 
Grosse and regret much that he' 
did not give us his frank opinion in 
time when the famous Nhzi-Soviet 
Accord was signed; but I must con- < 
fess, that I was much shocked, hav
ing read the letter of the Rev. A. J. i 
Leonidov, for instead of love, in- i 
dulgence and peace his letter was full I 
of hatred, intolerance, political dif
ferences and incorrect statements.

H. L.
Shanghai, Oct. 27.
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Local Russians:
Sympathy for the Whites

To the Editor of the
“North-China Daily News”

Sir,—One who has had any ex
perience of life under the present j 
regime in Moscow, can well under- j 
stand the feelings of those of the , 
White Russians who still stand aloof, 
and the hopes they cherish of seeing 
that bloods gang of plunderers <*et a i 
little of what has so long been richly 
dfesefved. To speak of the Moscow I 
Government as a “democracy” is 
enough to make the proverbial cat 
give a loud “ba ha!” It is, however, 
no less a mistake to think of Soviet- 
dom as an indeoendent entity in this 
terrible struggle against the forces of 
evil let loose in Eurone bv the 
hysterical Hitler. It should rather be 
considered as a part of the defence 
of the freedom of the world—a 
freedom of which thm* know ab
solutely nothing, but as long as thev 
are willing to fight on its side, why 
not encourage them to the limit of 
one’s ability instead of holding back?

Surely the White Russians, who 
have suffered so much unjustice, do 
not want to see the world under the 
betel of the Nazis who are even 
cleverer in cruelty and oppression 
than are the Soviets—it would be 
stepping out of the frying pan into 
the fire with a ven«**? nee.

Of course no one trusts or ever can 
trust the Soviet leaders, though now 
their own bacon is in danger, thev 
are putting up a magnificent resist
ance to the common enemy which 
cnmnels the admiration of the world. 
Whatever one’s personal feelings are. 
one should give them all the hein 
and encouragement nossible. as they 
hAT'npn. for the time being (anti' 
through no choice of their own, to 
he fighting on the side of law ahd 
decency. That th*» way I should 
fee’ w«”’'1 I « Whit«3 Russian—*though. 
I should neither forget nor for
give th«3 ghastly pa&t. Their time 
wiH come—

**Thoiif»h the mills of <?nd grind slowly, 
Yet they grind exceeding small.”

American.
Shanghai, Oct. 25.
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Local Rus.sians:
And Possible Repatriation

To the Editor of the
“North-China Daily News”

Sir,—In reply to Mr. J. A. Basil's 
letter that appeared in your columns 
on October 24, and concerning the 
possible repatriation of Russian 
Emigrants, it must be stated that fhis, 
matter is naturally being considered 
by the Soviet Government However, 
at the present moment the Govern
ment of U.S.S.R. are preoccupied with 
matters much more important than 

I the repatriation of Russian emigrants, 
furthermore, all those emigrants who 
are willing to become Soviet citizens 
must realize that they must first be
come Soviet citizens in their* own I 
hearts,. acquire a new psychology, | 
forget their egoistic longings and me | 
Shanghai business spirit which is un- I 
fortunately extremely harmful to | 
young souls, who are often forced to I 
educate in themselves the spirit of | 
speculation, unhealthy and egoistic ' I 
competition, the desire to exploit both I 
people and capital, lead spiritually j I 
unhealthy lives, and, in short, are far 
from being co-operative, creative and 
hardworking, qualities that are ex
tremely common and necessary in the 
Soviet Union. It is possible that the 
majority of Russian emigrants are in 
need of Soviet Russia, but it does not 
mean that Soviet Russia is in need of 
the majority of Russian emigrants. I 
fully appreciate Mr. J. Basil's point 
of view; and those willing to become 
useful Soviet citizens, who wish to 
fight for their cause, all those who 
believe their thoughts and conscience 

i are truthful and correct, will always 
! find their way to the Soviet Union.
As to the rest—I am afraid they are 
simply “not wanted.”*

. I*. V. Grosse. 
Shanghai, Oct. 24.



Tranciatim of a le ding article which appeared in the »Kueeian 
iliaas" ori 26-10-41, Published by the Russian Times lìibliehlng 
Company, 409 East Seward Read, Editor - ?.Tj\ pt ,t lavint ?»ff.

¿&WCKA1IC TWiA.i’S

Russian emigrant ot.lled at the office a of the Russian 

emigrants Committee *eaterday and handed to Chairman of the 

Committee a letter rhioh ro ide ay follows :»

»» It hac oom© to my knowledge that, Jn reply to the 
resolution of the Russian Emigrants Committee regarding the 
explusion from the ranks of emigrant© of those Rue-dans who work 
for the strengthening of the 3orlet government, local democratic 
nrere, being to. other with th© Third Internalional, oomrnonood to 
thro iton Russian national-thinking emigrant organieatione with 
di soontinuance of the assistance whioh has been given to these 
organisut1 one, ?hio means that wo are expected to help the 
holnhevik government to remain in power in Ruscla in order that 
the so-called democracies, who once helped bolshevism to gain 
ground Jn Russia, might for the second time bn eav<*d by means 
of heddlnx of Russian blood.

Pie se accept the enclosed sum of £1,000 out of my 
modost Havlngf* for the needs of the ©migrant ohuritable 
organ!sations. At the same time I would like to ask Russian 
national-thlnklng emigrants to double their contributions towards 
3©lf-Tuxatlon Fund at this fateful hour and also to donate out 
of their saving© to the .Russian Emigrants Committee for charitable 
purnose•,

I hop^ that the future National Russia will not forget 
the threats of democrats and that there hardly will be necessary 
to maintain any oontaot with them”,

Follows th© signature of th© writer, whose identity 
we, for obvloue re sons, do not wish to reveal,

With a feeling of profound gx-atltuSe and ©at!safaotion 
we publish th© above letter, the words of which nave been strongly 

supported by the writer’s deed.
This '»mlgra-jt says: •• Democracy threatens, doesn’t it?

Then I don’t care a da ran about thio democracy, iforo is £L,vQO
for the Russian Emigrants Committee’«

This is a worthy reply, both by words and deed, to
those d©moor itio scribes who have of late been so eager to spill
ink in the battle on the pages of domooratio newspapers. Think
only: the day bofoi,e yesterday there appeared In ths «lf,0,D,Newe*
and »Shanghai Evening Post** a cascade of unequivocal throats on 
the part of democrats.

The »If.C.D.Nowe» writes that »in this war all who are not
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for us are against us», The »Shanghai Evening Post» threatens 
that, should the Russian Emigrants Committee not cancel its 
resolution, nobody will recognize certificates issued by the 
Committee, Both papers point out threateningly that the Russian 
Emigrants Committee is risking to be deprived of the assistance 
it has been accorded by foreign benevolent institutions and 
organ!zatione,

Messrs Anglo-Saxons, who are building their well-being 
in Shanghai at the expense of other nations, are, in faot, 
threatening with another fellow's fist, keeping their own deep in 
their pockets, Messrs Anglo-Saxons forget that apart from them 
there are in the Shanghai Municipal Council representatives of 
other nations, who are not their allies, Messrs Anglo-Saxons are 
wrong in thinking that Russian anti-oommunlst emigrants should 
follow the example of Churchill, who was ready to kick the communist 
in the pants yesterday, but Is kissing his abominable faoe to-day. 
We have not yet fallen as low as that and will never do so, for 
no matter what shape relations between the Soviet government and 
any other party may take, these relations do not concern us, because 
our attitude towards the communist regime and communist party 
has been and will always bo uncompromisingly hostile, Mo gold, no 
threats, no super-achievements of the Soviet government (by the 
way, these achievements have proved to be nothing but bluff 
intended for democratic consumption) * nothing can change our 
hostile attitude,

Messrs Democrats point out that the Russian Emigrants 
Committee has resorted to throats, and in the same breath are 

with threatening -a sprees!one. If this happened because they are afraid 
then we could understand it, ea even a bear, being frightened. Is 
subject to a certain unpleasant illness, not to speak of democraoie 
who never could boast of having strong nerves. If this intimldatioE 
forms a part of democratic traditions, the worse for democracies. 
In Europe one has paid very dearly for such an Intimidation, and we 
by no means wish the Russian people, who Is now forced to tefend 
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both democracies and communism, suffer, a- a result of such 

intimidation, mor® than it is absolutely necessary for its 

liberation. Yes, Russian blood is being: shod, hut not a drop 

of it should be shed in excess of what is neoerr-nry for the 

overt!rowing of the bolshevik yoke. Assistance to the bolsheviks 

on the part of democracies nnd Russian emigrants rill cause 

unnecessary shedding rot of drops, but dxsquLpduclxsf torrents of 

Russian blood, A part of this blood le being shed for the sake 

of democracies. Is it necessary? No, it is not! Should we 

protest against it? We both should and must!

Messrs Democrats are endeavouring to prove to us that 

in our policy of bringing into a shape the petty affairs in our 

own anti-communist emigrant family, we are following somebody’s 

instructions. Only the instructions of our own Russian 

conscience, Messrs Demoorats, This conscience has been developed 

in us by our Orthodox Church and our Russian national culture. 

And there is no power in the world that oould force us 

to compromise with our conscience.

27.10.41
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Local Russians:
Suggestions to Journalists

To the Editor of the
“North-China Daily News”

Sir,—I wish to thank Mr. H. J. Col
lar, Chairman of the Allied Federa
tion in Shanghai, for his very clear 
and encouraging statement that ap
peared today in your esteemed paper.

I wish to take this opportunity to 
explain a few items of general im- 

i portance though of particularly Rus- 
1 sian interest.

I wish to suggest that all local Rus- 
i sian newspapers define their final and 
I definite attitude towards the Allied 
cause. I do not intend to suggest 
that they should promote “Bolshevik 
Propaganda” if they do not wish to, 
biit. as I have written to your Mr. 
Davi£ some two months before Soviet 
Russia’s war with Germany, it would 
be to our advantage if both the En
glish and Russian Press could come to 
a closer understanding and thus bring 
the British and Russian communities 
nearer to each other as far as mutual 
political interests are concerned.

Thus, for instance, the Russian 
newspaper “Slovo” has taken a very 
encouraging patriotic though anti
communist stand. It is not my busi
ness to interfere with the personal 
political views of either Mr. V. Vale, 
Mr. Altadukoff and General Sicheff, 

I who are running the paper, but it is 
' naturally in the interests of the Al
lied cause that a united anti-Hitlerite 
front be established by the local Brit
ish and Russian Press. “Slovo’s” at
titude in this connection is rather 
promising and it should not be im
possible to reach a further co-ordina
tion of journalistic efforts of the 
parties concerned.

| “The Shanghai Zaria” is neither 
j red nor white, and it would be bet
ter for the responsible parties run-

I ning the newspaper to choose their 
colours once and for all. I have had 

; the pleasure of working on the paper 
some time ago and suggested to the 

| owner, Mrs. Olga Lembitch, that the 
, paper would do good by defining its 
|actual stand and position—be it anti- 
German, neutral or definitely pro- 

i German—so that we could at least 
know what is what.

However, I was then accused of 
being “pro-Axis” and still nobody in 

: this city knows what the paper’s 
policy is driving at. Bombastic arti
cles about Germany are mixed with 
passionate outcries of “Long live En
gland,” then there are pro-Japanese 
articles, and then pro-Chinese, and in 
a day or two there appears an article 
dedicated to the glory of Soviet con
struction plans, and then comes a 
pro-Tsarist statement, and then again 
a purely domestic chat about the cost 
of vodka and caviar. It is all very 
amusing and probably makes good^ 
reading for the average Moscow 

i Boulevard onlooker. But I think I 
| shall not be mistaken when saying' 
that this is not the spirit worthy of 

! social and allied support. Yet I firm- 
| ly believe that “The Zaria” is patrio-; 
, tic enough to meet the spirit of the ‘ 
' day and shake hands with all pro- i 
Allied newspapers.

Two other papers, “The Daily; 
News” and “The New Life,” are! 
Soviet; as to the other paper, “The 
Russian Word,” appearing in Hong-1 
kew—it is definitely pro-Axis and 11 
prefer not to comment too much on | 
it, for I still want to live on this old I 
planet of ours. They try to assure 
people, that all those Russians who 
are not pro-Hitler are, so to say, 
“traitors to Russia!”.:..! trust that 
British and Russian pro -Allied journa
lists will come together and create a 
strongly united anti-Axis front. It is 
really high time for such action to be 
taken.

L. V. Grosse, 
Shanghai, Oct 23.
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/'Russian Emigrants
To the Editor:

The drastic measures to be 
taken by the Russian Emigrants! 

, Committee Against “White” Rus- ’ 
sians aiding the Soviet cause 

i would emphatically seem strange 
; to one who is unfamiliar with 
the intricacies ctf aims and pur
poses of thatbody. At a crucial 
moment dike fh^ present, when 
the survival of the motherland is 
at stake, one should think that 
all who called themselves Russians, 
regardless of faiths and creeds | 
would bury their hatchets and; 
rally to her supreme need. Butj 
instead, the Russian Emigrants I 
Committee of Shanghai even threa-1 
tens drastic pleasures against 
those who ate far-sighted enough 
to grasp this opportunity to efface 
the time-worn enmity between the 
existing National Soviet govern
ment,- and the 'erstwhile Royalists.

They would perhaps be justified 
to take the present view had Hit
ler promised the Restoration of 
Tzarist Russia, if he won the war; 
though even under such a pro
mise they should realize the fu
tility of waiting for Germany to 
realize’if.' But as it is, the Nazi 
has not even deemed it necessary 

' to prepare a Tzarist puppet.
The members of the Russian 

'Emigrants Committee, presumably 
are all well-matured experienced 
men, who are only too well ac
quainted with the anguish of exile 
to a foreign land and therefore 
still nurse rancor in their breasts; 
but in making the declaration 
they are perhaps forgetting that 
there are a great number of 
Russian youths in Shanghai who 
are born of ‘‘White” Russian 
parentage and who for obvious 
reason, know no hatred or con- 
temptf or the Soviet. It is only 
natural therefore, that they rather 
sympathize with the only native 
land they know, irrespective of 
the government that holds sway 
over it.

It is for these unusual patriots 
who have not a country that I 
wrote This letter. They deserve 
all our sympathies if nothing else.

ARNOLD HUNTWAY HALL. 
Shanghai, Oct. 24, 1941
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A Nazi Deception
An orange-coloured pamphlet en

titled “A Stay in Hell” is being cir
culated locally. One’s first impres
sion is naturally that it refers to 
Germany, but closer inspection dis
closes that it is a reprint of an article 
nearly three years old written by a 
Frenchman and taken from the 
‘Contra Komintern.” Its cryptic 
opening sentence is startling: T am 
talking about the Soviet hell. My 
stay there—as a reader—lasted a few 
hours only.” And on the strength 
of his stay there as a “reader”— 
whether a Bible reader or a proof
reader is not stated—he writes twelve 
pages of melodrama based on what 
he has heard from two “communistic 
writers.” As his stay in Russia 
“lasted a few hours only,” it seems 
probable that he got in without a 
railway ticket and was promptly sent 
back.

At the end of this unsensational1 
little pamphlet is a full-page adv er- I 
tisement, undated, taken from a ' 
pamphlet published by a local Amer
ican missionary in the 1920’s and 
printed bv the “North-China Daily 
Newls.” This pamrohlet was entitled 
“A Bolshevized China,” and has prob
ably been out of print for ten or 
more years, but by printing this 15- 
year old advertisement at the end 
of their pamphlet “A IStay In Hell,” 
the Nazis appear to think that Shang
hai readers of it will be duped into 
believing that it also comes from 
the press of the “North-China Daily 
News.”



A Pointed Question
To the-Editor of the

“NorthjChina Daily News”
Sir,—A. few days ago the Russian 

Emigrants* Committee issued some 
blunt threats to all Russian emigre j 
patriots who dare to contribute to the 
funds pf the Soviet Red Cross. This; 
revolting attitude adopted by the self-; 
elected representatives of the local; 
Russian Community was commented 
upon in your editorial of today’s date. 
It is highly gratifying that you have 
placed your sympathies with the 
right-thinking elements in our com- ! 
munity, but it is only to be deplored 
that some of our leaders, who are 
known to share your views, remain 
silent and aloof in this critical hour. 
Shall we ascribe this aloofness to 
their passive acquiscence to the un
warranted (and clearly, mercenary) 
attitude as manifesto in the declara
tion of the Russian Emigrants* Com
mittee ? Or simply to their unwil
lingness Jo share the risk that ordin- • 
ary Russian men-in-the-street takes | 
upon himself when he willingly gives. 
his hard-earned dollars to alleviate 
the sufferings of his courageous bro
thers ? Which is it, gentlemeft ?

It seems to me that the time has 
come for every honest Russian to de
fine clearly his attitude to the titanic 
struggle that is shaking the founda-* 
tions of our world. We must remem- • 
ber, we must realize once and for all, 
that this struggle is not to be com-^ 
pared to any of the previous wars.] 
This is not a war for territorial pos-’ 
sessions, this is not a war for thei 
honour of a single nation, this is noti 
a war for mere world domination. 
This is the War of two diametrically] 
opposed human ideologies; — the 
struggle between Light and Dark
ness. the struggle between Freedom 
and Slavery. No one shall dare to 
remain neutral in this struggle. It is i 
a grave error to pretend that this! 
struggle does not concern us person-! 
ally.. It does concern every man and 
woman and children, everyone who: 
is able to distinguish between good; 
and evil, light and darkness, freedom 
and slavery. So many admirable * 
bonks have been written on the sub
ject that I shall not repeat the words 
of those great men who do have a 
dear vision and who are far better 
equipped mentally lhan I am.

My purpose is simply to give a 
timely encouragement ^to those of my 
compatriots who carry a spark of that 
clear vision in their hearts; who 
fearlessly place their hopes with our 
Allies, and, thus, pledge themselves 
to the cause of Freedom, Truth and 
Justice. To these my countrymen, I 
send my blessing. I wish them to 
know that in the eyes of our God 
they are doing the just and courage» 
ous deed; that my heart, and the 
hearts of thousands of Christian and 
Jewish ministers, will ever go out to 
them; that, in our dally prayers we 
shall ever remember them. Especial
ly those of them who at this critical 
hour contribute their hard-earned I 
money for the comfort of those brave I 
men who fight our battles for us and 
for our children. They are paying 
their debt to our native land.

The threats emanating from the; 
Russian Emigrants* Committee are 
obviously inspired by our ¿homies. 
This ifc hot news. The meh who today

Jo be representative^ of the | 
Russian Community have no right 
whatever to this preposterous claim. I 
They do not repi^sent the vast 

majority of the Russians here. They 
have been installed in their offices 
through the efforts of clever machina- ! tions of our enemies. Hite inay sound 
too far-fetched but, believe me, Sir, f 

¡this is nothing but a clear statement 
I of the facts as they are. If any one 
, doubts this I have this faith and just 
«solution to offer—let us have a 
’ general election, a poll of public 
opinion in the Russian Community. 
Believe me, this poll will yield the 
most surprising results. I claim that 
dess than ten per cent, will vote 
for the men who today hold our de
stinies in the palms of their hands. 
The remaining r inety per cent will 
elect men who can truly represent ' 
the Russian Community, the men who 
are just, and honourable and White.,

Our grievances against the Rusciah 
Emigrar.ts’ Committee have been 
clearly manifest for many years. As . 
far back as December 12 1938, the 

; members of my Church issued the 
following declaration which I for
warded to the local press at the

I time:*- «
We, the members of the Russian ' 

Protestant Community in Shanghai, do : 
hereby declare and state that we have | 
no connection whatever with the 
Russian Emigrants Committee and the 
Russian Orthodox Church and our; 
moral principles are outraged by the 
activities of the above organizations. ’ 
The above declaration appeared in-j 

“The China Press’’ on December loi 
1938, above my signature, for I was/ 
entrusted by my parishioner? to make; 
the above statement to the press on/ 
occasion of the outrageous attitude 
adopted by the. Russian “leaders” 

I with regard to the Sino-Jdpanese 
War. The Orthodox clergy, with the 
wholehearted approval of the 
“leaders** from the Russian Emigrants’ 
Committee, went so far as to offer 
special public prayers for the victory 
of the Japanese military force's in 
China. If you know of anything more 

j revolting than this, you may possibly 
overlook the occurrence. I cannot. To • 
betray thus the trust of the people 

| who offered us a Sanctuary in the 
hour of need—it is, indeed, revolting.

i Even then, in 1938, the so-called 
“leaders” of our Community showed 
clearly their true value.

The officials of the Committee 
strongly disapproved of the above 

' declaration with the result that Rus
sian ministers of other protestant 
denominations were forced to issue 
a disclaimer in the Russian Press 
stating that they had no connection • 
with my Church and that they 
wholly approved the policy adopted 
by the Russian Emigrants* Committee. 
One of those ministers, I am sorry 
to state, was and still is, closely con
nected with one of the local British 
benevolent societies. His participation 
really hurt me, as it, undoubtedly, 
hurt some of his parishioners.

On another occasion, in 1936, I 
wrote to the “North China Daily 
News”

Russian Protestants expressly asked 
me to state that our conununity con
sists of Russian patriots, and as such, 
we shall always be friends of demo
cratic nations. With a deep sense of 
horror and repugnance we have 
watched the bloody ventures of the 
totalitarian nations in Abyssinia, in < 
Spain and in China, and we definitely “I 
do not wi«h to entrust the, future cf 
our fatherland to fascists or imperial- ; 
ists. We are emigres from Russia, but 
it does not mean that we are ready 
to make a deal with our deadly 
enemies in order to overthrow the 
existing Government of Russia. Some 
120 million Russian people have I 

established this Government and. 
inasmuch as it is good for them, we 
shall not try to undermine their work.

./We may not avree with them but we 
cannot consciously plunge them into 
a fiery and blbhjy inferno of a civil 
war.
This was written on the occasion 

of the notorious meeting at the Astor 
House Hotel. The meeting was spon
sored by the heads of the Russian 
Emigrants’ - organizations and was 
directed against the Soviet and the L 
Chinese National Government. 
Naturally, the attendance was very 
•poor, and the Russians here were 
outraged at the pro-fascist sympathies 
of their leaders. At the time some 
people pointed out to me that, while 

» they agreed with me in principle, 
the expressions of my “allegiance” 
to the Government was too strong. 
They have since changed their opin
ions, and assure me that I was absolu
tely right. It is indeed, surprising 
how true the words of the above 
declarations ring today. I am happy 
in the knowledge that it were mem
bers of my Church who so clearly 
foresaw the course of events and who 
urged me to voice their sentiments »

I in the press.
I R shouldnow be obvious to all > 

• Bruons^ând^Àmêrrcans that fetaftifhg 
i în/ffifiïT eth^Qy/ofRttssîsns who offer 

allegiance to thé Rusffiân Emi- I 
i grants Comhnttèe is “ jo“ dealing with : 
the enemy, Their Russian employees 
pg^^mcome"lax to the Ehnigrants’ 
CbmmTftëê,“ and that organization as; 
We’TSâW^êen, voices violent Anti- ï 
Allied sentiments, fo go fuffher, all ‘ 
Sid To White Russian'nSocieiFés and 
schools must be stopped, Inasmuch as 
these organizations breed anti-de- 

j rnçcràtic principles. I have taken 
trouble- to find out. and vall those 
who do,know will agree with’ me.

^ readily admit that these measures 
are/draslic. But thev will eventually, ;

4 prove"BehêflcîaL Deprived Of the- 
tniïeh-ïTeeded support from* the de- 

, sf îséd democratic sources these pol- « 
, lURffi ancT stagnant organizations will 
cl^erand then people'’iWiTTfe bet
ter equipped in every sense can start 

f some constructive work on democratic 
principles in the local Russian Com-

î munity. ’■ ......* .... . 7
Please allow me, Sir, to thank you 

for the hospitality you have so kindly? 
given me in your columns. This long 
letter is of but a slight interest to 
vour readers, it is true, but the mat
ters involved are of such importance 

j to my countrymen that I venture to Î 
ask you to publish it.

A. J. Leonidov, B.D.
Minister,

Russian Protestant NeodSpiSçopal 
Church.

Shanghai, Oct. 24. 77
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j/ Russians in China. —An Intolerable Situation.
' A FTER the Bolshevik revolution was there a mass exodus 

of anti-Communist Russians from Soviet Territory into 
Manchuria and China. How many Russians there are today) 
in Manchoukuo and in the Treaty Ports of China is not known) 
It was estimated that there were some 19,000 in Shanghai’ 
alone in 1936, and that number may have substantially in
creased since. The Russian community, of course, is not made 
tip entirely of “White” Russians. It includes men and women 
«cf all political complexions from “White” to “Red” including 
a large number of “Pinks” and a considerable percentage whose 
political views in normal times would be considered colourless. 
The community supports various national organizations ¡re
flecting the differences in its political views. None of 
these organizations actually possesses an official status; 
though one of them, the Russian Emigrants’ Committee has; 
been regarded as the medium for representing the views, and 
caring for the interests, of the “White Russians” both by 
the Foreign Municipal authorities and, to a restricted extent, 
by the Consular Body. This organization has been taken 
under Japanese protection, and when its former leader, Mr. 
Metzler was assassinated last year, it was intimated that the 
appointment of his successor, who was to share the same fate 
in 1941, required the approval of the Mayor of Greater 
Shanghai!

’T^HE unprovoked Nazi onslaught upon the UJS.S.R. undoubt- 
edly found the local Russian communities in Shanghai! 

and elsewhere in China divided in their views. But there ap
pears to be little doubt that the call of the soil—the holy soil 
of their native land—predominated in most cases over tradi
tional political antagonism, and that a very small minority 
swallowed the impudent pretence that their country was being 
attacked to “liberate” it from Bolshevism. Germany was the 
enemy that implanted Bolshevism in the country; Germany 
was still the enemy of the Russian people. The prayers and 
hopes of most Russians regardless of their former political 
affiliations centred upon the- destruction of Hitler and Nazism.

THE Russian Emigrants Committee which cannot by any 
means be considered representative of the whole Russian 

Community, has been able to exert a certain amount of pres
sure upon its nationals by the acceptance by various Consular 
and Municipal authorities of identity papers issued by it in 
lieu of Passports. It has unquestionably achieved much in the 
way of organizing Russian educational and charitable efforts 
and placing members in suitable employment. And as long as 
it confined its activities to what may be considered welfare! 
work, it performed a very useful function. But as soon as it I 
sees fit to step into the political arena, and attempt to coerce 
Iccal Russians into the betrayal of their country, its usefulness 
must be questioned, and its authority challenged. This must 
be the inevitable result of the decision of its self-constituted 
Committee to withdraw “protection” and Identification papers 
from all Russians who show sympathy with the Government 
of the V'SS.R., or spread Soviet propaganda. It is simply] 
intolerable that an insignificant minority of. reactionaries 
should thus be allowed to dictate to thousands of their fellow
nationals, who see in a Nazi victory an even worse disaster] 
than the Bolshevik Revolution, ¿his action has presumably! 
been taken with Japanese Army support, just as has the .out-; 
ragedus attemptJappnscrlpt-Russians in Tsingtao and Tientsin: 
<fTdr service against the Communists.”

UNLESS the Shanghai Committee comes to its senses and 
abandons this flagrant attempt at coercion, it should be 

left In no doubt as to its future status, where Anglo-Saxon and 
Municipal interests are concerned. Whether it would be pos
sible for the British Government to accept Russians af .approved 
character as proteges is a complicated legal problem on which; 
I cannot voice a definite opinion. But the proposed, retaliation 
against Russians loyal to their country by a reactionary junta, 
could and should be met, unless it is promptly abandoned, by 
withdrawal of such recognition as has been accorded to it as 
the representative Russian organization in Shanghai, and re
fusal henceforward to recognize any identification papers or 
other documents that it may presume to issue. It is, of course, 
gross impertinence for such a body to presume that it is in a 
position to forfeit the emigrant “rights” of the great majority 
of its fellow-nationals who refuse to accept its dictation 
regarding support of their country against the Nazi invader. 
The matter could hardly have been put better than in a letter 
which appeared in yesterday’s N.C.D. News, from L. V. Grosse, 
son of the first Chairman of the Russian Emigrants Committee:

“It is the duty of Allied nationals to support/the real 
Russian patriots; wishing ah Allied victory oyer the com
mon foe of mankind and not those who have lost their free.
will and are afraid to be honest.”
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A REGRETTABLE AFFAIR
The threat of the Russian Emigrants 

Committee, that Russians sympathizing with 
the Soviet Government in its struggle with 
Germany would lose the Committee’s pro
tection and their emigrant papers, has had a 
profound effect in the local Russian com
munity. It is symptomatic of a cleavage 
which "has been apparent ever since the com
mencement of the German invasion of Russia, 
between those whose abhorrence of Com
munism will not permit them to- have any 
sympathy with the present Government of 
Russia in the predicament in which it finds 
itself, and those others, who are filled with 
resentment at the fact that their motherland 
has been attacked, and would willingly aid 
in beating back the invader if they were 
■given the chance The very great support 
given to the Russ night-of the “Moonlight 
Follies” and the big response which has been 
made to purely Russian appeals for funds 
for various Soviet war activities tend to 
support the belief that the Committee in this 
case is not- representative of the feelings of 
the majority of Russians in Shanghai and 
that most Russians, White as well as Red, 
are united in the desire to see the,German 
invasion smashed.

There have been suggestions that this action 
on the part of the Russian Emigrants’ Com
mittee has been the result of political 
pressure which has been brought to bear 
upon them. If that is the case they are 
worthy of sympathy, but if, the order is the 
result of the conviction of a few that a Ger
man defeat of the Soviet is a necessary pre
liminary to their return to their motherland, 
then it must be charged against them that 
they are willing to see Russia dismembered, 
as it surely will be if the Germans win. tnis 
war, so long as they may derive seme 
material, personal benefit. The picture of 
the gallant fight which the Red Armies are 
putting up in western Russia stirs the blood 
of every man, no matter what his nationality, 
who admires and responds to such an epic 
display of courage and endurance. How 
much more so must their brothers in blood, 
exiled though they may be, thrill to the 
knowledge that they are fellow. Russians 
with those brave, men, women and children 
who are laying down their lives for the in
tegrity of their country?

Enquiries which the “North-China Daily 
News” has made in the Russian community 
confirm the view that» .there, are. more 
Russians.,..in,Shanghai completely in sympathy 
with the Soviet Government in the defence 
of their country, than those who wish to see 
the Red Armies defeated. That is but 
natural, War often brings about unity in 
a nation when ail other means fail, and this 
is again being proved in connection with the 
Russians herd« MatUrbity there in a minority 
which remains steeped in the memories of 
the past, which has not yet learned to for
give if not forget, but if it is represented by 
the Emigrants’ Committee, and it persists 
in the policy which is now apparent it runs 
the risk of finally having a Russian com
munity in Shanghai which will have none of 
it. It can be said with complete confidence 
that, if the Committee proceeded with the 
expulsion from the community it at present 
represents of every Russian professing 
sympathy with the Soviet in its struggle, 
Its membership would be reduced but to a 
mere fragment of its present size, and with 
it a consequent reduction in the funds the 
committee administers.

There is still another angle of this matter 
which needs to be borne in mind, and that 
is the attitude of other communities towards 
the Russian in the event of a persistence in 
this present policy. Obviously the relation
ship between Allied nationalities in Shang
hai and the Russian community, if repre
sented by a Committee which arrives at 
decisions such as have been announced, must 
undergo a very great change, and it is 
possible that the various funds which the 
Emigrants’ Committee at present controls 
might suffer as a result. It is not suggested 
that this would be. anything in the nature 
of retaliation, but it must be clear to all 
that, in this war, those, who are not. for us 
are against us. That, is the plain truth of 
the matter. Soviet Russ.. i is one of Britain’s 
Allies in tHis war. As jch she has been 
welcomed by Mr. Churchill. It follows that 
Russians in Shanghai supporting the Soviet in 
its fight . are also supporting Great Britain 
and her other Allies, and that those who 
think the contrary cannot come within that 
definition. For these, reasons it is to be 
hoped that the Russian Emigrants’ Committee 
will seek to modify a policy which if adhered 
to cannot be productive of anything but 
harm.



I Local Russians :
I Suggestions to Journalists

To the Editor of the
“North-China Daily News”

Sir,—I wish to thank Mr. H. j. Col
lar, Chairman of the Allied Federa
tion in Shanghai, for his very clear 
and encouraging statement that ap
peared today in your esteemed paper.

I wish to take this opportunity to 
explain a few items of general im
portance though of particularly Rus
sian interest.

| I wish to suggest that all local Rus- | 
I sian newspapers define their final and | 
I definite attitude towards the Allied | 
cause. I do not intend to suggest |

I that they should promote “Bolshevik 
Propaganda” if they do not wish to, 
but, as I have written to your Mr. 
Davis some two months before Soviet 
Russia’s war with Germany, it would 
be to our advantage if both the En
glish and Russian Press could come to 
a closer understanding and thus bring 
ihe British and* Russian communities 
nearer to each other as far as mutual 
political interests are concerned.

Thus, for instance, ttie Russian | 
newspaper “Slovo” has oaken a very I 
encouraging^ patriotic tfiough anti- | 
communist stand. It is not my busi- | 
ness to interfere with the personal ■ 
political views of either V. V^le, 
MXî.AlïADJUKqee and Çt^eral Sicheff, ; 
who are running the paper, but it is , 
naturally in the interests of the Al
lied cause that a united anti-Hitlerite ■ 
front be established by the local Brit- 

i ish and Russian Press. “Slovo’s” at
titude in this connection Js rather | 
promising and it should not be inf- , 

j possible to reach a further co-ordina- ■ 
j tion of journalistic efforts of the ’ 
; parties concerned.

“The Shanghai Zaria” is neither | . 
red nor white, and it, would be bet- < | 

I ter for the responsible parties run- 
| ning the newspaper to choose their > | 
colours once and for all. I have had ; « 

! the pleasure of -working on the paper 
some time ago and suggested to the 

j owner, Mrs. Olga Lembitch, that the 
paper would do good by defining its 

' actual stand and position—be it anti- 
! German, neutral or definitely pro- 
German—so that we could at least

| know what is- what.
HoweVer, I was then accused of 

being “pro-Axis” and still nobody in 
this city knows what the paper’s 
poLcy is driving at. Bombastic arti
cles about Germany are mixed with 
passionate outcries of “Long live En
gland,” then there are pro-Japanese 
articles, and then pro-Chinese, and in 
a day or two there appears an article 
dedicated to the glory of Soviet con
struction plans, and then comes a 
P£Q?Tsarist statement, and then again 
a purely doméStîfe1 èftaft about the cost 
of vodka and caviar. It is all very 
amusing and probably makes good 
reading for the average JÆoscow 
Boulevard .onlooker. But I tnihk I 
shall not be mistaken when saying 
that this is not the spirit worthy of 
^ORial and. allied. support. Yet I firm
ly believe that “The Zaria” is patrio- j 
tic enough to meet the spirit of the j 
day and shake hands with all pro- | 
Allied newspapers.

Two other papers, “The Daily 
News” and “The New Life,” are 
Soviet ; as to the other paper, “The 
Russian Word,” appearing in Hong- 
kew—it is definitely pro-Axis and. Lt 
prefer not to comment too much on* 
iL,4Qr I still want to iiv^pnthisold 
planet of ours. They try' to assure > 
people, that all those Russians who j 
are not pro-Hitler are. so to say, 
“traitors to Russia .... I trust that 
British and Russten profiledjowna- 
lists*" will create a
strongly united, anti - Ax. front. It is 
really hitn^time for such action to be 
taken.

Russian Emigrants:
What They Should Do

To the Editor of the
“North-China Daily News”

(Sir,—Mr. Grosse's letter in your 
today’s issue, though expressing the 
feelings- of all true Russian patriots 
abroad, contains something in the 
nature of an appeal to 1he Allied 
nationals for support- This appeal 
appears to the writer to be out of 
place.

Mr. Grosse must appreciate the 
fact that under the circumstances the 
first and foremost duty of every true 
Russian patriot is to wipe away for 
ever from his or her brow the 
epitaph “Emigrant,” which in the 
light of recent developments has be
come synonimous with words by 
which no self-respecting member of 
any nationality would, possibly have 
himself or herself designated. It is 
clear now that ih order to fight the 
fifth column among us all we have 
to do is to stop being an emigrant 
any longer, and for this purpose it 
is necessary to recognize the wisdom 
of our present Government, and 
really appreciate and swear allegi
ance to the institutions which have 
created our present glorious Red 
Army with the commanding staff.

Neither our Government nor the 
Allies are in any need of our 
“wishes” or even support, on the 
contrary it is we ourselves who are 
in desperate necessity of clearing 
ourselves right away from anything 
“Emigrant;” in which case no sup
port of Allied nationals will be re
quired, but their respect will be won. 
which is actually what true Russian 
patriots in Shanghai need.

May I suggest that all true Rus
sian patriots must now collectively 

take action to regain their lost 
citizenship and make a collective 
appeal, not to the Allied nationals 
for support, but to our rightful 
Government for recognition as 
citizens of our respective father lands 
in the great Union of! Soviet Socialist 
Republics and do our duties as such.

I shall be extrerntely happy to hear 
from Mr. Grosse or other true Rus
sian patriots if anything could be 
done collectively in this, most vital 
matter. '

J. A. Basil. J 
Shanghai. Oct. 22. \.

Shanghai, Oct, 23.
L. V. Grosse.



Russians Here 
Said Ignoring 
Emigrant Body

Despite the fact that the local 
Russian Emigrants Committee 
had officially stated that drastic 
measures would be taken against 
“White’’ Russians aiding the 
Soviet cause, contributions to
wards the Soviet Red Cross fund 
are pouring in from emigre 
sources declared yesterday. 
Two semi-political bodies in the 

“White” Russian community have 
beep closed, by the Emigrants com
mittee, this source revealed. These 
bodies although Tz-arist in nature, 
have .always, maintained that should 
the Motherland be exposed to any 
danger, they would readily support 
hermit was further revealed.

This attitude has been taken by 
approximately 80 per cent of the 
Rushan community here, the source 
added. Never in favor of the 
Soviet government, these people 
opeiily took sides with Moscow in 
her moment of trial, it was stated.

Russians of all classés have been 
contributing to the Soviet War 
Fund, and many have done so an- 
nonymcusly, preferring not to let 
the «Emigrants Committee know of 
theit action, it was asserted.

Tfie source yesterday explained 
that- this has been done by the 
greater number of contributors for 
the '■ sole reason that they are 
afraid of having their passports 
confiscated.

The declaration issued by the 
Russian Emigrants Committee two 
days ago stated that “in view of . 
the ^situation in our motherland, ! 
some Russian emigrants registered j 
at the Russian Emigrants Com
mittee are conducting work direct
ed at strengthening of the Soviet- 
Communistic rule, and in this 
manner cause disturbance in the 
Russian Eknigre Colony at Shang
hai. r

“Holding that the pro-Soviet work 
of these perSoins entirely harmful, 
the^Russian Emigrants Committee 
rules that:

“I. Russian emigrants working 
in airy manner to strengthen Soviet 
power are to be struck off the re
gister of the Russian Emigrants 
Committee;

“2. Members of the Mladorussk 
Party «?id the ‘Union of Persons 
Wishing to Return to the Home
land,’ „cannot avail themselves of 
the detection of the Russian 
Emigrants Committee and are to be 
struck off its register ”



Local Russians:
And Support for the Soviet

To the Editor of the
“North-China Daily News”

Sir,—Now that Great Britain and j 
Soviet Russia are waging war against ] 
a common, enemy I suppose it must, 
be clear that all those opposing the i 
allied coalition are to be considered 
helping the enemy in this way or 
the other.

In this connection it is rather as
tonishing to hear that the Russian 
Emigrants’ Committee working ♦ in 
conjunction with the International 
Allied Committee and recognized by 
the Diplomatic Corps, have recently 
declared that all Russians supporting 
the Soviet Union morally and prac
tically is to be considered the Com
mittee’s enemies.

In other words the Russian Emi
grants Committee, recognized and 
supported ¡by the Diplomatic Corps, 
wishes to announce, that all support
ing the ¡Soviet Union are, so to say, 
public enemies.

What is the foreign community 
doing about it ?

The entire situation looks rather 
strange and abnormal.

Are we to understand that the Rus- I 
sian Emigrants’ Committee, formerly I 
¿leaded by my father, an ardent pa
triot and supporter of the Russian 
nation en grand, is now to be con
sidered an organ of the German fifth 
column, a Hitlerite organization ?

. It is clear to everyone, that the 
Japanese authorities standing behind 
the Russian Emigrants’ Committee, I 
are supporting the “¡white cause,” I 
but it is also very well known that 
the Japanese, being great patriots 
themselves, never compel the Rus
sians to go against their own country ‘ 
unless they wish to do so freely, by 
their own will. The writer of these 
lines had the honour of being in 
touch with His Imperial Highness the 
Emperor of Japan through the me
dium of his court and some of the 
books of the undersigned have been 
gladly accepted by the Ruler of 
Nippon. Never during my most plea
sant contact with the Japanese au
thorities had the latter asked me to 
support the anti-Soviet cause and 
Russians were always free to have 
their own political opinions in Man
churia or elsewhere. It was only 
the! Russians themselves that asked 
the Japanese to support their anti-

Soviet movement. In other words, 
the Russian Emigrants* Committee is 
entirely free in its decision to pro
claim the pro-Soviet Russians as 
being enemies of Russia and so on. 
The Japanese, after the signature of 
the Soviet-Japanese Neutrality Act 
have shown a sufficient amount of 
good will in regard to pro-Soviet 
Russians and the actions of the Rus
sian Emigrants* Committee can there
fore be regarded as supporting the 
German cause only. If such is the 
case—why do the Allied communi
ties support the Emigrants* Com
mittee ? My late father, who always 
enjoyed the respect of foreign and 
Japanese authorities, would have 
easily managed to keep up friendly 
relations both with the Japanese au
thorities and the Soviet Government 
for the simple reason that both 
peoples concerned are great patriots 
and can therefore understand each 
other on equal terms. Being a pro- 
Soviet Russian defending the Allied 
cause and respecting the Japanese au
thorities as well as the Soviet- 
Japanese Neutrality Act, I wish to 
suggest that the foreign communities 
here define their stand towards the 
Russian Emigrants’ . Committee as 
such and allow the Russians to freely 
express their patriotic feelings with
out fear of being punished for being 
what they are.

As to the Japanese authorities, 
they are always free to support any 
movement they think necessary, but 
it iis up to the Russian« to be honest 
toward themselves and express their 
feelings and thoughts as they them
selves wish to.

And I think it is the duty of Allied 
nationals to support the real Russian 
.patriots wishing an Allied victory 
Over the common foe of mankind and 
not those who have lost their free 
Will and are afraid to be honest.

They must know by now that the 
Japanese, being extremely honest to
wards their own national substance 
and ardent patriots, do not respect 
and will never respect Russians who 
play a foul game. The Japanese will 

always respect an honest enemy, but 
never a cowardly and unreliable 
friend.

I trust all Russians will give their 
thought to this simple fact.

L. V. Grosse.
Shanghai, Oct. 21.
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Local Russian 
Soviet Helpers 
To Lose Rights

Drastic measures will be applied 
by the Russian Emigrants4 Commit
tee to deal with Russian emigrants in 
Shanghai who sympathize with the 
Red Russian Government and who 
spread Soviet propaganda, it was 
learned yesterday. The Russian Emi- 

j grants* Committee met on October 
117, when it was resolved that these
• Russians would lose the Committee’s 
I protection and their emigrant papers 
| if they continued to sympathize with 
I the Soviet Government.

According to reliable reports, the 
Russian Emigrants’ Committee had 
noticed, particularly since the out
break of the war between Germany 
and Soviet Russia, that many Rus
sians were openly sympathizing with 

i the Soviets in their struggle against 
| the Nazis and that they were thus 
spreading propaganda among other 
Russian emigrants. This, it is claim- ' 
ed, helps create a collapse in the 
local emigrant colony.

Two Organizations Barred
All those, it was resolved at the 

meeting, who show sympathy for the 
Soviet Government and who help it 
by spreading its propaganda, will not 
be considered emigrants and will lose 
their papers. It was also resolved 
that the ’‘Mladotossi” (members of

j the Young Russian Party) and! 
i “Vozvrashentzi” (members of the
* Union of Repatriation) would not be 
i given protection by the Russian Emi

grants* Committee and would lose 
their emigrant rights.

It may be recalled that the 
' "Mladorossi” issued a statement 
about four months ago calling upon I 

I all Russians to throw aside all 
' political controversies and to help 
their native land as much as pos
sible in its struggle against Ger
many.,

The statement, signed by Mr. U. A. 
Stepanoff, leader of the party, claim
ed that the party was antagonistic 
toward the Soviet Government, but 
that it would forsake its previous 
policy to the present government in 
Russia so long as it defends their 
native soil.



Russian Emigrants Forbidden 
To Aid Soviet Cause

Foreshadowing a likely major 
split in the ranks of the 27,000- 
strong Russian emigre community 
here, the Russian Emigrants’ Com
mittee published an official notifica
tion in the Russian press yesterday 
forbidding all emigrants, under 
pain of being struck off the 
register of the Russian Emigrants’ 
Communistic rule.

The order was issued, it was 
stated, in view of the sympathies of 
a number of members of the ( 
“White” Russian community having 
turned towards the motherland in 
her hour of need. The notification 
stressed that this attitude on the 
part of members of emigre com- 

i munity is likely to cause a dis
turbance in its ranks.

Following is the complete text 
, of the notification:

. “Resolution of the Russian 
i Emigrants’ Committee in Shanghai 
• approved during a meeting held on 
‘ October 17:

“In view of the situation in our J 
motherland, some Russian emigrants 
registered at the Russian Emigrants’ 
Committee are conducting work 
directed at strengthening of the. 
Soviet-Communistic rule, and in this , 
manner cause disturbance in the 
Russian Emigre colony in Shang
hai.

“Holding the pro-Soviet work of 
these persons entirely harmful, the 
Russian Emigrants’ Committee rules 
that:

“1 . Russian . Emigrants working 
in any manner to strengthen Soviet 
'power are to be struck off the re- { 
gister of the Russian Emigrants’ | 
Committee.

“2. Members of the Mladorussk i 
Party and the “Union of Persons 
Wishing To Return To The Home- 

I land,” cannot avail themselves of 
the protection of the Russian 
Emigrants’ Committee and are to be 
struck off its register.

Signed:
Russian Emigrants’ Committee.”



October 21.1941

Rj&ULUTIQH
of toe floye nin^ Board of the Russian i^niKrjintB. Com
mittee in Shanghai approved during a meetlngheld^aa

I7

In view of toe events now taking place In our Motherland, 
some Russian emigrants registered at the Russian jtanl- 
grants Committee, are conducting work directed at strength 
ening of toe Soviet communist rule and thereby bring dis
sension in the Russian emigrants community in Shanghai.
Considering toe pro-Coviet activities of these persons ab
solutely harmful the Russian Emigrants Committee decided 
that*
(1) Russian emigrants working for the strengthening of 

the Soviet power and registered at the Russian ¿tai
grants Committee are to be struck off toe register 
of too Committee.

(2) Members of toe Mladorossy Party ( Second Soviet Par
ty ) and of the Repatriation Union cannot avail them
selves’ of the protection of the Russian Aalgrants 
Committee, therefore emigrants who are proved to be
long to too said organisations are to be struck off 
the Committee*8 register.

21«10. 41.



White Russian 
Youths Ousted 
From Tientsin

(Reuters)
TIENTSIN, Oct. 15.—Somewhat 

of a sensation was created by a 
quarter-page bald-type announce
ment appearing in this morning’s 
Russian newspapers revoking the 
permits of certain White Russian 
youths to reside in Tientsin, pre
sumably for disobeying the orders of 
the local Russian Anti-Communist 
Committee to register for military 
training.

The announcement read:, “The 
Police -headquarters of Greater 
Tientsin hereby announces for 
général information that (here a 
list of 11 White Russian youths 
among the first batch of conscripts 
called up for registration is given) 
from Oct 14 of the current year are 
deprived of the right of residence in 
Tientsin territory, and residential 
oermits issued to them by the 
Public Safety Bureau are hereby 
declared null and void/’

The announcement was signed by 
Commissioner of the Chinese police 
Bureau of Greater Tientsin, General 
Yen Cilia-chi.

It is . understood that the lads were 
not arraigned before a law court 
prior to the ^present banishment 
announcement.

The list includes two Hramzqff 
lads, whose father was detailed for 
24 hours by the White House—head- 
quarters of the' Committee—last 
month when his sons failed to pre
sent, themselves for registration as 
ordered. i



Exiled Russians in Shanghai 
Rally to Aid Fatherland

EXILED Russians in Shanghai today feel the danger of their 
beloved Fatherland being overrun by the Nazi hordes. A 

people without home because of their political differences, the 
White Russians in Shanghai have nearly .all joined hands to do
their-bit for their country. . I

There is no longer the cry of with Bolshevism but j
rather “down with the Nazis!” Only a small group of exiled 
Russians in this city believe that they will be able to benefit 
by the war conducted, by Hitler and his henchmen. Daily this 
igroup is becoming smaller in number and it is believed that 
in the near--------------------

Once strongly boycotted by the 
White Russian community here. So
viet films are now drawing huge 
crowds of these same people. Shown 
in only one theatre in sShangh. i. 
tickets for U.S.S.R. productions ar 
.sold out in advance.

r future such an element will cease to exist in Shanghai.

Tremendous ovations are given by i 
the audience when Soviet military 
and political ¡leaders are projected on 
the screen. Even wilder outbursts

the deliverance of the Fatherland | 
from its enemy. The priests who 
conducted religious ceremonies when, 
the Imperial Court held sway in 
Czarist Russia, today conduct the 
services in the same vein, but offer 

, their humble prayers towards the 
. 4 destruction of the hated Nazi.

¡.of .enthusiasm greet scenes of Russian 
life . and the progress the Soviets have 

¡made in the rebuilding of important 
'cities in Russia. The reception given 
[by the Russian community in Shang- 
ihai to Soviet films is, but one example 
¡of the. change of feeling.

The Soviet Red Cross Fund, which 
was .originated only a short while 
ago in Shanghai, is a striking illus
tration ¿of the patriotic feeling dis-

Prince Vsevolde’s Letter I

Prince Vsevolde of Russia recently
sent a letter to “The Times” in Lon
don. The Prince wcote: ‘*We are 

[fighting a common foe and I feel that 
all Slav races .should now unite to 
rid the world of Nazism.” Mr. M. 
E. Sabline, a representative of the 
White Russian refugees in London, 
was another writer to “The Times"

| On the question.
By way of reply to the belief thru 

¿religion is suppressed in the TTS'S.R.
played by the Russians in the city ¿comes ¿the news from Moscow that 
Hardest bit by the present living like churches were packed with people 
conditions, these people contribute / praying for the Russian fatherland 
everything possible within their ¡and that the Patriarch is calling the 
means in order to swell the coffers ¿people to defend their county.
of the organization. I This end other expressions of

.Numerous exiled Russian officers ¡Soviet sentiment towards the Rus- 
jwho fought in the early days of the sian people in general, has played r. 
Revolution following Great War Noj! mayor role in influening the exiled
1, have shelved their .political beliefs. Russian into forgetting their political 
if only temporarily,. an> are uAEing ■ creed and turning towards the de* 
their fellow countrymen to help rneir pence of their home. The people 
brothers and sister,s in their battleH today strnd united in their efforts to 
against a common enemy. # destroy the threat to their country.

The. younger generation of Russians ♦
who were born in this city and ; Nazi Attempts Fail
educated in various schools, are 
nearly all .whiting ’»foir a chance to t 
strike a blow at the ’Nazi armies.-] 
■Brought up in the shadows of the1 
former greatness of Imperial Russia 

Land following the Orthodox traditions 4 
preached in churches and clubs, these 
youthful girls and boys without a, 
country today lealize that their home 
is boing threatened.

Soviet Citizens Increase
■When recently it was learned that I 

all Russians who wanted to obtain, 
Soviet passports could do so, .thè 

¡Soviet Consulate in Tokvo was 
¡swamped by applications from lodai 
¡Russian residents. Those of the 
ipeople who were granted jU.SJS.RI 
. citizenship considered themselves ex* 
¡tremely lucky. Others, who were 
¡turned down, are waiting for a new 
[chance to become people with 
country once again. -The die-hards 
who. scorned the offer to becoming 
affiliated ito their Fatherland while 

¡the Soviets ruled, are. today feeling 
the urgency of the situation and are. 
attempting to do their bit, no matter ? 
how small, in an effort to preserve 
all that they hold dear. The hatred 
towards the new system Of rule in 
Russia has been replaced by a hatred 
towards Germany.

In nearly all Russian churches in 
Shanghai services have been held for

The attempt made by the Nazis ¿to 
install a White Russian ¡government ! 
which would one day rule Russia hat: 
failed. Hardly any .support is given ' 
to the puppets of the Germans. Ip . 
Shanghai only a very small group pi 
people have any ‘belief in the future 
fufictiornng of those puppets and the 
activities of this gtouo are' limited 
in Nazi-occupied’ territory.

When the wrr against Russia first 
broke out, many local White Russians t 
in Shanghai were under" the belief 
that the chance to return to then ! 
country and install a member of the [ 
Imperial Family as ruler, had come. ‘ 
They expected that a devolution ' 
overthrow the Soviets would take 
place. This was thought to be espe- 
otally true in the» Ukraine anuj 
Crimea. The heroic fighting by the 
Russian soldiers in tbe^e areas has/ 
shattered all such beliefs.

Tliis turn of events has played a 
major role in the change of attitude • 
■by the local White Russians. These 
30.000 or so exiles living in this city 
are shoring, in various ways their 
Attitude towards Soviet Russia. Given 
a chance, these people would gladly 
die for their country. As it is, they J 
are contributing in their own small 
way towards an ultimate victory over' 
the Nazis.



Translation of a leading article which, appeared in the "Rusai an j
Times* on 11.10.41. Published by tne Russian Simes Publishing !
Uomjany«4O9 hast ueward Road,« Editor - Rr, P«R> Qavintseff, i

2ttR SXBSätfTH CRQgaJ

With a f a sling of a profound satisfaction we publish 
in to-day’s issue of our journal a brief report concerning the 
meeting of the National Ideologic Centre in Shanghai«during 
the course of which a number of important decisions were made.

Naturally, the main attention is attracted by the wish« 
expressed by the Centre«to sec Colonel at the
post of Chairman of the Russian .migrants Committee with Colo
nel D.V. KOCHKWT(l) and Mr. N.A. POKROVSKY as his Deputies.

We do not doubt that this wish will be taken into con
sideration by th» authorities on whom the approval of the no
mination of Head of the Russian .¡¿migrants Committee depends« 
because thio wish has been expressed by an organisation uni* 
Tying in its ranks all active anti-communist elements of our 
emigrant community.

This is the second time during the brief period of the 
existence of the Ideologic uentre that it has adopted decisions 
which will have a stabilising effect on the life of the Russian 
community and bring the community out of its state of confusion 
first in political and now in social affairs. The fact alone 
that these two decisions have been taken makes the Ideologic 
Centre a vary valuable organisation destined to play and al* 
ready playing an important part in our political and social 
life.

The nature of these two decisions defines the course 
of further activities of the Ideologic uentre. Unifying in 
itself all our active anti*communist and anti-Soviet elements 
the Ideologic Centre also steps on the path of a close aoope- 
rfctlon with organizations and institutions which should carry 
out and to a certain extent are already carrying outthe work 
comprising a part of the programme of the Ideologic Centre. 
This in the first place applies to tlxe Russian staigranta Com
mittee as a whole, as will be seen from th© resolutions pas
sed at the last meeting of the Centre»its activities may great
ly benefit the work of the kinanclal-iksonomic«Registration and 
Cultural-Educational Sections of the Russian Emigrants Commit- 
tee.Close contact and oooperartlcn with the Cultural-Hduoatio* 
nal Section is esepcially important• In this respect the re
solutions of the last meeting of the Centre open wide possibi
lities for the carrying out of national-patriotic«cultural* 
educational activities in the Russian emigrant community by 
unified efforts of all active elements of the community.

And at present this front of the national-patriotic 
work is .th© most important of our fronts. All forces should 
be mobilized for service at this front and a plan should be 
worked out for ths guidance of their activities. They should 
be unified by one will will and one desire to defend and pro-' 
pagate always«everywhere and under every citoumstances our 
truth which,we firmly believe,is the truth by means of which 
the. Russian people will return to its glorious ore-revolutio
nary historic and Christian peat.

Our belief Wat communion will oe destroyed in Russia 



and our absolute conviction that the present event® iu our 
native l-.nd ill finally lead to the restoration 'f S&tional 
dussia, bind ub into one unti-oororaunlst family, •. /ry member 
of hloh ehould carry out a oertdn work in aoeordanue with 
the pJan eoverlng the uotlvltloe of the whole family.

This plan provides for two genor 1 directions of 
our ¡? octal foi>’ olitlo#.'! The success and
effect of the ® aotivltlea depend, on the coordination of the two 
di Motion#* mwi ixoeping alose and constant oontaat between 
tho-, based on riutual aonfldena® »dad support. beoanse the3« 
»otivitios are based on unity o organisation and. th nxght.

uwslan emigrants ar® a part of th® body -:*nd soul 
of the .uoeian peonl®. ¿11 that 1b eaid about their alleged 
inability of unifica’ion in the interests of a eo^fflon oause 
is absurd. The right time has arrived - and tha unity required 
has born whlBved.

e aro firmly aonvioed that very eoon all the 
pessimist i' uMd • ueraieo of ihmeiea ml grants will bs© for 
thmaoelv wh -t unified Unseian emigrants oan achieve.

Our strenth 18 growing because we are unified by 
a ao»®on will to gain viotory 'iv<«>r our uneray and the enemy 
a the entire hnjeanl + -\.

Translator'a note t The two dedal one of the
Ideologic Centre, referred 
to above aro,

c,Declaration  issued by a 
number of Russian rgani^atlon 
on 28-7-41 regarding their 
attitude toward the present 
Soviet Oermn war.

b,floro!nation of Colonel N.I. 
3er®inikoff for the» post 
of Chairman of the itaseian 
"mlerrant» Ooromittee and 
other resolutions passed at 
the mooting of 8-1041.

Ig-lO-U



Translation of an article which appeared in the «itussian Times«
on 11-10-41. Published by the Russian Times publishing Co,,
409 East 3eward Road, Editor - Mr, P.A, Savintaaff.__________

COLOR iL H.K. SSWRIKOFF NOMINATED FOR POST OP
WilWl. fr/TOTArWBR
---------- ----- its Bwzrtr“*-*-------------

Meeting of Plenary Council of Kational-Ideologic Centre 
' ' " 'in Shanghai

On Thursday, October 9, 1941, a meeting of the Plenary 
Council (1) of the National-Ideologic Centre in Shanghai was 
held in the premises of the Cossacks Union

Representatives of all organizations comprising the 
Ideologic Centre, as well as a number of individual pubic and 
political workers from the looal emigrant community, who 
received personal invitations, attended.

The meeting was opened by Major-General GOVOROFJ1, 
Vice-President of the Ideologic Centre, on whose suggestion those 
present rose to pay respect to the memory of the late Mr, N.A. 
IVANOI, Chairman of the Russian Emigrants Committee, In hie 
opening speech General GOVOROFJ? pointed out the seriousness and 
importance of the tasks, for the carrying out whioh the 
Ideologic Centre had been created and which it is carrying out 
to the best of its abilities and in accordance with the general 
desire to render useful service to the cause of liberation of 
our Motherland from the communist rule.

The agenda of the meeting, worked out by the Standing 
Council (2) of the Centre, were then approved, as well as the 
propositi of the Fascist Union and Union of Cos acks to include 
in the agenda the question of nomination of a candidate for the 
post of chairman of the Russian Emigrants Committee,

This was followed by a report of Colonel EL3NSR, 
Secretary of the Ideologic Centre, on the work done by tho 
Standing Council, Ho pointed out that the declaration of the 
Rational-Ideologic Centre had been translated into foreign 
lunguag s, that several thousands of printed oopies'of the 
declaration had been distributed to all Russian and foreign 
Institutions and organisations. Apart from this, tho 
declaration had been sent to all dimplomatio and administrative 
institutions in Shanghai, Furthermore, in addition to and in 
elucidation of the declaration in question, a number of articles 
had been published in local newspapers by members of the 
Ideologic Centre, among which the most v luable were contributed 
by Colonel VEHSKIaTIN, Continuing, Colonel SlSIIffi.-. said that 
a programme of activities had been carefully worked out by the 
Standing Council and would be carried out into effect as soon 
as It was approved by the Plenary Council,

Having unanimously approved Colonel KISHER*3 report 
the nmeting proceeded with the discussion of the questions on 
the agenda. The' following resolutions were passed :-

(l^That the proposal of tho Standing Council regarding 
tho organization of publication of pamphlets and 
other propaganda material pf onti-oommunist nature, 
as well as of the holding of lectures, addresses 
etc, be approved.



2

b. That the formation of National Union of Artists 
be approved..

o. That close contact be established with the 
Cultural-Educational Section of the Russian 
Etaigrants Committee with a view to coordination 
of activities mentioned in paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this clause, for the pux*pose of a 
cooperation in the carrying out of these activities,

(I) That every support be accorded to individuals 
and institutions sympathising with the aims 
and activities of the Political Centre (3)

(3) That an appeal be made to all parents requesting 
them to arrange for the enrolment of their children 
into Russian national organizations such as :
NORH (4) Russian Boy-Scouts, Union of Musketeers of 
Grand Duke Nikita Alexandrovich.

(4) That all Russian national organizations be requested 
to carry out a compulsory re-registration of their 
respective members with a view to the expulsion from 
their ranks of elements sympathising with the 
Soviet Government or belonging to secret societies,

(5) That an appeal be made to all Russian organizations 
requesting them to re-register with the Russian 
Emigrants Committee in conformity with the recent 
notification of the Committee,

(6) That the Russian Emigrants Committee be requested 
to expel from the ranks of emigrants all those who 
openly work in the interests of the Soviet 
Government, namely: persons collaborating in the 
bolshevik press and pro-3ooiet?Radio-broadoading 
stations, or contributing towards the funds of 
Soviet institutions, or frequenting the Soclet 
club, or attending charity concerts in aid of the 
Red Army etc, A list of persons so expelled to be 
published in Russian national press throughout the 
Far Rast,

(7) That an appeal be made to the Russian emigrant 
community requesting its members to carry out 
their raorl obligations to the community by 
making regular contributions towards the Emigrants 
fiommittee's Voluntary Self-Taxation Fund for
the needs of Russian schools, hospital, public 
dining room and the various shelters for needy 
and aged people.

In respect of the question of leadership of the Russian 
emigrant community the following resolution was 
unanimously passed

During the course of its meeting held on 9-10-41 
the Plenary Council of the National-Ideologic 
Centre discussed the question of nomination of a 
candidate for the post of Chairman of the Russian 
Emigrants Committee and decided:
TO MPRE33 ITS WISH TO SEE COLONEL N.K. SERSJNIKOFF 
AT THE POST Of CHAIRMAN OF THE RUSSIAN EMIGRANTS 
COMMITTEE WITH COLONEL D.V. K0CHN3FF AND MR. N.A. 
POKROVSKY AS HIS DBPUTIE3 AND IMMEDIATE ASSISTANTS 
DIALINGs RESPECTIVELY, WITH INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL 
AFFAIRS OF THE COMMUNITY”



13-10-41

(4) Russian National Scouts Organizations

Translator1a note (1) Otherwise 
Council.

referred to as"Birig

(») Otherwise 
Council"

referred to as "Small

(3) Otherwise 
Centre.

referred to as "Political



translation of a leading article which ap eared in n uh al an 
newspaper *huBslan i’imss* on 13-9-41« ¿*UQ118hed by the flui* 
elan rima Publishing uo«,4u9 Sast '“’eward noad. di tor • 
mt* v. ^OPQff.__________ _____ .—......................  .. ...

no-re istration of nussian 
-imtigr ants •

it is high time to carry out an inspection of our emi
grant ranks«

Shanghai boing an international city »all sorts of out
casts from the midst of national anti-comunist emigrants are 
active here under the mask of emigrants«

jforal-jners,who generally are ill informed on Hussian af- 
fairs«regard these people as representatives of Russian emi
grants correctly expressing their feelings in connection with 
the present Soviet-German war.

An emigrant is so called because he 1» politically oppos- 
sed to the regime existing in nussia at present« un the contra
ry the so-called partisans of defence of the U«£i»S«M« and all 
ac ta of turn-co ata have »in the majority of Qaaes»nothing 
whatever in coraiion with ^¿aaian anti-ocmimunist emigrants«

7S> of Hue el an emigrants are oomposed ol’ people who par- 
tioipated in armed struggle against their enemies and who» 
in both the Ural and figurative sense of the word« have net 
laid down their arms« «hey trun representatives of the antl- 
eomunist masses »to disintegrate which the Comintern applies 
every swans and effort.

it is vitally essential to clarify and deepen all natio
nal-political questions mnongst Russian emigrmts at present« 

rail-call and counting of active national elements she "bso- 
lutely imperative being dictated by life itself« *his will eao- 
pose all the dark elements who are still using emigrant.' pas- 
ports as a cover for their activities*

-*»11 that indirectly benefits and supports the regime of 
oppressors of nusaia must be Imiaedlately oast out of the emi
grant emsnunity« <Jnce and for all anti-comunlst forces In 
Shanghai must be dearly defined*

ihe toisslan «migrants committee which is carrying out a 
re-registration cf local emigrants »should pay a very careful at
tention to this task» with full understanding of its purpose 
and importance, casting away all th® bureaucratic methods and 
negligence«

uur historical national flag is hoisted over the premi
ses occupied by the offices of the Russian emigrants committee, 
xhe presence of our national flag as an eternal symbol of Rus
sia« makes it imperative to carry out a purge of emigrant ranks, 
not a single open or scaret paid agent of the bolahovike should 
be tiiijH'ed to use this flag as a cover.

furthermore» from the legal viewpoint the Russian JSsi- 
jrants uemmlttoo is under the protection of the ranking tfovom- 
ment»which la also engaged in the struggle against communism« 
wonaoquently« all things considered» the re-re^istration should 
not oecume a matter of a mere formality«

we think that upon cample tian of tne re«re<>ji strati on the 
uusaian ^migrants committee will publish in the national anti
communist newspapers lists giving an accurate idea of the nu
mber of antl-eootaunlsiii emigrants«

All emigrant Institutions.societies and conuerolal enter
prises registered with the vosnlttee should be Included in the 
list In question« In one word - all that comprises the active



forces gf the local anti-cosununict eat grunts.
Ahen everything will be clear and «asy to understand» 

‘here will be no misunderstandings»no canfualon. -hly than it 
will become possible to speak on behalf of the Russian eml* 
grant community with full authority to do so* *hen a sharp 
line will be drawn between ¡»ovist citizens bearing tain's 
stigma ok one aide and Russian nationalists with uod in their 
hearts and crosses on their chests»looking forward to resau- 
rection of national Russia • on ths other side* 

i‘he re*registration should be carried out under the 
3logan "J/cr itussia* which is understood by ell of us.

"“et ua hope that loaders of the uowlttee share our 
thought! and will sincerely bear in mind the above and carry 
out their national duty t o nusela in the osmo manner* as 
»e would» uod help them!



The following comments are made in reply to criticism which appeared in the local 
press concerning the Declaration made by local White Russian Emigrants' Organizations, a 
copy of which is attached.

The very large number of Russians who arrived in Shanghai during 1920-1922 left 
their country not because they were afraid of privations and persecutions, but because, be
ing unable to continue their struggle against communism in Russia, they wanted to carry it 
on from the outside as political emigrants and they are still doing so. These Russians do 
not consider the term „Motherland“ as meaning merely territory, which is unstable and 
may even be entirely lost (as in the case of Serbia during the Great War), but as meaning 
primarily the people and their active and creative national spirit. They know that during 
the last 24 years the Russian Nation was kept in a state of abject slavery without prece
dent in the history of Humanity.

Russia has lost millions of her best sons in her struggle for the most elementary 
rights of men: th? right to worship God, to express national convictions, to have a family, 
to possess personal property, etc...

It is impossible to imagine anything more terrible, immoral and devastating than 
Soviet Regime, supported by the most cruel reign of terror. The Soviets are not only ene
mies of the Russian People, they are a menace to all Nations and to the whole of mankind - 
their favourite methods being subversive activity, corruption, propoganda and sabotage.

Although the above facts, well known to everybody, are at present being ignored« 
hushed up and passed over in silence by many foreigners for political reasons, Russians 
who still love Country and have personally experienced the horrors of bolchevism cannot be 
expected to refrain from expressing their hope that Soviet Regime will be destroyed as ear
ly as possible. Should these expressions be considered now as lack of tact? Should the 
Russian Emigrants be prevented from refuting the allegations of Soviet Agents that all Rus
sians have joined the Red camp?

Russian Emigrants regret that the interests of the Democratic States are now linked 
by circumstances to the fate of the hated anti-democratic Soviet Regime and that these in
terests now require the survival and victory of the Moscow Government, although the rela« 
tions between the démocraties and the Soviets were until so very recently quite different. 
The tone and comments of the democratic press are also quite different now from what they 
were after the signing of the German-Soviet non-aggression pact and during the Soviet-Fin
nish campaign. Mr. Churchill himself in his speeche^zand books has expressed on many oc
casions his definite condemnation of Bolchevism./

It would appear the Soviet Regime is at present serving the purpose of those who 
recently regarded the Soviets as enemies of mankind.

eBut can it be expected of Russian Emigrants that they suddenly repudiate their 
ideals and start hoping for the victory of Russia's oppressors, just because it happens to 
suit the purpose of others at present?

The Russian people have made great sacrifices and efforts during the war of 1914 • 
1919 towards a common victory of the Allied Forces, but were betrayed by the newly esta
blished Soviet Regime at the conference of Brest Litovsk.

What are the slaves of the Soviets fighting for now under the flag of the 3rd In
ternational? For Russia and her interesests? for democratic principles? Is it not obvious that 
if the Germ ins had not attacked on June 22. the Soviet forces massed on the Western bor
der would have eventually started their own invasion of Europe, not for democratic prin
ciples, but for the purpose of starting a communist conflagration in the .whole of Europe, 
including, of course England who was always considered by the Soviets as the stronghold 
of World Capitalism.

Though it may be undesirable to many, Russian Emigrants still continue to con
sider Bolchevism as the creation of the Devil and the foe of cultural humanity, and under 
no conditions honest Russian Emigrants will ever support or recognize it. To try to persua
de the White Emigrants of the contrary is absolutely useless.

Without seeking any personal benefit and remaining absolutely loyal to the local 
authorities, Russian Emigrants contiune to hope for a speedy downfall of the Soviet Regim 
and the establishment of a National Government in Russia. What will take place after that 
cannot be now forseen and is known to God only, but they trust that the Russian People 
freed from Soviet oppression will be able to steer its own course and defend its Nationai 
interests.

It is futile to teach patriotism to Russian Emigrants, the majority of them have 
proved their patriotism with their own blood during the Great and Civil Wars.

Unfortunately, a number of Emigrants have fallen prey to pseudo-patriotic {propa
ganda of Soviet Agents and can no longer differentiate between the true interests of Rus
sian and those of the 3rd Communist International.

Let God and the liber ited Russian People be the sole judges in the above question:



THB RUSSIAN WTGWTS GOMMITTSS 
AT SHANGHAI.

NOTION.

in accordance with the wishes expressed by many mem
bers of the Russian Idol grant community regarding the creation 
here of a special Anti-Communist #und and welcoming this sug
gestion, the Russian immigrants committee has the honour of giv
ing hereby notice to all members of the Russian community that 
a special fund to be known as the "Russian Anti-Communist 
ifund" has been created at the Russian ifinigrants Committee« 

Persons wishing to contribute towards the kund may 
do so through the medium of the Russian Immigrants Committee 
against proper receipts«

the money collected will be kept on a special bank 
account«and a special committee consisting of representatives x 
of various public organizations of Russian emigrants In Shang
hai will be foremd in the near future te consider the ques
tion as to how this money may be best used.

Ro private persons and/or any separate organistions 
tatM been authorized and will not be authorized in f uture by 
the Russian Emigrants Committee to make collections towards 
this fund«

Contributions towards the kund may only be made at 

the offices of the Committec«llâ/l aoulmein Road,during of

fice hours«

M.A, XVAKCOnr, 
Chairman of the Russian Jtalgrants 
c aurait tee.

august 23,1941 
Rhanghal.

translators notai The above notice appeared 
in «11 local Russian emi
grant newspapers on 24/8



•£HB hUSSIAH .SMI GRANTS CQMmITTBR 
AT SHANGHAI

MOTica.

In view of the fact that anonymous leaflets have been 
distributed amongst the local Russian Anigrant Canun unity 
by certain irresponsible elements,in which Russian emigrants 
are urged by means of various threats ( including threats 
directed against the Committee JI to make contributions to
wards the Anti-Communist Pund, the Russian liini grants Commit
tee hereby notifies for information of members of the com
munity that in accordance with the resolution of the Commit
tee adopted on December 6t194O IT IS STRICTLY FORBIMIEN TO 
MAKS ftOALSCTlQHS OF AMY KIND AMONGST THS RUSSIAN COMMUNITY 
WITHOUT PERMISSION QOt TUB CQMniTTKB*

Persons making unothorised collections are liable to be 
detained and handed over to the Police or direct to the Rus
sian Bnigrants Committee where they will be dealt with in ao- 
cordance with law«

N.A. IVANOJT
Chairman of the Russian Jtaigrants 
Gosmittee

August 23,1941 

Shanghai*

translator's note« the above notification appearedinall 
Kuaulan emigrant newapapen on 24-8*41#



translation of a leading article which appeared In rtuaeian 
weekly newspaper "OUR wT*  on 17-6-41. acting hdltor & Pub-

*hsr readers will understand without any further 
explanations the significance of this work and its importance 
for the future life of dussian emigrants,who have ceased to be 
just a shapeless mass,but are sharply divided Into two groups« 
PQLITICJIi l.e. open auamlos of the Judeo-ccamunlst
U*S*4kh.» and MarWHMS»ia* people of a doubtful quality. In 
shert»Mus81an emigrants will have to pass through a pviffylng 
fire before they can return to their homeland»for it is clear

- Mw. M.I. toww—err «It kaat awwawd iaad-------- --------

pays of tha Harriet government have been count
ed. the main forces of the Med Assy have been smashed. Ml the 
’defence lines" of tha bolsheviks have been pierced. The mist 
created by tha lying soviet propaganda Is vanishing and taa 
red troops go over to the united fascist forces without fear. 
The hatred of tha oppressed masses towards ntalia Is reaching 
its summit being ready to break out in open and widespread re» 
volts. English and American help to the bolaiwvilo» Is but ano
ther fiction. The fat of kiav»**oscow  and ramingrad is homing 
only by a thread, following the fall of these towns a Russian 
National Hovernstsnt will bo proclaimed» and the bolsheviks 
will bo regarded as gangs of bandits to be liquidated by spe
cial punishment detachment*.  The cadres of such M08S1AX punish
ment detachments have already boon prepared in the majority of 
cases.

nowowr» it io net our intention to discuss this 
subject to-day. to-day wo are very much Interested by the 
watershed which is being created in the Russian community in 
Shanghai • a line clearly separating that community into two 
camps > the Judso-camunist cusp, which defends the U.S.8.R., 
and the Russian nationalist camp »which leeks forward to a de
feat of the U.B.S.M. in the name of revival of Maticnal Masala. 
The dividing line passes through all the classes of the caa- 
iaunity» thro ugh all emigrant organisations and thus dm facili
tates the work of purging the community» of slfting Its co
lourless mass through the sifter of national solf-oonscleus- 
ness. fhe sifting process is etill in progress,but oven now 
the outlines of ths two camps are already visible in the so- 
called Russian emigrant community In Shanghai« the openly bol- 
ehevist,red» JMeo-canmmiat coop »which is condemning itself 
to death» and the white*  Russian »national emaP »which is openly 
prepared for the work of building up of a how Kussia, the 
Fascist dussia.

Wo» fascists» welcome the outcry which was 
raised in the Husslan community following ths outbreak of the 
present soviet-German war. It facilitates our task of aiiaCTIQH 
of the strongest and most reliable elements for the future 
work for the cassacn duosian oaueo.

We are very much interested in the carrying this 
Selection of brave and honest Hessian people from nmtatat ths 
whole •usaian community in Shanghai*  doing m wo at the 
came time can get an idea of the strength of our enemies as 
well*  All these pro-bolshevist gentry »who are in the enticing 
captivity of the Hovist,-Srdtlsh and Mnerlaan intelligence ser
vices and defend the Jews and communists, are simply asking to 
bo placed on the black board.



a

that not «Il ai thm will b© pexmitted to ratura to Uuaala, 
but oui/ thoae wJw will ba <rf any valua to tha work tf building 
up the naw -cuaaian lifa • tiw kASClSÏ llftu

1&-Ô-41.

»btA* â» • jUH VAX* la an «rfloial argaa of tiw 
*aaal»t knlaa*'«tha ’UUautjUjg 

trontr®“ aC wtilcii la in ülwngiwl at praeant.
U» viewa OJ^reasad in tha abwa ortlcla 
saay ba ngardiA aa tlwaa of tbe tfltw 
rightiat faction of tho laçai dunaian aanran» 
nitj»
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Translation from Russian«

TO RUSSIAN EMIGRANT COWUNITY IN SHANGHAI

Recognizing the protection and defence of national in

terests of the Russian community in Shanghai as the main ob

ject of its activities the Russian Emigrants Committee,having 

considered at is meeting of August 1,1941 the situation creat

ed in the local community in connection with the present events 

in our Motherland,unanimously decided to issue the following 

appeal to Russian emigrants in Shanghai:-

(1) Being resident in the territory of Great China 

and enjoying the hospitality of the local authorities,Russian 

emigrants should above all be absolutely loyal towards these 

authorities by carrying out all their regulations and instruc

tions,as only by so doing they may enjoy all the rights and 

privileges granted to them by the authorities in question.

(2) Refraining from being in any way involved in any 

political activities of an international character,which are 

taking such a stormy turn in Shanghai at present,Russian, emi

grants should not for a moment forget that the main features 

determining their belonging to the Russian Emigrant community 

are: absolutely negative attitude towards the Soviet govern

ment, objection to any contact with persons professing commu

nist tendencies and refusal to cooperate in any manner with 

all those who are employed by the Soviet government or are its 

agents and/or sympathisers(irrespective of whether they are 

Russians or foreigners.

(3) Emigrants should always bear in mind that their 

main enemy is the government which has for the past 24 years 

been keeping in a state of slavery the Great Russian People 

groaning under the communist yoke and has been persecuting 

them even for confessing the religion of their ancestors. 

The dastard assassination of our Tsar and His August Family, 

murders of many high dignitaries of our Orthodox Church and e* 



millions of our brethrenas well as great number of truly Rus

sian people who are still subjected to unheard of tortures in 

the various concentration camps and dungeons - such crimes com

mitted by the hangmen of our Motherland will never be forgiven 

and cannot be forgotten by any honest Russian patxiot.

(4) Emigrants are now subjected to the effects of a 

distinct propaganda on the part of some of the local foreign re

sidents who by means of various pseudo-patriotic slogans endea

vour to bring about a reconciliation of emigrants with the pre

sent government of the U.S.S.R. As many emigrants are in a 

state of economic dependency on the said foreigners such a pro

paganda bears certain fruits,bringing confusion and discord in

to our emigrant family. However»emigrants should firmly bear 

in mind that activities of this nature are extremely harmful to 

our national interests,as they delay the coming of the hour of_

liberation of our native country from the communist yoke.

Emigrants should have only one rep^y to the propaganda k 

referred to above: as.long as the struggle is being carried on 

in the name of the U.S.S.R. and not in the name of Russia, as 

long as it is carried on under the emblems unacceptable to Rus

sians professing the Orthodox Faith,and not under the sign of. 

Holy Cross and our national banners -any assistance on the part 

of- emigrants will constitute a crime against the Holy Russia and 

our Great People. Instead of benefiting our Motherland such 

an assistance will only tighten the noose on her neck, for it 

will help not Russia,but her hangmen.

(5)Without  loosing for a moment their confidence in 

in the coming Ressurrection of our Motherland,emigrants should 

at present devote all their efforts to one aim only,namely 6 

to facilitate by every means at their disposal the return,as y 

soon as possible, of Russia on her historic road and her re

birth tn her former greatness and glory.

August 8,1941,

N.A. IVANOFF

Chairman of the Russian Emigrants 
Committee.



K PyccKoR 3MRrpancK0i KojiohIn b UliHXit
npH3H3Bafl rxaBHofi aaaa-fKOCHOBenifl c xwijaMH, Hcno-1 

nefi CBoefì jrhHTejibHocTH I B'bayioiUBMH KOMMyHHCTHne- 
oxpany h aaniHTy nauio- ckìh reHAenuin m otk33 ot 
HSXbHblX MHTepecOB PyCCKOH KaKOW-JJHÓO paÓOTbl HXH 
Koxohìh LUanxafl, PyccKÌfi* coTpyAHHnecTBa co bc%mm 
3MHrpaHTCKÌfi KOMHTCT, OÓ-.TbMH, KTO flBXHIOTCfl CXy- 
cyAHR b saC'h^aHÌH IlpaBxe-! HcamHMH, areHTHMH hxh co- 
HÌH KoMHTCTa l-ro cero 3B- HyBCTByJOUlKMH CoB’bTCKOMy
rycTa cosAasiusecn b M'h- 
cthoh Koxohìh noxoncenìe b
CBR3H C npOHCXOAHLUHMH
HbiH'fa Ha naiuefi Poahhìs co-
6htìhmh, eAHHorxacHo no- 
CT3HOBHX OÓpaTHTbCH K pyC- 
ckhm 3MHrpaHTaM niaHxan 
c HHMcecx'KayiomMM b 33Ra- 
hìcm:

1. npOVKMBasi Ha TeppK-J 
Topi» BexHKaro Khtbsi h 
noxb3yHcb rocienpiHM- 
CTBOM MtCTHHX BX3CTCH, 
pyccicie SMHTpaHTH npe>KAe 
Beerò aoxjkhu coóxioAaTb 
HOXHyiO XofiHXbHOCTb K 3THM 
BX3CTRM, HCnOXHRH BC'fc HX 
nocTanoBxeHifi, npaBHxa h 
pacaopHXcenìH, Tate ksk 
TOXbKO npH Co6xK>AeHÌH 
stoto ohm MoryT noxbao- 
BSTbCR BC'bMH T^MH np3B3- 
mm h npeHMyiixecTBaMH, ko- 
Topblfl HM npeAOCTaBXeHM 
yKBaaHHHMH BXaCTRMH.

2« OtHK)AB He BM'blUHBaHCb 
B KBKyiO-XHÓO HOXHTHHe-
CKyiO A*bHTeXbHOCTb MOKAy- 
HapoAHaro xapaKTepa, cToxb 
óypHO paSBHBILiyiOCR HblH'b 
b UlaHxa'b, pycckie 3mh- 
rpaHTH He £OX>KHbI 3aóbl- 
BaTb HM Ha Ofluy MHHyTy, 
HTO PXaBHbIMH OTXHMHTeXb- 
HHMM npH3H3KaMH npHH3Aa>
XexCHQCTH HX K HXeHBM PyC-i paÓOTK’b CO CTOpOHbl Ha- 
CKOfi SMHrpaHTCKOH KoXO- CTH M'hCTHblX HHOCTpaHHHX
HÌH HBXflIOTCfl: noAHOe OTPH- 
uaTexbHoe oTHouienie k co- 
B^TCKoft BxacTH, HenpieMxe- 
HOCTb KaKOrO-XHÓO conpn-

npaBHTexbCTBy, neaaBHCHMo 
OT Toro, RBXflKJTCfl XH XHlja 
3TH pyCCKHMH HXH HHOCTpaH- 
U3M4.

3. SMHrpauifl Aoxacna 
Bcema noMHWTb, hto rxas- 
heim en BparoM rbxhctch to 
npaBHTeXbCTBO, KOTOpoe 
yace b Tenente hohth 24 x'bT 
Aep>KHT B paÓCTB’b H3HH- 
Baiomift hoa htom kom- 
MyHMCTHHeCKOK BX3CTH

BexHKiw PyccKÌfi HapoA« 
npecx'bAyn ero xa>Ke 3a 
HcnoB'baaHie B'bpbi cborx 
npejiKOB. nojixoe yóiftcTBo 
Haiuero Uapa h ErotApry- 
crbAiuefi CeMbH, rnóexb 
MHOrOHHCXeHHHX BblClUHX 
lepapxoB IlpaBocxaBHoA Ha
lli e A L(epKBH, MHXXÌOHbl HO- 
ryGxeHHHx HaiiiHX coópaTb&B 
h 6e3HHCxeHHoe KoxHnecTBp 
HCTHHHO-pyCCKMX XKUiefi, TO* 
mhiuhxch eme h noHHH'b m 
McnbiTHBaioiixHx necxbixaH- 
Hbia MyneniH b KonueHTpa- 
uioHHbix xarepHx h 3acT*bH- 
Kax—T3KÌA a^hhìr iiaxaneft 
H 3 ILI e fi POAMHbl HHKOr.ua He 
óyayT npomeHbi h ne MoryT 
ÓbITb 3a6blTbl HH OAHHM He- 
CTHblM pyCCKHM naTpioTOM.

4. dMHrpauifl nowepraeT- 
Cfl HbiH'h onpe/i'hxeHHoA o6-

peaHAeHTOB, KOTopue no a 
pa3Haro poaa xohcho — naT- 
piOTHHeCKMMH X03yHCaMH 
CTpeMflTCH JJOÓHTbCfl npMMH-

penisi 3MHTpauÌH C HblH'fcui- 
HHM npaBHTeXbCTBOM CCCP. 
Tax Kak MHorie 3MHrpaHTbz 
H3X0JIHTCH B 3K0H0MHneCK0fi 
3SBHCHM0CTH OT yKa33HHOft 
HaCTH HHOCTpanueB, TO no- 
AoÓnan paóoTa AocTHraeT 
HSB'kcTnaro peayxbTaTa, 
bhc a CMymenie h pasao- 
pn b nainy 9MHTpanTc«yio 
cewb*o. Ho 3MHTpauin AoxjK- 
Ha TBepAO nOMHHTb, HTO, 
TBKora po^a AfcaTejibNftcTb 
HB/ifltTCfl KpaHMe BpeflaoK fl/iR 
NaiuMX MauiBNaxbNUX NHTepe- 
COB, TftK Kax Ti/lbKO OTAA- 

MAC 0CB060H<A0NÌH N&- 
uiero oteMBCTta ot ara kam- 
MyNHCTMHeCKOM BRBCTH.

Ha BC'b nonoóHbiH BWCTy- 
nxenifl y 3MHTpauin AoxHcen 
ÓbITb TOXbKO OAHH OTB^TZ 
nona Óopbóa BeaeTca ot 
HMenw CCCP, a ne ot HMenn 
Poccìn, noxa óopbóa aeneT- 
ch noA HenpieMxeMbiMH axh 
np3BOCX3BHblX pyCCKHX >M- 
óxeMaMH, a ne boa c'hHbio 
CBRTaro Kpecia h nauionaxb- 
Hbix HaiiiHX 3naMen—ao rbx 
nop KaKafl 6bi to hh 6hxo 
nOMOIHb CO CTOPOHH 3MH- 
rpauiM HBxneTcn npecTynxe* 
nieM npoTHB CbatoA Pycw h

BexHKaro Happna nauiero. 
BM’feCTO noxb3U PoAHH'b 
nOMOUlb T3K3R TOXbKO CHXb- 
H'be saTRTHBaeT neTxio na 
ea uien, h6o hbxhctch ne 
noMoiijbio Poccìh, a no- 
Mouibio en naxanaM.

5. He Tepnn hh na oaho 
MTHOBenie B'fcpbi CBoefi b 
6xH3Koe BocKpecenie Aopo- 
roro Haiuero OTenecTBa* 
3MHTpaUÌH Bcb CBOH CHXbl B 
A3HHoe speMH AoÀ/KHa na- 
npaBXHTb HCKXIOHHTeXbHO 
TOXbKO K OAHOfi eAHHCTBen- 
Hofi ij'bxH, a hmchho: BC'bMH; 
AocTynHbiMH b en pacnopn- 
>KeHÌH cpeACTBaMM cnocoó- 
CTBOB3Tb CKOp*feUUieMy B03- 
Bpaiixeniio Poccìh Ha ea 
MCTopunecKifi nyTb h bo3- 
po>KAeHÌK) en bo sceM óli- 
xom ea BexHHÌH h cxaB’b.

H. A. MBAHOB.
HpeAC'bAaTexb PyccKaro 
SMHrpaHTCKaro KoMHteTa 

b IlIaHxat.
Top. LUanxafi, 
8-ro ABrycTa 1941 r.

HHKOr.ua
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Russian ¡Migrants Co alites - Appeal to Russian commini ty 
regarding attitude towards Sovlet-Geopsan war«

forwarded herewith Is a translation of an 
appeal addressed by the Russian ¡Migrants Comitteo to 
the looal Russian migrant eomonitgr defining the atti 
tilde members of the ooErmaity should adopt tatmrds the 
present Sor et-Genaan war*

The appeal was published by all Russian 
emigrant newspapers on lO-fl-41,
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Russians Here Incensed Over Anti-Soviet
Declaration By 21 Emigre a Organizations”

Twenty-one “White” Russian 
“organizations,” the majority of 
them no more than a name and 

1 members as rare as the dodo, 
on Thursday published a “de
claration” in the Shanghai 
Zaria. This declaration, de
nouncing Soviet Russia and 
outspokenly pro-German, hailed 
the Russo-German conflict as a 
war of liberation from Bolsh
evism. It lamented the Soviet 
propaganda to which the Rus
sian emigre youth here was 
being exposed, and was obvious
ly conceived with a view to 
“guiding” Shanghai’s “White” 
Russians in their attitude to
ward the war.
The “declaration” unwittingly did ' 

more to fan the flames of patriot- i 
ism among local Russian emigres 
than the Soviet propaganda it had, 
so deliberately denounced, and 
reactions among the Russian colony 
were more violent than at any other 
time.

For example, Colonel N.Tornoy- .1 
sky, regimental t ommander^in me ■ 
Tsar’s Imperial Army, replying to 
the declaration yesterday in a letter 
to the Zaria, made known his inten
tion to resign from the union of 
Russian Army and Navy Men, one 

| or the signatories. Another Tsarist 
officer, Captain of the Guards 
Bajenov, in no uncertain terms ex
pressed his opposition to the text 
of the declaration.

Reflect Generali Attitude -
Both letters were merely reflec

tions of the indignation which the 
declaration had aroused among 
local Russians, both from Tsarist 
officers who had fought in the Great 
War and subsequently against the 
Bolshevik forces, subsequently with
drawing across the frontier to 
Manchuria.

No less significant, too, was 
the note inserted by th *. editor 
of the Shanghai Zaria into the 
correspondence columns, an-

I nouncing that correspondence 
on “this subject” is considered

1 closed.
The declaration itself was, per

haps, tactless in that its flagrant 
support of the German cause was 
an insult to Russian patriotism, 
party differences being here of ho 
account whatever.

Orthodox Church and the murder of 
the Russian Tsar and nis family; 
hKcwise we cannot forgive the de
tention and murder of millions of 
Russians in concentration camps 
and cellars of .the G.P.U. . . .”

“Wc consider the present German- 
' Soviet war as a wgy.'and means of 
■ freeing our country from com
munist eppresjon . . . Although 
we are deprived of present cir
cumstances of the -possibility of 
actively participating in the armed 
struggle taking place on the fields 
Cf cur country ... we still must 
apply cur efforts to the downfall of 
the Soviet, regime in Russia. . , '

Commenting on the Reuters cable 
which iV was stated that the 

ex-Tsarist diplomat, Mr. Sablin, 
considered the leader of Russian 
emigrants in Britain, appealed to 
all emigres to support Soviet Russia, 
the declaration Stated: '“If the 
Reuters dispatch regarding the 
appeal of the ex-Tsarist diplomat, 
Mi\ Sablin, to support thé Soviets is 
true, Mr. Sablin’s statement must 
have been made under considerable 
pressure by powers hostile to 
us. . /

Hits “Back-Stabbcrs”
Colonel Tornovsky, in resigning 

from the Union of Russian Army 
and Navy Men, wrote that he did so 
because the declaration intimated 
that its signatories Represented the 
views of all its members.

“Stalin’s regime to you is un
acceptable,” he wrote, “but we con
sider this an internal, Russian issue, 
and in an hour fraught with danger 
for the entire Russian people (in- 

! eluding emigrants), It is criminal to 
|| stab our motherland in the back.

“If we are unable to actively help 
[our motherland, since the Stalin 
government will neither trust nor 

{ call us, then there remains for us 
■ no alternative but to adopt a sympia- 
‘ thetic neutrality toward the Russian 

people and its army.
“We cannot rejoice over the death 

[• of millions of wonderful, sacrificed 
young men who with their blood de
fend Russian soil. Under their Red 
Army tunics beats a heart no less 
Russian than ours. We send the 
defenders of our motherland our 
sincere wishes for complete victory 
on the fields of battle, and pray the 

1 Lord cur God to help them defend 
i our la nd from the proven enemies of 
I all Russians and Slavs—the Oer-

° u ncompromising”
“We remain, as we have been for 

over 20 years, uncompromising 
enemies of communism. We never 
trusted and we do not believe now 
in the- evolution of y the Soviet 
regime . . .** states the declaration. 
” . . We, Russian emigrants of 
Shanghai, will never forget nor’for
give the Soviet regime the desecra
tion and persecution of the 
mans.

Service 40 Years
“These are my views, which seem 

in discord with the majority of the 
Union’s members, and thus to my 
profound regret I must tender my 
resignation from this organization, 
of which I have been a member 
since 1923. Thirty-seven years Have 
I served in officers’ ranks, and have 
deveted faithfully ^nd loyally 40 
years in service to my motherland 
I thought I was tied with unbreak
able bonds tp other members of the 
Union, having defended our mother
land in the Russo-Japanese War, the 
Great War, and the war against the ; 
Eolsheviks, and believe me that it 
is with the greatest of sorrow that 
I sever these ties, but I can at pre
sent see no other course of action.

“To convince me, and especially 
for me to convince you in views we 
regard as wrong, is unnecessary—we 
are grey with years and worldly ex
perience, and know what we do. 
Only history will show which of us 
were right.”

Japanese Peapie 
Urged To Guard 
Against Espionage 

(Reuters) 
TOKYO, jtaiy 3O.-»-“Thpught 

control and anti-espionage” was 
most important to Japanese 
justice authorities at present, 
the Japanese press was told by 
Mf, lliromasa Matsusaka, who 
was appointed Procurator- 
General today. He succeeds 
Mr. Michiyo Iwamura, who was 
appointed Justice Minister last 
Friday.

Mr. Matsusaka stressed the 
guarding of national secrets and 
suppression of “anti-military 
rumors, speech and action?:, 
however «Slight^



Local Russian 
Announcer Said 
Banned by Police |

Mr. V. V. Drozd off. assistant editor I 
of the “Russian Daily News” who is ‘ 
well known to Russian radio listen- I 
ers here as a broadcaster of Russian 
war news, especially news items re
leased by the Tass Agency, Yester
day informed the “North China 
Daily News” that he will no longer 

■ go on the air over radio station 
i XMHC as he has been informed that 
i his broadcast has been banned by 
| the French Police. The station. 
I which is operated by the “Evening 
i Post and Mercury” at 19 Avenue 
j Edward VII, Mr. Drozdoff stated, had 
i notified him that under the circum- 
I stances, his contract with them would 
have to be cancelled.

Mr. Drozdoff did not go on the 
I air yesterday with his usual Russian . 

news at 7 pm. He declared that he 
was completely taken by surprise at 
the action of the French Police as 
the news he had announced daily 
was entirely devoid of propaganda. 
He emphasized that he had merely 
transmitted news, principally from 
Moscow, as he had obtained it.

Other Offers Received
It is believed that he has received 

numerous letters from radio stations 
in the Settlement asking him to con
tinue his broadcasts to the Russian 
community here over their stations.

Russian circles here yesterday de
clared that the news broadcast by 
Mr. Drozdoff had been welcomed by 
local Russian radio listeners as it 
counteracted news in Russian, inter
spersed with Nazi propaganda, broad
cast by & German radio station here.

Mr. Drozdoff admitted that he had 
' received more th:<n 200 telephone 
j calls from sympathizers here who 
hoped that he would not desist from 

j continuing his broadcasts of news re
garding the war in Soviet Russia.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT , %
Special Branch. File No. Date........

suBJEGT: Declaration of a group of Russian immigrant or
ganizations in Shanghai defining their attitude 
towards the present Soviet-German war.

I'

Forwarded herewith is a translation of a decla

ration of a group of local Russian emigrant organizations 

which was published in all Russian emigrant newspapers 

in Shanghai on July 31,1941.

It is reported that on 23-7-41 a conference at

tended by some 60 persons representing various circles* 

of the Russian emigrant community wap held in a private 

residence in the French Concession. A£ter an exchange of 

opinions as to whether or not the local Russian commu

nity should expreqs openly its attitude towards the pre

sent Soviet-fierman war, the suggestion of an anonymous 

initiative group was approved that a declaration to that

effect should be published without delay. During the 

course of the following several days the text of the 

attached declaration was worked out and signed by reprg- 

sentatives of 21 organizations and/or groupsComm
Sir:

Inf,

^•C(sAS,

According to information to hand,there are 

groups and organizations amongst the Russian emigrant 

nnwmuinity who ,for various reasons, do not approve this

declaration as a whole

( Special Branch ).

Further report on this matter will be submit- 

soon as more definite information is available.



BBCIARÀTION

of the Russian Emigrant Community in

Shanghai

We,Russian emigrants in Shanghai, deem it necessary to 
make the following declaration through representatives of the 
undermentioned Russian national,military and public organiza- 
ti ons:

We still are, as we were 20 years ago, irreconciliable 
enemies of communism which established itself in Russia» We 
never believed and still do not believe in the evolution of 
the Soviet government. The events of the last two years - oc
cupation of Roland,Estonia,Lithuania,Latvia and Bukovina- have 
clearly proved that the principles and methods of the Soviet 
regime,applied in the occupied areas, remain the same as they 
were before.

On the other hand the attitude of trie bulk of the popula
tion of Russia towards their oppressors remains as hostile as 
it was during the past 25 years . The restoration of the insti
tute of political commissars in the Red Array is a vivid proof 
of this fact.

We,Russian emigrants»will never forget and forgive the 
Soviet government the disgracing and persecution of the Rus
sian Orthodox Church and the assassination of Russian Tsar and 
His family. We also cannot forgive the present murders of mil
lions of Russians in the various concentration camps#Cheka dun
geons and in the army where soldiers are driven to battles by 
armed commissars.

We regard the present Soviet-German war as a means of li
beration of our Motherland from the communist yoke. We fiimly 
believe that this war will release active national elements of 
the Russian people and will result in the formation of a Natio
nal government and revival of Great Russia.

At the same time we brand the treacherous activities di
rected towards moral disintegration of Russia., emigrants,espe
cially the younger generation who know neither the old nor 
Soviet Russia and therefore easily fall under the influence of 
the pseudo-patriotic bolshevik propaganda assisted by pro- 
bommunist elements and corrupt press,subsidized by the ¡Soviets 
and their allies and fraudulently misrepresenting the true 
sentiments of Russian emigrants.

If there is any truth in Reuter’s report regarding the 
appeal of Sablin -ex-Tsarist diplomatic official - to defend 
the U.S.S.R., this step must have been taken by Sablin under 
pressure on the part of the fOreeashostile to us. We are con
fident that his appeal does not in any way express the senti
ments of Russian emigrants living in Sngland. Of course,they 
think and feel as we do#

Being at present deprived of the possibility of an active 
participation in the armed struggle against the communist rule 
on the fields of our native country we»nevertheless,should make 
every effort in order to assist in the overwthrow of the Soviet 
regime in Russia#

We are firmly convinced that vile activities of enemies 



of National Russia will not prevent the inevitable collapse of 
the Soviet regime and. that coming Great Russia will enter, as a 
MElffiER POSSESSING h^UAL RIGHTS, the big family of peoples of 
Europe and Asia building up a NEV/ ORMER on the principles of 
social justice and national self-conscience*

The declarationvas signed by representatives of the 
following organizations:-

(1-) Union of Russian Military Invalids.

(2) Union of Knights of Order of St.George,

(3) Russian ^eneral Military Union,Shanghai Branch.

(4) Union of Russian Array & Navy Men.

(5) Representative of Union of V/orshipers of Memo
ry of Emperor Nicolas II in the Far Bast.

(6) Cossacks’ Union in Shanghai.

(7) China representative of the Ataman of Don Cos- 
s ac is o

(8) Union of Former Gadets of the Habarovsk Milita
ry Cadets School.

(9) Union of Foij&ajF cadets of the 1-st Siberian Mi
litary Cadets School.

(10) People’s Imperial Movement.

(11) Mutual Aid Society of Former Pupils of toe Chitt 
Military School for Officers.

(12) Society of Emigrants from the Maritime Province.

(13) Society of Monarchists-Legitimists.

(14) "The Russian Times”»national daily newspaper.

(15) Union of Musketeers, Section III.

(16) Organization of Russian National Boy-Scouts in 
Shanghai.

(17) Circle of Gunners of the 1-st Fusiliers Brigade.

(18) Russian National Unioru

(19) Union of Former Members ofUnits of the Far East
ern Army.

(20) Russian Teachers' Association.

(21) National Union of New Generation, Shanghai 
Branch.

1-8-41.

( The above declaration was published in all local 
Russian emigrant newspapers on July 31,1941 ).



DBFfllUEHIE 3MHrPAHTCKHX 0PrflHM3AlIlR
K PyCCKWM J1IOAHM.

Mh, pyccxíe awurpaHTbi ropo/ja LUauxan, b jihuí npeACTaBHTexeü HHaxenoHMeHOBaHHHx 
pyccxnx HaijioHaJibHbix bochhhx h oómecTBeHHHx opraHH3auÍH cohxh HeoóxoAHMHM BbicTynnTb 
c HHxcecx'bAyiomen Aexxapaijieñ:

Mh nonpe>KHeMyt xax n AsaAuaTb c jihhihhm jiít TOMy nasa/t, ocTaeMcn nenpHMHpHMH- 
mh BparaMH kommvhh3M3, yTBepAWBinarocH b Poccíh. Mh HHxorAa He bíphjih h He bíphm b 
3B0XI0UÍ1Q COBÍTCXOÍÍ BJiaCTH. CoÓHTÍH nOCXÍAHHX AByX XÍT — 33HHTÍC ÍIOJIbUlH, SCTOHIH, JIhT* 
bh, JI&tbíh, Beccapaóin h EyKOBHHH —- c hoahoü HeonpoBepjKHMocTbio noxaaaxn, hto npHHijH- 
HH H MeTOflH COB'bTCKarO pe)KHMa, npHM'bHCHHHe B 3THX OKKynHpOBaHHHX OÓJiaCTHX, OCTaJIHCb 
Ti >Ke4 HTO H ÓHJIH.

, C apyroü CTopoHH, oTHoiueHÍe Kopennoro pocciñcxaro Hacejienia k cbohm ymeTaTeJini^ 
OCTaXOCb T3XHM >Ke BpaXACÓHHM, K3KHM OHO ÓHJIO H3 npOTHHíeHÍH UOHTH HeTBepTH BÍxa, He^Y 
flpKHM AQKasaTeJIbCTBOM HBJIHeTCH BO3CT3HOBJieHÍe B KpaCHOÜ apMÍH HHCTHTyra HOJIHTHHeCKHX 
KOMHCCapOB. 1 * . r !

Mh, pyccKie sMurpaHTH, hhxotas ne saÓyaeM h He npocTHM cobítcxoíí BJiacTH nopy* 
Tañía h npecjiíAOBaHia npaBoexaBHon LJepxBn h yóiñcTBa pyccxaro I^apa h Ero ceMbH, xax He 
MOxceM npocTHTb npoAOJDKaiomarocH yóiftcTBa mhjijiíohob pyccKHx jnojjeü b xoHueHTpauioH» 
hhx aarepax h noABaxax aexH h HacuJiia na# coJiAaTaMH, tohumhmh b 6oh no# HaraaaMH ko* 

fMHCCapOB.
HacToflujyio repMaHo-coBtTCKyio Boitay mh paacMaTpwBaeM Kax nyTb k ocBoóoxqieHiK) I 

jHaineñ Poahhh ot Hra KOMMyHHCTOB. Mh TBepn<J bíphm, hto 3Ta Boñna pasBHxceT bkthbhhh I 
■HauioHa^bHHH chxh pocciHCKaro Hapo^a h npHBeAeT k co3#aHÍK) HauioHajibHaro npaBHTejibCTBa I 
|H BO3pOH<AeHÍK) BeJIHKO# POCCÍH. 1

OAHOBpeMenHO mh K/ieftMHM npe/iaTejibCKyio paóoTy no paa^oxceHiio pyccKoü aMHrpaitfH 
h ocoóeHHO pyccKOü moxoaokh, ne 3Haiomeñ hh CTapoñ hh cobítckoü Poccíh, a noTOMy xerKO 
no/maioineftcfl JDKe-naTpioTHMecKOü nponaraHAÍ co ctopohh óoxbiueBHKOB, óojib^eBHTCTByioiHHX 
npoAaxcHoft h npeccn, cyócHAnpyeMoñ CoBÍTaMH h hx coK)3HHKaMH, HCKaxcaioiiieñ uiyjijiepcKoñ 
nOATaCOBKOH i^aKTOB nOAJIHHHHH 3MHrpaHTCKÍH H3CTpoeHÍH. " 75**

Ecjih TejierpacJjHoe cooóiueHie areHTCTBa PeñTep o BHCTyruieHÍH óHBiiiaro uapcKaro A«n- 
•poMaTa CaóxHHa c npH3HBOM k sainnTí Cobítob HBAaeTCH npaBAoü, to ’sto oó'bHCHneTCH bh- 
myHCAOHHbiM maroM CaóxHHa hoa AaBJienieM Bj^ajKAeQHHjc hbm chji. Mh ysípenn, hto 3to ero 
jBbicTyn^eHie ornioAb He flBJiaeTCH Bbipa>KeHT?Sr7iS'fl®laTyWéTpoeHÍH pyccKHx jiioach, Bojieio 
IcyAeó 3a6pouueBHHX b Ahtjiíio. Ohh Konenno, h AyMaioT h nyBCTByioT tbk >xe, Kax h mh. I ' 

l'TlHiLieHHHe bo3mo>khocth b HacToflujÍH MOMenT npn A3HH0H oócTaHOBKÍ c opyxcieM B 
pyxax aKTHBHO yqacTBOBaTb b 6opb6í npoTHB cobítckoíí BJiacTH na hojihx poAHoñ CTpaHH, mh 
Bce xce aojijkhh npHxo/KHTb bcí ycHJiifl coAíücTBOBaTb CBepxeHiio coBÍTCKaro pe>KHMa b Poccíh. %

Mh TBepAo yóÍTKACHH, hto rpfl3Haa padoíra BparoB HaiiioHajibHoíi Poccíh He oct3hobht z 
HeH3Óí>KHaro KpymeHÍH cobítckoü BxacjH, h hto rpaAymaH BejiHKaa Poccíh, Kax PABHO- 
nPABHWH U/IEH, boüa^t b óojibuyio ceMbio HapoAOB Ebporh h Asín, CTpoHiijHX hobhü 
nopHA°K na ocHOBax couiaxbHOH cnpaseAJiUBocTH h HauioHajibHaro caM0C03HaHÍH.

Cok>3 PyCCKHX BoeHHblX kiHBa/lHAOB.
Cotos TeoprieBCKHx KaBanepoB.
IJJaHxawcKiíí OTAbn Pyccxaro Oóino-BoHHcxaro Gotosa.
Cotos CnyHíHBLllMX B Poccirtcxwx ApMÍH H CD/IOTt.
Aa/ibHeBOCTOHHbiH npeACTaBHTejib Coiosa PeBHHTejieíi naMaTH KMnepaTopa Hwxonafl II.
KasaníH Cox>3 b LUaHxat.
HpeACTaBHTenb AoHCKoro AraMana b Karat.
Poccímckíh (DaiiJHCTCKiH Coios.
OOmecTBo 6. BocnHTaHHHxoB 1-ro CHOHpcxaro HMoeparopa AjiexcaHAoa 1 KaAercxarp Kopnyca:
OOmecTBO 6. BocnHTaHHHxoB XaOapoBcxaro rpacpa MypasbeBa-AMypcxaro KaAercxaro Kopnyca. 
HapoAHo-klMnepcxoe ABB»xeHie.
OOiuecTBO BsawMonoMomw BocnHTaHHHxoB HwTHHcxaro BoeHHaro yHHnwma.
OCíLuecTBo npiaMypcxMx dMxrpaHTos.
JlerHTHMHo-MoHapxHwecKoe OOiaoctbo ,,3a Btpy, Uapa h OTewecTBo“.

t HanioHanbHbiw OpraH — eweAHeBHaa rasera HPyccxoe Bpewn“
III-h OTftt/i Coiosa Ero BbiconecTBa khasa Hhkwtm AnexcaHAPOBHna MytuxerepoB.
HaqioHanbHaR OpraHHsauifl pyccxnx pasatAWMxoB b LUaHxat.
Kpywox ApTHnnepHCTOB 1-8 Ota. CrptJixoBofl BpHraAM.
Pocc¡8cxi8 Hau¡OHanbHbi8 Cotos.
Cotos Hhhob cayHiHBUJHx b Hacrax Aa/ibHeBocToMHo8 Apmím.

28 íiojih 
iy IllaHxafl.

OOunecTBo neAaroroB pyccxnx sMHrpaHTCKHX lukoj!.
1941 r., ¡

r> i. * f ’a &



translation of an e tract from an article which appeared In 
Russian newspaper "Russian Times" of 30»7»41« Published by 
the Russian ^imes Publishing Company»409 Mast “«ward Hoad.
Editor -Mr. c* v. £sast&-------------------- _------ .-----------------

THOUGHTS ABOUT SOVLKT ÏOUÏH/THK FUTURS 
jLSiUJKRjRMIOlUMT PIGMIH8 ABB STRUGGLK 
FOR GHllUHUrs UOULS._________________

Pointing out the harmful influence of the communist 

regime in the U.S«H.R. on the moral and character of the 

younger generation the newspaper nevertheless believes that 

there are excollent national-patriotic elements amongst the 

youth of that country »which are now hiding themselves. Jn 

these elements rests the hope for the national revival of Rus

sia. iiomwhere in that country will appear the Leader »who is 
not know so far and for whom Russia has been waiting during 
the past many years. The future leader must be a second JReter 
the Great in order to be able to carry out his task.

* It is an Insult to the Groat Rational State of Russia that a Shanghai bodyguard named Konstantin Steklaff» an illiterate man« a mental pyoay has offered himself as a lea* der of the Russian people and expressed his wish to put him- self on the summit of glory without any struggle »without ovenm elementary political training and to bn a Leader of the country comprising one sixth part of the world’s territory.
it is not difficult to recall that the road te leadership was that was passed by all ths se whom Gsd wished to be leaders ef x peoples« Xvon Lenin»Trotsky and stalin»who wore not chosen by God to be leaders of the Russian people* even they were protected by the Raton himself«
Konstantin RteMeff wished all of a sudden to become equal to Hitler or Mussolini and thus te secure a place in Rus- sia’o brilliant history. Is not it a shame* is not it a sign of an utter lack of thought amongst Russian oadgrssl
God eave us from such loaders suffering from megalomania and givinf a bad example to the emigrant youth.•*

31-7-41.



July 28'1941

*ail-<mal^voiutioMCT ?W-tv • lolagri addressed to soviet Gpvertaaeni.

further 60 the report dated 24-7-41 X have to 

state that*according to the "Russian Vanguard" of 

27-7-41» the "All-rtussia national «evolutionary >aaelot 

¿’arty" sent the telegram In question to the Soviet Go

vernment on July 22-7-41.
In tlie same issue of the "Russian Vanguard" ap

peared a lengthy declaration of A.A. VC3I8IAT8KT in which 

ho hands over the leadership of the party to K.A.STi£iCL‘JCTs 

his local representative* in view of the present politi

cal situation in ths U.S.A« where the activities of the 

party are regarded with suspicion. Gtakloff*s decl ar a tier 

also appears in the same issue and is also very lengtly 

Me announces that he has assumed the leadership of the 

party and promises to carry on his servloe to the cause 

of Russian national «evolution.

the "Russian times" of 28-7-41 reprinted dtoh* 

loff's telegran to the soviet flowsriisosnt under the head- 

in« : - Q>L.C^<JK Oh WA18

w>e ttlt- 
arm sent hr Uhamaliat aSeMeff w

af &uaaia. think it over an4 doeide for yourselves,"



tlVMaaola daU yal *yralutlg»fpf

forwarded herewith 1» a copy °f * document 
obtained fro® a oonfidentiai eouma« It la alleged 
that a Mussian version of thia doouMent will Im» pub- 
lishai aa dt-7-dl 1» the «Suasion Vanguard«, organ of 
the local group of the so-called *All-hues!a National 
devalatlonary rasolot Party*, and that at the same tine 
copies of the document will Im distributed to all local 
nows ageaoieo*

^laultaaoously it will be announced la the 
"Russian vanguard- that d*A* VaaslataJqr,loader of the 
*11-Muss i a national novolutlonary .farty”,residing at 
-zutMMtvean.,u«S«a., has handed ever Ms post to his 
local ropreooatatiwet&«d.»teJa«ff•

further It Is alleged that the local uoman 
>ropMganda service la behind thio sohaac with a He* 
to using the doewent for propaganda purposes la the 
««NMlaa territory*



O o p y • Original on une úiadorossy Ale x)»

¡ryw.W.. ^„.n-igjüL,

W..GXVE UP OUR OPPOSITION TO suvm GOVBRNmT^ ~ letter tO.J&g 
editor from the Par Aastern Branch of the Mladorossy PartyA

Sir* 
Will you be good enough to publish the attached declarar- 

tion in your ewteemed newspaper,

a, Pooliaevsky, „
Ghanoellor of the Par ¿Eastern Branch 
of the Mladorossy Part$.

Stepping forward once more with a clear statement of our 

"credo* to-day when the destny of our Motherland riw being de

cided »members of the Par ¿Eastern Branch of the Mladorossy Party 

wish in the first place to point out that the delay in publish

ing tills declaration was not caused by waiting for an opportune 

moment, The more serious and dangerous the present situation is, 

the more force and clearness it acquires in the Russian concep

tion of the Mladorossy Party, The delay was caused by circumstan

ces of emigrant life which in the majority of oases cannot be 

overcome. Published to-day this statement only confirms once 

more the principles which hare remained unchanged for the past 

fifteen years, 

Prom the very beginning of its existence the Mladorossy 
9

Party ( formerly known as the Union of Mladoroesy ) has in all 

its activlTitles been directed solely by the interests of Russia 

and Russian nation, i.e.the family of peoples grown and educated 

by one and the same culture. Rased on this principle the party 

in its foreign policy was never hostile j»o any other state as 

such,but defined its attitude towards a given state ip accord

ance with the attitude of that state towards the interests of 

our Motherland,

In thio sonoe the clearly hostile attitude at' Germany 

towards Russia,which has been emphasised since the beginning of 

the 20-th century,led to the war of 1914 -1918 and later was



- s -

expressed in the well known book "Mein Kampf" was apparent 

to the Mladorossy Party, Bven the short lived pact between 

fle-meny and the U.8.3.R. could not change our opinion that 
Germany io hostile to Russia and that thia hostility is ex
plained not only by motives of a transitory and ideologic 

nature*

• The place of all Russians is on the side ef their 
nation*

Precisely because of this certainty as to the attitude 

of Germany the Mladorossy Party during the many years prior 

to the war, as well as after its outbreak and after the pact 
between Germany and the U.8.8.R. never ceased to advocate a 

rapprochement with our natural allies ♦ Prance and ureat Bri
tain, who would occupy the positions in the root of Hitler's 

inevitable and main push towards the last*
Xt is not Russia's fault that this rapprochement failed 

to materialise and now is not ths proper time to fix the res
ponsibility for thio failure*

But in the above sense,members of the Miadorossy Party 

and other Russians who gave their lives on the battle-fields 

of Prance two years ago »fell for their Motherland in the same 

manner as Russian warriors who fall in defending their native 

land.
To-day the inevitable that no pacts could prevent has 

happened. Torrents of Russian blood are being shod along the 

enormous front stretching from the Arctic Region to the Black 

sea*  the Russian people defends every inch of its territory 

with super-human stubbcmoss*

At this hard time,the Par '“astern Branch of the Mlado- 
rissy Party,being a part of the Russian people and fully rea
lising its duty towards RhSherland*  once more declarw the 

principles for which the: Party has been standings«
• At the time ef terrible danger threatening our Mo

therland, defence and not politics is ths main thing*



•3“

• Unly to their native land can they give their blood* 
and their strength.

. At the time when Motherland is fighting for her ex- 
istenoe the Mar hastern branch of the Mladprossy Par
ty give up their opposition to ths existing Government 
in Russia, in so far as that Government defends Russia's 
frontiers.

• being deprived of the joy and possibility of defending 
their native land they devote their word^deeds and 
thoughts solely to their Motherland.

U. SXBPAHCV7*
Representative of the Hinder os ay 
Party in the Mar Hast

July »1941
Shanghai*

22-7-41



copy

Translation from Russian newspaper "OUR WAY* of 13-7-41 
Edited and published by Mr» M.I»KQRGANOFFt4O9 Rast Seward 
^o.aAi---------------------------- - --------------------------------------------------- -

RUSSIAN NATIONAL REVOLUTION IS IN
PROGRESS ~

>ve must participate in it

ALL-RUSSIA FASCIST UNIQJI

Order Mo »13

(1) All nations in Europe are rising for the struggle against 
the Jewish Comintern» This war is in the first place our 
Russian war,and destruction of the Comintern is the duty 
of Russians,a question of their honour and life» There 
must be Russian forces amongst the forces fighting against 
the army of the Third International». I call upon all or
ganizations of the All-RusMa Fascist Union to begin the 
formation of Liberation detachments which,after the estab
lishment of the first Russian national Government,will be 
renamed the Regeneration detachments - and to put them
selves at the disposal of the Union,thus constituting the 
basic cells for the formation of the future Russian natio
nal Any»

(3) The well-to-do section of emigrants should give the means 
for the formation of these detachments,for the maintenance 
of families of those who loft for Russia and for the even
tual transportation of these families to Russia» Local 
Committees of Anti-Communist Struggle Fund and-whero such 
committees do not exist- chiefs of local organisations 
will take upon themselves the task of collecting funds» 
Those evading to contribute towards this cause will be 
regarded as traitors of Rational Russia»

(3) The Anti-Communist Struggle Fund is renamed the Fund of 
Liberation and Regeneration of Russia» The central Fund 
will carry out,direct or through local committees,extra
ordinary collections in all places whore Rusal an emigrants 
reside»Ail Russian emigrants will bo suggested to contri
bute not loss than 1/10-th of their respective means and 
to pay not less than 10^ of their earnings or income dur
ing the whole duration of the war» members of natlonal- 
revolutionary organizations actively participating in the 
liberation work are exempted from these contributions»

( 4) All Fascists will prepare means in order to be able to 
proceed to their respective places of appointment in Rus
sia»

(•) All Fascists will refresh in their memory and think over 
the "Plan of Fascist Construction in Russia" distributed 
together with orders and,in parts, published in the "Na
tion".

(C) Combatants! Russian National Revolution is in progress» 
No retreat is possible now» Russia will perish or bo ours 
and ressurocted to new life and now glory» 
Glory to Russia!

Follows a declaration consisting of 12 
paragraphs. In the first two paragraphs 



it la stated that the AII-KussIp •«‘assist Union wel
comes National-Socialist GermaL. who started the great campaign against the ** ewish Comintern, and an 
appeal is addressed to all peoples to participate in 
the liquidation of the Bed **ewiah peril. The remain
ing eight paragraphs deal with the ideology ,organi
zation and tact! a of the party.
VICTORY OR DRATH! COiLOJNISM OR FASCISM! MOV OR

RjSVRR!
GLORY TO RUSSIA!

July 13,1941
Shanghai.



Translation of an article which appeared in Russian newspaper
* Russian Times” on 6-7-41. Published by the Russian Times 
Publishing Co. 409 Rast Seward Road. Editor - C.v.Popoff.

HOBODY IS OKPIJiG YOU.........
Volunteers for the Red Army leaving shan^ai.

A group of about 200 volunteers from amongst the local 
Soviet youth and the Repatriation Union will be leaving Shanghai 
for the U.S.S.R. by the first Soviet boat bound for Vladivostok. 
This -roup applied through prper Soviet Channels for permission 
to join the Red Army* A reply has now been received to the effect 
that the permission has been granted and that the group in question 
will be sent to Vladivostok.

Together with the volunteers are leaving two Soviet citizens 
who vre medical practitioners by profession and who also have 
offered their services to Russia's hangmen.

One cannot but welcome the departure of volunteers for the 
Red Army from amongst Russian emigrants* as in the majority of 
eases members of the Repartriotlon Union and pro-ooviet youth 
engage i agitation in favour of the U.S.S.R. only because they 
have no knowledge of that country.

Once in the U.S.S.R. they will soon understand that the 
communists care not for the interests of Motherland« but only 
for the interests of the International and the party of oppressors.

A short stay in the U.f'.S.R. will cure these "volunteers" 
for over from the effects of the red Intoxication«

It is reported that amongst the volunteers are «
V. DHOSDOFF, N. SVSTLOFF-SVIKYIN, H. SCHMOLOT and others.

Translator's note»
Enquiries at the Repatriation Union* 105 

Love Lane, show that there is no truth in the above report.

0«. 1«
S-7-41.

I
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Translation of an extract from an editorial which, appeared 
in Russian newspaper "The Russian Times'* on 4-7-41. Publish
ed by the "Russian Times Publishing Co",409 ^*aat Seward 
Hoad. Editor - Mr. C.V< Popoff.___________________ I

THfli HEGKQMLMG-JJAX HAS ARRIVED

commenting on the progress of the Soviet-German war 
the newspaper expresses the opinion that final defeat of the 
Red Army is not far away, ho other outcome of the war can be 
expected and a defeat of the Red Army will bo fatal to the 
communist regime.

" The Red Army is dispersing and the Soviet govern
ment shatters. The sooner it collapses the better for Rus
sia. The later national revolution breaks out,the worse will 
be the consequences of the present defeat of the U.S.S.R. 
Only national revolution and Rational Russian Government will 
be able to secure honourable peace.

Then the way will be open towards a military union 
with Germany in the West and with Japan In the East followed by via tori ous war against world democracy"

5-7-41



Special Branch. /////// July 3,1941

-The Russian Times" - Eirst u^ear ance,

"Ths RUSSIA! TUBS", daily newspaper edited 

hy Mr, C»V, Fopoff, made its first appearance on 1-7-41, 

On the front page of the paper appears a notice inform

ing the subscribers and advertisers of the "Far Eastern 

Timea" that all obligations of thai newspaper and the 

"Far -^astern Times Publishing Co" have been taken over 

by the -Russian Times Publishing Co*,409 East Reward 

Road» as from 1-7-41,
¿a editorial article contains a brief out

line of the policy to be followed by the new publica

tion, hereunder is a translation of an extract from 

this articlei-

* On the groat plain of Eastern Europe the 
destinies are being decided uS Russia and the communist 
international. We will not make any predictions as to 
the future that expects our much suffering fatherland. 
The coulee of events will very soon clear up the desti
nies of Russia and the regime under which she has been 
living for the past twenty years,

anyhow the time has arrived when no Russian 
can remain unconcerned by the present momentous events 
and dismiss the Russian problem,

A group of Russian nationalists and patriots 
have decided to take qpen themselves the task of editing 
and publishing of a new newspaper,whlch makes its first 
appearance to-day under the name of the "Russian Times"• 
1’his name is ths most suitable one to the present mo
ment. as precisely Russian time has arrived when not on
ly we»Rusaians,irrespective of our political views and 
convictions,but aloe the whole humanity with liter dif
ferent feelings and interests lends an attentive ear to 
what is now going <m in Rusoia and on her borders.

The founders of the "Russian Times* intend it 
te be a mouth-piece of Russian national conscience»inde
pendent of any foreign influences and orientations what
soever.

Viewing the present war between Germany and 
Soviet mainly from the standpoint of the interests of 
Rational Russia the "Russian Times" sees its principal 
teak in the carrying out of ideologic struggle for Rati
onal Russia irrespective of this or that outcome of the 
present Soviet-Saxman war. To us a dismemberment of 
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the Russian Stat« and continued existence of th« inter
national communist regia« which was established in our 
fatherland twenty years age, ar« equally unacceptable.
Long lire Russian National nivolutionl long live United 
Great »Indivisible Russia and Russian Rational Govern
ments*

In the news section prominence is given to the 

news carried by the Transocean News Service» B.N.B. and 

Dcnai News Agency, but Reuter» Havas and official So
viet reports are not excluded«

The first three issues of the "Russian Times* 
contain nothing that could be objected to from ths 

police viewpoint.

▲« C« ( Special Branch )
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forwarded herewith together with a translation

are two specimens of a pamphlet printed in the Russian

language s of vzhich a eported to have "been dis

Corner. 0J p.
Sir :

tributed the Russian community

ently,this is the pamphlet

bjility of appearance of which reported on 4-7-40 in

pnnection with the "China i^ress interview with leaders
D' (SA bJ

the local Jewish community regarding the alleged

readiness of Russian Jews in the J?ar üast to fight on the

side of ^reat Britain, fhe in its appearance may

be explained by the fact that in ¿uly last the activities 

of the local group of the "All-Russia fascist Party" have

oeen suspended oy order of a representative of the head

quarters of’ the party ( Harbin ),following which N.Korga- 

noff, the author of the pamphlet in question, has been 

relieved of his post of Acting Chief of the local group 

and has also been struck off the list of members

•“atest information indicates that Korganoff‘s 

appeal against this order has been favourably considered 

by the Harbin centre of the party and that he has recover

ed some of his former prestige in the local group of the 

party.

N.I. Horganoff, age about 60,Russian of Armenian

origin,has been residing in Shanghai for many years and

formerly worked, as an artist ( singer ) on the stage. In

1935 he came to the notice of this office in connection 

with a controversy in the local press over the ewish 

question . On that occasion he issued a pamphlet contain-

t
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ing his reply to the late Mr. ^zra.

In September ,1938 he appeared before the 1st

S.S.D.Court on a’charge of having assaulted one K.8yi- 

nyin-$vetloff,Chairman of a pro-soviet organization known 

as Hxìepatriation Union11. Por this offence he was subse

quently fined $200 ( or 100 days detention )♦ It appears 

that the fine was paid for him by friends who considered 

that he had been right in assaulting,Svinyin-8vetioff.

Por the past several years Korganoff has been 

connected with the activities of the local group of the 

HA11-Russia fascist Party** ( leader - h. Hodzaevsky,Har

bin ),the violently an ti-Semitic attitude of which is 

well known* inis is not the first time he issued anti- 
B 

Semitic pamphlets over his signature*

xit present korganoff is unemployed and is re

ported to have no fixed abode.

D. S*. I.

Special Branch ).
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translation from Russian

"Jews and. their Kagal '‘There is no room for
constitute a terrible Jews under Russia's
conspiracy against skies"Russia"• General Turkul.

Dostoievsky.
BULLETIN NO. I
August 20, 1940.

R< Bitker and B. Topas, two prominent personages 
of the local Jewish community, addressed recently, through 
the medium of Russian, Jewish and foreign press in Shanghai, 
an appeal to Russian jews urging them to Join the Jewish 
Volunteer Detachment in order to fight for England.

According to information to hand, the Volunteers, 
whose number is estimated by Messrs. Bitker and Topas at 
about 1,000, will be sent to Hongkong in order to reinforce 
the English garrison there, which intends to render resistance 
to the efforts of the IMPERIAL JAPAMESS ARMY to stop the 
contraband supply of arms to the Chungking Government and 
Chinese red army, against whom National Japan and China have 
been struggling for the past three years.

By their appeal to Russian Jews leaders of the 
local Jewry have thrown off their masks and once more proved 
the fact that there is no such thing as Russian, German or 
Hungarian Jewry, that the interests of the countries who 
have accorded to the Jews the right of refuge mean nothing 
to them and that in all parts of the world there exists 
a People, who is strange to all other peoples, whose aim 
is the exploitation of the whole world and whose activities 
are directed by the world Kagal headed by Weitsman, with 
the headquarters at London.

Having seized control over the British government, 
the Jewry haA for centuries been using the resources and 
power of that country in order to disintegrate, enslave 
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and exploit all peoples of the world« In the carrying out 
of their obscure tasks international freemasonry, international 
capital and the government apparatus of Great Britain use, as 
a cover, the slogans of pseudo-democracy, struggle against 
aggressors, humanitarianism and other high-sounding words* 

The present gigantic struggle between the great 
ideas of National-Social!an and Fascism on one side and the 

Jewish plutocracy on the other, has already clearly demons
trated to the whole world the cynicism, with which England - 

the citadel of world Jewry - has utilized several nations 

as cannon fodder. indeed, up to the present the following 
nations were engaged in fighting : Poland, Norway, Holland, 
Belgium and France and ^according to General Petain, the 
hero of Verdun and head of the present national government 
of NATIONAL FRANCE • •••• only ten British divisions*

Now when the world Kagal has no more mercenary 

troops of "gentiles* at their disposal, and the British 
themselves have to fight, the world Jewry are mobilizing 
their forces* Russian jews,who never offered their 

help in the struggle for National Russia, are ready to serve 
to Great Britain, as was declared some time ago by Tbeodom 

Herzl in his book entitled "Tagebuecher”, Vol*III, page 303*
Jewish press reports that 200,000 Jews in Palestine 

are waiting for the delivery of anas from Great Britain, 

being ready to fight on her side against Italy in Palestine#

Russian nationalists cannot pass in silence the 

appeal of leaders of Russian Jewry to fight for England - 

the centre and instrument of the world Kagal. We know 

that the struggle for a re-division of the world a wanned 

by Germany, Italy and Japan is not a fortuitous phenomenon. 

It is a struggle of peoples for existence in accordance 

with their respective national foundations* England* s
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defeat will mean, in the first place, a defeat of pseudo-democracy 

and plutocracy, the end of the domination of the world by capital 

and Jewish internationalist influence. Victory of Germany, 
Italy and Japan - means New order in the world, Justice common 

to mankind and abolition of the centuries long exploitation of 

the weak and poor by the strong and rich ones. It means a 

triumph of the idea of nationalism and human! tar! ani am.

Believing in the above, we, Russian nationalists, in our 

turn call upon all honest Russian national-thinking emigrants to 

close their ranks and, if necessary, to form a Volunteer Detachment 

in order to struggle side by side with those who bring a new, Just 
peace to the humanity and new order to peoples of all countries.

Russian people who has passed through the experiences of 

two revolutions and exile, should bear in mind that England, whom 

Russian Jews - fellow-nationals of Trotsky, Urovsky and other 

hangmen - wish to support, has always been an open or sedret 

enemy of Russia and of all other peoples. We need not go far 

for Illustrations.

Emperor Paul I, a knight on the throne, was 

assassinated by a handful of corrupt noblemen bought over by 

English ambassador at St. Petersburg through the medium of 

jerebtsoff, his paramour, because he did not wish to fight for 

the interests of England and concluded an alliance with Napoleon* 

In 1854 England, directed by Lord Beaconsfield-Disraeli, 

a jew, organised a coalition against Russia. During that war 

fighting was mainly done by Frenchmen, Turks and Sardinians, 
plus a small number of Englishmen who directed the war. As a 

result of that war England succeeded in enforcing her demand 

that Russia be not allowed to have a navy in the Black Sea.
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During the Russo-Turkish war of 1877-1878 England 
helped Turkey and when the Russian army approached 
Constantinople, English fleet entered the Bosphorus and 
prevented the Russians from taking possession of the key 
to the Black Sea.

In 1904-1905 England instigated the ftisso-Japane se 
war in order to prevent the natural friendly relations 
between the two great neighbour nations who otherwise might 
have prevented the English from keeping peoples of Asia 
in a state of slavery.

Fallowing the Russo-Japanese war, P.a. Stolypin, 
the first Rissian fascist, and Count Ito, Japan's great 
statesman, were about to conclude a close alliance between 
Russia and Japan. However, the Kagal's dark forces have 
destroyed this plan : Stolypin was assassinated by a Jew 
named Bogroff, and Count Ito - by an obscure Korean 
fanatic * both acting under instructions of world freemasonry

The world war of 1914 was provoked by England 
behind whom were Jews and freemasons. The alliance 
between Russia, France and Ge many, which had been concluded 
by Emperor Nicolas II at Biorke, was annuled owing to the 
intrigues of Russian freemasons headed by Count Witte.
England, who instigated the war, maintained an uncertain 
attitude until the very last moment, in order to plunge 
Germany into a war against Russia. When victory appeared 
possible, February revolution broke out instigated, as has 
now been ascertained, by Buchanan, British ambassador at 
St. Petersburg, and by world Jewry. They wanted to 
destroy Russia and to weaken Ge many. They wanted to 
deprive Russia of the right ote possess the Dardenelles - 
the key to the Hack Sea. During ths course of the
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revolution in Russia, Great Britain and France, directed by 

the Jews, did not render any sincere assistance to the 

Russian national forces struggling against the communists, 
but on the contrary fanned the civil strife and, refusing 

to accord a real assistance, facilitated by every means 
the failure of the Russian nationlist movement* The 
fact cannot also be overlooked that Emperor Nicolas II and 

members of His August Family were refused the right of 

refuge in England, whereas Jewish communists were allowed 

free passage through England enroute to Russia.
At the most tragic moments for the Soviet government 

England always came to the assistance of Moscow - be it 

by recognition or by granting credits - and threw her 

doors open to jews and communists, whereas Russian national 

emigrants were not allowed to reside in England.
Following the peace of Versailles the League of 

Nations, directed by England, failed to carry out its 

obligations in respect of Armenia. Several millions of 

Armenian Christians were slaughtered by the Turks and Kurds, 

in the same way as tend of millions of Russians perished 
by the hands of Jews in Russia.

In the Far EastzGreat Britain instigated China 

to wage war against Japan and has since been fanning this 

war. Great Britain and world Jewry oppose the establishment 
a

of New order in Asia because the Jewish capital obtains from 

here its material resources and keeps millions of the 

population of Asia in a state of slavery and starvation.

The above is only a small part of what should be 

told regarding the activities of Great Britain and world 

Jewry. However, even this presents a good picture of 

British plutocracy and the Judeo-masonic forces connected 

with her.
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Victory of the Axis Powers will result in the 

liberation of humanity from the chains of the Jewish Kagal, 

freemasonry and pluto-cracy. Bussian Jews who, like we, 

Russian emigrants, have found here a refuge and protection of 

the lawful Chinese authorities, should understand this. The 

untimely and uncalled for declaration of Messrs R. Bitker and

B. Topas in defence of Great Britain, must be washed out by the 

Russian Jews themselves, who never cease to talk about their 

loyalty. Their declaration only confirms the recent anti

Japanese outbursts of Sir Victor Sassoon in the U.S.A, and 

reveals the true nature of Jewry. The saying «What is bred 

in the bone never gets out of the flesh" explains, in our 

opinion, the part played by the jews in our city.

We, Russian fascists and nationalists, welcome the 

leaders of national movement of the world - THE IMPERIAL 

JAP AM, NATIONALIST GEBMANY AND FASCIST ITALY.

We call Russian emigrants to maintain unity and 

cooperation and, if necessary, according to circumstances, 

to form a Legion in order to take part in the struggle for the 

Mew World and Mew order in the world.

M. Korganoff.
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according to an unconfirmed r

group- of local Russians of fascist tendencies intend to 

issue a pamphlet of an anti-^ritish and anti-Semitic cha

racter in connection with the recent “China iress” in

terview with leaders of the local Jewish ,.cOxmiunity re

garding the alleged readiness of Russian ¿ews in the 

-’ar Bast to fight on the side of Great Britain» Infor 

nation ,to hand indicates that “in order to counteract 

the Jewish move“ the group in question will approach 

the local IJazi and Italian fascist organizations with 

offer to organize a Russian -fascist detachment for local 

service in the interests of the xxris powers.

-^ven if the above report proves to be correct, 

all this seems to oe nothing but an attempt to create an 

agitation,possibly, with the assistance of individual 

members of local ITazi and ¿tallan fascist groups* It 

would. also appear that in view of the present state of 

affairs in the 2?ar JSast a section of the local Jewish 

community regard the statement made to the "China Press'1 

by Messrs B.^. 'Jopas and R» Bftker as a tactical blunder» | * 
^t least hr. Topas thought it necessary to make mother

statement to the “Shanghai Zaria“ ( translation attached )i

which his efforts are apparent

the interview published in the

to soften the effects

“China Press“.
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Jews Here Ready To Fight
For Allies, Leaders Say

r News that a Jewish Army 
may be formed to fight in Allied 
ranks caused feelings to run 
high in the local Russian-Jtewish 
colony yesterday. .Community 
leaders told The China Press 
that Jews of military age in 
China will enlist at once if 
Britain approves the offer made 
by the Zionist Federation of 
Great Britain and Ireland.
It was pointed out that members 

of the local branch of the B’rith 
Trumpeldor, world-wide Jewish body 
subsidiary to the New Zionist Party, 
have received military training for 
years, and that there are at least 
1,000 Russian Jews in China who 
could be sent to Europe on funds 
raised by Far Eastern Jewry.

“Civilization is at stake!" Mr. 
B. Topas, head of the Shanghai 
branch of the Old Zionist 
Organization, declared. “It is 
better that we die like men 
than live in persecution/’ he 
added, referring to news that 
widespread arrests of Jews 
have been launched in Italy.

“We Will Fight”
Mr. R. Bitter, leader of the New 

■¡Zionist Party in Shanghai, an out
growth of the old organisation, 
declared that Jews in China will 
“surely join, at once.”

Both leaders expressed distress at 
news of arrests of Jews in Italy. 
“What can I say? It is very 
sad,” was the comment of Mr. 
Bitker. while Mr. Topas declared 

I that “We Jews are used to persecu- 
| tion.”

“We have suffered for 3,000 
years,” he continued. “We have 
lost half our number in Central 
Europe, for although physically 
they may still be alive, morally 
they are dead; and most of 
them will not be heard from 
again.
“If we are given the chance, we 

will fight. But we will be fighting 
not for ourselves alone; because if 
civilization is allowed to collapse, it 
will not be only the Jews who will

suffer—everybody will be in the i 
same boat.

“England Will Win!”
“Nobody has had any concern for , 

our interests in the past,” Mr. Topas 
went on, “so that we will not be 
fighting for England. But we have ’ 
learned that wherever English in
fluence is strongest, all people are 
given an equal chance to live, and 
that is why Jewish sympathies to
day are on the side of England.

“And England will win!” he ex
claimed. “Things may seem to 
look black now, but one year from 
today they will look quite different.”

Meanwhile, as the whole Rus
sian Jewish community was 
stirred at prospects of the for
mation of a Jewish Army, ex
citement ran highest among 

| members of the B’rith Trumpel- j 
dor organization, which trains 
young men and women on a 
semi-military pattern for even
tual migration to Palestine. 
Many young Russian Jews here 

¡are enrolled in the body, whose aim 
i i.s getting back Palestine as the 
¡Jewish national home at all costs, 
jit was pointed out.

Get War Training
4s_ so0’ *’ s a member reaches the 

Il age of io, ne automatically joins 
the Jewish Company of the Shang- 
6ai fVdluhteer Corps, and receives 
military training both with the 
Corps and at weekly meetings of 
the B’rith Trumpeldor, it was I 
stated,

The men were thus said to be 
acquainted with strict discipline 
and the use of rifles, and needed 
very little elementary military j 
training for service overseas.

Young women of the B’rith ; 
Trumpeldor, it was revealed, receive | 
training in first aid, cooking and 
other spheres of knowledge that ! 
would enable them to lead a life! 
of pioneers when, as they . con
fidently hope, they will finally be 

| allowed to enter Palestine.



.Translation ¿if an article whic,. appeared, in the . "Shanghai
¿aria" on 3U-6-40. Published by hrs* O.V. Lembich, 774
avenue Joffre. Editor hr. h-»-i«—XHpld o v*______ '   ..........

In connection with the information published in local 

press to the effect that Par Eastern Jewry can recruit a con- 

siderable number of young l^ussiun Jews for service in the 

British army,hr. B.Topas,Chairman of the Jewish Community 

and. President of the Zionist Organization in China, made the 

following statement during the course of an interview with a 

representative of the "Shanghai aria"

I am firmly convinced that,as far as Russian Jews in 

the Par hast are concerned,the question of participation in 

one form or another in the present war in Purope can arise 

at the moment when a danger will threaten Palestine and the 

Jews residing in that country.

I think that,if .such’a moment arrives, Russian Jews 

in the Par hast should reply to a call to take part in the 

■'struggle for Palestine and for the right of the “ewish people 

to regard that country as the centre of/ Jewish immigration.

It goes without saying that in endeavouring to solve 

the problem of Jewish immigration into Palestine the Jews have 

full, respect and consideration of the rights and interests of 

the Arabian population of Palestine.

With regard to the Jews-Bionists,it is natural that 

they must conform with the instructions of Dr. Weizman,Pre

sident of the ¿ionist Executive.

It was precisely in the sense of and in accordance with 

tha above stated reasons that lir. 3.a. Topas expressed his 

Views in reply to questions he was asked regarding the pos

sibility of a participation of the Russian Jewry in the Par 

■^ast in the present European war.
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PyccKle espei Byiyi comea si Aural jo.
1000 MOJIOJbiX AKJ4EM M01ET BblTb OOMAHA M3 U1AHXAH B

— PRAM AOMCKMX SONCK. >^c'^

P. BHiKep h B. Toons) gnn bhahnx ntaenfienpellcm monte - soabmiot hto
- mi liiHi is (limit An.

CBtjrfeHÍfl O TOM, HTO MO- 
MeT óbiTb c(J)opMHpoBaHa eB- 
peiiCKafl apMÍH aaa ynacrifl b 
Dimax C0I03HHK0B, BbI3Baa I 
BHepa ceHcaiiiio b mícthoA eB 
peñCKoñ kojiohím.

BnaHbie eBpeftexie aiflTe- 

J1H 3aRBJIHK)T, HTO CBpeH BOCtl 
Haro BO3pacTa b Khtbí hs- 
MeaJieHHo 3annmyTCfl b apMiio. 
ecjiH Anraifl oaoópwT npejyio 

;/KCHie, c.rfejiaHHoe Cíohhctckoíí 
4 eaepauieii Ahitiím h Hpaan 
/IÍH.

VKaablBaiOT, HTO M'bCTHO'e 
OTataenie Bpnr TpyMneabao- 

pa, Koropoe HBJiaeTCH ozihhm 
H3 OTjrbjIOB HOBOÍÍ CiOHHCT- 
ckow napTiii roaawn aanwa 
Jiocb BoeHHbiM odyneHieu cbohx 

HJieHOB II HTO B KHTat HMteT 
ch, no Kpaiineif Mtpt, 1.000 
pyccKHX eBpeeB, KOTopwe mo 
ryT ObiTb nocJianbi b Eapony 
na cpeacTBa, coOpannwe aaat 
FCBOCTOHHblM eBpeÜCTBOM.

UiiBHjiH3auiH noa yaa- 
poM, — saaBHJT raana uianxaü 
exaro OTjiijieHifl Crapoft Cio- 
hwctckom OpraHMsauin B. A. 
Tona3. — JlyHine /Mepeib, 
KBK nOAOÓaCT MyjKeCTBeHHbIM 
JlIOaHM, HtM BÍHHO >KMTb F1O2 
cipaxoM npecJit/ioBaHisr. — po 
óasH.-i on, KOMMeHTupya coo5- 
uieHÍ5i o tom, ht(/ b Hiaaiii iia 
|H?jincb MaccoBbie apecTbi eupe 
eB.

JJli.iep HOBOÜ CÍOHHCTCKOÍÍ 
iiapriu b lllaHxah P. ‘BiiTKep

3351BHJI, HTO:
— Enpew b KwTat, pa3y\- 

MteTCfl, epajy npHcoemiHflTCff 
| 3TOÍÍ apMÍH.

06a eBpeücKHx npeacTaB’i 

tcjih BbipaswiH ropenb no no 
Boay M3BtcTift 06 apecrax eB 
peeB b PTra/iiM.

— Hto h Mory cxasaTb? 
3to BecbMa nenajibHo... — c«a 
33JI P. BHTKep.

Mbi npMBbiKJin k npe 
CJltjlOBaHiflM, — CK33ajI B. A. 
Tonas. — Mbit CTpanajtn 
3.000 air. Mbi noTepaan non 
th noaoBHHy iianiHx aroaeii b 
jCHTpaábHoá Espont. <t>H3HHe 

CKH OHH, MOJKCT-ÓblTb, eme Mil! 

Bbl, HO MOpaabHO OHH MepTBbl. 
Ecjih HaM óyaeT uan inane, mm 

6yneM BpaTbca. Ho mm óyaeyg 
apaTbcn He ToabKo 3a ceóní 
Lean uHBHansaniH pyxHeT, no* 
\CTpaaaioT He ojihh ToabKo eiá 

pen, —nocipaaaioT bcí. HeS 
Ktp He 3aóoTHacn o HamH\f 
PHtepecax b npomaoM, — npqj 

joa?Kaa B. Tonas. — Hostomw 
MH 6¿ae.u cpajKaTbCíTjTe 

¿uiraiio. I Io mmjmaeM, hto t.ia 
rat cuabHo aHTJUHCKoe bbí^S 
MrcV fáM aioaHM aaioTCH paiB 

Hbie lliaHCbl >KHTb, H BOT non?
toy b jiannoe BpeMsi coHyBCTBief 
cBpees i<a CTOponfc AnrJiin.

H Aiiraifl noBiiiff! ■ 

BOCKan aij a oh. - - FIoao>KeH¡rl 
Moxer xasaTboi renepb MpaM@ 
hmm, ho npoHaeT roa, h 
rsraHHe.M na bcuuh no



EßponeücKaH Bolina n na-ibHe-BocTou- 
noe eßpeltcTBo

B CBH&H O nÓRBHBineftCM B 
NfeTHOÖ ’njpeccé ¡HH({>op¡Mai]¡ieft, 
ïïto ^obffeiBOiCTO’iHOe espeje ito 
wer HaiirpawTi» b önawrejib 
HOM pyOCKHX MOaOftMX
OBpeeB iß ipm^a aiirjiiftcK'oâ ap 
Min, npe.Aci^aTm EßpeÄCKoÄ 
oôhçhhu u .irpe^ct^aT-ejib ’cio- 
HïiicahK.oË oprannaaniw b Km 
Ta’fe B. A. Tona« b Sociali c 
coTpy^iK’OjM «IHanx. 3apm» 
extern cjitßyipmee sumóme:

— Ilo Moexy r.iyooKOMy yófcac 
penilo, ¿via pyx>c%aro ftajibneBO 
cwiHaro eßpeftcTBa Bompöc 06 
e-Fo y’IOCTin B Tpft HÆHl (HH0Ê 
$OpMÌ 10 HHHtlBpeÉ Eßpoireö- 

CK'Oft BOñ'Ert. MOJKCT BOSHHKHyTb 
b tot momcht, kotjjal iy^eT yrpo1 
>aTb onacSocTb îïaÂTHiii .n 
eBpeficTBy, Taw oß^BQaaBnie'My 
cm.

B otom nweHHO cjiyma'i, xy- 
Maerca, pyc'cmoe ^àabHeBOCTCH 
noe ‘eBpeâtTBO otkäik
HyTb’cm na. iipwbiiBí — irpmHjrn»’ 
y’iaiCTie b óapbót aa IlajæcTn 
ny h aa irpaso espeficKarv ma 
pojja paaCiMaTpHBaiib 9Ty cipaiiy, 
aa/K n;€fHTp eßpeftcKoä amiïirpa- 
iji».

Camo' coôofi pasyM^eTca, .npn1 
paôptmeHim npáóbieMLE or¿peft 

'c&oß wurpaai.iH* b HamecTnuy, 
QppeîtCTBO b nojiHOft xtpiji yßä 

»caer, cnnTaercii c irpaiBaM m 
HHTepecaMff #pyròro Haceienim 
ira'jiecTHHbi — apaóoB.

*Ito ine .Kaca^rcm CBpeeB-ei 
‘OKHICTOB, TO, eCTeJCTBeHHO, ’ITO 
OHE ¿OJDKHbl CTHTaTbCm O J^OK 
THiBiaME irpe^ct^aTera cìohitict 
ckoë 9KaeKyTHBM 'flHpa Beiìn;- 
MaHa.

B 3T0M KMeWO CMblCmi» H C 
cd(c,6pa¿K'eHÍH!Mii, (^opMyjinpOBaH 
HbiMW Bbinïe, n BircKasMBócji
B. A. Tona#, sa oßjaanjeHHbie *k 
H'öMy BOnpOCH ’ O B03M03CHOCTH 

ymacTim pyicctftarO' j^UbHeBO- 
'CTOHHaro eßpeftcTBa b Eßpoueö 
C’Kofi œM.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE., < * • •< :
Section 1 »Special.

REPORT .

Subject (in full).... ^2.PX52y.?...P.SiaP.h.l®i’.?...in
to remain neutral in the present war in Europe.

Made .... .ir.2k9.fi®?.*.............. Forwarded by.............Supt..,,<r...Mason....................

Forwarded herewith together with a translation

are specimens of an anonymous pamphlet printed in the Rus

sian language,copies of which were distributed amongst the 

Russian community a few days ago. In this pamphlet Russian 

emigrants are advised to remain strictly neutral in the 

present war between the great powers until such time when 

they can join the struggle for the cause of National Rus

sia.

References made in the pamphlet in question to 

the cases of D.I.Gustoff and G, Ushakoff and to the arrest

"without any cause" of Russian fascists in Wayside suggest 

that this pamphlet was issued by a group which formerly 

belonged to D.I. Gustoff's "Russian National Union".and 

which is one of the groups opposing the Russian Emigrants 

Committee mainly beeause of the Committee’s refusal to en

gage in political activities.

D. S. I.

Spécial Branch ).



and R io t h e r 1 a nd !
Translation f r orm jms « inn»

OUR STRENGTH BELONGS TO THE COMING RUSSIA I

Since the outbreak of the present war between Gerraan3r and 

the two great democrat 0 sates - ingland and France - the entire 

world is ¿sadually drawn into this struggle. In the name of

victory,either side anpi|eg every available means,uses all sorts 

of slogans and at times dishonest propaganda as well in order to 

secure another ally.

I efore the eyes op whole world both sides endeavoured 

to ingratiate themselyea with the Red Moscow in order to secure 

Red Army’s assistance and |n }10pe to eventually utilize as can

non fodder Russian Peasants clad in red soldiers* uniform in the 

same way as soldiers of the imperial Russian Army were utilized du

ring the first world w

our allies of yesterday,who treated Russian emigrants with 

disdain,now endeavour by all means to attract the sympathies of the 

latter to their cause,for they know that Russian emigrants as a 

whole can play an important part in the struggle against Germany 

and the U.G.G.R. and can give to the present war the character of 

a struggle.against communism in the name of "great principles of 

democracy",

Here in Shanghai we have noticed a sharp change in the 

attitude towards Russian emigrants on the part of repre lentatives 

of thp allied powers who,prior to the outbreak of the present war 

in Europe»persecuted the most active Russian anti-bolshevik elements 

in brder to please the local ¿Soviet consulate. We all know that 

not long ago the Union of Cossacks,the Fascists and other Russian 

national organizations were told to get out of the French Conces

sion. We cannot forget the revolting crime - the arrest and subse

quent handing over to Soviet hangmen of D.I. Gustoff,well known 

Russian anti-communist,editor of the magazine "Parus" ( an organ

I of struggle against communism ). We cannot forget about the spe- 

• cial passport tax which has been imposed in the French Concession 

4 exclusively on Russian emigrants. The arrest in the Settlement 

| ( by means of a frame up ) of G. Ushakoff^Russian anti-bolshevik, f
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who was charged with keeping explosives and subsequently senten

ced to a long term of imprisonment, is known to all. We also re

member the arrest»without any cause,of Russian fascists in Way

side.

Taking into consideration the above facts,we must demand 

from leaders of the Emigrants Committee that they should obtain 

from representatives of the allied powers,who endeavour to attract 

Russian emigrants dn their side,a clear statement regarding the 

following points:- are they fighting in order to overthrow the Co

mintern? Will they facilitate the restoration of National Russia? 

Or,are theyplanning to arrange for another treaty of Versailles 

and dismember Russia in a number of states such as the lireat Uk

raine, Idel-Ural, Independ ent Georgia,Tartaria, Aizerbejan.kazahstan 

etc,whose governments are accorded refuge and protection in Paris? 

Are they planning to put 12.000.000 Russians again under the Po

lish yoke,under which they were persecuted for their religion and 

mother tongue? Do they wish to see Finland as a part of the Russian 

Empire.as she was before, or as an advance-post to be utilized in 

future wars by powers hostile to Russia?

UntilS such a statement has been made,until D.I. GuStoff’s 

fate has been ascertained and those responsible for his extradi— ,, 

tion to bolsheviks have been punished,until the shameful passport 

tax has been abolished - we,White Russians, should remain strictly 

neutral in the present struggle between great powers.

We are,of course, very greatful to Madame Cosme,the French 

Ambassador’s wife,who visited Russian benevolent organizations re

cently. We also are pleased to note that now and then White Russians 

are favourably mentioned in the foreign press. However, for reasons 

unknown,no distiotion is made in many cases between the U.S.S.R. 

and National Russia ,and mud is poured on Russia’s past.

Of course, editors of Russian "national" newspapers and 

various hired journalists are pleased with the subsidies they re

ceive from the propaganda departments of the great powers. However, 

Russian emigrants as a whole should not shed their blood and sacri

fice the lives of their sons for a mess of pottage Ij-ke, this.
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In France where Russian young meri have been forced to 

fight for a cause,that - who knows'. - may Drove to be either the 

restoration of Russia or her dismemberment ( vide former French 

Ambassador’s appeal and that of General Walter in Shanghai ),the

I families of those young men even do not receive the usual help

« and less care is given to them then to the Joies, Czechs,Iinns

etc. Those Russians who have not been mobilized are stiil de

prived of many legal rights and are limited in the right of work.

All above shows that we should not work for the glory 

of the great democracies and serve to them as cannon fpdder and 

free propagandists.

Cur strength will be required by the coming National 

Russial.



INDEX
(S.D .)

date

An information bureau has been I 
opened in Shanghai by the French ! 
Ministry of Information and Mr. ' 
Pierre Millet appointed head of the 
service with offices at 2, Rue du ¿Com- 
sulat, tel. 80080. M. Millet is prepared 
to offer full co-operation to members 
of the Shanghai press in the issuance 
of all information at his disposal.
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Date

June 19,

ecretary & Commissioner Ugnerai,

•■'« X, ç.

Letter from German Consul General, 

Your endorsement - June 12, 1940,

Special Branch have warned all Papers concerned 

against alarmists* stories of "fifth column1* activities. 

Every effort will be continued to keep such disturbing 

news items out of the Press as far as possible.

One difficulty Is the propaganda matter included 

in the English edition of the Oslaslatlscher Lloyd, and 

the other main obstruction is the Broadcasts of the Trans- 

ocean News Service & Commentary, The latter has become 

very much more violent of late; an example of the Broad

cast on June 17 Is attached.

In such an atmosphere, it is difficult to justify
.—***^1, ^>3’action of a direct nature against American Papers fully 

f ...... ^Registered or otherwise.
U 1

< v I do not know if a further talk between yourself

and the German Consul General would be helpful. This 
/O’ ..f

type of propaganda snowballs Into trouble of guite serious

I proportions, and unless some compromise can be arrived at, 
/ 

tc Include both sides, I feel the Police can only take 

official action in the case of articles or broadcasts

V I
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calculated directly to Incite a Preach of the Peace

An extract from Special Branch report is
attached.

Sd. K. M- Bourne.
Commissioner of Police.

1W/.



3rd Jun*, 1940.

M. Fischer, Esq.,
Consul-General for Germany,
2, Peking Boad, 
Shanghai.

sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt 
of your latter dated May 29, 1940, In which you make 
reference to an article appearing in the "China Press*.

The Council shares your disapproval of the 
publication of any articles that may stir up ill-feeling 
in the international community here. I am arranging 
that this matter be brought to the attention of the 
newspaper concerned, but I should point out that the 
newspaper in question is subject to American legal 
Jurisdiction.

I haws the honour to be. 
Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

G. Godfrey PHiip

Secretary & commissioner General.

DB.



"SHANGHAI MHNICI?Al *
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Whf $4^ 7^7

•■■Sir,

May I dr »ar itiwo; ml to Various 

"■r‘ icle ..?./duri: ;■• the last dcys in ths

HP '"' j 1 ..:" 'Cd "Ger1:"’, H'7”’cr 

t^tivities” in Shanghai. I enclose an article in 

yesterday’s '’China Press" dealing with

“Shanghai’s JstanO" and mentioning also local

auth.oritj.es tn this setion. In ? further article 

the same oap^r to-day describes what it call» the 

arrogant behaviorr. Of the "fifth column".

While I need not. assure you that the 

allegations in these articles are without any found

ation, you will understand that I cannot but regard 

such irresponsible utterances of local newspapers 

with serious apprehension as they are bound to stir 

up hatred and ill feeling in the international 

community of Shanghai.. In the interest of peace 

and -order I, therefore, have the honour to reouest 

that the Municipal Council will cause the newspapers 

concerned to 'show more restraint in their utterances 

and abstain from calumnious attacks on national 

grouns in this settlement.

I have the honour to be, 

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

M. Fischer 

Consul-General for Germany. 

G.G. Phillips, Esq..,
Secretary and Commissioner General, 

Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

th.oritj.es


This complaint raises a very difficult 

question. On May 1, 1939, the Council issued 

Notification No. 5092 which prohibits the dis

semination of political propaganda by organized 

associations• This notification obviously 

referred to the Sino~Japanese dispute and not 

to European Powers or politics. The Consul 

General for Germany considers that the article 

’’Fifth Column” may stir up Ill-feeling In the 

International Community in Shanghait but the 

Consul General has overlooked pro-German propa

ganda appearing in the Ostasiatischer Lloyd and 

the scurrilous comment of German citizens when 

broadcasting over Station XliHB. I attach here

with a re ort In respect of a commentary delivered 

between 7.45 p.m. and 8 p«m* June 17, over Station 

XHHB, and copies of the Ostasiatischer Lloyd dated 

“arch 1, ’’arch 30, April 9 and April 15, 1940«

---oOo--- 

iw/.

Certified time copy:



Special Branch
June 18, 1940,

Broadcast of Transocean News Service and Commentary by 
a person believed to be K.A. Neubourg over Station XHHB.

“Three Cheers for Churchill, the Great Liar.*

On June 6, I went to the Nanking Cinema. 
There I saw a film entitled “The Battle of Narvik." 
1 thought 1 could Hardly trust my eyes at what I saw. 
The film commentator, speaking of the Dutch and 
Belgian fortifications which were being shown, said 
they would.frighten the Nazi soldiers when they catch 
sight of them. I don’t remember the exact words he 
used but they indicated that he was working himself 
into a cheap frenzy.

I recall how our local news-caster once said 
that the Germans would never take the fortifications 
in Belgium and he said it exactly after Belgium was 
occupied.

I wonder if the management of the Nanking 
Theatre, a respectable and up-to-date cinema, realize 
how ridiculous the whole show was made by this Allied 
bragging propaganda about Narvik.

Narvik, my word! And the local British 
among the audience had the impudence to clap their 
hands at what they saw in the picture exactly five or 
six days before their ever victorious force was 
definitely kicked out of Norway leaving behind the
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French, the Norwegian and Polish Armies to hold on and 
continue the fighting while all that the British 
contributed was the demolition of Norwegian towns with 
long range guns.

On April 11 a report read: "The British 
have captured Norweigian ports.0 That presumably 
included Narvik. Three cheers for Churchill, the 
great liar.

On April 13 Churchill declared that the 
report of tie capture of Norwegian ports was not true. 
That, again presumably, included Narvik. So that 
somebody must have been lying. This lying must be 
a hard job.

"Person, the little rat, the Miniature Viking."
K.A. Person, the little rat, the miniature 

Viking, who has been broadcasting over the local 
French Radio Station during the past two months, would 
go and do it again.

This retreat and double retreat, this 
occupation and re-occupation of Narvik without a 
single loss is one of the colossal blunders committed 
by Churchill.

The day will arrive when Churchill, H.B.M.’s 
First Bricklayer, will be broadcasting from Ottawa 
that the entire Cabinet had safely arrived in Canada



again without a single los^. and that his private 

war Is to be started now in earnest with all the 

shabby rest of the army the Empire can comnand.

Flaski A telegram reports: "The French 

Govdyn’¿ent is being earnestly urged to go to Quebec, 

While the British Government will be accommodated at 

Montreal. The preparations in Canada for the two 

Governments are proceeding faster than the defence 

work in London. The space in Ottawa is being found, 

to be insufficient and the Canadian Government has 

refused requests for asylum, due to lack of space, 

from Silesie, Queen Wilhelimna, King Haakon, the 

Duohoss of Luxemburg and others who are seeking to go 

outside of England."

Shanghai nay yet have the benefit of the 

presence of royalty who would be welcomed by a certain 
Z

celebrated financier-who hails from Bagdad. The 

intrusion of the aristocratic, if slightly worn out, 

royalty would no doubt cheer up the spirits of the 

British community.

Alcott defined as "nothing but a nothing."

A local new-caster who speaks of jelly, 

coffee, portable typewriters, raisin bread and well 

known people in the same breath, has not only been 

criticizing but making Insulting remarks about famou» 

:©n, from the Fuehrer to Colonel Lindbergh.
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Considering the fact that he has all along 

been flinging mud at Hitler, King Leopold and 

Mussolini, his attack against these people is 

understandable, but I would like to know What the 

American community thinks of his impudence when he 

directs bitter criticism against such decent Americans 

like Colonel Lindbergh who has done more for the 

American nation and American aviation than any other 

man and whose name should not be spoken of in the same 

breath as that of this news-caster.

Alcott once paid me the compliment of 

calling me a plain Nazi. As he knows What I am and 

what I stand for — and I am proud of it — I will 

tell you how this mud flinger stands: he is nothing 

but a nothing.

(After a pause)» Germany is fighting for 

the removal of an injustice, the others are fighting for 

its preservation.
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June IBA'alSiGB. D._Z< 
ln_ /Y <>> i/>ate----- —*-------------- -*

Commissioner of Police. )

Sir,

Reference the letter dated June 11 from the

Consul General for Germany to the Secretary-General 

of the Council, the Consul General complains of an 

article which appeared in the Sin Wan Pao Evening 

Edition on June 4 referring to the "Fifth Column". 

The contributor of this article has been traced 

but not yet actually interviewed. He is a Chinese 

and apparently a school teacher by profession.

s'This complaint raises a very difficult question.On May 1, 

1939, the Council issued Notification No. 5092 which 

prohibits the.dissemination of political propaganda by 

organized associations. This notification obviously 

referred to the Sino-Japanese dispute and not to European 

Powers or politics. The Consul General for Germany 

considers that the article "Fifth Column" may stir up 

ill-feeling in the international community in Shanghai, 

but the Consul General has overlooked pro-German propaganda 

appearing in the Ostasiatischer Lloyd and the scurrilous 

comment of German citizens when broadcasting over Station 
, X , XHHB. I attach herewith a report in respect of a 

commentary delivered between 7.45 p.m. and 8 p.m. June 17 

over Station XHHB and copies of the Ostasiatischer Lloyd 

dated March 1, March 30, April 1, April 9 and April 15, 1940.



3. B
June 13, 1^9.6. B- &•->--------- ~~

\Datt — ' ■ 7
D. C. (Special Branch) ) 1

Sir,

In accordance with your instructions

I called on Mr. Clubb at the American Consulate 

this morning. Mr. Clubb stated that neither the 

Sin Vian ?ao (Evening Edition) or the China Press 

are registered at the Consulate and that no action 

is contemplated in connection with the articles 

complained of by the German Consul General.

Mr. Clubb added that Mr. Eerring of the 

German Consulate called on him a few days ago in 

connection with this natter and that the German 

Consul General had telephoned him regarding the 

articles complained of and that they had been 

informed that the papers were not registered with 

the American Consulate.



SHAH6HAI MHOH
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PÓLICE. » ® |

■ r ? report ,9™-

Subject v,an ^ao -Evening Edition - Objectionable article

appearing on June 4, 1940»

Made by....  1*...?-aarafXP.___ ___ __ Forwarded by...............______ ______ ____

With reference to the attached translation 

of an article entitled ’’The Fifth Column” from the 

Sin Wan Pao Evening Edition of June 4, 1940, Mr. Yao 

mn-nyoh ), Assistant Manager of the paper,

wqs called to Headquarters on June 17. Upon being 

questioned as to the source of the article 

(manuscript attached), he explained that the article 

was contributed by one Huang’ Ying-nyien 

who gave his address as follows:-

Huang Ying-nyien,
No .8 hah Yue Li (Lane 769), 

Gordon Road.

This address was visited, by the undersigned 

and C.D.C230 Chang Yeh on the afternoon of June 17, 

but it was found that Huang had already removed to 

an unknown address. However, he was stated by the 

new tenant to be a teacher at the Ping Hai Middle 

School 183 Nanyang Road. This school

was visited but it was found that Huang was absent 

and that his address was unknown. However, he 

will be returning to the school on June 21st, and 

endeavours will then be made to obtain his presence 

at this office.

Mr. Yao, Assistant Manager of the Sin \'*an 

Pao, later this afternoon made further enquiries and 

discovered that Huang Ying-nyien has another address, 

No.9 An Loh Fong (, Connaught Load, 

will also be visited by C.D.C. 230.



f "°........ .
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...... ..................... ....Station^
REPORT 

Date.z 9

Subject........ .................  —’........................................................................... -..................................

Made by___ ____ ______  -___ __ _ ___ . F orwarded by............................................ ...................................... .....

/attached is a statement by Mr» Yao»



TRAHSIATION

The article entitled "The Fifth Column" was 

written by one Huang Ying-nyien, residing at Ho. 9 

An Lo Fang ( J, Connaught Road.

Huang Ying-nyien sent the article in a draft 

to the office of the "Sin Tan Pao" on June 3. Due to 

an oversight, this paper published it on June 4.

(Sgd) Yao Chun-nyoh,

June 17, 1940.



’’“'M No. <-*potJCE FORCE FOR COMMENT

y?'
Consulate—Gene 3ha ie 11, 1940.

I have acknowledge receipt of your

letter of June 3rd and note with satisfaction that the Municipal 

Council is sharing ay disapproval of the publication of any 

articles that may stir up ill-feeling in the International 

Community here. I further beg to thank you for bringing this 

matter to the attention of the newspaper concerned.

egard in, of the "China Press" there seems

to be reason for doubt whether this newspaper really is subject 

to American legal jurisdiction as it is to my knowledge not 

registered with the local Consulate-General of the United States. 

If this information is correct it should be in the same position 

as for example the "Hua Mei Wan Pao” against which the Council 

at various occasions has taken administrative measures for lack 

of restraint in iis publications.

I take this opportunity to draw your attention to

articles of several other Chinese newspapers similar to those 

published recently in the "China Press". I am’enclosing one 

taken from the “Hsin- Wan Yeh Pao" which deals with alleged spy 

activities of German Clubs and German Chambers of Commerce.

As the Municipal Council has ways and means at their disposal 

to control the local Chinese papers efficiently I should be 

obliged if you would arrange that these papers be warned against 

a repetition of such unfounded and offensive utterances.

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant, 

(sgd) M. Fischer

Consul-General for Germany.

G.G. Phillips, Esq.,
Secretary & Commissioner General, 
The Shanghai Municipal Council

shanghai.



The Sin Wan Pao Evening Edition on June 4 published the 

following article written by Huang Ying-nyien ) •"

THE FIFTH COLUMN

During these few days, we have frequently read 

the expression “The Fifth Column* in the newspapers. It 

seems that this expression is very new. -As a matter of 

fact, the so-called “Fifth Column* is a spy organization but 

the use of the new expression causes more attention and makes 

the people more afraid.

Now I am writing the following about the activiti«8 

in the world of the “Fifth Column*, that is regarded by the 

people as dreadful as a devil s-

(1) Poland

Prior to the invasion of Poland by Germany, the 

“Fifth Columnists" had already been active there, formed Nazi 

organizations, established newspaper offices, fabricated 

rumours recklessly and undertaken political work of various 

kinds.

(2) Switzerland

Several years ago, "Koo-S-Te-Lo-F" (■£ ’

leader of the “Fifth Column* who was most active in Sweden, 

was assassinated by Jews. This drew the attention of the 

world on account of his activities in Sweden. However up to 

the present, the “Fifth Columnists* have still been active in 

Switzerland. In view of the grave situation of the world at 

present, the Swiss authorities are taking a hand to clear out 

the “Fifth Column“»

(3) Hungary

Most of the Germans in Hungary are farmers 

whose political significance is very small. For this reason» 
the activities of the “Fifth Columnists“ in Hungary are directed 

at the instigation of the German farmers#



(2)

(4) Roumania

The Germans in Roumania are 4,1 or 5% of the whole 

population of the people of Roumania. The "Fifth Columnists'* 

in this country are also very active* Germans have entered 

the service of the City Governments in many large cities; they 

are energetically engaged in propaganda work.

(5) America

As to German subjects in America» they have two 

organizations entitled "The Friends of New Germany" and "The 

American Democratic League". The "Fifth Columnists" were 

once very active. Several years ago, their plot was discovered 

by the American authorities who made energecic efforts to dear 

them out. The so-called "Nazi Spy Net" was thus broken by the 

American authorities.

(6) England

Recently, Britain has discovered that the "Fifth

Columnists* were hiding in various large cities to engage in

the obstruction of communications the instigation of labour

disputes, eto. Even, certain Germans, posing as Dutch refugees,

entered England in order to undertake spy work. Concerning this,

the English people have commenced strict precautions*

(7) France

-As for the activities of the "Fifth Columnists"

in France besides the German subjects many French people who

revolted against their own country worked for the enemy.

These traitors are not in favour of a war with Germany but are

induced by the Germans with money.

(8) China

According to foreign newspapers, there have been 

activities of the "Fifth Columnists* in Shanghai during these 

several days, although no confirmation is available* As new 

organizations of German clubs and chambers of oownerce are 

scattered in various parts of China» we have always understood



(3)

that they have a political motive»

(9) Others

Judging from the past conditions, there were 

activities of the "Fifth Columnists* beforehand regarding the 

amalgamation of Germany and Austria, the annexation of 

Czecho-Slovakia and the casting of votes in the Memel area» 

Therefore, when the incidents occurred, the "Fifth Columnists" 

had. already engaged in creating disturbances according to 

well-arranged schemes»
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Assault Case in Police Court
i

Dismissed by H.M. Registrar

THE case against Mr. D. G. J. Keet, who was charged Ujf^Mts.
E. C. Palmer-Baker with having struck her on the fac^ with 

his closed fist on the evening on Jupe 19, was dismissed in HTM. 
Police Court yesterday when Mr. C. H. Haines, Registrar, found the 
defendant not guilty of the charge. Thus, the case of a couple of 
unneighbourly “neighbours” in Passage 316, Route Paul Legendre, 
was brought to a close.

Unlike the first session, in which Mrs. Palmer-Baker attempted 
to conduct her own case, the complainant was represented by Mi. 
Ranald McDonald yesterday. Mr. E. L. Hartopp appeared foy 
defendant. 
In his summing-up, 

said that he was struck _ __ , ____
that complainant was an excitabl^ with her, adding that Mrs. Palmer
person and that it was possible thaw Baker started shouting at him, tell- 
she had thought that she had beeming him that she did not wish to 
struck while she was struggjing_to|apeak with him and calling him a. 
close her garden gate on the de^l“big bully.” 
fendant. The injury was of such it was hopelesg to continue, 1
nature that ft was quxte possible that defendant released the door (perhaps 

a little too suddenly) and walk- 
¡ed away. He then heard Mrs. 

>f complai- paimer-Baker come out, shouting 
witness haa “Now you’ve hit me, eh ? ” and “I’ll 
pink on the cg^ police, I’ll send you to 

prison.” 
for costs in Defendant saw her pointing to her 

who. he said - right cheek and saw that it was 
’’¡smudged. After telling her that he 

’did not hit her, the defendant turned

Mr. Haine^?‘face* Defendant then caught the 
by the fanty door and made an attempt to reason

she could have been struck by the 
gate on its rebound; Mr. Haines re
ferred to the evidence 
nant’s amah in which 
said that the mark was 
next morning.

Mr. Hartopp’s request
. favour of the defendant, ~
“was not very blessed in the world,” |

I was not (granted by the Registrar, i
i Mrs. M. Cock was the first witness away. A minute or so later, as he_ <1 1 ... __ ____ 9«__ A- Ik- A^__/called yesterday and she testified 
that she was at Mrs. Palmer-Baker’s 
home, together with Mrs. M. E. Paus, 
on June 19, leaving the house soon 

'after the evening news broadcast at 
8 p.m. Mrs. Palmer-Baker was per
fectly well and happy when they left? 
her.

was proceeding to the tram stop 
near the LS.S. Apartments in Avenue 
Joffre, he saw her running toward, 
Route Lorioz, shouting in Chinese, 
“A foreigner hit me.”

Wanted to Settle Affair

‘ Cross-examined by plaintiffs 
Telephone Call Received | lawyer, Mr. Keet stated that he knew

! that she did not want to see him or 
soon as she got home, however.: talk with him, having on previous 
Cock received a telephone call 1 occasions thrown his letters over the 
Mrs. Palmer-Baker, asking her ¡fence, but added that he had to settle ;

The witness im- jthe affair and that this was a good ‘ 
ed Mrs. Paus and! opportunity do so. The trouble, j

’Mrs. 
from 
to come back. 1 
mediately telephoned Mrs.
they returned. The plaintiff, accord-1 it appeared, started over some al- ’ 
ing to witness, had her relit cheek Iterations inade to her house by Mis 
red and swollen.

Mrs. Paus testified that she and 
Mrs. Cock had tea with plaintiff and 
that they stayed there till a little 
after 8.15 p.m. There was nothing 
wrong with Mrs. Palmer-Faker’s face. 
when they left her. Mrs. Paus thei^ 
took Mrs. Cock home. 11

A few minutes after her arrival at 
home, Mrs. Paus answered a tele
phone call from Mrs. Cock. She tooki 
out her car and fetched Mrs. Cock l 
Together 4hey went to Mrs. Palmer-1'had seen Mrs. Palmer-Baker swing

‘ noticedr’open the gate and “spring out like a

Palmer-Baker, which resulted in the 
1 back gate being continually open, 
leaving Mr. Keet’s yard open to petty 
thieves.

Giving evidence in the afternoon, 
Mrs. Mary M. Keet corroborated 
much of what her husband had said. 
She had seen her husband trying to 
get a word with Mrs. Palmer-Baker; 
she had witnessed the episode at the 
gate; and later, after complainant 
had received her alleged assault, she

Baker’s home and witness noticed^- °Pen the gate and “spring out like a 
that the plaintiff’s right cheek Hadji cat, livid in the face and malice in 
blue marks and that she appeared^! her eyes.” 
pale and excited.

She then took plaintiff and Mrs.1 rupted, _ (
Cock to a police station and left her j what you mean by ‘mahce in her ] 
there.

Cross-examined by Mr. Hartopp)

At this point, Mr. Haines intér- 
*1 can’t quite understand

| eyes.’ ” »
_____ f __ _____ w ' Mrs. Keet explained: MShe looked 

with regard to the marks. Mrs. Paus’ very, very wicked.” 
said that she could not be sure whe
ther they "were red or b.’-ue since it j Garden Gate Never Wide Open. . 
was too dark to see. The marks,-’ 

’however, were definitely there, she
added.

Defendant Gives Evidence
Defendant was next to appear in.il 

the box. Questioned: by Mr. Hartopp,; 
Mr. Keet stated that he was a radio 
announcer, residing at 316 Route 
¡Paul Legendre. House 2. He denied, 
the charge of assault and stated that ! 
h^ did not strike Mrs. Palmer-Baker t 
or anv other woman in his life. On

In closing his case, Mr. Hartopp 
^contended that the garden gate was 
never more than a foot open at any 
¡time and under such circumstances, 
-it was practically impossible for de
fendant to have struck Mrs. Palmer- 

Baker. He also pointed out that a 
man of MV* feet’s build would most 
certainly have given the complainant 
a black-eye if he had actually hit her. 
Mr. Hartopp said that throughout his 
case he had attempted to show that 
it was maliciousness and vindictive-

the night in question, he was resting i ness that led Mrs. Palmer-Baker tb 
in his sitting room, preparings to-ger — ‘us— 
to the station. Just round 8 20 p.m.
he heard Mrs. Palmer-Baker go out) 
together with some visitors.

j As she was returning, he cisked; 
her if she would speak to him. Ini 
reply she slammed the door in hisj

charge his client.
In reply, Mr. MoDonaud stated that 

Mrs. Palmer-Baker had^ on sworn 
oath, said that she had been struck 
by the defendant. He left it to the | 
Court as to which of the witness to * 

, believe.

I



“He Bit My Dog’si Eye,’’ Witness Solis

Briton Faces Court F or
Assaulting Elderly Lady

’ Mr. D? G. ?l/ Ke^i,‘ Briton? was; 
charged wfth^ casual jing »nd hitting 
MrS. Evelyn Catherine Palmer-Bak
er with a clenched fist by Registrar
C. H. Hain$st?in the ^British /Police 
Court yestWdVy? -Jdtr. Keet pleaded 
not guilty to the charge and the' 
case was adjourned to Monday 10' 
a.m. pending medical evidence in 
connection with the alleged assault.

l

Mr. Palmer-Baker, an elderly 
woman, claimed that Mr. Keet hit 
her with a clenched fist at 8.30 p.m. 
June 19, when, after escorting her 
friends out of her house. 316 Route 
Paul Legendre, House 3. she met 
Mr. Keet, who blamed her for not 
closing the gate of the lane and hi$ 
her on the right cheek with a* clen- 
ched fist.

She further claimed that she rush-! 
ed out to call a policeman, but asi 
she. could not find one, she went to, 
the Avenue Petain Police Station,; 
and then went to the Country Hos
pital where she obtained a medical; 
certificate from Dr. Bpwan;

Cross-examined'by Mr. E? L. Har- 
topp. defense attorney. Mrs. Palmer- 
Baker admitted that in that lane 
there were ..three houses, owned byj 

; the occupants, and that the path irr 
front of the ¿(Houses was enclosed by 
a gate which was closed because of 
the numerous thefts in that district.

On the night of? the alleged as
sault, Mr. Hartopp i suggested, Mr. 
Keet met Mrs. Palmer-Baker and 

¡wanted to speak with her. Instead 
[of answering, she walked past him 
[and slanimed her garden gate at 
I him, and that it was noV.a punch 
from. Mr. Keet that bruised her face. 

ïut tnatiV was the gate when it 
bounced back on her. Mrs. Palmer- 
Baker, nearly in tears maintained 
that she was hit by the defendant.

Mr. Hartopp hinted that relations 
between the two neighbors were 
¡Strained; and told the complainant 
that in view of her state of nervous
ness she imagined that Mr, Keet 
had hit her, and asked her to re- 
consider y her ■ statements. Mrs. 
Palmer-Baker at this point openly 
cried, and in a choking voice said, 
“I have been ill since Mr. Keet mov
ed. jnto, the house next to mine.”

Registrar Haines told Mrs.
I-aimer-Baker to rest, and five 
minutes later Mr. Hartopp re
sumed his cross-examination.
At this point the complainant was 
beginning to get confused, and 
laid' that Mt. Keet kept bees, 
and that “he bit my dog in the 
eye**. People in the courtroom 
Chuckled.
“I understand that you keep a 

savage dog,” Mr. Hartopp stated. 
“He is my Scotty, and I love him,” 
Mrs. Palmer-Baker replied. Con
tinuing Mrs. Palmer-Baker said, 
*Mr. Keet told the police on me, 
¡t^hen I started building a new win- 
[dOW.” :
! Mrs. Palmer-Baker’s amah testifi
ed that she saw a bruise of her 
employer’s cheek, but stated that j 
she did not see Mr. Keet hit her I 
mistress. Before concluding, Re
gistrar Haines told Mrs. Palmer- 
Baker that she could ask Dr. Bowan 
to testify for her, and adjourned 
the case to 10 a.m. Monday pending 
Dr. Bowan’s testimony.



(

Briton Faces
Assault Charge

A story of continual animosity 
between two next-door neighbours 
that finally led to an alleged assault I 
was unfolded in H. M. Police Court r

1 yesterday before Registrar C. H. j 
Haines when Mrs. E. C. Palmer- 
Baker filed a charge of assault j 
against Mr. D. G. J. Keet, accusing | 
the latter of having struck her on 
the face with his closed fist. The , 
assault was said to have taken place j 
on the evening of June 19 at the j 
entrance of the complainant’s home 
in Passage 316, 3 Route Paul 
Legendre.

Mr Haines adjourned the hearing 
to next Monday in order that the 
complainant may call in witnesses tn 
provide medical evidence.

Throughout yesterday’s session, the 
complainant, an elderly woman, 
showed signs of evident distress and, 
at one stage of the cross-examina
tion by the defendant’s counsel, she 
broke down into tears. Mrs. Palmer- 
Baker was not represented in court’ 
she was unfamilar with the routine 
of the court and on numerous occa
sions she had to be enlightened on 
matters of legal procedure by the > 
Registrar. ¡Defendant was repre- , 
sented by Mr. E. L. Hartopp and 
pleaded not guilty.

Long-Standing Friction

I The two principals in yesterday’s 
. case were next-door neighbours in 
, Passage 316 of 3 Route Paul 
Legendre and it was revealed in' 

! court that friction between the two 
parties had been of long standing. 
It was brought out that Mrs. Palmer- . 
Baker and Mr. Keet had been at 
logger-heads on various matters:; 
they had disagreed on the right of ' 
way to the passage; complainant had 
objected to the flowers of the defend- j 
ant growing into her garden; she | 
h d also objected to Mr. Keet’s I 
piecing several boxes of bees on ] 
their common fence; on the other 
hand, defendant had disapproved of

the gate to the passage being left 
opened; it was also the contention 
of the complainant that Mr. Reet 
had “told on her” when he informed 
the French police of her building 
operations which she had begun 
without obtaining permission.

It was this series of grievances 
which was said to have led to the 
assault that took place at about 
8.20 on the evening of June 19.
According to Mrs. Palmer-Baker’s 
evidence, she had seen a couple of 
lady friends to the main gate of the 
passage. On the way back to her 
own house. Mr. Keet ran out of his 
house and shouted. “Why did you 
leave the gate open?” Complainant 
said she paid no notice to him as 
the gate was already closed.

Police Informed
Thereupon, as she entered her own 

gate and before she could bolt it, 
defendant forced open the gate and 
struck her on the right cheek. She 
telephoned the matter to the French 

I Police and they took her to the Ste. 
Marie Hospital for treatment; she 
was later given a medical certificate 

j by the Country Hospital.
In the cross-examination by Mr. 

I Hartopp, the complainant denied 
that she worked herself up after 
learning that Mr. Keet had informed

■ *he French Police of her building 
j alterations and that her report of 
an assault was an imaginary one. 
She strongly denied that she was 
an unpleasant neighbour with: ‘It I 
isn’t true, it’s the other way around!” !

Only one witness was brought up ’ 
in court yesterday. Mrs. Palmer- 
Baker bringing forward her Chinese; 
amah to testify. Witness could throw | 
little light on the assault as she 
heard only the altercation from in
side the house and when she had 
come out saw only her mistress 
trying to close the gate on the 
defendant. Witness declared that 
she saw a black mark on her em
ployer’s face—but it was on the left 
side.

The case was adjourned at this1 
point without the defendant having 
yet been called to give his evidence.



i-OitNA DA 
¿UN 1 4 1941

Amongst those who left yesterday 
in the ss. President Cleveland for San 
Francisco and Laos Angeles were— 
l4.-Colonel E. F- C. Collier and 
Ct.-Colonel R. H. Draeger of the U.S. 
¿Marine Corps; Dr, F. L. Hawks Pott 
and Mrs. Hawks Pott; Dr. F. J. 
O'Hara, Mr. and Mrs, C. W. Rayden, I 
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Boyes and! 
¿Messrs V. A, Biyson, H. F. Merrill,
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S’hai Securities Ltd. 
. ¿Vo “Phoney Name”;
Apologies Extended

In yesterday’s issue of 
^^ina Press, in honnet - 

tiori with an , offer to pur
chase the American Club by 
Shanghai Securities Ltd., re- 
^«tcp was made to the latter 

• Company as "not listed in the I 
Telephone bock” and as pos
sibly “a phoney name for Jap
anese interests.”

The China Press wishes to 
express regret that such an 
allusion should have been made 
to. a well-known local Company, 
thp shares of which are listed 
and freely dealt in on the 
Shanghai Steck Exchange. t We itre informed that the 
offer to purchase the Club is 
not on behalf of Japanese but 
has been made by Shanghai 
Securities Ltd. in the ordinary 
course of its business, on behalf 

f <f an important British con- 
; cerp, and our apologies are 

offered for any annoyance 
caused to the Company or; its 
Secretaries. Messrs; Wheelock 
& Co., Ltd.



Mareh 5, 1941.

TAIL IKU gHJMPO

QUESTION OF SALE OF AMERICAN CLUB

It is believed that complications 
have arisen in connection with the proposed sale of the 
American Club, apart from the questibn of financial 
difficulties or preparations for withdrawal by Americans 
from Shanghai.

.According to information, the China 
’^Realty Company, which is said to be the purchaser of the 

Club, is being backed by banks of the Chungking Government.
\ As a majority of the influential members of the Club are 

strongly against the sale of the Club, behind which they 
discern some political significance, the matter will 
probably be dropped.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. . 3, RE/ir-' r 

n ?xi//A/
Section I, Special 'Bg»1

report 'd'ZI^^z^-
Article in the Tairiku Shimpo re evacuation of

American citizens.

Made//.......................04................................... Forwarded by.......... P.-...J...... Crawford.

In connection with attached

translation from the “Tairiku Shimpo0 a 

Japanese language daily, enquiries were .made 

at the U.S. Consulate regarding the statement 

that 3,000 American citizens had been 

instructed to return to the United States 

and it was branded as untrue.

At the end of October a circular 

(copy attached) was sent out by the U.S. 

Consulate to American citizens residing in 

Shanghai which is self explanatory but has 

been grossly exaggerated by the newspaper 

in question.

A.C.(Special Branch). J it

7‘iDEXED BY ] 
» ) RE3IBTRY

AfW *6/ f /



TO ALL AMERICANS RESIDENT DI

THE SHANGHAI CONSULAR DISTRICT

The American Consulate General at Shanghai, refers to 
its previous circulars addressed to Americans resident in 
this consular district communieating the advice of the 
Department of State to withdraw to the United States and 
advising that special shipping facilities were being made 
available. The Department of State in a recent telegram 
stated that it has the greatest sympathy for the hardships 
which many Americans will necessarily meet in withdrawing 
from the Far East but points out nevertheless that accommo
dations are being provided at regular conference rates with, 
a reduction if emergency accommodations are used. To make 
the vessels arriving here available the Department of State 
found it necessary to guarantee the shipping companies 
against loss and the arrangements made will involve a loss 
to the Government of several hundred thousand dollars inas
much as the fares paid will be insufficient to pay more than 
half the cost of the transportation provided.

This Consulate General, under instructions from the 
Department of State, desires again urgently to invite your 
attention to the desirability of taking advantage of shipping 
facilities now being made available as it will be obvious to 
all that no guaranty can be given that present accommodations 
will be available indefinitely. This advice applies particu
larly to women and children and to those men not detained by 
essential reasons.

Information received today from the American President 
Lines indicates that there are still available a large number 
of both first and tourist class accommodations on the steamer 
MONTEREY scheduled to sail from Shanghai on November 3. The
S.S. MARIPOSA is scheduled to sail from*Shanghai on November 
10 and the S.S. WASHINGTON on November 21.

Frank P. Lu6*ChaFt~~~~‘
American Consul General

Shanghai, China, 
October 30, 1940.



00NPIDENT1AL----HOT FUR PUBLICATION
> ® ALL AMERICANS

REGISTER® AT THE AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL 
SHANGHAI

The Amerloan Consulate General at Shanghai has been in

structed by the Department of State to advise American citizens 

resident in this consular district to withdraw to the United 
States* This advice, while precautionary, is given because of 

abnormal conditions prevailing in the Ear East and is intended 

to apply particularly to women and children and to those men 

whose continued presence is not regarded as urgently or essen

tially required. four attention is invited to the advisability 

of taking advantage of existing transportation facilities as it 
is not possible to state for how long such facilities will be 

available.
The American Consulate General will appreciate learning 

from you the names and ages of members of your family intending 

to heed this advice and the approximate date on which they would 

like to sail. This will assist the Consulate General and the 
shipping companies in ascertaining the shipping facilities re

quired.
Richard P. Butrick
American Consul

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND RETURN TO THE AMERICAN CONSULATE
GENERAL Hi THE ENCLOSED STAMPED ABD ADDRESSED ENVELOPES

1. Persons in your family desiring passage:
Name _____________________________ Age ___________
Name ____________________ ___________ Age —

Name . Age

Name .... Age __
2» Whether 1st, 2nd or 3rd Class Passage desired



( 2 i

8. Approximate date when passage is desired _------- _---------—

4» Present address

Telephone number __ -



January 12* 1941

TAIRIKÜ SHIM?O

AKER I CAN CONSULATE-GENERAL AND UITHDRAJAL
OE AMERICANS

According to information from 
authoritative sources» the pass-ports of all local 
American residents are kept at the -American Consulate* 
General and certificates of American citizens have been 
Issued in their stead. In this way, the American 
Consulate-General will be in a position to restrain the 
movements of American citizens in case withdrawal becomes 
necessary.

Judging by various circumstances, it is 
probable that the withdrawal will be completed in April 
this year.



January II, 1941. Corning Translation.
i

Tairiku Shimpo s-

CHUNGKING REGIME. ENDEAVOURING TO PREVENT TEACHERS FROM 
BECOMING PRO-WANG CHING WEI

Finding that large numbers of teachers of primary 
and secondary schools, colleges and universities are 
becoming pro-Wang Qhing-wei, the Chungking Government has 
announced a 10$ increase ?in the salaries of teachers with 
effect from January this year»

However, this attempt on the part of the Chungking 
regime to prevent teachers from joining the peace movement 
will prove futile, because most of these teachers are in 
favour of peace and are against the policy of the war of 
resistance as advocated by the Chungking regime ,for money 
does not mean everything.

Tairiku Shimpo

AMERICAN CONSULATE-GENERAL STRONGLY URGES WITHDRAWAL .
3F~L0CAL AMERICAN RESIDENTS ” \/) P

It is e timated that morphan 3,000 Americans are 
living in Shanghai. About 1,000 have left for -America 
in conformity with the instructions of the American Government.

As the ■rtmerican Government is nvw adopting a strong 
attitude in the Far East, as revealed by the message of 

/ President Roosevelt on January 6 and by the statement of
Z? J Admiral Knox, it is said that these 3,000 Americans have
/ ( been-summoned to the American Consulate-General one after >

another and have been ordered to return to America. It is 
believed that thia order is so strict that no American can 
ignore it.

American steamers on the homeward voyage are 
accepting advance bookings of American citizens only.

It is reported that many American familier are 
making preparations to leave.

Mainlchi

CITY GCVERNl^NT TO ESTABLISH HEALTH BUREAU

. The. documents and medical instr’iments of the 
former Health Bureau having been taken over from the 
supervisors of the Chungking regime last year, the City 
Government has appropriated a sum of $40,000 for the 
establishment of a new Health iKireau.

, The Chief of the present Health Department will act 
temporarily as Director of the Bureau.

JAPANESE HABITUBES OF GAMBLING DENS TO BE DEALT 
WITS S^iERELY

In co-operation with Mayor chen Kung-po, who is 
taking drastic action to wipe out gambling dens and clubs in 
Shanghai, the Japanese authorities have decided to black-list 
Japanese visitors to such places.

Japanese who continue to frequent gambling houses 
after receiving a warning will be prohibited frc5»m residing in 
Shanghai.
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CerOAHH HCnOJlHMJIOCb ABBA TOÄ WCTOpHUeCXOft XHMepbl, xo 
uaTb Jier c Toro ahh, xax na 
CTH KpaCHOft ApMMH BCTyHM- 
JIH BO BaHAHBOCTOK, B0CCT3H0 
BHB TaXHM OÓpa3OM HOAHOTV 
rocyaapCTBeHHoro cysipenn- 
Tera Haa 3tom nacrbio poccnn 
cxHX BJiaaeHMfi, HaxoanEniieM- 
cfl b TeqeHHe HecxoAbXHx 
noA BAacTbK) qywceaeMHux 
TepBeHTOB.

€ 4>OpM3JIbHOft TOHKH 
HHfl npHHflTO CMMTHTb,
BnaAHBocTOx 6ma hocacahmm 
0HA0T0M ßenoro ABVDXeHHH H2 
JlaAbHeM Bocroxe. C ero naae 
HHeM óbijra Aonucana nocAeA- 
HHH CTpaHHUa B HCTOpMM 3TOTO 
ABHMteHHJi. OcrarxH Hexoraa 
MHOrOHMCAeHHblX ÓCAblX apMMÍÍ 
norpy3HAHCb ha napoxoAM x 
ornpaBHAMCb HCxaTb cypoBoro 
h HerocrenpHHMHOro npMtfeiKM- 
wa no pa3AMiHbiM PeH3aHaM. 
UlaHxasiM h t. n.

<PaxTHqecKH, Bahamboctok 
HHXaXHM 0HA0T0M ÓCAOFO ABH 
xceHHH He óbiA. Eenoe ABM>«e- 
HHe 3axoHMHAOCb B repoMMe- 
cxoñ anonee nepexona lepes 
BafixaA. Bce hto 6hao hocac 
EafíxaAa 6mao xcaAxoñ xapn- 
xarypoü Ha Ty, HcnoAHeHHvto 
rnyÓOKoro TparnjMa HecoMHen 
HOCO BeAHHHH, 3H0Xy, o KOTO 
poft Tax xopouio H npocro 
cxasano b H3BecTHOft cobct- 
cxoft necne —

WpxyTCx h Bapwaea

CTOxcxHft aran óenoft OopMJhi 
OblA B CyniHOCTH TOBOpj! JK^A 
xoft napoAxeft Ha TparimecxyK) 
anonex) Vpana, CnÓHpM m Baft 
xana.

HeBOAbHo BCHOMHHaeTCH ¡
Tcpasi hocht Ha3BaHMe «Be- nouiAeHbKHe h HOAAeHbXHe i 
a oft MeHTbi». BeAoe ABHX<eHMe c^hwkm' oahoto H3 ahth-co- I 
He yAanocb h He mofao yAacTb gercxHX AenTeneft nocAeaHero 
cfl, tax xax efo nena Haxo- 9*rana, cthiukh HanpaBAeHHbie 
BKAMCb b mbhom HecoTAacHH c B aj^pec tax Ha3biBaeMoñ Kan 
AorHxoft pyccxoro HcropHHe- nenescxoft ApMMH. 3tot «re- i 
exoro pa3BMTH^ npoTMBopeqHpoñ» 6eJIoro TUJIa niIcajIJ 

' «Mbi ot Omcxa nonyxcaAH, 
[ K Mopx) cHHeMy ópeAM.

MHAHlieftCKHMH 3ACCb 
craAH, 

OxpaHJieM xaGaxH».
3tot hhthhcko - rpoaexoB 

cxHft nepeentöx avmaa cbowmh 
CTHmxaMH ocxopÖMTb Tex 6e- 
Abix óoñuoB, xoTopbie c Kan

jim jieputaBHoft BOJie pyccxoro 
napOAa h Kpowe Toro Óbijim 
camuikom onyraHbi aHTH-rocy- 
UapCTBeHHblMH H MH0C rjilHHbl- 
mm MHTepecaMH.

Oahbko, RCTOpHqecKafl He- 
OOnpaBOMepHocTb h 6e3noMBen 
FOCTb MAeonorwíf Geaoro abm, 
HceHHsi HHCKOjibKO He Meuiaei 
OTHecTHCb c qyBCTBOM YBa>Ke'nejieM coBepmujiH cBoñ crpa 
HHSI X TOMy, UTO (SblJIO B CAMON cTOTepiIMeCKMft ÜOXOA. Ho B 
npouecce ototo ABHHceHHH OBejie^CTBWTejTbHOCTM, oh jimiite 
HHO HCTHHHMM MyTKeCTBOM, HCTHHHblft AHX CeAOFO
pOM3MOM, CaMOnOM<ePTBOBa*BjiaAMBOCTOKa, ^HTAHpHHUaB- '• 
HweM h HAeajiHCTHHecKHM Damero, topOACTBOBaBinero w nw 
MaHTH3M0M. TABIIierOCfl pa3033apHTb TOCy-

Te MHorMe teicamm 6eAMX/japCTBeRHOe AocronHue Poc- 
óoftllOB, KpOBb KOTOpbIX CMe-cini ajIMHMM HHOCTpaHUaM. 
uiajiacb c xpoBbfo oomhob 
Kpacnoft ApMMH na Gesxpaft- ABaAU»Tb act TOMy nasaa 
hhx nojiflx BcepoccHftcxoftHau,a HapoAHaa Rpacnaa Ap- 
rpamancxoft boUhei ómjih ttomma hoaojkha xohcii 3to« ne-j 
HCTHHe aoctoBhmmh npoTHBHifAoeroftHoft oneperxe, a bmc-¡ 
xsmh m b hx My»ecTBe, b iixcre c neft Bepnyjia Baaahbocto 
caMonoMtepTBOBaHHH, xax Bxy npaBo Óeite rpo3Hofi TBep 
npexpacHOM aepxajie 0Tpa3H^AbfHeñ Poahhm na ÓecKpafiHMX 
jiocb My)xecTBo w repon e-npocTOpax Thxoto oxeana. 
cxoe caiwonoixepTBOBar'ie gji, Cthxob. *
xpacHO3Be3AHbix 6oÁno:% rptt ’ —
HtaBUiHxca 3a napoAHyto npaB 
Ay, 3a BeAHXoe npaso TpyAO-

Open h Kaxoßxa •— , Bvro HapOAa h sa HOBwe bcjih 
9ranbi ÓOAbinoro nyrw/ | RHe nyTil poccnftcxoro wcTopw

ÄAMHpaji KoAiax h reHo- 
paji Kannejib ómah hocacahh 
MH AOHOAAHHHblMH pblUapiIMH

qecKoro pa3BHTHH.
H HMeHHO C 3T0ft TO'» UH 

3pCHHH, MMTHHCKO - BAH’IHBO*.

gile*• Attitude of Russian Community 
towards Soviet— '*erman War.
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HecTb KOMaHflM^a.
MocKBa, 23, (Tace). — ry h KOMSHAHpcKoft qecTH». 060 mhc Bee. zKhbcm kak oa 

«ripassa» b nepeAOBoft ot 22 j KuMaHAHpcKan necib — ■ uà comesi». Cepreft aioóma cbo 
OKTHÓpa, o3arjiaBjieHH. «flecTb BOHHCKan qecTb. BoHHCKcft hc • hx apiimiepHCTOB h Óoftnbi
KOMHHAHpa» nHuieT: cteio oÔAâAaei KajKAjJft ne-

CTHbift 6oeu Kpacnoft ApMHH.
B3B0jiH0BaHHo h cocpeAO- HecTb — óbiTb b pfljax 

TOHeHHO, c orpOMHoft ak)6o- ; Kpacnoft Apmhh, qectb Aep 
BbK) H c óesrpaHHMHbiM 43Be HcaTb ß pyKax opyacne, aio- 
pneM K CBoeft poAHoñ KpacHoft j óobho cpaóoiaHHoe cobctckh 
ApMHH CA6AHT BCfl H3W3 CTpa MH naTpHOTAMH, HTOÓbl 331UH- 
Ha 3a óoamh b CraAHHrpaAe, wstb PoAHiiy ot nojuoro Bpa 
Ha CeBepHOM KaBKase h naira. B amhhom óeccrpawHH, b 
Apyrnx ynacTKax cj)poHTa. B npcAaHHOCTH Poahho, b Ma- 
9TH AHH BHHMaHHe C OCOÓOft CTCpCTBC BAaACHHfl OpyjKHCM.

aioÓat CBoero KOMaHAHpa, ao 
BepflT eMy, He mojkct óbiTb 
h penn Ha 3Toft óaTapee o 
HeBbinojiHeHHH npHKasa, o mca 
jiHiejibHocTH, 0 pacnymeHHO- 
CTH. IKOMaHAHp JIIOÓHT BOCH- 
Hoe acao. Oh 3naeT, hto hot 
Tenepb HMliero Bbnue, Hwiero 
noncTHee, mcm bohhckoc 3Ba- 
Hue. Oh 3Ty aioóobb k Boen 
HOMy Aejiy nepeAa/i cbohm 6oft

CH.TOft npHKOBaHO K KOMaHAH 
py. ripHKaa o eAHHonaqaAHH 
b Kpacnoft ApMHH yßejiMHHBa 
eT 3HaHeHHe KOMaHAHpa, kbk 
uenTpajibHoíl (jíHrypbi Óocbhx 
nOpHAKOB BOftCK.

BCAHKS OTBCTCTBeHHOCTb 
KOMaHAHpa! Ot Hero b nepByio 
onepeAb, 33bhcht ycnex 6oe- 
BOft onepaiiHH. Ero MbicAb, ero 
boaa, er0 caobo, ero npuMep, 
b nepsyio oqepeAb, pemaioT 
hcxoa 60fl.

B pyKax KOMaHAHpa ca- 
Moe Aoporoe, hto ecTb y co 
BeTCKoro HapOAa — ero cm 
Hbi, KpacHoapMeftubi h KpacHO 
(jwiOTiibi. HcnoAb30BaTb Bee hx 
«habí, nanpaBHTb tohho yAap,
HanecTH nopawenne

MecTb 6oftua — 3to qecTb 
B3B0A3, H0AK3, AHBH3HH. Ko- 
MaHAHp A0JDKCH 0ÓAaA3Tb AHH 
heim ÓeccTpauiHeM. HecTb ko 
MaHAHpa — b nopaAKe, b toh 
HOCTH,. B peiHHTCAbHOCTH, B 
yMCHHH OCymeCTBHTb CBOK) BO 
AK), b yMeHHH npHKasaTb, Cy 
posa» TpeôûBaTeAbHOCTb ,--
HenpeMCHHasi qepTa boacboio 
KOMaHAHpa.

HecTb KOMaHAHpa b >Ke- 
'AC3H0Ü- AHCUHHAHHe, CTO H3 
CTH. HeT HHiiero xyace paexjia 
ÓaHHOCTH.

yBemeBaHHfl h yroBapHBa 
HHSI HeTepnHk^. ::n B KOPHe 
npOTHBopenaT OoAbineBHCT-

uaM. Oh paccMaîpHBâA hx kak 
cneuna/iHCTOB apTHAAepHficKO- 
rO ACAa H nOAHTHHCCKM 
KAK 6e33aBeTHbIX naTpHOTOB. 
HecTb ÓarapeH H3BecTna no 
Bcefl apMHH.

3tO HC XyA'OJKeCTBCHHblH 
' bbiMbicea. B KpacHOä ApMHH 
MHoro TaKHX CepreeB TopAO- 
r»bix. HeAaBHO b «IlpaBAe» 6b¡ 
Aa onHcaHa hchshb ha oahoh 
na weft noAAOAKe. Ee komhh 
AHp — JIhchh. BeccTpawHbift 
MOpRK, qyTKHft TOBápHLU. «Hh 
CHH CyMCA CITAOTHTb 3KHn3}K 
KopaÓAfl, zjoAroTOBHTb ero aah 
BbHlOAHeHHH onaCHMX, pHCKO- 
BäHHblX 33AaHHft. JIhCIHI XOpO

ocywecTBHTb 3aAywaHHbift 
HAaH c HanÓOAee noAHbiM pe 
syAbTaroM, c HanMeubwHMH 
noTepRMH — bot 3a6oTa ko 
MSHAHpa, b 3T0M ero necTb.

HecTb KOMaHAHpa! — 6oab 
1U0Ç 3T0 CAOBO. BHVHJHTeAbHO 
3ByHHT OHO B yKa3C npe3HAHy 
Ma BepxoBHoro Conera CCCP. 
BeAHKasi OTenecTBeHHasi bg< -

Bpary> CKOft CHCTeMe opraHH3auHH h ‘ iuo 3HaeT necb cboH yKHnanc
BOCITHTaHHfl ÓOftUOR. Mbl TOp 
AHMCSI 3aK3AeHHbIMH B ÓORX, 
CypOBbIMH KOMaHAHpaMH. B He 
nOCpeACTBCHHOft ÓAH30CTH K 
ÓOftuaM “ HCTOHHHK CHAH KO 
MaHAHpa. 3naTb cOAAara — c 
BToro HaHHHaeTCH MacrepcTBO 
nOAKOBOAUa. CyBOpOB 3H3A 
CBOHX C0AA3T, >KHA BMCCTC C 
HHMH, ACAHA C HHMH BCe TpyA 
HOCTH — 3T.Q ÓHAO H3H3A0

Ha c neMeuKo - 4)aLUHCTCKHMH|ero bohhckoü cAaBbi.
SaXBäTHHKaMH 33K3AHA3 H3HJH ’ B KHHre KopHeftHyKa

AeftrenaHT 
npeBoexoA-

KOMAHAHbie KaApbî BblABHHyAS «<t>pOHT» TBapAHH 
orpoMHbift CAOft hobhx TaAaHT Cepreft Topaob, 
AHBbFX KOMâHAHpOB, HCTlblTaH- j HWft KOMAHAHp, TOBOpHT: «fl 
Hbix b ÓOHX h Ao Konna Bep- <> cbohx Óoftuax Ha CBoeft 6aHbIX B 60flX H AO KOHUa Bep-
HblX CBOeMV BOHHCKOMV AOA Tapee 3H3IO BCÇ. A OHH 3H3I0T

BblBWHft pyKOBOAHTCAb KOMCO 
MOAbCKOft OpraHH3ailHH Ha OA 
HOM H3 TpaKTOpHbIX BÄliOAOB, 
CH K3K BepHblft BOCnmaHHHK 
ÖOAbWeBHCTCKOft nSpTHM C3M 
BOCÏIHT3A B CBOeft KOMAHAe 
ÓeccTpawHwx ÓofinoB, moao- 
AbiX KOMMyHHCTOB.

Ha KapeAbCKOM «ppoHTe 
OAHa Bbicora, saxBaneHHasi Ha 
weft nacTbio hocht hmh Cen 
re« Tiopnena. 3to crapuiHft 
cep>KaHT 36-th acthhä kom3h 
AHp B3BOA3, CTpOTHft, AHCUHII 

I AHHHpOBaHHblft H OHCHb Tpe 
i 60B3TeAbHblft HeAOBeK. B ca 
iMbie ropflHHe momchtei 6oa 
OH OCTapaACfl CnOKOftHMM. XA3

iHOKpOBHblM -- TAaBHOe, OH I
i JVe bpeMfl. ocTasaACfl xo3ah- | P'jm CBoero yuacTKa, CBoero ! 
HOApawAeHHfl. Be ft ubi b TpyA 
Hoft onepauHH Bee BpeMfl viyB ¡ 
CTB0B3AH ero TA33, ero nan! 
paEAflfOiuyK) pyKy. B naMHTb 
CBOHX ÓOftUOB OH OCTaeTCfl i 
K3K AlOÓHMblft KOMBHAHp. ErO 
HMCHCM ‘CHH H33BaAH BTy Bbl' 
coTy. 9to, ~ qecTb kombhah : 
pa.

KoMaHAHp BoenHTbiBaeT 
BCHHÂaHA CMBbl TJKÓ CMBbl 
60ftHOB. BeAHKa H OTBCTCTBCH 
na ääAaia BoennraHHfl kombh 
AnpnB. CMeAOCTb BblABHJKCHHfl 
Ha KOMaHAHbie HOCTH OTBaxe- 
HblX, HHHUHaTHBHbiX, npCAAH- 
HbJX ÓOftuÓB KOMaHAHpa — 3a 
AûHa Bbicwero KOMaHAHpa; Ha 

' AO BblpaWHBaTb, H3A0 npH- 
I BKTb eMy HVBCTBo K0M3HAHp- 
, CKOft uecTH. EMy oKasana Po 
AKHOfl BbiçoKafl qecTb. Ha He 
ro BOSAOHcena BbicoKasi otbc? ! 
CTBCHFOCTb. ynpeHACHHe aBT" 
pHTCTa KOMaHAHpa — AeAC' 
KeMa;wBa>KHoe. BbisaèT, mto 
ero a pOHflioT HeaocTaTOHHo 
6epe>KHMM OTHOwenneM k ho 
BOMy KOMaHAHpy. Hhotaa 
hé*ïb Ujier K3K 6V’ITO o MCAO 
nax. o Tone b pasroBopax, o6 
oÔMene bohhckhmh npHBercT- 
BHflMH.

Ho 3TÓ HC MCAOMH. 3to 
-- nPOHBACHHe AHCUHnJTHHHpC^ 
B3HH0CTH.

Hawa CTpana beicoko hoa 
<ruMaer qecTb KOMaHAHpa. Ha 
WH COBCTCKHe O(J)HUepbI-- 30
^OToft (boHA Hawero HapOAa. 
Ghh AyqwHe npeACTaBHTCAH 
Ha weft HOBoft, HapoAHOft hh- 
”eAAHreHUHH, cbniOBbfl pa6o- 
MHX H KpeCTbflH. Mbl 0TAHH3 

¡CM AyflWHX npOH3B3ACTBeHHH 
kob. Mbi cosAäAH qecTb era 

j xaHOFiia. TaK ace bmcoko aoa 
l¿KHa CTOATb b Haweft cTpane 
I ncjCTb KOMaHAHpa KpacHOft Ap 
1 v-Hh*
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CeroABfl HcnoiaseTca 20 
co asa, Koraa uitaó 

BtxoA apula (b T'te ahn» b 
ripHMopb'fa, — uiTaö Flpa- 
MopcxoA 3eucxoA para) no- 
Bxayx Bubahboctok, octa- 
khb acsxyio nonbiTKy npo- 
Aoxxcesis Oopböu c xom- 
Myan3MOM aa pyccxoA sénat.

Octbtxh BfcxoA apula 
ABHsyaacb sa pyóeacH poa- 
aoA sema, b aaraaale, b 
BMuroaulto.

lipomi® 20 air. Ha xxaA~ 
ÓHIH% JI K) K a Be ft nOKOHTCfl 
npax aaÓHTaro rea. flaie- 
paxes, nocxtAaaro FIpaaH- 
Teaa aa nocxtAseu kxohk% 
pyccxoA senxa, yace Tita 
in eft totas ot anaoTayio 
npHABHHyaiuaroca oxTsöpb- 
cxaro noxcapa.

3a ara 20 atT naoroe 
■3Mtaaaocb a mhshh t%x, 
kto c opyaden b pyxax oto* 
mea k rpaaauau, kto o6e* 
aopyaceaabiA nepemea rpa- 
HHuy, kto HiteayeTca renept 
pyCCKHMH aiOAbMH 38 Fpa* 
HHiiefl, aacTb mb aoTopbix 
MMeayeT ce6a pocciAcxoA 
aRTHKOMnyHHCTHHeCKOA 9MH* 
rpauleA, a Apyras nacTb no- 
aepayxacb cnaaoA a anarpa- 
Ula H XHHOM a COBtTCKOMy 
aoacyxbCTBy. Kctxtk, cpeAH 
»Tax, aa cTpax, a ae 3a 
COBtCTb paÓOTBJOIUHX TC 
nepb b coBtrcaoM Jiarept, 
ecTb h Ta ale, kto c ntaoA y 
pTa, rpoMqe actx oóbhhhi 
rea. ÜMTepaxcs b x3Mtat a 
npeABTexbCTBt. Tenepb 3th 
xce raoTKH kpanar 06 aant- 
at h npeABTeibCTBt b aapec 
pocciAcxax duarpaaTOB no* 
paaceauea...

Mepea Aßt c aameait se* 
Atxa, 7 HoaÔpa, HcnoaaaeT* 
ca eme oAsa roAoamaea, 
2ó-THXtTÍe 0 K TH Ö pbCK O A
peeoxforHs.

Cubica STOA OKTHÓpbCKOA 
peaonoiiia xynuie acero 
onpeAtaaioT cana óoxbme- 
BKKH. Bot, a npaMtpy, H3 
AaBHafl a a 938 roAy a Mo* 
cast Ópomiopa noA aarxa- 
Blen <CCCP a KanHTamcTH- 
necKoe oapyxceaie>. Abtop 
otoA ópomtopbi namcr:«Bexaxaa OxTaOpbCxaa 
couiMHCTNMecaaa p e boj io* 
ilia HBHxacb aawaxoM Mipo- 
aoA npoxeTtpcaoA peaoxfo- 
UÌh. Eh MeMAyaapoASoe aaa- 
weaie caaaaxocb oneab cao- 
po: noxeTtiH aopoabi rep- 
uaacaoA a bbctpIAckoA mo 
aapxiA, B038HKJK coatTcala 
pecnyóxaaH a 4>khjhba1h9 
Bearpia, Baaapia» npainex 
b ABHXceaie aoxoaiaJbabiA 
Boctok, CO8ABB yrposy 
aàpNaa ycToea Huneplaxa- 
cTanecaaro rocnoACTaa» 
Fio at» eu peaojiouioaaaro 
ABHxceala Mipoaoro npoxe* 
Tapiara yatawaxca coaja- 
Kiew KoMMyaHCTHsecaaro 
IaSBBpObÁ BOXOiBttOdU 

——<0>—
ar oa aaaox xÁd XI3

Mipoaoro nopsAaa, hóo oaa 
oaaanaeT aopeaaoA noaopor 
bo BceMipaoA aoTopla nexo* 
atnecTBa ot cTaparo, aana* 
TaxMCTHwecaaro, uipa a ho- 
Bony, coniaxHCTHwecaoMy» 
wipy>.

3tb HHTara AoeraTonao 
hcho yaaatxBaeT aa iitia h sa- 
nana npaaameA b Geer aoii* 
MyaacTHnecaoA napria, cos* 
AaameA aoMMyaacTawecaiA 
HHTepaauioaax a pyaoBOA*- 
meft au.

Bnoxat ecTecTaeaeo. wto 
AtHTeXbHOCTH 9TOTO KOMHH'I 
repaa 6kjh cpasy »e no-l 
cTaaxeabi nperpaxw aat co- 
atTcaax rpapau. 3ra Ata-i 
TexbBOCTb BHsaaxa a Massai 
MeMAyaapoASoe eBTxKOMwy- 
aacTanecaoe oô^enaaeaie, 
oÿopMxeaaoe a <Ahthkom- 
MMBTepaoacaoM naaTt ut- 
xaro pflAB ÓoxbiUHX a Ma* 
xwx Aepxcaa. Bwx cosabb 
npOTHBOBtc, a oh oaaaaJCH 
enxoneaate, opraeaaoaaH- 
Hte, oh a cymsocTM, Ojokh* 
poaax KOMMyaacTanecalA py* 
KOBOASmlA UJHTp.

HeraepTb ataa npomxa a 
renepb yace momso onpext- 
xeaao yraepacASTb, kto-mI- pOBbiH utxa aoMMyaacTane- 
caoA napria norepntxa nox* 
aoe <J)iacao a aoMMyaasM aa 
ymepôt.

JLtom, ’irò onacaocTb kom- 
MyaasMa Oblia Óbicrpo no- 
BHTa, Óoxbmaa aaciyra shth- 
KOMMyaacTanecKoA pocclA 
CKoft 9Marpaula. Oaa cbohm 
aoopyaceaauM conpoTaaxe- 
aieM b roAH rpaxcABacxoA 
BoftHhi, oOparaia, BaaMaaie 
acero ñipa sa sry onacaocTb. 
Oaa caoeA aenpsMapaMOCTbio 
a TOA» awarpauia jaxa tot 
toh, KOTopbiÂ a aacTOsmee 
apena HBXHetea ochobrhm 
b aHTHKonnyHucTanecKofi 
óopbót. Oaa, 9Ta pocciA- 
CKBH OMKrpauiH, HBXaeTC0) 
CTapoA raapAieA aa bhth 
KOMMyaacTasecKOM (fcpoHTt. 
H npa xioôOM noxoweala, 
Aaxce npanepras k crfesKt, 
Aaxce a tom cxynat, ecxa 
aecb wip Oyjer KOMMyaaaa- 
poBaa, TaepAo CKaæeT, sto 
<raapAÌH ywapaeT., ao ne 
CAaerca.

Bot a stoA bôcoxjothoA 
aenpHMapHMocTH K KOMMy- 
HKBMy a ecTb orpOMaaa caia 
pocciAcxoA aHTHKOMMyaacTH- 
wecxoA OMarpaula ecxa yroA* 
ao, ea aexaxaa MOpaxbaaa 
caia.Max 30X0THMK, AS AOpOF 
STMM onpeAtxaeTca yAtxb- 
hhA atc pocciAcxoA bhth* 
KOMMyaacTanecKoA awarpa* 
nia» onpeAtxaeTca ae koxh* 
aecTaeaao, a KanecTaeaao...

ripe actos maa roAosmsaa 
OxTaôpbCKoA peaoxiouiK — 
Axa pocciAcxoA aaTaxoMMyn 
HMCTHwecxoA OMarpaula 
cxopôaas roAoamsaa. v

* ’-0 X« ors HVïi
-ObÀgO MOda ‘OHtqATQS s i 

•adox 
0|HV86 — dxOOHQO godoj 

JUL ..i/muu» Xirxiu dxdL
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LHAHXAft, 20 OKTHBPfl.

renepnii-komhcuph
UpojieKina h Mewaynapoa- 

noe BHHManie GTMlsna KOtacca» 

pOB b Kpacnofi apMiw hmIipt 
pbop nnrepeenop npoÄOUiKenie.

Ha Toh-JKP Anropbi, bb ko 
Topnft npninaiT nepBiJH bIicth 
oö ynpaa.ineinii no.’mtpyKOB tp 
nepb ihpeaaioi; <rro jBajiwn'b 
/IpBHTb KpacHIJX KOMUCCapoB 
npoHaBejPiiw e.TajiHHrKini jiPKpo 
tom b renepa.ibi.

II.3 KOMBCeapOB B TPHP 

paau, cpaay öph bchkiix npejuia 
pirrpaidibix iiojfotobok h npo 
MP/KyW*HMX npoHBBOTOTB, T)TO 
nun; noKCTHHi'» peBojiionioniLbift 
h ne Mente CPHcaniouHbift!

Oh apKo CBMflinejibCTBypT, 
hto it CoßivrcKOM C0103I1 no 

nppacHPMy aaKoiibi cyinecTByioT 
tojibko $0 rpaJKaaH, a npamr 
TeabCTBPHHaH (Hurapxiii oöoa 
maPTC.fl C HHM1I, KHK oft 33043 
ropaaryanTCH,

KpeMJipBCKaro npaBn- 
TP.ibCTBa ulvr iin’ipro hpbobmotk 
naro — cpfo.thh KOMKccao aan 
Tpa renepa.i - aofirpuanT, 
iiocjitaaBTpa - if^^MMapmajr, 

a PIpO <H‘pp3 HPjt.W M07KPT 
öbiib y*ne n «npeaptuHwlt iiac».

Bet 9tit nayMirrp^biibie npn 
Mtpu npoxo$on ripppj Erna 
MH Mipa H IipPiKTP, HO TPnepb 
b oöcTanoBKt Beannafiinaro na 
iipiOKtiiiH coaXORaro Rejinnaii 
mett Boltnofi onn KöSKyiejr oco 
Öf’HHO BOnilOIiniMH,

I IpoiI3 BO;$!Tb M a.HOBP II ¡PM 

rippcTa cpaay b roewiM mojk 
ho 0i;a3biBapTni ne TPsibi;o b 
BCCe.lblX KHHO - (plt’IbMaX, HO H 
B‘ ^ÖCTBKTeJlLHOCTH II JipifTOM 

c bhaom c aMaro cepbcasaro 
CBOÜCTBa.

BlipOHPM pPBO.TTOIliOH HOCTb 

MPTO^OB Bpn(b Tpy.UfO iioii.a 
KHIiaHCH yMPTy^ HO 3HT0 IipP 
KpaCHO HOXVaiOTCH yHPTV MX 
pprjy.]ibTaTbh

1 PeBOJIKHiiOHHOP BPp.X0r4.in 

ctbo m caMoynoenie b CCCP 
Bcena oÖpaipaju na ceöa bmh 
Manie n, khk bhjhm, npo^ojoKa 
j<»t ^aaa'n» o eeoh Biraib, ua. 
cMOTpii na /KecTOKie ypoKii, npe 
IhUailHbie ^tii^TBHTPJIbHÖi TblO.

B ftaniiOM CJiy’iali ¿rro one 

pPTOBTloe IipOHOBOJCTBO, ojiia- 
ko, hmIipt ¡1 PBOio cepbeaiiyi^ 
rTopi ny. Ona 3aiUF»napTCii b 
T‘»M, UTO BCil pCijlOpMa 00 yilpHB 

;uienin no^HrnoecKBX k> Mircra 
paß b KpacHott apMin nptppa 

n<aoTcn b iiprii’Tyio noppe ipi’oB

Ky HaaBanin:
B Kpacnofi apMin TPiiepb 

iiirr «iicjiHT-KOMiiecapoB». a" 

pCTb «renepaji - KOMnccapsr». 
b Kpacnofi apMin TPiiepb, kok 
phiiipt coBirrcKifi jkp oprair 
«Kpacnaii Baiia^a» nojnrmoie 

CKHX KOMIICeapOB 3aM'l>HJLT «BO 

PHiibie arirraTopbi».
B mpm ine b Takom c.iy’ial» 

nepPMina? IIoneMy, kok ;iy.Ma 
iot irhKirropbie iio.-biTiniecicic 

(! c < ap1i Barea n n yvKno c u irra :i b. 
•ITO HO;iHTHH(‘CKifi H.IH IipaßHJb 
ii Le KOMMyiiiitWiecKiil koh 
ipojib h oiipiot Hai Kpaeiioi up 
rief, b 3Ha’iHTP0bH0?1 ctpiipiih 
f e.’i aojiiiKfrcH.

11 opfi1i,vn n cb'Iini h nporn 
BOpIviai’ 3T0MV. OTMf>Ha ROM HC 

nipOB B apMÜI nClKTUIMOMV, Obi 

jia npoBe^ena roubKo b saue 
Gibt HSB'fcCTHaro 7be“Ta II Obi 
¿i.i paemrrana na Biilnuirfi o*|) 

4 (iri.

A Biiyrpib b cep^uPBHirh 

Bee ociaeTcn no npp/KHPMy 11 
no crapoMy.

Mo^kho jjaHce upeinojiaraib, 
hto KOMMynncniT ckic KOMiieca 
pb y::pacwBiiMTCb awiaMii re 
-nepajibOKHMH arrhauaMn h .ihm 
pacaMii CTanyT oÖOBttanaTb cbop 
poanie en^e eiumBte h i|peB 

paTHT ero b OTRpöTO BMO.ine 
Y.yi(< K.incTb.

IInane, coocTBenno 6hti> h 
ne Mo;Ker. EIcjih coBiTCKoe npn 

BiireabcTBo BNiiycwT- apsiio 
in napiiitHHx eJEOBHX pykaBini, 
to co3,xacTCfl io nojö/R’enie, ko 
Topoe naasib&ctc a «Böenno:i
AiiKTaTypofi».

üra AHK'raTypa 6y:urr pa 

syMteTCH npecMuoBaTb ym 
ne napTifiHWH a pyccbin nii.ni 
b cnoeft no,JiHTni;t> n eoointT’ 

CTBonno BiieceT chmmh pa.iir 
Ka.ibHMH nepeäiliiibi b iipaBH 
TP4beTB%.

rioOTOMV 3IIB304 C OTMliliefi 

KCMirccapoB b eoBiT' Kofi apMin,; 
ß nocjitiyioniHM oaitM mx upo 

H3bo;v tbom b renepikibCKie h 
4H|innepcKie »nniH Btp
nie »cero paacMaipnBaTb, KaK 

OJUH W3 B ia HOB Öophökl ¿6M 

MynifcTMuecKofi ‘naptiH oa cboh> 
KO Ui Tb.

raaeTU reiiepb 
iiinnyT «oö eanHonaMHiin b Kpa 
< non aoMin». Ho HpnBH4bEt»e 
öbiac naoBaTb pro «eannopana 
Jlie» npOCTO «KOMMVHÖ - HU «Hl 
¿lieM».

4^ -r
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i Kpacnaa apula, rax noxn- | 
TRnécKaa chxs, nepes hoxh- 
THWeCKRX KOMHCC8DOR PVKO- 
bohhmih npaBHiiiefi b CCCP 
BcecoiosHOfi KoMvryHHCTHRe- 
croA Baprtefi (óoiEuieBH- 
kob) nepecraxa cyujecTBO- 
aaTb^

Tax nano noanusTb cooó- 
maewufi KH(J)OpMaUÌOHHHMM 
^reatCTsaMM yxas 06 otmìi- 

HHCTHTyTa nOIHTHReCKHX 
KOMHccapoB b KpacHofl ap- 
Miti.
, WCKXWWeHte H3 - spiti# 
nxtaata noxHTHsecKHx xó- 
ìtHCCapOB 9T0 npHSHOHte po 
xoBOft ouihGkh, lOnynieaHoft 
25 x%t Toity aasai, xoria 
Boeaaaa uà ninna 6uxa b 
SRawnTexbaofi cTeneaa rtoi- 
WHaesa noxHTRwecxouy py: 
XOBOICTBy.
- <X>SKTOM OTU^SM HBCtHty- 
TB TTOXHTHWeCKHX KOMHC- 
CapOB B KtXOft TO IMfcp'fe 
npHBaaHH bc% rii ohih6kh, 
XOTQpHH ÓHXH lOnymeHH 
6xaroiapa BM'fcniarexbCTBy 
noxHTHwecwHX sxeueaTOB b 
>KH3Hb H I^HTeXBHOCTb BOCH 
Haro annapara, h, b wacTRO- 
CTH, npH3HSRH OUIHÓOWHHMH 
« Tt WHCTKH, KOTOPMfl Bpe- 
mr ot Bpeuean nponssonn 
XHCb B RpSCHOft Sputa npH 
{IJCHKSftlHeU HSXTWBH'fefl'neU 
ywacrta xhq, BunoiHHBUiHX 
(frymtilta noXHTHwecraro 
xoHTpoxq m xpacnoA sputa, j 

B%poHTa4e Beerò, wto 
STOT yXS3 06 OTM'hH'fe HH- 
CTHTyTS nOXBTHWeCKHX KO- 
MHCCSpOB BH3BSB TfcM XO5K- 
bhu noxoncenteu. b kotopom 
BTH nOXHTRXeexie KOMHC- 
capH osyTHXHCb b sputa, 
Bce Bpeufi Tepnamefi no- 
pascente w, ci’fenoBSTeib- 
RO 9THMH nopBJKOBlHMH 
oóoaxeaHofi. FIpencTaBbTe 
ce6*k... noiJK. b xotopom 
ectb KOUSHIHP nOXRS H 
noxHTRwecwli xoMHceap. 
noxx lecer 6oxbinta nore- 
nn w KOMssnTHp noxxa osa- 
ÓOWea XHIlIb 7%U. WT06h 
coxpbrute xmByio cnxy nox
xa, COXOBrtHTb B STOft CHX’fe 
(J)W3WWeCKta CnOCOÓHOCTH X 
óopbfi'fc. B xopoTxte loeyrH 
Meati? toxexo wto bsxob- 
weaHwu 6oeu h óoeu, xo- 
ropwfi MORCer b xjoGyio uw- 
avTy psRrop'fcTbcs, xouas- 
iwp nomea 38HHTepecoBSH b 
TOM, WTOÓH npeiOCTSBHTb 
CBOHM JnOHHU RSHÓOXbmta 
BOSMÓRCHOrTM IXR nOXASFO 
oTiHxa. mh noxRTwwe- 
cxaro ROMHCcapa btot io- 
cyr RBiaercR enwacTBeB- 
rum Bpeuenew un Toro, 
RTOÓH RÙnOXHHTb IKpeXTH- 
bkt naprta o «Mepaxt>Hoft> 
nomèpKKli rwrbm noxxa. 
JI1OIW XOTSJT COSTE, a HO 
awrrou xoner UHTHflra. JIw 
uh xotrt aócomoTHsro no- 
voa bc4im wxeHSM csoero wa-

VweaaaT© r^xa, a nMMTxoM 

xoner, sto6« srw jkioih bh- 
cjiyuiaJiH ero «óoipRmyio» 
P'fetJb H nOHHHMBXH CMép- 
TexbRO ycTsxwe pyxw sa 
TBepioe p'feineHÌe mxh no6%- 
awTb hxh yuepeTb. JIfoih 
TOXbXO RTO CMOTP’feXH b 
russa cuepTH x, cx%iobs- 
TeibHO, BHZrfeXH TO, «ITO 
ó’felHT BOXOCH RS FOJTOB’fe, S 
Tyr x sexy ibser HflHbKa, 
npHKOMSBIHPOBSHBaR H3 
<onexyHcxsro> cosata, to 
ecTb H3 noxHTÓiono. W 
annero H*feT yiHBHTeibHsro 
B TOM, RTO 9Ty RRBbKV B 
cepmax nocHxaxH Tyia 
xyia xexoBtx jiexoB'fc- 
<a nochiiaer Toxbxò b uh 
ayry oerparo pasipaxreRta, 
nona xexoB^xy ueHsypHwfi 
3SK0H O CXOBlfc Be RHCaB. A 
9TM HenHCSHRWR CXOBS HSp- 
Tlttauft SBTOpWTCT, K0R6R80, 
ae yxpimxffJiH. H b peayib- 
Tarfe cosnsBaxcsr <oh(])xhkt. 
9thx xoh$xrktob, bhihmo, 
OKsaaxocb rax mhoto h ohw 
ctsjih npHRHMBTb tanta oct-, 
pira (fropuw, aro Ctsxhr, 
hs 9tot pas, nojKsxyft, i%ft- 
CTBHTeXbHO, » Myipo,2 p*fc- 
UIHX CBOHX nOXWTXOMOB 
yÓpXTb, HTOÓH Be MO30AHXH 
ohm rpacBoapMeftcxle rxaaa 
h ne paaioancaiH xpacHosp- 
Meflcicaro h 6e3 topo boct*-| 
towho pasipsixeRHaro cxyxa.j

CraxBR pini hx yöpaTb #3 
noi ynepa oöosxeHRbix xkv 
nefì ÓXH3XHX ero cepnuv 
noxHTnnecKHX py xosoiMTe 
xeA.

Oirsko, 9TS u-fepa ei sa
li! b xaxofi >h6o M'fcp'fc oxa- 
hcstcr nx* Ctsähss cnsc# 
TexbHOft. yöHpefl' noxHTwwe- 
exoe notante »3 sputa, Cts- 
XHH T^M CSU HM HOXSSHBaeT, 
WTO 9T0 BXtaate BpeiHXO. 
noXHTHWeexte KOMHCCSPW 
ReBOXbRO ORS3HBSIOTCH B 
POXH CTptlXOWRHXOB.

Ho ecxH psßbnie, no boö- 
BH CTp'faXOWHHKH OTB^WSB- 
niie CB oh uh roxoBSMH 3a rfe 
Man HHwe npopHBH neoeTH- 
6h. yxxoHEi h, Booóme, sa 
BCRxta coB'feTcxta HeycTofi- 
xh, b xaxoft-To U'fcp'b cnaca- 
xh noxcnxeHle, to nacTOR' 
miß MoueRT ae hs tsxhx, 
xoria MOHCRO 6hxo 6h bh-I 
BepRyTbca Sa c«t cTp'fcxon-l 
HHXOB.

Otmars HBCTHTyra noxH-j 
THWeCKHX XOUHCCapOB STO: 
yxce ae cnycx na ropuosax, 
a H*fewTo 6oxfce m ix# kom- 
MVBHCTHwecxofi naprta 6o- 
x>e Tparnwecxoe.

910 -^- yiap no napriftHo- 
uy pywOBoncTay H yiap, aa-. 
hoc hm h A ne bh^uihhu spai 
rou, a caoeio coÖcTBeHHOio, 
pyxoß.

3tot yiap owesb noxoncl 
hs yiap cxopnloHs, wotophAI 
B MOMeRT CMepteXbBOff Giaci 
aocTw, esu ceda yOmaitl 
CUepTOBOCRMM xaxbM. X ?
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Bei KSMHCcapoB
fi KpacB'Ofi Aomìh yirpas- bjibgt Bbrny^aeT yftra noBaa, 

J-fieu BHCTnryT noaiiTmecox ko
MliCipOÄ. COBÍTC‘KÍe Ottupla. I b 
MHO HCTOHHHKH CTpOMSTC^ OOB 
«eHRTfc ®ry ¿arayio pe^opMy,4 
•wir peayiBTa? topo, ito cospe 
ItesHue HOiiasAHbie miibi «bm 
poeii k BocnHTaoci*, Kan na 
xeraue coBÌTCKÌe rpaiKjane». ' 

Hirne ro-BOpx, npacMOTpa. 
B:a KpacHHMH RDMaH^npaMz u 
odbunepawH oojibine ne Tpeßyer 
«a. Ha BTOipoM rony Botai 
spacHue KOM-aHßnpn Ha-Ronen, 
«acjiyram ^OBipie co CToponbi 
coBtTCKano irpawrejbCTBa. a 
XO ©topo, oneBH^HO, npopojiTa 
in pa3ctfaTpnBaTbcn eipe KaK... 
lena^erabie!

Ora o^npiajbHaa 0opMyjif 
poBKa npnxnH ynpas^aenin n< 
ZHTHHeCKHx ROMHCCapOB OJJHIU 
ko, «araren n cxnimoM ciaóoft

cinmKOflf ncKyccTOennoft. JJt ¿noli oócTanoBROft cmh na no 
jio ityMTinecKR oÓctoht nnu ie. g eromiiioe npoTOOóopcTBo nomi 

¿tío ne b tom, ito «pac iTHnecKHM corsara hm . «ommc 
Mué KOMan^npij n ÖoeBbie xaTC’aÿaM.
'waibHHKH nepecTajm Chtb no/jow 3nax TOibKO ojjho, nro hm 
BpißaeMH BOjKßjiMii BKH b bocP^bo gto upaT Barate cy^bGbi 
noraoö «surfent. no^03pnTeTb|iBI5IL a ne Poccix. nojnrr 
HOCTb ®to neoTbeMJienaa xepra•? woMnccapw bo Bctx jjtöcTBinx 
KOMMynncTBncKOñ chctcmh. B¿ ÖoeBbix KOiMan^xpoB ncKajin 
iefi HHKTO HHKOMy nOJTHOCTbiPf1 KpaMOJIbl. OHB B'MtlimBaiBCb B
ne jOBtpner, b ne3 Bciojjy H1' 6oeBBix pacnopjmen® ónsain 
r.esjjt pacnpocTpaneBM corona cjry^an, xto h OTMtnon nx, 
^àl. *;.i cnyTMBajïH KOManjinbifi coca’an

üIo9TOMy xaste n ©tot npw
r.aa 06 ynpaaxHenin wwcap 
Tcroa b >apMin TOöKe nponxTan 
rexoBtpieii x nowpnTeibHO- 
t FblO K OCTaBXneMHM ÓG3 no.™ 

/ TXeCKMX HHIieK ìfoeBblM KOMaH 
i fpaii.

Cnraan nojinTnqecKHX co 
r.isx^TaeB c paóOTM b apMiii 
D 'X ™eHÖM ¡KOMHCCapOB hobhR 
T/)HKa3 npexoara er b KpatnaÄ 
c:iô opon, b jjBa-Tpir ¿temía 
DSMorao <5ojn>mee wcio öthx 
n’jBinHX ROMxccapoB npocynyrb 
Ea ROMaHXHMH XOXHCffOCTH,.

Bmxoxht, hto «Ttx-æe 
nr?5> n xiaoEe enje neHBBtciRO, 
— noryme nm norara BJieft!

Koifficcapw ynpa3jrneHbi, nò 
ara äoj.thli Ömtb npoBexoHH b 
BoiraHXHpM noext xByx^tca? 
i ft yneöu. KcneneHH oth «ko 
vnnßwpbT» jöxrabi Óyxyr b nox 

ctfHcit exoBia, •khr «Ô.ïïhe 
^’ikh na. cKopyro pyfcy».

Hras, noxeMv me Bee thru 
FTfflI paacTaercn c ptaaxrotfea- 
» ,nr eft EHCTHTyiw no.mTpy 
TOB H HOJIHTROMHCCapOB B KptlC 
•oft apMin? ToibKO na .w6 
ru K en ROManxHpaM n Óoobhm 
HaTaibHHKaM?

Heno, Tro ®to ne tsk. Ho 
.iiTKOMHceapH ne- yxoxnr ca 
•CI, “ <IX yiöXBT», HI laCTH 

co&jjaroipajicji b peayjibTars 
^pOHTOBOft éopbÔM OÓCTaHMKt 
b Boccia.

HxTHa^IlJaTb MÍJCJUtOB OTCTy 
nienifi, nxTsajmaTb mícapen 
ÓeapeayjibTaTHKx xoiimtok ocia 
HOBMTb repMaHCKoe aacTynie- 
iia a onpoKHHyrb npoTHnsura, 
aacTasnTb ero se Maiienpnpo- 
BUTb, OTXO.IJI -b& ^ecxTb, xBaj; 
paTb BcpcT, a no nacTOxipeMy 
nOKaTHTbcx nasa#.

Cyju no Bceuy, KpacHOMy 
KOMan^OBaniio npnnwocb Bce 
Bipew naxOßHTbCH b npe3BW- 
nafino Toceioft oöcTaHOBKt. 
EMy nyjKH’o Óhjio ne tojbko ne 
CTH ÓOH C ITpOTBBHHKOM. e^HHO 
nanajiie b apMinx Koroparo hbjih 

/eren niepBbw n ochobhhm npa 
BOOM, HO Oipe H TpaTIÏTb 3) 
lOTOe BpeMS H HCTOJUaOMM 5oa

3 no pynaM h no noran, lono-cno 
na o(f)ini¡epoB h TpeóoBam nx 
ewtni;eHÌH tojibko hotomv hto 
OHn npeMie ncero Óbuin pyccnn 
VK, a yra noroM xepraTexon 
napr-ÖHJieTOB.

Tara npoxoxrajfacb xojipki 
nxTHajinaTb MtcnpeB boShh. 
Pe3yjibTaTbi 6e3rpaMCTHaro erpa 
TeonecKH n npncTpacTnaro no 
xHTHnecKn BtttmaTeibCTBa b 
Boennbie Bonpocn rfapritaix 
ijepóepoB npx apMi» — hob 
b¡o.

Ho BOT, MH BOHM, ITO TOO 
necc conpOTHBjrenia BaÆOW 
napTin. Bce-ra ne toxbeo po 
jrocjr, no h pasBHJrcH b poax 
KpacHaft apárin. ©nena BKH eft 
Cosine CTaxa ne b mopotv h 
npannreibctBy irpnnuioci» iroft 
th Ha ycTynRH.

BfeR n nojraraeTfff noray 
HHCTaM» ycTynKH nx nponnraHM 
•BCHROH XaSeftKaiMH H OTOBOO 
raw e itM, htoÓm cbpcth hx 
na. ntT. Ho b xaHHwft mompht 
Baraa MOpaxLnaa noót^a 6oe 
bofo KoaianxoBaHifl. bohhckhx 
BepxoB b Poccin.

9tOTO COÓHTÍH VH êrft R'C 
newca n CHHTaeM ero naqajfOM 
•ptrapo pn^a ffHTepecHtftmo 
BHyrpeHHHx Jioenift b CoßtT- 
CROM CÔTOBt.
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HI AH XA ¡Í, 21 OKTflBPff.

%w minan» m
B 9th Ann HCnojnmeTCE npianypcnaro 3eMCKaro Kpa,a 

jBajnaTB jiìt co BpeMenii oc M. ^nrepHxcoM n ero HanaJB 

TaBjienùi TeppHTopiM Poccíh noe hiikom uainii&nipín M.’ XoMpanéé 
jtjHIIMH óijblMII CHJiaMH. BbIM.

Bopbóa 3a HáuioHajhnyio 

Pocciio saKGHBiyacb b Tlpn 
Mopbt na óeperax Tnxaro oxee 

ana, Korja bo BTopoft hojobh 
híj OKTíiópíi 1922 roja B.ia 

jhboctok h ero pailón óimii 
OBaKyiipoBaHbi BOMCRaMii rene 
pana .^mepnxca, UMenoBanma 
toce IIpaBirrejeM HpiaMypcKa 
ro BeMejibHaro icpaa.

B nanieM pacnopaíKeiiin 
• •coxparioc.fl yjca3 npariiTejH 
Kpaíi, nojiiiiCaHHLiñ mi 19 ok 
THÓpa 1922 ro^a b KptnocTii 

B ja jhboctok. 3tot yKa.3 nena 
Tajen b Timorpa^in npaBineib 
CTBa b ca^biñ nocjiJAHifi mo 
xiem n ne óiu saicoHneH nena 
TanieM — ero npepBaja 3aóa 
CTOBKa. He ycirfcji otot yicas 
óbirb n innpoKo paciipocTpaHeH 

nooTOMy MHoniM oh ocrajea ne 
H3BÍ5CTeH.

Bot 3tot nmepecnjiift cefl 
nac yace ncTopmiecKift jokv 
mcht:

— «Ciijbi UpiaMypcKoit 
3eMCK0fi Para cjoMjeHw. Jirí» 
naAiiaTb nocjijHHX Aneñ ynop. 
noli óopb'óbl ÓC3 IiaTpOHOB, Ó63 

.nqfíojHeniñ, ojiÍjmii KajpaMH 
óescMepTHbix repoeB Cnoapn n 
JleARHoro noxoja ptinoii 
ynacTB HpiaMypcKaro 3eMCicaro 
Kpaa. CKopo ero ne CTaiieT - 

'oh, . kok tLio y Moer, no tomo 
kaK rhjo, b jyxoBHOM ace orao 
¡meiiiii, b sHaneniii apico bciibix 
íHyBmefi b ero npéjtjax Pyc 
cKoñ*wcTopnnecKofi pejnriosno - 
pajjionajBHoÉ HAeojorin on 
HiiKorja ne yxper b ncropiii bos 

. ¡poJKAesin PocyAapcTBa. Poccift 

CKaro, n janee KnaTKOBpeMen 
noe npeóbiBanie HpiaMypcicaro 
¡3eMCKaro Kpaa ocia-BHr b na 
pojt Kpan rjyóoicie, HeimrjajH 
Mbre CJtjH».

«Otan ópomeno; ono yna 

jo na eme nenojroTOBJeHHyio 
InouBy h n e npnnecjo acea a h 
paro nnoja, ho rpaayipaá ó y 
ipa yacacoB coBtTóKOñ BaariH 
jpasHeceT ero no BcéMy Mipy n 

ínpeTKHeTCH OHO O nAOAOpOAHEIÉ 
|n njioAOHOCHbiñ óeper 3eM;in 

iPyccKofí h roFAa a^ct JKejan 
íHbim imoa. II óe3K0HeiiH0 B'b 
! pío B MHAOCTb roenOAniO K 

;.HaM. II BtpK), lITO POCCÍH BHOBb 

^BepHercíi k Poccíh — Xpiicra, 

k Poccíh - IIcMaaaHHHKa' Bo 
jkíh, no mm óbun eme hcao 
CTOflHbl 3T0J1 MHJIOCTH BceBUH! 
HHFO Tfíopua». IIOA'HHCaH 3T0I 

nocTÍ>Anifí úííjihS yna3 na Pyc 
croé seMjit óbu npannrejieM

B 3T0M yicast, npomiKnytóM 
MEcrawcitmi rjiyócKHM nacrpo 
en lew n ncRpeniiefi B'bpofí, 

ecTi» cjoBa. KOTopbia eme ne 
CÓblJIUCb, HO y3ICe ÓJIH3KH k 
TOMy, Uioóbl CÓHTbCH.

IL'iTb jíi óopojincb / pyccKie’ 
JIIOJI-í 3a A'bjIO CBOHX CJiaBHblX 
npeA^OB, sa coxpaneHie Bejín 
Koíi Pocciii. Bopbóa óbiaa acd 

CTOicaa, ne na MH3Hb, a, naj 

CMeprb, óopnóa Óbua AO^raa 
ynopnaii n, Aa^e -ociaBMB po^i 

Hbie Señera, pyccKie HaHÍ0Ha.Jii^ 

cibi ne bjO/Kh.ih CBoñ Mea e 
HOzKHbi. Orni npOAOócajni h npd 
AOJnkaioT Sopbóy b c$ept am 
xa-, oini Bciojy, nt, tomo mom 
no cnocoócTByioT roMy, htoóm 
noct>íiHHbie oopbóofi ctaeHa a4 
JII BCXOAbJ.

ütii BcxoAM yace eerb. M.k¡ 
BH IIIM, HTO K0MMyHII3M HAGT 
sarary. a HanionajbHoe cosna! 

híc npoaB.ifleTCM Bce Sojbine abI 
ace b CCCP, nt KOMMyunsM 

npo hb a íi.?i Mnorojitrni h ye na i íii 
K TOMy, HTOÓbl ÓMJIÒ’ BaÓblTO* 

caví*? cjobo «Poccíh».
Teuepb, b rojHHy rariaft 

mnx iiensiTaHífi aah PyccKofr 
3eM.’i 1 fcoMMyuncTbi, HToobi cna 

CTRCb eaMITM, BbIBLIBaiOT Ha H0. 
Moipi. BeaiiEÍe * oópasbi nameroi 

HeTopirnipRaro npomaaro. IlAee 

jorii’iecKn . ohh /yace npiisna^n 
CBoe nopaaceHie n AepMyrcHj 
eii<e TOjibKO enjoft crpaxa' n 
npiiHyíKAeiM n nnepii,iefí.

Címm óhjio ópomeno, 
Aaer BcxoAbi n mohcct óhtb 
pe3 CaMblñ KOpOTKÍfi epos 9TH 

bcxojli y;ice saicojocnTCM-
Btnan óopbóa Bejacb He. 

. AapoM, b neft oblio .MHoro onní 
6ok ti HHOTAa HeiKejiaTe,iBHbix 
HacjoeHÍii, ho .caMaii njea BToit 

óopbóbi, en ocHOBHan irh.ib - 

BG3C03Aanie BejniKoft Poccin 
rayÓOKo sanaja b cepjne naí 

niero ñapo ja, KaKofi óu ero 
no.iHTrpaMOToñ ne iiponirriiBa 

jii.
3^1 h Harnero nejordhnecKa 

ro enera ABajpaTB jívt hbjii 
lOlf’H SOJBIIinM JJIHTeJblIBIM, JOJ ; 
niM, nepiojc-M BpeMeHH. B oco ¡ 
óennocTii ' jojrn ohh na nysK 

ÓHH'ÍJí
Ho j.ih iicTopiinecKaro npo 

Kecca, ja eme npHHHMa¿ bó ¡ 
imiiMaHie HeoÓBírrHfcie poccifi 
CKÍe MaciiiTaSbi, arn jBajnaTB , 
JI-l-T eCTb - TOJbKO HeáoJBmOfí ¡ 

npoMeiKytoK, npaBja, Hachim¡eH ¡ 
Hblft IICKJIOnHTeJIBHBIMn COÓMJ

TiáMiL



June 25,1941»

Information»

Since the German attack on Russia, a number 
of soviet citizens in shanghai are now wearing in 
their coat lapels the U.S»S»R. emblem..... the hammer 
and sickle in gold colour set in a five pointed star 
in red»



OFF THE RECORD ■ N »wí
—L1 ___ .___ ____'..WWW

Nazi Naps i
STANDING guard at the entrance of the Kai- 

ser Wilhelm Schule on Great Western Road, 
now the headquarters of all sorts of Nazi 
activity» on Tuesday was a German SS trooper 
clad in the notorious brown uniform, lie’ll 
prob’Iy get it in his Nazi neck.

• His offense:

German officials yesterday morning were startled 
to see a neat exterior decoration jeb on the walls 
of the Kaiscx Wilhelm Schule compound. The motif 
of the job was slightly pink and somewhat pro
Soviet:

Keynote of the decorative job was numerous 
hammer and sickle symbols painted in red; the ar- i 
tist or artists, whoever they were, just in case the 
real significance of their effort would be lost on the 
duller portion of the population, wrote “Up With 
Stalin! Down With Hitler!”

Coolies completed washing the walls at 10 a.m. 
yesterday.

The statement appeared in the very papers 
whose agents, as is generally known, are the 
ingenious individuals who in the past year or so had 

evolved this new scheme of high-pressure Sales
manship, either to increase the subscription* of 
their papers or to help themselves to a little “side” 
money.

The practice has come to be so prevalent that 
i epresentatives of the papers concerned had to divide 
the city up into what are known as ‘‘subscription 
districts” to avoid “conflict of interests,” while in the 
“overlapping” areas, subscribers are served this way: 
cue day they would get this paper, the next., they 
would get that, and the third, they would get still 
another.

The Irony Of It
The Shanghai Special Municipality in an 

official statement yesterday condemned the prac
tice of forcibly selling copies of certain verna
cular papers to residents in Pootnng and other 
areas. The statement asserted that the matter 
had been referred to the proper authorities for 
prosecution.
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Local Soviets Wire 
To Joseph Stalin

Voicing their desire to fight 
against Nazis, some 2,000 
Soviet citizens here dispati1!?<r “* 
a telegram yesterday to Joseph

I Stalin in the Kremlin inform- j 
ing him of their unanimous 
support in Russia’s war against 
the Third Reich.

The telegram went on to 
state that the majority of 
Shanghai Soviet citizens were 
ready to leave for their home
land in order to join the army 
and fight Hitler. Meanwhile, 
local Soviet women were or
ganizing groups to knit scarfs 
and send presents to fighters 
of the Red Army.

Many local Russian emigres 1 
are said to have volunteered to I 
aid Russia and are asking for I 
passage to the land of ■ the | 
Soviets in order to join the | 
army. J

tfil®» Soviet citiznes Glut.
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COBET CKHE TPfllMBE IUAHXM B — S= 

nPEJOCruM.1 CE6B B PACHOPAHi EHHE PPABH- «TOB. CTAJ1HH0^ockba

TETIbCTBA CCCP. „„e'SZ’cc^VwS:
Pesojiiopa coópaHMH b Cobotckom KJiyóe, xae, sacjiywaB cooómeHue o

r * 4,ep3K0M BTOpJKeHHH (paiUHCT-
CoBëTCKasi kojiohiu Ulan- skcusccob, KOTopbie . MOryi 3a. __ ckhx Óawa na TeppHTopnio «a

xa» oxasajiacb cana» bma^iP- Cbrrb HanpaBjieHbi tojibko bo Ha coctohbiucmch oóuieM meft .wóhmoh Poahhm — no*
mHEaa M3 kojpöhhä Bcex cTpan Bpejx hx crpane. skctpchhom coópaHHH cobct- ct3Hobhjio:
BTsmyrbiX b HMHeuiHtoK) eBpo B to caMoe BpeMfl, Bce ckhx rpaiKAaH, iioa rpOM anjio
neftcKyio Boitay. coBercKHe rpsnaaHe co3H3K)T, ahcmchtob, eAHHorjiacHo óbi.ia — jZJOBefcTH æo cBejieHHsi

CoBeTCKwe rpaÄAawentöBep hto b Toft hjih h«oä (popiwe npHHffíS^peaojHouH» o raperò FIpaBHTejibCTBa CCCP o cbocm 
I UieHHO flCHO OC03«aJIH TOT OT OHH HCJIiKHbl BpKHHTb y»aCTHe CTaBJieíHHH eeÓH B nOJIHOe pac MOÓHJHSaUHOHHOM COCTOHHHH H 
I BercTBeHHbiH momcht, b «oto b ÖOJibuiOM oóopOHHOñ paóOTe, nopjDKtHHe npaBHTejibCTBa Co no nepBOMy npHSbiBy Poa-uhm, 
i pOM HaxojiHrcfl hx BeJiHKa» Po Koropa» ceitaac npOBOjurrcsr b BencKoro Coio3a< h napiHH. b jhoóoíí nac, npejiocTaBHrb ce

ÆHna h BO3#epaKHBaioTCfl ot rwrapjTCKHx iwacinTaöax Ha Bceií CorjiacHo stoh pesoJiioiiHH óa b n<wiHoe pacnopajK-eHHC 
f K3iKHX - JIHÖO BbICTynJieHHft HJIH TCppMTOPHH COBCTCKOro COK)- TJiaBe COBCTCKOro DjpaBHTeJIb- FïpaBHTeJIbCTBa H riapTHH».
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Anti-German Slogans.

On the night of June 23, 1941, the Communist 

emblem, the hammer and sickle, was painted in red 

on the East wall of the German school situated on 

Great Western Road. On the night of June 24, 1941, 

the following slogans were painted on the same wall 

"Down with Hitler I" 

"Up with Stalin I" 

'•Support the U.S.S.R. I"

The school authorities have obliterated the 

slogans by covering them with red paint and burning 

with gasoline*
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(Government schools in the French Concession -

Commr. of Po'.ic . contemplated taking over by the Nanking Authorities«

With reference to the attached press article

on the above subject which appeared on the December 6 and

7 issue of the Shanghai Evening Post and the China press 

respectively, enquiries have been made and the following 

ascertained.

The following schools which, prior to the

outbreak of the hostilities on August 13, 1937, were

administered by the Chinese Chungking authorities, have

been slated for taking over by the Nanking (Wang Ching 

Wei) Government

1. National Chiaotung University (-.ij % ,

45 Avenue Victor Emmanuel III.

Middle School Department of the National Chinan

University ), Passage 41,

Route Dollfus.

Kiangsu Provincial Middle

Hsiao Kwong Middle School

Scnool o f Shanghai

), 440 Rue du Marche.

6.

7.

694 Avenue Joffre.

Hwa Tung Middle School for Girls 

462 Avenue Joffre.

Min Li Middle School for Girls ( 

612 Rue Lafayette.

Hwei Kiu Middle School for Girls 

77 Route Pichon.

'f

A, I t >>

v£ z L ( f ),
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Persistent efforts by way of monetary 

inducement have been made by the Nanking authorities 

for some time past to the principals of these schools 

for their surrender. The latter however, have 

remained loyal to the National Government (Chungking).

At the end of November, 1940, yr. Sung Pah 

Ying ( , Secretary of the Educational

Department of the French Municipal Council was approached 

by the Nanking authorities with a request for him to 

negotiate with the principals of those schools. Mr. Sung 

subsequently proposed to the principals concerned that 

instead of the Nanking authorities actually taking over 

the administration of these schools, new principals 

should be appointed by the French Municipal Council 

ai.d that should the present incumbents choose to remain 

at their posts, nominal appointments would be given 

them as a matter of fonn. His proposal howetfer was 

again turned down by the principals of these schools 

and all efforts of the Nanking authorities have since 

proved a total failure.

In view of the situation in the French 

Concession, which can hardly be considered as favourable 

to educational institutions affiliated with the Chungking 

Government, the schools concerned have removed their 

important documents and files elsewhere as a precaution 

and in anticipation of a forcible taking over. It is 

reliably learned that the seven schools would rather 

close down than submit to the control of the Nanking 

Regime.

It is further learned that in the event of

taking over, the schools will continue to hold classes 



in the American Defence Sector in the International 

Settlement while ostensibly in temporary suspension.

The situation is being watched, and any fresh 

developments will foiro the subject of a further report.

I



Schools May Suspend As Wang 
Men Said Taking Over Control

I Vountary suspension of many 
(schools for Chinese in French

town loomed large yesterday 
when reports were circulated

i that French municipal authori
ties had agreed to the taking 
over of the control of the 
schools by representatives of 
the Wang Ching-wei regime. 
Informed quarters interviewed by 

The China Press indicated that the 
reports were true and that the mea
sure would affect not only the 
primary and secondary schools in 
the Concession but also several 

’colleges, including the National 
iChiaotung University.

Confirmation of the reports 
was not available at official

* quarters although a high 
official of a well-known school | 
in the Concession staved that 
his school had been visited 
several times by agents of the 
Nanking regime and its records 
and documents examined.

20,000 Affected

In all, about 20,000 students would 
be affected by the measure alleged- » 
ly adopted by the Concession.

Educational quarters stated last ' 
night that several of the leading j 
schools would simply suspend ' 
operation at the closing of the i 
current semester or at such time • 
when Nanking agents start taking ! 
over the control of the institutions.

The same quarters added that 
repeated efforts had been made by 
Mr. Wang’s agents here to obtain 
the registration of the schools, both 
in the Settlement and Concession, 
with the Nanking regime. While a 
few of the institutions were known 
to have obtained such registrations, 
the majority of them considered the 
change unnecessary.

Co-operation Sought

To What extent Mr. Wang’s 
regime will assume control of the 
Frenchtown schools beyond the re
quirement that the schools register 

I with Nanking could not be ascer- 
i tained yesterday. Speculation was 
rife that in the case of the leading 

¡schools, including the Hwa Tung 
¡Girls’ Middle School on Avenue 
’JOffre, Hwei Chu School for Girls 
on Route Pichon and the Wei

■ Chting Middle School on Route de 
Zlkawei, new principals would be 
appointed by the Nanking educa
tional authorities.

Efforts were also said to have 
I been made for several months by 
Mr. Wang’s agents here to solicit j 
the co-operation of many school
teachers. Several teachers have 
told The China Press that they
had been offered large sums of t 
money if they agree to continue j 
their teaching at their school when ! 
Nanking takes over their ad- f 
ministration.



Nanking To Get 
Middle Schools

In Concession
Trench Said Agreeing 

To Place 200,000 
Tots Under Wang

Six leading middle schools, in
cluding th? Hwa Tung Middle 
School and the Wei Chu Middle 
School for Girls, in the French 
Concession will be handed over to 
officials appointed, by the Nanking 
Regime shortly before the end Of 
this semester, authoritative circles 
told the Evening Post today.

This is understood to be th? 
first step toward th? control of 
some 450 primary schools both in 
the International Settlement and 
the French Concession. If this 
measure is effected, around 
Chinese boys and girls will be un
der the influence cf educators ap
pointed by Nanking.

Churjking Connections
The six middle schools w^r: 

understood to have close connec
tions with Chungking officials, as 
their former school masters are 
prominent figures in free China at 
present.

L ading primary schools in th? 
French Concession were said toybs 
preparing to close down after th? 
end of the present school somestei 
on January 18, 1941.

I This measure, however, by no 
i means marks the prelude of a pos
sible mass resignation of all th<5 

I teachers in the schools. One pro
minent primary school master ir <! 
the French Concession, when in- 

»Urviewed by the 
{•Meaning, stated thkt he would 
«simply clos? down his school when 
Hhis semester ends and would not 
consider re-opening next year.
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Section I, Special Branch

January 21, 1941

Middle Schools established by the Kiangsu 
Provincial Government - Activities

With reference to the attached translation of an 
article in the Bing Pao of January 19, 1941 over a meeting 
of middle schools established by the Kiangsu Provincial

"i. A ~S>Government, Mr. HSIA SHIH CHANG ( ), Principal of
the Nantung Middle School, Lane 591 (Zung Kong Tsung), 105 
Bubbling Well Road, was interviewed on January fl and the 
following information was obtained :

Subsequent to the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese 
hostilities in 1937, some fifteen middle schools which were 
established and/or subsidized by the Kiangsu Provincial 
Government (Chungking Government) were removed from the
interior to Shanghai.

Nantung Middle School
Sooehow Normal School 
For Girls

Sungkiang Middle School
Sungkiang Middle School 

For Girls
Sooehow Middle School
Ji.inkiang Miaule School 
Chinkiang Normal School 
Chengchow Middle school 
Wusieh Middle school 
Yangchow Middle school 
Yangchow Middle School 2nd Department
Shanghai Middle School

Among these schools are the following: 
Lane 591, 105 Bubbling Well Road 
1826 Sinza Road.

Lane 591, 141 Bubbling Well Road 
1246 Avenue Foch.

53 Foochow Road.
97 Jinkee Road.
Lane 363, 1 Ningpo Road.
960 Avenue Edward VII.
Love Lane.
Rue Corneille.
Tsze Dzo Building, Nanking Road.

440 Rue de Marche.
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These schools are reported to have been subsidized in the 

neighbourhood of $100,000*00 each by Kiangsu Provincial 

Government for each half year, but this amount has been 

either reduced considerably or has practically been 

discontinued because of the Sino-«Japanese hostilities and 

as a result, the teaching staff are greatly affected*

On January 14, at about 4 p.m., an informal 

meeting was held in the Nantung Middle School, Lane 591, 

105 Bubbling Well Road, at which the following persons were 

present s

WOO TSENG CHIA y//') - uean of the doochow

Normal School for Girls, 1526 Sinza Road.

CHU PING HENG (- teacher of the Taichong

Normal School*

Li CHIEN TSING - teacher of the SungKiang

. Middle School, Lane 591, 141 Bubbling 

Well Road*
-HSU TIEN YUE (^4- - teacher of the Nantung

Middle School, Lane 591, 105 B'Well Road*
TSANG ZUNG YIENCjl fjl - - do - 

TSANG SUNG YUE - - do - 

WONG TSENG LING( - - do - 

LIU CHING CHI “ - do -

TSAI TSE FENG (- - do -
WOO TSENG CHIA presided and during the meeting 

a discussion took place in connection with the improvement



of treatment. It was suggested that the Ministry of 

Education of the National Government (Chungking Government) 

be requested to render relief to the teaching staff in the 

employ of the middle schools established ty the Kiangsu 

Provincial Government, and that a further meeting be held 

in the Nantung Middle School on January 17, 1941.

In the afternoon of January 17, some twenty 

teachers of the middle schools concerned attended, and 

before the meeting took place, a Chinese named CHU ( )

appeared at the Nantung Middle School, Lane 591, 105 Bubbling 

Vi ell Roar. He claimed to have been despatched

by the "Western Authorities" for the purpose of making 

enquiries into the meeting which was to be held in the 

school premises, but did not give any definite information 

as to which organ he represented. The visitor interviewed 

Mr. HSIA SHIH CHANG, Principal of the Nantung Middle School 

and warned him against holding theproposed meeting on the 

premises and before departure, the self-styled appointee 

of the "Western Authorities" stated that any attempt on the 

part of Mr. HSIA or other teachers to hold meetings would 

result in unpleasant consequences. Mr. HSIA explained 

that the meeting was free of any political matter and that 

he was not concerned with any political party but agreed to 

cancel the meeting. Since this visit, Mr. HSIA has not 

attended the school.
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The principal went on to state that he was 

informed by a school servant that during the evening of 

January 20, at about 6 p.m., three male Chinese called at 

the Nantung Kiddle School, Lane i&l, 10o Bubbling feel 1, Road, 

and enquiries for the principal but left shortly afterwards 

when they found he was not there.

These schools are not in receiot of as*«nt-in-aids 
from the Council.

Certifiedtrue copy

JHS
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Sir;

With reference to the attached translation of an

I

article in the Bing Pao of January 19, 1941 over a meeting 

'^f^bilqdle schools established by the Kiangsu Provincial

Government, Mr. HSIA SHIH CHANG ( ), Principal of

the ^rantung Middle School, Lane 591 (Zung Kong Tsung), 105

Bubbling Well Road, was interviewed on January 21 and the

following information was obtained :

Subsequent

hostilities in 1937,

to the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese 

some fifteen middle schools which were

established and/or subsidized by the Kiangsu Provincial

Government (Chungking Government) were removed from the

interior to Shanghai. Among these schools are the following

Sungkiang Middle School

Sungkiang Middle School 
For Girls

Soochow Middle School

Nantung Middle School

Soochow Normal School
For Girls

Chinkiang Middle School

Chinkiang Normal School

Changchow Middle School

Lane 591, 105 Bubbling Well Rd.

1826 Sinza Road.

Lane 591, 141 Bubbling Well Rd.

1246 Avenue Foch.

53 Foochow Road.

97 Jinkee Road.

Lane 363, 1 Ningpo Road.

960 Avenue Edward VII.

Wusieh Middle School Lave Lane.

Yangchow Middle School

Yangchow Middle School 
2nd Department

Shanghai Middle School

Rue Corneille.

Tsze Dzo Building, Nanking Rd*

440 Rue de Marche.
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WOO TSENG CHIA

CHU PING HENG

LI CHIEN TSING

HSU TIEN YUE

TSANG ZUNG YIEN

TSANG SUNG YUE

WONG TSENG LING

LIU CHING CHI

TSAI TSE FENG

WOO TSENG

These schools are reported to have been subsidized in the 

neighbourhood of $100,000.00 each by Kiangsu Provincial 

Government for each half year, but this amount has been 

either reduced considerably or has practically been 

discontinued because of the Sino-Japanese hostilities and 

as a result, the teaching staff are greatly affected.

On January 14, at about 4 p.m., an informal 

meeting was held in the Nantung Middle School, Lane 591, 

105 Bubbling Well Road, at which the following persons were 

present :

( Ho ) - Bean of the Soochow 

Normal School for Girls, 1826 Sinza Road. 

( JL " teacher of the Taichong

Normal School.

( 'fl’ ) - teacher of the Sungkiang

Middle School, Lane 591, 141 Bubbling 

Well Road.

( ~ teacher of the Nantung

Middle School, Lane 591, 105 B’Well Road. 

( ) - - do -

( ) - - do -

( t <JfcM) - - do -
( fl ‘ “ do -

( - - do -

CHIA presided and during the meeting

a discussion took place in connection with the improvement
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of treatment. It was suggested that the Ministry of 

"Education of the National Government (Chungking Government) 

"be requested to render relief to the teaching staff in the 

employ of the middle schools established by the Kiangsu 

Provincial Government, and that a further meeting be held 

in the Nantung Middle School on January 17, 1941.

In the afternoon of January 17, some twenty 

teachers of the middle schools concerned attended, and 

before the meeting took place, a Chinese named CHU ( )

appeared at the Nantung Middle School, Lane 591, 105 

Bubbling Well Road. He claimed to nave been despatched 

by the "Western Authorities” for the purpose of making 

enquiries into the meeting which was to be held in the 

school premises, but did not give any definite information 

as to which organ he represented. The visitor interviewed 

Mr. HSIA SHIH CHANG, Principal of the Nantung Middle School 

and warned him against holding the proposed meeting on the 

premises and before departure, the self-styled appointee 

of the "Western Authorities” stated that any attempt on the 

part of Mr. HSIA or other teachers to hold meetings would 

result in unpleasant consequences. Mr. HSIA explained 

that the meeting was free of any political matter and that 

he; was not concerned with any political party but agreed to 

cancel the meeting. Since this visit, Mr. HSIA has not 

attended the school.
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The principal went on to state that he was 

informed by a school servant that during the evening of 

January 20, at about 6 p.m., three male Chinese called at 

the Nantung Middle School, Lane 591, 105 Bubbling «fell Road, 

and enquiries for the principal but left shortly afterwards 

when they found he was not there.

These schools are not in receipt of grant-in-aids 

from the Council.

A.C.(Special  Branch).



o f January 19.. i- -
i ' MIDDLE 'SCHOOL TEACHERS AND POLITICS .

‘¿,'^he teaching stiff of the. middle schools 
established by the Kiangsu Provincial Government of the 
nh«ngkir>g ^overnment which had removed to Shanghai after the 
outbreak-of Sino-Japanese hostiltiap,had planned to hold an informal meeting at No. 105' Zurig Kung Villa ( Jh » 
Bubbling ’fell Mead, on the afternoon'of January 17 to discuss educational matters but actually the object, of the meeting ias 

y •L- to discuss: political matters.. 1 .< ..
Upon receiving s.ecret-.information of this», local educational circles movement authorities s^nt members 

?76tlle special corps to stop the meeting. Hsia. ehang 
\ g ), /principal of the Nantungchow Middle School 

>* 4, , gave an assurance that the meeting not
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On the morning of February 4, Mr. HSIA SHIH CHANG 

( ¡q ), principal of the Nantung Middle School, Lane

591 (Zung Kong Tsung), 105 Bubbling Well Road, called at

Special Branch headquarters and reported unrest among the

dismissed students. Mr. HSIA stated that recently some

thirty students were discharged as their school course was

below the standard required and their behaviour was unsatis-

factory. The school authorities are prepared to recommend 

these students for study in other local schools, but a number 

of the dismissed students are opposed to this procedure and 

demand that they be allowed to continue theii* studies in the 

Nantung Middle School. The principal went on to state 

that he had received information that a few of the discharged 

students have the intention of resorting to some illegal 

activity in order to enforce their demands. Among those

dismissed is one TSOONG HWAI SUNG (

444 Chekiang Road, near Ningpo Road

residing at

who is said to be the

most active in the agitation Mr HSIA states that TSOONG

fcVAI SUNG has been

ffiddle School, Lane 384, 4 Foochow Road, and had been

recommended tudy in the Hwa Hwa

promised a certificate when he attains the standard required

but he is said to be dissatisfied with this arrangement.

In view of possible agitation on the pari of

the dismissed students against the Nantung Middle School,

Mr. HSIA requests that the Police adopt precautionary measures 

at the institute, which will re-open on February 5, 1941.
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This school has some 300 students and is not in 

receipt of any grant-in-aid from the Council.

It will be remembered that on January 17

1941, a meeting was scheduled in the Nantung Middle

•<7 School for the teaching staff of those institutes 

established by the Kiangsu Provincial "Government, but 

failed to materialize as a result of interference 

from the "Western Authorities" but since then nothing 

has transpired.

D. S. I.

A.G.(Special Branch)
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9.30. p*m. to 10.45.p.m«
22.10.1940

9.30. a.m. to 10.30.a«m.
23.10.1940

Station Office.

105/691 Bubbling Well Rd

Trouble with and alleged intimidation 
by students of the Nantung Middle school. 
House No. 106. Lane 591 Bubbling Well Rd.

At 9.15.p.m. on 22.10.1940 one named Tsu Yih Ping 

(4 f )» teacher of the Nantung Middle School, 105/591 Bubbling 

Nell Road, came to station with a letter from the Principal ofthe 

school stating that following trouble with some of the students 

a number of loafers had visited the school on the afternoon of the 

22.10.1940, had intimidated the faculty and students, had taken 

charge of the school office, had out the telephone wires and, 
after causing considerable damage within the office had left taking 

with them certain books and papers, property of the school.

Enquiries were made by D.S.X.Ouess and C.D.C.226 

but little information could be obtained from Informant and a visit 

was, therefore, paid to the school where the principal, An Ss Tsong 

( 7^ <-7 ) was interviewed. From him it was ascertained that
about two weeks ago one of the male students, Zan Yau Ding 
was found together with a female student, Tsu Tea Sung ( i' ‘t )

in an empty room of the school. Their conduct aroused suspicion 

and they were later interviewed and warned against further improper 

conduct. The warning had no effect and, after several further 

warnings the two students were taken before the principal and 

their fathers were later communicated with by letter and requested 

to withdraw both students from the school. This order came into 

effect on 10.10.1940 and the two students subsequently removed their 

property from the school and discontinued their studies.



At about 2.00.p.m. on 22,10.1940 the two expelled
students, accompanied by a large crowd of male Chinese who also 

appeared to be of student type but were unkaowu to the masters of 

the school, arrived at the school and proceeded to the office on 

the first floor where they took possession ordering the principal 

to vacate same as they proposed to hold a meeting (conference). 

Others of the party informed the students to cease their examinat
ions as a general meeting of the students was to be held» The 

front and rear doors of the sohool were then dosed and guarded 

by the visitors» The two expelled students later addressed the 

then idle students stating that they were expelled for talking 

and that the masters and supervisor of the school wore useless» 

They called upon the students to discontinue their studies Immed

iately and remain idle until the principal, supervisor and certain 

masters had been removed»
At about 4.30.p.m. the visitors declared the meeting 

dosed and stated that they would return at lO.a.m. on 23.10.40» 

In leaving, those persons who had occupied the prindpd •• office 

took with them certain books etc» as followsi-

!1) Documents belong to the Principal»
2) Record of previous sohool meetings.
3) Record of previous school announcements.
4) Several private letters»
5) School registers.

(6) Keys of offices etc»
In his letter of complaint the principal referred to the 

damage caused to the private office but when questioned regarding 

this it appeared that no material damage was done and that this 

portion of the letter referred to the removal of documents etc.



As regards the telephone it is ascertained that same is 
situated on the 3rd«floor of the sane building but in an adjoining 
house also used as a school. There is an arrangements whereby 
both schools have use of the telephone« During the affair on the 
22.10*19'10 the telephone wire was cut, apparently by the visitors« 
This cannot definitely be stated but it is known that the cutting 
was done during the period referred to above* This damage has 
already boon made good«

’’¡hen interviewed on the night of 22.10.1940 Mr« Au Si Tseng 
stated that he did not wish to take any action against the persons 
concerned In the affair but, owing to veiled insinuations that they 
were sponsored and that some were aned, he feared further trouble 
and wished four C«P.Cs to be posted at the school to maintain 
the safety of the students« This matter was referred to Insp«Lees 
on 23.10.1940 and the necessary arrangements made«

On the morning of the 23.10,1940 C.D.S.66 was detailed to 
attend the school and at lO.a.m. the expelled student Zan Yau Ding 
presented himself and again addressed the students also presenting 
12 demands to the Principal. This man was later questioned by 
Inap.Feng and C.D.S.66 and admitted haring taking the books etc.

J ' from the office and of concealing them in the students* quarters«
> ! These were returned to the principal« In leaving Zau Yau Ding

../^wm warned against further intimidation of the faculty or inter» 
Sen.Dst.I/o.'' ferenco with the school working and agreed not to ooamit any

such acts in the future«
D.D.O.MA" Divn. Them matter is now considered dosed but this report is

submitted for reference.
~~~‘



Sir

I beg to lay the folio• Ing complaint, before you.

On the afternoon of 22-10-40 a party of people about 

several tens in number, rushed into the school premises. 

They forced the coolies to hand over them the keys and 

entered the principal’s office, wherein they removed some 

important documents, records of conferences and some 

Personal letters. The members of the party sept guards at 

various parts of the school and out the telephone wire, 

causing all the teachers and students to lose their liberty.

In view of the above I am hereby sending you this letter with 

the hope that you will make ciiquiries into the case and have 

the mon arrested and charged«

A lift of stolon property is attached herewith:-

(1) Document? belong to the Principal.
(2) Record of previous school meetings.
(3) Record of previous school c.nrounccments.
(4) Several private letters.
(5) School registers.
(6) Keys of offices etc.

I remain,

Yours truly.

Hsia S. Chong, 
Principal of the Kantung 
Middle School.

11



DEMANDS

1. To dismiss Tsang *?ung Yue*

2. To proclaim the regulation® of school and dormitory*

3. that a "Joint Class Association" be established» in order 

to foster co-oporation between teachers and students.

4. That the teachers are not allowed to interfere with, any 

meeting held, or to offer any suggestion.

5. That dismissal or reprimand of students cannot to put

in force indiscrimatcly.

6. To establish a Library without delay.

7. That one hour of conversation class be held once a week.

8. That an another teacher be engaged immediately to replace

Tsang i>ung Ching.
9. That th« Health Jwtaciten 'AteMiaticn be guested to take 

responsiblity to hold physical examination on the «tudents.

10. That every convenience bo given 

instance, there is no place for

to the boarding student (For 

them to wash their faces, rice

bowls and chop-sticks) and that a letter box be fitted enabling

tudent« tc offer their opinions to the school authorities.

11. That a "Food Committee'* be

12. That Mr. Hsia be requested 

demands and to convene all 

established.

to ihako a reply to the above 

the students to hold an informal
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3.Provincial Middle School of aantung - present situation
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the Kiangsu Provincial kiddle School of aantung 

'k., which was located in «antung, 

Northern Kiangsu, and suspended operations following 

the occupation of that district by the Japanese 

Army in the Spring of 1938, resumed classes in 

Shanghai at 266 Peking Read about a year ago. 

Peng Yoeh Chun ) is the Principal of the

School and Yui Teh Zung the Dean» It

had some 250 students ard is now closed for the 

winter vacation»

On November 26, 1939, Peng xoeh Chun received 

by messenger an instructional order dated ¿MOV ember 25, 

1939 instructing him to hard over the affairs of 

the school to Hsia Shih Chong ( 14-3 )• the new 

acting principal of the school. The order

was signed by «ah Yuan Peng ( ), former

Commissioner of the .Department of Education of the 

Kiangsu Provincial Government. Peng Yoeh Chun

disregarded the above mentioned order on the grounds 

that he had observed in the newspapers that kahi Yuen 

Peng had been deprived of his position as Commissioner 

of Education some time ago. Consequently he

refused to hand over the affairs of the school to 

the new appointee until he had received special 

notification from the proper authorities in the 

Kiangsu Provincial Crovernment.

In consequence of this refusal, hsia Shih Chong,
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the ■new appointee, with the assistance of a number 

of the members of the faculty including MUn Sing 

Ping ( Ji.» established a new school also 

named the Kiangsu Provincial ¿Liddle School of 

.uantung at imo. 53 Poo-chow Hoad, the premises of 

the Kiangsu Provincial Middle school of Soochow, 

This new school commenced registration of 

students on December 24, 1939 and according to 

Hsia Shih Chong, the Acting Principal, a total of 

some 200 students have since enrolled, all of 

whom were ex-students of the Kiangsu Provincial 

Middle School of hantung under Peng Yoeh Chun at 

266 Peking xioad. This new school is expected 

to commence operations next term, the date of 

reopening being scheduled for February 10, 1940.

Prom enquiries made at the Kiangsu Provincial 

Middle School of hantung at 266 Peking Hoad, ijt 

has been learned that the school will continue to 

hold classes next term despite the simultaneous 

existence of another school bearing the same title, 

however, those responsible for the maintenance of 

the school are at present awaiting definite 

instructions from the Ministry of Education of the 

National Government in Chungking as to whether one 

of the two schools should be closed»

There has been no fresh disturbance in either 

of the two schools since December 20, 1939, when
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some of the students of the .school at 266 Peking

Road demanded of fui Teh Zung, the Bean, the 

handing of the school to Hsia Shih Chong, the 

new appointee *

The situation in these schools is being 

watched and anything of interest will form the 

subject of a further report#

Â.G. (Special branch)



January 21, 1940. Morning Translation.

Circulation Daily Nows

NAN TUN G MIDDLE SCHOOL STILL OPEN IN SHANGHAI.

One year has elapsed since the Nantung 
Middle School re-Jopened its classes in Shanghai with the 
approval of the Educational Department of the Kiangsu 
Provincial Government.

There is no truth in the rumour that the 
school in question has been instructed by the Educational 
Department of the Kiangsu Provincial Government to move 
back to Tungchow,



December 86, 1939. Morning Translation.

Chinese-American Daily News?

NANTUNG MIDDLE SCHOOL TO BE REORGANIZED
For certain reasons Feng Yueh(<^•4'?^), the 

Principal of the Nantung Middle School () established 
by the Kiangsu Provincial Government, has be6n dismissed by 
the Kiangsu Provincial Department of Education, and Hsia 
Shih-chong )» one of the teachers of the school, has
been appcintecb to act as Principal.

It is learned that in order to effect a 
readjustment of the school affairs, the new Principal has 
used Room 11, second floor, House No.53 Foochow Road to 
commence registration of students. December 24 being 
Sunday, about 200 students called at that address and applied 
for registration.

It is also learned that a new site will be 
sought for the school to start classes in the near future. 
According to registered students, Feng Yueh will wind up 
the affairs of the school next week»



A

NOTICE ISSUED BY NANTUNG MIDDLE SCHOOL— -
Hsia Shih-chongi (/?<-*» ® ), acting Principal of 

the Nantung Middle School ( )» publishes the
following notice in the advertising columns of the "Chinese- 
American Daily News" to-days

Notice is hereby given that for the convenience 
of students, this school has decided t-o hold registration 
of students at Room 11', second floor, House No.53 Foochow 
Road.



J" /Z MIPBÜB SCHOOL PRINCIPAL DEFIES NOTICE OF DISMISSAL
Pong Yoeh-ohuin ), principal of

the Nantung Middle School lw.4)» publishes the 
following notice in the advertisement co lurch s of the “Sin 
Wan Pao“ »nd “Shun Pao“ to-day s-

“To the heads of families of the students of 
the Nantung Middle School»- On the morning of November 26, 
I received Order No.24 issued in Shanghai on November 25 by

V Director Ma (JZj ) of the Education Department of the Kiangsu
A Provincial Government, which did not bear the seal of the

document examiner and which reads as follows
’For inefixciency'’in administration, 

the Acting Principal of the school, is hereby relieved of 
his post and Au Shih-ch on g ( § ) i® appointed to
look after the affairs of theechool. The Acting 
Principal is to hand over his affairs immediately and to 
submit a report to this Department for record.’

“Upon receipt of this order, I, besides 
submitting reports to the Education Department of the Kiangsu 
Provincial Government asking for instructions, am attending 
to $he school affairs ..as usual. i publish this notioe for 
the information of the heads of femilies of the students to 
avoid misleading reports.“



Central China Daily News

BACKGROUND OF DISPUTES BETWEEN STUDENTS, AND A LOCAL 
MIDDLE SCHOOL

Disputes over political matters have broken 
out between the students and the authorities of a certain 
local middle school* As this will affect the studies of 
the students» the guardians of the students are dissatisfied 
with the school management. Up to the present, the school 
authorities have done nothing to neutralize the situation. 
Last week many teachers and students who favoured peace 
were expelled.

Fearing that the situation might become worse, 
the school authorities sent a telegram to the Principal 
of the school who holds the post of President of the 
Educational Department in a certain organization. In reply 
the Principal stated that the school should be dissolved.

Recently, the school authorities compelled 
the students to enrol in a youth corps and all those who 
disregarded the instructions were dismissed for violation 

lof school regulations.
It is learned that certificate will be issued 

to graduates earlier this year. It is alleged that the 
maladministration of the school is due to oppression at 
the hands of the Chungking Government and Kiomintang. It 
is a pity that the school authorities are willing to 
sacrifice everything in order to undertake reactionary 
activities for Chungking.



Sze Tei Wan Pao dated December 8

TROUBLE IN CERTAIN LOCAL MIDDLE SCHOOL

Of late, trouble has been repeatedly occurring 
in a certain middle school in this locality. As +hls 
will affect the studies of the students, all the families 
of the students have been very much dissatisfied with the 
management o' the school. However, up till the present 
moment, the authorities of the school have been unable to 
quell the disturbances. Last week clashes occurred during 
the course of ejecting some of the opposing teachers and the 
peace-loving students. Fearing that this would lead to 
serious consequences, the acting authorities o the school 
recently sent a telegraphic message for instructions to the 
Principal of the school who is at present Commis0loner of 
Education Bureau of Kansu Province. Unexpectedly after 
receiving a reply from the Principal, the Attitude of the 
authorities of the school became very arrogant and all 
students were compelled to join the "Youths’ Corps" on pair 
of dismissal. All the peace-loving students are much 
dissatisfied. The graduation ceremony will be held earili 
earlier this year in order to avoid untoward Incidents. 
It is learned that the reason why the school is doing so 
is because the school authorities have received instructions 
from the Chungking Government*
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Sir,

S.I. Hsu Shu Cheng and the undersigned visited 

the school premises on 2 occasions and ascertained

that the principal, Yue Tah Zung(had gone to his 

native place Nantung and bo representative of the

school was present.

A student name not given,stated that it was 

assumed that the Principal had adopted a policy in 

accordance with that of Wang Ching Wei and this had 

caused dissension among the students.

There is no likelihood of further trouble but

the premises will be visited with a view of contacting

the Principal on his return.

I am, Sir,

Yours Obediently,

Sub-Inspector.

2*0. '’A" Division.



Form 226 
K. 200-11-39.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE.

Translation ©/.....Letter. .f.rp.m.Nanti^.g.^M ..?.9.L9.21j..2#^..Peking...Rpad.......

December 21, yp 39.

Police Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council. 

Sirs,

Recently a number of students who were 

expelled from this school have frequently intruded 

into our building and created disturbances. They 

again made their appearance to-day when our time

tables were torn down. Fearing that they might 

cause trouble to be made and that the maintenance 

of peace and order might be disturbed we request 

you to be good enough to promptly detail a police

man to maintain order at this institution for a 

period of ten days. We are ready to provide his 

lodging and give him an allowance that you may 

wish us to do.

(Chop of): Nantung Middle School.

S.K. Ho:
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On the morning of December 20, 1939, two

Chinese youthe were taken to the Central Police

Station from the Kiangsu Provincial Nantung Middle 
School (/r $ 'tlf'-j ), 266 Peking Road at the 

request of one Yue Tuh Zu ng (y ), Dean of

the school, for causing a disturbance in his 

office at the school. They claimed to be 

students of the Nantung Middle School and their 

particulars are as follows t-
1 ~4l

Tseu Hong (/y /ts ) - age 21, a native of 
Taishing, residing at 
No. 10, Tse Chong Li, 
Szechuen Road. Ex
student of the school.

Zung Tse Tse 0^4 €) - age 20, a native of 
Hangchow, residing at 
No. 10, Tse Chong Li, 
Szechuen Road. Student 
of the Nantung Middle 
School.

Two other students also accompanied them to

the Station whose particulars are as follows t-

Koo Chung Lieu ~ age 20, a native of
KOmpo, residing at 
No. 10, Tse Chong Li, 
Szechuen Road. Student 
of the Nantung Middle 
School, who was dis
missed some one month 
ago.

Tsai Yoong ) - age 19, a native of
Hangchow, residing at 
No. 115, Lane 687, 
Avenue Foch. Student 
of the Nantung Middle 
School.

Shortly afterwards, Feng Yoeh Chun

Acting Principal of the school, also came to the
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Station.

As a result of interrogation, it was learned 

that at about 8 a.m. December 20, 1939, Tseu Hong 

and Zung Tse Tse who visited the office of the 

Dean Yue Tuh Zung, are alleged to have endeavoured 

to force the Dean to leave the school on the 

grounds that the Acting Principal, Feng Yoeh Chun 

and the Dean had disregarded the order of the 

Education Department of the Kiangsu Provincial 

Government to turn over the affairs of the school 

to a new ap'pointee and that they had turned traitors.

According to Feng Yoeh Chun, the Acting Princi

pal, an instructional order dated .November 25, 1939, 

instructing him to turn over the affairs of the 

school to Hsia Sze Chong $ ), the new acting 

principal of the school, was sent to him by messenger 

on November 26, 1939. The order was signed by 

Mah Yuen Feng the former Comthiesioner

of Education in the Kiangsu Provincial Government. 

Feng Yoeh Chun states that he observed in the news- 

papers that Mah Yuen Feng had been deprived of his 

position as Commissioner of Education some three 

months ago, consequently he refused to hand over the 

affaire of the school until he has had special 

notification from the proper authorities in the 

Kiangsu Provincial Government.
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According to the Dean, Tseu Hong, one of 

the students, had brought to the school mimeographed 

copies of a. circular notice purporting to have 

emanated from the Shanghai Office of the Education 

Department of the Kiangeu Provincial Government, 

for distribution to the students*, he was the leader 

in the present agitation, with one Mun Sing Ping 

(Fiz. -), a teacher on the faculty of the 

Chinkiang Provincial Middle School, the instigator«

At the beginning of December, 1939, the dean, 

received by post a threatening letter warning him of 

the possible consequence of his alleged traitorous 

activities. Although he did not report the receipt 

of the letter to the Police, he strongly suspected 

that the letter emanated from a source of which

Mun Sing Ping, the instigator of the present 

agitation, is an important element. He cannot be

sure, however, that this is the case. The threatening 
translation.

letter in question is attached herewithtogether with/

When questioned regarding the distribution of 

copies of the circular notice on the school premises, 

Teeu Hong denied that he had brought them to the 

school, stating that he found them upon his arrival 

at the school.

According to the students, they learned on the 

morning of December 20, 1939 from copies of a circular

æ
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notice found on t?ne premises of the school, and 

issued by the Shanghai uffice of the Education 

Department of the Kiangsu Provincial Government, 

that Feng Yoeh Chun, the Acting Principal of the 

school, was a traitor, and they asked the principal 

to clarify his attitude. in the absence of the 

acting principal, they proceeded to the office of 

the Dean, Yue Tuh Zung, and asked him to leave the 

school. Upon the refusal of the latter to comply with 

their request, students admitted that they dragged 

him towards the door of the office and at the same 

time, informed the Shanghai Office of the Educational 

Department of the Kiangsu Provincial Government by 

telephone (No. 13720) to send some one to take charge 

of the affaire of the school in the meantime, but 

further trouble was averted by the arrival of the 

Police.

Two of the students, one of whom had dis

continued his studies of hie own accord and the other 

who was diemiesed some three weeks ago for fomenting 

discontent amongst his school mates, alleged that 

the school authorities had failed to refund them 

the various fees, deposited in advance, and to issue 

a school leaving certificate to them. In this regard, 

Yue Tuh Zung, the Dean, explained that according to 

the rules of the school, no refund could be given in
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respect of the various fees paid to the school and 

that it is also stipulated in the rules of the 

school that students’ leaving certificates can only 

be issued to those students who leave the school 

of their own accord and no such certificates are 

given students who are dismissed by the school.

.Eventually, Yue Tuh Zung, the Dean, agreed to 

the issue of a school leaving certificate to Zung 

Tse Tse, one of the students who had left the school 

of his own accord, and to refund the balance of the 

various fees to him on January 16, 1940, when the 

school accounts are finally settled.

The seven persons involved were returned to 

Central Station at 5.45 p.m. December 20, for their 

di spoeal.

C. D. l.U

D. C. (Special Branch)



Translation of a threatening undated addressed 
to Yui Tuh ¿ung, Dean of the Kiangsu Provincial 
Nantung Middle School, ¿66 Peking Road.

A, Warning

With one bullet to send you home.

Traitor ext xTnination. Bloodshed - 5 steps.

Signed the chop of a skull 
and an anchor, in light red 
colour.

The folowing characters appear on the envelop :

To YTIT -TUH SUNG,

Nantung School,

Chung Yih Building, Peking Read.

The post mark on the envelop dated December 5, 1939«
The mark of the Post Office from which the letter was 
posted is illegible.
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With reference to the attached translation 

of a report entitled "Nantung Middle School” f)

made from the "Chinese-American Daily News" 

of December 6, Tsai Fang-wei (/C ), Chinese

editor of the paper, was interviewed at Headquarters 

on December 7.

On being asked as to whether or not the 

aforementioned report is a comment by his paper, he 

explained that the information was secured by a reporter; 

he pointed out .that the notice inserted in the "Sin Wan 

Pao" and the "Shun Pao" of December 5 clearly announces 

that Feng Yoeh-chuin "w- ), the former head, is

attending to his duties in the school as usual despite 

the fact that the Education Department of the'Kiangsu 

Provincial Government has already ordered another man 

to replace him.

The Nantung Middle School is one of four 

middle schools established by the Kiangsu Provincial 

Government. The school was originally located at 

South Tungchow but was removed to Shanghai when the 

city’was occupied by Japanese ^orces.

Tsai Fang-wei was informed ■‘■hat despite the 

appearance of the advertisement in the local Chinese 

press relative to the continuance in office of Feng 

Yoeh-chuin, a;principal, the publication of such
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politico-educational news was undesirable and must 

be treated in a moderate and imparti al form v»hen it 

was published#

D. Ca (Special Branch)



December 6, 1939. Morning Translation

Chinese-American Daily News »•

THE NANTUNG MIDDLE SCHOOL
It is learned that Au Shih-chong ifl }, 

the newly appointed principal of the Nantung Middle School 
)» has not been able to take over the school« 

Phirthermore, Feng Yoeh-chuin ), the former acting
principal of the school, has issued a circular r.otioe 
addressed to the heads of the families of the students 
informing them that although he has received an order of 
dismissal, he would nevertheless continue to look after the 
affairs of the school. (Translator’s notes a translation 
of the circular notice was made and included in yesterday 
afternoon’s translation).

It is reported that the Education Department 
of the Klangsu Provincial Government will adopt effective 
means to deal with Feng Yoeh-chuin for disobedience of 
orders and, if necessary, it will announce the closure of 
the school*

It is generally believed that this school 
will probably be ordered to close*

I
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N TUN G MIDDLE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL DEFIES NOTICE OF DISMISSAL
Pong Yoeb-c Wn PMA« ), principal of 

the Nan tun g Middle School '» publishes the
following notice in the advertisement columhs of the "Sin 
Van Pao" and "Shun Pao" to-day

"To the heads of families of the students of 
the Nantung Middle Schools- On the morning of November 26, 
I received Order No.24 issued in Shanghai on November 25 by 
Director Ma (Jgj ) of the Education Department of the Kiangsu 
Provincial Government, which did not bear the seal of the 
document examiner and which reads as follows

’For inefiicienoy "in administration, 
the Acting Principal of the sphoOVis hereby relieved of 
his post and Au Shih-chong ) is appointed to
look after the affairs of theochool. The Acting 
Principal is to hand over his affairs immediately and to 
subnit a report to this Department for record.’

"Upon receipt of this order, I, besides 
submitting reports to the Education Department of the Kiangsu 
Provincial Government asking for instructions, am attending 
to $he school affairs as usual, I publish this notice for 
the information of the heads of funilies of the students to 
avoid misleading reports.*
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2.

RE ATTACHED ANONYMOUS LETTER.

Since forwarding Diary No. 1 of this 
Miscellaneous report discreet enquiries have 
been conducted by D.S.X. Woo Chon Mo and C.D.C. 
206 in regard to three dismissed students.

Enquiries by the above mentioned detectives
have elicited that the dismissed female student
Wong Suh Tseng ) removed to an unknown
address during May 1940.

The female student Yuh Zu King 
removed to No. 77 Zung Dao Ka (-l£L ), East 
Jao Ka Road (^4 iK % ) Nantao, approximately
one month ago.

The address of the male student Zung Zau
Ling is in Ningpo.

Enquiries have so far failed to glean
any concrete evidence to connect any of these three 
students with the writing of the letter.

The examinations mentioned in Diary No.l 
have now been completed and the situation at the 
Chinan University is, according tv the school 
principal Mr. Woo Siu ), now quite nomal

/and no further pro-wang agitation has taken place.

U.S. 21.
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Hagardlng tn® attached unouynous letter 
reoeivad at O.B.H.^. (ca.) on the iMbtft* 

Daring the naming of th® 20.0.40. eb.S«X.
Wu Chen W and the undersigned interviewed 
Mr. Tn Tso© *•** (faulty, Secretary General 

and Mr. *ee siu ( ) XWeeijnl of the Chi
nan Wvoroity Ho.528 Comimgfrt Hoad, and learned 
that eo threats had been reoeiwd by Mther eae 
of them and that the eMMdnations ae santicned, 
were nearing comMotien, no trouble had or was 
eagpactod to take place ant aU students aa listed 
were taking ths ennination.

aogasding the four students as nontlosed in 

the lett«r# MM*r W
1) Ching Tee Tam >; 0» mle, native ef

^atmg Wn* Ohekisns, wtding >e. 381 Manuring 
Wk

8) lang Ml Mng 1^1? «ate, native of 
Voong Ma Mangan, residing M 4M0 M* 
gBnshan»^ flhttMadrfl*



V8

y 0
3) Woo fM 1», native of Lasten,

Chekiang, residing «b echool promisse.
4) Woo s*® Van 1)«*» » «ale, native et 

Yi«i-¿ung, K«apo, residing Ko, 8 s«n Stai Id t 
CoBaanght Road.
W. TaTooo Teeu ••Mau that all are raoet 

trustworthy «nt are Mt OMMOta* with any yell*» 
tieni body.

W« T* Two® Toon Mm want an to explain Met 
a^roodmately two weeks ago a nanftar of pmphlets 
am distributed mad the Mtoeft reporting that 
the eehool wm abont to MalgMata with the iMalctry 
of HMWtlen of th* Was Wt Oowaamt an* 
«boot that tMa information wm raoivo* fMa a aariMr 
of studente, boo Tee in pertiotfUir, that three 
etadonta, mm*T

1) Tong M Teong M • faM&h
■nttw *f SamtMang, gtra «Mraa
Mm M, Ífí.  ......I 'I« "H* IM*/

8) Ml ta «ta I M«*w
9t Stata**. «*”■ «**■—• «H «s **

a a* >* mm
of MW«» ^VM «HMM w MH** « «B

as



were endeavouring to agitate other students into 
dcjmnding that the school entheettloo plane tteea- 
selm under the Mnistry of .Wuoatiow of the puppet 
Government, there students were then expelled from 

the school. Mr. Tu Tsoo Tseu ie now of the opinion 

that the expelled students ere responsible for the 

sending of the letter with t view of involving the 

four students with the authorities.

Ths peruse He Chau se? ) whose sig*
nature is appended to the letter is unknown to 
either ths secretary or ¿Xneipal of the eohool.

Hegsrding the parson Sang uing Woo L) 
assassinated on the 7»0.40. Siaaa V«X4U 1M3/48, 
W. W states that this pereoe tanght at the aeteasl 
for a period of two hours oeoh week« ant was iMtt 
in hWi esteen hy all the Cutouts«

Det ©st two have now boon dwtailat to nske tie» 
crest enquirioe rngarttng the resent aotivities of 
the thro®' diootMt

asw1 *« J»postal Wtndh aaA
‘ ioaiow Detoot lw Glosa*



Translation of » registered latter received 

by Central Station on 18.6.40 from the Ohi

Wan University, 528 Connaught Read»

Sir,
I beg to info in you that four students of the

Tseu

Educational Department of our school^ named Ching Yao
fy) Z*n« | ^), Wo® T»o( )

and Woo Szo Van( have joined a terrorist

organization, and have repeatedly carried out terrorist

activities. They wore responsible for the assassination 

of Sung Sing Woo( )» * teacher of our school.

Oh Ing Yao Tseu and Woo Tso have committed more offences.

), instructor. in an endeavour to

It is reported that they will instigate students not to 

attend the school examination within this week, and plan 
to assassinate TH Tsoo Tseu( it fa fl) , Secretary-General, 

and Woo Siu(|^ 

cause detriment to the institute. You are requested to 

take strict precaution and immediately arrest them.

(Xt is suggested that you will arrest them in the school 

between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m., Tuesday). You are alee requested 

to search their domiciles in order to throw light on the 

nature of their offences.

Ho Chou Fee

Chi Nan University
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In the absence of Ho Ping Sung, President of the 

national Chi-Nan University, the undersigned in company 

with S.I, Chen, interviewed Mr. H.T.C.Tu, Secretary of 

the aforementioned organization on the 18-11-39, at 11.15 

— a.m., regarding questionaire of D.O. '*B?‘ Division.

It was ascertained that no school records had been 

removed and neither had any visit been made by unautho

rized persons.

Two C.P.C.s have been detailed to patrol Connau^it 

Road, between Ferry and Hart Roads in the vicinity of 

the Uni ver si ty, . between the hours of 7-00 a.m. and 11-00 

p.m, whilst Search Parties have also been instructed to 

nay particular attention to this. case.

Mr. H.T.C. Tu was informed that in the event'of any 

untoward incident to immediately i in form. Gordon Raed 

Station,

Sub-Insptr.



TO FACILITATE REPLY PLEASE QUOTE 
THIS NUMBER______ ______ .____...................
AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN 
ONE MATTER IN THE SAME LETTER

SHA: •Mir.oUirjrAl FCU?c

/Va 5
(iuimril (Jijjamber
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

wiMai, November 17 39

T. Robertson, Esq.., 
Deputy Commissioner of Police.

Dear Mr. Robertson,

There has been further information to the

effect that the Pro-Wang terrorists plan to raid the National 

Chi-Nan University at 520 Connaught Roa <3 and upstairs of 528 

Connaught Road. When about a dozen terrorists raided the Chi 

Tse College some months ago, they arrived in a truck and finished 

the work in a few minutes. It is therefore necessary to guard 

the Chi-Nan University at Connaught Road by one or two armed 

policeman for, say, two weeks beginning from today. The time 

when this extra protection is necessary will be from 7.30 a.m. 

to 5 p.m. daily when the faculty and students of the University 

are working.

Will you kindly arrange for the necessary 

extra protection. Many thanks.

Yours sincerely,



November 17, 39.

T. Robertson, Esq..,
Deputy Commissioner of Police.

Dear Mr. Robertson,
There has been further information to the

effect that the Pro-Wang terrorists plan to raid the National 

Chi-Nan University at 520 Connaught Road and upstairs of 528 

Connaught Road, When about a dozen terrorists raided the Chi 

Tse College some months ago, they arrived in a truck and finished 

the work in a few minutes. It is therefore necessary to guard 

the Chi-Nan University at Connaught Road by one or two armed 

policeman for, say, two weeks beginning from today. Hie time 
when this extra protection is necessary will be from 7.30 a.m. 

to 5 p.m. daily when the faculty and students of the University 
are working.

Will you kindly arrange for the necessary 

extra protection. Many thanks.

Yours sincerely



FM. 1 Gordon Road Station
Memorandum.

POLICE FORCE, 
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL,

Shanghai,......N®?.®^® r 15
To ...O'* ..Division

Sir,

Attached is the only 

previous information about 

this case. Search party 

operated in vicinity for two 

days, now two C.P.C.e patrol 

from-Ferry to Ha^t Rowdy.

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

Insptr.



A/a s. b. D

Special Branch,

November 10,1939«

Copy of Special Branch Report«

jt is reported that the waung Ching-Kei 

Clique (76 Jessfield dead) plan to carry out a 

raid on Chinan University, 520 Connaught Hoad,

and (upstairs) 528 Connaught Hoad, near Jerry

Road, and seize aahool records and more important

furniture, etc«

D. 0. "B'*’

O.i/c Gorden Road

U.S.M «Corps.

Cotnmr. of Police 
Sn.

D. C. (Sp. Br.)



P.O. “D”
i/c Central
i/c Lonza
i/c Chengtu Rd. X
i/c Gordon Rd.
i/c B’Well
i/c Pootoo Rd.
i/c Sinza
i/c Hongkew
i/c West H’kew 
i/c Kashing Rd. 
i/c Dixwell Rd. 
i/c Wayside 
i/c Y’Poo 
i/c Yulin Rd. 
C/Registry

Investigate and report
Note and return
Report present status
Submit recommendation
For further report
For opinion
See me in re :
See writer direct
For comment
Attach Record

.. File
Passed to You

-*7/. J

Initials..... ÌZ. .. Si £. Aï..

/¿i /fi
Date..................

For File...................................

Date.................... ........

Noted and / /
Returned Date / /
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f

520-528 Connaught Ü/oad, 
November 10, 1939.

Major K. M. Bourne,
1‘he Commissioner of the Police,
S. 11. C.

Dear Sir:

We have recently learned from two sources 
that some terrorists might do some trouble to our 
University in the near future. We hope this inform
ation is just a kind of current rumours; but for 
the safety of our institution, as well as for the 
peace and order of the community, we cordially re
quest you very kindly to take some precautionary 
measures in regard to this matter.

Thanking you in advance for your kind
ness, I beg to remain.

Yours respectfully,

Ho Ping-Song, 
President of the National 
Chi-Nan University.Chi

HPS/TCT



52l4528 Connaught Rd.,
> * tH » i 0

NATIONAL CHI-NAN UNIVERSITY 
' SHANGHAI, CHINA

Major K. M. Bourne,
The Commissioner of Police,
S. M. C., 
Shanghai.
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The Chinese-American Weekly, Volume 1, Issue 19, dated?
February 3, published the following report :-

¿7

SCHOOL PRINCIPAL THREATENSD WITH DEATH 8 PARENTS OF
------------ PUPILS wXflES& A; wtgfflgA^’’dffl:U)tiEk

A letter containing warnings couched in 
strong terms was received by Tsai Ghien-ngoo ),
President of the Tao Chung Middle and Primary School 
for Girls ), after he had dispensed with
the services of several teachers of the school, who had 
gone over to the rebels» However, due to the undaunted 
spirit of the recipient in carrying out reforms at his 
school, the senders of this threatening letter were unable 
to obtain their objective. Consequently, they fabricated 
rumours to the detriment of the school and of its 
principal. They even made use of the name of a certain 
body and addressed letters to the families of the students 
of the school, containing fabrications in the hope of 
preventing the students from attending classes» They 
again failed to attain their desired object, however, 
because their letters have so far been completely ignored 
by the families of the students, who are continuing to 
send their daughters And sons to the school» This simply 
proves that these traitorous elements have failed in
their efforts»

The following is the text of the letter sent 
to the families of the students by these traitorous 
elements»—

"The management of the Tao Chung Middle and 
Primary School for Girls on Avenue Road at the intersection
of Tatung Road is entirely corrupt» Rebel Tsai Chien-ngoo 
is in the habit of profiteering under the pretext of

I v' education) he is skilful in exploitation while administering
7/!«S|

j|| ■

B
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the school in a business-like manner* He is in receipt 
of a $4,000 subsidy every term from certain authorities, 
in addition to a monthly salary of $600* Reports to 
this effect have appeared in the 'Chinese-American Daily 
News,' the 'Ta Mei Rao,' the 'China Press’ and the 'China 
Weekly Review*' Tsai has long been denounced by the 
nation* At one time he went into hiding at a certain 
place and dared not come out, entrusting his wife's 
relatives with the management of the affairs of the 
school* Of late he has again become active* Definite 
proof of this has already been secured by this Co ips, 
thus proving that his guilt is unpardonable* Instructions 
have been received from our superior organ to sentence 
him to death as a warning to others* The sentence may 
be carried out at any time*

"It is indeed a matter for profound regret 
that you are still in ignorance of the fact that your 
children are being defrauded whilst carrying on their 
studies in this school* It is sincerely hoped that they 
will at once leave the school and Join other institutions, 
because we do not wish them to be exposed to danger to 
their lives in case of a future mishap. Lest you should 
have overlooked the importance of this matter, this 
warning is sent you for your information.

"The Shanghai Resistance National y .

The following are two letters addressed by 
the President of the school to the fanilies of the student« 
to counteract the above letter sent by the traitorous 
elementsx-

"Of late information has been received from 
students to the effect that certain elements have

j-pi
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fraudulently made use of the name of a certain body to 
address letters to the families of the students* containing 
fabrications and threats to the students* to the detriment 
of my reputation and of the school, duch facts are only 
too clear to the public* especially to the families of 
the students. As you may be anxious to know these facts* 
I therefore send you this letter for your information.-— 
January 28, 1940.*

Second Letter»
"I have been devoting my energies towards 

the administration of this school for the past seventeen 
years and for this a telegram of encouragement was received 
from the Ministry of Education of the National Government 
on December 29* last year»

"At the beginning of November last, X went 
to Ningpo for the purpose Af making preparations for the 
establishment of a branch school» However* shortly after 
my departure from Shanghai* Ho Ching-yung ), Koo
Kung-liang )* Lu Kung-chao ($ ) and Chen

Vee-fan ), teachers of the school* demanded an
increase of pay and when this was refused, they fabricated 
rumours and instigated trouble and finally threatened that 
unless the letters of appointment for the next term be 
issued and no change in the teaching staff be made* they 
would^on strike» In addition* a telegram was received 
from the first two mentioned teachers demanding full 
rights to deal with the affairs of the school during my 
absence» This was evidently an attempt aimed at usurping 
my rights over the school» As teachers like those persons 
to not deserve further engagement, X rejected all their 
deiaands and returned to Shanghai* with the result that 
the affairs of the school have returned to normal.



- 4 -

•‘The above must be well known to you. 
Unexpectedly, these teachers, realizing that they were in 
the wrong, published an advertisement in the newspapers 

announcing their resignation from the school in conspiracy 

with Chao Wei-chlng ) who left the school long
ago. Their object in publishing this advertisement was 
evidently to mislead the public and create doubts in the 

minds of the readers.
"Of late, certain persons have even used the 

name of a certain corps to address letters to the fanilies 
of the students. These letters bore no address of the 
sender nor were they chopped with any identification marks. 
They merely contained deliberate fabrications in the hope 
of bringing disfavour on this school. They were evidently 

aimed at the attainment of a certain object. Nevertheless, 
I will continue to work wholeheartedly and strenuously as 

heretofore towards the improvement of the school so as to 
fulfill the heavy responsibility entrusted to me by the 
fanilies of the students. Lest you should be ignorant of 

the actual facts, X send this letter to you for your 
information."



Mise» 47/40 Singo
17 th January* 40

Bull e t r <c e Iv9d t ;\r cr p;:: Pos t t o Da p Ch ing 
^Middle ,3ciool '

At 2 p#m# 17/1/40 Mr# Ling Liang San )»

Supervisor of Dao Chung ) Mid le School for

Girls, f68 Avenue Road* bro ight to the station an 

envelope containing one round of »72 auto ammunition 

#htch had be m received through the post at 11 same 

date adires ed to tie Principal of' the School#

Translation of envelope as follows:•

"Mr# Tsui Chtsn Ngoo,
Dao Chung Middle School for Girls*
Avenue Road,
Local/ ’ i

Krom iong»

On ® S£l£ *

1n 1 Is enolosed •

Poit-ii rk vnreiiibl e^ n

No c OMununicat Ion of any kind os enclosed in the 

letter #
up'

In view of recent unrest -unongst teachers at this 

school s special service C.p.C. Mb been employed at 

this sddress since 4/1/40»

A.M. 16/1./4C Com, luncowent lay exercises will be 

held from 8 a.m. to 12 noon after which the school will 

close until l/F/40. During the period the school Is 

closed new tuplls will be roistered for the new term 

commencing 1/2 40»



Mise» 47/40 Sin za

1 (Sheet ?)

In view uf the above, the senool have requested addi

tions! Police protection during A.M. 18/1/40 ind Inapt, 

i/c has rr nged for two more C.P.C.s to be posted. In 

additional to this » detective will also be in attendance

Following closure of the school -the principal intends 
Z& 

toXKingpo where he has another school in operation.

The iffairs of this school have be on fully covered by 

Special Branch'reports . See Intelligance reports 15/1/40 

B0/lf/!*9, P1/12/?S, P0/11/B9.

A public s nn ounce ¿nan t by the principal Tsui Chien 

Ngoo is published in Chinese American Dally News dated 

lf/1/4 0 In wh ch he explains the reason for the five 

teacners Lu Kung Chao Xao el Ching
Ho Ching Yung <^r<) Fee Fan 'and Koo

Kung Liang ) ”* is hing to resign.
7 s

The round of ammunition will be forwarded to »rms 

Identification Section A.M. 18/1/40.

Envelope,/'published notification attached to Sped« 7

Branch Copy.

/Kao



January 15,1940. Morning Translation.

National Herald '■nd Chinese-Amer lean Daily News 3-

Statement by President of the School

The Tao Chung Middle and Primary School for 
Girls is located at No» 564 Avenue Road» It h«s quite a good 
number of students and is known for its fine administration«



Jrnu^ry 15, 1940 Morning Translation

Yesterday "n advertisement wns published 
jointly in the "Shun Pao" °nd "Sin Von P*o" by Ho Ching- 
yung, Koo Kung-li" ng, Chao Wei-ching, Chen Vee-fnn ^nd Lu 
Kung-chno, members of the teaching staff of the school, 
announcing their resignation. With a view to obtaining 
some knowledge about the cause of this resignation, a 
reporter of this p^per c^llec^t the school yesterday nnd 
was informed of the following by Tsoi Chien-ngoo, President 
of the school:- ‘

"I h-’ve been looking after the affairs of 
the school since its establishment some seventeen years ago 
ond h'-'ve been devoting my entire attention towards the 
improvement of the affairs of the school because educational 
enterprises are the foundation of the nation. I hove never 
wavered in my determination towards the support of the 
national policy for the war of resistance «nd the observance 
of the instructions of the Chief Executive of the Kuomintang 
since the commencement of the war of resistance. This is 
a fact known to all.

•’Recently, a telegram of encouragement was 
received from Mr. Chen Lih-fu ( )» Minister of
Education of the National Government, in recognition of 
t ii painstaking efforts I have been undertaking in the 
upkeep of this school.

"Several months ngo, when the conditions in 
Shanghai were going from bad to worse, I went to Ningpo, 
on the instructions of the Board of Directors of the school, 
for the purpose of making preparations for the establishment 
of a branch school, - Before departure, I made known to all 
the teachers and students of the school the object of this 
mission, and entrusted the chiefs of the various sections of 
the school with its pffnirs,i Moreover, they were notified 
by telegrams of the progress of such preparations when I. 
was in Ningpo. Furthermore, telegrams were also received 
from Ho Ching-yung and Koo Kung-liang. Unexpectedly, in 
their advertisement, they alleged that I failed to attend 
school p.t the beginning of November lost year. This 
allegation was evidently made with some ulterior motive, 

"It is to be noted that shortly after my 
departure from Shanghai, these teachers at once started 
trouble. At first they demanded an increase of pay. When 
this w^s granted, they instigated the students to create, 
trouble and finally demanded the issue of letters of 
appointments for the next term and stated that no changé 
was to be made in the teaching staff of the scho l or else 
they would declare a strike and extend the trouble. Can 
this act on their part be regarded ag one that wag taken in 
consideration of the heavy responsibilities entrusted to 
them for the education of the students?

. "Moreover, when I was in Ningpo, Ho Ching- 
yung and Koo Kung-liang telegraphed to me demanding 
plenipotentiary rights over the affairs of the school. This 
was evidently intended to seize the control of the school. 
Are teachers like these worthy of further engagement? 
Consequently their demands were rejected and this is why 
they made the allegation in their notice that I had refused 
to consider or accept their views, AS schools are places 
for the education of youth, I therefore resolved in my mino 
to start a complete reorganization. Consequently I return^ 
to Shanghai *>t the aid of last year «nd have now completed 
all necessary adjustments, I shall continue to work for 
the development of the school."



r

January 15,1940. Morning Translation.

Chinese-American .Daily News( co aiment) t — .
* RESIGNATION NOTICE OF MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHERS

The following notice published Jointly by-¿Lu 
Kung-chao .( X >¿11 ), Chao Wei-ching V Ho-Ching-
yung (vBpX )» Chen Vee-fan ( 7j4fti£Fand *bo Kiing-liang 
'ÎK,Z' T )♦ teachers, of the Tao Chung Middle and Primary 
Scnool for Girls 4^x5 ), announcing their
resignation, appeared in tne "Shun Pao" and "Sin Wan Pro* 
on January 14 ?-

Since our assumption of teaching posts at the 
Tao Chung Middle and Primary School for Girls, we hnve always 
devoted our entire energy towards the education of the 
students as well as to assisting Mr. Tsai Chien-ngoO ),
the President, in the management of the affairs of the 
school. However, as the school w-s established by'himself 
independently, President Tsai refused to consider or accept 
our proposals. As we are employees °nd in the interests of 
education, we considered it unnecessary to insist upon the 
realization of our views. Unexpectedly, at the beginning of 
November last year, President Tsai failed to attend school, 
thereby giving rise to serious hardships in the administration 
of the school. We intended to tender our resignation upon 
his return at the end of last year, but in consideration of 
the heavy responsibilities entrusted to us by tile families 
of the students and with a view to avoiding a discontinuation 
of the studies, we have been forced to postpone our 
resignation until to-day. Besides writing to the President 
to this effect, we publish this notice announcing our 
resignation from date from all posts at the school, for the 
information of the public as well as of the families of the 
students.
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Section I, Special Branch. safety 
report January 15, 40.

Subject 'L>ao Chung Middle School for ^irls - Dismissal of Students 

and Teachers responsible for agitation in the school.

..Forwarded by..........L’.... .C£.a*i°..rd:

The following teachers and students of the

Dao Chung Middle School for Girls, No^568 Avenue 

Road, were dismissed between 5/1/40 and 14/1/40 by 

the school authorities for being responsible for the

agitation in the school during the absence of the 

principal, Tsui Chien Ngoo ( ) in November

and December 1939

Teachers

Lu Kung Chao

Zao Wei Ching

Ho Ching Yung

Zung Vee Fan

Koo Kung Liang

Students

< &
($i A -J)

Zao San Zeu (

Zung Li Ling (

Wu Kwei Ying ( £ j)t)

Hwang Hwei Ying( j£.)

Loh Chia Hwa (

These teachers and students have left the institute 

Vide Special 
Branch report 
dated 7/11/39.

Vide Special 
Branch report 
dated 21/12/39.

Vide Sp.Br.report 
dated 30/12/39.

without causing any disturbance.

It will be recalled that after the departure 

of Tsui Chien Ngoo, the principal, for Ningpo in 

October, 1939, the teachers of the school divided 

themselves into factions and engaged in a rivalry for 

power, stirring up agitation among students in 

furtherance of their object. Tsui Chien Ngoo 

returned -to Shanghai towards the end of December 1939
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and, with a view to bringing the unrest in the school 

to a close, expelled actively dissatisfied teachers 

and students whose names are mentioned above.

A. C. ( Special Branch ).
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Pao Chung Middle School for Girls - return of Tsui Chien i^goo, Sub'j€ct~. ..     ......... —.—..— ------------------- ——-------------------------- -—..—
principal.

Made by. A3t1 » 3h^g.^.^....Forwarded by.... ±1*..S.T.^l?.r..h............ ........................

Tsui Chien Hgoo ), principal of the

Dao Chung kiddle School for Girls, ¿«0.568 Avenue 

Acad, returned to the school at 2 p.m. December 29, 

1939, when a party of police from Sinzd Station 

maintained order on the premises. Immediately 

after his arrival, he made a speech to the students 

of the middle school department to the effect that 

he had never meddled in politics and that he had 

been in liingpo for the purpose of making arrangement 

for the establishment of a branch school there. 

He further persuaded the students not to be misled 

by trouble makers but to pay attention to their 

studies for their own good. Speeches of a similar 

nature were also made to students of the primary 

school department and the members of the faculty, 

the latter being advised to forget everything but 

assisting in the development of the school in the 

interests ’of the students and the nation* 1 In his 

speeches Mr. Tsui also touched upon the sending of 

information on a rumour regarding him to the Chinese 

American Daily News and expressed the suspicion that 

it must be the work of a certain member of the faculty.

On the same day, copies of a circular issued in 

the name of Mr. Tsui, were sent to the families of 

all students reporting his return from aingpo and 

assuring them that the administration of school,
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which had relaxed during his absence, would be 

improved under his supervision*

Nothing untoward occurred in the school throughout

□•C. (Special Branch)
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Vide Sr. Br 
Report ^0/11/39 
& 21/12/39

Vide Sr. By
Report 7/11/39

In view of the unsettled st;/te of affairs
1

in the Dao Chung ) Kiddle School for Girls,

No. 568 Avenue Road., a number of students of which 

twice suspended classes, the first time in November, 

1939 and the second time in December, 1939, the 

principal Tsui Chien Ngoo ( ) has returned

to Shanghai from Ningpo with a view to pacifying 

the students. However, he has not attended the 

school since his arrival and is keeping his address 

strictly secret in order to avoid possible attacks, 

it is said, from members of the pro-Wang Cling Wei 

party which he joined in June, 1939 but deserted 

when he left for Ningpo in November, 1939.

In the afternoon of December 27, 1939, 

Lawyer Loh Tsing Wei( )» representing Tsui

Chien Ngoo, called at Headquarters and reported 

that Tsui intended to attend the school at 2 p.m. 

December 29, 1939 to give a lecture to the students 

instructing them to pay more attention to their 

studies instead of creating unnecessary disturbances 

at the instigation of some of the teachers who 

have been engaged in a struggle for supremacy in 

the institute during his a.bsence. According to 

the lawyer, the following teachers are playing an 

important role in the present disputes in the school«-

I
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1) Ho Ching Yung ( )

2) Ngan Kung Li&ng )

3) Zung Vee Van (

4) Ling Kong Van ( )

5) Yi Soong Liang ( j* ) and

6) Li Kung Tsao( 6 )

The first mentioned two teachers, according 

to him, are su sp ected of entertaining pro-Wang 

Ching Wei tendencies and in order to avoid possible 

trouble from them and some of the students under 

their direction during the visit of the principal 

to the school at 2 p.m., December 29, 1939, he 

requested that the police afford adequate protection 

to the school during the hours when the principal 

would be on the premises.

The sixty-one boarding students of the 

school who suspended studies on 20/12/39 to press 

a demand for a refund of $10.00 of the meal 

expenses, resumed class on £7/12/39 on the condition 

that the school authorities would provide them 

better food in future.

D.C.(Special Branch)
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Translation of letter to Pol£i1/caly>zz,5 j 
Section from Lo Tsii^fanS ar^ ^E -Teinwirert,! 
Attorney-at-law.

' ?tue.................... ... —
Dated 27th December, 1939»

Address: No. 495, (Heng Li Building)

Honan Road.

Telephone 95953.,,

DEC ;

r

Our client Mr. Tsei Chih-ngu , Principal

of the Tao Tsung Girl School has made the following statement:

"Some time ago I returned to Ningpo to make preparations

for the establishment of a branch school. During my absence 

some trouble occurred in the school. Although I have 

come back, I am not in a position to return to school 

before an arrangement is made, otherwise, misunderstanding 

will arise. As the winter vacation is approaching, my 

return to the school cannot be further delayed, and I have 

decided to resume my duties at 2 p.m. on the 29th instant. 

As a precautionary measure, you are asked to request 

in writing Political Section to detail officers to afford 

protection.*’ Please comply with the request.

(Signed and chopped) Lo Tsin-fen 

Lo Tsin-wei

(Note: Received for translation late p.m. 27th December, 1939.)

? 8 DEC 1939
REFÉRRED TO POLICE FORCE-

n
n

u
m



Translation of letter to Political 
Section from Lo Tsin-fen and Lo Tsin-wei 
At torney-at-law.

Dated 27th December, 1939

Address: No. 495, (Heng Li Building)

Honan Road,

Telephone 95953

Chinese School requests Police protection.

Our client Mr. Tsei Chih-ngu ( , Principal

of the Tao Tsung Girl School has made the following statement:

"Some time ago I returned to Ningpo to make preparations 

for the establishment of a branch school. During my absence 

some trouble occurred in the school. Although I have 

come back, I am not in a position to return to school 

before an arrangement is made, otherwise, misunderstanding 

will arise. As the winter vacation is approaching, my 

return to the school cannot be further delayed, and I have 

decided to resume my duties at 2 p.m. on the 29th instant. 

As a precautionary measure, you are asked to request 

in writing Political Section to detail officers to afford 

protection." Please comply with the request.

(Signed and chopped) Lo Tsin-fen

Lo Tsin-wei

(Note; Received for translation late p.m. 27th December, 1939.)

jLJt one 27



Translation >f letter to Political 
-action from Lo Tain-fen and Lo Tsin-wei, 
At torney-at-law.

Dated 27th December9 1939,

Address: No. 495, (Heng Li Building)

Honan Road»

Telephone 95953«

Chinese Sotool requests Police protection«

Our client Mr« Tsei Chih-ngu (-^ <jl)» Principal

of the Tao Tsung Girl odheo has made the following statement:

"Some time ago I returned to Ningpo to make preparations 

for the establishment of a branch school« During my absence 

some trouble occurred in the school. Alt tough I have 

come back, I am not' in a position to return to school 

before in arrangement is made, otherwise, misunderstanding 

will arise« As the winter vacation is approaching, my 

return to the school cannot be further delayed, and I have 

decided to resume my duties at 2 p.m. on the 29th instant» 

xs a precautionary measure, you are asked to request 

in writing Political ¿Section to detail officers to afford 

protection," Please comply with the request«

(signed and chopped) Lo Tsin-fen

Lo Tsin-wei

(Note: Received for translation lute p.a. 27th December, 1939.)



f SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT December 21, 39,Date............................ ........ i g
I >. Dao Chung ¿.addle school for Girls - boarding students demand
Subject...............................jt........................................................................................................ ...............................................................

refund of meal expenses*

Made .......... ................................................ ............................

At 11 a.m. December 20, the sixty-one boarding

students of the Dao Chung Middle School for Girls,

xso.568 Avenue bead, suspended studies to press a 

demand for a refund of $10*00 of their meal expenses» 

These students paid i?40.00 a term for meal expenses 

during the previous year but in view of the high cost 

of food, the sum was increased to $50*00 this term 

by order of the school authorities» On the grounds

that the expenses for the Is which are catered for

\\by the school, do not warrant such an increase, the

7 students are demanding the restoration of the original

sum and the refund of the $10*00 increase which they

have already paid to the school

Vide Special 
branch report 
dated 7/11/39.

it is reported that the faculty members of the 

school divided themselves into factions after the 

departure of the principal, Tsui Chien Mgo ($ J, 

for the interior in October, 1939, and are now engaged 

in rivalry for power in the administration of the 

school. it is said that the teachers who are attached 

to one of the factions are behind the present dispute. 

By instigating the students to put forth the demand 

these teachers hope that they will eventually obtain 

sympathy and support from the former#

This school has a total of some 1,400 students 

and is in receipt of a grant-in-ai

D.C. (Special branch).
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At 9 a.m. N ovember 18, 1939, some 90 students of the

2nd class of the Dao Chung Middle Scho 01 Kor Girls, 564-

590 Avenue üoad, suspended studies as a protest against

the expulsion of one of their classmat es named Zao

San Zeu )• They, however, resumed class at

10 a.m. the same day after the school authorities pro-

mised to permit Zao San Zeu to continue her studies in 

the school on condition that she would refrain in future 

from inciting her scho-lmates to interfere with the 

administration of the institute.

It is reported that the students in general are 

dissatisfied with the school authorities for restricting 

their activities in the school. The-school authorities 

recently forhade the students from introducing anything 

touching on politics in the wall papers which the latter 

publish either weekly or monthly and to confine them

selves to their studies in view of the prevailing un

settled conditions in Shanghai. rhe act on the part 

of the school authorities, however, is' regarded by the, 

students as oppressive and they are, therefore, at 

present agitating for the cancellation of the order.
This school is in receipt of a grant-in-aid from 

Z •
the Council. z—j
-  "■ — '— N D.S.I. /

D.C. (Special Branch)
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Subject.. Anonymous ..letter ?alleging principal and students of the Dao Chung

Xixlcll.e...Sc.h.Q.o.l..fp_r..Girls of conducting politi cal activities.
Made ?*.• Liao Chung

—.......    -............................-pl'-*..........  7/.. ..................

The attached letter purporting to have been signed 
by one Chu Chen Shx (4- ) v was received at Police

Headquarters on November 4, 1939. The writer alleges 

that (1) a play having a. political background is to be 

staged in the afternoon of November 4 in the Dao Chung 

Middle School for Girls, No.568 Avenue Road, (2) the 

principal of the school is taking part in political 

activities and has failed to attend school and (3) 

radical songs are sung by the students and bulletins 

are exhibited on the premises of the institute.

Immediate enquiries ascertained that students of 

the 2nd class of the Junior Department of the school, 

numbering altogether 92, had arranged to hold a gala 

meeting in the afternoon of November 4 for amusement 

purposes. The programme to be staged consisted of 

the singing of songs mostly taken from foreign films 

and Peiping style dramas, containing nothing of an 
objectionable nature. However, Ho Ching Yung (^4), 

Dean of the school, was communicated at 12.10 p.m. 

November 4, 1939 and warned that no meeting would be 

allowed unless permission for same was obtained in advance 

from the Municipal Police. as a consequence the meeting 

was cancelled.

Regarding the allegation that the principal of the 

Dao Chung Middle School for ^irls is taking part in 

political activities and has failed to attend school,
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Vide Special 
Branch report 
dated 25/8/39

it is to be noted that the principal, one Tsui Chien 

JSgoo ( ¡t ), according to information received,

joined the Wang Ching Wei Clique in June, 1939 and 

at present serves as a committee member of the '’Shanghai 

Educational Association" formed by that clique. 

It is said that Tsui did not deny his turning over to 

Wang Ching Wei. but maintained that his sur render; was 

to avoid trouble and danger. He assured the students 

that he would not deceive them and would not betray the 

country. The students are inclined to believe in 

the announcement of the principal- and therefore made no 

attempts to stir up disturbances in the school despite 

the fact that Tsui, the principal, was mentioned on 

several occasions in local newspapers as being in favour 

of Wang Ching Wei’s peace movement. About a fortnight 

ago, TsUi Chien Ngoo fe.iled to attend school and entrust

ed all affairs pertaining to the institute to Ho Cning 

Yung, the Bean, When questioned the latter stated 

that Tsui had left for Ningpo for the purpose of plan

ning the establishment of a branch school in that port. 

This scheme, Ho added, convinced the students that 

the principal is loyal to the Chungking Government and 

will thus prevent trouble on the part of the students.

The allegation contained in the letter that 

radical songs are sung by the students and bulletins
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are exhibited on tne premises of the school cannot be 

confirmed. A visit to the school shows that some 

wall papers containing stories, paintings and short 

essays written by students are on exhibition on the 

premises but they contain nothing of an objectionable 

nature.

This school has a total of 1,400 students and is 

in receipt of a grant-in-aid from the council.

Chu Chen Jfu, the writer of the letter which forms 

the subject of this report, cannot be located. None 

of the .parents of the students of the school bears that 

name while enquiries at the Commercial Press on whose 

official letter paper the epistle was written, prove 

that the name uhu Chen ih is unknown to the concern. 

It appears obvious that the writer by concealing his 

identity, aims at avoiding the creation of ill-feeling 

with the school authorities for having passed information 

concerning the school to the police. The postal 

cancellation chop on the envelop is illegible and no 

knowledge therefore can be gained as to the place from 

where the letter was posted.

'■ i ’k. s* /

D.C. (Special Branch)
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DEPARTURE OF EDUCATIONALISTS FROM SHANGHAI

Following the conversion of Shanghai into a 
base of lawless activities, local educationalists of 
various grades have been encountering coercion and 
persuasion from all directions, while a number of these 
educationalists have been brutally murdered for having 
ignored these approaches« Nevertheless, these outrages 
have failed to undermine the loyally of local educationalists* 
Certain educationalists, knowing that they have been marked 
down by a certain party, have left Shanghai to avoid 
trouble, and by the end of October about 30 had left* 
These men are on their way to Szechuen, Yunnan and other 
provinces to participate in the war of resistance. On 
November 1 another batch of educationalists left Shanghai 
for the same reasons.

It is said that Tsui Chien-wu ( rt- )>
principal of th^ Dao Chung Middle School for Girls 
( <*1. Jr 2j-) is among the second batch* Tsui enjoys 
a high repute in local educational circles* A rumour, 
which was current at one time that Tsui had betrayed his 
honour, was strongly refuted by him* In the face of the 
strong pressure that was being brought to bear upon toim 
hy evil influences, Tsui decided to leave* Prior to 
his departure, he told his friends that he would establish 
schools in the interior and continue in educational work* 

All Chinese people express their respect to 
these departing educationalists*
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The Police Department,

S. M. C.

Gentlemen,.

I beg to inform you that the principal of the Tao 

Chung Girl School, corner of Avenue and Tatung Roads, 

where my children are now studying, has been absent from 

the school as he is taking part in political activities, 

while the faculty and the students are often involved in 

disputes owing to their party difference with the result 

that the school is in a disorderly condition, according 

to the verbal report of my children.

With a view to verifying it I have proceeded to the 

above-mentioned school and, during the tour of inspection, 

found numerous zof bulletins on the wall and heard many 

radical songs in the classrooms.

It is truly due to the allegations against the prin- 

Chuen Kien-Wu made in the China Weekly Review, in

Z^/the Ta Ying Pao and in the China-American Daily News that 
fe/

he has not stayed in the school for more than one month.

A ‘’Dialogue” play having political background, according 

to the staff of the school, is to be stgged on the Saturday 

afternoon of October 4, 1939 when both parties will probably

I -3 /// Z1^|

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
kuGlS**^ I

COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE. v £

Translation o/....a..lette_r from one...Chu.Chen^^ Road.

Opt o b e£.. ;?1. JL .193. f.

come to blows.



As I am much astonished to hear such a news, I have 

to write this to you with the request that the principal 

be ordered to stay for duty in the school, to sign a 

bond that the school will never be used in future for 

political activities and also to guarantee the safety 

of lives of all students of the school, failure of which 

on his part will entail dismissal from his post so that 

the public safety and good order may be maintained and 

danger removed.

(Chopped & Signed) Chu Chen-fu

A ratepayer & parent of the 
student.

K.S.Y.
No. 6.
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Made by... DfS. McKeown......... . ..Forwarded by........D... I... .Crawford......

i de attached 
report).

During the afternoon of January 12, D.S.I.
Kao Yen Ken and D.S. MeKeown interviewed Mr. Irvine 

M. Dungan of the American Presbyterian Mission, 
principal of the Lowrie Institute, 1st floor, 490 
flanking Road. It was pointed out in connection with 
the political meeting held in the institute on 
January 4, that the Police took grave exception to 
all political meetings and also the printing of 
publications containing propaganda of any kind. In 
reply, Mr. Dungan stated that the meeting in question 
was held without the permission of the faculty and 
he could give an assurance that no similar meeting 
would be held in future. In addition Mr. Dungan stated 
that he would enquire into the political activities 
of the students and submit any information acquired 
to this office.

De Se

D. C.(Special Branch).
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Lowrie’s Institute - meeting of students.

Made -............. Forwarded by............... D. I. Crawford.

At 4.30 p.m. January 4, some 40 leading 

members of the Lowrie*s Institute Students* Self 

Control Association held a meeting in the institute, 

1st floor, 490 Hanking Road, which was presided ovei* by 

Yang Pao-keng ( )» Chairman of the Association»
One named Chen Soong-yoong ( j/?to

carry out an investigation regarding the attitude of 

the public towards the Sino-Japanese hostilities. 

The proposal was in the nature of a pro-Wang Ching-wei 

peace movement. When the chairman raised objections 

a dispute arose.

Acting on information, G.D.C.107 (Special 

Branch) attended and informed the leaders that no 

meeting of a political nature would be allowed without 

the permission of the Commissioner of Police, whereupon 

the gathering dispersed quietly.

This school which accommodates some 950 

students, does not receive any grant-in-aid from the 

Municipal Council.

There are two cliques among the diudents, 

namely, one pro-Wang Ching-wei and the other pro

National Government. They are often at loggerheads.

While enquiries were made at the school, a 

copy of a secret publication of a secret "Students* 

Society** ( i ) entitled "Street Lamp’’

(it ) , Issue No.l, dated December 9, 1939, was
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found, and is submitted herewith» It contains 

articles entitled "Commemoration of the "December 9" 

and "December 12" Anniversaries"which are of a national 

salvation and anti-Japanese nature»

D. C. ( Special Branch ).
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^ANBHM MUWXl FOBJ
S. 5, Special Branch®. ^/’¿TZRY 1

..... -T Vi- 
REPORT............................................ O- ••REPORT 4GF.

Subject (in full).......

With reference to the remarks of D, C. (Special 

Branch) appended on the attached translation of a 

notice inserted on May 19 in the Sin Wan Pao and the 

Shun Pao by Messrs. Yu Ya-ching Ling Kong-
hou ( &IW1), Wen Lai-ting and L.T. Yuan

)» members of the Board of Directors and 

Acting Principals of the Shanghai Middle School, the 

Shanghai Primary School, the Shanghai Normal School and 

the Shanghai Kindergarten, 460 Chengtu Road, reading 

matter contained in to-day’s issue of the Chinese- 

American Daily News has been examined by this Section, 

. it contains nothing relating either to these schools 

' or the students of such. , / s
D. S. I.

D. C. (Special Branch).
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The middle school and elementary normal 

school departments of the Shanghai Private Middle 

School, 460 Chengtu Road, which suspended on May 17 

as a result of unrest among the students, resumed 

classes this morning, May 20.

On Mby 19, an advertisement was published 

in the Shun Pao by the Board of Directors of the 

Institute in connection with the standing of the 

school. A translation of the advertisement 

is attached. '

Clerk

D. C. ( Special Branch ).

- / . ■ nU' /
i



NOTICE

Shun Pao publishes in its advertisement columns the following 
urgent notice inserted by the Chairmen of the Boards of 
Directors and the Principals of the Shanghai Middle School, 
the Shanghai Primary School, the Shanghai Normal School and 
the Shanghai Kindergarten »-

Education is a public enterprise, while schools 
are public property. It is on this principle that the 
Government has always been paying particular attention to 
and encouraging the promotion of education as well as the 
establishment of schools in the country. Consequently, there 
is not the least doubt that the four schools above mentioned 
belong to this category and are, therefore, the property of 
the public.

Considering that these four educational 
institutions are public property and in our consideration of 
the studies of several thousand students, we have taken up 
concurrently the posts of Principals * these schools 
following the retirement of the ex-Principal Chen Chi-sing, 
with the object of maintaining these institutions. We 
absolutely deny that sshools are private property. Lest 
the public should still be ignorant of this, this notice 
is published hereby for their information.

Yu Ya-ching, 
Ling Kong-hou, 
Wen Lai-ting, 
Yuan Lien-tung.
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Slnza
May 17 th. 40.

Trouble at Shanghai Middle school.

At 10.50a.ra. on 17-5-40 C.P.C. 3098 reported to 

this Station by telephone that students were causing 

a disturbance in the Shanghai Middle School, 460 

Chengtu Hoad.

A party of Police under Inspector Blenkinsop, 

officer i/c, attended, and on arrival found that a 

number of desks, forms, and windows had been smashed 

by the students.

From enquiries made by C.D.S. 71 and the under

signed. the following was ascertained:-

On 10-5-40 an article appeared in the Chinese- 

American Dally News, a Chinese language newspaper, to 

the e feet that the Shanghai Middle school was owned 

by one Sung Chi Zung who is President of

the Overseas students Board of the Nanking Government. 

On 12-5-40 the principal Ling Kaung Heu ),

published a denial in the above newspaper 

and announced that .Tung Chi Zung had severed all 

connection with the school sometime ago. On the 

morning of 17-5-40, however, a further article appeared 

in the Chinese-Amerlean Daily News to the effect the 

above denial was useless, as there was definite pr'of 

that Zung Chi Zung was still connected with th 

On arriving at the school on the morning



1 (Uhe<’t 2)

the students refused to commence their studies 

Leoauae of this article, and about 10*45a*m* they 

began to damage the school property* After the 

arrival of Police, they became orderly, and a number 

of delegates were appointed to discuss the matter 

with the principal* The remainder of the students 

left the premises, and the school was closed for 

the day* A notice will be posted on 18-b-40 announ

cing the result of the discussions*

At the request of the principal, all police were 

wi thdrawn from the school at ll*4ba*m* on 17-5-40* 

special Branch informed* 

Copy to special Branch*

Sen. het, 1/c.

D.D.O. *B".

/Tsao*
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Date  sÜS-------—"

MAY1 9 1840

NOTICE
Sin Wan Pao and Shun Pao publish in the •

SBmnxPaftximhiksfaexxinxttw advertisement columns the following 
urgent notice inserted by the Chairmen of the Boards of 
Directors and the Principals of the Shanghai Middle School* 
the Shanghai Primary School* the Shanghai Normal School and 
the Shanghai Kindergarten t-

Education is a public enterprise* while schools 
are public, property* It is on this principle that the 
Government has always been paying particular attention to 
and encouraging the promotion of education as well as the 
establishment of schools in the country* Consequently* there 
is not the least doubt that the four schools above mentioned 
belong to this category and are, therefore* the property of 
the public* 

Considering that these four educational 
institutions are publie property and in our consideration of 
the studies of several thousand students* we have taken up 
concurrently the posts of Principals of these schools 
following the retirement of the ex-Prinoipal Chen Chi-sing, 
with the object of maintaining these institutions. We 
absolutely deny that sehools are private property* Lest 
the public should still be ignorant of this* this notice 
is published hereby for their information.

Yu Ya- ching, 
Ling Kong-hou, 
Wen Lal-ting* 
Yuan Lien-tung.
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Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.
........... May1S3.1940

To- Secretary and Conraiasloner General,

s. sa!» c.

'The Commissioner ôf Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : - . ° 0

ject shanghai iTivate Kiddle school,
460 Chengtu Road.

Enclosures Copy of a Police Report.
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S.l, Speci
REPORT

Date.

Shanghai Private Middle School, 460 Chengtu Road

Made .......Forwarded by.......

At about 11 a.m., May 17, students of the 

Middle School Department of the Shanghai Private 

Middle School, 460 Chengtu Road, ceased to attend 

class and a number of them resorted to acts of 

violence by smashing windows and several desks in 

their class rooms.

Enquiries reveal that the agitation 

started among the students of the senior 3rd class 

and arose out of a news article which appears in 

the Qhinese American Daily News of May 17, alleging 

Translation 
attached.

that the school is the property of Mr. CHEN CHI ZUNG 

), now Chairman of the Overseas Chinese 

Affairs Committee of the Wang Ching Wei sponsored 

New Central Government. An article first appeared 

in the May 10th Issue of the paper in question, but 

an announcement to refute the allegation was made 

by the school authorities on May 12. Another article 

containing a similar allegation, however, again made 

its appearance in to-day’s issue of the Chinese

American Daily News, and the students demand a 

definite explanation from the school authorities 

concerning its standing. They are of the opinion 

that the allegation is detrimental to the students 

as a whole, and they would sever their connections 

with the institute unless the authorities made 

known to the public the attitude of the school.
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Made by.

Vide Special 
Branch reports 
- 23/8/39 and 

12/9/39.

Forwarded by.

Following this agitation, the school 

authorities issued a notice, stating that the 

middle school and elementary normal school 

departments would be closed for the time being, 

but expect to resume classes next week. They also 

intend to insert an advertisement in the local 

newspaper explaining the standing of the institute. 

This school consists of four departments, 

namely the middle school, elementary normal school, 

the primary school and kindergartens, with a total 

of 1,600 students. About 600 students of the 

middle school and 200 of the elementary normal 

school departments are affected by the present 

unrest, while the remainder are attending class 

as usual.

It will be remembered that the Shanghai 

Private Middle School came into existence in 1924 

with Mr. CHEN CHI ZUNG as its founder. CHEN was 

a pro-Chungking Government member until the 

beginning of June, 1939, when he established 

connections with the pro-Wang Ching Wei elements. 

In consequence of his change in attitude, agitation 

was rife among the students during the summer of 

1939 and CHEN resigned in September, 1939, handing 

over the affairs of the school to the Board of 

Directors which consist of Messrs. YU YA CHING

)’ YHAN LIU TENG , WEN LAI TING
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% ), and LING KONG HOU ), who

are concurrently in charge of the primary school, 

elementary normal school, kindergartens and middle 

school departments respectively. Ostensibly, 

CHEN has severed his connections with the institute, 

but there is reason to believe that he is still 

interested in the administration of the school.

Mr. CHEN CHI ZUNG was a member of the 

Educational Committee of the S.M.C. The primary 

school department of the Shanghai Private Middle 

School is in receipt of a grant-in-aid from the 

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Clerk

D.C.(Special Branch).

This is the result of the Chinese 

American Daily News policy of playing up 

the patriotic element' among students and 

stirring up trouble that would otherwise

be dormant.



May 17, 1940 Afternoon Translation

Chinese-.American Daily News publishes the following article 
HH

THE SHANGHAI MIDDLE SCHOOL

On May 10 the editor of this paper published a 
note in reply to a reader enquiring about the Shanghai Middle 
School. The following passage appeared in the reply t "The 
Shanghai Middle School is the private property of Chen Che-chen 
(Tl* , Chairman of the puppet Chinese Overseas Affaire 
Committee of Wang Ching-wei’s puppet regime. Do you think you 
can study in that school?*

The next day we received a letter from the 
Shanghai Middle School written on pa>er inscribed as follows» 
"General Office of the Shanghai Middle School, the Shanghai 
Normal School, the Shanghai Primary School and the Shanghai 
Kindergarten *"

Stating that they were greatly astonished by 
our reply, the writers went ons- "Chen Che-ohen left this 
school long ago. Neoessary procedure has been adopted by the 
Board of Directors of the school to apply to the Ministry of 
Education in Chungking for a change of the headmaster of the 
school. Sanction was granted. What your letter alleged not 
only affeots the reputation of this school and the work of our 
students but is against the order of the Government.*

This newspaper was finally requested to publish 
a correction.

The allegations contained in the letter are 
absolutely untrue. Nobody can deny that the four schools, 
namely, the Shanghai Middle School, the Shanghai Normal School, 
the Shanghai Primary School and the Shanghai Kindergarten, are 
the private property of Chen Che-ohen. Prior to the time that 
Chen Joined the other party, any one of these four schools could 
use the letter-heads inscribed "General Office of the Shanghai 
Middle School, the Shanghai Normal School, the Shanghai Primary 
School and the Shanghai Kindergarten." last summer we exposed 
the fact of Chen's secession, but Chen tried to deny it. *<The; same 
kind of letter-head was used when he wrote to this newspaper to 
give his cunning denial. We still have that letter in hand and 
an investigation can be easily made.The administration of a school should be 
independent. If theee four schools are not the property of a private individual, then how could there be a *General Office?" Granted that the four schools are the property of a private individual (but not that of Chen Che-chen?, 
then whose property are they? Does It mean that this
"General Office of the Shanghai Middle School, the Shanghai Normal School, the Shanghai Primary School and the Shanghai Kindergarten* has been granted registration by the liiniatry of Nduoation of Chungking?It is obvious that it was when theee four eohools formerly belonged to Chen Che-ohen that the unlawful body called the "General Office of the four schools" was formed. As these four schools are at present still the private property of Chen Ohe-chen, this illegal body is still functioning. Should we be required to probe the matter further, let us ask who is Yang HWa (itvjf-)» eeoretary of the puppet Chinese Overseas Affairs Committee^ and who is Wang Xieh (^-^U? As regards the 47,000 a month and so forth, this is a matter of common knowledge. Does this mean that some substitute is required to play the tricks to which Chen Che-ohen resorted last summer?
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report »
Subject.. Shanghai Middle School • 460 uhengtu Road

Made by P..S.I. Lite.^^&“^y.^.Forwarded ». £

Chen Chi-zung ( principal of the

Shanghai Middle School, 460 Chengtu Road, resigned.

_ from his position in the school on September 10,
Cmw- of Police i 1939, in order to pacify the students who are agitating 

¡against his attitude which favours the peace 

[movement advocated by wang Ching Wei*
3 At noon, September 12, Messrs iuan Lu-tung,

and Yu Ya Ching, Chinese Councillors of the S.M.C.,

Ling Kong Hou, Secretary of the Bankers* Association

and vung Lai Ding ) Chairman of the

federation-of Charitable Organisations, 35 iunnan Road,

who are four principal members of the Board of 

Directors of the Shanghai Middle school, met in the 

Bankers' Association, 59 Hongkong Road and decided 

that the affairs of the school be handled by the 

Board of Directors with Ling Kong Hou as

representative and no new principal be appointed 

in place of Chen Chi-zung resigned.

This school had a total of 2,400 students

during the last term. However, as a result of 

the dispute over the political status of Chen Chi-sung, 

some 700 failed to register with the school for the

current term.

D.C.(Special Branch)
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August 25, 39.
Chen Chi Zung ( à )» Headmaster of the Shanghai Middle
tohool - allegai iòne!íoontalned in an 
to the shanghai Municipal Police

anonymous lotter addroec«d

ün August 18th 939, a letter in the form

of an official despatch was received at l’elice

Headquarters This letter which bears the seal

of an organisation entitled "Shanghai Various Circles

Mattonai salvation federation", alleges that Chen

Ch1-sung, principal of the Shanghai Middle School

460 chengtu Hoad, hoe allied himself with Wang Ching

'lei's Clique and has been in receipt of subsidy from

thou« His duties» according to the letter,

consist of exploiting teachers and students of local

Chine so schools for the benefit of Wang's cause»

conducting pro-wang and anti-lrltish propaganda»

supplying the "enemy" with information on the military

and polit leal secrets of the Mattonai Government as

well as the activities of the authorities of the

Voreign Settlements al Shanghai

Chen Chi-sung, native of lading» Mangan»

age 45, is a committee member of the Shanghai Muni< 

ci pal Council and lives at 3/Ï79 Connaught Mad* < 

summary of his past activities io appended to thia

report*

Ke is unscrupulous but smart. The record 

shows that in the pact he was an ardent supporter of

the national salvation movement and participated in 

all kinds of movements which would bring him before 

the public eye, but undoubtedly his real object has 

boon to attain prominence in social as well as 
political circles co as to pave tie way foe ih own
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ends* In this resect he has achieved much success«

Through his position ae principal of a school 

having more than 4*030 students* he succeeded in 

attracting the attention of the local Chinese community 

in 1930« His ardour in national salvation movements
following tne outbreak of the local Sino-Japanese 

hostilities in 1937, gradually turned the attention 

into respect and won over the confidence and support 

of the Chinese people.

Consequently* at the beginning of JUne, 1939, 

when Wang Ching wei*o clique decided to undermine 

General Chiang’s influence in Shanghai through edu- 

cational circles, Chow Vuh-hal ( /T 7* right» 

hand man of Wang in the peace movement, approached

Chen with handsome bribes* Chen succumbed and

in the middle of June* 1939 ho succeeded in enlisting

a committeethe cooperation of eix others and formed 

known as "Shanghai Bduoatlonal Committee (

"¿i 7 )* also knows as "Chung Kuo Kuomintang Kdu- 

cational circles

with Ghen hUself as the Chairman Among the

six persons* four are known to be the following persons

long Th-elen principal of the Mln 
) Middle School, 1/289Kuo (

Veihalwei Road
H V-1

Tsui fihion Sgo ( ! a)» Principal of the Dtfe
Ching Middle School for Girls (

SM Avenue Road.
31 Tsuh Hsiang ( •j/K •'7^*, dean of the Ming Kwang
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( Br Middle Lchocl, P 
Klabchow Hoad.

Wu Tse Chien ( zcC/^ )» Principal of the 
Shanghai5^ iris University, 451 
Taku Road«

In turn for the appointment-, they are said to have 

eaeh algned a plcage form supporting Wang Ching Wl’i 

cause. Chen’s salary is $600 per mensem while 

the otner committee members receive $300 each monthly« 

In addition a monthly sum of |5,000 has been granted 

to the Committee for use in buying over the allegiance 

of local middle and primary schools at th® rate of 

between $100 and $200 per month for middle schools 

and between *50 and $80 for primary schools« It 

is reported that up to the present time some 50 

schools have joined Chen and thus benefited by this 

money; the names of the schools however cannot be 

ascertained at present«

Because of fear of reprisals from the Chung

king Government the Committee have so far refused to 

conduct the pro-Wang movement in the open, despite 

repeated persuasion from their employers« The 

latter insisted upon the former making public their 

support of Wang’s cause for the following reasons »• 

to prevent the committee members from reverting in 

future, to convince the public of the extent of Wang’s 

influence in Shanghai and to Induce others to join« 

Becoming Impatient with the secretive 

attitude of these followers, Vang’s clique decided 

to employ indirect methods to force their hands«
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Suddenly on August 13, 1939 a letter alleged to 

have been signed by (‘hen Chi £ung In support of .ang’s 
peace movesaent appeared In the Sin Shun Pae while 

a similar letter alleged to have been signed by Tsui 
Chien Hgo appeared in the same paper on Auguet 13, 
1939.

Taken by surprise of the appearance of the 

letters in the sin Shun pan, both Chen «nd Tsui 

tried to alleviate public antagonism by publishing 

an announcement in local vernacular newspapers to 

ths effect that they are devoting their attention 

to the promotion of education and have never issued 
any circular letter. Their ||nnounconents, however, 
neither deny nor confirm their support for rang Ching 

wel*
Since the appearance of the letters in the 

Sin Shun Paa, both Chen and Tsui have failed to attend 

their schools regularly due to fear of possible 

repercussions from their students«
At about ll«30 a.m», August SP» some 8 or 

9 Chinese youths called at the Shanghai Middle School, 
<80 Chengtu head, and demanded to Me Chon Chi-sung, 

railing to obtain an interview with Chon who was 

absent, they caught hold of Chow Zu Tech ( 
Dean of the school, and after slapping hie face and 
striking him about the body w th stoole, made good 

their «scape.
It is reported that Chen Chi-sung consulted 

with Li Shih f’hmw ( \ .»bm. vnung t j 1 I )» Assistant Director 



of the Secret Service of Wng Ching Wei’s clique* 

operating under the name of Special Service Corps 

of the Chung Kyo Kuomintang *.ntl-Comlntora and 

Rational Salvation Army» on Xugust 22 with regard 

to the inaidant which occurred in his school the 

saxae day. He was told by Li that should any 

further incidents of that nature or agitation 

among the students arise» the responsible culprits 

and ringleaders should be reported to Li who would 

effect their arrest through the Japanese military 

Police on charges of coTvsunlsm and anti-Japruiese 

provocation.

According to infomation obtained from a 

reliable source» the recent activities of these 

persons have now corns to the notice of the Chung

king Government, Local agents of the Government 

have secretly demanded a definite explanation from 

them, especially Chen Chi-sung and 21 Tsuh-hsiang, 

in order to clarify their attitude» While 

Chen Chi-sung and the others are hesitating in 

giving a d’ finite reply, 21 Tsuh-hsiang has left 

shanghai for Hongkong en route to Chungking. XI 

was formerly a follower of Pan Kung Chai, ex- 

chief of the Bureau of social Affairs of the 

Shanghai City Government in l^ST end le believed 

to be still a secret agent of the mt tonal Govern
ment posted in Shanghai to watoh the activities 

of the looal educational circles«
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rhe letter alia »1 leges that Chen Chi Zung, . 
la conepiring with th© Pen I Tai Riee Stop ( 
mode a fortune by wiling cereal» ta the *oaoagr • at 
the tine of the Mukden Incident and the Shanghai 
Hoatilltie» during 1932. Thia allegation laefe 
confirmation, although Chea it known to to a good 
friend of Paa sou zunst (li ). the proprietor 

of the *ieo stop ia question.
•The Shanghai Various Cl roles National salvation 

federation* the
title appearing at the bottom of the lotto», ia unknown 
to thia effloe. According to the record, there wan a 
body named Shanghai Varlouo Circle» Committee to »uppert 
Realetanee Againet the Encap

) which play.4 • wv Important part tn the 
national aalvation mowetaent ia Shanghai in the Ito tor 
part of 1997 tot wae eloaod down by the Municipal Police 
on soweaber 18, 1997. Since then, member» of thia 
Committee, nstooring owe» 100 and oonaietiag of people 
of warioua walka of life, hemo dioiatograted to eueh 
on extent that eome of them toco even turned agaxnot 
the Satioaal towramoat« Meexeet emiairie» among all 
poaelblo aoureoe have failed to elicit ato trace of 
thle orgaaiaatioa.

The addrooe, 1317 Saining feat» gitoh •» the 
envelope of the letter to located oa SaiHtng feed to 
the went of the *UbC« feuadagy Sato oa Seining Road
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and at present IflhooosoiKo to per*on» fro® the Settle
ment being under the Japanese mavai landing Party
Juriedict!on and it 1» therefore impossible to ascertain 
the occupants of this house.

The postal oaneeilotion shops on the •«•»!epos 
are Illegible* a close study of the obscure impressions 
seems to indicate that they wore posted at the General 
Post Office, north Jseohuen Road, at about 11 p«su» 
August 18» 1939.



Sunaary of the ?Mt «etirltlee of Ch«n Chi-tun«

Chen Chi-sung (; /A ) t principal of the

Shanghai Privat« Middle School, 460 Ch«ngtu Baad, who 1« 
reBiding at No .3/179 Connaught Road, was bom In 1894 at
Kading, Klangau, «nd is a graduate of th« Lungmen Jfomal
School, Manteo. After graduation, he obtained employment 
in the Shanghai Cotton and Cotton Yarn Exchange, Avenue
Y.dward VII, as assistant Chief of the Business Beet ion of 
the
Mr.

General
Ven Lai

Affairs Departmenti/TDing (»41 H-j )•
, and consequently met 
prominent local business nan

who was the chairman of the Board of Dimeters of the
Shanghai Cotten and Cotten Yam Exchange. It is reported 
that he is now one of Won*« followers.

In 1924, Chon Chi-sung, with financial assistance 
from Wen Lai Ding, established the Shanghai Primary School 
oa Li Yuan Road, Mantao, and later established throe more 
primary sohools under the same title at 1297 Robison Road, 
Wo.2 Tsih Woo rang. Rue de I'Oueet, and 400 Peeehow Reed.
In 1927 he established the "Shanghai Private Middle School* 
in Pan's Garden, earner of Kinshew and Ptngliemg Reads and 
also a kindergarten in the Kong Peng Li Alleyway (/£ X )• 
Connaught Road. Shortly after the outbreak of the local 
hostilities in August, 1917, ho had all his sehools renewed 
to their present address, MO Chongtu Road, where he 
conducts an elementary normal sehoel, a middle sehoel, a 
primary school, and a kindergarten with a total of novo than 
4,000 students. < About the sane tine as ho started this educational 
work, he took an Interest in the effadre of the Society sad 
participated in the netiyities of the 9th Branch of the 1st 
Special District Ci t Isens* ycderatlen (1M Bur hi 11 Road). 
Bis educational work and hie aonneetiona with the ♦loons*
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ederstion afforded him an opportunity to befriend local 
prominent personages and gave him access to social circles, 
afterwards being appointed an executive of the Chinese Rate
payers' Association, ( In 1934 he was elected a Chinese 
member of the 8,M.C. for that year and since that date 
his activities can be summarised as followsi-

Public Services
In the years 1934 end 1935, Chen Chi-sung was elected 

to serve as the Chinese committee of the Shanghai Municipal 
Connell,

In 1936, he served as » member of the Advisory 
Committee of the Shanghai Municipal Council.

On March 21, 1938, he was elected a Chinese Committee 
member to the S,M.C. for the year 1938, which position ho 
resigned in November 1938,

On April 17,' 1939, he was eg®in elected at a general 
meeting of the Chinese Rate-payers* Association to serve so 
a Chinese Committoe member to the S«M«C, for the year 1939.

Per » number of years he has been a member of the 
standing oerasittee of the first Special District Citisene* 
Federation, at present situated at Mo,545 Kiukiang Bead, 

bduQotional Activities
During the latter part of 1935, ho served as a 

committoo member of the Shanghai Sduoational Association 
(moo defunct) in bantao and alec as & mesber of the Board of 
management of the Shanghai Middle School Teachers and Staff 
b^nployees* Federation, then situated at 200 Dah, Chih Road, 
Nantao,

Bo is the Vice-Chairman of the Shanghai Children’s 
Protection and Education Association, 451 Talm Road, which 
esam into existence on June 1938, during a meeting of its 
principal promoters hold in the Chinese T,M»8,A«, 123 
Boulevard do Montigny* French Concession« The object of thio 
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association io the protection and education of Chinee* 
children who hare otherwise no opportunity of attending 
school, »nd in particular street urchins.

He is one of the executive oomsitte* member» of the 
Shanghai Chinese Private Schools* Association (j.„ 
■M )• with a eenMusieation address at the Mln Kuo Middle 
School, Lans 289/1 ¿eihalwei Hoad, which derived its 
existence from the amalgamation of the Settlement Private 
Middle and Primary Schools Association, formerly with offices 
at the Dau Chang Middle School for Girls )»
828 Avenue Hoad, and the 2nd Special District Private School 
federation at Wwa Tung Middle School for Girls 2*- )•
<82 Avenue Jeff», following the outbreak of the Sine-Japanese 
hostilities in the Shanghai Areas in August 1937. This 
organisation In the middle of October, 1938, despatched a 
letter to th* Education Departsmnt of th* S.M,C., «questing 
that th* nuarterly grants-in-aid for Chines* *dueati*nal 
institutions be issued la cash instead *f *1*1 ugh* Cheques. 
This request was later learned to ha« r***iwd th* favourable 
eonsideration of the Coun*il,

On April IT, 1939, he va* elected to aerv* ae eae of 
the member® of the «xeoutiw canaltte* th* federatl** of 
principals of Priauury Bohools, whieh *** organised by Chen 
in 1930 in conjunction with others, but dddi ha* beat 
inaoti« until early this year wh*n the preoeters as—Mcl 
resuming their activities sad intensifying their eenpalgn t 
organisation«

He ha* been th* Chairman of the Board of Directors of
the Shanghai Children* s Bducatienal Pttbit cut 1— Society, 
since it* formation sometime In May 1938, with effiocs at 
Laa* 1B8, House Bn.T, Chongtu Bead. The object Of this 
organisation 1* th* printing and publishing Of odu**ti*aal 
bentos and th* supplying of stationery and be etui to ochocl
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children at reduced rotes« 

kaxtinlpaUen in HelUi *Q^
He has been officer-in-charge of the Feet Supply 

Section of the Shanghai hmergency Relief Committee, 1454 
Avenue Kdwerd VII, since the formal inauguration of the 
committee following the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese 
hostilities in the Shanghai area in August 1937.

We wee one of the promoter« and concurrently a member 
ef the standing coraimittee of the Shanghai Municipality 
Distressed Children’s Fursery - ' I k with
an office at 203 Hue Chapsal, which cane into existence in 
June 1938. «hen thio organisation was formally inaugurated 
on September 10» »38* in the promises ef the Loh Cann 8s 
Tentpie ( )• Lane 785, HO.9, Avohm Joffro, he
was elected Director of the Huroeiy«

Ke io a mker of the Stenting conenittoe ef the 
"Hntertainnenl and Radio Broadcasting Bub-Cosedttoe* of the 
eitlseno* Contribution and Hadio Broadcasting Counittoo of 
the Shanghai Refugee Relief Association, which was formally 
inaugurated at a mooting hold Ml February IS* 1939. The 
office of this sub-conmittee is established in Room 41d, 
4<* Kiangeo Rond, the object of which is to roieo funds for 
the relief of refugees by colicIting contributions through 
broadcasting and entertainment.

He is a committee nenbor of the "Follow Countrymen’s 
Contribution Soliciting Cosadttoe* of the a&anrfml Refugee 
Helief Association* which was inaugurated on January V, 1939, 
in the Chinese Bankers’ Club, 99 Hongkong Roadf he io the

of the Kading Follow Countrymen’s Association, It 
snsulat.
speech bearing mi the subject of rofngne relief won 
him in a propaganda senpai** **nr local broadcasting 
between Booohbor 88* 1938 and January t* 1939, 
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sponsored by the Cltisens* Contribution Soliciting Coomittee, 
Shanghai Refugee Relief Association, 93 Cent on '¡toad.

Participation in national salvation ctivitioo 
On January 12, 1935, he delivered a speech at a 

memorial meeting held in the Chamber of Commerce Building, 
North Soochow Road in memory of the late Pan Hung Sung, who 
van arrested and convicted for his part in the anti•Japanese 
terroristic activities in the Settlement in 1932 but died 
in 1934 shortly after his release from prison. In this 
speech, he eulogised the life and work of the deceased 
patriot.

In March 1937, ho was appointed a cowittee member of 
the Cultural Circles Syiyuan Bandit Suppression Campaign 
Support Association, with offices at BOO Rae Lafayette, 
while in Kay of that year, (1937) he interested himself in 
t^ ^creation of the ?8euth-west Border Affairs Association 

j Ayr A ( )"» being a preparatory committee
member of the association, which came into existence on May 
ft, 1937 with an office at Room «20 Continental Kaporina 
Building, Yanking Road.

On October 9, 1938, whew the »Shanghai Thrift CommitteeP i- JE -Wt ¿UTZ

office at Room Mo.304, Mo.99 Hongkong Road, was formally 
inaugurated to an endeavour to persuade the people to be 
thrifty and to contribute the money saved towards the relief 
of refugees and wounded soldiers tn the interior, be was 
appointed as a standing committee msstber.

During October 1938, when students of the Private
Shanghai Middle Rehool, of which Chon is the principal, wore 
angegad in soliciting contributions in various restaurants 
in the international Settlowent on behalf of the •Shanghai 
Municipality Vinter Clothing Collection Committee*, ho was
warned by the Municipal Police on October 12, that no solicit- 
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in« contributions would bo allowed in th® Settlement 
without the sanction of the 3.M.C., »nd that all 
unauthorised collectors would be arrested by the Police 
whoa seen.

In the middle of April, 1999, Chen Chi-suag was 
reported to hare been in close contact with Mr. Doong Ying- 

ÎT S7 pah {'** ), a committee member of the local branch
of the Kuomintang, who maintained close and successful 
liaison with the Local Tangpu and the authorities of the 
various local schools, for the purpose of spreading propa
ganda following the announcement of the People’s Spiritual 
General Mobilisation by General Chiang Kai their in the 
middle of March, 1939. At the same time, he was alleged 
to be serving as Member of the Standing Committee of the 
General Association of the Shanghai Various Circles* 
People*® Spiritual Mobilisation Association« In 
consequence of his reported connection with thio Association, 
he was warned mi Shy 1* 1939, at Police Xeadguartcrw against 
participation in activities relating to the promotion of 
ths People’s Spiritual General Mobilisation Movement«

On the morning of June 4, 1939, the Shanghai Middle 
School, in celebrating the 15th Anniversary of ths establish
ment of ths institute, hoisted two Chinese national flag® on 
its premises despite the faet that Chon Chi-sung, the 
principal, was warned by the peliee and promised that no 
flags would bo displayed en that Oceanian, The two flags 
were later removed by the peliee without anything untoward 
happening.
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September 11, 1939«

.....

..a, 7 7
■Afternoon Translation,

Chinese-American Daily News publishes the following two 
letters:

CONDITIONS IN LOCAL EDUCATIONAL CIRCLES 

On September 7 your paper published a letter 
from one Zau ( ) exposing the disloyalty of Chow Pee-
chen ), principal of the Hwa Tung Middle School for
Girls who had also taken six headmasters of
primary1 echools over to the other side* It is regrettable 
that Zau did not mention the,names of the six headmasters 

" and their schools.
According to my information, the six primary 

school headmasters are Koo ), Zien ), Soo (¿¡L )♦ 
Kung (JL ), Vang ( ), and Za (Jfii )• Since their
surrender, they have been paid large amounts of subsidy, 

■•JA It was arranged to make an expression of their gratitude 
to their master on September 6 but when the time came, 
only Zien and Za actually fulfilled their promise for Chow 
Pee-chen, Koo, Soo, King and Wang failed to appear. The 
puppet authorities, suspecting ulterior purpose in the 
absence of the other five men, took Zien and Za to the 
Japanese Gendarmerie for interrogation,

• This is indeed a serious warning to disloyal 
elements, ,

Li Tse-loong (£-J' 
September 8,

Your paper has been exposing pro-Wang elements 
in educational circles but failed to mention the three 
most important persons in provincial schools who are 
most actively engaged with Chow Vai-hai (/Q Here

f. are their names and a record of their activities:-
1) Chow Yudh-sin JC ), principal of the. Kiangsu

Provincial Wusih Normal School and of
a the Chengchow Middle School in Shanghai CjH)» 

formerly Supervisor of Schools of the Kiangsu Provincial 
Educational Department, is an intimate of Chow Vai-hai, 

When Chow Vai-hai arrived at Shanghai with Wang 
Ching-wei, Chow Yueh-sin was the first person to help 
Chow Vai-hai to buy over schools. He is an important 
member of the puppet Educational Committee and receives 
a salary of $200 with $800 for expenses,

2) Tung Tse-Bien (-^ principal of the Kiangsu
Provincial Soochow Middle School {SM'Xi) and 
Supervisor of Schools of the Shanghai Office of the 
Kiangsu Provincial Educational Department, is a 
confederate of Chow Yueh-sin and Chow Vai-hai, He is 
engaged solely in the work of seducing schools and 
receives a salary of $200 with $800 for expenses,

3) Yang Tsen-yu (jJLJTA )» principal of the KLangsu 
Provincial Soochow Normal School for Girls 
is an active element under Chow Vai-hai and member of 
the puppet Educational Committee, He receives a 
salary of $500 with $500 for expenses, ,, »f 

Yang Tse-sin 
September a,



September 7, 1939 Afternoon Translation

Chinese** Amer lean Daily News publishes the following two letters:
PRO-VANG CHING-WEI ELEMENTS AMONG EDUCATIONALISTS

To the editor»
Your paper is to be admired for exposing the 

corrupt pro-Wang Ching-wei element? among educational dr dec
Since the arrival of Wang Ching-wei in Shanghai, 

he has been doing his utmost to seduce educationalists« 
As a member of educational ciroles, I have also been 
approached by some persons but I have paid no heed to them« 
The person who approached me is also a member of local 
educational circles; he stated that the following important 
educationalists have.already joined Wang Ching-wei‘a party:- 
1) Voong Yih-sien Principal of the Min Kuo Middle

School for Girls r.^bw’T^ >♦
2)

3)
4)
5)

„„______________________________

Tsan Chien-ng oo ( 3 ), Principal of the
Middle School for .Girls ( xW xt )« 
Koo Che-wu (¿n&tSA. ), Principal of the Tain 
School ( -fj 4 41 e. -
Hwang Mei-yung Principal of the Poo tun g
Middle School ( ).

Dao Taung
Mien Middle

.Chief Instructor of the Kfrang 
4 V? ).
.1« Principal of the Jao KVang

Chow Loh-shan , 
Hsia Middle School ( 
Chang Yih-sung ( 
Middle School (J 
Sung Yoh-zai ( 
of the Tung N 

I made 
true« I therefore 
give a definite reply s*o that the students of their schools 
may be saved from a slavish education* - _

Wang Jih-yung ® )•

6)
7) Secretary and Acting Principal 

School
an investigation and found his statement 
request the pro-puppet principals to

More Names of the Corrupt Elements
To the editor,

A grave warning has been given to local 
educational piróles by your paper's exposure of Chen Chi- 
zutig's ) traitorous acts, but there are many other
corrupt elements in educational circles, the most notorious 
of whom are the following for they attended the puppet 
Mational Congress of the Chinese Kuomintangi-
1) Tsa Hung-dien ). teacher in the Min Lih Middle

School for Girls'( f ) and chief attendant at the 
puppet congress. , ,.

2) Voong Yih-sien ( )• Principal of the Min Kuo
Middle School for Girls«^,

3) Chang Zoong-kwei ( )t, Principal of the Sing Kvei
Vocational School ( ) snd concurrently Deanof the Shanghai Mlddf? W ( jLjJ«f

. Others are Ling Hsi«i-wen ( Chin Bran??-
mei ( J ), Chang Yung-teun ( ) end Tang Tsen-hwa

wh° are all in receipt of monthly subsidies from 
the puppet authorities«

All these corrupt elements are misleading the 
young men end doing harm to the nation and the race«

I am writing this to expose these people and 
If you would write articles attacking Ta a, Voong etc« as 
you have done with regard to Chen Chi-zung, it will be of 
benefit to the thousands of youths in Shanghai as well as 
to the Chinese race« ,

Li Choh-tse )•



Chinese-American Daily News (Chungking telegram)» 9 • 3 •
TH3 AFFAIRS OF THE SHANGHAI MIDDLE SCHOOL

». eSinoe the report on the dieloyalty of Chen Chi-sung 
(BS./T®« )» Principal of the Shanghai Middle School (1 

*. )» and others* various quarters have paid elose
attention to the matter.

The Ministry of Education of the Chungking Government 
has received many telegrams from the people in Shanghai 
requesting that punishment be imposed upon elements surrender 
ing to rebels and for withdraw! of the registration of the 
schools concerned. The Ministry is making a close investi
gation* and as soon as the report is found to be true» 
punishment will be meted out to the persons concerned 
immediately.



MiSC• File 7Vo.335^/_39
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Chengt.u Roa d Stall c4?, 
fy <5^

Date. Sept.».....2i____4 39<REPORT

Reported Dissension bet cen principal and Students of the Shanghai

Girls' University» No. 451 Taka Road.
Subject.

Sir»

I beg to report that at 4.40 p.m. on the 25-8-39» 

a telephone message was received from one woo Ts Chih 

(f, £<|-)» principal of the Shanghai Girls’ university» 

no. 451 Taku Road to the effect that he had received 

a threatening letter and hod arrested a suspect. In 

response to the message received» C.D.s. 192 and G.D.C. 

239 attended and brought complainant and suspect to the 

station» the former produced a letter which he stated was 

given to his private ricsha coolie by an unknown person 

oiiothe 24-8-39, the coolie handed same to the principal 

woo Ts Chih to whom it was addressed» a translation of 

the letter reads us followsi*

we beg to inform you that recently rumour is 
current outside to the effect that our mother 
school will be purchased over by Wang's party. 
While amazing at the news» we did retort this 
rumour but without result.

Our mother school has hud its glorious story 
and if this rumour later proves true» will we 
not be heart-stricken"•

We believe you will never do this and instead 
you will still stick to your original policy so 
as to bring about the ultimate victory.

However» rumour is horrible and we cannot 
wait and see that you will not make an express 
statement to refute the present existing rumour.

we therefore hereby request that on 27-0-39, 
you insert an advertisement in the Sin wan Pao 
and shun pao expatiating on your attitude towards 
our mother school and views re the rumour against 
our mother school» thereby clarifying the outside 
misunderstanding.

Trusting you will comply with our request 
without recourse to resentment.

The High middle School 
Graduates of the curreny 
term of this year.
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On the 25-8-39, the nuapect Taiang Tsuh ($£ )»

age 18, female, residing House No« 126, Lana 214 Yates

Road, btuueut oi tne Snunghui Girls' School, handed the

principal a letter addressed to the latter, which she 

claims was handed to her by her colleagues, a transla

tion of the letter reads as followst-

Slr,

we are afraid to say that you may be somewhat 
astonished upon receipt of this letter, for it 
comes to you too unexpectedly. e have fir st to 
explain to you that this letter was written and 
sent to you principally in view of the some 400 
students and the future of our entire educational 
work as well as the war of resistance and such an 
action we deem to be correct«

Since the national army retreated from Shang
hai, the inhabitants remaining on tills Isolated 
island have been confronting with extreme diffi
culties« however, it is worthy to be praised by 
the whole nation and worshiped by the foreign na
tionals that regardless of the hardship inflicted 
on the Inhabitants, all have come to stand on the 
same line of which oar educational walk is the 
head, with this good sign in view, the recons
truction of china during the period of war is sure 
to be accomplished! yet ths enomous errand mainly 
rests on the educational walk, and we believe the 
good educational walk will certainly stand up to 
shoulder the errand.

neverthelecs, we realise, it is unavoidable 
that before an event could be well accomplished, 
failures may and will instantly be seen, particu
larly, through the stirring of ill-feeling and 
spreading of rumours by bud elements,

During the recent half year, a small number 
of our educationalists have changed their minds 
following the temptation and menace by shameless 
fellows who came in contact with them, and Instead 
they, likewise stirred ill-feeling and spread 
rumours from one school to the other and our school 
is also one to be insulted. Our school, though a 
private one, Is known by the society for Its 
amloableness between the teachers and the students 
and Its consolidation of spirit. Though the evil 
tiding came with surprise, we believe it was un- 
rellable, for we still remember the remark made by
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you that "The head could be chopped oft' but the 
will could never be softened'*« in order to make 
the society to have a clear viewpoint and to make 
the school-mates to more relieve our school, we 
are obliged to make the following demands;-

1« Ilo rectified ion of textbooks»

2» freedom be given to social movements, such 
as hoisting of flag, morning exercise, 
opening of meetings, etc.

3» Protection be preserved lor teachers and 
students who love their school,

4» Speech unfavourable to the war of resist
ance be forbidden»

5» no grant-in-aid be received xrom irregu
lar group»

6» Permission be first obtained from students 
in the event of duties being changed to 
a new toucher»

7» Testimonials be issued to schoolmates 
upon request»

8« Owing to high cost of living, tuition be 
paid monthly»

In connection with the above, you are here
by requested that your answer be explained in 
your reply and send each reply in print to the 
parents of the school-mates on ths 26-8-39, in 
addition to which you are also requested to in
sert an advert!setae»t in the Sin van pao and 
Shuxi pao with strong words, thereby clarifying 
the outside misunderstanding, this must be done 
not later than 27-8-89» If you still linger on 
the matter, we will be sore in withdrawing from 
the school»

finally we have to decl we that we are not 
utilised or incited by any bad element»

SIW®AI GIRIS * SCHOOL.
(Chopped) school-protection Association*

Both letters were enclosed in a "buff* coloured 

envelope same being identical, the handwriting on the 

envelopes appears to be similar, but the letters were 

apparently written by different persons® so threats

4
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are however contained in the letters consequently Tsiang 

Tsuh was allowed to leave the station* this she

did at 5*45 p«m« and an entry was recorded in the Station 

Occurrence Book« The principal of the school Woo is

Ciiill was questioned regarding the reason for the dissen

sion displayed by the tone of letters in question* he 

stated that it was rumoured amongst the students that he 

had been approached by adherents to the policy of the 

"Wang Ching <.’ei" party* and the students actuated by 

motives of patriotism had written the letters in question

Woo Ts Chih stated that he had not been approached 

by anyone and th© curriculum of the school would remain 

unchanged* he signified his intention to announce same 

on the school notice board.

On the 2S-8-39, a notificat ion appeared in the 

"Chinese American Daily New»" under the heading "Student 

of Shanghai Girls’ college hand-cuffed." The article 

refers to the student Chiang Tsuh being brought to the 

station at the instigation of wo Ts Chih« It is pointed 

out that the female student was not handcuffed as alleged. 

The article reads as follows

"Student of shanghai Girls’ college handcuffed" 

on the 25tii instant* all the students of the 
Shanghai Girls’ College assembled and held a meeting 
in the school requesting their principal Mr« Woo Ts 
Chih to express his own opinion regarding his atti
tude towards kx« wong Ching Wai« On the following 
date* a representative one named Tslang Tsuh was 
elected by the schoolmates to forward a letter to 
the Principal woo* who after receipt of the letter 
telephoned to the Police station st ting that Tsiang
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Is uh was one of those students who tried to dib- 
turb tiie order and peace of the school.

Consequently this student was arrested and 
brought to the station* where she was humiliated. 
Having known this information, all the students 
of this school requested their Principal to 
accompany them to proceed to the police Station* 
this was accordingly granted by him. Upon arrival 
at the station* and as a result of detective enqui
ries, the letter which was previously presented 
to the Principal,woo* was proved to be without 
any threatening nature, thus the case was ordered 
to be withdrawn* in the station, the principal 
refused to express his sympathy with Mr. Wong 
Ching ei, or haying received any subsidies from 
Mr* Wong* Apart from the principal's own opinion 
towards Mr* Wig Ching wei* we are consulting the 
fact that a student in Shanghai was unlawfully 
arrested and humiliated in the Police Station as 
a result of the principal's report* we are regret
ful that the education here should be deemed to be 
dangerous, hoping your paper will pay attention to 
this matter*
In reply to the foregoing a notification appeared in 

the "Chinese American Daily Hw*1 on the 29-8-39, in sei'ted 

by the principal woo Ts Chih reading as follows*-

To the Editorial Dept*,
Chinese American Daily Hews*

Dear sir,

Reference to the letter inserted in the educa
tional and athletic section of the C*A*D*M« to the 
effect that I escorted a student by aid of handcuffs* 
I wish to point out that I have lately received a 
number of anonymous letters containing slanders, 
this being done as it will be seen, apparently with 
the subject of undermining the reputation of this 
school and of inciting strike in the school* In 
order to ascertain the truth, I am trying to locate 
the instigator*

At about 4 p*m* 25th August, an unofficial 
student of this school named Tsiang Tsuh presented me 
an anonymous letter, upon receipt of same* I notified 
the police station and when the detectives attended* 
I accompanied them to the station along with the 
letter-sender in order that the instigator might 
thus be implicated and later accordingly charged*

The above is the fact and the student* while
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taken to the station» was not handcuffed in any 
way as alleged in the letter appearing in the
C.A.D.H.

Woo Ts Ch ih
Editor’s comment.

By reading the letter sent in by Mr. Woo» 
we know that the Shanghai Girls* School is fre
quently receiving anonymous letters slandering 
at will and damaging the school; Tsiang Tsuh 
was taken to Police station because of her pre* 
seating an anonymous letter or letter without 
signature the contents of which are no doubt 
serious, according to the original letter 
appearing in the C.A.D.xi. yesterday it was in** 
dicated that the letter presented to Mr« woo by 
Tsiang Tsuh was to ask the former's attitude 
towards wang. it is surely a matter of fact» 
for Mr« Woo did not make a denial in his corres
pondence. According to the same original letter» 
after Tsiang Tsuh was taken to the station» the 
investigating detectives read the original let
ter and found it Is purely a good-hearted letter 
written in a way to support the school and not a 
threatening letter as alleged by the headmaster. 
Case was without result, it is surely a matter 
of fact» too» for Mr. Woo did not make a denial 
either. We wish to ask Mr. Woo» and also for 
public opinions» the following some questionst-

1. Whether it is worth a while for Mr. Woo to
send Tsiang Tsuh to the police station owing 
to the latter presenting to him a letter 
without signature asking for his attitude 
towards wang?

2. What does ixr. woo think that th© case was
without result even Tsiang Tsuh was sent 
to the police station? will he be less or 
more held responsible?

3. The most important question is «toother Mr.
woo is pro-wang or anti-wang» this not 
only Tsiang Tsuh and the students of the 
S’hai Girls’ School desire to knftw but 
also the people of the uhole China expect 
to know.

Will mt. wo make an express statement in 
this regard?
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On the 30-8-39 the principal Woo ts Chih, in reply 

to editorial comment inserted a further notification in 

the "Chinese American Daily i.ews" reading as lol lowst- 
Dear Sir* *

X highly appreciate your publishing my letter 
today*

Re queries raised« I answer them as follows,-
*

The S’hai Girls' School ms inaugurated about 
9 years ago* the school management is exercised 
entirely in accordance with the laws of the national 
government and the method of teaching is adopted 
in a strict way*

in 1935» our school first started the "liew 
Life Movements* and petition to that effect was 
presented to ths Educational nnreau of the S'hai 
Municipality and order no. 26372 was given instruct
ing the teaching staff and the students of this 
chool to carry it on*

Following the outbreak of hostilities in 1937 
our school sustained a heavy loss and still I am 
loyal to the policy of the national Government and 
obedient to the laws of the Board of Education» 
I oppose whatever is detrimental to the National 
policy and law» especially the speech made by Wang 
Ching wei who» kneeling on his thighs» is earnest 
to acquire peace* I have made it known to ray 
teaching staff and students that "the head could 
be chopped off but the will could never be softened". 
Although the c ire iras lances on the isolated island 
are daily changeable» my confidence is still as firm 
as a rock* since our school was restored» cash 
amounting to over ten thousand dollars had been 
spent in purchasing equipments and» as it usual» 
the meeting in memoration of the death of Dr* Sun 
Yat-sen and the students Self-control Association 
etc* were carried out in addition to which flag was 
hoisted in the morning» songs sung by teaching staff 
and students during the hour the flag was hoisted 
and lowered» all these can be proved by fact*

I have already anticipated that scandalous 
persons will spread rumours thereby to keep us, who 
are standing on the same line, from each other* 
This undoubtedly affects a great deal to the future 
of our education, nation etc*

Certain Individual should be condemned to death 
as also those of fractuating elements, but could
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those who are loyal and falsely accused of being 
concerned in certain matter be condemned to 
death«

Hoping you will have a right judgment on 
the matter' and notice the source from where the 
rumours and slanders elicit*

Woo Ts Eh ih
On the 31-3-39, the principal addressed a letter to 

the station requesting that a 'J.P.C. be detailed for 

duty at the shan^iai Girls' School* no. 451 ToJtu Road. 
Woo Ts Chih was called to the station and interviewed 

by the under signed and questioned regarding the request 
ior police protection, ne stated that on the 30-8-39, 

he received a telephone message from an anonymous person 

warning him "to be careful”*
A C.P.W. is employed at the «Shanghai Girls’ uni

versity«* Ho* 451 Taka Road,
The Officer i/c has given instructions that the 

C*P*C* on beat duty pay particular attention to the 

school*

I am* Sir*
yours obediently*

». 0. "A"

». ». O* «A"

Officer 1/c Sp* Branch.
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THE AFFAIRS OF THE SHANGHAI MIDDLE SCHOOL FOR QIRL6
Too Ts-chi ) publishes the following

advertisement in the “Sin Wan Pao* and the "Shun Pao" 
to-day i- 3-<?-

"I founded the Shanghai Middle School for 
Girls nine years ago* All the affairs of the school have 
been dealt with in accordance with orders issued by the 
Ministry of Education of the National Government at 
Chungking* I have never interfered with any political 
movement* I sincerely obey the orders of the Nation*! 
Government and oppose anything that is contrary to the 
orders or policy of the Government* I abhor Wang Ching-wei’s 
movement for peace*

"In view of the fact that certain bad 
elements have been making instigations and fabricating 
malicious allegations against me* I publish this notice 
for public information•* n



Chinese-American Daily News)-

S&fiB,GM.T.2HBg.^^^e^Mgaber-Elect of the Central
0ËEEMK

Yesterday this paper reported that Chen 
Chi-zung, Principal of the following four schools: the 
Shanghai Middle School, the Shanghai Kindergarten Teaches' 
normal School, the Shanghai Primary School, and the Shanghai 
Kindergarten, had been elected at the 6th National Congress 
of the Chinese Kuomintang as member of the Central 
Supervisory Committee.

According to reliable information from 
-< U Quarters, it is confirmed that Chen Chi-zung was
\ appointed "member-elect of the Central Supervisory Committee." 

Chen is very much dejected over this 
appointment for which he has sacrificed his reputation.

Yesterday many local educational and student 
bodies sent telegrams to the Ministry of Education of the 
National Government requesting it to punish Chen Chi-zung 
and to cancel the registration of his four schools. 
According to general belief, the four schools will not be 
able to carry on for the fall term as there are now 
less than 100 students^



Chin ese-^uaeri can Daily News publishes the following letter 
addressed to Messrs Yu Yn-ching, Yu?n Li-tung, Ling Kong- 
hou md Vung Lai-ding »- J&- %-Jc/

THS aPRiIBSOg THE SHANGHAI MIDDLE SCHOOL

Facts are to hand regarding the surrender 
of Chen Chi-zung, who is the principal of the Shanghai 
Middle and three other schools, who is supporting Viong 
Ching-wei. All of you are directors cf these four schools 
and are admired for your enthusiasm in educational w rki 
You are probably in close touch with the situation in the 
Shanghai Middle School, but up t~ the present, none of 
y-u h;ve said anything about the affair.

advertisements ->f these schools bearing 
y.ur names are published in local newspapers. If the 
students of the four schools who have confidence in you 
decide to continue to study in these schools, then you 
cannot avoid being blamed for doing h°rm to the students.

The Chinese-American Daily News on August 23 
published a letter from a render stating that the students 
of the four schools have requested Chen Chi-zung to ask 
the directors cf the schools to explain the position of 
the schools, but Chen replied th-t he could not do this. 
This shows that Chen knows that he cannot mislead all 
cf you •

You have authority to deal with the affairs 
of the four schools and it is your duty to supervise 
the movements of the principal. The four schools are 
ab^ut to re-open and I h-pe you will do something without 
delay.

Tsung Li-ping (
August 29, 1939«



August 31, 1939 Morning Translation

THE AFFAIRS OF THE SHANGHAI MIDDLE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

Urgent Notice Issued by Wu Tse-che
Wu Tse-che (^¿'^ ), the Principal of the 

Shanghai Middle School for Girls ( )» publishes the
following urgent notice in the advertisement columns of the 
"Chinese-American Daily News" ) to-dayi-

"I established the Shanghai Middle School for 
Girls nine years ago. I have given all my time to the

Zxaffairs of the school in accordance with the laws and orders 
>of the Ministry of Education of the Chungking Government 

and have taken no part in any political activities» I 
have faithfully observed the national policy of the Chungking 
Government and opposed all persons who act contrary to 
the national policy or to the laws and orders of the 
country. I strongly abhor Wang Ching-wei’s peace 
proposals.

"Recently certain undesirable elements spread 
rumours harmful to my reputation and to the reputation of 
my school. Lest the public should be misled by these 
rumours, 1 hereby publish this notice for public information."

Chinese-American Daily News publishes the following letters 
from Wu Tse-che)

A Letter From Wu Tse-ohe

To the Editor,
On August 30 your paper published a letter 

^>addressed to me by one Tsung Li-ping ()•
> I am sending a reply to Mr. Tsung which I hope

you will publish in your paper.
Wu Tse-che (August 30).

A Letter to Tsung Li-ping

To Mr. Tsung-Li-ping, 
Your letter addressed to me in the "Chine se- 

Amerioan Daily News" on August 30 is noted, and I thank you 
very much for your concern about me.

I have clarified my attitude in a letter to 
the editor and in a notice published on the same day. 
Please examine them all and you will understand.

Wu Tse-che (August 30).

Chinese-American Daily News publishes the following article«

At midnight on August 29, this paper received a 
letter from Mr. Wu Tse-che (published in yesterday’s paper), 
in which his attitude (as to whether he supports or opposes 
Wang Ching-wei) was clarified.

What we expect from Mr. Wu has now been 
done earnestly by Mr. Wu? we shall retain our confidence 
in Mr. Wu until facts prove his loyalty. For this 
reason, with the exception of the letter from Mr. Tsung Li- 
ping which we had published in our paper, all other articles 
we received that day dealing with the activities of Mr. Wu 
have been withheld publication for the time being.



This shows that our intention is only to maintain 
a Just stand.« We have done this in Mr. Wu's oase as we 
shall do in the oase of others«facts are stronger than arguments« It is better 
to prove one's attitude by acts than by word or writing« 
Mr. Wu certainly loiows that the people throughout China* 
especially the entire body of teachers and students of the 
school established by him* are much concerned over his attitude«



August 25, 39.

The British Consul General,
.SHANGHAI^

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of 
your letter dated August 24, 1939, and in reply have 
to state that the matter is receiving attention.

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Deputy Commis sionei* of Police 
In Charge.

CHP/.



BRITISH CONSULATE-GENERAL,
P.O.Box ise. SHANGHAI.

August 24th 1939»

J 3

Sir,

I am directed hy His Majesty’s Consul- 

General to send you for your information a 

copy of a letter (enclosed herewith) in Chinese 

dated August the 18th, which has been received 

at this Consulate-General from the so-called 

"Shanghai National Salvation Union", and which 

makes threats against Ch’en Chi-ch*eng, accusing 

him of various treacherous acts, and demands 
that he be punished or expelled from the Settlement»

I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

A ¿3

Consul.

The Acting Commissioner of Police, 

Shanghai Municipal Council, 

SHANGHAI.
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On August 18th 1939, a letter in the form

of an official' despatch was received at Police

Headquarters This letter which bears the seal

of an organization entitled "Shanghai Various Circles 

National Salvation Federation", alleges that Chen 

Chi-zung, principal of the Shanghai Middle School, 

460 Chengtu Road, has allied himself with Wang Ching 

Wei’s Clique and has been in receipt of subsidy from 

them. His duties, according to the letter, 

consist of exploiting teachers and students of local 

Chinese schools for the benefit of Wang’s cause, 

conducting pro-7/ang and anti-British propaganda, 

supplying the "enemy" with information on the military 

and political secrets of the National Government as 

well as the activities of the authorities of the 

Foreign Settlements at Shanghai*

Chen Chi-zung, native of Hading, Kiangsu, 

age 4fi is a committee member of the Shanghai Muni

cipal Council and lives at 3/179 Connaught Road, A 

summary of his past activities is appended to this 

report.

He is unscrupulous but smart« The record 

shows that in the past he was an ardent supporter of 

the national salvation movement and participated in 

all kinds of movements which would bring him before 

the public eye, but undoubtedly his real object has 

been to attain prominence in social as well as 
political circles so as to pave the way for his own
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ends. In this respect he has achieved much success» 

Through his position as principal of a school 

having more than 4,000 students, he succeeded in 

attracting the attention of the local Chinese community 

in 1930. His ardour in national salvation movements 

following the outbreak of the local Sino-Japanese 

hostilities in 1937, gradually turned the attention 

into respect and won over the confidence and support 

of the Chinese people.

Consequently, at the beginning of June, 1939, 

when Wang Ch'ing Wei’s clique decided to undermine 

General Chiang’s influence in Shanghai through edu

cational circles, Chow Vuh-hai ( right

hand man of Wang in the peace movement, approached 

Chen with handsome bribes. Chen succumbed and

in the middle of June, 1939 he succeeded in enlisting

the cooperation of :d formed a committee

tcnown as "Shanghai Educational Comm

also known as "Chung Kuo Kuomintang Edu-

cational Circles’

with Chen himself as the Chairman. Among the

six persons, four are known to be the following persons »

Feng Ih-sien
1
We ihaiw^i Road

, Principal of the 
I ) Middle School,

!.iin

Tsui ghien Ngo ( x "S’), Principal of the D&o 
Chung Middle School for Girls

), 628 Avenue Rosel

L Tsuh Hsiang dean of the Ming Kwang
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( & ) Middle School, 2
Kiaochow Road»

Wu Tse Chien ( xL'p®~), Principal of the
Shanghai-Girls University, 451 
Taku Road*

In turn for the appointment, they are said to have 

each signed. a pledge form supporting Wang Ching Wei’s 

cause» Chen’s salary is .$600 per mensem while 

the other committee members receive $300 each monthly* 

In addition a monthly sum of $5,000 has been granted 

to the Committee for use in buying over the allegiance' 

of local middle and primary schools at the rate of 

between $100 and $200 per month for middle schools 

and between $50 and $80 for primary schools* It 

is reported that up to the present time some 50 

schools have joined Chen and thus benefited by this 

money; the names of the schools however cannot be 

ascertained at present*

Because of fear of reprisals from tde Chung

king Government the Committee have so far refused to 

conduct the pro-Wang movement in the open, despite 

repeated persuasion from their employers» The 

latter insisted upon the former making public their 

support of Wang’s cause for the following reasons s- 

to prevent the committee members from reverting in 

future, to convince the public of the extent of Wang’s 

influence in Shanghai and to induce others to join* 

Becoming impatient with the secretive 

attitude of these followers, ’Wang’s clique decided 

to employ indirect methods to force their hands»
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Suddenly on August 13, 1939 a letter alleged to 

have been signed by Chen Chi Zung in support of Wang’s 

peace movement appeared in the Sin Shun Pao while 

a similar lette-r alleged to have been signed by Tsui 

Chien Ngo appeared in the same paper on August 15, 

1939.

Taken by surprise of the appearance of the 

letters in the Sin Shun Pao, both Chen and Tsui 

tried to alleviate public antagonism by publishing 

an announcement in local vernacular newspapers to i 

the effect that they are devoting their attention 

to the promotion of education and have never issued 

any circular letter. Their announcements, however, 

neither deny nor confirm their support, for Wang Ching 

Wei.

Since the appearance of the letters in the 

Sin Shun Pao, both Chen and Tsui have failed to attend 

their schools regularly due,to fear of possible 

repercussions from their students.

At about 11.30 a.m., August 22, some 8 or 

9 Chinese youths called at the Shanghai Middle School, 

460 Chengtu hoad, and demanded to see Chen Chi-zung. 

Failing to obtain an interview with Chen who was 
absent, they caught hold of Chow Zu Tsoh ( jfj ), 

Dean of the school, and aftei’ slapping his face and 
striking him about the body w:th stools, made good 

their escape.

It is reported that Chen Chi-zung consulted 

with Li Shih Chung ( 4=] ), Assistant Director
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of the Secret Service of Wang Ching Wei’s clique, 

operating under the name of Special Service Corps 

of the Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and 

National Salvation Army, on Xugust 22 with regard 

to the incident which occurred in his school the 

same day. Hé was told by Li that ehould any 

further incidents of that nature or agitation 

among the students arise, the responsible culprits 

and ringleaders should be reported to Li who would 

effect their arrest through the Japanese Military 

Police on charges of communism and anti-Japanese 

| provocation.

According to information obtained from a 

reliable source, the recent activities of these 

persons have now come to the notice of the Chung

king Government* Local agents of the Government 

have secretly demanded a definite explanation from 

them, especially Chen Chi-zung and Zi Tsuh-hsiang, 

in order to clarify their attitude# While 

Chçn Chi-zung and the others are hesitating in 

giving a definite reply, Zi Tsuh-hsiang has left 

Shanghai for Hongkong en route to Chungking» Zi 

was formerly a follower of Pan Kung Chai, ex

chief of the Bureau of Social Affairs of the 

Shanghai City Government in 1937 and is believed 

to be still a secret agent of the National Govern

ment posted in Shanghai to watch the activities 

of the local educational circles.
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The letter also alleges that Chen Chi Zung, 

in conspiring with the Fan I Tai Rice Shop 

made a fortune "by selling cereals to the "eneiEy" at 

the time of the Mukden Incident and the Shanghai 

Hostilities during 1932. This allegation lacks 

confirmation, although Chen is known to be a good 

friend of Pan Seu Zung ( ), the proprietor

of the Rice Shop in question.

"The Shanghai Various Circles National Salvation 

Federation" ( ), the

title appearing at the bottom of the letter, is unknown 

to this office. According to the record, there was a 

body named Shanghai Various Circles Committee to support 

Resistance Against the Enemy ( -h. 'fp
j which played a very important part in the 

national salvation movement in Shanghai in the latter 

part of 1937 but was closed down by the Municipal Police ' 

on November 13, 1937. Since then, members of this 

Committee, numbering over 100 and consisting of people 

of various walks of life, have disintegrated to such 

an extent that some of them have even turned against 

the National Government. Discreet enquiries among all 

possible sources have failed to elicit any trace of 

this organization.

The address, 1317 Haining Road, given on the 

envelope of the letter is located on Haining Road to 

the west of the S.M.C. Boundary Gate on Haining Road

I
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and at present inaccessible to persons from the Settle

ment being under the Japanese haval landing Party

jurisdiction and it is therefore impossible to ascertain 

the occupants of this house.

The postal cancellation chops on the envelopes 

are illegible. A close study of the obscure impressions 

seems to indicate that they were posted at the General 

Post Office, north Szechuen Road, at about 11 p.m., 

August 18, 1939.

Q. D. I*

A.C.(special Branch)



Summary of the past activities of Chen Chi-zung

Chen Chi-zung ( )» principal of the

Shanghai Private Middle School, 460 Chengtu Road, who is 

residing at No.3/179 Connaught Road, was bom in 1894 at 

Kading, Kiangsu, and is a graduate of the Lungmen Normal 

School, Nantao. After graduation, he obtained employment 
in the Shanghai Cotton and Cotton Yarn Exchange, Avenue 

Edward VII, as assistant Chief of the Business Section of 

the General Affairs Department, and consequently met 

Mr. Wen Lai Ding ( ), prominent local business man,

who was the chairman of the Board of Directors of the 

Shanghai Cotton and Cotton Yam Exchange. It is reported 

that he is now one of Wen’s followers.
In 1924, Chen Chi-zung, with financial assistance 

from Wen Lai Ding, established the Shanghai Primary School 

on Li Yuan Road, Nantao, and later established three more 

primary schools under the same title at 1297 Robison Road, 

No.2 Tsih Woo Fang, Rue de I’Ouest, and 400 Foochow Road. 

In 1927 he established the "Shanghai Private Middle School" 

in Pan*s Garden, comer of Kinchow and Pingliang Roads and 
also a kindergarten in the Kong Fong Li Alleyway ( X 

Connaught Road. Shortly after the outbreak of the looal 

hostilities in August, 1937, he had all his schools removed 

to their present address, 460 Chengtu Road, where he 

conducts an elementary normal school, a middle school, a 

primary school, and a kindergarten with a total of more than 

4,000 students.

About the same time as he started this educational 
work, he took an internet in the affairs of the Society and 

participated in the activities of the 9th Branch of the 1st 

Special District Citizens' Federation (156 Burkill Road). 

His educational work and his connections with the Citizens’
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Federation afforded him an opportunity to befriend local 

prominent personages and gave him access to social circles, 
afterwards being appointed an executive of the Chinese Rate

payers* Association. In 1934 he was elected a Chinese 

member of the S.M.C. for that year and since that date 

his activities can be summarised as followss-

Publio Services

In the years 1934 and 1935, Chen Chi-zung was elected 

to serve as the Chinese committee of the Shanghai Municipal 
Council.

In 1936, he served as a member of the Advisory 

Committee of the Shanghai Municipal Council.

On March 21, 1938, he was elected a Chinese Committee 

member to the S.M.C. for the year 1938, which position he 

resigned in November 1938.

On April 17, 1939, he was again elected at a general 

meeting of the Chinese Rate-payers* Association to serve as 

a Chinese Committee member to the S.M.C. for the year 1939.

For a number of years he has been a member of the 

standing committee of the First Special District Citizens* 
Federation, at present situated at Ko.545 Kiukiang Road. 

Educational Activities

During the latter part of 1935, he served as a 

committee member of the Shanghai Educational Association 

(now defunct) in Kantao and also as a member of the Board of 

Linage me nt of the Shanghai Middle School Teachers and Staff 

Employees* Federation, then situated at 200 Dah Chih Road, 
Kantao.

He is the Vice-Chairman of the Shanghai Children*s 

Protection and Education Association, 451 Taku Road, which 

came into existence on June 1938, during a meeting of its 

principal promoters held in the Chinese Y.M.C.A., 123 

Boulevard de Montigny, French Concession. The object of this 
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association is the protection and education of Chinese 

children who have otherwise no opportunity of attending 

school, and in particular street urchins.
He is one of the executive committee members of the 

Shanghai Chinese Private Schools* Association ( 4 sL.
, with a communication address at the Min Kuo Middle 

School, Lane 289/1 Weihaiwei Road, which derived its 

existence from the amalgamation of the Settlement Private 
Middle and Primary Schools Association, formerly with offices 
at the Dau Chung Middle School for Girls ( ),

628 Avenue Road, and the 2nd Special District Private School 
Federation at Hwa Tung Middle School for Girls
462 Avenue Joffre, following the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese 
hostilities in the Shanghai Areas in August 1937. This 

organization in the middle of October, 1938, despatched a 
letter to the Education Department of the S.M.C., requesting 

that the quarterly grants-in-aid for Chinese educational 

institutions be issued in cash instead of "Wei-wah* Cheques. 
This request was later learned to have received the favourable 
consideration of the Council,

On April 17, 1939, he was elected to serve as one of 

the members of the executive committee of the Federation of 
Principals of Primary Schools, which was organized by Chen 

in 1930 in conjunction with others,, but which has been 

inactive until early this year when the promoters commenced 
resuming their activities and intensifying their campaign of 
organization.

He has been the Chairman of the Board of Directors of 

the Shanghai Children's Educational Publication Society, 
since its formation sometime in May 1938, with offices at 
Lane 152, House Mo.7, Chengtu Road. The object of this 

organization is the printing and publishing of educational 

books and the supplying of stationery and books to school
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children at reduced rates.

Participation in Relief Work.
He has been officer-in-charge of the Food Supply 

Section of the Shanghai Emergency Relief Committee» 1454 

Avenue Edward VII» since the formal inauguration of the 

committee following the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese 

hostilities in the Shanghai area in August 1937.

He was one of the promoters and concurrently a member 

of the standing committee of the Shanghai Municipality 

Distressed Children’s Nursery 

an office at 203 Rue Chapsal, which came into existence in 

June 1938. When this organization was formally inaugurated 

on September 10» 1938» in the premises of the Loh Zuan Sz 

Temple ( )> Lane 785» No.9, Avenue Joffre, he

was elected Director of the Nursery.

He is a member of the Standing Committee of the 

"Entertainment and Radio Broadcasting Sub-Committee* of the 

Citizens* Contribution and Radio Broadcasting Committee of 

the Shanghai Refugee Relief Association» which was formally 

inaugurated at a meeting held on February 16» 1939. The 

office of this sub-committee is established in Room 414» 
405 Kiangse Road» the object of which is to raise funds for 

the relief of refugees by soliciting contributions through 

broadcasting and entertainment.
He is a committee member of the “Fellow Countrymen*s 

Contribution Soliciting Committee* of the Shanghai Refugee 

Relief Association» which was inaugurated on January 7» 1939, 

in the Chinese Bankers* Club, 59 Hongkong Road; he is the 

chairman of the Kading Fellow Countrymen*s Association, 12 
Rue du Consulat.

A speech bearing on the subject of refugee relief was 

given by him in a propaganda compaign over local broadcasting 

Stations between December 26, 1938 and January 2» 1939» 
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sponsored by the Citizens* Contribution Soliciting Committee, 
Shanghai Refugee Relief Association, 93 Canton Road. 

Participation in national salvation activities 

On January 12, 1935, he delivered a speech at a 

memorial meeting held in the Chamber of Commerce Building, 
Borth Soochow Road in memory of the late Pan Hung Sung, who 

was arrested and convicted for his part in the anti-Japanese 

terroristic activities in the Settlement in 1932 but died 
in 1934 shortly after his release from prison. In this 

speech, he eulogized the life and work of the deceased 

patriot.
In March 1937, he was appointed a committee member of 

the Cultural Circles Syiyuan Bandit Suppression Campaign 

Support Association, with offices at 500 Rue Lafayette, 

while in May of that year, (1937) he interested himself in 
the formation of the "South-West Border Affairs Association 

)", being a preparatory committee 

member of the association, which came into existence on May 

5, 1937 with an office at Room 620 Continental Emporium 
Building, Nanking Road.

On October 9, 1938, when the "Shanghai Thrift Committee 
for the Relief of Refugees* with an
office at Room No.304, No.59"j^jn^ko'ng Road, was formally 

inaugurated to an endeavour to persuade the people to be 
thrifty and to contribute the money saved towards the relief 

of refugees and wounded soldiers in the interior, he was 
appointed as a standing committee member.

During October 1938, when students of the Private 

Shanghai Middle School, of which Chen is the principal, were 
engaged in soliciting contributions in various restaurants 

in the International Settlement on behalf of the "Shanghai 
Municipality Winter Clothing Collection Committee*, he was 

warned by the Municipal Police on October 12, that no solicit
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ing of contributions would be allowed in the Settlement 

without the sanction of the S.M.C., and that all 

unauthorised collectors would be arrested by the Police 

when seen.
In the middle of April, 1939, Chen Chi-zung was 

reported to have been in close contact with Mr. Doong Ying- 

pah ( ), a committee member of the local branch

of the Kuomintang, who maintained close and successful 

liaison with the Local Tangpu and the authorities of the 

various local schools, for the purpose of spreading propa
ganda following the announcement of the People *s Spiritual 

General Mobilization by General Chiang Kai-shek in the 

middle of March, 1939. At the same time, he was alleged 

to be serving as Member of the Standing Committee of the 

General Association of the Shanghai Various Circles* 

People*s Spiritual Mobilization Association. In 

consequence of hie reported connection with this Association, 

he was warned on May 1, 1939, at Police Headquarters against 

participation in activities relating to the promotion of 
the People's Spiritual General Mobilization Movement«

On the morning of June 4, 1939, the Shanghai Middle 

School, in celebrating the 15th Anniversary of the establish

ment of the institute, hoisted two Chinese national flags on 

its premises despite the fact that Chen Chi-sung, the 

principal, was warned by the police and promised that no 
flags would be displayed on that occasion. The two flags 

were later removed by the police without anything untoward 
happening.



Translation of precis of anonymous 
letter addressed to the Central Po

lice Station.

Dated August 18, 1939.

Chen Chi Chen, Headmaster of the Shanghai Middle 

School, member of the Executive Committee of the 

Settlement Chinese Ratepayers Association and sponsor 

of charity institutions, formerly made a fortune of 

$700,000 by smuggling and selling cereals to the 

’’enemy" in association with owner of the Pan I T’ai 

Rice Shop during "Mukden Incident” and Shanghai War 

which broke out on January 28, 1932. As the govern

ment did not punish him then he has become so bold 

that he has committed the following offences, injurious 

to the state and people:-

1. In order to obtain a sum of $16,000 monthly 

as a grants-in-aid from the "enemy" he publicly sells 

the students of 47 schools in Shanghai to the "enemy".

2. He issues publications and is engaged in pro

paganda on behalf of the "enemy”.

3. He allures patriotic youth to surrender them

selves to the enemy" by gain with a view to assisting 

the "enemy" to achieve the work of aggression.

4. Taking advantage of his educational activities 

he participates in the anti-British propaganda work-in 

order to impair the Sino-British friendly relations.

5. He acts as a spy for the "enemy" and receives 

an allowance of $16,000.

As a member of the Ratepayers Association he fre

quently keeps the "enemy" informed of the news of the
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Settlement authorities.

In view of the above offences he would have 

been put to death by this Association but for the 

fear that peace and good order in the Settlement 

might be endangered. The Central Station is there

fore requested to take action against him or expel 

him from the Settlement; otherwise he will be exe

cuted by a man from this Association with a view 

to eliminating a traitor.

(Chop of): Shanghai Public Bodies National 
Salvation Association.

S.K. Ho:
No. 539.



Shanghai» August 18» 1939

To the French Municipal Council»

Shanghai»

Dear Sirs

Zung Tsi-zun is the principal of the 

Shanghai Middle School; he is also a committee member of 
the Chinese Ratepayers Association of the International

Settlement and is one of the leaders in

In conspiracy with Pei Ni Tai

shop owner» Zung Tsi-zun took advantage 

philanthropic circles«

a rice

of the Mukden Incident

and the January 28 Incident in 1932 (the Sino-Jansnese 

hostilities in Shanghai) to supply a large quantity of grain 

to the enemy» thereby making a profit of more than $700*000« 

As he has not been putoished by the Government» 

Zung has become bolder* Since the outbreak of the Sino«» 

Japanese hostilities in Shanghai in August» 1937,the traitor 

Zung has not only supplied foodstuffs to the enemy* but he Ife-' 

been using his high positions» his prestige and his social 

influence to *sellw the Chinese race with the object of 

enriching himself.

The following are some of the unlawful activit/ - 

carried out by Zung»-

1) As the principal of the Shanghai Middler°°4 

Zung has certainly great influence in educational cirv*® 

is in touch with several dozen schools in Shanghai* At
¿jl 

present he has publicly sold the students of 47 schools to 

the enemy. Bvery month he receives from the enemy a sub? V 

of $16,000.

2) He publishes reviews and other literature 

constituting propaganda in favour of the enemy.

3) With the money he receives* he tempts pr rcf 

youths to submit to the enemy so that they may assist
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enemy to secure victory in the war of aggression«

4) Taking advantage of his position of principal 

of a school, he is conducting oral and written anti-British 

propaganda with the object of harming Sino-British relations.

5) He is undertaking espionage work, thanks to the 

position he holds in philanthropic circles. He has gathered 

and furnished to the enemy all military and political information 

about the Chinese Government. In payment for his services, he 

receives from the enemy a subsidy of $16,000 a month.

6) Taking advantage of his position of committee 

member of the Chinese Ratepayers Association, he often supplies 

to the enemy all information coming from the authorities of 

the Foreign Settlements.

As a result of investigations made, we have ascertained 

that Zung has really committed the acts mentioned in the six 

paragraphs mentioned, above«

As his activities are harmful to the policy of 

resistance decided upon by China, compromise the good relations 

between China and other countries, favour aggression by the
•W»<W ' 

enemy, we would like to punish him ourselves. However, with 

a view to preserving the safety of the Foreign Settlements, I 

are first of all sending you this letter to request you to ® 

the necessary measures immediately or to order the expul?£' 

Zung; if this cannot be done, we shall have to use? our n 

people to take action against him, so as to protect ouTt-f^Z'

(seal) Federation of Varions Rational

Salvation Associations in Shanghai« ,

Superscription on envelops

1317 Haining Road



Shanghai, August 18, 1939

To the French Municipal Council,
Shanghai,

Dear Sire,
Zung Tai-sun (^7^4) is the principal of the 

Shanghai Middle School; he is also a committee member of 
the Chinese Ratepayers Association of the International 
Settlement and is one of the leaders in philanthropic circles0 

In conspiracy with >ei Ki Tai a rice
shop owner, Zung Tsi-zun took advantage of the Mukden Incident 
and the January 28 Incident in 1932 (the Sino-Japanese 
hostilities in Shanghai) to supply a large quantity of grain 
to the enemy, thereby making a profit of more than $700,000.

As he has not been puhished by the Government, 
lung has become bolder. Since the outbreak of the Slno- 
Japaneso hostilities in Shanghai in August. 193?,the traitor 
Zung has not only supplied foodstuffs to the enemy, but he has 
been using his high positions, his prestige and his social 
influence to Mell* the Chinese race with the object of 
enriching himself.

The following are some of the unlawful activities 
carried out by Zung«-

1) As the principal of the Shanghai Middle School, 
has certainly groat influenoe in educational circles and

in touch with several dozen schools in Shanghai. At 
.•esent he has publicly sold the students of 47 schools to 

the enemy. Ivory month he receives from the enemy a subsidy 
of $14,000.

2) Ko publishes reviews and other literature 
constituting propaganda in favour of the enemy.

3) With the money he receives, he tempts patriotic
vouths to submit to the enemy so that they way assist the 



- i •

enemy to secure victory in the war of aggression.
4) Taking advantage of his position of principal 

of a school, he is conducting oral and written anti-British 
propaganda with the object of harming Sino-British relations.

5) He is undertaking espionage work, thanks to the 
position he holds in philanthropic circles. He has gathered 
and furnished to the enemy all military and political information 
about the Chinese Government. In payment for his services, he 
receives from the enemy a subsidy of $16,000 a month,

6) Taking advantage of his position of committee 
member of the Chinese Ratepayers Association, he often supplies 
to the enemy all information coming from the authorities of 
the foreign Settlements.

As a result of investigations made, we have ascertained 
that Zung has really committed the acts mentioned in the six 
paragraphs mentioned above.

As hie activities are harmful to the policy vt 

resistance decided upon by China, compromise the good relations 
between China and other countries, favour aggression by the 
enemy, we would like to punish him ourselves. However, with 
a view to preserving the safety of the foreign Settlements, we 
are first of all sending you this letter to request you to take 
the necessary measures Immediately or to order the expulsion of 
Zung) if this cannot be done, we shall have to rueei our own 
people to take action against him, so as to protest our country.

(seal) Podoration of Various lational
Salvation Associations in Shanghai.

Superscription on envelops
1317 Haining Road
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MEMORANDUM

SEH
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VICES DE POLICE
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KF »V SERVICE POL1T1QVE»

TÉU: } 71S1*

I 7OOHO - Ex. 25

, , . , 19 Août 1939
SnaiK/fhii. le ....................................

P. 560

Chengtu Road Police Station

Here included a letter from the 

"Federation for the National Salvation" 

concerning W*. ZUN TSI ZUN 

director of the "Shanghai Middle School", 

N°460, Chengtu Road. It is said that he 

is leaving on N°3, Lane 179, Connaught Road.

It Chef du bti y.vc , uiidque PJ,

(ThnwgAtj Roaa Police Station

Shanghai Municipal Police

Local

P. 651



Shanghai, le 18 août 1939.

¿Municipalité Française,

E.V.

Messieurs,
M. ¿un Tsi ¿un (/O^ k. .directeur de 

1'"Ecole secondaire Zang Hai.” ( _/ ) » mem^re ûu
Comité de l’Association des Contribuables chinois de la 
Concession Internationale, et un des chefs des milieux 
philanthropiques, avait, à l'occasion de l'incident de 
Mudken, et de l'incident du 28 janvier 1932 (hostilités 
sino-japonaises de Shanghai); cte ^connivence, avec le patron 
du Magasin ae riz P'ei Ni Tai ( )» fourni
une grande quantité de céréales a' x'ennemi, réalisant ainsi 
plus de 700.000 de bénéfices. Mais, comme il n’a pas été 
puni par le Gouvernement, il devient plus audacieux depuis 
l’ouverture des hostilités sino-japonaises à Shanghai en 
août 1937, le traître ¿un, non seulement fournit des vivres 
à l'ennemi, mais enco e profitant de ses hauts postes, de 
son prestige et de son influence dans la société, tente de 
"vendre" la Race Chinoise, pour pouvoir s'enrichir.

Ci-après, nous vous exposons les actes illicites 
commis par ¿un :

1) Etant actuellement directeur de l‘Ecole 
secondaire Zang Hai, ¿un a certainement une grande influence 
dans les milieux pédagogiques et il est en rapport avec plu
sieurs diza nés d'écoles de Shanghai; à l'heure actuelle, 
il a vendu publiquement à l'ennemi les élèves de 47 écoles 
en recevant chaque mois, de l'ennemi, une subvention de 
f 16.000.

2) 11 publie des revues et autres Imprimés 
constituant une propagande en faveur de l'ennemi.

3) Avec des gains pécunit ires, il tente les 
jeunes gens patriotiques à se soumettre à l'ennemi, pour 
qu'ils aident celui-ci à triompher dans la guerre d'agression.

Profitant de ce qu'il est directeur d'une 
école, il fait une propagande orale et écrite anti-britannique 
tentant de nuire aux bonnes relations sino-iUiglalses.

5) Il se fait espion grâce à la place qu'il 
occupe dans les milieux philanthropiques; il a recueilli et 
fournit à l'ennemi, toutes les informations du Gouvernement 
Chinois ayant un caractère militaire ou politique; comme 
rémunération de ce service, il reçoit de l’ennemi une sub
vention de $ 16.000 par mois.



6) Profitant de ce qu'il est membre au comité 
de l'Association aes contribuables, il fournit souvent à 
l’ennemi, toutes les informations émanant des autorités 
des Concess ions.

A la suite des enquêtes, nous avons constaté 
que ¿un a réellement commis Ifes actes énumérés dans les six 
paragraphes ci-dessus. Etant donné que ses actes gênent la 
politique de résistance arrêtée par la Chine, compromet 
les bonnes relations entre la Chine et les autres Pays, 
favorise l'agression de l'ennemi, nous aurions vouloir le 
punir nous-mêmes. Toutefois, en vue de maintenir la sécu
rité dans les Concessions, nous vous adressons tout d'abord 
la présente lettre pour vous prier de bien vouloir faire 
immédiatement le nécessaire ou ordonner l’expulsion de Zunj 
sinon, nous nous verrons dans l’obligation de faire exécuter 
notre sanction par nos gens, en vue de protéger la Chine.

Cachet : Fédération aes différentes Associa
tions de Shanghai pour le salut 
national.

Adresse (voir l'enveloppe) : 1317, Haining
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Sir,

At 9 p.n. 19/8/39, c.n.C. 832 attached to the political

Section, Lokawei Station, French Police, brought to station 

the attached copy (French translation) of a letter received 

iron the •‘Federation for the National salvation," which

copy to Special Branch»

concerns a wale < naned ¿iun Tsi - uu ) director

of the Shanghai x 

accused ol traitc

fiddle .mo olt

>r0us ac tivi ti es t

460 unenctu Hoad, who is

passed to Hex 

information.

id G U Ó a' I#6r 3 f 0T x’ S our c>i translation and

/Ka©



August 15, 1939« Morning Translation.

Chinese-American Daily News

REFUTATION OP A 11 SIN SHUN PAO" REPORT

On August 13, the "Sin Shun Pao? published 
an article written by Chen Chi-zung /^ )» a member of
the S.M.C. Educational Committee and Principal of the 
Shanghai Middle School (J-M’dt)» announcing that he, 
together with the entire body or 4*000 students of hir 
school, is whole-heartedly supporting the peace movement 
advocated by Wang Ching-wei.

After the publication of this article, various 
circles were greatly shocked, for Mr, Chen occupies an 
influential position in society and is active in social work.

A reporter of this paper yesterday had a talk 
with Mr. Chen over the telephone to ascertain the facts. 
He strongly denied the report, stating that he would publish 
a refutation in the newspapers. He added that during the ¡> 
past few years he had been engaged in education and 
charitable work and had never issued any telegrams or 
articles. Mr. Chen believes that the report might have 
been published by some member of educational circles with 
the object of undermining his reputation and influence.

An advertisement to this effect is published 
by Chen Chi-zung in to-day’s "Sin Wan Pao" and “Shun Pao."



Chinese-American Daily News (Chungking telegram)

CORRUPT EDUCATIONAL ELEMENTS BOUGHT OVER BY WANG CHING-WEI

According to secret information secured 
by the Chinese authorities here» a few corrupt elements 
arnong educational circles in Shanghai have been bought 
over by the followers of Wang Ching-wei and have established 
an Educational Committee. Persons are being despatched to 
fabricate misleading reports in the hope of inducing 
other eduoationists to join the Committee. Discreet 
enquiries are being made into the names of these elements; 
suppressive measures will be adopted against them.

Chinese-American Daily News »-
Wang*s Followers Active in Shanghai

With a view to forming an executive body 
to aocelerate the establishment of a puppet government, 
Wang Ching-wei has detailed many of his followers to 
Shanghai to buy over weak-minded elements to work for him. 

A so-called Shanghai Municipality 
( Educational Committee has been established but owing to 
\ the loyalty of local educationalists towards the Kuomintang 
\ and the Government, the Committee has found it difficult 

to carry out its plans since its inauguration a little 
over a month ago. It is said that the Committee will soon 
be dissolved.

With the removal of all schools from the 
occupied areas, Shanghai has now became the educational 
and cultural centre of south-east China. Chow Vai-hai 

) and Ting Muh-tsung (f 4*^ ) are active among 
educational circles in Shanghai. Prior to the hostilities, 
Chow Vai-hai was at one time Commissioner of the Educational 
Department of the Kiangsu Provincial Government, while 
Ting Muh-tsung .was formerly President of the. Kiangnan 
College (* /’«£, ) • Consequently, both of them are fanD.igr
with educational circles in Kiangsu Province and in 
Shanghai. To facilitate their work, this Committee was'' 
established. It has a General Office with eleven members, 
one of them serving as Chief. The Chairman of the 
Committee is paid a salary of $600 a month,in addition to 
a monthly liaison allowance of $2,000, while the Committee- 
men are paid $300 each and the members of the General Office 
$100 a month each. It is said that a «certain educational 
officer of the former Shanghai City Government, who is at 
present unemployed, has been bought over and given the post 
of Chairman of the Committee.

It is also said that the employees of the 
Committee, prior to their assumption of posts, were all 
required to take an oath and to pledge their support to 
Wang Ching-wei.

The members of the Conmittee have requested 
various schools to support the peace movement and are 
offering a sum of $30 to every school which affixed its 
chop on the printed form issued by the Committee, but all 
these activities have resulted in failure. Moreover, due 
to internal dissension among the members of the Committee 
as well as to unequal distribution of profits, a serious 
split has occurred and the Committee will probably be 
dissolved before long.



STUDENTS SUPPORT PEACE MOVEMENT

The "Sin Shun Pao," a Japanese-owned Chinese 
language newspaper,, publishes to-day a letter written by 
Chen Chi-zung i ?£,)» Principal of the Shanghai Middle 
School T and his 4,000 students, announcing their
support for the peace movement advocated by Wang Ching-wei



Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper).
Central China Daily Newsi n'■ (SJffl

ANOTHER school supports peace movement 
-------- a letter

i This paper has received/from Tsai Ohien»wu
Principal of the Tao Chung Primary and 

Middle School for Girls (stating that he 
and the 50 members of the^teaching’ staffr and the 2,000 
students of the school are supporting the peaoe movement / 
advocated by Wang Ching-wei.



August 21, 1939 Afternoon Translation

Chinese-American Dally News;«
"AN OPBN LETTER TO SCHOOL-MATES" FROM THE THREE THOUSAND

This paper yesterday received the 
following letter purporting to come from the "three 
thousand students" of the privately established Shanghai 
Middle School who are unwilling to be slaves 

"School-mates who do not want to be 
slaves should understand that we are opposed to surrender, 
but Ohen Chi-zung (iMj 77F A.'), the principal, has surrendered. 
This is not only baa for the students of tho Shanghai 
Middle School but it is humiliating to educational circles 
and youths circles throughout tho whole country, 

"In June this year, Ohen Ohi-zung, on 
the recommendation.of Ohow Vai-hai, became a member of tho 
puppet Educational Committoe. In addition to tho $600 ho 
receives monthly from Ohow Vai-hai, he is also io receipt 
of as a students* Subsidy'. He is a delegate to
tho meeting of puppet dologates, a member of tho puppet 
Central Committee and Senior Advisor to the Hwa Shing Bank* 
Since his appointment as member of tho Educational 
Committee, ho has boon endeavouring to induce his friends 
to co-bperate with him in order to please Chow Vai-hai. 
At one time whoa things wore against Chow Vai-hai, he 
ordered Chon Chi-sung to issue a circular telegram 
supporting tho peace movomont. Ohen Chi-Zung did as 
requested.

"When ho porcoivod tho changed Situation 
after issuing tho circular and signs of unsteadiness in tho 
entire school, Chon begged for help from Chow Vai-hai who 
allowed him to publish an irrelevant notice in the papers 
and also to use slogans supporting tho war of resistance 
to deceive tho students. Thon ho inserted advertisements 
in newspapers and gave instructions to us students, 

"Why does not Chon Chi-zung oppose the 
poaco movomont both in his advertisements and in his 
instructions to us students? Is it not bocause ho wanted 
to cover his secret behavior?

"Wo should bo model fighters in the war 
of resistance and national reconstruction otherwise youths 
circles would regard us as pro-puppet elements and tho 
Bureau of Education will not reoognize our qualifications.

"The three thousand students of the 
privately established Shanghai 
Middle School who are unwilling . 
to be slaves." ]



August 23» 1939. Afternoon Translation*

Ta Mei Van Pao (22/8) and Chinese-Aneri can Daily News *-

THff SHANGHAI MIDDLE? SCHOOL

The Shanghai Middle School ) on
Chengtu jRoa£ off Bubbling Well Bo ad is operated by Chen 
Chl-zung Of late Chen has been accused of
supporting Wang*Onlng-wei ’s peace movement* Chen later 
issued a notice denying the report*

Unexpectedly, on the morning of August 22, 
when the management of the sohool was holding an examination 
of newly registered students, eight persons, having the 
appearance of students of the school, entered the j>ffloe 
of the school and assaulted Tseu Tze-tsoh ), the
Dean*

The movements of these "students* were so quick 
that the employees of the sohool learned of the attack only 
after some time had elapsed.

Chinese-American Daily News publishes the following letter 
from one Chow Ching-tlen (/£} iqA. ) in connection with 
the activities of Chen Chl-zung, President of the Shanghai 
Middle Sohool i-

Students* Demands .Rejected
Sinoe the publication of a report in the 

"North China Daily News" on the activities of Chen Chl-zung, 
President of the Shanghai Middle School, in support of 
Wang Chlng-wei *s peace movement, Chen, fearing that the 
students might turn against him, thereby causing him to 
lose the confidence of his master, has had several meetings 
with his followers to discuss measures to deal with the 
problem*

On August 19, a number of students were invited 
to attend a meeting In sipport of the school. The presidium 
consisted of five persons appointed by the man ag an ent of 
the school*

In the course of the meeting, the students 
present were forced to approve the manifesto drawn up by 
Chen Chl-zung himself sipporting his own case* The 
invitation was ignored*

The students later submitted the following 
demands to the Presidenti-

(1) That a telegram be sent to the Chungking 
Government pledging detexmlned support to the policy of the 
war of resistance and strong opposition to Wang Chlng-wei*

(2) That the President make another dofinlte 
clarification of his attitude*

(3) That the students be authorized to draft 
tholr own announcement clarifying their attitude and that 
this ate tern ent be issued for publication in newspapers*

(4) That all the directors and teachers of the 
sohool be requested to make a clarification of the position 
of the school*

In rejecting these demands, the President 
replied as follows*-



(1) That owing to certain circumstances, the 
question of sending a telegram to Chungking cannot be 
considered*

(2) That as he (the ¿resident) has already 
published a denial in the Chineso«dmerican Daily News, it 
will do no good if he make a further statement; moreover 
this might incur the displeasures of the X authorities 
with grave consequences.

(3) That if the students desire to publish
a notice in the newspapers, the draft of such notice should 
be prepared by the teachers specially selected by the 
President and should be subnitted for approval by the 
President before it is sent to the newspapers*

(4) That a request to the directors of the 
school to make a statement clarifying the position of the 
school cannot be allowed owing to certain circumstances, 
but if it is desired to invite them to have a talk with 
the students, he (the President) would endeavour to arrange 
thi s,

Becently several copies of anti~Wsng Ching-wei 
and anti-Chen Chi-zung handbills were sent to the school. 
Seven of them were thrown into the office of the Presidlent 
and two in the dining hall* Consequently, Chen became 
excited and a number of students were again invited to the 
school. On arrival, the students were forced to sign their 
names to a piece of paper refuting the open letter addressed 
to fellow students and issued in the name of the 3,000 
students of the Shanghai Middle School, It was also 
decided to issue a refutation a^iinst your paper and in 
case of necessity, legal proceedings will be undertaken. 

All the foregoing facts are true and reliable* 
I request that they be published so that the readers will 
not be misled by the recent statement of Chen Chi-ztmg,



August 24, 1939. Afternoon Translation.

i Pao, Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao and Chinese-American Daily 
News t-

THS AFFAIRS OF THE SHANGHAI MIDDLE SCHOOL
At 11 a.m. August 22, Tseu Tze-tsoh ($4/0-C£) 

Dean of the Shanghai Middle School ) of which
Chen Chi-sung (JSk ) 1® the President,'was severely 
beaten up in his office by more than ten desperadoes 
didguised as students. The assault took place shortly after 
the President had left the school and was witnessed by 
several employees of the school.

Upon learning of the assault, the students 
became highly indignant, because Tseu, since his appointment 
as Dean more than ten years ago, has worked very hard for 
students and after- the outbreak of hostilities, Tseu led 
the students in the national reconstruction movement. He 
enjoys the confidence of the students of the school, but 
is distrusted by Chen Chi-zung, the President, whcfc 
suspecting Tseu in connection with hie exposure by the 
3,000 students of the school, resorted to loafer-like 
methods to deal with Tseu.

The students have sent a telegram to the 
National Government requesting drastic action against him; 
they also have decided to fight Chen Chi-zung to the bitter 
end so as to eliminate such corrupt elements.
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TA QUBlitS AT BIBC ..L-B 35x1001, HOULL «s4, i.. .IL*! 1603 
BUBBLING AGoO.____

At 10 a.m. 5-12-39» a Chinese female n aired Tsang 

Hoong Sz, wife of the Principal of the Bing Han School, 

House 24, Lane 1603 Bubbling ®ell Hoad* name to the 

station and reported that her husband had. been intirnidatad 

at the above mentioned address, and that aha was frightened 

that hara would be full him.

The undersigned and C.B.C.314 accompanied the female 

to the Bing Han School where the Principal Tsang Ling x?ee 

, ) was interviewed. He stated that he previously 

employed four male and four female Chinese teachers at 

this school, but at present only the four female teachers 

are employer there. Trouble originated about seven months 

ago when two male Chinese known to the Principal as Voong 

Yih Bien employed at the Ling Kuo School, eaihaiwei Hoad 

and long hwi Yuen ex-teacher irom tine ^’ootung Liddle

Kw# ' Bchool, visited the premises ana asked the Principal to

; ‘7 '^ become u member c* the Education Section under the
MtflV it 

proposed . ong Ching ’ci regime and teach his pupils 

accordingly. The principal pointed out to the two visitors 

tnat the senool was non political and after some further 

t.iiip both men left trie premises. They returned about two 

months ago and asked the Principal if he had cnanged his 

mind regarding joining the new Education Section. He 

gave them the same answer as he aid on the first occasion

I



Msc.JTa. 707/39

1/sheet 2

they called. Ho threats wex’e employed by the visitors*

One of the Chinese teachers named. Tseu Ban Yue employed 

at the dchool was a member of the newly formed. Education 

Section and. attempted to convert the other seven teachers

tut without success. Three of the male teachers fearing 

reprisals if they did not join, left the school on

‘i-12-39 leaving ¿he Principal to operate the school with 

four female teachers. The other teacher Tseu Ban Yue was 

dismissed tnis 'inst. end paid one months* wages in lieu 

of notice.

div.
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Tr'.OIBLT XT BISS s-ur school» hwcb 24» teSB 1603
______ , BUBBuIHC- IQix, rtufcp. 

:.t 10 o.m, f>-12-39, a Chinese female named Tsang 

Hoang £s, wife ox' the Principal of the ling Ilan Sohool» 

House 24, Lane 1603 Bubolint; telx Itoau.» oume to tno 

station anti roperted that aer huotenu had ween intimidated

at the above mentioned address, unu taut ute was frightened

that harm would oaf Hl him.

The undersigned and o.d.G.314 accompanied tie female

to the xino Kan School where the Principal Ta&ag Ling 9ee 

^n^erv^®'lfi®b. He stated that he previously 

employod four male and four female Chinese teachers at 

this school, but at present only tne four female teachers 

ar3 empxoyed there. Trouble originated about eeran months

ago when two male Chinese known to the Principal as Voong 
p 1 \ ' »

' Ylh dien smployeu at the Ling Luo School» Welhaivel Road 

and won, J*aia Yuon ox-te^.oher from the lootung Middle 

School, visited the premises and asked the Principal to 

become a mater of th© Education Section uniter the

/ proposed 'long Ching Wi ragl« and teach his pupils 
/ ^...p.-.

accordingly. The principal pointed out to tte two visitori

that the school xsrac non political and after a on» further
¡¡¡¡S
talk both men left tne pramioes. They returned about two 
months ago and asked the Principal if he had onanged his 
mind regarding Joining the new Sduoation Section. Se 
gave them the same answer as he did on the first oeoasian
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they called» He* threats were employed by the visitors«

Gne of the Chinese teachers named Tseu 3tn Yue employed 

at thu ¿uhoul '.!'i4 a iosmber of the newly fo/med education 

¿evil on nd attoapted to convert the other seven teachert

but without succes • Three of the rule te.-cners fearing 

represala if they ¿15 hot ¿oin» left the oohoui on 

5-Xd-39 leavln»» the .Principal, to upsi’ut® the »whuol with 

four female teachere. Ths other teacher T«eu Baa Yue was 

di ¡¿mi sb cd this i.cst. ’.mi paid one months* wages lu lieu 

of notice«

den. .riet«. i/c
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Chinese-American Daily News s- 4. ix- ^(Rh)

THE POSITION OF SCHOOLS IN SHANGHAI

Yesterday it was reported that the Education 
Department of the Kiangsu Provincial Government had Issued 
an order instructing all the schools in Shanghai registered 
with the department to remove to Nprth Kiangsu* Enquiries 
revealed that thd Education Department had not issued such 
an order* It seems that about a month ago when circum
stances in Shanghai were very bad and when it could not be 
ascertained how long these schools would be able to continue 
the Education Department had instructed those schools to 
expedite the lessons so as to be ready to wind up their 
affairs in case of emergency.

However» should the oppression of schools 
registered with this Education Department endanger their 
existence in Shanghai» other suitable means will bo devised 
to cope with tho situation. For the present» thorc is no 
necessity to remove the schools.
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4 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE,
.File y

S.l
REPORT

Sp e C-ial-.^r^ich.-z^/WX//
Date*.?™.£„22, 7p 39

Subject. Propaganda matter of pro-Wang Ching Wei nature - received by

local schools

Made by. D..Pan Llen-pih Forwarded by.

Copies of a handbill entitled • An

Admonition to the reaching Staff in the Kiangsu

Province"( » Purporting to

have emanated from the "Kiangsu Provincial

Kuomintang Party Headquarters"(

have been recently received through the post

by local middle and primary schools. This 

handbill urges the teaching staff to support the 

"Peace Movement“ sponsored by Mr. Wang Ching Wei

and requests the faculty members who were previously 

serving .in the interior to resume classes at their 

former places of abode.

It is reported that the propaganda matter 

in question was prepared by the ■Education committee 

of the Wang .Ching Wei clique.

A specimen copy of the handbill is 

attached herewith together with translation.

K i $ 1

D. I.

D.C.(Special  Branch)



An Admonition to the Teaching btaff 
in the Kiangsu Province

The Province of Kiangsu has long enjoyed 

a good name in the field of education. This is 

undoubtedly due to the endeavours of all teachers in 

in this province. Following the outbreak of August 13 

Hostilities, a number of them have departed for the South- 

West with the result that schools had to be closed. 

However as the situation has gradually improved, teachers 

proceeded to Shanghai and reopened schools under the 

protection of the neutrality of the foreign settlements, 

with a view to enabling the students to continue their studies 

and on the other hand earning a living for themselves.

There have been splendid acheivements 

both spiritually and materially in the course of the 

development of the. education scheme of the Kiangsu 

Province during the past ten years under the guidance 

of Mr. Chow (Fu-hai) but the recent suspension of classes 

in this province was the direct result of the current 

hostilities for which the national government is to 

blame because she faught without first estimating her 

own strength.

It appears strange that you, being members 

of the intelligentsia, have opposed the "Peace Movement" 

which has been sponsored by Mr. Wang Ching Wei and 

placed your confidence in foreign assistance.

At the present stage of hostilities, over 

ten provinces have been lost and some one million soldiers 

killed. The peopls become poorer and poorer while the 

government’s finances are exhausted, presenting an



opportunity to the Communists to enter the country 

and thus, the public are falling into the trap of the 

*3rd International"

Mr. Vang Ching 'Vei is the back bone of the 

Kuomintang Tarty. He has been trying to secure peace 

in order to deliver the people from fire and water 

despite many handicaps ahead of him and the accusations 

of the public. He- prepares to recover the lost 

territory without impairing the integrity and sovereignty 

of the nation. The new regime is to be established shortly 

and there are many things which may require your valuable 

co-operation.

You are expected to forward your suggestions 

concerning measures as to the resumption of classes etc. 

in your former places of abode. If you ignore this 

opportunity and continue to live at such places as you 

are at present staying, you are no better than a fool 

and will not be respected by wise persons. -

It is for your own benefit to choose the 

right course now.

Signed: "Kiangsu Provincial
Kuomintang Party H’qrts."
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LEWSRS RECEIVED Bz THS WEI LINO 
MIDDLE SCHOOL FROM 78 JE33FTELD

Sir«
During the afternoon of November ?0, 1939 Miss

Dorothea Vang )» Principal of the Wei Ling Middle
School *** C.H. Chen Principal of the Yee
Zang Middle School (JL& )g 7 The Band» called upon the 

D.C. Special Branch at Police Headquarters in connection 

with the receipt through the post by the school 
authorities of certain correspondence emanating from the 

% ~''xX so-called "Educational Committee of the Kiangs« 
" <r 
, /Provincial Government«*

Three identical mimeograph letters have been 
received by Miss Wang and Mr. Chen from the above 

organization demanding that they register and furnish 
certain information regarding their students and staff.

gtjL The first letter was received on October 21 and
enclosed a form to be filled in and forwarded to 76

Jessfield Hoad within 10 days«
’his letter was Ignored and was followed by another

i which was received on October 31« This letter reminds the 
recipients that they have not complied with the Committees 

>*1 instructions and advises that a representative be sent

/. to 78 Jessfield Road at 3p.m. November 4,
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On November 14 a third letter was received by the 

school authorities again reminding them that they have 

still not complied with the Committee's request.
The letters are not of a threatening nature and give 

no indication of what will take place if the instructions 
are not complied with*

Both Miss ^ang and Mr* Chen state that they had no 
intention of complying with the instructions*

Their schools are registered with the Chungking 
Government.

'¿here are 576 Chinese students and 32 teachers*
Detectives will keep In touch with the school 

authorities*

Letters forwarded to Headquarters for examination*

y.c.y

/ r-\
,Det.~>en.^et*i/c.

D.D.O* "A" Div

Copy t0 Special Branch
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First Letter.

Fei Ling Girls Middle School»
Yom are hereby notified that acting upon instructions this 

Association will dominate all educational undertakings within 
the precincts of Kiangse ¿rovince prior to the formal establishment 
of the Kiangsa Provincial Government. A large number of Public and 
Private Middle Schools of this Province have already resumed their 
classes in Shanghai» but the registration procedure is necessary 
for them to carry on» in order to prepare to remove to their former 
addresses. However» we issue you the lists consisting of (1) 
Register of Students names» (2) Register of Teachers names» (3) 
Report of the General View of the Present Organisation» (4) Statements 
of Accounts of the Financial Condition and (5) The plan for removing 
to their former addresses and expect that these forms will be filled 
and forwarded to this Association within 10 days limit» so as to keep 
record for future reference. You are also requested that a 
representative be assigned .to register your school at this Association 
(Hwa Tseng» No* 74 Jessfield Road). This office administers the 
Provincial execution and do not neglect the instructions. In case 
some of the schools are involved in financial difficulties, this 
Association will consider the matter and render administrative remedy 

if possible.

¿he Educational Committee of 
the Kiangsu Provincial Government 

WO-10-39.



Second Letter»

Wei Ling Girls Middle School,

With reference to the previous letter issued by this 

Association instructing you to fill the printed forms for 

registration purpose within 10 days sat well as to despatch a 

representative from your school, we again instruct you to have 

those forms filled and forwarded into this office without 

hesitation. A large number of the schools have already 

completed their registrations, but there are still a number of 

schools who have hesitated in doing so. You are advised not 
to delay the formal procedure adopted by this office and 
furthermore a meeting including all Principals will be held 
at 3p*m« on the 4-11-39 at No. 76 Jessfield Road. Your Principal 

is invited to interview Mr. Woo Zoong Ying for consultation.

The Educational Committee 
of the Kiangsu Provincial 
Government.

B 31-10-39



Third setter.

Wei Ling Girls Middle School,

With reference to the five printed fora® and letters issued 

to you for filling and registration purpose, we, so far, have not 

yet received your completed forms. It is hereby notified that you 

ought to hand in the forms within one week from this date. You are 

warned not to delay further.

Hie Sducational ^ommittee 
of the Kiangsu Provincial 
Government.

12-10-39.

M
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File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.5, Special...Branch....7Îî/^/o^/
REPORT ~ qqDtfZ<?_.Q.cto.ber.-2.7.,- .19 3y •

Subject (in full)........ l.Chinese-Am.erican...P.aily News'1 -..Kesuscitation. Q.f middle

school, feud ..in.. t.he...form. of. .correspondence.»

Made ....................and............—.............. Forwarded by...... .............DaSaX.»....Soldait................ - 

Forwarded herewith is a translation of a letter 

appearing in the October 26th issue of the "Chinese- 
American Daily News" X which would appear 

to be the beginning of another "Correspondence" campaign 

between various factions in the local middle schools and 

in connection with which I would respectfully seek th 

instructions of D.C. (Special Branch).

D. C. (Special Branch)



October 26, 1939. Kfternoon Translation.

Chinese-American Daily News publishes the following letter 
dated October 20 written by a student of the Kiangsu 
Provincial Nan Tung Middle School )s

THE KIANGSU PROVINCIAL NAN TUNG MIDDLE SCHOOL

It has been rumoured for a long time that Feng 
Nyoh-chung ), the President of our school, has
turned a traitor. For this reason, he has applied for
leave of absence under the pretext of indisposition from 
the Education Department of the Kiangsu Provincial 
Government. The affairs of the school have thus b en 
handled by the Chief Instructor and the Dean appointed by 
the Education Department. Later the Chief Instructor 
owing to certain private affairs returned on leave to his 
native place, with the result that the Dean is alone 
responsible for the affairs of the school. However, 
owing to the fact that the President had misdirected the 
funds of the school it has been in dire financial difficulty. 
Moreover a number of the students have formed a “School- 
Support Committee," a few of them not knowing the true 
facts believe the Dean desires to usurp the position of 
President of the school. Consequently, the Dean, as a 
proof of his frankness, has left the school* A serious 
dispute is now brewing in the school due to the activities 
of a small number of members of the "School-Support 
Committee" who are inviting the return of the President.
This trouble has become more and more aggravated by reason 
of interference by certain teachers of the school, with 
the result that other teachers have applied for leave 
and left«

As your paper is known for upholding justice, 
I therefore write you this letter in the hope that it be 
published so as to enable the public to gain some knowledge 
of the actual facts of the trouble«

Chinese-American Daily News publishes the following telegrams

WANG CHING-WEI*S PROPOSED GOVERNMENT

g| Tokyo, October 25.
A statement was made to-day by a spokesman of 

the Japanese Gaimusho to the effect that so far no definite 
date had been fixed for the fonnal inauguration of the 
new regime under the leadership of Wang Ching-wei. The 
spokesman denied the report that Wang Ching-wei had carried 
out negotiations with the National Government«.. Transocean.

Chinese-American Daily News, Ta Mei Pao;

Tsingtao, October 25.
According to information reaching here to-day, 

the Peiping Provisional Government and the "Reformed 
Government" have decided to call a joint meeting of the 
respective Executive Committees here on October 28, when 
Wang Ching-wei, Liang Hung-tse and Wang Keh-min will be 
present« •• United Press«



10- ¿V?”) NOTICE BY TWO EDUCATIONALISTS

Ling Tseng-kung Lieu Tih
publish the following notice in the advertisement 
columns of the "Chinese-American Daily News" s-

We have been working with educational circles 
for a number of years and have always observed the laws

•£ji of the government and obeyed its orders. On the 
outbreak of the war of resistance» we complied with the 
policy of the National Government and undertook educational 
work that is helpful to the war of resistance*

Forced by circumstances, we have now left 
Shanghai for Chungking, thereby putting a stop to all 
rumours. Lest a misunderstanding should arise, we 
hereby publish this notice*



F. 207A 
500-9-39

CONFIDENTIAL Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

19"October’...... 8,------- ” 39

To .

The Secretary & Commissi oner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:------------- 3.B. D.9401-

Subject : —
------ ------- List of schools in the Settlement reported to 

have underground political connection with 
the Wang Ching Wei clique.

Enclosures

Copy of a Police Report.

i
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Subject Li£t of schools in the Settlement reported to have underground

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

political connections with the Wang Ching Wei clique

Made by ...........Forwarded by........ ............... .............................................^‘2.—

Forwarded herewith is a list of those schools 

in the Settlement for the control of which members 

of the Wang Ching Wei clique are reported to have been 

making serious advances for some time. A number 

of the principals or their deputies of these schools 

are known to have become members of the Wang Ching Wei 

clique. Some of these individuals have for some 

years past been close associates of Chow Vai-hai 

formerly Commissioner of Education of the Kiangsu 

Provincial Government and at present one of the right

hand men of Wang Ching Wei« According to information 

in hand, the remainder have capitulated before monetary 

inducements and/or threats of violence, to which members 

of the notorious Wang clique would have no hesitation 

in giving effect if those whom they approach should 

turn down in defiance their demand for surrender. This 

desperate determination of Wang’s cl’que has been un

mistakably demonstrated in the case of Wu Tse-chien 

( the late President of the Shanghai Girls’

University, who was assassinated on September 4, 1939, 

almost immediately following his publication of an 

announcement in the local Chinese press, categorically 

denouncing Wang Ching Wei’s cause.

D.C. (Special Branch)



List of those schools in the Settlement the principals 

or their deputies of which have been reported as 

having joined the local pro-Wang Ching Wei circle.

Narae & address of school

Private Shanghai Middle
School (
Shanghai Primary School
( )
Shanghai Kindergarten
(J M M if i )
Shanghai Normal School
U» ),
460 Chengtu Road.

Shanghai Girls’ University

Shanghai Girls’ Middle
School (_t )

Shanghai Girls’ Primary 
School (_L )
451 Taku Road.

Brief particulars

Chen Chi-zung ex
principal of these four 
schools, has recently been . 
denounced on a number of 
occasions as being a pro
Wang Ching Wei element by 
the local Chinese press. 
These schools originally 
had a total of over 4,000 
students but due to the 
change of allegiance of their 
principal, the number has 
dwindled to some 1,700. Mr. 
Ling Kong-hou, Chairman of the 
Board of Directors of the 
school, is at present res
ponsible for the affairs of 
the school.
The private Shanghai Middle 
School is in receipt of a 
grant-in-aid from the 
Council.

Woo Ts-chien (), late 
President of the University 
and concurrently principal 
of the two lower grade schools, 
secretly joined sometime in 
July, 1939, but subsequently 
renounced the Wang Ching Wei 
clique. Upon an announcement 
being made in the local press 
in early September, clarifying 
his anti-Wang and anti-peace 
attitude and pledging hie 
loyalty towards the Chungking 
Government, he was mortally 
shot on September 4, 1939 on 
the university ppremises. 
Following Woo’s death, the 

Board of Directors of the 
school decided to dissolve 
the university forthwith 
and appointeLing Kong-hou 
( )» Chairman of the
Board, to take charge of the 
affairs of the Middle and 
Primary school departments 
in the capacity of acting 
principal.
The school has a total of some 
900 students and is not in 
receipt of a grant-in-aid 
from the Council.



New Chins, university 
I ’ 183
Nanyang Road.

Great China University 
( X } ’ 1081^ 
1051 Bubbling Well 
Road.

Loo Sih-yoong ( /%. ) »
President of the University» 
is reported to have become ® 
follower of Wang Ching Wei 
and attended the 6th National 
Congress of the Chinese 
Kuomintang sponsored by Wang 
Ching Wei. The school has 
at present some 100 students 
and is not in receipt of a 
grant-in-aid from the Council.

Foo Tsoh-ying ( alias
Foo ^uh-sui ( 9 the
nominal President of the 
university, is a member of 
the Wang Ching Wei clique, 
who attended the 6th National 
Congress of the Chinese Kuomin
tang sponsored by Wang Ching 
Wei. The school is now in 
the hands of Loo Chi-chen 

)» the wh0 iB 
loyal to the Chungking Govern
ment, and is not yet affected 
by the political affiliations 
of Foo Zuh-eui. There is a 
total of some 600 students 
in this school.

Dao Chung Middle School 
for Girls 1

564 Avenue Road.
Tsui Chien-ngoo )♦
the Principal, is reported to 
have joined the Wang Ching 
Wei clique and attended the 
6th National Congress of the 
Chinese Kuomintang sponsored 
by Wang Ching Wei. The school 
is in receipt of a grant-ind 
aid from the Council and has , 
at present 1,400 students.

Jao Kwang Middle School 
( Itr £ ), 996

Connaught Road, 0.0.L.

Chang Th-sung ( it )» who 
recently succeeded Wu Chi-zeh 
(-^5^,-^) as the principal of 
the school, when it was situated 
at 826 Ferry Road, is reported 
to have joined the Wang Ching 
Wei clique. The school has 
since removed to the present 
address while its primary 
school deoartment ues removed 
to the Li Jen (£ X ) Primary 
School, 707/12 Gordon Road. 
The school is in receipt of 
the grant-in-aid from the Council 
and has a total of over 700 
students.
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Kwang Hsia Middle and
Primary School

<h ), 40 Moulmein
Road.

Ming Kuo Middle School 
( & u )

Shanghai Bvening Middle 
School ( .h /fL ), 
289 Weihaiwei Road.

Wu Peh Middle & Primary 
School ( X dl. T d'^> )
541 North Shanse Road.

,Vu Kwang Middle School 
( 3% & t < ), Lane 
541, 4 North Shanse Rd.

Loo Sih-yoongl& )» 
Principal of the school, i s 
reported to be a follower of 
Wang Ching Wei and attended 
the 6th National Congress 
of ttie Chinese Kuomintang 
sponsored by Wang Ching Wei« 
Chow Loh-san ( ),
responsible member of the 
feaculty of the school, is 
also reported to have joined 
V^ang Ching Wei’s following. 
The school is in receipt of 
a grant-in-aid from trie 
Council, and has some 1,100 
students.

Peng Ih-sien ( /C ), 
the Principal of these four 
schools, is reported to be 
a supporter of Wang Ching 
Wei’s Cause. Of these four 
schools, the Ming Kuo Middle 
School is in receipt of a 
grant-in-aid fromtfhe Council. 
They have a total of approxi
mately 1,040, 40, 500 and 700 
students respectively.

Sing Kwen Vocational
Middle School (iir'M

), 270/7 Chung
king Road.

Chang Chung-kwen ( % ),
ex-principal of this school, 
is reported to have partici
pated in local pro-Wang 
activities in the Educational 
field. Disturbances occurred 
in the school on September 
13, 1939, when students de
manded Chang 8ing-pah (56 

), then principal of the 
school and the successor of 
Chang Chung-kwen to make a 
definite statement as regards 
the connection between Chang 
Chung-kwen and the school 
administration. Chang Sing- 
pah subsequently resigned 
and the Board of Directors 
of the school appointed on 
21/9/39 Woo Zai-nien (i 
Jia 4- ) to be'Têuccessor. 
The school is in receipt of 
a grant-in-aid from the 
Council and has approximatately 
2,000 students ( including 
those of the primary school 
departments.)
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Kiangsu Provincial 
Soochow Middle School

53 Foochow Road.

Tung Tse-sien the 
Principal, ie reported to be 

i member of the Wang Ching
Wei clique.

Kiangsu Provincial 
Soochow Normal 
School for girls

1826, Sinza Road.

fang Tsung-yui ('Hi ¿T ), 
the Principal, ie reported to 
be a follower of Wang Ching 
Wei. The school has at present 
some 300 students.

Kiangsu Provincial
Chingkiang Middle
School

), 97 Jinkee
Road.

Hoo Zoong-ying ( /'47 M ),
the acting Principal, ie 
reported to have joined the 
following of Wang Ching Wei. 
The school has at present 
some 100 students.

Kiangsu Provincial
Wusieh Normal School

Tseu Yueh-sing ( ), the 
Principal,of these schools,is a 
follower of Wang Ching Wei.

Private Changchow Middle 
School ( ),
75 Love Lane.

Ming Kwong Middle School 
)» 2 Kiaochow

Rond•

Loh Hwa Middle & 
Primary School, 
Lane 268, 17 
Elgin Road.

Tong Tseng Yang ( •>§ 
the Principal of the school, 
is reported to have recently 
joined the Wang Ching Wei 
clique. The school is in re
ceipt of a grant-in-aid from 
the Council. The number of 
students In this school toge
ther with that of the primary 
school department is approxi
mately 1,000.
Tong Tseng Yang is also the 
principal of the Kuo Peng (

) Primary School 
at the same address, which 
has some 500 students but is 
not in receipt of a grant-in- 
aid from the Council.

Tsang Tien-pah ( ), the
Principal, is reported to have 
joined the Wang Ching Wei clique. 
The school has some 240 students 
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but is not in receipt of
&. grant-in-aid from the 
Council.

Chun Yih Middle and 
Primary School for 
Girls ( Ä & 4^-3- 
47^ ), Lane 268, 17 
Elgin Road*

Tsang Tien-pah ( ¿7 ),
the Principal, is reported 
to have joined the Wang 
Ching Wei clique. The 
school has some 500 students 
but is not in receipt of a 
grant-in-aid from the Council*

Wen Chang Middle and 
Primary School (JCgj 

)» 894 Boone
R 0 ad *

Joong Kwang-chla
the Principal, is reported
to have joined the ’feng 
Ching Wei clique. The 
school has some 1,100 stu
dents and is not in receipt 
of a grant-in-aid from the 
Council.

Chien Shu Middle School 
(31 t € )» 587 
Weihaiwei Road.

Ching Kwang-mei ),
the Dean, is reported to be 
among the following of Wang 
Ching Wei. She attended the 
6th Rational Congress of 
the Chinese Kuomintang 
recently convened by Wang 
Ching Wei.
The school has some 200 
students and is not in receipt 
of a grant-in-aid from the 
Council.

Chung Hwa Middle and 
Primary School (^^ 

,J^), 596 Tsepoo 
Road.

Yang Xueh-aai ( Af? A! zl j, 
the Principal, is reported to 
be among the following of 
Wang Ching Wei. This school 
is in redeipt of a grant-in- 
aid from the Council, aid has ■ 
some 800 students.

Chung Hwa Primary School 
for girls (), 
Lane 520, 136 worth Soo- 
Chow Road.

Hsiao Hao ( >0 ), the
Principal, is reported t 0 
be among the following of 
Wang Ching Wei. This 
school, which has some 200 
students, is not in receipt 
of a grant-in-aid from the 
Council.

Dao Ih Middle and
Primary School (<f[
— t'J'# ), 712
Avenue Road.

Zung Chien ( if- ), the 
Principal, is reported to 
have joined die Wang Ching 

Wei clique.
The school is in receipt of 
a grant-in-aid from die 
Council, it has at pre8ent 
B0me 840 student..
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Yuan Tung Primary 
School ) »
4 North Shanse rid.

Zung Chien \ ), the
principal, is reported to have 
joined the Wang Ching Wei -clique» 
This school has some 200 students 
and is not in receipt of a grant- 
in-aid from the Council.

Wang Yien ( i- )» the Princi
pal, is reported to have become

Li Jen Primary School 
( iz_ ), Lane 707,
8-12 Gordon Road.

Tsung Kung Primary 
School ),
Lane 1536, 261 Sinza 
Road.

Wei Kung Middle <& 
Primary School ( 
| Lane 152,
6, Chengtu Road.

a member of the Wang Ching We i 
clique. The school is in receipt 
of a grant-in-aid from the Coune 
cil. It has some 290 students.

Ling Tsung-kung ( ), tbe
Principal, is reported to have 
joined the Wang Ching Wei clique. 
The school has a total of some 
230 students and is in receipt 
of a grant-in-aid froin the Council.

Li Kwei-shiung (JL ), the 
Principal, is reported to have 
joined the Wang Ching Wei clique. 
The school has at present some 
250 students and is in receipt 
of a grant-in-aid from the Council.

Wu Kiang Primary School Lieu Fu ( ), the Prin-
(d' ), Lane 146,cipal, is reported to have 
19, North Chekiang Road, joined the Wang Ching Wei clique»

The school has a total of some 
300 students and is not in re
ceipt of a grant-in-aid from 
the Council.

Chih Tzu )
University, 359 
Connaught Hoad.

Ho Sz-teeng ( I'jj ), the 
President, is a local lawyer 
and has had political affiliations 
previously. In early September, 
1939, his arrest was ordered by 
the National Government upon his 
dismissal from the membership of 
the Kuomintang for his pro-peace 
attitude. Recently he established 
connection with members of the 
Wang Clique, which would give 
him Support in dealing •with, those 
students holding views antagonis
tic to those of his own« Hence, 
on September 13, 1939, a number 
of unruly elements raided and 
removed from toe school, chops, 
seals, documents etc»» to the 
Western District, 0.0.L., at the
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instance of the President, there
by frustrating the preparations 
of a *8011001 protection Committee" 
formed by the students to oust 
Ho Sz-teeng from the school and 
to take over control of the 
school affairs. v
On September 15, 1939, the 
Ministry of Education of the 
National Government ordered the 
suspension of the school and 
the transfer of the students to 
other Institutions.



CHINA PRESS.

SEP 23 1939

Court Holds
2 Detectives

' '^'******RWW*MMNMVBm

For Assault
■... ! u ■ ■ III I mil IT ■

Two Chinese detectives, turned 
ever to the Settlement police on 
Thursday, yesterday were brought 
befqre the First Special District 
Court accused of assaulting a 
student of the Shanghai Academy.

The officers did not beat up the 
student on their own initiative, 
police said, but were simply taking 
instructions from another student, 
Chiu Chen-tse, who is also behind 
bars.

The incident took place on 
Tuesday when Chiu and the victim . 
had a petty quarrel in the student 
dormitory. Angered by the latter’s I 
•aggressiveness, it was alleged, Chiu 
called in the detectives to help him 
in giving the youth a licking.

Realizing the seriousness of the 
victim’s injuries, police said, Chiu 
called for an ambulance to take 
his schoolmate to the Paulun Hos- 

' pital. Attending physicians said 
the patient was in a critical condi- 

| tion.

Meanwhile, both the detectives 
• and Chiu were held by the court 
on writs of detention. The detec
tives gave their names as Wong 
Pii-ching (CDC 301) and Li Pah- i 
chin (CDC 215).



Central China Daily News publishes the following ax tide
/?• ?• 31 (PH) <» SCHOOL SUPPORTS WaMG CHING-WEI’S PEaCE MOVEWWT

To Chai men Wang of the Central Executive Committee» 
Since the commencement of the war of 

resistance» many people have been killed end the country 
is on the verge of disaster* You are leading us in the 
peace movenent and to extinguish the red conflagration 
with tiie object of maintaining the independence and 
liberty of the nation and to save the people from*the 
deep sea end the burning flames**

I, as a headnaster, will lead the entire 
body of teachers and students to support you*

Wang Zau-yung Principal»
together with the entire body of
1,500 students of the privately 
established Chuin Nyi Middle School 
of Shanghai ( £ *1 -J* ) •



September 17, 1939« Morning Translation.

Central China Daily News dated Sept.16»
An Open Letter Addressed to Students by the 
Shanghai Municipality Students Association 

Exposing a Corrupt Educationalist

The man who instigated all tjje troubles in 
various schools is Chiang Chien-pah the special
envoy of the Ministry of Education of the National 
Government who has already become disloyal and pro«* 
Comnunist. Unable to control the schools in Shanghai 
and fearing that he might be censured by his master in 
Chungking, he created all these troubles in order to be 
in a position to justify the expenditure of the $10,000 he 
was receiving monthly from Chungking.

Everyone knows the low character of Chiang Chien- 
pah.' He was the first to propose peace and when he 
was turned away by members of the peace movement, because 
of his low character, he had sought the co-operation of 
the comunigta. He is now using the "Chinese-American 
Daily News" as his mouth-piece.



September 15» 1939. Afternoon Translation

Chinese-American Daily News publishes the following two 
lettersi-

THE TUNG NAN PROFESSIONAL MIDDLE SCHOOL

Following the exposure by your paper 
of the disloyalty of our acting Principal Sung Yao-zai 

)» the following notice was posted up in the 
school on September lli-

*A telegram has been received from 
Principal Kuo to the effect that as the acting Principal 
Sung Yao-zai has on several occasions tendered his 
resignation* it has now been accepted» Beginning 
with this term* Liu Boo-tsin ( ^‘1 7- H ) will be in 
charge of all the affairs _of the rung NaiProfessional 
Middle School ( )•*

This school is attached to the Tung 
Nan Medical College of which the
President is Kuo Che-yaun ( ) who serving
in the army in the interior* * sung Yao-zai is now a 
traitor« The notice says only that Sung will no 
longer be the acting Principal} it does not say 
whether Sung will continue to teach lessons or not«

The students are bitterly criticising 
Sung« if he should be eo bold as to return to the 
school» it is sure that he will be so beaten up that 
not a piece of skin will remain whole on his body«

A student of the Tung Nan 
Professional Middle School.

September 12«
The pootung Middle School

The students became very angry upon 
learning through your paper that Hwang Mei-yung 
( >3 '< Z* )» Principal of the Pootung Middle School 
( )» was co-operating with the puppet
organisation« We are now devising measures to wipe 
off that humiliation for the sake of the reputation 
of the school«

Many important teachers and employees 
of thia school have been bought over with a monthly 
subsidy of $50 to keep a watch on the students« A 
number of students have also been bought over and 
utilized as hirelings to adopt under-hand measures to 
deal with loyal students« We hope the public will 
render us assistance«

A section of the 
students of the Pootung 
Middle School•

September 12.



Chinese-American Daily News publishes the following letter 
from one Ybng Wei-yingi- • Jf

Yang Wei-ying’s Refutation
Cto September 11* your paper reported that Yang Wei-ying (ifcijf fl ) bad been appointed director 

of the Wu poh and Min kuo Middle and Primary Schools* 
I was.a director of the Wu Poh Middle and Primary School '■k *£ ) long before the Janunary 28

Incident when the school was^looaxed in Chapei. At that time Tsiang Hwei-soo ) and Wang Shiao-lan
(Í, whn) were also directors of the school. I did no thing4! or the school but solicited some >600 for the 
purchase of books.

After the outbreak of the August IS Incident* 
I did not know to what place the school had removed. I 
have never been informed that the Board of Directors of 
the Wu Poh Middle and Primaxjr School and the Min Kuo 
Middle and Primary School ) had beenreorganized and that I have been anointed as a director.

I have been in Shanghai over 10_years and am 
now old .and infirm. Rec ent lyMe ears. Yu I4-tung( and Wen Dan-ding (Wja ¡fr ) invited me to be
a dir ebfor of the Refugee Children Training Institute. 
I rendered some assistance. My life has been an idle 
one with several rounds of mahjong and a game of Chinese 
chess. AU this is true.
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June 21, 1940« Morning Translation.

Ta Mei Pao

LETTER TO THE EDITOR FROM COMMITTEE OF REPRESENT JIVES OF 
THS! CLASSES OF THE SHANGHAI MIDDLE SCHOOL ESTABLISHED

The report published in your newspaper about 
our school ind about the demands of the students is untrue.

We hereby give you the correct demands of the 
students *-
(1) The school will give a written guarantee that no patriotic 

students will be dismissed.
(2) The school will give a written guarantee that no 

reorganization or surrender of the school will be made*
(3) The fundamental freedom of the students, such as the 

holding of olass meetings and the issuing- of magazines» 
will be supported by the school.

(4) Classes will remain open during the summer vacation.
(5) The Federation of students of all classes will be restored.
(6) Examination papers of graduates of the olass of Junior 

Middle III will be made public so that no patriotic 
students may be dismissed under this pretext.

(7) Representatives of students «ill be allowed to participate 
in school affairs meetings so that the finances and
the affairs of the school may be made public.

(8) Students who are known to be traitors will be dismissed.
We hope that a correction will be published 

in your newspaper.



February 7, 1940. Afternoon Translation.

National Herald t-

LOCaL schools to remain open on spring festival

Recently, local schools received a notice 
from *The Shanghai Educational Circles Federation“, stating 
that all schools will have a three days' holiday at the 
Spring Festival*

According to an investigation made, there is 
no legal educational body in Shanghai known by the name of 
“The Shanghai Educational Circles Federation*. It is 
clear that undesirables are using this name to mislead the 
public for local schools will remain open as usual during 
the Spring Festival.



fauieiu?

May 20, 1940. Morning Translation.

f

National Herald :«
TROUBLE IN THE SHANGHAI MIDDLE SCHOOL •

After the defection of Chen Qhi-zung in 
autumn last year, serious trouble occurred in the Shanghai 
Middle School and this resulted in Chen retiring from the 
post of Principal of this school and of its three affiliated 
organs, namely, the Shanghai Primary School, the Shanghai 
Normal School and the Shanghai Kindergarten, while Messrs. 
Yu Ya-ching, Ling Kong-hou, Wen Lai-ting and L.T. Yuan, 
Chairmen of the Boards of Directors of these schools, were 
appointed concurrently as Principals of these four schools.

After the formal inauguration of the puppet 
government of Wang Ching-wei in Nanking and his assumption 
of office, Chen appointed many of his trusted men, at 
present teaching in the Shanghai Middle School, to posts in 
the Nanking Government under false names. They are not 
required to attend office but are given high pay monthly; 
in the meantime they can still oarry on their teaching.

When the students of these schools, including 
the entire body of students of the first and second grade 
in the senior middle school of the south branch at the 
corner of Bubbling Well and Chengtu Roads, learnt of this 
state of affairs, they went on strike and demanded that 
every member of the teaching staff clarify his stand; they 
also declared that they have no wish to study in a school 
whioh is actually the private property of Chen Chi-zung. 
Upon learning of the trouble, the new Principals advised 
the students to resume their studies and at the same time 
they issued a statement completely denying the allegation 
that the schools belongs to a private individual.

It is learned that as a result of this action, 
the students have agreed to resume studies to-day but they 
are said to be still devising adequate ways and means to 
deal with those teachers who are holding positions with 
the puppet government.



20, 1940. Morning Translation.

Chinese-Amerioan Dally News (Comment) «•

The clear understanding of educational matters 
on the part of the Chairmen of the Boards of Directors and 
Principals of the Shanghai Middle School, the Shanghai 
Primary School, the Shanghai Normal School and the Shanghai 
Kindergarten and the impartial attitude adopted by them as 
revealed in their notice appearing in the local Press 
yesterday deserve the highest commendation and respect 
from the public.

Although we are still ignorant of the Object 
of the publication of this notice, we are confident that 
the four Principals will continue to maintain in a 
responsible manner the administration of these four schools.



May 24, 1940.

[ SHAHSMAI MVWIGIPAt f $ r
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Morning Translation

Chinese-Amer lean Daily News publishes the following articles-

DISAEFECTED EDUCATIONALISTS
During the period when Liang Hung-tse was 

President of the Executive Yuan of the "Reformed Government," 
Zee Yung-chu (£tz), a member of the educational circles 
in Shanghai, was the first to betray his conscienoe and work 
in the interests of his "masters." He directed his 
activities particularly against those schools established 
by provincial governments* The methods employed by him 
were cunning and cruel in the extreme and he made every 
effort, until it succeeded, in bringing about the 
disaffection of educationalists of standing* As a result, 
a number of "cold-blooded" educationalists became disaffected 
and blinded to their proper interests*

The following is a list of disaffected 
educationalists :- I ,

(1) Zien Wei-tsong ), formerly Chief
of the Education Department of the Futan University and 
principal of the Kuo Kwang Middle School
is now a Senior Departmental Chief of the Minisxr/ of 
Education of the puppet regime and concurrently Secretary 
to the Preparatory Committee for the restoration of the 
puppet Central University*

The. disaffection of Zien Wei-tsong is not 
unexpected, because almost everything he did in his life 
was mean and shameless* After his graduation from Columbia 
University in U*S*A., he returned to China and, determined 
to recover the money he had spent for his education, he 
founded the Kuo Kwang Middle School* The majority of the 
important officials of this school were members of his clan 
and for some time the school was better known as "Zien’s 
Family Chapel." Subsequently, he entered the Futan 
University and obtained the post of Chief of the Education 
Department of the university, this following the departure 
of MT* Chen Li-kiang (’4.)» the former head, for 
Chungking* Due to the fact' that he had won the favour 
of a certain prominent person, he was elected last year as 
a member of the S.M.C. Library Committee*

Prior to his revocation of allegiance, his 
relatives and friends gave him advice to which he paid no 
attention* This clearly indicates his slavish nature* 
Recently, he issued an open letter addressed to the students 
of the Education Department of the FUtan University» in 
which he vilified our supreme leader, General Chiang Kai- 
shek* Readers, think over it. Are these the words of 
a. man? j, , _i<

(2) Chen Che-ohen (ln> w), formerly 
principal of the privately-established Shanghai Middle 
School and at present a member of the Standing Committee 
of the Overseas Chinese Affairs Commission of the puppet 
regime*

Chen has always regarded the school as a sort 
of a shop and used the "blood and sweat" of the family heads 
of the students for his personal enjoyment* Some time ago 
he had a wonderful idea whereby he formed "Four Schools 
General Office" on the lines of a general sales office in



May 24» 1940 Morning Translation

business concerns. Through his ccnsunate flattery» he rose 
to the rank of a prominent person and made a fortune from 
charity» However» as he held no official rank» he changed 
his allegiance»

(3) Chang Tsong-wei vr JL). formerly
principal of the Sin Wen Vocational School 811(1
secretary to the Shanghai Middle School established by the 
provincial government« The nature of his present office 
with the puppet regime is not known»

r Together with his elder brother named Chang 
Sin-pah Chang Tsong-wen established a vocational
school under the name of Sin Wen to denote their joint 
investment» Due to slack business» he, as secretary of the 
Shanghai Middle School, induced those students, who had failed 
to pass the entrance examination for the Shanghai Middle 
School, to enter the Sin Wen Vocational Jchool»

(4) Zee Soo-tsong r) was formerly
principal of the Kiangsi Vocational School and
is at present a senior official attached to the puppet
National Government»

After his disaffection, Zee published in the 
"Central China Daily News," the mouthpiece of Wang Ching-wei’s 
faction, an open letter addressed to the students of the 
Kiangsi Vocational School» In this ridiculous article, he 
made slanderous attacks on our leader, they were like the cries 
of a beast» .¡L 11.

(5) Chang Ihwsung^l/fL 'Jr), formerly of the 
Chiao Kwang Middle Sohool vHJ'n/'f J A’

(6) Koo Chi»wu formerly of the
Tsing Nyien Middle School -A £

(7) Chang ning-tsnung an employee
of the Social Affairs Bureau of the former Shanghai City 
Government»

), formerly of the



February 28, 1940. Morning Translation.

National Herald »•
HEW HEaHUSTER FOR gOpCHOW NORMAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

After its removal to Shanghai» Yang Tsung-yui 
) was in charge of the Soochow Normal School for 

Girls, established by the Kiangsu Provincial Government« 
Afterwards it was discovered that Yang inclined to the side 

A of the traitors and he was dismissed* The responsibility 
»¿if or school affairs then went to Chow Yin-yen (JijJL'f )• 
yNev»s fijpm Northern Kiangsu now reveals that Chin Chung-hwa 

(/£"<$ > )» Commissioner of the Educational Department of 
the. Kiangsu Provincial Government» has selected Wu Tsung-chia 
( Proctor of the school» to be Acting Headmaster
and that! an order to that effect will arrive here soon»

It is learned that Wu Tsung-chia, B»A. of the 
Central University, has been a teacher of the Soochow Normal 
School for Girls for many years, and prior to the Sino- 
Japanese hostilities was chief of the primary section of 
that school«



Ta Mei Pao, Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao, Chin' se»American Daily Jfevr 
Hwa pao, National Herald t*

LOCAL CHINESE ADVISED TO HEJUIN LOYAL
In reply to a telegram which they sent on 

New Year Day expressing their regards, the local education 
and cultural bodies have received a telegram from Mr «Chen 
Lih~fu, Minister of Education of the National Government, 
urging them to redouble their efforts to keep up the spiri’. 
of the Chinese people and to remain loyal.

Z? / •¿a
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File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special Branch .qaPEac* 
REPORT Date^^......^..... i939 *

c 7, • Pknn-er Party Park Hotel by Sino-Polish Cultural Association

Made f/.........-...... an<^ ..........................Forwarded by P«.?.* Çr®wford

A private dinner party to be given by the 

Sino-Polish Cultural Association will take place 

in the Park Hotel at 8 p.m. August 25th, 1939. 

The office of this body is located at Chungking 

and a Mr. S.M. Lee (Professor ?) is the local 

representative, the Polish Minister to China 

being Honorary President.

Invitations were sent out four days ago 

and were received by the Polish Consulate, 

the R.S.V.P. to Mr. S.M« Lee, 384 Avenue Poch.

Ho information regarding number of guests 

or their names is available but the Polish Minister, 

Consul and two three members of the Polish Legation 

and Consulate will attend. The Chinese guests 

will include several persons connected with the 

Chungking Government.

A.C. (Special Branch).

D. I.



FM, 2- _
G, 90M-Î-39

* * File Na
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. </tf09

üe c t.ion 1, upe ojal1 branch .j-äW -7
REPOBT ^usuat 26, ,„39

Subject dno-^olish Cultural ^ssooiatipn;..r farewell dinner oarty to Polish 
Minister.;

Made by...^*^.<rÆ.-..?,^^--^-‘ .Forwarded by.

between 8 p.m, and'.14- -P*m* art August 25,1939 
a private dinner party was held in the Grill Room of the| < 
Park Hotel under the auspices, of the Sino-Polish. Cultura^ 

Association in honour of Ejfr* gorges,Barthél de Weyden-i’ 
thal, Polish Envoy. Extraordinary and Minister plenipoten
tiary in China, who will leave for« Poland “shortly* About-, 
fourty persons of both sexes were present including se

veral members of the Polish Legation and Consulate and the
following prominent Chinese representing educational and»
commercial circles:-

Di. Chu Min -nyi

Dr. Ho Ping Soong
( /A/

'Ììr. T.K. Ho
Mr. H.'C. 'Chen

Member of the C.E.C. of the Ku
omintang and President Of1'the Ins 
st! tut Technique pranco--Chj.nofs, 
1195 Rhe Lafayettej. brother-in- 
law of Mr. Wang ®hing-wei,tha 
ex-^eputy .Executive of the Kuomintang «sSljt
He was essorted by three,/Chinese 
detectives of the j?reneh,Pol-ice.
President of- the Chinan Univer
sity.
Deputy Secretary of the S.li.C.
Chinese Educational Officer of 
the S.M.C. .

Mr. hau i'sing -ching
( ) ■

Mr. Li Shi-mei Déan of thè College„of Phyèics f
( S.M.Leé) of the.Chinan University and

■ ' Dean of the Middle School Depart-
w • ment of the Chinan'University,

384 Avenue Poch. .He is‘.native
of Huchow,age 43', returned stu
dent frqm th§ U;8.A. where, he 
studied Electrical Engineering, 
in 193.0' he v/as a member of the 
Executive-Committee of thé bino- 
Rolish 'Cultural Association».-

D.S.l, Prokofiev and D.I, Pan Lien-pih oarried out



JHMttjttUU File No............
G 65" .39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

........... J.Station, 
REPORT

Date........ ...................19
-2- 1

Subject (in full)............................................................................................................................   >

Made by........................... •.......... Forwarded by.....................................................................................

observation duty during the function#
* JMothing untoward happened#

A* ( Special .Branch. )<

I
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CROSS-REFERENCE SLIP

Sp. Br. Registry .OFFICE

FILE NO.....

SUBJECT:

Letter from American uonsul-fjeneral dated ¿4-8-09 re

itarl Klein alias aarl Muller alleged forging American Passports
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—i!?' -■—- i L>m*i •—-"'***' HA& . Pile No.....—..... .
fa 90M '9 I SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

s. 1, Sp.e.Q.ial..Bxanch5^44//
REPORT

Date..„August...3ür-f.9 39-.
Subject.......M.M. Angel.iJ?.a...?gle .Papadikos,.................................................................... .......... .....

Made by......P.‘..?..*. J.?....W.9——^.®............  Forwarded by........Csif...'......

Miss Angelina Papadikos or Angelina Egle as

she styled herself locally, was born of Greek parents 

in Tientsin in 1915. Her father, Cosma Papadikos, 

died in the same port in 1917 when she was an infant.

Some years ago her mother married a Swiss 

national named Edward Egle but although Egle never 

legally adopted his step daughter, she has always 

looked upon him as her father and took his name, 

retaining her real name for passport purposes only.

Miss Papadikos came to Shanghai from Switzerland 

in 1932. Between 1937 and 1939 she worked in the 

Geddes Trading Company, 61 Yuen Ming Yuen Road, as a 

stenographer. Her step-father, Edward Egle, is the 

manager of Messrs. Siber Hegner & Co., Swiss importers, 

91 Ytxen Ming Yuen Road, and resides at 1419 Avenue 

Joffre with Angelina’s mother.

Nothing is known to her detriment in Shanghai 

and it is quite possible that having lost her father

at such an early age, she would be ignorant of particulars 

regarding him. Z? . /)/! /\

D. S. I.

A.C.(Special Branch)
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AUgUSt 30 39.

Dear Mr. Barton»

With reference to your letter

dated August 24* 1939* addressed to

Mr. I. Robertson* I forward herewith for 
«r

your information copy of a report concerning

Miss Angelina Papadikos or Angelina Egle.

Yours sincerely*

James Barton, Esq.,
H.B.M. Consulate-General,

Shanghai»



BRITISH CONSULATE-CENERM-^r 
p.o.bqx »es. SHANCHJM. .

August 24 th, 19<59.

My dear Robertson:

I should be very grateful for any 

information available to you concerning a 

Greek named Miss Angelins EGLE-PAPADIKOS who 

I understand was employed in Shanghai by the 

Geddes Trading Company from 1934 to 1939. She 

was bom in Tientsin in 1915 and obtained a 

Greek passport No: 391 in Berne, Switzerland, 

on August 12th, 1932 and came to Shanghai the 

same year. She speaks German and English in 

addition to Greek. She has recently arrived 

in Singapore and on the registration form which 

she was required to fill up she answered the 

query " Father’s name ” with the remark



'• Uncertain of name There is nothing 

known against her but I should be in

terested to know whether she came to your 

notice at all during her stay in Shanghai.

Yours sincerely,

T. Robertson, Esquire.,
Deputy Commissioner of Police, 
Shanghai Municipal Police, 
185 Foochow Road,
SHANGHAI
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. > n

S. 1. Special. .Branch.... J/M/ 
REPORT

Date...Apr il.... 2.4.......i9 40,
Pro-Wang Ching Wei Posters posted in Nantao.

Muds by. Forwarded by....... .... .P.î....?.î....Ç.?.ewford •

Printed posters of a pro-Wang Ching Wei

nature were posted in thet part of Nantao adjacent to 

the French Concession during the afternoon of April 23 

by coolies from the Nantao Tenants* Association (No. 1, 

lane 82, Tei ng Lien Ka ), Kiu Ifau Bien, Nantao).

These posters purport to have emanated from

the "Kiangsu-Chekiang-Anhwei Suppression Committee of 

the Central Executive Committee of the Chinese Kuomin

tang" (Wang Ching Wei sponsored), 75 Jessfield Road, 

and contain the following slogans

1. Prosperity depends upon peace and good

order which cannot be realized without

/ first annihilating guerillas!

2. Communists attempt to fool the people

by stating that they are conducting

/y- guerilla warfare!

3. If you join the guerillas, you will become 

a useless citizen and have no future!

4. Those guerillas who- love their country 

and native place, should give up their 

arms and return to their farms!

Each poster bears the photograph of the late Dr. Sun Yat 

Sen and Mr. Wang Ching Wei, and also the inscription, 

"National Re-conetruction comes by overthrowing communists 

and Restoring Peace*.

The Nantao Tenants* Association, No. 1, Lane
*r ifc>

82, Teing Lien Ka ( <_ Sy ), Kiu Mbu Dien, Nantao-, was

organized by the tenants in Nantao during March, 1940,
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G. 50M-1-40 File No............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................Station,
REPORT

Date................................ ig

Subject (in full)............

Made by... For warded by.

for the purpose of opposing an increase in the rents

by the landlords» It claims to have 200 members

D. I

0* (Special branch)

2
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Pro-Wang Ching Wei Propaganda in N\ntao, Chapei a*

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
Section I,

REPORT

Pootung.

Made by.... ............................................................Forwarded by...............Sup t. J.?....-tojp_on.,

Posters with printed slogans urging the 

people to support Wang Ching Wei and the so-called 

“Central Political Council“, were found posted in 

Nantao, Chapel and Pootung during the Easter 

Holidays. This propaganda purports to/emanated 

from the “Shanghai Special District Kuomintang 

Headquarters” (Sponsored hy -Vang Ching Wei).

I.

Spec ial Branch ).
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2 Pile bioZ». rSHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S. 1, Sped

2T, 40.
----------19

REPORT
Date..4.

V

o Propaganda in support of New central GovernmentSubject......................... .................................................................................................

Made by..^.A  ̂ by..^.:..^.?..

On March 20, 1940, copies of paper posters pur

porting to have emanated from the Kfangsu Provincial 

Tangpu of the Kuomintang of China (Wang Ching Wei 

sponsored) and containing slogans in support of the 

proposed new Central Government were found posted in 

various streets in Jessfield area. The following 

are some of the slogans»-

1. Support the meeting of the Central Political 
Council.

2. The Central Po-litical Council will decide the 
enforcement of the constitution.

3. The Central Political Council will organize a 
democratic administration for the country.

4. The Central Political Council will establish 
independence and secure equality for the country.

5. Welcome Wang Ching Wei’s return to Nanking and 
assumption of control of the Government.

It will be noted that the Central Political 

Council convened a meeting in Nanking yesterday, 

March 20, 1940, when representatives of Wang Ching 

Wei’s party, Reformed Government and the Provisional

Government of North China were present and a reso

lution to inaugurate the New Central Government in

Nanking on March 30, 1940, was passed.

D.C. (Special Branch).
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REPORT
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Subject................................Pro-Japan.ese..p.ublication..in..English...........................................

Made by. C..D..I....Sih Tse. Liang....... Forwarded ¿y......P......I.,...Gr.aWf.Qr.dx.......... .............................

Attached herewith is a copy of a booklet in 

English entitled "Asiatic Regeneration and National 

Reconstruction" by one Yen Chun Kuang (J$_ ),

which was delivered through the post to Hongkew 

Station, the postal cancellation chop being illegible. 

It contains 20 short articles dealing with the general 

principles of the so-called Sino-Japanese rapproche

ment as advocated by the Japanese Government including 

one (article No. 4) which accuses Great Britain and 

the U.S.S.R. of being the instigators of the Sino- 

Japanese hostilities. Enquiries have been made by 

this office as regards whether an organization is in 

existence for promoting the "Asiatic Regeneration and 

National Re cons time ti on Movement" but without result.
I The author of the booklet is also not previously known 

i to the Police.

According to the Shanghai Times of February 17, 

copies of the booklet were distributed during a 

reception given by pro-Wang Ching Wei elements to a 

number^ Foreign and Japanese journalists in the Astor 

House on February 16. Yen Chun Kuang ( ,

the author of the booklet, was introduced to the 

attendance as one of the important members of the party 

responsible foi* the Asiatic Regeneration and National 

Reconstruction Movement. It was claimed that the 

party was formed during Sept., 1939, and had about 500 

members, but the details and the aims of the party were
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not disclosed on the ground that the movement was 

not yet complete*

During the Chinese Lunar New Year holidays, 

handbills of a pro-Japanese and anti-Foreign nature, 

purporting to emanate from the "Asia Rehabilitation 

and National Reconstruction Movement Headquarters", 

were delivered through the post to various shops in 

the Western District and also disseminated in the 

B’well District. The so-called "Headquarters" 

is evidently one of the many names used by the Wang 

Ching Wei clique on propaganda literature in order to 

cover its true identity»

Cl D. I. ff

A. c* (Special Branch)»
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♦ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. r

S. 5, Special.. Branch,
REPORT - ' « x. Z^-. -

D<j/<?.....F.e.br.u.ary...l5.i 9 40.

Subject PTP-Wang..Qhing-wei..proj)aganda..enclQS.ed..in..falr ' envelopes all eged  
........................................................ issued by the "Shun Pao".....................................................  

blade by D..S...I.,....Gdd.ejp  ...............Forwarded by       ................ .

The attached is a translation of a handbill 
X

bearing the name of the Asia Development and National 

Reconstruction Movement Headquarters, used to 

propagate Wang Ching-wei’s peace movement. Copies 

of this handbill were enclosed in spurious letter 

covers purporting to be issued by the "Shun Pao." 

The attached two letters were addressed to the Ya 

Shing Furniture Store ( , 507 Peking
Road, and the Ya Zung Sin Rice Shop ( Wiki®), 

119 Robison Road, respectively. The recipients sent 

letters to the management of the "Shun Pao," whereupon 

Mr. N.L. Allman, an American lawyer, who is chief 

editor, brought them to headquarters.

The text of the handbill is similar to 

those delivered to various local shops under spurious 

envelopes of the "National Herald" and the "Ta Mei Pao.



Translation of a handbi.ll entitled '‘Open Letter to the 

Chinese People in Shanghai on the Occasion of the Chinese 
New Year of the Lunar Calender” purporting to emanate from 

the Asia Development and National Reconstruction Movement 

Headquarters

Almost three years have elapsed since the outbreak 

of the August 13 incident in 1937. More than a half of the 

national territory has fallen, and the people have been 
rendered homeless. The old and weak have buried themselves 

in ditches and streams, while the young and stout have died 

on the battlefield. Both Nantao and Chapei have been 

converted into scorched land, and it is with deep grief that 

we should be faced such an unprecedented calamity«

Following the withdrawal of Chinese troops in a 
westerly direction, Shanghai immediately became an isolated 

city. Several millions of Chinese brethren have failed tc 
bring to their mind the seriousness of the national crisis) 

some abandon themselves to pleasures while others take 
refuge in the Foreign Settlements, which are under the 

aggressive influence of the European and American Powers, 

without the slightest idea of the ambition of the European 

and American Imperialism and of the sinister plot of the

U.S.S.R. to sovietize China. However, the U.S.S.R. has 

exposed her plot through her existing attitude to profit 

herself by taking advantage of the dispute between China 

and Japan. Lest her attempt to oppress East Asia should 

fail when the Sino-J’apanese hostilities cease and the peace 

in East Asia materializes, she has been carrying out her 

activities under the cloak of opposition to aggression and 

assistance to China, as witness the three years* war of 

resistance which has been put up, but not of China’s own 

noLitton
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Unfortunately, at this critical Juncture in 
the national situation, certain persons are still supporting 
the policy of national reconstruction through the war of 
resistance« However, judging by the present situation, 
an extension of hostilities will only bring about more 
hardships to the people« Efforts have been repeatedly 
made to secure support from European and American Powers, 

but without result, while the date of a final victory is 
far and away« It is therefore but empty talk to attempt 
national reconstruction through the war of resistance.

China belongs to the Chinese. All descendants 
of Emperor Huang Ti should come to their senses and establish 

with united strength and efforts, a sound foundation for 
their fatherland. East Asia belongs to the East Asiatic 
peoples. Both the Chinese and Japanese peoples should 
unite and forget the hostile feelings between them; they 
should instead plan good relations with sincerity, thereby 

securing a permanent peace in East Asia«
The Asia development and national reconstruction 

movement being an urgent business, we Chinese are under 
obligation to make every effort to accelerate the 
accomplishment of this business.



FEB 1 5 1940

Ta Mei Pao !•

PROPAGANDA DISTRIBUTED JN SPURIOUS ENVELOPES OF "TA HI ?AQ*

Copies of coloured handbills and slogans 
bearing the name of the Asia Development and National 
Reconstruct ion Movement Headquarters enclosed in fictitious 
envelopes of the "Ta Mei Pao" were received through the 
post by all the local newspaper officers yesterday. The 
handbills and slogans contain nothing but the usual 
propaganda for the peace movement* In addition to the name 
of the "Ta Mei Pao* and its address and telephone number» 
the envelopes were further inscribed with the words: "New 
Year Greetings»* an attempt evidently aimed at misleading 
the recipients» It is not only shameless but also 
regrettable that the so-called Asia Development and 
National Reconstruction Movement Headquarters should» 
instead of conducting its propaganda openly* have resorted 
to the illegal use of the name of this paper»

It is learned that in some cases envelopes 
bearing the name of the "Chinese-American Daily News" were 
used for the delivery of such handbills and slogans* on 
which were also inscribed the words: "New Year Greetings."



FEB 5 1940

NATION
The "National Herald« publishes the 

following urgent notice i*
Of late* a certain organ known as the “Headquarters of the Asia Rehabilitation and National Reconstruction Movement* has been

using envelops, same as those used by our paper« to mail copies of a printed matter entitled “Open letter to the 
residents in Shanghai on the occasion of the lunar New 
year«*

Lest the public should be misled by such 
propaganda* we hereby publish this notice and solemnly 
declare that our paper has nothing to do with this printed 
matter and that the envelops are different from those used 
by us* for they do not bear any address or the inscription MAmeri can-owned,*



CABLE: 

•‘SHUNPAO’ 
SHANGHAI

CODE: 
BENTLEY’S

TELEPHONE: 
93245*8

THE SHUN PAO
ESTABLISHED 1872

309 HANKOW ROAD, SHANGHAI, CHINA 
PUBLISHED BY

THE COLUMBIA PUBLISHING CO., INC.

February 15, 1940.

The Commissioner of Police 
Shanghai Municipal Police 
shanghai

Dear Sir:

I am enclosing lie re with two pro
paganda letters purporting to be put out by 
the Shun Pao. These letters are false and 
were never at any time authorized by the 
Shun Pao.

Yours faithfully,

THE SHUN PAO

N. F. ALLMAN 
EdItor-in-Chief.

NFA:ib



* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. /

S. 5, Special....® an
REPORT _ . _Z .A

Date.........F.eb.t...£»..... 19 40.

Subject.................N.atiqnal...Heral.d - spurious letter covers used to hide...............

.....-......................dis semination...of pro-Ufang Ching-wei propaganda............

Made by......... P.«S.I,... Golder..................Forwarded by..............P«J.»..prawford___  ___ _____

Forwarded herewith are two pamphlets,

emanating from the "Asia Development and national

Reconstruction Movement Headquarters,” which were in

an envelope purporting to contain mail matter, the 
property of the National Herald (^"^T )t Chinese 

language daily, with offices at tio.130 Uingpo Hoad.

The mail cover in question which bears the 
characters ( '¡9"^. ) indicating that it emanated

from the National Herald, was posted on February 3 

at the Bubbling Well Branch Post Office and was 

addressed to. the Mow Yih Company ( ), No.429

Kiukiang Road, through whose good offices it was 

handed over to Mr. J.B. Davies, President of the 

Herald Publishing Company, who in turn handed them 

over to this office on February 6th.

A. C. (Special Branch).



Translation of a handbill entitled *Open Letter to the 
Chinese People in Shanghai jn the Occasion of the Chinese 
New Year of the Lunar Calender* purporting to emanate from 
the Asia Development and National Reconstruction Movement 
Headquarters »•

Almost three years have elapsed since the outbreak 
of the August 13 incident in 1937. More than a half of the 
national territory has fallen, and the people have been 
rendered homeless. The old and weak have buried themselves 
in ditches and streams, while the young and stout have died 
on the battlefield. Both Nantao and Chapel have been 
converted into scorched land, and it is with deep grief 
that we should be faced such an unprecedented calamity. 

Following the withdrawal of Chinese troops in a 
westerly direction, Shanghai immediately became an isolated 
city. Several millions of Chinese brethren have failed to 
bring to their mind the seriousness of the national crisis; 
some abandon themselves to pleasures while others take 
refuge in the Foreign Settlements, which are under the 
aggressive influence of the European and American Powers, 
without the slightest idea of the ambition of the European i
and American Imperialism and of the sinister plot of the
U.S.S.R. to sovietize China. However, the U.S.S.R. has 
exposed her plot through her existing attitude to profit 
herself by taking advantage of the dispute between China 
and Japan. Lest her attempt to oppress East Asia should 
fail when the Sino-Japanese hostilities cease and the peace 
in Bast Asia materializes, she has been carrying out her 
activities under the cloak of opposition to aggression and 
assistance to China, as witness the three years• war of 
resistance which has been put up, but not of China’s own 
noli tian.
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Unfortunately, at this critical juncture in the 
national situation, certain persons are still supporting 
the policy of national reconstruction through the war of 
resistance. However, judging by the present situation, 
an extension of hostilities will only bring about more 
hardships to the people. Efforts have been repeatedly 
made to secure support from European and American Powers, 
but without result, while the date of a final victory is 
far and away. It is therefore but empty talk to attempt 
national reconstruction through the war of resistance*

China belongs to the Chinese. All descendants of 
Emperor Huang Ti should come to their senses and establish, 
with united strength and efforts, a sound foundation for 
their fatherland. East Asia belongs to the East Asiatic 
peoples. Both the Chinese and Japanese peoples should 
unite and forget the hostile feelings between them; they 
should instead plan good relations with sincerity, thereby 
securing a permanent peace in East Asia.

The Asia development aid national reconstruction 
movement being an urgent business, we Chinese are under 
obligation to make every effort to accelerate the 
accomplishment of this business.



Translation of a handbill purporting to emanate from the 
Asia Development and .National Reconstruction Movement 
Headquarters containing the following slogans»-

1) Support the national salvation peace movement/
2) Oppose the prolonged war of resistance which is 

bringing this country to the verge of ruin/
3) Overthrow the sinister plot of the communist Party to 

sovietize China/
4) Down with the European and American Imperialism/
5) Observe thoroughly the good relations between china 

and Japan/
6) Reconstruct China and effect renaissance of Asia/
7) Unite together, youths of China and Japan!
8) Push forward the Asia development and national 

reconstruction movement.
9) Long live the Asia development and national reconstruction 

movement!
10) Long live the Chinese Republic!



TYH

—ü—A— c - File. No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

' * * ■ \ - i / N't* !
3.1. Spec!_al ..Brancfe^//^ /

REPORT „. /
D^...5ebj.u^rx...6>..._z9 40

n ,. Pro-Wang Ching Wei propaganda
Subject.. ...........................................................................................................................................................................................

Made by..?.K^l.^..bLi^---^h^L^-^Q.YA^nr---Forwarded by.......................................

On February 4, 1940, copies of two linotype

printed pamphlets purporting to emanate from the 

"Asia Rehabilitation and National Reconstruction

¿Movement Headquarters" 

were delivered by mail to the various shops in the

Western District, O.O.L., in enclosed envelopes

bearing the name of the Chinese vernacular paper, 

National Herald.

The first pamphlet which is printed in 

coloured paper, contains ten slogans supporting the 

peace movement and advocating the overthrow of the 

influence of the Communists and the European and 

.American Capitalists in China, while the second one 

is an open letter issued by the "Asia Rehabilitation 

and National Reconstruction .Movement Headquarters" 

to the public on the occasion of the lunar New Year 

advocating cooperation between China and Japan as a 

step towards the object of reviving Asia.

Copies of the above two pamphlets were 

distributed in various streets in Nantao on February 

4, 1940.

One copy each of the two pamphlets have been 

obtained and are attached hereto together with 

translation.

The "National Herald" published a notice in 

its issue dated 5/2/40, stating that the so-called



Translation of pro-V/ang Ghing-wei 

coloured, slip bearing the following

slogans.

If we want to secure peace, we must 

support Chairman Wang.

If we want to eradict communism, we 

must cooperate with Japan.

if we want to go back to our native 

homes, we must establish a new order in the 

Orient•



File No.......
--^rhï- SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................Station y
REPORT

Date................................

Sub'ject.-

..............................Formar ded by....................................................................................
Made by........................"" _____________1______________________________________ _______
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"Asia Rehabilitation and National Reconstruction 

Movement Headquarters” had made use of envelopes 

bearing the name of the paper in distributing the 

pamphlets in order to camouflage its identity and 

warning the public that the paper has no connection 

with the aforesaid literature.

(Special Branch)



Translation of a pamphlet containing 
the following slogans

1) Support the Peaceful National Salvation
Movement.

2) Oppose the extinction of the nation through
the pro-longed war of resistance.

3) Exterminate the intrigues of the Communist
Party.

4) Down with the European and American
Import all sts.

5) Support the Si no-Japanese Rapproachment.

6) Support the reconetruction of Chine and the
rehabilitation of Asia.

7) Youths of China and Japan unite together.

8) Push forward the Asia Rehabilitation and
National Reconstruction Movement.

9) Long Live the Asia Rehabilitation and
National Recons true tion Movement.

10) Long Live the Chinese Republic.

"Asia Rehabilitation and National 
Reconstruction Movement

Headquar ters.•



Translation of a pamphlet entitled
"A letter to the Public on the
Occasion of the Chinese New Year”

Three years have elapsed since the outbreak of 

August 13th Hostilities in 1937. During thie period 

more than half of the, territories of the country has 

been lost and countless people have been rendered 

homeless.

Since the withdrawal of Chinese txoppe from 

Shanghai, in November, 1937, millions of fellow-countrymen 

in this city have almost forgotten the national crisis 

and continued to lead a life of dissipation, prefering 

to live in the foreign-pro tec ted settlements.

During this period the U.S.S.B. exerts every 

effort to bolshevize China while the European and 

American Imperialists had by various means helped 

China to prolong the hostilities. They are in the 

belief that the longer the hostilities last the better 

will be their position vis-a-vie Asia with regard to 

their aggressive policy towards that continent.

Many obstinate people are still following blindly 

the principle of "national construction by war of 

resistance" but a thorough study of the existing situation 

will show that the policy is inapplicable. Foreign 

support will not be forthcoming and therefore there is 

no hope for a final victory.

Fellow-countrymen! You have to awake by now !

Asia belongs to Asiatics. Therefore, the two 

great races of Japan and China should forget all previous 

grudges existing between them and unite for the same 

cause of an ever-lasting peace in East Asia.



Vi th the above object in view we axe promoting 

the "Asia Rehabilitation and National Reconstruction 

-ovement• ’* All Chinese nationals are urged to 

participate in this movement in order that the movement 

can ^e carried out successfully.

Fellow-countrymen I Think it over at length.

It is not too late for you to awake.

"Asia Rehabilitation &

National Reco ns true tion

Movement Headquarters*
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^ D. £
f •■ ........ .... ••—

CRIME DIARY.
~ “A" . . ''

............................. ...Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—Misc. 140/40 . .Central Police Station.

......... I9

Diary Number:— 1 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
tach day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

PROPAGANDA PURPORTING TO EMANATI. FROM 
TRE " CHINE»«.-AMERICA» DAIIiï NE wo" 
Uï-a:ULÙTLD THOUGH TRI-' POST.

Propaganda purporting to emanate from the 

"Chinese-American Daily News" is apparently being 

widely distributed through the post to local

Chinese residents.

Copy to 
special Branch.

The pamphlets are being sent out in brown 

envelopes which bear the name of the "Chinese-American 

Daily hew«'.’ these envelopes are an exact facsimile 

of those used by the newspaper.

Over 100 envelopes have been returned to the 

"Chinese-American Daily News" by the Postal Authorities 

they having been unable to locate the persons to whom 

they were addressed.

Each envelope contains two pamphlets(translations 

attached) of an anti-Communist and anti« Foreign 
nature•

The origin and identity of those sending out this 

propaganda appears to be quite obvious.
Mr.H.M.otuckgolci,who reported the mat^fer at 

Central ¡station on the evening of February 14,wishes to 

have it made known that "Chinese-American Daily News" 

is in no way concerned in the printing or distribution 

of this literature



SUPPORT • NATIONAL SALVATION THROUGH HJACE

OPPOSE • PROTRACTED RESISTANCE' WHICH WILL RESULT IN THE 

DE. STRUCT ION OF NATION.

ELIMINATE THE * COMMUNISTS' INTRIGUE OF SOVIETIZATION.

DOWN WITH EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN IMPERIALISM.

ENFORCE TO THE END THE CONCILIATION OF CHINESE: AND JAPANESE 

RELATIONS.

REBUILD CHINA sO As TO MAKE ASIA PROSPEROUS.

JAPANESE AND CHINESE YOUTHS UNITE TOGETHER.

PUSH THE 'REHABILITATION OF ASIA AND REBIRTH OF CHINA MOVEMENTS'. 

LONG LIVE THE “ REHABILITATION OF ASIA AND KEJ IBTH OF CHINA 

MOVEMENTS*.

PRINTED AND DISTRIBUTED BY HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
"REHABILITATION OF ASIA AND REBIRTH OF CHINA MOVEMENTS".



Io a'taJ’TBupbsoH adj xd beJiidiiiaib * bsdniu'I 
£ aoidBH. Io dd'iidsii odd iol ynamavoil odd 

nooffl dal lo x®b dal badsQ .staA lo noiJaiii JtdarfaH 
* %

Lunar new Year Circular Latter to the shanghai L’i titans.
-aaanirid" a'inadmaU wsoinamA xd"*dne« 7-i~9?”w9H xjqad ¡aqolwna

Three years have elapsed since the August 13th Incident. Half
.tadaHadtt .IXV.EPi.vA 03£taw»a x^i®0 nsoitaiaA

of the china's territory has been lost and people forcibly 
dispersed from their places of nativity, "ged people lost 
their life in the trenches or war area, whilst able bodied 
youths sacrificed their life on the frontier. Blocks of 
houses were burnt to the ground and everywhere there is a 
heart-rending plight, since the Nationalist army withdrew, 
shanghai has been a lonely island. Millions of our confreres 
have effaced the seriousness of national crises and resumed 
their night life. They are of the opinion that they are under 
the protection of the settlement which is under the influence 
of Europeans and Americans. However,the Communists* intrigue 
to sovietize China is known to the public«whilst the ambition 
of the European and American Imperialism remains unknown.
They are afraid that they can gain no more profit if the 
sino-Japanese hostilities come to an end or if the East 
Asia's peace comes into reality. Therefore,they shout 
’"own with egression' and * wive assistance to China*. At 
present it is the time for those who insist on ‘Hebirth of 
China by resistance* to awake. Look J Each request made to 
European nations or U.S.A, for assistance met with no 
satisfaction. Therefore,the 'ultimate victory' will never 
come as expected. As a matter of fact,it is to deceive 
self and others by believing the doctrine of “Kebirth of

I
nation by resistance". China belongs to the Chinese„therefore 
descendents of our ancestor wong Ti should wake up and unite 
together in order to establish an Impregnable foundation for 
our fatherland. East Asia belongs to those who live in East 
Asia. The two big races of China and «Japan should forget the 
past hatred and consolidate with sincerity. They should faithfully consult for the eternal peace of East Asia. Therefore, 
the 'Movement for the kebirth of nation and «ahabilitatlon of w 
Asia* in the crying need of the moment. Brothers «you are , f
requested to take the foregoing into consideration.



439 IKST.
S00-2-3S Mi sc* 3/40 Leuza

W 200
Report sent with..........._ ......    -....

Special Branch.

........pamphlets, hak^Ziil^Z^r ZZ^pa^r/ to^

„7. t , 1 on Nanking Read 1 ,Where found | n<!,r Qh aRg Rc&d.|
| | 1-1-40 by

Time found j 2.30p.^n.Uate | C.P.C.8 30(

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
n eighbourhood).

----  & 31f
Shopping and amusement 
c ent r«•

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Vound ©n the roadway probably 
dropped by seme pedestrian*___—

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Pro-Wng Ching Wei.

Arrests or not, if so how many ? • ••

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

•*

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code ?

Date.........

Signed ......P..?....

for C. I. etc. He.........Xifuza___ Station.

3. I*



F. 439 Inst. 12-31. 
1000-2-33.

Signed......^...........¿œ.._____a________ J.. ’
/7 rfS. S. !• //

Date----------— for C. ^Î. èk* ifa 5/^/:^^.

Report sent with__ _ Sight_ _________
Special Branch.

____ pamphlets, handbills or newspapers to

Where found Jessfield Koad Time found 10»20a»n Date 1-1-40
Character of place where found, (industrial, 

residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

——

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

—

How distributed ? 
(If known). Posted <on Motor Buses. C.G.O.Co

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc). Anti Communist.

Arrests or not, if so how many ? Nil.

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.) --

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? --



500*2-39

Report sent with 
Special Branch.

)ne

î a I Yu Y® Chlntj Road Where found ___________ I n ^r. Jtenkln11® pcLjl_
Character of place where found, (industrial, 

residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Arrests or not, if so bow many ?

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

, b

Date. 1-1-40

pamphlets, handbills-M. «awapap*» to

I Time found 4.^Op*!7i» Date

Jhonninr Centre.

for C.

1Î1JC«4/4O

Station

_ mm

lie&r Departmental Store*

40.

Thre- n down fr&n .«.<>»* f nur-‘t-**

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code ?

Tro-ianf? Chin

Nil.

i ■ •

1 *

Signed.

I. etc. ilc

"Ti1

! 1

■



Ki«c»ifo»£/40.

' } / <¿0

Bubbling Well
4th January 40«

aoMRB wsa AC’Kjee
MU8XCIPAI MATWTS 0«^^^

At 11 p*<u 4-l<*40, Itxvector SMth reported that 

hr had seen two heairo :»t -.’¿th 'jtL l-nojinunletio slogan« 

writtoii uxor > *.■»<:,•' arroKR ’municipal Roadways at the 

following locations«-

ISdluburgu ’.nau north oi Uxeat Wewtam toad.
■ b-

IrmiAn ho.vl -1 t.’.ti intersection of Yu Yuen Road*
S follow«i-

pewiH acUi build a country )

Jn‘k/ AJitl-0o«sawi«JA can get peace

and ;'euoe is the only way a
country can BUT»ive(^>>^

w



-r&rhA i ......... :
LWK/ shanghai municipal

3.1, 
REPORT

Subject Propaganda.matters¡in Tie stern District and Nantao

POLICE. s r.. h? -x 7^ #
Special/

/ I/o

Made ¿J. ...........    Forwarded by.....I •....Crawford

On the morning of January 1, 1940, cloth 

"banners bearing slogans celebrating the New Year and 

urging the public to exterminate Communists and to 

support the peace movement were observed hung across 

various extra-Settie me nt roads. These purport to 

emanate from the "Political Training Depot of the 

Kiangsu-Chekiang Suppression committee of the 

Kuomintang of China" (75 Jessfield Road). Posters 

bearing photography of the late Dr. SUN" YAT SEN and 

WANG CHING WEI with inscriptions bearing on the New 

Year were also seen posted on walls in the vicinity 

of Brenan Piece. Agents of this organization are 

also posting leaflets in support of the peace 

movement on railless trams traversing roads through 

the Jessfield Village area. These people are also 

distributing the handbills to people in that area.

Propaganda matter of the same kind was also 

found in Nantao on December 31, 1939. A meeting 

will be held in the Shanghai City Government 

Administration Building at 10 a.m. to-day, January 1, 

1940 in celebration of the New fear.

D.C.(Special Branch)



F. 207A
G. 1" ">-39

Z"
Headquarters, 

Shanghai Municipal* Poli ce.

■Diesbar 19 y -19 39 •

To.

The Secretary à Commissioner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- s.B.D.0409.

Sub j ect Pro-Wang Ching Wei propaganda in the 
Western District, O.O.L.

Enclosures

Copy of a Police Report



FM. 2 .
G. 1500.0-1-3^

File No.md4QQ.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1 ,Spee-ial-Bran&hriSÉ&ettx
REPORT

D^-Dec-ember—1-8-,-^p 3g.
Subject..?T9-^.^R..^XFl5..^..9.X ...Propagandain__th«..We6te]m.DiÄtrlc.t4...Q.»Ö.iL.».

Made by. Forwarded by.

Coloured cartoons of a pro-Wang Ching Wei nature 

were found posted on the wall of No.92 Jeesfield Road 

on December 17, 1939. In general the cartoons depict

ed scenes pointing out that after the formation of 

the New Central Government under Wang Ching Wei, the 

people will enjoy a peaceful life, guerilla units will 

surrender and Chinese will have a political administration 

of their own.

Copies of the 5th issue of the wall paper entitled 

"Masses" purporting to have been issued by the Chekiang- 

Kiangeu-Anhwei Suppression Committee of the Kuomintang 

of China, No.75 Jeesfield Road, were found posted on 

walls in various extra-Settlement roads in the Western 

District on December 16. Among the chief contents 

of this issue are articles describing the development 

of an anti-communist movement among the officials of 

the Chungking Government and enthusiastic support of 

Kwangei people to the formation of a new Government 

under Wang Ching Wei.

During the past week, the Western District Police 

Bureau, Nos. 11 ft 13, Jessfield Road, O.O.L., and its 

various sub-stations hung photographs of Wang Ching 

Wei in their respective offices. On each of the 

photographs are the characters, "Wang Ching Wei,

Chairman of the New Central Government".



File No........... . , i
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. Q. a

■

S.l, Special •'dyancìVìà^wf - '
REPORT D.U. negember Igto 39.

Subject Ching ’^®A....?.£i?-P®£an<ia. in the We stern District, 0 » 0.« L.

Made Liao._ ChUttg...Chien..„Forwarded by.......P.?.I .•.„.ïrâWford

Coloured cartoons of a pro-’jang Ching Wei nature 

were found posted on the wall of No.92 Jessfield Read 

on December 17, 1939. In general the cartoons depict

ed scenes pointing out that after the formation of 

the New Central Government under Wang Ching Wei, the 

people will enjoy a peaceful life, guerilla units will

surrender and Chinese will have a political administra-»

tion of their own.

Copies of the 5th issue of the wall paper entitled 

"liasses” purporting to have been issued by the Chekiang- 

Kiangsu-Anhwei Suppression Committee oft he Kuomintang 

of China, No.75 Jessfield Road, were found posted on 

wallas in various extra-Settlemai t roads in the Western 

District on December 16. Among the chief contents

of this issue are articles describing the development

f an anti-communi st movement among the officials of 

ie Chungking Government and enthusiastic support of |

der Wang Ching Wei

Ktyangsi people to the formation of a new Government

During the past week, the Western District Police

Bureau, Nos. 11 & 13, Jessfield Road, O.O.L., and its 

various sub-stations photographs of Wang

Ching Wei in their respective offices. On each of the

photographs are the characters,

of the New Central Government."

"Wang Ching Wei, Chairman

D.C. (Special Branch)



E xäL] suet'
*► SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

*• 1»
j REPORT Dìm*^£A...i? 39.

Subject............................................... .........................................

Made ¿y„D*â*I.K..LiaQ..Çhung. Chien___porwarded by.......N... I •„Crawf ord

Paper posters purporting to have emanated 
from a so-called ’♦China Peace National Salvation 
association'1 4&.I5Iand containing

slogans of a pro-Wang Ching Wei nature, were found 
posted on Jessfield xioad on the morning of December 9, 
1939. xhe following are some of the slogans contained' 
in the posters x-

jjifforts should be made to realize the Pan-Asiaticism
of the late Dr. Sun fat Sen.

2. china and Japan will both prosper if peace is
enforced.

3. Wang Ching Wei is the supreme leader of the

X
Vide Sp. Br. 
report dated 
4/12/39.

Kuomintang of china.
4. Long live the Kuomintang of china.

Cn December S, copies of a wall paper entitled 
“Wall Paper for the Masses,“ issue ho. 4, purporting 
to have issued by the “Political training Department 
of the Kiangsu-Chekiang Suppression Committee of the 
Kuomintang of China,“ No. 75 Jessfield Hoad, were found 
posted on walls in the Jessfield area. They contain 
the usual pro-Wang Ching Wei, Anti-Chiang Kai Shek 
and Anti-Communist propaganda.



I

NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS.

DEG 1 2 1989

“Wall Newspaper” Seen 
In Western District

New Regime Takes Leaf
Out of Communist Book

SOMi

lllte.

Sterling a page from the book of 
propaganda of their avowed enemies, 
the Communists, adherents of the 
Peace and National Salvation move
ment, sponsored by Mr. Wang Ching- 
wei, have resorted to the use of 
1‘wall newspapers’’ in the Western 
U strict of Shanghai, according to the 
“Tairiku Shimpo” yesterday.

Clusters of interested Chinese, the 
Japanese daily said, could be seen on 
Sunday on various thoroughfares 
?bding a printed sheet affixed to a 

wall On the right hand corner was 
he beaming effigy of Dr. Sun Yat- 

sen, the father of the Chinese re
public, familiar to all who use postage 
stamps.

The newspapers reported in detail 
the establishment on Ssturday of the 
Central Military Academy, quoting 
the addresses given by Mr. Wang and 
others on the occasion.

frV7 L

ifchiW
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SHKH8HM MUNlWPAl. POLlCt

____  ( S/-W Wfe^lSTRY
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. „ „ r> . No. S. B.

S. 1, Spe¿ifil Branch^, '̂ _T..
_ 'December 4,,. 39«Date..........—......_—i. I 9

REPORT

„ Wang Ching Wei’s Kuomintang - propaganda.
<j u b 1 ect~ — —--—-------—

,, , , D.S.I. Liao Chung Chien r, . D.I. CrawfordMade by................ .........°....................b orwarded by............. .......... ...........

The Kuomintang formed by the Wang Ching Wei

Clique has formed an organization known as “Political

Training Department of the Kiangsu-Chekiang Suppression

Committee of the Kuomintang of China” -‘f-

-¿r & J&r with Waung <ei ïung

former Secretary of the local Tangpu, in charge»

This new body has established an office at 75 Jess

field Road which is opposite 76 jessfield Road» the

Headquarters of the Special Service Corps of the

Chung Kuo Kuomintang Anti-Comintern and iMational

Vide Special 
Branch report 
dated 2/11/39.

Salvation Army. House bo.75 Jessfield Road, it will 

be recalled, was formerly occupied by the Theosophical 

Society and was taken over by the corps on November 1,

1939.

it is reported that the "Political draining 

epartment of Kiangsu-Chekiang Suppression Committee 

f the Kuomintang of China" has for its object the 

romotion of pro-Wang Ching Wei, antt-Chiang Kai Shek

and anti-Communist propaganda»

On December 3 and 4, 1939, wall papers entitled

"Wall Paper of the Masses" I» purporting

to have emanated from this organization were found 

posted on a wall opposite the Western District Police 

Bureau, bos, 11 & 13, Jessfield Road, O.O.L., These

papers, apart from containing a

denouncing Gen. Chiang Kai

number of articles

Shek and the communists,

carry several cartoons of a similar nature«

D.C. (Special Branch)
D.S.I.
y

i?
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POL
Speci

SHÄB6IIAtKX!MlMUff
CE.JVaS. äD.77Z^L
al Brajn
~ Date... ........*____¿2L_.-~.~~

Date Oct ob er. 4.» t9 3 <

Subject. Pro-Wang Ching-wei and pro-Japanese propaganda.

Made kyi ...................and Forwarded by..........J..’....Q.rawf q rd.......................................

Between 1.50 p.m. and 2 p.m., 2.10.39, 

copies of pro-Wang Ching-wei handbills were found 

on Nanking Road near Kwangsi Road and on Boulevard 

de Montigny, Prench Concession:-

(1) Handbill entitled “Letter to Brethren from 

the Peace Party of pro-Wang Youths" (-¿M Si 

1*1 , stating that the

National Government is gambling in a war at 

the cost of the people and that the people 

should save themselves by restoring peace 

under the guidance of Wang Ching-wei and 

Ithe new Central Government which is to be 

established.

(2) Coloured slips bearing slogans urging the 

people to support Wang Ching-wei? to 

cooperate with Japan? to eradicate communism; 

and to establish a new order in the Orient.

Specimens of this literature are attached 

hereto with translations.

D. C. ( Special Branch )



Summarized translation of pro-Wang Ching-wei 
handbill entitled "LeFterto Brethren from 
the Peace Party of Pro-Wang Youth"«

Brethren,

During the current hostilities, we have suffered 

heavily and have been deprived of our properities. We are 

also unable to locate our next of kin and we cannot go back 

to our farms. We have gained nothing by this sacrifice and 

we now realise it is foolish to sacrifice our all for the 

individual benefit of the Chiang regime. The following facts 

give a ready explanation:-

The capture of Shanghai and Woosung took place 

only three months after the outbreak of the present hostilities. 

Strategic excuses are lame excuses. The cities along the 

Nanking-Shanghai Line fell one after.another with the same 

excuse being given, it. goes without saying that Nanking, 

Metropolis of our country, is an important stronghold. Daung 

Sung Ts, the Nanking Garrision Commander, emphasized that 

before Nanking fell,, he would die for the city but the city was 

abandoned without resistence. No sooner had Nanking fallen 

than the strategic points, Wuhan, Nanchang, Uanton ............. etc.

also shared the same fate with the same lame excuses of a 

strategic retreat. The prominent figures of the Chiang regime 

then removed to Chungking and the people were left and forgotten 

about without protection.

Just imagine, the Chiang regime gave their lame 

excuses only after a city was abandoned. Nobody believes that 

the Wuhan area and Canton were not worth defending. Briefly, 

the Chiang regime will assume no responsibility for the 

salvation of the people and is gambling in a war at the cost 

of those people.



Mr. Wang Ching-wei, Deputy Executive of 

the Central Government fully comprehends the weak points 

in the Chungking Government and is impatient at thej 

worthless sacrifice. He has boldly risked his life in 

an endeavour to further a peace national salvation 

programs.

Brethren! We have undergone a lot of hardships 

and now it is time for us to come to our sense by supporting 

Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s peace movement with a united front.

1) Support Chairman Wang in carrying out the 

peace movement and the inauguration of a 

new Central Government!

2) Long live the Kuomintang!

3) Long live the republic of China!



Translation of pro-Wang Ch in g-we i 

coloured slip bearing the following 

slogans.*

Let us support Chairman Wang and put 

the peace movement into effect!

We must eradict communism!

Cooperate with Japan!

Let us establish a new order in the

Par East!



Translation of pro-Wang Ghing-wei

coloured slip bearing the following

slogans.

If we want to secure peace, we must 

support Chairman Wang.

if we want to eradict communism, we 

must cooperate with Japan.

if we want to go back to our native 

homes, we must establish a new order in the

Orient.



. ¿39 INST.JZ-3L- 
fO 00-3-38 , ‘<

Mi 3C.799/39.

Report sent with..
Special Branch.

pamphlets, handbills oF newspapers to

Where found ( Nanking Road near ! Time found 
ffwangsa Road.I_______ __

1.50p.m^ Date 2-10-39.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood ).

Shopping & Amusement Centres.

_—-------- ------ —--------------
Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 

etc.

How distributed? 
(If known).

jfaund by C*"*C*824 on roadway.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

pro-Wang Oiling Wei and 
Japanese*

2-10-39.Date................................



A (o)

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

October 5, 1939.

The Manager«
Breadcasting Station.

I have to inform you that no political matter 

may be broadcast from your station without first 

receiving the approval of the Special Branch of the 

Municipal Police. Failure to observe this order may 
result in action being taken against you.

Deputy Commissioner 
(Special Branch)



(Special Branch) Office Notes

Commissioner.
Sir ,

Date Oc tober 3 » 1939^. 
ino

5. B.
4 io

Reference attached report, I suggest I issue to Chinese 

broadcasting stations South of the Creek a notice on the 

following lines (English & Chinese)

"The Manager,

...............................Broadcasting Station.

I have to inform you that no political 

matter may be broadcast from your Station without 

first receiving the approval of the Special Branch 

of the Municipal Police. Failure to observe this 

order may result in action being taken against you."

ix
D. C. (Special Branch) 

............ 1
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.............

9 Vo?
S.l, Spec.i.^...Branc.h..^j/^4/X .4^

REPORT D^.....Qct.

Subject. .W.an^..C.bln&. iY.ei ^s. Çentrai..Kuoinintang . -. Propaganda throu^

Made by.

broad ças t i ng stat ions.
A?

^Forwarded by..... <.MacAdie

Mr. Chu Eoh Chun ) » Manager of the

Li Shu Tuh Tang Broadcasting Station and concurrently 

one of the Committee members of the Shanghai Private

Broadcasting Stations' Guild, was communicated with

at 12 noon on October 2 in connection with

delivery of letters and gramophone records

the

containing

propaganda in favour of Wang Ching Wei to the local

broadcasting stations Mr. Chu stated that the

letters and gramophone records were not delivered

through the Guild out were sent direct oy the

Propaganda Department of the Central Executive Committee

of the Kuomintang of China

Guild had however received a

Broadcasting Control Office instructing the radio

stations to broadcast

question, and in turn

to the radio stations

He concluded that the

stations had complied

no reply had yet been

The

despatch from the Radio

the gramophone record in

had 'passed the instructions

which are members of the Guild

Guild did not know whether the

with the instructions because

received regarding the matter

floor, 119 hanking

Hotel, 579 Kiukiang

ne continued that the

D.S.I

Private Radio Broadcasting Stations'

Guild, formerly at Room A6, 1st

Road, is now situated in the Li

Station, Room 316, Shanghai hew

Shu Tah Tang Broadcasting

Road. The removal was not reported to the Municipal

Police

D.C. (Special Branch)



'File No..... r—...
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ' '5?

, , u , 7^7
Sa»

REPORT Datg October...!,..... 't90&,

Subject Wang Ching Wei’s Central Kuomintang - Propaganda*

Made Z>y....?»S..I.*...Li.ao...Chung...Chien...Forwarded by.

Luring the past three days, local broadcast 

stations have been in receipt of letters purporting 

to have ha*n emanated from the "Propaganda Depart

ment of the Central .Executive Committee of the 

Kuomintang of China"

A gramophone record containing the text of a speech 

on the subject of "We should follow the way towards 

revival of China and Asia" by Wang Ching Wei was 

also received with the letter*

The letter, a translation of which reads as 

follows, urges the recipients to broadcast the 

speech over their respective stations:- 

radio station*

"Forwarded herewith is a gramophone

"record which contains the text of a speech 

"entitled *We should follow the way towards 

"the revival of China and Asia* by President 

"Wang Ching Wei. You are kindly requested

"to broadcast same over your station."

Chopped: Propaganda Department of 
the Central Executive Com
mittee of the Kuomintang 
of China. •

Enquiries have ascertained that the letters

stations by persons of the coolie| class

records have referred the matter to the Shanghai

Municipality Private Broadcasting Station Guild

The radio stations in receipt of such gramophone

and gramophone records were delivered to the radio



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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No.

Subject (in full)

Made by.

REPORT
- 2 -

Station y
Date.

*9

__ Forwarded by.



—Lï—File No g, rue ¿N u......
< SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Snecinl.ùjr^gsh......Sttâdn, 7 '
REPORT o . _n ',n

Date.'9^V^^-^->i9 39.

Subject.......°" Zung Xwei-paobyLouza .Pol ice Station for distributing..........................

................. ..... 4iro^-?Zah^-.GhiP-g-.À(©i...j?ind..antXTJl?.ti_onal-..government period...... ............. .

Made ....... .4.^4......  Forwarded by____ D.t.§• .! •.....Mj5.cAd.i_e....... ..................... -....... .

At 6 a*m. on September 28, 1939, one 
Zung Kwei-nao, ( && f ) age 23, a native of 

Changchow, single newspaper vendor, residing at 

Ho. 1, Loh Chung .Vong (, % ), Pakhoi Road,

was arrested by C.P.C. 2950 of Louza Station at 

the corner of i’oochow and Hoopeh Roads for dis

tributing copies of a periodici'l entitled "Cul

tural Vanguard" (. X-'fL , which is of a pro-Wang 

Ching ./ei and anti-National Government nature. 

The seizure of 71 copies of the periodical was 

also effected.

Interrogated at Louza Station, 2ung stated 

that-he received some 100 copies of the periodical, 

the contents of which he claimed to be ignorant/ 

at about 5 a.m. on September 28, at the corner of 

Foochow and Shantung Roads from a male Chinese 

who asked him to have them distributed to pedestrians 

and shop-keepers and gave him 30 cents as his remu

neration. Apart from the above, prolonged ques

tioning by members of this office failed to obtain 

any trace of the origin of the periodical in question.

Zung Kwei Pao has not previously come to 

the notice of ¿special branch and on the instructions

of the D.C. (Special branch} he was released at 8 p.m. 

on September 28, 1939.

A statement was

to this report.

taken from him and is attached
k), O/La-'

D« S. 1.

D.C. (Special Branch)



FORM 40
44M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

report of police investigations.

The following is the statement of

native of......Changchow taken by me hsueh nua

atLö.UZ.a...St.ation....on the....28/9/39 and interpreted by

My name is Zung Kwei Pao ïtn 23 years of age,

a native of Changchow, single, and residing at House no.l

Loh Chung Fong .khoi Road 1 have been a

the periodical

me to the Police Station

newspaper vendor for about a year

about 5 a.m. on September 28, 1939 x went to the

corner of Foochow and Shantung Roads where x saw a number

of news boys obtaining cpies of a periodical from

Chinese who gave thety. one hundred copies each 1 also

received 100 copies from this man, who in addition gave me

30 cents as remuneration and asked me to distribute them

This is my true statements

•mak ’•iw»*

1 obtained copies of the periodical and _

About half an hour later when x was in the vicinity

of Koochow Ho ad off jioopeh Road» a C>P«Ce asi<ed jne to give

him a nnpy of the periodical, some ten copies of which had_

already been distributed to pedestrians by this time_. After

glancing over the contents of the periodical, the C.P.G,

told me that the sale of the paper was not allowed and took

I am illiterate and do not understand the contents of

distributed them to pedestrians because of the remuneration

of30 cents paid by the man mentioned



F, 439 4NST. 12-31. 
~ fo 00-3-38

1
Mise. 790/39

71 pamph4eter4***’i,hiW*«^ newspapers toReport sent with
Special Branch.

Where found Paochaw Kaad naur Time found 6 | Date 28-9-39.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Shopping Contra. Bai ng dis
tributed to shops.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed?
(If known). By mala Chinasa.

Anti Chang Kai Shek and Pro- 
Jang Ching Wai.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Arrests or not, if so how many? 0n<*

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

News-vendor.
___________________ . 1____________

(7 >□

Date. 28-9-39

Signed.......
D.S.I.

for C. I. etc. i/c......IftJRM. Station.

I
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REPORT . FT.- • I 47 37 
D«^3»fj_t.eiahfii&.J.vzp39. U

Subject (in full)..................Propaganda Department of Wang Ching-wei CTTqfiS TSsties ..........
-....... prQpagan.da..ia..English*....................................................... .................... .

"•• ----- ----and......................For warded by............. D ,.S».X.*-...9o.lder................................

Forwarded herewith is a copy of a booklet 

in Ehglish on the "Peace Movement in China by Wang 
Ching-wei* Copies of this propaganda publication 
are being distributed by the secret branch of the 
Propaganda Department of the Wang Ching-wei Clique 
situated in Room 405» 160 ^venue Edward VII, free 
of charge through the post to the foreign community



File No—..........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 1 S '&?

S.l, Special Branch 3083«%
REPORT AuBuat 3O.rp39.

Subject.................. Avenue Edward VII.

Made by.......D._§.I.......Kao. Yen-ken Forwarded by...i.

With reference to the attached report on 

the subject of a liaison office of the Wang Ching-wei 
Clique being established in Apartment 405, 160 Avenue 

Edward VII, enquiries show that this address has been 

occupied since July 15, 1939, by the *Sin Shih Chi" 

( ^V! ) (“The New Century", a Chinese language
fortnightly) Magazine Office. The "Sin Shih Chi" 

Is a pro-Wang Ching«wei publication* From 

confidential information obtained from a reliable 

dource, the premises is in reality a branch of the 

Propaganda Department of the Wang Ching«wei Clique. 

Apart from the “Sin Shih Chi“ Magazine, the office 

is publishing a book in English on a speech made by 

Wang Ching«wei on the peace movement and will 
distribute free of charge copies of same to local 

foreign community, including the foreign newspaper 

offices.

With reference to that part in the attached 

report referring to one Mr. Sih (Tel. 12236), Apartment 

405, 160 Avenue Edward VII, arranging on behalf of 
Wang Ching-wei a tea party given to some distinguished 

foreign journalists, enquiries reveal that the full 
name of this Mr. Sih is Sih Dau-sung (^ )

(Shi Lo-sing in Mandarin), who is the chief editor 

of the "sin Shih Chi* and concurrently the Deputy

Chief of the Propaganda Department of Wang's Clique,



File No___ __
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

....... .........................St allori)
REPORT

Date................................j p

Subject - 2 •

Made by. Forwarded by.

Sih usually attends that office at 10 a.m. daily 

and stays there for an hour or so only*

Further enquiries regarding its 

propaganda and the scheduled tea party are proceeding.

A. C. (Special Branch)



FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No..

I S. 5, Spe.alal..Br.anGh,..<Süex^:
REPORT Date__ AUjgft„.29.K.iZifôÎè.

Subject (in full). .Liai_s.Qn..PffiQepfthe.J^an£—CbiJn£rwei..Qllqu.e...Äa.tabliAhAd

Made and .F ormarded by.. .D..s..I.»...G.older.,

Information given to me indicates that certain
persons close to the Wang Ching-wei clique have 
established a Liaison Office at Apartment 405, No.160 
Avenue Edward VII.

Further light was thrown on the matter when I 
obtained from Mr. J.B. Powell, the original of the 
attached document, a letter, addressed to J.B. Powell, 
at his office, and which is self-explanatory.

I am unable to place either "Sih" or S.W. Li.

**»
D. S.“

Officer i/c Special Branch



(Copy)

Shanghai, 25th August, 1939.

Mr. J. B. Powell, 
160 Avenue Edward VII, 
Shanghai.

Dear Sir,
I beg to inform you that Mr. Wang Ching-wel

will give a tea party in a next few days to some
distinguished foreign journalists in Shanghai and
he will also deliver a short epeeoh.

If you wish to attend, please kindly 
communicate to Mr. Sih (Tèi. 12236), Apartment 405,
16(^ Avenue Edward VII at your early convenience.

Yours sincerely,
(Signed) 3. W. Li.



CONFIDENTIAL
August 13,

• o?/ 8 w\
The First Propaganda Meeting

In Shanghai, the propaganda activities of the Nanking 

Government have been undertaken by local pro-Wang papers 

iander the direction and sponsorship of the Ministry of 

Publicity of the Nanking Government. Due to lack of 

co-operation between pro-Wang papers and the public bodies 

or official organs, the result has not been as satisfactory 

as desired. Therefore, the First Propaganda Meeting was 

held on 8/8/41 and 9/8/41 in the Shanghai Special Municipal 

Government under the direction of Mayor Chen Kung-po and 
the supervision of Koo Yung Ching ( "if ) appointed

by the Ministry of Publicity of the Nanking Government, 

for the purpose of discussing ways and means to improve 

the peace propaganda in Shanghai. The meeting, which was 

attended by some 50 representatives of the subordinate 

official organs, pro-Wang papers, schools, etc., passed 

the following resolutionst-

(1) To print serial pictures so as to facilitate peace

movement propaganda under the auspices of the

j bureaux of Education and Social Affairs.

(2) The Shanghai Special Municipal Government to issue
■ I SHI

notifications to all public bodies and official

organs to contact at any time with the various local

broadcasting stations.

(3) To establish public newspaper reading rooms In 

districts with a large population. That the 

Special Municipal Government instruct all the t
- 

administrative offices to negotiate with the news«
ENU 

paper offices in establishing the reading rooms. I

(4) To forbid any compulsory sale of the peace movement?- > < 

newspapers by hooligans through the Shanghai Special ; . 

Municipal Gove r raw nt Police and the Western District' 

Special Police.



2

(5) The Shanghai Special Municipal Government to instruct
its administrative offices to issue "Wall papers* 

and establish enquiry offices for the public.
(6) The Shanghai Special Municipal Government tn organise

propaganda groups to undertake propaganda activity 

in places under control.
The above resolutions were passed after the proposals 

had been examined by the following sections formed during 

the meding:»
1st, Section (Propaganda work of newspapers)

Kou Wen Chi (.$^ r®Pr®9®ntative central China
Daily News, Chiang Shao Kwang (7^* th®

representative of the aou Ming News agenoy 

and 12 other news agencies.
2nd. Section (Propaganda work of the administrative offices 

of the Shanghai Special Municipal Government)
Zee Sung Shu ( 4^* Chief of the Administrative

Office, Civic Centx*e, Tsia Xeng Ping ( M )» th® 

representative of the finance .bureau and 12 representatives 

of other administrative offices.

3rd, Section (Propaganda work of educational organs) 
Wang Tien Moo ( )» the representative of the

Sino-Japanese cultural association, chen Xi (), 

the representative of the bureau of Sducation and 12 
representatives of schools.

4 th. Section (Propaganda work of Kuomintang organs and 
public bodies)

Wu Ka Ting ( representative of Shanghai
Kuomintang headquarters, Chen Dong Ma ( ^7 ),
representative of the Shanghai branch of the Social 

movement Direction comlttee and 11 representatives of 
public bodiCBe



Hew ChinaiiDaily News, Central Thijfa. Daily News,xBing 
Pao, Kiio MinDaily News 9~

P08 LOCA1EROPAG/ife)A MEETING. CflNfflJDO.
the Shanghai J'irst 'Propagancfa ffeeting 

was concluded at 5 p,m* yesterday»-at,- w hi oh some 5C 
resolutions were'Passed* The following are "the 
resolutions of th'osign if leant nature »* y(i) To print, the serial pictures 'SQ.a^ *© facilitate 

the peace movement propaganda under the "auspices of the Bureaux of Edude tionend Social Affairs,(2) The Etignghai' City Govern» eh-ttp issue notifications 
to all public bo.dies end official organs to contact at any time with the various local

' broadoasting stations»(3) To establish the public newspaper reading houses at 
districts bf 'a large population, That the Shanghai 
City Government instructs all he administrative
'Offices to negotiate with the nwspaper offices \ 
in estehlishingithe houses»(4) To forbid any compulsory sale nf the peace movement
newspapers by thjs, (decided (1) to be
forbidden through the City Government Police end 
the Western District Special Police ft) withtl» 
assists 1 oe of the Central Book and Newspaper

- Distrusting dffice and'Vari bus newspaper offices.
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. CentralMiso« Vo» 788/39. Aug> 30th» 39.

StauArto.Jffi .the, Ma tareiiwi. leads 
Q^Aa.^l^ss.jm.r.Alag Mct> Ia.....

Wttftfcfc
sir,

Begarding an enquiry made at Police Headquarters by 
Mr. V.G. Bowden» Australian Government A'rade Commiesi^ne 
in China, 12 %e Bund, concerning Mrs. J« Everett* 201 
Broadway Mansion, X have to report having in compliance 
with ins tractions received from the B*C« (Crime) 
interviewed Mr* HOwden in his office this morning, 
^ugust 30»

It will be recalled that Mrs* *‘verett recently 

filed and subsequently withdrew a criminal charge of 
assault against a “exman named Benno Hecht in S.S«D. 
Court (Central 2330/39).

Apparently Mrs« Everett has approached the
* S Australian ¡rational Society for financial assistance

/4 to enable her to proceed to Hongkong.■ y
(jL • fi However as a fairly large amount of money will bo

required to send Mrs. Everett to Hongkong. Mr* Bowden 
v and his colleagues want to make sure that they are

t>ov .' helping a deserving case and therefore are desirous of
ascertaining if anything is known to the detriment of th 

o ViUL,, 1“dy,B

C 9 (p \ yul1 detalla ^ttflhrding the recent Court ease
involving Mrs* Everett and Mr* B«cht were given to Mr*



Bowcien •

thanks end stated tfcat further

, Averett would be unnecessary*

D.D.O. *'»* Di^*



•■uXJ wW

Dear Sir»

September 22 41.

With reference to your letter 16/100/1941,

dated 13th September, XI forward herewith a copy of a

Police report regarding Mrs. J. V. Everett»

Yours faithfully,

Assistant Commissioner 
(Special Branch}

K. Bumstead, Esq.,

Office of the Press Attache,

British Embassy,

Shangha i.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Date. September 22, 1941S.l Special Branch d&tsfnni File No

jif-fc

SUBJECT: Mrs. Everett - Enquiry from Office of
British Press Attache

I

Enquiries have learned that Mrs.J.V. Everett

registered a’, the Hamilton House on 10th June 1940

and left on 10th July 1940, leaving no forwarding

address

The letter from the Press Attache’s Office states

Mrs.Everett to be Belgian by birth. It was subsequently

ascertained by them, however, that she later obtained

British citizenship

A lady whose name was given as Mrs. E.V. Everett

British, residing 201 Broadway Mansions, reported a case

of assault to Central Station on August 8,* 1939 It
is possible that this is one and the s^me person, and

brief particulars of the assault case are therefore

given

According to the report of Mrs. E.V. Everett,

one Beuno Becht, German (employed in the Technical

; Department of Deutsche Barben Handelsgessellschaft

Vaibel & Co., 261 Szechuen Road), had made certain

defamatory statements (nature not disclosed) regarding

Mrs. Everett. On heering of this she visited Mr. Becht

in the laboratory of the “Defag* Co. and was there

assaulted by him.

A summons was applied for

a charge of assault preferred

against Mr. Becht and

On Becht appearing

before the Court, however, Mrs. Everett withdrew the

charge

A. C. (Special Branch)





¡HAUGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ'“?
S. B. REOlSTRY !

D* C. (Special Branch)

June 17

Sir
In accordance with your instructions

I called at the Italian Embassy at 12*10 p*m*

June 16 1940, and there interviewed Mr Prunas,
Secretary to the Embassy

Mr. Prunas was informed that as the
Ambassador was removing to the Cathay Hotel,
the Police were prepared to provide a guard
or escort of Italian Police Officers if the
Ambassador so desired

After a short wait Mr. Prunas informed
me that the Ambassador thanked the Police for
the offer but did not think the situation called
for such precautions at present It was arranged

required
a request would be made to Police Headquarters
that if at any time a guard or escort was

P*A*to D.C»(Sp.Br.)



FM, i SHAr.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

Wrecks Ti

Section 1,Spe c ial..____
REPORT I LCft------- i—•• "I"' - '

D^.^ember. 27, ^39
5w^ciA.r.ticl.es...in..the..^NedeXia*..regarding expected arrival ..ix.m.jhan.ghai_ of white

Russian emigrants ..from Europe -further report.
M^^y....P-*S..Ix.....Pr.Qkp.fi.ev. Forwarded by.

to

Further enquiries have failed to confirm the “Ne- 
delia”s information regarding the expected arrival in 
Shanghai of a great number of White Russian emigrants 
from Eastern Europe. A short note which appeared in the 
"Shanghai Zaria" on 15-12-39 ( translation attached } re

fers to rumours started ,in all probability, by the 
•Nedelia*.

The local office of the Lloyd Triestino has not 
received any information to the effect that any groups of 
White Russian emigrants are booking passage to Shanghai 
from Italy. -wothing is known on the subject at the Rus
sian Emigrants Committee. On the other hand a case came 

the notice of this office a few days ago,from which 
would appear that Chinese consulates in Europe do not 
,nt visas for China to Russian emigrants holding the so 
led "Nansen“ passports and that without such visa it 
extremely difficult to book passage to shanghai.

This matter will be kept in view and any fresh in-
I formation of interest will be immediately reported.

D. C. ( Special Branch )



"Shanghai Zaria", December 15,1939

^CnyxH O pyccKHx 
6fcmeHuax ms

Ebpomm
Ecjiii BipnTb ynopRO mjpKy 

.TnpyioiHHM no ropojjy c.TyxaM, 
b CKOpoM Bpoeirn b Kuta it n 
b nacTHO&TH IHanxaft ojKM^aeT 
ch irpnobiTie BnannTeJib'Hoft rpyn 
ttm pyccKHx aMurpanroB, fit 
jKaBinnx npn npR'djrajKeHiir Kpac 
Hoft apMin b oKKynnpoBaHHHX 

oo^bnieBWKaw paftonax 
TTo.ibnm.

flKc/obi pRe BTott napTiefl 
nojiyaeHbi na,peQKanue B^te 
#a b Kirrafl ^oKyMeimi n bw 

iKOTOpLie IBH^aBftWCB TMBKO 
t&m aMnrpawraM, KOTopue b co 
’CToanin caw omraTim» CBOt 
npo$3A hb Enponw b Kirraft.^

Translation

RUMOURS REGARDING RUSSIAN REFUGEES ¿‘ROM EUROPE •

If persistent rumours circulating in the town are 
to be believed, a considerable group of Russian emigrants are 
expected to arrive in China and especially in Shanghai in the 
near future• They fled from the part of Poland at present oc
cupied by the bolsheviks•

The rumours have it that this group of emigrants 
have already received documents and visas necessary for entry 
in China. The documents were issued only to those emigrants 
who could pay their passage from Europe to Shanghai»

D.S.I



_ FM , 2 ' -.p | pp ,
File

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. t

Section 1,¿psciai Brunch....__
REPORT --------

Subject ^•l'ti ni •
.................the "Nedélia rep^rdin.:; possibility of arrival in Shanghai

............. ■^-----Î^yê.^nds of ,/hite Russian -iaigrants_from Europe •_
^ade by ?rnKnf i -^r „

J......................—---k.t................F orwarded by................................................. ......................................

,ched here-.zi th is translation of articles

Russian newspaper ’’liEHuLIA41

( .The .œek ) on December 9,1939» Alleged to be based on

ar tides predictinformation received from Brussels

Russian emigrants resided in Eastern Roland, and in the 

Baltic states and that many of them would prefer to go



Translation from Russian weekly newspaper "Ndelia" of 9-12-39. 
Published and edited by Mr. M.A. Galkin, 125 Route de Grouchy,
House 1?«______ ________ ___________________________

1. article entitled * Rh^hal»s jjew guests^
We are publishing to-day a very interesting infoma

tion to the effect that in connection with the present war in 

Western Europe a great number of Russian emigrants are proceed

ing to the Far Hast and,in particular, to Shanghai, the majo

rity of the newcomers being people with means.

according to information to hand, several thousands 

of new Russian residents may be expected to arrive in Shanghai 

during the first 4 or 5 months of the coming year.

What shall be our attitude towards arrival of this 

new group of Russian emigrants in our cosmopolitan Shanghai?

We are of the opinion that the influx of new Russian 

forces here will undoubtedly be a very pleasant phenomenon.

In the first place, the average intellectual standard 

of Russian emigrants residing in Europe is considerably higher 

than that of emigrants residing in the Orient, and among the 

former there is a greater percentage of people possessing wide 

experience and knowledge. Okie will raise the cultural standard 

of the emigrant mass here«

Secondly, emigrants proceeding to the Far East are» 

in the majority of cases, people possessing means and therefore 

they will not constitute a burden to local charities and muni

cipal institutions«

Moreover, people possessing experience in cause roe and 

industry,of whom there are undoubtedly many among the new-comers 

will have a beneficial influence on the local Russian commerce 

and industry and will be able to invest their capital and apply 

their knowledge and experience« This will enable many local Rus

sians residents to find employment in ths newly opened enter

prises.
Thus,the now wave of emigrants will only strengthen the 



2

14useian emigrant community in uih.angh.ai and therefore, being in 
full sympathy with our brethren who have to undergo once more 
the hardships of emigration, we cordially welcome them.

There is enough room in Shanghai for several thou
sands of new Russian residents.

«• Synmar-|wod translation of article entitled "Eire thousands 
of Bussian emigrants are preceadlng to Shanghai from Eureny

¿attar fr« BrimU )

The outbreak of war in Europe and the presence of 

the rod menace affecting almost the entire Eastern Europe have 

brought many new sufferings and hardships to Russian emigrants. Prior 

to the fateful events of September last about 100.000 Russian 

emigrants resided in Einland, Estonia,Latvia,Lithuania and in 

the Eastern Poland, among them were former members of the Russian 

army and representatives of intellectuals »clergy ^merchants,pea

sants and other classes of the Russian people, who opposed bol

shevism. following the expansion of the U.8.S.R. in the Baltic K 

states and Pol and «Russian emigrants have either to face the pos

sibility of being subjected to persecutions and a regime of ter- 

ror or to leave to some place of safety. The overwhelming majo

rity of Russian emigrants have no alternative but to remain 

where they are, but it is reported that about 5,000 of them in
time

tend to leave Europe scmer.in the beginning of 1940« At present 

about 100 representatives of various Russian organizations are 

in Switzerland where they endeavour to obtain the assistance of 

the League of Rations in the matter of migrating to some other 

country* So far their endeavours ,it is reported, have been un

successful.
Recently,Mr. S.P,DOUBOV,a prominent representative of 

Russian emigrants who arrived in Brussels, stated that about 

5,000 Russian emigrants intend to leave Europe for Shanghai and 

other cities in the Ear East during the course of the first half 

of 1940. The interest of Russian emigrants to Shanghai is ex- 

Plafned by the feet that the entry Mb thia city is free to
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grants and that Russian emigrant community in Shanghai Is se

cond largest in the world« Should the endeavours to obtain 

assistance from the League of Nations ba unsuccessful, Mr« LOU- 

BOV continued »Russian emigrants will gather In groups in Itar- 

ly in order tp proceed from there in 1 Italian vessels to 

Shanghai. fhey/feow that Jewish emigrants from Germany enjoy 

peaceful li£e in Shanghai. Why should Russian emigrants not 

become good residents of Shanghai.especially if they have suf

ficient means in their possession?«



__ F. 207A
SOO-10-3»
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Headquarters, Shanghai Municipal Police.
December 7, 39

To. The Secretary & Commjssioner General,

S. M. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No :- D•9411

Subject Consular ordinance relating to Municipal 
Employees during the War.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.



Journal de Shanghai December 6, 1939

CONSULAR ORDINANCE RELATING TO MUNICIPAL 

SMPLOYBKS DURING THE WAR

We note in the last issue of the Municipal Bulletin 
a Consular Ordinance providing that a Municipal employee who 
has been mobilized will benefit» upon resuming his service, 
by a seniority allowance porportionate to the period he has 
served under the colours. This allowance is doubled for the 
period served actually in a cembattant unit.

Another Consular Ordinance regulates the system ef 
leave for Municipal employees. Where an employee finds it 
impossible to obtain his leave in France, the pay due to him 
for the period of his leave at the rate of exchange and on 
the conditions in force at the time of his departure, is to 
be issued to him. The cost of his passage and of that of 
his family will be placed to his credit in the Municipal 
accounts.

The Consular Ordinance also regulates the conditions 
in which an employee who is unable to procure leave during 
the war may have this leave in the course of his future 
service agreements.

Certified true copy



Journal de Shanghai. December 6, 1939. rCi: ‘
..X 4

CONSULAR ORDINANCE RELATING TO MUNICIPAL
EMPLOYEES DURING THE WAR

We note in the last issue of the Municipal Bulletin 

a Consular Ordinance providing that a Municipal employee who 

has been mobilized will benefit, upon resuming his service, 

by a seniority allowance porportionate to the period he has 
served under the colours. This allowance is doubled for the 
period served actually in a combattant unit.

Another Consular Ordinance regulates the system of 
leave for Municipal employees. Where an employee finds it 
impossible to obtain his leave in France, the pay due to him 
for the period of his leave at the rate of exchange and on 
the conditions in force at the time of his departure, is to 
be issued to him._ The cost of his passage and of that of 
his family will be placed to his credit in the Municipal 

accounts.

The Consular Ordinance also regulates the conditions 
in which an employee who is unable to procure leave during 

the war may have this leave in the course of his future 

service agreements.



F. 207A
500-10-39

Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

December 9f 39
______ ________ _______ ____ 19

Secretary & ConwaisBloner General,
To .

M< C*

The Commissioner or Police presents his compliments in 

■forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : - p 9411

Subject

Enclosures

Regulations governing promotions in class 
or increases of pay of non mobilised and 
mobilized employees of French Consulate.

Copy of French Consular Ordinances.

CIK/*



No. S.B. D.9411

FRENCH CONSULAR ORDINANCE NO. 543.

Article Is The regulations governing promotions in 

class or increases of pay of non mobilized employees of the 

Municipal service remien unchanged.

Article 2s Mobilized employees upon resuming their 

service after demobilization will enjoy a seniority allowance 

equal to the period of their mobilization.

Article 3s This allowance will be doubled for the 

period actually served in a unit that is designated a 

combattant unit by the laws and regulations which shall be 

enacted on account of the present war.

Article 4s The President of the Provisional Commission 

of the Municipal Administration shall undertake the enforcement 

of the present ordinance.

(Signed) Baudez,
Consul-General for France 

November 30, 1939.

FRENCH CONSULAR ORDINANCE NO. 544.

For these Municipal employees who have not been 

mobilized and whose contracts terminate subsequent to 

September I, 1939 and prior to the cessation of hostilities 

and will be renewed* the system of administrative leave and 

passages will be modified as follows»-

Article 1 » At the expiration of the five years 

stipulated by the contract, the employee shall be given nine 

months le&ve pay at the rate of exchange and on the conditions 

in force on that date.

Article 2 t Return passage for the employee and his 

family for the class to which he is entitled shall be placed 

to his credit in the Municipal accounts.

This passage shall be the amount which

the Municipality would have to pay for the employee and his



2
family et the special tariff of the Messageries liar i times 

then in force. It will be designated in the estimate 

of this tariff.

Article 3 : If after this entry to his credit 

the employee desires to send his family to France without 

him or desires to take his leave in China or in a foreign 

country, lie will be allowed to draw upon the amount placed 

to his credit, for the cost of the passage.

To do so, he must make a written 

application to the President of the Provisional Commission. 

Such withdrawal will be ^authorized only for the payment of 

passage.

If the circumstances require it, the 

employee may be authorized to travel on ships other than those 

of the Messageries Maritimes or he my place his family in 

r class other then that to which he is entitled according 

to the scale of pay.

Article 4 ? Th® same measures shall apply should 

an employee desire to assure the payment of toe passage for 

the return of his family from France.

Article 5 : Upon its expiration, the contract will 

be renewed for three years. It shall be stipulated that if 

the leave roster is restored and if the exigencies of the 

service and circumstances permit the absence of the employee* 

he may. in the course of these three years, spend in France 

or elsewhere the period of leave previously earned. In that 

case the current, contract shall be suspended and shall be 

restored on the return of the employee for the period it has 

yet to run.

Ho pay will be issued for the period of this absence.

The employee will have t© pay his passage and that of 

his family with the balance standing to his credit in the 

account wnttoned in Paragraph of Article 2«

If the circumstances require it, he may use mips
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other than thO3S of the Jiessageri.es Maritimes and he or his 

family may travel in a class other than thet to which he is 

entitled according to the scale of pay.

Article 6 : The continuance effected through the 

new contract for three years entitles the employee to a leave 

with pay of four and a half days per mensem.

If, before his departure, he concludes a third contract 

which obliges him to return to Shanghai and he crnnot enjoy 

the provision mentioned in Article 5, he may remain on leave 

for a period of not more than nine months in all, the time 

for the voyage included* For any part of the leave which an 

employee has not been able to enjoy, he may accumulate the 

leave according to Article I with pay for attendance for the 

months following his return.

Article 7 : The president of the Provisional 

Commission of the Municipal Administration shell undertake 

the enforcement of this ordinance.

(signed) Baudes,
Consul-General for Prance,

November 30, 1939.

Certified true copy.

Jiessageri.es


FRENCH CONSULAR ORDINANCE NO, 543

Article Is The regulationb governing promotion« in ' 
clase or increases of pay of non mobilized employees of the 
Municipal service remain unchanged«

Article 2: Mobilized employees upon resuming their 
service after demobilization will enjoy a seniority alliance 
equal to the period of their mobilization«

Article 3s This allowance will be doubled for the 
period actually served in a unit that is designated a 
combattant unit by the laws and regulations which shall be 
enacted on account of the present war«

Article 4: The President of the Provisional Commission 
of the Municipal Administration shall undertake the enforcement 
of the present ordinance.

(signed) Baudez,
Consul-General for Frane 

November 30, 1939.

FRENCH CONSULAR ORDINANCE NO, 544

For those Municipal employees who have not been 
mobilized and whose contracts terminate subsequent to 
September I* 1939 and prior to the cessation of hostilities 
and will be renewed, the system of administrative leave and 
passages will be modified as followsJ-

Article I i At the expiration of the five years 
stipulated by the contract, the employee shall be given nine 
months leave pay at the rate of exchange and on the conditions 
in force on that date.

Article 2 » Return passage for the employee and his 
family for the class to which he is entitled shall be placed 
to his credit in the Municipal accounts.

This passage shall be the mount which 
the Municipality would have to pay for the employee and his
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family at the special tariff of the Messageries Maritimes 

then in force. It will be designated in the estimate 

of this tariff.
Article 3 s If after this entry to his credit 

the employee desires to send his family to France without 
him or desires to take his leave in China or in a foreign 

country, he will be allowed to draw upon the amount placed 

to his credit for the cost of the passage.
To do so, he must make a written 

application to the President of the Provisional Commission. 

Such withdrawal will be authorized only for the payment of 

passage.
If the circumstances require it, the 

employee may be authorized to travel on ships other than these 

of the Messageries Maritimes or he may place his family in 
a class other than that to which he is entitled according b 

to the scale of pay.
Article 4 : The same measures shall apply should 

an employee desire to assure the payment of the passage for 
the return of his familyfgom France.

Article 5: Upon its expiration, the contract will 

be renewed for three years. It shall be stipulated that if 
the leave roster is restored and if the exigencies of the 

service and circumstances permit the absence of the employee, 

he may, in the course of these three years, spend in France 
or elsewhere the period of leave previously earned. In thfet 

case the current contract shall be suspended and shall be 
restored on the return of the employee for the period it has 

yet to run.
No pay will be issued for the period of this absence. 
The employee will have to pay his passage and that tff 

his family with the balance standing to his credit in the 
iccount mentioned in Paragraph of Article 2.

If the circumstances require it, he may use ships 



other than those of* the Messageries Maritimes and he or his 

family may travel in a class other than that to which he is 

entitled according to the scale of pay.

Article 6 x The continuance effected through the 

new contract for three years entitles the employee to a leave 

with pay of four and a half days per mensem.

If, before.his departure,¿concludes a third contract 

which obliges him to return to Shanghai and he cannot enjoy 

the provision mentioned in Article 5, he may remain on leave 

for a period of not more than nine months in all, the time 

for the voyage included. For any part of the leave which an 

employee has not been able to enjoy, he may accumulate the 

leave according to Article I with pay for attendance for the 

months following his return«

Article 7x The President of the Provisional 
Commission of the Municipal Administration shall undertake 

the enforcement of this ordinance.

(signed) Baudez,
Consul-General for France,

November 30, 1939.
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REPORT Da/<?..Qatoher...ll/4/9^9 •

Subject (in /MZZ9.Na:wsp.^p.e.r...repQr.t...o.n..J.Q.cal.. JapQn.e.se...drug..f actpries.,.

Made Z>yJD*P«.S.«..MiztQg.UGhi..... .. .__ ____Forwarded by........

With reference to the attached extract 

from "China Press" dated October 9, 1939, regarding 

local Japanese drug factories, I have to state that 

because of the present European war, local Japanese drug 

factories are meeting difficulties in obtaining supplies 

of chemicals . It is thought that a number of

local Japanese drug factories will be compelled to 

suspend or reduce period of operations because of the 

limited supply. The accurate number of such

factories w«rs not available«

D. G» (Special Branch)



OCT 9 1939

Local Japanese Drug
Factories To Suspend
Operations S hortly

Many Japanese drug factories 
here will reduce or suspend opera
tions altogether because of the 
limited supply of chemicals, says 
the Tairiku Shimpo.

At present, Shanghai stores about 
60 per cent of Japanese drugs and 
about 20 per cent each of British 
and German drugs.

■ 'io



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
7 t/rf

S. 1» 3peci.al..jjranch5/^//
REPORT _ „

Date..... .Qc to ue r. 2j. z 9 <59 .

Subject- .D.O.X. 27.67,...North...China.„paily.„News-.. Went 1................ ■..

f ** c _*... \ / / . y
Made by...... ■ -Pitts..................................... Forwarded by....... .Sssei....t 

The advertisement appearing undex’ xiox 2767 was

inserted by the editor of the Borth-Cnina Daily hews, 

whose daily radio commentaries have been given recently 

by Mr. T.A. BUTLER, an American reporter on the editorial 

staff of this newspaper.

A number of minor complaints have been received 

by the editor from diehard subscribers to the effect 

that Mr. BUTLER’S pronounced American accent when 

broadcasting the daily news is hardly what a listener 

would expect from the leading British journal in 

Shanghai.

In addition, the editorial staff of the xwrth 

China Daily hews is considerably under-strength, and 

Mr. BUTLER'S services are urgently needed in this 

respect.

The contents of the advertisement, therefore, in 

this light are self-explanatory.

D. C.( Special Branch)



British papers in Shanghai recently 
have been publishing an ¿dvertisement 
of a news broadcast which happens to 
be one from German sources. Not so 
queer when it is remembered that in 
M*® G'«?» War a '«cal British paper 
published German telegrams "By 
arrangement with Der Ostasiatischer 
Lloyd.
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OCT 1 1989

north-china daily news,
1 ANTED Briton, to broadcast, pre-
I ferably with knowledge of European
3 languages, ‘ Address Box 2767, NCDN.



Date September
-i

(Special Branch) Office Notes I $. 3. i
I No.S. B. D -

For information of British members.of the !

w 

GlSTFiY 

‘fyjjL-.-
r 9
Spec i-al"

Branch :



Confidential

August 31» 1939

C.R,  File No. F2816/109,

British subjecte - National Service

The British Consular Authorities state that it would be of 

the greatest kssistance if those members of the Force who intend 

to fill up Voluntary National Service Forms would do so at once.

All British members of the Force who desire to oomply with 

this request but have not yet done so may obtain a blank form on 

request to the Central Registry.

The attention of men on short leave or sick will be drawn 

to this matter immediately they return to duty.

Distribution

C. P.
D. C. (Crime)
D.C.  (Sp.Br.)
A.C. (A. & T.R.)
A.C. (T)
D.Os.
D.D.Os.
Stations
Quartermaster

Reserve Unit
Tr. Depot 
Transport Office 
Liaison Office

(Legal Dept.) 
Jud, police 
Pay Office
C.C.R.
Gov, of Gaol



Germany and the Law at Sea.

The German habit of ignoring all international obligations and 
the dictates of humanity when she realises that she is fighting a 
losing battle was clearly demonstrated in the war of 1914-1918. It 
is again being demonstrated in the present struggle. Not only is 
Germany flouting all international law and the customs which civil
isation has built up in the interests of humanity. Moreover, Germany 
is carrying on the war at sea more effectively against neutral 
shipping than against the shipping of the Allies. That this is done 
intentionally, in order to seek to force neutral nations to act only 
in accordance with the German will, is patent from the admissions of 
the German propaganda organisation.

The two main ways in which Germany is flouting International law 
and the dictates.of humanity in her war at sea are in the operations 
of the U-boats and in the indiscriminate and unannounced laying of 
mines in commercial shipping channels. The actual obligations which 
Germany is ignoring are the following

(1) The Submarine Protocol

This was voluntarily acceded to by Germany on November 
23rd 1936. It read as follows

’’The following are accepted as established rules of International 
Law: -

(1) In their action with regard to merchant ships, 
submarines must conform to the rules of International 
Law to which surface vessels are subject.

(2) In particular, except in the case of persistent 
refusal to stop on being duly summoned, or of active 
resistance to visit and search, a warship, whether 
surface vessel or submarine, may not sink or render 
incapable of navigation a merchant vessel without 
having first placed passengers, crew, and ship’s 
papers in a place of safety. For this purpose the 
ship's boats are not regarded as a place of safety 
unless the safety of the passengers and crew is 
assured, in the existing sea and weather conditions, 
by the proximity of land, or the presence of another 
vessel which is in a position to take them oh board'*.

The number of cases in which the German U-boats have flouted 
this engagement of the German Government during the present war, 
both by sinking merchant ships without warning by torpedo or gunfire, 
and failing to make even the slightest attempt to assure the safety 
of the passengers or crew, are too numerous to detail. Moreover, 
both the extent and the heinousness of the illegal actions of the 
U-boats have shown a progressive tendency to increase. It may be 
recalled, however, that within a few hours of the declaration of war, 
the passenger liner ATHENIA was torpedoed without warning by a German 
submarine, and sank with the loss of many lives. There was also the 
case of the steamer ARLINGTON COURT. The testimony of the captain 
of that ship is eloquent of the German methods.

’’There was a big explosion. A torpedo had struck us under the 
bridge on the port side. There was a very heavy sea and a west
south-westerly gale blowing. I estimated the waves to be about 30 
feet high. We pulled away from the ship and, about 11 minutes later, 
a second torpedo hit the ship on the port side. In about lb minutes 
the ship sank. On the third day’in an open boat the Chief Engineer 
died, it was very cold and raining like sleet, most of the time, which 
cut through us. By the next morning I was expecting three more men 
to die from exposure, but a Dutch motor vessel hove in sight and 
we were picked up”.

Not only was the ARLINGTON COURT sunk without warning, but the 
submarine did not even come to the surface to make any attempt to 
ensure the safety of the crew.
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They were left to fend for themselves in open boats in exceptionally 
bad weather over a hundred miles from land and with no other ship 
in sight. One of the three boats belonging to that ship was never seen 
again. To cast non-combatants adrift under conditions in which men 
suffer agonies and die from cold and exposure is an action which no 
civilised aan can contemplate without horror.

There is plenty of evidence that Germany is herself on occasions 
ashamed of such conduct. When the Norwegian tanker ARNE KJODE was 
torpedoed without warning by a German U-boat, Germany could think of 
no excuse, but when the Dutch steamer SLIEDRECHT was sunk without 
warning by a U-boat the German Propaganda Ministry tried very hard to 
persude the world that the ship that had been sunk was a British 
anti-submarine decoy ship disguised and sailing under Dutch colours. 
Unfortunately for Germany, some survivors of the SLEIDRECHT were 
picked up and were able to tell the tale of the loss of their fine ship.

Some German submarine commanders, moreover, seem to try to 
obscure their wanton disregard for the obligations of International 
Law and humanity by the subsequent friendly, and sometimes almost 
gushing, treatment meted out to survivors who have been taken on board 
submarines. To take an instance, after firing at the fishing trawler 
CRESSWELL in callous indifference to the recognised rules of civilised 
warfare, even going to the lengths of firing a shell just below one 
of the trawler’s small boats as it was being lowered with men in it, 
and afterwards leaving men to drown in the water while the submarine 
went on its way, the submarine commander afterwards returned to the 
scene and took the survivors on board. The survivors were taken 
below, stripped of their wet clothing, given hot drinks and blankets, 
and put into bunks belonging to the submarine's crew, whilst one 
survivor was brought round by artificial respiration applied by one 
of the enemy.

This sort of thing makes it clear that the German submarine 
commanders, while acting-with true German ruthlessness, are often 
acting in accordance with a carefully prepared plan designed to impress 
upon the world that Germany is, in fact, employing chivalrous and 
humane methods, despite the well-established and. widely known facts 
to the direct contrary.

The German propaganda organisation has also sought to prove, that 
all British merchant ships are fair game and may legally be sunk without 
warning because many of them are armed. Here there is deliberate 
confusion between the armed merchant cruiser and the defensively armed 
merchant ship. An armed merchant cruiser carries a considerable and 
offensive armament: she is manned by naval personnel and figures in the 
list of commissioned ships of the Royal Navy; she flies the White 
Ensign, and is essentially a naval unit which carries out naval duties 
and takes no part in commerce. Defensively armed merchant ships are 
very different. They are, as their name implies, merchant ships 
engaged upon their ordinary mercantile occupations, but given a small 
defensive armament, purely in order to allow their crews to defend 
themselves and their ships against attack or attempt at capture. 
The arming of merchant vessels for defensive purposes is one of the 
oldest established rights of international law of the sea, and dates 
from the days in which all ships went armed against pirates and no 
warships, as such, existed beyond galleys. The German contention that 
the provision of defensive armaments to merchant ships has again brought 
about a situation in which there is no difference between a warship 
and a merchant ship, is, of course, utterly untenable. Every new 
development in the technique of war at sea widens the already gap 
between the warship, and the merchant ship - a gap which even the special 
arming of ships as armed merchant cruisers cannot effectively bridge 
in the technical sense. So much was proved by the gallant but hopeless 
fight of the armed merchant cruiser H.M.S. RAWALPINDI.

Apart from the conduct of the U-boat warfare, the other important 
way in which Germany is flouting her freely under-taken commitments 
under International Law, and the requirements of humanity, is in her 
new minelaying campaign.
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As Mr. Kinston Churchill said in his statement in the House of 
Commons on December 6th, ''This is about the lowest form of warfare 
that can be imagined". The whole world will agree with that statement. 
The mine, when it is laid in shipping channels habitually used by 
merchant ships without notification of the danger area does not only 
constitute a clear infringement of the International Law, but is 
additionally indefensible as wantonly disregarding traditional 
difference between belligerent and neutral. Proof of this is to be 
found in the very heavy losses which have been inflicted upon neutral 
shipping by this ruthless and abominable form of Gorman warfare.

The requirements of International Law with regard to the laying 
of mines arc defined in the Hague Convention of 1907, to which Germany 
freely subscribed. This makes it quite clear that if a belligerent 
lays mines, he must take every possible precaution to ensure the 
safety of commercial navigation, and must, for this reason, duly 
notify the areas made dangerous for shipping.

The Hague Convention was drafted and signed many years ago - 
before the mine had developed into the engine of frightfulness which 
it is to-day. But that does not provide an excuse for its deliberate 
flouting by Germany. Indeed, no less a person that Admiral -^aeder 
the head of the German navy reiterated Germany’s obligations with 
regard to both submarine and mine warfare after the outbreak of the 
present war, and gave an undertaking that cermany intended to honour 
these obligations ..................... Admiral Raeder stated definitely that
German submarine warfare was based upon a ’’Prisenordung'’, that is, 
an order relative to the taking of prizes at sea - dated August 28th. 
He said that this order complied with existing conventions and that 
strict orders had been given to U-boats to obey these regulations. 
On the subject of minelaying, Admiral Raeder stated positively that 
the laying of minefields was announced according to the Hague 
Convention of 1907.

It is ironical that Admiral Rader should have made these statements 
to the Berlin correspondent of the Dutch newspaper- "Handeisblad”, 
since it is Dutch shipping which has suffered so severely from the 
illegal and ruthless methods of Germany in conducting the war at sea.



WHO BEGAN THE WAR?

by Vernon Bartlett M.P.

I write as an Englishman who has for years argued that the British 
Government must sooner or later make a stand against Herr Hitler, not 
merely in defence of its own material interest but in defence of the 
ordinary freedoms of speech and thought which make life worth living.

With each new act of aggression war became more obviously inevitable 
and difficult to win. Austria, Czechoslovakia and then Poland. To us 
in Great Britain the responsibility for tnis war seems so obvious that 
we have hardly worried about the official documents about its outbreak. 
Besides, it has produced so many personal problems that we have not had 
much time to think about its immediate causes.

But the historian deals with documents rather than with emotions, 
and he will find strange discrepancies between the British and German 
official accounts about the declaration of war. He may be tempted 
(if he is a bad historian) to go rather by the German White Book than by 
the British Blue Book, because the former contains only twenty-six 
documents and the latter one hundred and forty-four.

The deliberate omissions of the German White Book arc significant, 
for they leave out all the events that led up to the crisis and about 
which the German conscience is most uneasy.

Nearly half of the British documents give a background designed 
to show that a certain minimum of mutual confidence is necessary for the 
conduct of international aft airs, but that Germany had destroyed all faith 
whatever in promises and agreements.

Poland, France and Groat Britain know that it would be suicidal 
to trust Herr Hitler's promises, however "final and unalterable" they 
wore proclaimed to be. That atmosphere of justified mistrust colours 
the whole of the subsequent negotiations.

The German White Book consists of an explanatory Preface followed 
by a series of documents which arc meant to illustrate the argument. 
The first series of documents which the German White Book prints consists 
of an exchange of letters between the Danzig Senate, the Polish Commissioner- 
General, and the German Government concerning the relations between 
Poland and Danzig.

To quote the Preface: -At the beginning of August the- Reich 
Government heard of the exchange of notes be teen the Representative 
of Poland in Danzig and the Senate of the Free City, in which the Polish 
Government had demanded, within a short ultimativc time limit, and 
under threat of retaliation, the withdrawal of an alleged decree of the
Senate relating to the activity of the Polish Customs Inspectors, a 
decree which., in fact, had never been issued."

This decree, which, was, in fact, issued on June 3rd 1933, is contained, 
in the British Blue Book (Document No.26).

This action of the Danzig Senate cannot be taken, as the German 
White Book apparently intends, as an incident by itself. It was part of 
a steady and determined attempt by the Danzig Senate to .force Poland 
to relinquish her rights in Danzig. Poland found it necessary to make 
a stand at somo point. The intervention of the German Government in a 
situation where she had no legal right to intervene - as we in England 
see it - was an attempt to bully Poland into abandoning her position.

These right were not conerned with the Government of Danzig, or with 
the political situation in the Free City, for Danzig had been for some 
years under the complete control of the Nazi Senate. The rights which 
Poland was determined to defend concerned the supervision of her own 
trade within tho Free City.

Germany’s intentions have been described in the "Final Report" 
of Sir Nevile Henderson. "Herr Hitler is a master of turning events 
to suit his own purpose, and the so-called ultimatum to the Danzig 
Senate of the 4th August and tho subsequent foreign press comments on 
a Danzig ’climb down' gave him the opportunity which he was,seeking." 
The long and carefully prepared German-Polish crisis had begun.



The crisis was developed in much the same way as that of September 
1938. In the words of Sir Nevile Henderson: ‘The 1938 stories of 
Czech atrocities against its German minority were reJhashed up almost 
verbatim in regard to the Poles. Some foundation there must necessarily 
have been for a proportion of these allegations in view of the state of 
excitable tensions which existed between the two peoples. Excess of 
zeal on the part of individuals and minor officials there undoubtedly 
was - but the tales of ill-treatment, expropriation and murder were 
multiplied a hundredfold. How far Herr Hitler himself believed in the 
truth of these tales must be a matter for conjecture.'1 (Henderson’s 
"Final Report", p.7).

In any case, 
exhausted.

Herr Hitler’s "carefully calculated patience" was

The German V/hite Book then described Herr Hitler’s attempt to 
persuade France and Great Britain to abandon their treaty obligations 
to Poland.

The documents which it quotes are all, with the exception of the 
Hitler-Daladier exchange of letters, in the British Blue Book. All that 
need be said about them is that, provided he was allowed to have his 
way with Poland, Herr Hitler was willing to promise anything which 
the Western Democracies desired.

It is interesting tnat a man who has so often proclaimed to the 
world his high conception of national honour should take it so much 
for granted that France and Great Britain would repudiate their own.

There is nothing new in the German White Book about the British 
attempt to arrange for direct negotiations bwteen Germany and Poland 
on August 28th to 31st. But the shorter German version seoms, rather 
unexpectedly, to underline Herr Hitler’s determination to force the issue 
regardless of consequences. He was obviously not interested in 
negotiations.

As Sir Nevile Henderson says: "There was, in fact, for Herr Hitler 
only one conceivable alternative to brute force, and that was that a 
Polish Plenipotentiary should humbly come to him, after the manner of 
Dr. Schuschnigg or President Hacha, and sign on the dotted line to the 
greater glory.of Adolf Hitler. And even that must happen at once. The 
Army was asking ’Yes’ or ’No', since the success of its plans depended 
largely on the rapid occupation of Poland and the conclusion as soon as 
possible of? the war on the Eastern front. Bad weather might otherwise 
intervene, at any time and was likely to prove one of Poland’s best 
defences ag-ainst the highly mechanised German army."

Document No. 16. of the German collection is an account of a 
Polish broadcast at 23.00 on -August 31st. In the words of the 
'Introduction’: "The German proposals were designated as unacceptable 
by the Polish radio." But no document is there to remind the reader 
that Herr von Ribbentrop had declared twenty-four hours previously 
that it was then "too late" for these proposals to bo considered.

The polish Government had been ready to enter into direct 
negotiations with the German Government on equal terms, but it had
refused to accept a dictated settìanent.

Document No.13. consists of a telephone message from the German - 
Charg6 ds Affsires in Warsaw to the Wilhelmstrasse on the 30th August 
at 17.30 in the evening. "General mobilization has been ordered in
Poland an hour ago by means of placarding. The first day of mobilization
is the 31st August.

This sensational communication does not mention that the German 
Army on the Eastern frontier was already fully mobilised on August 
24th and had been ready to invade Poland on the following day. 
(Henderson’s "Final Report", p.8).

The final scries of documents quoted in the German White Book 
concerns the peace proposals of the •‘■talian Government.
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:lIn order to banish the danger of war, which had been brought 
threateningly near by these Notes, the Duce made a proposal that 
envisages an armistace .

You might believe that this proposal was the result of a last effort 
by the German Government to avoid another war? But the fact is that, 
thirty-six hours before the delivery of this Note, the German armies 
had invaded Poland, and the German Air Force was bombarding Polish towns.

The German White Book continues: "This proposition ws answered 
positively by the German and French Governments, but in the meantime it 
was rejected by the British Government ............ Thus the initiative of
the Duce was brought to nothing by the British Government in the 
opinion of the Italian Government also."

'•‘■'his account is a peculiar and interesting example of deliberate 
misrepresentation. The Italian Government made two attempts to settle 
the dispute between Germany and Poland.

The first action was on August 31st and the second on September 
2nd. Between the two attempts Germany had invaded Poland.

On August 31st the French Government, in agreement with the 
British Government, had decided to give a positive reply. On ¿eptember 
2nd it was obvious to both the French and British Governments that such 
a Conference was only possible if the German Government had previously 
withdrawn its troops from Polish territory.

This was immediately made clear to the Italian Government. But 
in the text of the German White Book the German Government has suppressed 
the word "yesterday" which figured in the original text of the French 
despatch, in order to give the impression that the French reply in 
question related not to the first Italian proposal of August 31st, but 
to that of September 2nd, made after the entry of the German troops 
into Poland.

Even this limited and carefully edited selection of documents, then, 
cannot hide the truth. And the truth, as it appears very plainly indeed 
from the much fuller British selection, is that Herr Hitler had scarcely 
completed his conquest of defenceless Czechoslovakia before he began • 
a political campaign against Poland which could have been prevented from 
leading on to a military campaign only by the most complete and abject 
surrender by the Warsaw Government.

And how long should we have had to wait after the surrender for 
the next attack? That passes out of the realm of history into the 
realm of guess-work, but it was the type of haunting question from which 
no Government could escape in those s^nxious hours of August, 1939.

It was the type of haunting question which compelled the British 
Government, as reluctant to fight as any British Government for 
generations, to tako up arms.
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The attached advertisement (No. 3472j published

in the North China Daily News on September 9, 1939, 

was inserted to the order of C^TIFggJg^ residing at 

Lane 50, House 18, Ward Road.

According to information received, TIFERIS has 

for some times past been employed as an agent for the 

Japanese authorities, he is at present engaged in 

making enquiries of a political nature among the 

Russian community in Shanghai.

The above person has on several occasions 

claimed various nationalities, the most frequent being 

Russian, Polish and Swiss, any requests for documents 

to support his claims, are always ignored.

Enquiries made at the Russian Emigrants' 

Association elicited that Oilem or Silem Gavrilovitch 

TIFERIS was born in DVINSK, formerly Russian territory 

now Latvian, on September 20, 1886. The date of his 

arrival in Shanghai is not known but he has been 

registered with the Association since 1'929.

Further enquiries are being made at the consulates 

of the abovementioned countries to ascertain whether 

TIFERIS is a national of either country.

There is no file concerning this person at Police 

Headquarters.

D. P. s.

D. C. (Special Branch)
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¡QHINESE import-export firm willing 
I to take care of foreign firms for co- 
(operation, management or agency. Con- 

¡11 it io ns can easily be arranged. Strictly 
(confidential. Address Post Office Box 
p53. -as»»

IpELIABLE concern with large avail-, 
p'* able funds Interested taking over 
¡workable agencies and stocks on hand 
[from firms/individuals forced to close 
(business under present circumstances. 
(Strictly confidential. „ Address Box 
®2004, NCDN. ««»>• 11205

IpELIABLE American graduate offers 
lg* services for full protection of busi- 
Imess piopertAes. coiuiuvniwi, Address 
Lox 2047, NCDN. -»«oa

NTEUTRAL, absolutely reliable and 
trustworthy, offers services to those 

who desire to protect their business, 
¡properties, etc. Best references. Box 
1995, NCDN. -»»a© 3520

3583

|k>|ESPONSlBLE Japanese Him offers 
'services for protection of business or 

Properties during hostilities. Address 
Lox 2U4D, NCDN. -3M3

INFLUENTIAL neutral offers his ser- 
p vices to those who desire to protect 
their business, stocks, etc. Box 1973, 
NCDN. “»472

3367

‘^pWQ neutral subjects (European) offer 
f their services for transfer of pro- 

■ Iserties, business, strictly confidential. 
¡Jpcply Box 1924, NCDN. -3367

3464
rVTEUTRAL (Aryan) offers services for ' 
r• transfer of business, stocks, proper
ties, etc. Post Office Box 1364. -3464

INDIVIDUAL with international reputa- | 
x tion, highest personal and legal cred- < 
entials, offers services for protection of I 
business or properties in Far East dur- | 
ing hostilities. Strictly confidential, i 
Box 1978. NCDN. > hi«i |

11181

3372
VANISH lady seeks exercise neutral 

rights in care of property or other 
position of trust. Address Box 1928, 
ICDN, “3372 

yOUNG lady, neutral, speaks fluent j
Chinese, wishes purchase active 

partnership in small business. State 
particulars to Box 1969. NCDN. -34«z 3462
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s/pWO neutral subjects (European) offer 
IA their services for transfer of pro-j 
I perties, business, strictly confidential.! 
'Reply Box 1924, NCDN. -3337!

| tj^EUTRAL, absolutely reliable and 
trustworthy, offers services to those 

who desire to protect their business, 
properties, etc. Best references. Box 

1995, NCDN. -3520

JNDIVIDUAL with international reputa- < 
tion, highest personal and legal cred-j 

entials, offers services for protection ofi 
business or properties in Far East dur-1 

! ing hostilities. Strictly confidential.! 
¡Box 1978. NCDN.
f—------------—— ■■ ■ ■ _____ 3

M DVERTTSER is interested to hear; 
' x from a neutral corporation or in-1 
dividual (not U. S. A.) for transference] 
of property, etc. Banking references’ 
indispensable. Box 1956, NCDN.‘ -344o|

3367

3520

/11181

3440
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kJEUTRAL, absolutely confidential, | 
p* responsible, influential, experienced,! 
pffers services for protecting stock, | 
business properties, etc. Box 2069,1 
NCDN. Ó689

24770

1ij ELI ABLE American graduate offers} 
"*■* services for full protection oil 
business, properties. Confidential. Add-! 

resa Box 2047. NCDN. -a«oa|

INDIVIDUAL with international reputa-g 
A lion, highest personal and legal cred J 
entials, offers services tor protection ow 
business or properties in Far East dur« 
mg hostilities. Strictly confidential! 
Box 1978, NCDN. mW 11181

lrpWO neutral subjects (European) offer < 
A their services for transfer of pro« 
perties, business, strictly confidential. >
Reply Box 1924, NCDN.

jt AR GE funds available for purchase 
real estate, etc. from individuals^

' wishing sell 01 leaving Shanghai view|| 
conditions.« Strictly confidential. Ad^; 

ch ess Box 2003, NCDN. iuo< | 11204

ii ELI ABLE concern with largo avail -I
* able funds interested taking over!’' 

workable agencies and stocks on hand! 
irom firms/individuals forced to close I 
business under present circumstances. I 
Strictly confidential. Address Box I 
12004, NCDN. iwi ! 11205

'MEUTRAL, absolutely reliable and! 
trustworthy, offers services to those I 

who desire to protect their business, | 
properties, etc. Best references. Box} 
1995, NCDN. 

........ .......... ............................ ■
3520

*»
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r AR GE funds available for purchased 
real estate, etc. from individuals! 

wishing sell or leaving Shanghai view! 
conditions. Strictly confidential. Ad-1 
dress Box 2003. NCDN. 11204 ’

p HIÑESE import-export firm willing!
to take care of foreign firms for co-i 

operation, management or. agency. Con- j 
ditions can easily be arranged. Strictly' 
confidential. Address Post Office Box 
553. -3593 * 3593

INDIVIDUAL with international reputa-J 
tion, highest personal and legal cred« 

entials, offers services for protection offi 
business or properties in Far East dur« 
ing hostilities. Strictly confidential.« 
Box 1978. NCDN. m«i t 11181

NTEUTRAL, absolutely confidential,|
responsible, influential, experienced,! 

offers services fox* protecting stock ,1 
business properties, etc. Box 2089,1 
NCDN. / -36891 3689

nELIABLE American graduate offers^ 
* services for full protection ofi 

business, properties. Confidential. Add-I 
ress Box 2047, NCDN. -3602* 3602

I,, .......... ...... ......................
ATEUTRAL, absolutely reliable and j 

trustworthy, offers services to those! 
who desire to protect their business,! 
properties, etc. Best references. Box! 
1995, NCDN. 3520

p ELI ABLE concern with large avail-, 
* able funds interested taking over 

workable agencies and stocks on hand 
from firms/individuals forced to close! 
business under present circumstances. 
Strictly confidential. Address Box' 
2004, NCDN. Haos 11205
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! ATEUTRAL, absolutely reliable and 
trustworthy, offers services to thosJ 

who desire to protect their business! 
properties, etc. Best references. Bom 

1995, NCDN. -»•«<

I pELLABLE concern with large avail-4 
** able funds interested taking oven 
workable agencies and stocks on hancfl 
from firms/individuals forced to closJ 
business under present circumstances« 
Strictly confidential. Address Boxl 
2004, NCDN. naos|

pELIABLE American graduate offers 
j services for full . protection o4 
i business, properties. Confidential. Add-' 
’ ress Box 2047, NCDN. -asoa

QHINESE import-export firm willing^ 
to take care of foreign firms for co-I 

j operation, management or agency. Con-I 
I ditions can easily be arranged. Strictly! 
| confidential. Address Post Office Box*
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.... partner ship in 8a.f.e...bu.s.in.e.s.8.«......................................................

Nitide Z,y-..P.?.?.?.s?.j...~9-!-lhrt.S........ ..... b orwarded by..

Concerning the attached advertisement 
(No. 3927) which appeared in the North China Baily 
News on September 16, 1939, same was publisned to 
the order of M. H. A. OUSKOUNI, Iranian, a tea and 
General merchant with his offices and residence at 
142, Museum Road.

D. C. (Special Branch).

D.P.s.
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Subject (in full)..... Advert isemen.t:. SubjectL. of...n.Q.n<b.el.lig.e.r.ent..nation offering

..... ............... ..........his services for.,.handling .bueines.se.a4...e.t.c................................................
Made by.....PRob.ertS......................Forwarded by....^^..:....

The attached advertisement (No.1333) published

in the North China Daily News on September 16, 1939 

was inserted to the order of i'. Madsen & Company, a

Danish concern, 169 Yuen Ming Yuen Road

D. C. (Special Branch)
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j\TEUTRAL party with some 
looking for safe business.

Box 2241, NCDN.

capital
Address

-3927 3927

URANE, with large available fund» 
j7 prepared to handle business foJ 
■parties urgently leaving China. Also 
■assisting in liquidating stocks or out-l 
’right purchase. Address Box 2240,'
NCDN. <1333 1333

1
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REPORT September.15 39?

Subject (in full) Advertisement r citizen of non-belligerent country offering

his...s.§rv ices for transfer pf..bue.i.ne.ss or'._p.rpperty •

Made by.....D.l.S.. Roberts. .Forwarded by..

Respecting the attached advertisement (No. 3464) 

published’in the North China Daily News on September 

9, 1939, same was inserted to the order of C.A. PERLEY, 

a Norwegian, employed by Kunst Albers, 110 Szechuen 

Road, residing at Q8 Route Paul Henry.

Nothing is known detrimentral to the character 

of PERLEY.

D. P. S.

D. C.(Special Branch).
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Subject (in full)....... Adyert.is.e.meat...s...subject...of ..a.neutral .country offering his

.........r.............................s.e.r.y.i.c.e.s...f.Qr...tr.ansf.ar...P.f...pr.Qp.e^tv,............................. ....................................  

Made by.... .I?.*.?.»S.»..R;Q.b.e.r.ts........................... Forwarded by.

Concerning the attached advertisement (Ko. 3520) 

appearing in the fforth China Daily News on September 

1939, same was inserted to the order of hr. E.C.G. 

PEREIRA, a Portugese, employed "by the Portugese 

navigation and Trading Company, 4 French Bund, at 

present residing in Apartment 721 Embankment Building.

nothing is known detrimental to the character 

ot BSHEm»



G. 6 5^1-39
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No..

S. SpeciaJ^anch./^/^
REPORT D<?w„Se^mber.l4rp 39

Subject (in full)...... Advertisement, :..Chinese firm„.offeri^ .......

for eign..concerns.

Made by..... Forwarded by. •P1 .vy

The attached advertisement (No. 3593) was 

published in the North China Daily News on September 

9, 1939, to the order of Messi’s. Vanley and Company, a 

Chinese owned concern, 150 Kiukiang Road.

Very little is known concerning the above firm as 

it has not been operating for any considerable length 

of time, but so far as can be ascertained appears to 

be of good repute.

D. P. S

D. C.(Special Branch)



FORM NO. 3
G. 6JW-1-39 File No..............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

s. 1, 
REPORT _ . __DaM-p-ert eno e r, 13 r 9 o 9.

Subject (in full) Advertisement offering the services of ».person for the

purpose of protecting businesses or property in the Jar East*

Made by D ft? . .ft.o.h.e.r .ta Forwarded by

The attached advertisement (Ko. 11181) appeared 

in the Korth China Daily Hews to the order of Mr» Eric 

de Becker, a partner in the De Becker Law and Estate 

Company, 262-264 Hamilton rfouse»

When ordering the insertion of the attached 

advertisement, de Becker was asked his nationality 

which he gave as being Japanese, as this appears to be 

a mistake further enquiries are being made to obtain 

confirmation of this»

D» P» S<

D, C»(Special Bracnh).



±orm noj_ File No........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S* 1* Special_ *icancii__
REPORT « . . ,Q..^gT.k emb e r. 1 u t9 o 9 .

Subject (in full)..........Advert i.sei3.en.ts....:...lar.ge...cpn.cern„p.ffer.in£..tp...purc.i.iase...real

...... ..... ............... estate.,... stocks

Made by___ D*P«fe.A.-B.Q.b.e.X'.t.S.....

¡nd.. nrenci.e .iS0I4.^.e.r.spns...l.eay.ing...Shanghai.»

............Forwarded by.

Concerning the attached advertisements (Nos. 11204 

and 11205) which'appeared in the North China. Daily News 

on September 11, 1939, same were published to the order 

of the Asia. Trading Corporation, Importers ®d Exporters, 

540 Avenue J’och.



Z0RM_N0J_3_ pil K]o
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

s. 1, SL:£iii£>j.„j3xan.(ili$44^//
REPORT „ , , _ „

Subject (in full)..... ..Adyert i se.uent Danish subject, offering services for..........

.......;........................... transfe.r..of..buslags.g4. ,etg......................... ........... ......................................

Made by.............................Forwarded by.

The attached advertisement (No. 3372) appeared 

in the North China Daily News on September 9, 1939, 

same was inserted to the order of Mrs. B.A. HACLIhD, 

a Dane, residing at Lane 342, House 20, Route Cohen.

Nothing is known detrimental to the character 

of lire. JLETD.

D. P. S.



_FORM NO. 3, 1 pUg ............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

s. 1, Special.-iiWinsl../^/, 
REPORT September 13yf(39.

Subject (in full) ......... 

................... ................s.e.ryices..for...tran.sf.er..of...stocks , businesees,orproperty..............
Made by ..D,l?.y.&*..B.O.h.e.r.ia.....................Forwarded by.....^:......

The attached advertisement (No. 3669) appeared in 

the North China Daily News on September 12, 1939, at the 

request cf James HWANG, a Chinese, residing at Lane 925, 

House 2, Avenue Joffre.

Nothing is known detrimental to the character of 

Hvi//Uk G •

(Spe c ial Branch)

D. P. S.



c;«c
FORM NO. 3 
G. 6®H-39 File No,...........

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Snec ial branch,
REPORT _ . . „ ,, ,qDate beptejnper...lij.>JQ •

Subject (in full)......A.dy e.rt i.s.exii.ent.Jap.an.ese...f irm.g.f.ferin^...to..manage. ..business,..........

etc. du .GN£.®n.„hge

Made by....D.,J? .Forwarded by.

Concerning advertisement No. 3583 attached hereto, 

which appeared in the North ^hina Daily News, on 

September 9, 1939, same was inserted by S. SAITO, a 

Japanese, residing at 3 Lionkhams 'x’errace, Vfeyside.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

REPORT Date temoe r 13»j p 39

Subject (in full) Advert is.e.mexi.t...ftf'taxing--seryic.q.s„pf ...a .Leysoa..fpr..the.

•orotection of property* etc.

Made by.D..P«.S.A..RQb.al.tß- -Forwarded by.

Concerning the attached advertisement (No# 3602) 

which appeared in the North China Daily News on 

September 9, 1939, enquiries elicited that same was 

inserted by U.S. LEE* a Chinese residing at 92 Chapoo 

Road.

Police records have nothing detrimental to the 

character of LEE.

D. P
p « I

. (Spe c ial branch) •



xorm No..a_ pne No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Spep.j^.JJr^.nc.h.„/^/i//) 
REPORT «, ™ „n

9 '-J - •

Subject (in full) ..Myertj.s.ejAen.t.J...Xenis^.e.. wi.shUl£...tp__PArcLi.?;ge...actiye..................

.PD.K tn er ship.

Made by....... D.» .Forwarded by.

Concerning the attached, advertisement (Ho. 3rW*j) 

published in the Dorth China Daily News on September 9, 

1939, same was inserted by Mr. «V.H.A. CARR, Pootoo Road 

Police Station.

D. C.(Special Drench).

D. P. S.



JE9B&U&. pile No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

fIff f
S. 1, Sp.§.gl.a.l„.^.a.n.Qh.y^/J</^ ' 

REPORT September 7

Subject (in full) ..^4y.e6^.6nt..;, .subJect .of _ .non-bey^ ..9.9„9.9.iilX...9.i.i.®.?.?„....____

...®.®iT.|p.es...X.9.?...tr^sf.er oX.^ro.pe.rtjr................ .............

Made by...........Roberts................................... Forwarded by__ ...............................................................................

; Concerning the attached advertisement (No. 3713)

published in the North China D^ily News on September 

12, 1939, same was inserted to the order of Bertha 

COHEN, residing at 1225 Bubbling Nell Road»

’ Enquiries have been made to ascertain the

nationality of the above person without success*

D. C.(Special Branch).

D. P. S.



NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

SEP 1 2 1939

oELIABLE concern with large a vail- 
< able funds interested taking over 
Workable agencies and stocks on hand 
from firms/individuals forced to close 
business under present circumstances. 
«Strictly confidential. Address Box 
2004, NCDN. azo» 11205

tM’EUTRAL, absolutely reliable and 1 
•x trustworthy, offers services to those * 
|who desire to protect their business, * 
properties, etc. Best references. Box i 
11995, NCDN. -»S2o 3520

Jr ADY, neutral subject, absolutely 1
confidential, offers services for pro-|

tecting business, properties, etc. Address!

I Box 2102, NCDN. -37ia||JI 3713

NTEUTRAL, absolutely confidential, 
responsible, influential, experienced,

; offers services for protecting stock, 
Ebusiness properties, etc. Box 2089, 
&NCDN. ”3889

3689

LTNDIVIDUAJL with international reputa- 
|r tion, highest personal and legal cred-r 
■entials, offers services for protection of 
■business or properties in Far East dur-) 
ling hostilities. Strictly confidential.! 
■Box 1978. NCDN. maq



'-.’ORTI I-CHINA DAILY NEWS.

SEP 1 5 1939

. /CHINESE import-export firm willing 
to take care of foreign firms for co-

J operation, management or agency. Con- i 
! ditions can easily be arranged. Strictly i 
1 confidential. Address Post Office Box 

553. "3008

i p ELIABLE American graduate offers I 
services for full protection of | 

business, properties. Confidential. Add- j
. ress Box 2047, NCDN. -aeoaf



NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

SEP 1 31939

GUARANTEE BROKER
Powerful European firm of ¡neutral 

nationality, seeks Guarantee Broker 
to guarantee due performance by 
Shanghai Buyers of 60 days D/P 
purchases to the total of about 
£50,000 yearly.

Commission 2 per cent., interest 6 
per cent, on daily balances, average 
investment about £7,500 but highest 

' limit to be set at £15,000.
Guarantee Broker is required to 

furnish good security for £5,000, and 
is to deposit the same in his own 

i name with a Foreign Banker at 
; Shanghai.

It would lie in the discretion of 
] the Guarantee Broker to decide upon, 

and if warranted, alter a limit for 
his guarantee in respect of each in
dividual buyer.

The lines handled are mostly Metal, 
Paper, Chemicals, Construction 
Material and Machinery.

Financially strong and serious par
ties of highest standing only need 
apply to Box 2143, NCDN. 11290



6. 6 5f?i.3J-

hsm SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

Subject (in

Section 1,
REPORT

Spe ci al ..±sr anch. t /
9 &

full)—Adverti seraent...oy...a subject...of a.. .neutr.al...cp.untry... offering ...........

D^....Sept..... ...14.,.

h.is...sery ices ...for..the ...purpose¡of ...transferr ing^.jjr.ope.rtyx... etc ,.

Made ¿y.DA.PA.SA„KQ.O.er.tS. Forwarded by

Regarding the attached advertisement <No. 3146) 

published in the Shanghai Times on September 9, 1939, 

same was inserted by one T.W. TEiiPLO, a Spaniard, 

employed oy the Chinese-American Publishing Company, 

residing at House 11, Lane 718, Yu Yuen Road.

D. P. S.



3146

SHANGHAI TIMES,

SEP 9 1939

NEUTRAL subject, with responsible 
position, undertakes caretaking of 

property, etc. Apply Box 3146, The 
Shanghai Times.



cwc
—L-ldbt
C, 90M-1-39 File No..

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Spe_c.i a.1 „.-or an ch. ..fyfatWIK
REPORT „ , 7

£>«Ze..S.ep.teia.QS.r..llj?9 ¿9

Subject..----Adv-e-r-tisemen.t...re— trans.farring..iaus.ines£.

Made by.....D..P..S....RQ.b.er.ts Forwarded by.
> . . k\ n Q 3 iZ

The attached advertisement (ho. 3431) appearing 

in the horth China Daily hews on September 6, 1939, 

was inserted oy A. JiALAS, Hungarian, a partner in 

the J'ar Eastern Machinery Company, 24 Yuen Ming Yuen 

Road and manager of Dah Sung Cotton Spinning and 

VZeaving Company, 480 hanking Road, residing at 1345 

Avenue Road, Apt. 221.

Enquiries and search of police records reveal 

nothing detrimental to. the character of nALAS.

D. P. S

A. C.(Special branch)

>



owe
XORMJNO._3_ File No.............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

s. 1, Sp£XLiJul..Lxauich../^//X,
REPORT Dsw.„§^iaw.ex..9.*.zjj 39.

Subject (in full)...........¿»dv.er.tisenuexi.t...r.e...tr£’.nsjf.er.ri.us...PAtQp.6rjtX—fii.Q.»................................ ........ .

Made by....D^.P.S....Ro.ber.ts........................ Forwarded by ......

Concerning the attached advertisement (No. 3389) 

puolished in the North China Daily News on September 6, 

1939, enquiries elicit that same was inserted at the 

request of Mr. >V. Hutchison residing at 31 Lucerne Road, 

formerly employed by Messrs. Connel, 149 Szechuen Road.

Extensive investigations concerning his nationality 

have proved unsuccessful.

D. P. S.

. C.(Special Branch)



FORM NO. 3
G. 6^-t-39

L'<TK/

File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, S p e ci al branch,....

REPORT ^ate September 9, 39.

z- 4 in Advert isemenA..l?X....ti?i0 neutral subjects offering their
ject (tn ju )-..........services for thepurpose'''o'ftr'anefer'ringpxoperty

etc.

by.....^-^-9-»......Boberte....... ..............Forwarded

The attached advertisement (No.3367) was 

inserted in the North China Daily News on September 6, 

1939 at the request of Mr. D.J. MONET, a Spanish 

subject, residing in Apartment 402, Weida Hotel, 

Avenue Joffre.

MONET is believed to be conducting his 

own business the nature of which cannot be 

ascertained.

D. P. 3.

A.C. (Special Branch).



.FORM NO. 3 pHe ........
G TKC - SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, S pe c ial Brani ch.....
REPORT „„ , .Sept ember..9T 9 39.

Subject (in full). Advert isement..inserted. byr..sub j.ect...Qf..non.-b.e.ll itèrent...country...........

offering services for transfer of business etc.
Made .......................... Forwarded by........¿£.

Concerning the attached advertisement (No.3336) 

published in the North China Daily News on September 

6, 1939, same was inserted at the request of Mr. E. 

KASK, an Esthonian subject employed by Anderson, Meyer 

'& Co., residing at 200 Tunsin Road.

Police records contain nothing detrimental to 

the gead character of above-mentioned person.

A. C. (Special Branch)



FORM NO. 3 fffl ' z~i / 7*’• 7 A7 _
g. l&v/ * rue IN O...............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Spec.iaX..3r.an.ch..Sz«£co»,
REPORT _ 4 , „ ,QDate. Se.p„t embe r 9, rp39.

Subject (in /«ZZ/...Adverti.s.e.5ient...for.,neutral...oprppration.or ¿erson.willing to......

................................ accept...tempQr.ar.y..t.rang.fer..pf...p.rp_p.erty........... ................................. ............
Made by............................... Forwarded by.....(£... ¿2 22^* % <T

Respecting attached, advertisement (No.3440) 

published in the North China Daily News on September 

6, 1939, same was inserted by Mrs. U. B. TAVELLA, an 

Italian subject, residing at Lane 80, House 55, Route 

Kaufmann.

Mrs. TAVELLA requires a neutral subject or 

corporation to temporarily take charge of her property 

as she is of the opinion that Italy will eventually 

become a belligerent country.

•A. C. (Special Branch)



-F_0RM_N0^3_ ) Pile PfOt
G 6V3’ TKC/. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

5.1, SiieaLaX.-Br-anch^Mim,
REPORT o 4- k n thDa/tfSeptember 9, z 9 3 9.

Subject (in full). .Advert is emen t.. re ..temporary’..management...of .. bus¡Ines.se s...and.. estates...

Made ¿y.....?.-..?.A.?.i....?9.kert:s......................... Forwarded by.... ..................................................................................

The attached advertisement (Mo. 3385) appear

ing in the Morth China Daily Mews on September 6, 1939, 

was published to the order of Mr. A. T. ROBTMSCM, a 

Scandinavian subject, residing in Flat 6, 23 Temple 

Lane, Hart Road.

D «P • S •

A. C. (Special Branch)



File No.... ........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Speculai..Bran_ch_y^//^

Date-.Sept emb e r.. 19 3 9.

Subject Advertisement offering the services of a person (alleged national _of.
” a’country’ n6Y''7aH'ic’ipaj”ing‘’I'n'‘”3re’senT'Iiui’opeah'"waT7‘'Tdr"tne'’'purooTe

....of...trunsf err icgL.g.r o per t y_..etc» ................................. '..............

Made by.....D.,JhjiS.jt..Ro.b.fir.t.S....................... Forwarded by..

Concerning the attached advertisement published 

in the liorth China Daily Hews on September 6, 1939, 

enquiries reveal that same was inserted by Mr. A. 

Jovishof, a business man, residing at 12 Rue du 

Consulate.

The records kept by C.S. 6 show Jovishof to oe 

a German subject though he claims to be^a national of 

a non-belligerent country.

Further, enquiries arc being made to ascertain 

the correct nationality of above person.

D• P. S«

A. C.(Special Branch)



---O-'m , FH^ No,...____
s°-,-39 iKC/t SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

5.1, Spe.cljal..JBrjinjch-. -¿terao,
REPORT o .

Date SfiP.t.emb e r.. 9,.... 19 o 9.

...............ana..e.s.tates..pf. ..cit.iz§ns...Q.f...ka.lli&ar.e.n.t..nMi.Qn.aA.................................................. .

Made .........................Forwarded by..............

Regarding the attached advertisement (No.3383) 

published in the North China Daily News on September 

6» 1939, same was inserted to the order of Mr. c. c. 

KAO» a Chinese, residing at Lane 1124, House 15, Sinza 

Road.
KAO is reputed to be the Chief of Inland Busi

ness Department of the Chinese Post Office.

A- C. (Special Branch)



CwC
- File No.............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Special.. J3xjancK.//^X/
REPORT _ ,

Date. S.ej2.t.9.Kiber..9.,-ip o9 .
Subject.. ..Adv.er.tiaement..x.e...pu.r.Sha.ae...Q£...^p.od.Si...f  urniture.,...etc.i...f rpiy.p.grspn.s............

........... e.v.ac.ua.ting..fr.Qm..Sh.a}igh£!.i^..................................................................................... ..........—

Made ¿y....I>.AP.^-HQh.er.tS..  ..........Forwarded by.............

This advertisement (No. 3419) was published 

in-the North China Daily News on September 6, 1939, 

to the order of L.l". Ching, 151 Peking Road.

Ching is employed by the China Auctioneering 

Company at above address as an auctioneer, whether 

this advertisement is an attempt by Ching to obtain 

more business for his employers or a move to better 

himself cannot be ascertained as he is at present 

visiting Tsingtao on holiday and junior employees 

of the company do not know anything regarding the 

advertisement.

D. P. S.
A. C.(Special Branch)



__LUJte. — mv r / File No ........
<,90^-39 TKC/. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

3.1, S pe c ial Branch
REPORT ember _9f _.j„ u9.

Subject Advert iseme^ ..a subject of a non-belligerent....
country for the purpose of transferring stocks'/’prop'e'r’ty' arid businesses

Made ........................ Forwarded by..... ..................................................................................

The attached advertisement (No.3377) was 

published in the North China Dail News on September 

6, 1939, to the order of Mr. Karl B. htt.t, a 

Scandinavian residing at Lane 419, House 12, Yu 

Yuen Road.

HILL is at present engaged in running the K.B. 

Hill Insurance Company, 51 Canton Road.

J.

(Special Branch)



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

1 > Spec i JX&OSh
REPORT

Date tómbe/

Made BoUer/ts .. J'orù'drded

æd advertisement (No» 3347) appeared

in the Noi* th Chini Daily News oh September 6, 1939,

t the China Finance corporation (Urequest of

co nip any is ' régisstored atb American concern,

e ïna na gernent offers to hsindie th<b a f f a i r s e * c. o f

■’ io aíro include©any person leäving SV

under tí king the conducting of businesses of citizens

of belligerent nations»

?he result of enquiries made show

bona f ide concern of long sit tiding.

y •/t’t

A • C•(Spec i a1 B r a neh)



2456 0
NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS.

SEP 6 - 1939

3347

RESPONSIBLE neutral financial cor- 
poration is prepared to handle Real 

Estate affairs or any line of business 
for owners who intend leaving Shang
hai. Box 1913, NCDN. -s#«

MEUTRAL Aryan, 20 years in China, 
r offers services for transfer of ! 
business, properties, etc. Box 1906, 
NCDN. ”3336 f 3336

3389

NEUTRAL, retired property owner, 
over forty years local business ex

perience, offers services to belligerents. I 
Business management, trust funds, etc.,« 
accepted against small consideration. 
Box 1935, NCDN. '33e9 

QHINESE merchant will take over run- 
j ning business or buy any merchan- 

Iflise, household furniture, etc., from 
; evacuating persons who require im- 
mediate cash. Address Box 1949, NCDN.

-3419

3419

11159

XTEUTRAL, with large available funds, 
will consider taking over stocks or 

transference of representations. Address 
Box 1933 NCDN. it*

gCANDINAVIAN offers his services to 
those who desire to protect their 

business, properties and stocks. Box 
1929, NCDN. _3377

3377

3385

SCANDINAVIAN. 20 years business 
experience in import, export and 

steamship companies, China, offers ser
vices to firms or persons for temporary 
management of business, estate, etc. 
during present crisis, best references, i 
terms moderate. Box 1932, NCDN. -339s I BELLIGERENTS! Place your business/ 

U property/estate under good care/ 
Management of responsible Chinese 
natty with best references. Address 
Bbx 1931. NCDN. -3383

3383

£

3431

3440

3432

RESPONSIBLE neutral (European) 
** manager in a local factory, offers his 
services for transfer of business, pro
perties, etc. Serious answers only. Box 
1952, NCDN. - ~343‘

IA DVERTISER is interested to hear Î 
■from a neutral corporation or in- ’ 
^dividual (not U. S. A.) for transference 1 
'of property, etc. Banking references 
indispensable. Box 1956, NCDN. -3440

‘¿y^NTI-NAZIES, Bavarians, Austrians 
F. and Czechoslovakian, patriots of 
King Ludwig—Emperor Franz-Joseph, 
Dolfuss, Schussnig, join in allied Legion. 
Names strictly confidential. Address A 
»Twenty Five Years Bavarian, Box 1953. 
NCDN.

/M'EUTRAL, good references, 20 years 
| in China, offers services for transfer 
of properties, stocks, etc. Address Box 
1915, NCDN. -3381

tpwo neutral subjects (European) offer 
I their services for transfer of pro
perties, business, strictly confidential. 
Reply Box 1924, NCDN. -3367

3351

3367



cwc
File No.....

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
.. 3. 1, Special„Brgnch.^/^

REPORT 39

Subject.......Adv.erXisem.ajxt..in..JKQrth..China..P.^ily...N.ew.S..A...transfer. of..property,.

Made IiO.ber.tS.

Enquiries reveal that the attached advertisement 

published in the North China Daily News on September 4, 

1939, was inserted by F. Madsen and Company, Importers 

and Exportersj 133 Yuen Ming Yuen Road.

i'his .company is registered with the Danish 

Consulate, the manager F. Madsen being a Danish subject, 

it is proposed that any person having'property or 

business who is a citizen of a country engaged in the 

present European hostilities may arrange with Maosen 

and Company and have the business etc. registered as a 

Danish concern.

A. C.(Special Branch)

D. P



-2452a

NORTH-CMINA DAILY NEWS,

SEP 4 1939

IQ^ING tense world situation 
r neutral offers services for transfer 
i of properties, stocks, etc. Apply Box 

1895, NCDN, -m39



CtfC
—^3- ........

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
-I 7z//y

S. 1, Special BrancfoZó^ 
REPORT Da^ Septernber _ 6^ ,p39.

Subject.....Advertiseme.nt..-appe.ar.iX)£-.in...tòe...N.Qr.lih.China.Daily..News........... ........ ......

Made by.dQ. R-O-bert.S..................... ..Forwarded by....uS.:....¿t¿Z___/.b'.d.CM.....'^i'.i^<"i'...___OL:...

Concerning the attached advertisement which 

appeared in the North China Daily News on September 3, 

1939, enquiries elicited that same had been inserted 

by one, T.B. Benker, 182 Kiaochow Road, believed to 

be a Swiss subject.

inquiries were made at the Swiss Consulate and 

it was ascertained that Benker is not registered 

there neither is he known to be a Swiss subject, 

further investigations were made at the Belgian 

Consulate with the same result.

All other attempts to establish the nationality 

of the above person have proved unsuccessful.

A. C. (Special Branch)



WORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS

SEP 3 1939

CONFIDENTIAL. Two neutral subjects ” 
| willing confer business. Reply Box 
|1882, NCDN. -3284
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rSHANSHAI MNNISIPAl rj i a. B. K-
{ No. s. a 1^.4^!U

50.000 Wang Ching-wei Troops
Reported Massed Near Shanghai

Weil Equipped Soldiers Said Arrived Here 
Secretly From Nanking; Precautions 

Continue' In Concession
Fears that Wang Ching-wei might be contemplating a 

seizure of the foreign a-reas in Shanghai, rose today on a 
report from an ordinarily reliable Chinese source that 50,000 
soldiers belonging to Wang Ching-wei*» troops have arrived 
secretly here.

The troops, according to the Chinese report, are mostly 
from the Nanking area and a're fairly equipped with arms
and military equipment.

Seizure Rumored
The arrival cf the troops was 

said to .have followed the news of 
.-evelcphients in the European war, 
when it was first rumored that 
■?izure of the French Concession 
was being planned by Wang 
1 hiang-vvei’s Japanese-sponsored 
’egime at Nanking.

At iht? same time it has bseu 
learned that stringent precautions 
arc be ng taken in the French 
Concession to prevent any un
toward development. officials de
clared that various duties in the 

],Conc'?i’s:’on were being continued 
tin a normal way.

i With news from Europe st 11 
uncertain main local interest con
tinued to focus today on pos
sible developments in Europe 
rather than in local problems.

A Japanese embassy spokesman, 
questioned iu connection with 
rumor that Japan would 
direct action against the foreign, 
areas of Shanghai, Uated that 

¡the rumor was entirely unfound- 
; ed. He declared. . however, That 
’some action would be possiWa bn. 
| the part of Japan In the event 
of an ‘‘extraordinarily grave change 
jin the situation" in Europe.

G her Chines? so arc '^s, how
ever, declared that ther.? could 
not be more than few thousand 

arc and th: Bhang- 
_ „ . xml outskirts. A few hundred

SffifWfe .fl“".’?! reticent, 314;^» arrived in Nant^> and they

Officials Reticent
Regarding future developments! ’

though it was stated that for th? , j-t31jOng€C| tc ‘‘Water LGiles" 
present matters would rema'n under th e01nemanfl of - 
entirely unchanged.

General 
Jen Yuan-tao, it is said.
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I Italian Ships 5 
Find Refuge 
Above Boom

Three Chinese-Italian Navigation i 
Company steamers found safety oi 
neutral waters several days ago, 
tying up above the Nantao boom, 
in preparation for the eventuality 
of Italy entering the war against’ 
the Allies, The China Press 
teamed yesterday.

The s.s. Amba Alagi, chartered by 
iJardines, moved down to berth a 
short way off the s.s Ramses, Ger
man steamer which was trapped in 
port by the outbreak of the Euro
pean war and which bas ever since 
been safe in the neutral part of the 
Whangpoo. A short distance away 
«are moored the s.s. Enderta, cur
rently chartered by John Manners 
—which moved down yesterday— 
and the s.s. Granatiera Padula.
, Ermanno Cariotto, an Italian 
gunboat, also moved down to berth 
inside Nantao boom.

Conte Verde Avoids Hongkong
The fact -that the Lloyd Triestino 

express liner Conte Verde will call 
on Shanghai after a straight run 
from Manila, without calling at 
Hongkong as she usually did fur
ther strengthened the belief that 
Italy was preparing to enter the 
war.

i The sjs. Temfoien, also a Chinese- 
Italian Navigation Company steam
er, meanwhile, is moored opposite 
Peking Road, and is due to weigh 
anchor for Chinhai, just off Ningpo, 
at 4 p.m. today.

The Lepanto, Italian junboat, will 
thus be the only ship carrying the 
Italian flag, to remain in the sec
tion of the Whangpoo facing the 
Bund. The Lepanto is moored at 
the Japanese Naval Buoys.

The Chinese-Italian Navigation 
Company, in addition to placing its 
steamers in a zone of comparative 
safety, made it known that its en
tire capital has been transferred in-| 
to UJS. currency.

The recent sale of the premises 
housing the Italian Club, to the 
Shanghai Society for the Preven
tion of Cruelty to Animals only adds 
to the general opinion that war is* 
a probability, it was stated in in- 
f of med circles yesterday.
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Great Northern
Forced To Yield 

Japan Interests
The Great Northern Tele- 

' graph Company on June 1 this 
year will cede all its rights in 
Japan to the Japanese Govern
ment, and will liquidate all its 
cables operated in the* Japan
ese Empire until April 30, 
1943, the Tokyo Government 
announced.

Immediately following the 
| German occupation of Den- 
i mark, the Japanese Govern

ment brought pressure to bear 
I upon the Danish Government 
! and the company and enforced 
! the opening of negotiations on 
| the surrender of Great 
I Northern's Japan interests. 

The negotiations were com- 
> pleted within less than six 

weeks, apparently in view of 
a Japanese threat to expro
priate the Great Northern if 
no immediate agreement were 
reached.

The Great Northern Tele- 
, graph Company established it
self at Nagasaki back in 1868, 
the first year of the Meiji Re
storation,1 and has been operat
ing since a cable service with 

' branches in Shanghai and 
Vladjvostik. The company in 
1872 obtained special privileges 
from the Nipponese Govern
ment.
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French Concession Tightening
? Precautions; Power Stations, 

Waterworks Heavily Guarded
Wholesale Expulsion Of German Residents 

Denied; One Ousted In May Ior Booing 
King George Picture On Screen

Precautionary measures have been tightened in the French 
Concession although the authorities have not promulgated any 
further orders affecting Germans residing in the area, a press 
spokesman of the French Embassy here told The Shanghai 
Evening Post' this morning.

He denied rumors that recently many Germans living m 
the French Concession had been ordered to leave.

Jive Expelled
During the latter part of April1 

fiv.g Germans were expelled by 
the French authorities because 
they failed to maintain “neutral 
residence,” in accordance with 
the decree issued at the outbreak 
of the European war to the 4C0 
German families living in the 
French Concession.

Only one German since has 
been (¡idered to leave -the 1 
French àrea by the end of this i 
month, it is learned. The rcaM?.n 
given for ids cxgiVAs’cn is due < 
to the behavior durirg the J 
shewing <f ‘‘The Lien Has ] 
Wings” at the CMtbay Theatre 
earlier tills month, when the 
German applauded the appear
ance of Hitler on the sereni, 
liiif “booed” when KJng George 
VI w.à* shown.

Utilities Guarded
It was explained this morning 

that the French authorities are 
not in fe^tv ,of any subversive

activities breaking out in the I 
[Concession as constant precau
tions haye been, maintained since 
•the outbreak cf war in Europe. | 
Recently these precautions have 
been strengthened and special I 
protective measures have been ! 
taken at electricivy generating i 
stations, fire stations, hospitals 
and’ waterworks, which are being 

¡guarded day and night.
Meanwhile, new recruit^ arc 

being added to the French' l?o’ice 
Specials to reinforce the regulars, 
now cn duty. Recruiting is limit- 

;ed to Britons and Americans. 
! Members of the various depart- 
rnents cf the French Municipal 
Council now are working “war 
hours.” it is learnccj. many of 
them putting in as many as 
double the normal number of 
hours. They may Lave to con- 
[tinue on this basis “for the dura-. 
Ition” due to staff shortage result- 
ling from enlistments in the 
[ fighting forces.
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Night Duty Taken Over

French Police 
Specials Here 
Begin Patrols

Force of the French Special 
Police, divided into four divisions, 
ocgan patrolling streets of the 
French Concession last night, be- 
li^vedly to insure their readiness in 

Icasj* of any eventuality here.
The Specials will take fcur-day 

shifts, each of the four divisions 
patrolling the Concession one night 
of th: four, informed sources* said. 
Hcurs during which the patrols are 
conducted are from 11 p.m. to 3 
a.m.

At a meeting last night from 9 
rn 11 p.m., an inspection of the 
Specials was conducted and * in
structions handed out. It was re
ported that they were told to keep 
their uniforms and guns in good 
order and ready for action.

Semi-official French quarters said 
that the patrolling order was a 
routine one, and was made because 
about 35 regular French Police I 
officers are leaving shortly for war 
duty in Indo-China. Men from the 
Specials ars being trained to take 
over their jobs, it was said.

However, other sources declared 
that the Specials will soon take 
over the entire night patrolling 
duties of the regular Police.

Over 103 German members of the 
Specials, including officers, were ex
belled from the group .some time, 

’ago. The gaps left by their absence 
Avili b? filled by replacements from 
Allied nationals who may volunteer 

(for the service, it was believed.
The Specials are spread over I 

the whok of the Concession, with 
five groups, assigned to five police 
¿tâtions, represented.

« ■ 1 I



The centre of interest in the Russian 
colony at present is, of course, formed 
¡by events in Finland. They have 
caused the same stir brought about by 
the outbreak of War on September 3 
and the invasion of the former 
Russian portions of Poland by Soviet 
troops. But today the tension is even 
higher, because every Russian politico 
uses the events in Finland to test his 
own theories on the future régime I 
and destinies of hÿ country. And J 
what’ thinking Russian emigre does ■ 
not think of Russia nearly every day? '

It should be noted that the unity of . 
opinion that has been evolved in the j 
large Russian colony in Paris does not. 
seem to be evidenced in Shanghai. In I 
Paris, judging from ' émigré news
papers, all groups from the extreme 
rightists to monarchists-constitu,tion- 
alists, democrats and even socialists 
and leftists, all journals from the . 
‘’Latest News’” (Poslednyi Novosti”) ! 
of Prof. P. N. Miliukoff, to leftists’ | 
newspapers, “Resurrection” (“Vozroj- 
denie”), organ of the Russian nation- 
alisis, even the papers of the Mia- i 
dorassi who called themselves the ! 
“Second Soviet Party’—all admit that 
the place of Russian emigration lies 
jin coalition.

In the Russian Cathedral in Paris 
■ a special religious service attended by I 
{representatives of all émigré groups 
sand organizations was recently held 
¿•for Russian youths leaving for the 
■front with the French army. Mr.
Alexandre Kazem-Bek, head of the ’ 
Russian has issued an
appeal to comrades in America to do 
everything within their power to help 
Russians! fighting in the ranks of the

1 French Army. In Shanghai there is . 
no such unity of mood and opinion.

Assessing Opinions
Of course it is always hard to as

sess the main currents of opinion in 
aiiy large group of people when those 
opinions do not take the form of > 
meetings or manifestations. How can 
•one know the political philosophy of 
Ivan Ivanovitch when he stands 
behind a shop counter all daÿ òr. 
guards a bank or god own throughout i 
the night? But iti could be safely 
said, that the bare fact of repatriation 
to Russia of the historical possessions 
of the Russian Empire—whether it be 
half of Poland up to Lord Curzon’s 
Line, or Bessarabia, or the former 
Crand Duchy of Finland—does not 
draw forth any protests.

Why should Russia renounce her 
historical inheritance when not a 
single government in the world is 
willing to renounce its own, all the 
more ¡so as, Russia lost millions of 
her sons during the World War? But 
whereas the pro-Soviet section obedi-1 
errtty ■ 
thé* U.S.S.R., the other section of 
emigration always draws à distin ctibn 
between^ Russia.
R líSÉrTáfis^kno wFinland well, and háve 
ahvaÿs lovèd the'cetiiltry.

Admiration of Finns ■
One went there for the summer and 

on business trips, admired its Euro
pean way of life and the diligence 
and honesty of its »people. Finland’s 
¡scenery and her fiords always delight
ed Russians. Russian liberals were 
not only opposed to the Russian 
policy in Finland during the reign 
of the last two Czars, but made pro
tests and in many ways supported the 
autonomous ambitions of the Finnish 
intelligentsia.

During the Civil War many Rus
sians found in Finland their first re
fuge after their escape from Russia. 
Many are of thé opinion that, in spite | 
of the Kremlin’s desires, the U.S.S.R. 
will not be able to remain outside the 
whirlpool of the European War, 
which seems to be drawing her in
exorably into its orbit; and no one 
today cam predict the final results of 
the present truly historic develop
ments.

i
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1’olish Tag Day ;
Volunteer Collectors~Wanted

•To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Pn?h~whe Committee for
£°llsl? Wa/ Victims beg to announce 
that it intends holding a tag-day on 

15t a?d solicite the publie" 
Kind support, for which thanks are 
expressed in anticipation

As however; the local Polish com
munity is a small one, an appeal is

J?ade ior assistance in selling; 
tags and volunteers are kindly re- 

.^«innlcate with Mr. G.
Segers, telephone 10390 or 14242 
during office hours.

Relief Committee For Polish War Victims.
Shanghai, Nov. 18.
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New Appointments
In Far East

Director and Assistant of
H. M. Information Ministry 
Announced

Mr. R. H. Scott, formerly Assistant 
Financial Adviser to the British Em
bassy in China,' who has been ap
pointed Director of the Far Eastern 

I branch of the British Ministry of Ih- 
• formation, arrived in Shanghai yes
terday

The headquarters of the Ministry 
will be in Hongkong but Mr. H. Vere 
Redman has been appointed Assistant 
Chief with headquarters in Tokyo. 
Mr. Redman, who was the London 
Daily Mail” correspondent in the 

Japanese capital, arrived in Tokyo on 
Thursday. .

According to a Domei news agency 
message from Tokyo yesterday, Mr. 
Redman denied reports that the 
British Government intended to dis

tribute Y.10,000,000 in the Far East ! 
for propaganda purposes. Mr. Red- 

. man reiterated British official ’ asser- 
”?n_s •Britain was determined to 
fight it out” in spite of the com

parative calm existing along the 
western front. Mr Redman referred 
to conditions in London and declared 
there had been air raid alarms, but 
they all proved to be false

a
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French Here 
Ban Permits 

' To Germans
| Trade Licenses To Be 

Issued Only After
Cases Examined

JEWISH EMIGRES
HIT BY RULING

i Nazi Intelligence Men 
I Said Masquerading As 

Jewish Refugees
The French Municipal 

¡Council will in future refuse 
building permits and com
mercial licenses to all Ger
mans in the French Conces
sion pending the investigation 
of individual applicants by 
the authorities, The China 
Press learned yesterday.

While the authorities con
cerned were reticent on this 
subject yesterday, it was re
ported that this measure was 
enforced yesterday in circular 
instructions to all departments 
of the F.M.C. in an effort to 
reduce the activity of the Ger
man intelligence service in the 
French Concession,

Blow To Refugees
The order as it stands at present 

affects all persons with German 
passports, whether be Jewish 
emigres or political refugees from * 
the Reich. However, the ban does ‘ 
not intend that the innocent should 

¡suffer, it was learned, and licenses 
will be issued after individual cases | 
have been investigated and found 

i to be without ulterior motives.
More than all other Germans, 

the measure will affect Shang
hai’s thousands of German- 
Jewish refugees, who now, as in 
the past, are opening many 
businesses in Frenchtown. While 
bona fide cases will ultimately 
obtain the necessary permission 
to trade in the French Conces
sion, the delay which will be 
caused by the investigation of 
their true Identities will be a 
heavy blow to the emigres.

Espionage Suspected
It was pointed out that, much 

as the authorities would like to 
avoid plating obstacles in the way 
of peaceful trading by German- 
Jewish refugees, it was inadvertent 
that they should suffer.

The French Municipal Council, 
Ths China Press learned yesterday, 
has solid grounds for suspecting 
that non-Jewish Germans, members 
of the intelligence service, have 
¡had their passports stamped with 
the glaring red “J” which desig
nates German Jews, in order to 
avert suspicion.

• • ; |
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French Council To Have No 
Dealings With Germans

No Building Permits Or Licences Of Any Kind To 
Be Granted In Concession To Holders Of 

German Passports—Jews Or Christians
It was definitely announced yes

terday by M. J. Brediam, Director- 
I General of the French Municipal 
Council, that upon instructions from 
the French Consul-General, the 
French Council will have no deal
ings whatsoever „with Germans. No 
building permits or Commercial 
.licences whatsoever will be grant
ed to holders of German passports, 
be they Christians, Catholics or 
Jews.

■'Can you blame us?” asked the 
Director of the French Council, 

I when-the question of German Jew
ish -Refugees was brought up. “We 
are at war with Germany/’ he ex
plained, ‘'and we cannot start dis- 

I tinguishing between refugees and 
¡.others.” M. Brediam pointed out 
that the instructions to cease hav
ing all dealings with German 
nationals were issued by M. M. 
Baudez, French Consul-General

here, upon instructions received 
from Paris.

M, Brediam stated that he ap
preciated the plight of the German 
Jewish immigrants, whose passports 
were marked with a large “J”, but 
pointed out that the whole matter 
was too complicated to bo dealt With 
immediately. He would not com
mit himself; however, on the point 
of whether or not any special cases: 
of German Jewish Refugees would 
be considered.

Blow To Refugfees
The order of thé French Council 

comes as a blow: to the large Ger
man Jewish Refugee community, 
some of whom were planning to' 
go into business in thé Concession 
It is being hoped, however, that 
ultimately the French Council will 
grant permits and. licences to bona 
fide cases after investigations have 
been made.
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Ministry of Information 
Has Shanghai Office

Mr. R. H. Scott Serving as < 
Far Eastern Executive

An official spokesman said yester
day that Mr. R. H. Scott, assistant 
financial adviser to the British Am- | 
bassy in China, is also serving as a i 
representative of the Ministry of In- [ 
formation in the Far East indicating i 
the importance attached by v the | 
British authorities to the publicity i 
work and public opinion in this part 
of the wdrld. Mr. Scott who arrived 
here last mQnth from England is 
setting up branch offices of the 
Minis&y in Tokyo and Shanghai with 
headquarters in Hongkong.

He will go to Tokyo and also 
Chungking in order to enable him to 
senda report to the Ministry regard
ing the public opinion, in general in 
the Orient. It is understood that Mr 
Scott will also act as liaison officer 
between British diplomatic offices and 
the press so as to do away with mis
understandings that might be created 
by propaganda and to see to that the 
British view is properly represented.

Thè British government is studying 
various problems of thè war relating 
to the Orient and other parts of the 
world and it has mobilised th© whole 
Empire fot a war of long duration. 
The Shanghai office pf the Ministry of 
Information; situated at 27 the Bund, 
it is authoritatively learned, has al
ready begtin its work.

o
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The Democracies Will Win

CHINESE 1NYBRVY1'\TION IN EUROPE
IS URGED BY FORMER FOREIGN 

MINISTER FOR CHINA
By EUGENE CHEN

The fcllowing message was issued at Hongkong on the 
occasion of the Double Tenth.—EDITOR,

struggle with an enemy whose-. will 
untveakened and not disguised, we!

of the National Revolution' 
alien domination^ that endured 
half centuries. We shall retain 
sovereign People if faith is not.

mind, I direct
the war in;
with great!

issues which

TN THE MIDST of the 
-®- to conquer China is 
celebrate another anniversary 
which liberated us from an 
for more than two and a 
mastery of our destiny as a
lost in the principles that make 
for victory when a nation is cir
cumstanced as we are to-day: a 
ruthless realism in finding out 
the material and moral elements 
of failure; knowledge and force of 
mind to readjust policy and action 

| to the challenge of new factors; 
of environment, and realisation 
that a modern war cannot be won 
on the strength of Confucian pre
cepts. » *

WITH THIS in 
attention to 
Europe, pregnant 

changes and vital
I will test the strength and search 
the soul of nations. Because; 
China is; within range of its ine 
pact, it behoves us to ponder 
gravely on what may come; to 
pass and try to plan for the 
security of the Nation,

The war, with its energies, may 
be canalised along three, possible 
lines of development. It may be 
localised in Europe and confined 
to Britain, France and Germany,*' 
it may be generalised into a. 
world war, involving not only 
those throe Powers but Russia, 
Italy, Japan and the United. 
States of America; or it may be 
ended by’ the early conclusion of 
peace.

If the war be restricted to 
Britain, France, and . Germany, 
British naval. power, will- deter- 
mlW, the victory of the Alfted 
Powers, especially if the war is 
protracted. The conditions in the 
past that made for the decisive
ness of British sea- power‘ Con
tinue to obtain, and there is no 
reason why this teaching of his
tory will be falsified in the pre
sent conflict. Indeed,', the me
chanisation of war increase the 
validity of sea-power, particular
ly where the field of decision lies; 
in Europe. This continent (ther^-j 
fore Germany, Russia, etc.) is not 
self-sufficient in all the raw) 
materials necessary and vital tei

TicWf" in. a mechanised war of 
the magnitude of the, present one. 
While British seapower, reinforc
ed by th,bt- of France and: Allied 
air-power, commands European 
and other waters, some of the. 
vital materials of victory wifi not 
reach the enemy. Tn a long, war, 
existing reserves of,. , -th$se 
materials will be exhausted arid 
Allied seapower will. prevent en
emy; replenishment,

♦ * *

SHOULD the struggle develop 
and attain the dread dimen- 

' sions Of a world war, the J total 
I war-power of Britain, France and 
, the United States .would dictate 
the victory of Western democracy 
irrespective of Russian, Italian or 
Japanese action. Superior sea
power enhanced by air-power, 
which would be vested in Allied 
and AmeHcan hands, would be 
the determinant of victory. This 
certainty of ultimate Allied and 
American victory would decider 

I the alignment of Italy and, pro
bably. that of Japan as well as 
the role to be played by Russia. 
American participation with 
Britain and France is a strategic 
imperative, because an Allied de
feat would transfer Allied sea-! 
power with air-power to Germany 
which could then menace im-l 
mediately the security of the 
Ukiited States and the independ
ence of every state hi Latin 
Airterica.

As regards an early peace; its 
conclusion would be tantamount] 
■to a German victory. Hitler and5 
his “wild men” planned a “light-, 
ning war” whose objective was 
the liquidation of Poland. He 
¡will win the war if his diplomatic 
¡arm ends it with the peace now 
demanded by him. But such-a 
“peace*’ would be a negation of 
rU that Britain and France stand 
for and might well mark them 
¡for the fate of those chosen by 
¡Hitler for destruction. ’vW



THIS eventual outcome of the 
war must be envisaged If 
Chinese national opinion is not 

to be misled by the belief in 
¡certain Chinese circles that the 
Allies may not win. This be- 
pief is wrong and deeply 
d^nsTFTons. because the im
plication is that, since the Allies 
[may lose, it is advisable for China 
!to maintain neutrality But a 

Upolicy of neutrality is precisely I 
[[the line of action prescribed by I 
[Japan for 'the ‘provisional 
Government” at Peipirig and the

I “Reformed Government” at Nan- 
[king.
[ The reason is clear. A domin- 

Hant’ aim of Japanese policy is 
politically to cut off and- isolate 
China from the West in order to

| consummate Japan’s diplomatic 
of China and impose on Britain 
France, and other Powers the 
view that the Japanese invasion 
of China, is- a local “incident“ to; 
be settled directly between Japan 
and China. Should Japan succe-

I ed in this purnose. the interna
tional basis would be laid for the

I consolidation of the invasion in a 
later structure of conquest. Chin
ese neutrality, declared or undecl
ared, would forward this large 
design of Japanese statecraft.!

Since neutrality is thus unten
able, Chiba must, needs intervene 
on the side of trie Allied P'ower? 
or on that of Germany, As. the 
latter will be defeated according 
to the view expressed here, th* 

! course of China* is' clear and in- 
• eluctable. She must- define her 
I attitude in a declaration in favour 
[of the Allied Powers and range 
| herself against totalitarian auto- 
I cracy with its conception and 
practice of lawless force as an in
strument of national and inter
national domination.

THERE ARE OTHER inexor
able reasons which summon 
China to pro-AUied intervention. 

Hut certain considerations sug
gest that for the present a de
tailed reference to them should 
be withheld with, one exception. 
German aggression in the West 
has admittedly prevented British 
and French action in connection 
with Japanese aggression in the; 
Far East since the opening of] 
hostilities' in China on July 7, 
1937. If this was true before the 
outbreak of -the European war, it 
is truer now that the. “Next Wai” 
lias been inaugurated., in the 
West, and Poland has „.been done 

‘to death, hacked, by Hitler’s 
hordes. This factor of German 
aggression must be stressed be
cause, in addition' to certain in
ternal factors, it accounts for the 
fact that resistance has not yet 
fulfilled all the wishes and ex
pectations' of, the People.

The defeat of Hitlerite Ger- 
many, therefore, is a vital Chin
ese interest, and China’s policy ■ 
of resistance must,. in the hew 
situation created by the war in 
Europe, view it ..as one of the con
ditions of victory in our struggle 
with Japanese aggression. In! 
this: sense, it’ may soberly be said 
that the destiny of China will be 
decided on the same battlefleld 
th the' West where the fate 'of 
Britain add France is to be decid
ed along with th'» caure of f^e- 
dam tó a principle and condition 
od the life of civilised men.
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WHAT program of action 
do these considerations pres:;

uà to formulate and carry out? If 
Chinese intervention is not to b? I 
an idle gesture, it must be imple
mented, in the first instance, by 
severance of diplomatic relations 
with Germany, though, in order to 
avoid any question of the applica-, 
tlon to China of American neu

trality legislation, a formal state 
cf war betweem China and Ger*? 
many should be deferred until Al* 
lied need of nian*power other 
■than their own become. preying 

i ♦ after, the first year of fighting A 
¡ The war is destined to dt-vor the 
I‘man hood of‘Europe in spite of 
' i the economy in casualties which 
|;a defensive strategy is expected 
’ to yield.

In the meantime preparations 
can begin for the recruiting, 
thoughout China, of men for 
eventual service as workers, sol
diers and seamen on the Western 
front in Europe and, in case thei 
war spreads, on other fronts a« 
(well, as on Allied shipping. With] 
proper organization and; Allied- 
technical and other cooperation, I 
(a large expeditionary force of a 
million and more men could be 
-gradually sent abroad vzlthoüt; 
¡weakening the work of resistance; 
ltd- the invasion.
I The speedy adoption of this po
licy of intervention is desirable in 
(view cf tile historical experience: 
of the Great War of 1914-18 when- 
¡China delayed intervention until 
jit was too late to prevent the then 
i Allied Powers- from concluding 
with Japan their secret pact con
cerning. Shantung. A similar dan
ger may well exist today regarding 

‘not only Shantung itself but the 
whole of China. ..

* ' * *

ÍT IS POSSIBLE that the Allied
Powers might be embarrassed- by. 

or might deprecate, Chinese1 in
tervention under obsession of ’the: 
fear that Japan might attack their 
positions in “East Asia?’ includ
ing Hongkong and Indo-China^ 
Whilst the continental enlarge
ment of the Japanese Empire into 
a “New Order in Bast Afila?’ would 
be incomplete without , the-¡elimina- 
tic a cf Britain. and France, as 
Asiatic Powers,. Japan Would nut 
dare to attack them unless she 
was .convinced of Allied ..defeat ha-, 
the European w^r. A^4qng,^the 
certainty of Allied victory?remains, 
a postulate of the European war* 
situation^ it will determine Ja-, 
nan’5 action in the Far. East as 
it will determine her attitude- t< 
the larger Allied ‘struggle wW 
German- aggression in?the West.

! If A11 led diplomacy could only rea - 
Hze its- own, ; basics strength and

. apply thr> no'd.n.Iate to- the Ear 
*>st, there would', be an end to

: t he series of failures and. hup$Ua* 
ttons heaped. • espeeiaUy,'. on?, the

I British by. the Japanese.
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If Jgpanese.v2ggres.ciop menaces 
as it indubitably /U is, the '¡cf-ux^v, 
''r and France as Asiatic
rewers: the necessary and natural

1 ally of these Powers vis - a -’W 
T apa n is. an d mint be China^ 
ru this reality . of the -sit pa- 
non creatwl by Japanese 
yrtmTsiotfct all Anglo-French po-- 
1W . ht.-,this' a^idpn.'pf- *
h-» founded- If this H trues some- 
" i *vcfiwe of cooperation be twefm 
’’'»•Pein; • France enq China ir e 
manifest noyd, ’BBtn- are- now 
forces at work which will erect it 
rarticulerTy when the fact is 
arasped that China M inherently 
not a weak Power.

She possesses, for instance, man
power that is. in numbers and si^\ 
yynerior to the combined man* 
'PQwtr of Britain, France and 
Germany and, if Eui’dptan Russia* 
is included, equal to such a for* 
midablc aggregate of human en
ergy. And that the Chinese can 
fight is attested by more th£n two 
shears of war with a Great Power. 
Her man-power and her fighting 
capacity entitle China to rank as 
a fit ally of Britain and France 
even in a military sense.

A * «

QHOVLD the Allied attitude 
O continue unsatisfactory re
garding Chinese intervention, 
there are ether considerations and 
hiea-hres which could be invoked 

‘cut which it might not be Wise 
publicly to consider at this stage.

It is possible but not at all pro
bable that Germany may win. Blit 
in this* improbable event, it would 
not matter to the fate of China, 
whether she should join the Allied, 
FcWers or main tain neutrality 
with regard to Germany. The lat
ter, in ghjir case; \vduld not inter
fere with a Japanese conquest 
of China* This would hold even 
ehoiiid tlie conquest noxiously af- 
fect German trade aiid cmniherc'? 
In China. A victorious German^ 
would have more than she could i 
exploit, economically and other-1 
wiee, in the countries, possessions.' 
colonies that makb bp the British 
ana French Empires!

.. *4^..........
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Germans Will Continue! 
Living As Usual In

The Settlement
Inquiries were made with the 

Shanghai Municipal Council yester
day regarding the attitude of the 
S.M.C. towards the rights -of Ger-1 
mans, whether Jews or Christians, 
in the International Settlement, in 
view of the announcement of the 
French Concession authorities to 
have no dealings of any kind with 
Germans in the Concession. A re
presentative of the S.M.C. replied 
that as this was an International 
Settlement and persons of all nation
alities were allowed to live arid do | 
business here, “the question simply i 
does not arise.*

The French Municipal Adminis
tration announced on Thursday, 
upon the receipt of instructions 
from Paris through the French 

I Consul-General, that it would have 
I no dealings whatsoever with Ger- 
j mans. No building permits or com-1 
mercial licences of any sort would I 
be granted to the holders of Ger-1 
man passports, be they Christians

! or Jews.
The S.M.C. does not answer to I 

1 any single government, and orders i 
are not sent to it from any national 
capital, as in the case of the French 
Concession and the F.M.C. The 
S.M.C. answers only to the Con
sular Body, which consists of the 
Consul-Generals of all the nationals 
living here in Shanghai. »
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Concession Action 
Leading To- Changes

In Emigre Rulings
Due to the new decree pro

mulgated in the French Conces
sion regarding Germans, including 
German-Jewish refugees, no final 
outcome could be reached at yes
terday’s discussions between the 
Japanese, 'French and SMC re
presentatives deciding upon re
gulations against German-Jewlsl? 
immigration into Shanghai.

The French proposals, Gt was 
learned this morning, had pre
viously been forwarded' to the 
representatives on the emigre 
committee, but owing to the latest 
decisions taken by the French’ 
authorities, several revisions oni 
their part was expected.

The Japanese authorities have 
already submitted proposals for 
minor alteratibns to those pre
sented by ¿the other renre^entAtlves. 
although it is understood that 
their »provisions will remain un
changed until after the revisions 
to' the French proposals are re-1 
ceived by" the committee.
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I The Netherlands Government has| 
aken over the protection of Ger-I 
nan interests in the Straits Settle-1 

nents and Hongkong.
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| List of Firms Banned
To British Trading

Ki<ippS) Siemens, Agfa Among 
Many Proscribed

London, Sept. is. 
th^k°±ialJi? has been issued by 
the Board of Trade giving 278 per
sons and firms deemed to be enemies 

lAcierw-i'h Tiading with Enemy 
Act, with whom it is now unlawful 
to transact business.

The list includes the names of 
over 100 concerns in South America 
tries8 £umber'in ether neutral coun
tries. Krupps, Siemens. A.EG and 
Apr^re(am°~g the names mernionedd 

Products affected include electrical 
“ories photography, shipptog 
tobacco, automobiles, railway mat- 
stem5’ p^th^h'e materials!, .seeds, 
Rwter. and binocuia«--
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Yi^toFTrirriifeh
Ship Requires Pass

Visitors vo Indo-China SteMrn 
Navigation Company ships in 
Shanghai require passes before 
they will be allowed on board, ac
cording to the latest wartime pre
caution, and it is believed that the 
same will also be needed for ships 

I of other lines. Passes bear the 
name of the visitor, the ship and 
the date of visit and are obtain
able from the shipping company.
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German Employees Of British] 
Firms In Manila Released

Mr. S. Wyatt-Smith, Consul- 
General for Britain in Manila, last 
week confirmed reports that most 
British establishments in the Philip
pines had discharged German em

ployees as a result of the European 
war but, he added, “I did not 

(order it.” 
| Whatever action British employers 
, have taken against Germans in 
: lheir employ were “purely volun
tary, probably arising from a sense 
•of duty.” according to the Consul- 
General. He said he had not re
ceived orders from the home gov-

I eminent to take action against 
I Germans1 here.

The Ccmul-Gcmeral said his gov- 
’ ernment had not yet ordered the 
i enlistment of "Englishmen in Manila, 
He admitted there have been a 
number of volunteers during the 
last few days. Those who volun- 
‘eered had either sailed or would 
soon sail for England, most prob
ably through thé United States and 
Canada.

Among the first to volunteer for 

enlistment and the first to depart 
tor England was David J. L. 
Broomfield. In a statement he 
issued foi' the League of Demo
cracy, of which he is a member, he 
said in part: “No man is: worthy 
to be called an Englislunap unless 
he accepts the responsibilities of his 
birth,”

With regard to preparations; for 
taking care of possible ■ British 
evacuees from China, Mr. Wyatt- 
Smith said tile American Red Cross 
was taking care of all arrange
ments but that his office would be 
glad to co-operate if necessary.

According to records at the con
sulate there are about 1,000 British 
subjects in the Philippines, half of 
whom are British Indians.

Rumours that a large number of 
local Germans had applied for Phil
ippine citizenship, either to escape 
war service with the Fatherland or 
to - enable them to reach Europe 
under non-belligerent status in 
order to enlist there, Were not able• 
to be- confirmed, i
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W NATIONAL FLAG^ 
■ 0&..M COURSE
Ground Trustees Ask All 

Clubs To Remove Any
National Banners

All clubs on the recreation ground 
within the course have been re
quested by the ground trustees and 
management not to fly their 
national flags, no matter what they 
may be. This request was made 
on Friday in the form of a circular 
which was issued by the recreation 
ground trustees, and management 
and sent to all the sports clubs in 
the race course recreation grounds.

The object of the request is to 
prevent any unfortunate incident 
which might occur should some 
hotheaded member of one belliger
ent nation object to the flag of an 
enemy nation. One such incident: 
has already occurred, when two ’ 
German flags with their swastikas, 
provoked the anger of an enemy, 
and resulted in the hauling down 
of the banners and the wrecking 
of the German Tennis Club mat
shed above which the flags had 
been flying.

The Committees of various local ; 
British and French Clubs with Ger
man members are scratching their 
heads over the position of their ' 

enemy" members. Some are con
sidering striking the names off the 
records and membership rolls of 
their clubs, and others are con
sidering placing the enemy mem
bers on a form of suspension list.

However, many German members 
of British clubs are staying away 
from those clubs, much to the relief 
of the committees, because although 
most of the members would be 
pleased to meet their German > 
friends at their club again, there i 
is always the possibility of some [ 
excitable hothead causing trouble, 
which would be extremely distaste
ful and unfortunate. And so the 
trustees have decided that If clubs 
refrain from flying national flags, 
there will be less provocation for 
incidents among the many nationals 
who have sports clubs on the race 
course. i
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British Ships Suspend
China Coast Sailings'

. wwMi^wMMw^irWMWi^«im«wiaiwi>whii m wwaii nwvriwwiiwiTOiUffi-Tw*«»-» -. iumruSHIqwi ••

All British ships on the China coast have been ordered to make 
immediately for the nearest ports, and all sailings have been post | 
poned for the time being.

This measure was prearranged for the outbreak of war. Ships 
will stay at the various ports until their future movements are de
cided by the British Admiralty.

Among the ships affected is the CPR liner Empress of Japan 
which was scheduled to depart this evening. It has now been held 
The Blue Funnel Teresias is also delayed by this order, as well as 
some coasters.

Holiday makers away from Shanghai will probably be given op
portunities to return when wartime shipping arrangements go intc 
ftill force.

24527
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British Banks 
Ban Beats With 
Reich Subjects

I German nationals residing in 
China with bank accounts in Bri- j 
Tish banks would not be permitted 
to take cut their money or make 
any withdrawals whatsoever, Mr. 
A. S. Henchman, manager of the 
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking 
Corporation here told The China 
Press yesterday.

This measure, he declared, would 
be enforced under the Trading 
with the Enemy Law, whose text 
was issued by the British Embassy 
here, on Monday, in the form of 
an official warning to Britons in 
the matter of dealings with the 
enemy.

Mr. Henchman said, however, 
that Czech and German Jewish 
refugee /depositors would not be 
affected by the bank’s new order, 
as they were not considered Ger
man nationals.
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“S’hai Britons Consider* i
Enemy White List”

German and Austrian Jewish refugees in Shanghai come 
technically into the category of “enemies” as regards the new 
regulations forbidding British subjects from dealing with the 
enemy, the British Embassy told the Shanghai Evening Post 

i today.
Nevertheless, the regulation issued yesterday was in thel 

nature of a preliminary warning, it was pointed out. There 
will have to be legislation to give effect to the regulations, and 
to provide for instances where special licenses to trade with 
enemy subjects may be issued.

With the experience of the Great War behind them, Em
bassy officials stated that trading regulations would be framed 
in very much quicker time in this war. It was possible that a 
White List might aerain be compiled, of those “enemy” subjects 
with whom it would be “no crime” to trade.

While British banks yesterday withheld payments of funds 
i of German depositors in anticipation of the new regulation 
German banks in Shanghai state that they are continuing to 

' pay out on any British accounts they may have.
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Reading The News
By John Ahlers

L : , ..£ . - ,
Shanghai Business And The War

Although the various local communities of the belligerents in 
Europe continue to live in Shanghai peacefully side by side, local 
business connections between firms and individuals of countries fight
ing each other, have been disrupted during the last two days, to a 
large extent. British and French banks in Shanghai, as a rule, nc 
longer are effecting payments to German firms and German subjects.

The local British Consul-General yesterday afternoon issued the 
Shanghai variety of the British Trading with the Enemy Law, which 
repeats and makes applicable in Shanghai the regulations issued a day 
earlier by the British Board of Trade for the United Kingdom. Under 
this law, trade and all other sorts of business not only with Germany, 
but also with German subjects resident, or carrying on business in 
China is being prohibited. British subjects aré not tos discharge, any 
debt or to make other payments to German subject, nor are they tc 
accept any payment from an enidmy subject, unless, in the latter 
case, the transaction concerned has been completed prior to the out
break of war between Germany and the United Kingdom.

The local French authorities, have, not issued any. such regulations 
but it is understood that the French declaration of war ypon Ger~ 
many automatically implied \the discontinuation of business tijith the 
enemy country and enemy subjects, so that in actual practice, the 
french take the same, attitude toward German business as du the 
British.

These proceedings, howeyer unavoidable, certainly are not to th 
advantage of Shanghai business as a whole, and disrupt mny business 
relations ■which for long years have been profitable for. both belligerent 
sides. It is to be hoped, and it is not unlikely, that the British and 
French Ambassadors in Shanghai will make a generous use of their 
powers of granting exceptions from the above general rulés, and that 
the Germans wilt reciprocate in a similar sense of mitigating undue 
hardships.

Local foreign trade for the time being is at an almost complete 
standstill, due to the sudden interruption of the most important of 
Shanghai’s shipping services. All British shipping with and between 
China ports has been stopped and, ,for-the moment, British vessels 
have to stay where they pre.

There are no large German vessels in Shanghai port. The Nord- 
deutscher Lloyd Line’s “Regensburg” and “Elbe” which were due in 
Shanghai around this time, are staying in Yokohama, which they are 
unlikely^ to leave at all. The next German vessel which was to arrive 
here from Europe this month was the Kulmerland of the Hamburg- 
America Line, which at present may bo somewhere in the Indian 
Ocean between Ceylon and Singapore, or maybe'* not very far from 
Shanghai—-who knows?

Goods for and from Shanghai are suffering an unexpected fate. 
The m.v, Jean Labor de of the MessUgeries Maritimes interrupted its 
voyage to Shanghai nnd returned io Hongkong. It is announced 
that the cargo for Shanghai aboard the Jean Labor de will be dis
charged at Saigon at shippers' and/or consignees' risk and expense. 

. The British s.s. Canton of the p. & o. S.N. Co., which sailed from 
Shanghai with much cargo1 for Europe on August 15, has landed 
these goods at Bombay, in British India. ■

This interruption of foreign trade at present forms the chief 
argument for all those in Shanghai who are in possession of stocks 
Of foreign goods to refuse price reductions which ought to result from) 
the recent strengthening of the foreign exchange values of Chinese 
national currency. Frantic enquiries are being made on the part ofi 
importers from Europe as regards possibilities and conditions of sub-1 
stitute imports not .only from the United States and other neutral 
countries .of the western world, but also from Australia.

The. strength of Chinese, national currency for the time beincj 
has reduced the premium at which the local Customs authorities ratet 
“Hongkew” money as against Chinese national currency. While this! 
premium was 50 percent on September 1, it is now only between 25 
ahd 30 percent. The substantial reduction of import duties by one- 
third, decreee by the Minister of Finance of the National Govern
ment, is legally applicable also to Shanghai, but the execution of 
this duty reduction is being prevented by the Nanking-appointed 
Superintendant of Customs and the Yokohama Specie Bank.
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(- er man Leader
In S’hai Asks

Dignity, Quiet
Mr. A. Glathe. president of the 

Shanghai German Community, 
has returned here from his recent 
voyage and resumed his activities 
on behalf of the local German 
Community. The following noti
fication was published by him this 
morning in the Shanghai German 
daily paper, the 'Ostaslatischer 
Lloyd:”

' Each member of the German 
Community in these serious days, 
as always, is perfectly conscious 
of the necessity to maintain 
dignity and discipline. Provoca 
tions, tendencious news, etc, ought
to deter n^hndv from th® obliga
tion to maintain quietness"
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German Cargoes 
Leaving Godowns
Of British Linns

A number of larger German 
firns in Shanghai this morning 
were busily removing their car
goes from British-owned godowns 
to storage companies operated by 
third nationals, mostly to Amer
ican and Chinese businesses.

Apart from this, however, most 
German concerns in the Settle
ment remained open to business 
today, with the Deutsche Asia
tische Bank at the corner of 
Kiukiang and Szechuen Roads, 
crowded throughout the morning 
with depositors and some foreign 
merchants.
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Local French 
Reserves Due 
For Inspection
To Parade Tomorrow At 
Barracks Before Col.
Grenier, Commander
French reservists in Shanghai will 

parade in uniform before Colonal.
J. A. Grenier. . commanuing the | 
French forces here, at 7 a.m. to
morrow at the French Barracks on 
Route Frelupt. Colonel Grenier will 
inspect the reserves to assure that 
all have been satisfactorily out
fitted.

It is expected that the com
mander will address the reserv
ists, and will once and for all 
nut an end to the wide specula
tion about their immediate fu
ture which has been going on 
fcr the last four days. Colonel 
Grenier, it is expected, will an
nounce the nature of the cur
rent orders in connection with 
the reserves at the parade.
The China Press yesterday could 

not obtain information as .to the 
strength of the Shanghai reserves, 
but their numbers are said to have 
attained a three-figure total.

French reserves here have been 
obtaining Uniforms at barracks 
since Monday, and the outfitting of 
all men is to be completed by to
day.
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Poles Asked
To Resister

<4- -it. .tjiC

For Service
Polish nationals living in Shang

hai will be given the opportunity to 
register at their consulate here for 
enlistment in thf Polish army, it 
was reported on reliable authority 
last night.

Transport facilities to Poland 
will be provided for the recruits 
although no definite date of de
parture has been set, it was learned 
from the same source. The route 
of transport will probably be 
through Canada. There are at pre
sent about 400 Poles resident in 
Shanghai.

Returning to his embattled 
nation Mt. Barthel de Weydenthal, 
Polish Minister to China, will leave 
Shanghai aboard the sjs. Empress 
of Japan when she sails for Van
couver. Mr. Andrzej Bobomol^c, 
Acting Consul-peneral win be 

I Charge d’Affaires of the Polish’ 
Legation here. Earlier reports that 
Mr, Bohomolec is leaving on the 
Empress liner are incorrect. v
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Local Poles May Join 
Up in Shanghai

Any local Polish nationals 
wishing to join the Polish army 
are advised to register with the 
Polish Consulate-General in 
Shanghai. It is understood 
that transportation facilities 
will be arranged.

x
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Restrictions May 
Be Lifted

It was ascertained from usually 
reliable sources yesterday, but not 
officially confirmed by the British 
naval authorities, due to obvious 
reasons, that a partial lifting of 
the restrictions on the movements 
of British shipping in China coastal 
waters would be permitted in the 
near future.

It is understood that certain 
vessels which have been anchored 
under Admiralty orders at points 
along the coast will be permitted 
to proceed under instj^ictions to 
Shanghai, and that certain other 
coastal vessels now in port would 
also be permitted to proceed to 
coastal ports, also under naval 
orders.

It is likely, therefore, that with
in the next day or two vessels 
bringing vacationists and others 
from northern resorts will enter 
Woosung.
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Navy Eases Ban on 
Coastal Shipping

ss. Esang Sails for South, ’ 
China; Large Liners Still. 
Detained in Shanghai

The British Navy has eased the ban ' 
on China coastal traffic by British I 
merchant vessels, it was reported | 
yesterday. This does not affect the 
larger liners, which axe still being 
held in port pending orders from the , 
naval authorities. Although the smal
ler China coast ships are freed for j 
commerce, they are still operating | 
under the orders of the British Navy ! 
and receive their sailing orders from I 
that source. The various shipping l| 
companies have no advance informa- || 
tion as to the dates of departures of [ 
their vessels, and have no communi- f! 
cation with their ships.

First steamer to take advantage of i’ 
the lifted restrictions was the Jardine ' 
ss. Esang which sailed at 6 p.m. yes- . 
terday for South China. Her exact 
destination was not revealed. Mean
while the two Canadian Pacific liners, 
the Empress of Asia and the Empress k 
of Japan, are still in port with their 
date of sailing unannounced. Offi- r 
cials of the company expected the [ 
liners to sail last night, but they 
were still in port up to a late hour. | 
It is possible that the Empress of | 
Asia may be allowed to proceed to 
Hongkong, but the Empress of Japan, 
scheduled to sail for Vancouver, may I 
be held here indefinitely.

Vessels Repainted Gray

The two Blue Funnel liners in the 
harbour, the Teirsias and the Glen 
Affric, are being painted a battleship 
gray and in all probability will be (. 
convoyed to Hongkong to be equipped J 
With armaments, it was-learned yes- j 
terday.

Indicating that the British Navy is ; 
already on the job of* safeguarding 
British merchant shipping in Far 
Eastern waters, it was reported that 
the Empress of Asia, while on her 
way to Shanghai, was accompanied 
by a British warship from the limits 
of Japanese territorial waters to the 
Saddles. When the liner reached the 
Saddles the warship departed.
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British Steamer Anking 
Wires Safety Signal

(Reuters)
HONGKONG, Sept. 5.—A wireless 

report was received from the B. & 
S. steamer Anking at 10 this morn
ing, giving the steamer’s position 
and stating that she was safe.
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ShipsEmpress
Tied Up With 
Many On Board
Convoy Said On Way 

To Protect Asia
Out Of Port—

NAVAL SPOKESMAN
REMAINS SILENT

Mystery Of Gneisenau 
Location Deepens As

Rumors Spread
British naval authorities today 

were taking no chances with the 
safety of their merchant ship
ping in Oriental waters. While 
discounting any probability of 
enemy submarines in the China 
Sea they admitted the possibility 
and continued their ban on 
sailing of any British vessels I 
from Shanghai.
Steam up and gang planks 

stowed, the two Canadian Pacific 
luxury liners Empress of Japan 
and Empress of Asia waited ex
pectantly throughout the day for 
Admiralty sailing orders.

All passengers due to leave with 
the vessels were compelled to remain 
aboard all day and it was not long 
before the rumor circulated among 
them that British warships were 
speeding from Hongkong to act as 
convoys

“We Are At War”

A British naval spokesman 
here answered questions of when 
the ban would be lifted and 
whether shipping along the coast 
would be herded in regular 
convoys, with the reply, “We are 
at war now and reports of the 
sort must naturally be kept 
secret.” They would neither 
confirm nor deny the reports.
Not even so dramatic an an

nouncement as the capture of a 
German merchant vessel by an 
allied warship will diaw the naval 
spokesman *in future. “Should we 
disclose such an event,” he said 
“not only would the position of our 
own warship become known to 
enemy submarines, but other Ger
man merchant vessels plying the 
same route would hear about it and 
escape the net of our operations.”

The Italian Lloyd Triestino com
pany officials heaved sighs of hap
piness yesterday when they were 
able to announce the departure 
September 8 for Italy of the express 
liner Giulio Cesare. This date how
ever depends on confirmation from 
-Rome. The line’s vessel Conte 
Biancamano is believed “somewhere 
in the Indian Ocean” steaming to
wards Shanghai with several hun
dred German Jewish refugees. No 
report as to when the ship will 
arrive was available.
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Gneisenau Returns
The German Nord Deutscher < 

Lloyd liner Gneisenau which re-1 
cently left Bremen Shanghai bound > 
with a load of Jewish refugees wasi 
reported by the agents here to have! 
returned to its home port in safety.

The Potsdam of the same 
company was also reported by 
officials to have returned safely 
to Bremen, but considering that 
the ship was in the Indian

* Ocean a few days ago its return 
to Germany in so short a space 
would be a geographic impossi

bility. With a number of Ger
man refugees and three mem
bers of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police force aboard, the ship 
may be bound for some neutral 
South American port.
The mystery ship of the East, 

however,, is the Schamhorst which 
left Shanghai August 21. On the 
first rumor of war the vessel stayed 
on at Manila. When she left the 
Philippine port a few days ago 
minus a large number of passengers, 
she was variously reported steaming 
full speed towards the some neutral 
Dutch East Indian port and safely 
arrived in Kobe.
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Another “Bunder”
Typical of the manner in which alarmist 

rumours are given currency in these days was 
the story which found rapid currency yesterday 
to the effect that the Butterfield & Swire ss. 
Anking had been torpedoed off Luzon Island. 
The story was broadcast from Manila, and given 
credence which it should not have received. It 
may have been possible for the Germans to 
have sent out a submarine to the Far East but 
extremely unlikely, and If they had not done 
so who else could possibly have done such a 
thing? Fortunately it was quickly discovered 
that the story was completely untrue, that the 
Anking had been contacted and her location ' 
ascertained. The tale appears to have gained 
currency ' c ause for the moment British ship- ( 
ping has been held up along the China coast, j 
That is a normal precaution until it has been 
ascertained what has become of all German I 
vessels which might be capable Of being trans-, 
formed into commerce raiders. If there are 
indeed any in these waters it will be obviously ' 
necessary for the British navy to do a little I 
mopping up to remove the threat which their | 
presence would create- The experiences of the 
last war do not suggest that any very great! 
length of time would be necessary either to i 
find and destroy commerce raiders to make ■ 
sure that they would seek refuge in ports ; 
where they would have to be interned. IL was 
also found that once such menaces were round- 
ed up, there was no further cause for uneasi- r 
ness in this part of the world. Without making 
any call upon the Grand Fleet there is ap
parently in eastern waters all the strength i 
necessary to ensure that these seas shall be 
kept free from any danger which commerce 
raiders would present, and it may be confident- i. 
]y expected that, in a comparatively short I 
while, normal commercial traffic will again be! 
possible in this part of the world. While it is! 
true that German submarines have a cruising; 
radius which would enable them to cross the 
Atlantic as they did in the last war, there is; 
nothing at present to indicate that Germany! 
has anything which would make the lengthy; 
trip to the Far East, -especially as the vessel 
would have to travel by the Cape of Good; 
Hope if it were to avoid early detection.
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Lc cal Czechoslov akian Society
1 Expels Pro-German Members

Last night at 3 o’clock a meet
ing of the Czechoslovak Krouyek 
(Political and Social Circle) w 
held at their premises in Rur 
Bourgeat, which was attended by 
more than 100 members.

The first resolution adopted war 
the expulsion of all Czechoslova
kians who had surrendered • their 
passports to the local German Con
sulate, thereby acknowledging the 
sovereignty of the Reich. It is 
understood that these only number
ed eight.

It was then unanimously resolved 
that all loyal Czechoslovakians 
should unreservedly offer their ser
vices to Great Britain and France 
and all those present signed their 
names to this resolution. Identical 

etiers to the British and French: 
Ambassadors in Shanghai are being] 
orwarded taday which will form? 
illy place the services ■ of every 
signatory of the resolution at their 
disposal, in whatever capacity may 
be decided upon.

A cable to President Benes in 
London was then drafted, express
ing the loyal sentiments of those 
present and their heartfelt thanks 
for all the President had done for 
their country.

The National Anthems of Great 
Britain, France, the United States 
and Czechoslovakia were then 
played and the meeting was con
cluded amidst scenes of the great
est enthusiasm.
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On The Local Front
French Reservists residing in 

Shanghai have already been called 
to duty and are expected to depart 
in thé near future.

French firms are reported to nave 
openings for those who have a 
knowledge of their language.

All-: German members have been 
expelled from the Cercle Sportif 
Français.

♦ > •

•Russian Colony is taking this war 
¡father quietly and are riot taking 
¡any sides.

The Polish Colony, was to-day 
, given permission, to offer volunteer 
; service in the the army.

The rumour that German firms 
i are closing is false, it was learned 

1 to-day from reliable circles.
Germans have sent a number of 

volunteer applications, but so far no 
on? was recruited.

Ah British reservists have been 
called, up but it is doubtful whether 
they will leave Shanghai in the 
near future except for a few. naval 
reserves.

All British firms are forbidden to 
trade with the Germans as the lat
ter are treated as enemies.

The Jewish refugees arç wildly 
‘excited over the ^Saits Th Europe, 
and a great number of them are 
very keen on joining différent 
armies. ‘
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Tokyo Asks Troops 
Here Withdrawn

Consuls Told Fears of 
Friction ; Ambassador to 
Consult Foreign Office 

IIÎZ IMifc hiüüi U« w ..•*
Tokyo, Sept. 6.

The Japanese Government has pro
posed that the British, French, Polish 
and German forcés at present in 
China should all be withdrawn.

The reason for the Japanese pro
posal, which has, it is understood, 
been made to the British, French, 
Polish and German Diplomatic repre
sentatives in Tokyo, is stated to be 
“in order to avoid incidents.”

It is learned that the British Am
bassador, Sir Robert Craigie, in 
acknowledging the Japanese proposal, 
pointed out that there were no Ger
man troops in China and that there
fore there was no likelihood of any 

I incidents.
It is understood, however, that the 

4 matter will be reported to the For- 
I eign Office in London before the 
I British take a final decision in the 
matter.—Reuter.

Consul-General Calls
Mr. Yoshiaki Miura, Japanese Con

sul-General, yesterday visited M. 
Baudez, French Consul-General; Sir 
Herbert Phillips, H.M. Consul-Gen
eral; and Mr. M. Fischer, German 
Consul-General, at 3.30 p.m., 4 and 5 
p.m., respectively, and explained the 
policy of the Japanese Government 
of non-involvement in the present 
European war as announced by Gen. 
Nobuyuki Abe, Premier, on Monday.

At the same time Mr. Miura con
veyed to his colleagues the grave 

' concern of the Japanese Government 
; over the attitude of the Powers to
wards the “China Incident,” and re
quested the deliberate consideration 
of the belligerent Powers in order to 
eliminate such causes as are likely 
to give rise in 
incidents among

Mr. Miura also 
■ General of the United States and 
I Italy, who are remaining neutral at 
j present, and informed them of the 
above effect for their reference.

China to untoward 
them
visited the Consuls-

Japanese Navy’s Request
At yesterday’s press conference the 

naval spokesman issued the following 
communique:—Rear Admiral Kusaki, 
Chief of Staff of the Japanese China 
Seas Fleet, yesterday visited the 
senior officers of the British and 
French men-of-war in Shanghai, on ! 
behalf of Admiral Oikawa, C.-in-C. 
of the Japanese Fleet, and requested 
that the commanders should comply 
with the request of the Japanese 
Government, which was communicat
ed to the belligerent powers in Tokyo 
on Tuesday.

“What was the nature of the re- 
j quest of the Japanese Government ?” 
i enquired a- correspondent. In reply 
it was stated that the communication 

I asked that all chances of friction 
‘ should be eliminated. Pressed for 

the spokesman said that,
I aware of them he was unable to 
disclose them.

It was then asked if the British 
and French warships were asked to 
withdraw from China waters and, 
replying, the spokesman said that the 
Japanese navy could employ the 
necessary steps one by one, but he 
did not know the nature of the steps.

I details,
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NOTICE
X —-
In order to avoid any misunder

standing whatsoever I beg to an
nounce that I am a Czechoslovak 
subject and bearer of a valid Cze
choslovak passport.

DR. F. BERG, MJ).
Sassoon House, Room 125, 

Telephone 14536
■>349«
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NOTICE

The European Medical Laboratory 
is a Czechoslovak firm, the under
signed sole owner and manager being 
a Czechoslovak citizen and bearer of 
a valid Czechoslovak passport.

DR. Z. IRRGANG,
346 Szechuen Road (from Sept. 15) 

2 Peking Road, Telephone 16733.
-348«

, , ___  . ....... —_______________ _____
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Inquiries Regarding 
Enemy Trading

The British Superintending 
Consul has requested “The 
Shanghai Times’* to inform 
readers that, in spite of the 
fact that the Trading with the 
Enemy law stated that all re
quests for exceptions and other 
inquiries should be addressed 
to H.B.M. Ambassador to China, 
at the British Embassy, from 
now on, all such letters should 
be sent to the British Consul* 
General, Sir Herbert Phillips, 
at the Consulate, where they 
would be dealt with, and some 
would be sent on to the British 
Ambassador.

He explained that the British 
Ambassador had been mention- 
ed in this connection because 
he was the representative of 
all British subjects in China, 
but here, in Shanghai, it was 
more convenient to address 
such letters to the British 
Consul-General.
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BRITISH CONSULAR 
NOTIFICATION 

No. 9 OF 1939.

With reference to the “Trading with 
the Enemy” notice which appeared in 
the North China Daily News of 
September 5, 1939, I am instructed by 
His Majesty’s Ambassador to notify 
British subjects and firms in Shanghai 
that all communications relating to 
trading with the enemy (including 
applications for licences to transact 
business otherwise prohibited) should, 
in cases where Shanghai and this 
Consular District are concerned, be 
addressed in the first place to the 
undersigned.

HERBERT PHILLIPS,
Consul-General.

British Consulate-General, 
Shanghai, September 6,* 1939.

»1184
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BRITISH CONSULAR 
NOTIFICATION 
No. 10 OF 1939

All articles on the following list 
have been declared by His Majesty’s 
Government to be contraband.

HERBERT PHILLIPS, 
Consu l~General.

British Consulate-General,
Shanghai, September 6, 1939.

THE CONTRABAND LIST 
Absolute Contraband:

(a) All kinds of arms, ammuni
tion, explosives, chemicals or appli
ances suitable for use in chemical 
warfare, and machines for their 
manufacture or repair; component 
parts thereof; articles necessary or 

'convenient for their use; materials 
or ingredients used in their manu
facture; articles necessary or conveni
ent for the production or use of such 
materials or ingredients.

(lb) Fuel of all kinds; all contri
vances for, or means of, transporta
tion on land, in the water or air, 
and machines used in their manufac
ture or repair; component parts 
thereof; instruments, articles, or 
animals necessary or convenient for | 
their use; materials or ingredients 
used in their manufacture; articles 
necessary or convenient for the 
production or use of such materials 
or ingredients.

(c) AU means of communication, 
tools, implements, instruments, equip
ment, maps, pictures, papers and 
other articles, machines, or docu
ments necessary or convenient for 
carrying on hostile operations; articles 
necessary or convenient for their 
manufacture or use.

(d) Coin, bullion, currency, evid
ences of debt; also metal, materials, 
dies, plates, machinery, or other 
articles necessary or convenient for 
their manufacture.
Conditional Contraband:

(e) AU kinds of food, foodstuffs,
feed, forage, and clothing and articles 
and materials used in their produc
tion. m»»

...............................r"

v
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As special meeting of the General 
[Committee of the British Residents’ 
[Association of China was held on 
Tuesday afternoon at which the 
local situation arising out of the 
declaration of war in Europe was 
reviewed. The Committee recorded 
the rëadiness of the Association to 
lact at any time and in such a man. 
*i.cr as may be Required “by the 

I British authorities.*““

'll
I r

I
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BRITISH CONSULAR 
NOTIFICATION 

No: U of 1939

HIS Majesty’s Government havin; | 
abrogated all agreements t > 

which it is a party for the mutua 
abolition of visas, notice is herebj 
given that all Aliens entering the 
United Kingdom are now required 
to be in possession of valid British 
visas.

(Signed) HERBERT PHILLIPS, 
Consul-General.

British Consulate-General,

Shanghai, September 7, 1939.

vs
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council’s Attitude on
ENLISjrMENF^

The attitude of “the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council regarding its employees who 
may wish to enlist for active service with 
the forces of their [own countries is the 
only one which coulql be taken, in view of
the Council’s international composition and 
status, though the ruling will undoubtedly
have come as a disappointment to many. 
If a Council employee desires to proceed 
home to join up he? will first of all have 
to resign his position! with the Council,
giving the usual six months’ notice, will 
have to find his own way to some point
at which he could be accepted as a recruit 
for active service, and will not have his

j job kept open for him against the day of | 
his possible return. The Council took an ' 
entirely different attitude in the Great 
War 25 years ago. At that time men who 
could be spared were not only released 
to proceed overseas, but were credited 
with half pay all the while they were 
away, had their positions available when 1 
they returned after the war and.were able j 
to collect the funds which had accumul- \ 
ated to their credit. In the different 
circumstances which exist in Shanghai 
to-day such a procedure would be directly 
at variance with the best interests of both 
the Council and the general community. 
The Council must maintain its inter
national aspect and, furthermore, keep the 
municipal service going at a time when 
suitable recruitment would be extremely 
difficult. The more one examines the 
matter and the problem which the 
Council has hat} to face in connection 
with it, the more does it become apparent 
that the Administration could not, safely 
and correctly, take any other decision. 
The temporary suspension of long leaves | 
for those nationals whose countries are ’ 
at war is also a well-justified decision, | 
especially as the view of the local 
British authorities is that, for the time 
being, Britons in Shanghai are doing 

■more good by remaining at their posts 
¡than by proceeding overseas. When one 
remembers that the only front upon which: 
both Britain and France are engaged 
against Germany at the moment is the
short Franco-German border between
Switzerland and Luxemburg—a distance? 
of approximately 200 miles—it is obvious 
that the combined man-power of the 
allied land forces is greatly excessive to 
¡requirements, especially in view of the 
fact that the border is a mass of modern, 
fortifications on both sides. It remains 

j to be seen how the war develops, but for * 
the time being Britain and France would 
appear to have a large surplus of troops 
for the. size of the One and only theatre 
in which they can act. In the Great War 
it was over a year from its outbreak 
before there was any need to introduce j 
conscription into Britain, and with the 
much shorter front on the present occasion 
and with such large Anglo-French armies t 
instantly available it is better, for the' 
time being at any rate, for the majority 
of Britons in Shanghai to carry on with 

j their jobs and duties here.



There are, of course, numbers of men 
who rightly feel that with their country 
at war it is their duty to hasten to join 
up, and to these there is .only praise
worthy acknowledgment to be made of 
their patriotic desires. As nothing is 
being done officially to assist Britons 
wishing to enlist and as there are no 
doubt men who are not in a position to 
pay their own way, the suggestion has 
been made by~ a correspondent that some
thing be done in the way of organizing a 
fund by which those desirous of going to 
England to enlist could be assisted on their 
way. Views on this matter are requested; 
and if any letters are addressed to the 
correspondent who signs himself “Buck,” 
care of the Editor of this journal, they 
will be gladly forwarded to the right 
destination. For ourself, we incline to the 
view that there is no need for haste in 
the matter, except perhaps to organize 
whatever machinery and finances might be 
desirable later on. Britain and France 
have all the men under arms which they 
require and unless there should çome 
some further and at present .unforeseen 
developments in the situation it is better 
not to overload the authorities at home or 
to denude Shanghai of its employed man
power. No-one can say, of course, what 
the future holds for us all. If is 
extremely difficult to see just how the 
unfoldment of this great drama will 
proceed, who might eventually be drawn 
into active participation, or fust where it 
will be desirable to have forces available. 
We are in the very early days of hostili
ties which are still only slowly develop
ing . ,



BRITISH WORKERS ARE CARED FOR - GERMANS NEGLECTED.

by

P.J. Pollan, Lord Provost of Glasgow.

Mr. P.J* Dollan, second Labour Provost of Glasgow, 
was born in a miners’ row at Baillieston on the 
outskirts of the great city of which he is now the 
dynamic civic head and he worked in the pits as a youth. 
For many years Leader of his party in Glasgow’s Council 
of 116 members, latterly City Treasurer, he has been 
responsible for many advances in Glasgow's unique social 
services, the cheapest municipal transport system in the 
world among them. He was one of the driving forces 
behind the British Empire Exhibition in 1938 and he has 
been remarkably successful in attracting new industry to 
Clydeside.

In this article he challenges Dr. Goebbels’ radio 
statements that the German worker is better off than the 
British. He produced facts and figures from German sources 
to prove conclusively that the Bristol workers enjoys an 
income, a food supply and a Bocial service organisation 
which finds no parallel in Germany.

Nazi propagandists have been making the most grotesque assertions 
about the relative standards of living in Britain and Germany.

In The Nazi paradise, it seems, everybody is well fed and well 
looked after. There is no poverty and no unemployment. The people 
are happy and contented. The Gestapo chiefs, over-flowing with good 
will and brotherly love, preside at sumptuous banquets which everyone 
may attend without a penny a day.

In Britain, on the other hand, the whole population is apparently 
starving! Poverty and sickness stalk the land' Women and children 
are dying of famine! The shops are empty I Discontent is everywhere!

So says Dr. Goebbels. What are the facts?

Let us confine ourselves solely to the facts which the Germans 
admit, the facts which appear for every German citizen to see, in the 
offici’al Statistisches Jahrbuch for 1938.

The best guide to the standard of living in a country is the 
national income per head the average income received by every member 
of *the community. In Britain, this is £112 per year. In Germany, the 
average is 1,046 reichmarks. The German official statisticians say 
that-a fair exchange rate is 17 reichmarks to the pound. At this rate, 
the average income per head of the German people is £61, or just a 
U±tle more than half the British figure.

Now can Dr. Goebbels seriously assert that if there are two 
people, one of whom gets £112 a year and the other £61, the one with the 
£61 has the higher standard of living? If he does, his arithmetic 
is as crazy as his propaganda.

Secondly, if this last calculation is regarded by the good Doctor 
as too theoretical, let him look at the Statistisches Jahrbuch. On 
page 383, he will find that the average consumption of meat per head 
of the German population in 1937 was 45.9 kilograms. If he turns to 
pag® 308 at the end, he will find that the average for Britain in 1936 
w&s 65.1 kilograms, or nearly half as much again as the German.

He will find that the average Briton consumed 80 per cent more sugar 
than the average German, 75 per cent more fish, and between 25 and 30 
per cent more butter and .eggs. Believe it or not, he also drinks more 
beer.



Of course, the German has the advantage of being able to read Dr. Goebbe 
publications as he eats his dinner. But does that compensate for the 
fac?t that he has so much less to eat?

Thirdly, let us look at some comparative wage-rates. Consider, ?or 
example, the position of coal miners in Britain and In Germany. Mo one 
is going to say that British miners are particularly well off. They are 
among the lowest paid sections of the community.

But whereas a British miner in the first quarter of 1939 earned a 
little less than 12 shillings a shift, the German earned hardly more than 
eight shillings. Consider another example, the textile worker, another 
relatively poorly paid group in Britain. In Germany in 1937, the average 
weekly earnings of textile workers worked out at 29 shillings; in,Britain 
as far back as 1935, the average was 36s.6d., and there have been 
substantial increases since then.

Longer Hours:__ [.css Money .
The same is true all along the- line. Moreover, the German worker 

works long hours for hisnpney, and he has to. pay a large part of his 
wages in taxes and contributions of all kinds./ These are facts, does 
Dr. Goebbels d^ny then? If the German workers have to work harder than 
the British for much less money, how does it come about that they are 
better off?

”Ah!l, says Dr. Goebbels, '’but you forget that' the’ British ptoplc 
have no social services whereas the German people are looked after 
all the time1’. Fantastic though it may seem, the German propaganda 
machine is actually asserting thau there is no public social service in 
Britain - no unemployment benefit; no sickness benefit; no pensions, 
and so on.

Britain spends some £500.000,000 a year on the social services’ - 
on unemployment and health insurance benefits,• old ago pensions, widows’ 
pensions, education, public health and housing. These are services 
organised by the Government and cy local authorities, financed by 
public money, administered by democratically elected representatives.

’■Their accounts arc publicly audited; their administration is open 
and above-board and is constantly.reviewed.

Now then, Dp. Goebbels, what is the position in Nazi Germany?
Arc you seriously going tq suggest that Nazi Germany spends £11 on public 
social services per head of the population, that-Germany .spend Rivi.12,600, 
000,000 a year on social services, or more than one-sixth of her whole 
national income?

Do you .suggest that it is possible for any German citizen to ask 
(or even whisper) .a question about the way in which the money is- spent, 
or to critise the policy of the authorities? The German people v/ould 
be very glad to know what happens to the tremendous sums which are 
collected from them by the Nazi bosses for so-called to the increasing 
surplus on the social insurance funds. They would be interested to know 
what the State docs for them - except silence them if they open their 
mouth and take their money away.

They Robbed the Till.
The Germany of the Weimar Republic was well on the way to building 

up social services of which any nation could be proud. fheh the Nazis’ 
"V/ame'^’to power and robbed the till.

C(ne last point for Dr. Goebbels. Since thq war began, conditions in 
G&Trmany pave rapidly deteriorated. All food and clothing is rationed, 
and the rations are hardly adequate to keep the people fit and to keep, 
them warm. Taxes have been increased - especially the taxes on the poor. 
wages have been cut by decree., Men and women are being forced to work 
longer hours, and to get less and less food in exchange. Is this the 
Nazi paradise?

In Britain, on the other hand, there 'ate'ample supplies of food.
The shops are full, and the workers’ wage-envelopes are full also. *agcs' 
are rising and only butter and bacon aro being rationed. The social 
services arc being fully maintained.)
Prices arc being controlled and no profiteering is being permitted.



GERMANY’S INTERNAL FINANCIAL WEAKNESS.
by R,W.B. Clarke.

"Even before war broke out, there were ominous signs of strain in the 
German financial system.

The Nazi leaders have always been chary of publishing statistics 
about the nation's financial affairs, but even the figures which they 
were willing to release showed the reality of the strain.

The note circulation had increased by one-third from autumn 1938 
to summer 1939 - an increase which was certainly in part inflationary.

Even after the successful raids on the Austrian and Czecho-Slovakian 
Banks, there was an acute lack of gold and foreign assets. The rates of 
taxation had been increased to such an extent that business men were 
openly complaining and the workers grumbling. The Government loans had 
been so unsuccessful that the Government had been forced to announce that 
it did not propose to issue any more. Prices of commodities were rigor
ously pegged, but the quality was falling fast, and what was in effect a 
concealed inflation was in progress.

Even more significant were the changes which had been taking place 
in Nazi personnel. The redoubtable Dr. Schacht vanished from the 
Governmental scene, and it was credibly rumoured that he was entirely 
out of sympathy with the Nazis' financial policy.

There was the strange incident of the Cologne speech of Dr. Brinkmann, 
Schacht's successor, in which he declared to a private audience that 
"the Treasury is empty" ............ an icident which culminated in the
"nervous breakdown" of Dr. Brinkmann, and his removal to a "nursing home."

Even before the war, indeed, there was ample evidence of strain 
and difficulty. The tremendous increase in Government activity and the 
tremendous Treasury deficit were causing the more intelligent of the 
Nazi leaders great concern. It was an open secret that the leadership 
was hopelessly divided, and that energetic reforms were needed.

The outbreak of war made a bad matter worse.
Already after a few weeks of war new troubles are accumulating, and 

the signs of inflation become more and more plain.

Thu nature of the problem is evident, The Budget deficit is 
increasing fast. There arc only four ways in which it can’be covered. 
The first is by increasing taxation. This has already boen done. The 
income tax has been increased by 50 pur cent, - with a maximum of 65 per 
cent, - and the tax on wages has been substantially increased.

Secretary of State Reinhardt has estimated that these increases 
will raise revenue by one-third. Such estimate appears to be
optimistic, and in any case even this increase of revenue would not be 
enough. There is a limit to which taxation can be raised, and the Nazis 
appear to have reached it.

The second method is the method of loan - the British Government is 
adopting a mixture of the first and second methods. But here the Nazis 
are in serious difficulty for the German public shows no willingness to 
invest its meagre savings in Government bonds. At the beginning of the 
war, indeed, the German leaders asserted that they would not approach the 
public for loans at all - but the latest reports suggest that this initial 
plan has now been changed.

The loans will in any case yield little, for the German investor has
little confidence in Government securities.

So the Nazis will bu forced towards the third alternative - the 
commandeering of private property.

Already progress has bu.^n made in this direction. The property of 
Jews and opponents of the Governine nt has been confiscated;; certain 
foreigners' property has been confiscated; millions of marks' worth of 
property in the conquered regions has been confiscated.



And recent reports suggest that still greater progress is being made 
on these lines. It is reported, for example, that the assets of certain 
savings institutions have been commandeered. The Nazis will gradually 
move towards increasingly far-reaching measures of confiscation. Measures 
of this kind, however, will hardly increase confidence in the regime.

The last way out of the financial difficulties is inflation. The 
Budget can be balanced simply by printing bank-notes. As we have seen, 
in the course of the last year, this method has been adopted to a limited 
extent. If the Reichsbank suddenly stops publishing its weekly return, 
then we shall know that the Nazi authorities have decided that that is 
the only way out of their difficulties.

The dangers of this method are evident, for no controls of prices, 
however stringent, can resist inflationary pressure.

Concealed inflationary methods can be adopted, such as the further 
reduction of the quality of consumers’ goods at the same prices, or the 
tacit toleration of l’premiums',i over the official price. Morover, the 
Government may inflate by hidden devices, such as the plan last March by 
which the Government was allowed to pay for two-fifths of its contracts 
in tax certificates instead of cash.

But these concealed methods of inflation arc bound to be publicly 
noticed sooner or later. The consumer is already seriously perturbed 
by the reduction in quality, and the pressure upon the "maximum prices1' 
is shown by the constant flow of cases in which shopkeepers are heavily 
fined for raising prices. The plan for payment in tax certificates 
has already broken down, for industrialists have no confidence in the tax 
certificates, so that their market value has fallen to 94 per cent, of 
their face value.

All this means that the position is potentially highly inflationary 
and is full of danger for the Nazi authorities.

In other countries, some increase in prices will be tolerated by the 
public, for there is general confidence in the currency.

But in Germany, the men-in-the-street fears inflation more than 
anything else.

The German public remembers the appalling catastrophe of 1923, when 
the mark was quoted at thousands of milliards to the dollar.

In the first week of war, there were signs in Germany of flight 
from the mark and wild purchases of pictures, furniture and durable 
commodities of all kinds.

The Gestapo can stop this ............  up to a point. If the German
citizen loses confidence in the currency, and if open signs of inflation 
appear, then no regimentation can prevent panic. This is the Nazis' fear. 
They are in a dilemma. Either they must increase taxation, which is 
already oppressively high. Or they must confiscate property all over the 
Reich. Or they must proceed to openly inflationary measures.

These alternatives are equally objectionable and are politically 
dangerous. Confronted by them, the authorities will assuredly wriggle 
ingeniously. Their power to control the system is very great, and from 
1933 onwards they have displayed great ingenuity in their handling of 
difficult financial positions. But each time one financial hurdle has 
been successfully overcome, the next le correspondingly more difficult.

To say that the German economic structure is on the verge of 
collapse would be premature. But the Nazis are assuredly facing the . 
gravest difficulties, and whatever they do will open the door to further 
difficulties for the German financial structure and the Nazi regime.
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May 29» 1940* Afternoon Translation»

MAINICHI

OPPRESSION OF GERMANS IN FRfflCH CONCESSION INTENSIFIED:

The oppression of Germans in the 
French Concession has been intensified* Six Germans were 
expelled in April* The cause of one case io reported to be 
that the man had clapped his hands at the sight of Hitler 
during a film exhibition at the Cathay Theatre in the French 
Concession*

About 400 German residents in 
the French Concession are living in great uneasiness under 
the observation of the French authorities*



TAIRIgU SHIMPO WJ?
BRITISH OUTRAGES TO HE IMPEACHED

The Tairiku Shimpo publishes the 
following commentj- Involwed in the European war, 
Great Britain is following the example of Japan in the 
China incident. Japan has declared that she is fighting 
the Chiang Kai Shek regime and not the Chinese people. 
Great Britain is propagating that she is fighting Hitler 
and not the German people* On September 4 Mr* Chamberlain 
broadcasted a speech in the German language to that effect* 

What is happening in Shanghai? 
On September 3 British soldiers destroyed a German tennis 
club and tore up a Nazi flag. In connection with this 
incident, even British newspapers have found it difficult 
to speak in favour of the offenders and have advised British 
residents to exercise greater care. However, similar 
incidents are taking place almost every day.

British people are so excited 
that they are criticizing trifle incidents created accidental
ly by Japanese soldiers* However,as soon as she has 
become involved in a war she becomes barbarous, forgetting 
immediately anything about gentlemanly behaviour and 
common sense.

Although strongly advocating 
the neutrality of the International Settlement, the British 
people regard it as their concession. It cannot be over« 
looked that the British people are acting as they wish in 
the International Settlement, while Germans are maintaining 
a calm attitude for they understand the complicated situation 
in Shanghai. This does not disagree with our policy of 
non-intervention with the European war. V.e must impeach 
the attempt of Britain to bring the European war into 
Shanghai.

We deny the neutrality of the 
Settlement. We maintain that the Settlements are under the 
control of Japan in the same way as other occupied areas. 
We demand the suppression of the Chungking Government's 
organs and the hoisting of the Kuomintang flag in the Foreign 
Settlements. This is a fair claim since Japan is winning 
the war. Following upon Japan's claim, British attempted 
to take hostile steps against Germami in the International 
Settlement on the ground that she is/war with Germany* The 
relations between Japan and the Chungking Government are 
greatly different from those between Great Britain and 
Germany.



TAIRIKU gHIMPO I

OUR KECLhRaTION OF NEUTRALITY aKD THE aNTI- 
--------------------------

The declaration issued by our 
government clearly indicates that Japan will not be 
drawn into the European conflict and that she will 
endeavour to settle the China incident. This 1b our 
government*8 policy. The Rowers* whether involved in
the war or not* are undoubtedly interested in the 
diplomatic policy of Japan because she will make use of 
the European situation in dealing with the China incident.

The diplomatic policy of the 
Hiranuma Cabinet was based on morality. Before we 
could see the results of this policy it was replaced by the 
Abe Cabinet. Of course* the fundamental policy adopted 
by the Konoye Cabinet in dealing with the China affair 
will never be changed despite any changes in the Cabinet. 
However* the enforcement of the policy will be changed 
in accordance with the rapidly changing situation.

It is clear that third Powers 
have been obstructing a settlement of the China affair 
by rendering assistance to China. It is believed that 
the European war will affect such assistance. Judging 
by their movements* third Powers will continue to 
demonstrate a hostile attitude towards Japan and continue 
their assistance to China under the pretext of protecting 
their own Interests. However* our policy to overthrow 
such attitude will not be changed.

Our government has declared 
that it will not side with Germany or with Britain and 
France. Some may think that Japan will become friends 
with Britain and will reconsider the anti-Britieh movement 
in China. Such a school of thought shows lack of 
appreciation of our polioy. The hostile attitude of 
Great Britain towards Japan is responsible for the 
anti-British movement) unless such hostility is removed 
it will be impossible for Japan to attain her object. 
Japan will never loose her firm hand in chastizing them* 
should Britain* Prance or Soviet refuse to change their 
attitude.

The declaration of neutrality 
by our government does not affect our China policy. Our 
authorities in Shanghai should immediately adopt suitable 
measures to utilize the situation and take advantage of 
her neutral position.



y S.M.C.FxLLSl THIRD PaRTY NATIONALS
^*30VN upon outrÂ6lou§ aEîs Q> SRÏ^lStt

A numbar of British and. French 
residents in the Foreign Settlements are reported to 
have act'd outrageously towards Germans who are maintaining 
a calm attitude. Third Power nationals are frowning 
over such behaviour.

Members of the British Defence 
Force and the 6.M.P. are said to be responsible for the 
outrages. British residents are reported to have 
acted outrageously towards innocent Chinese. Should 
this state of affairs be allow'd to continue, the 
maintenance of peace and order in the Settlement will 
be difficult. For this reason, Chinese people here 
are said to bo hoping that Japan will take suitable 
measures in this connection.



Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper)« 7-7
"TO ON BRITISH BANKS IN SHANGHAI"
Tearing the overthrow of British influence

Y after the outbreak of a second European war* Chinese people 
as well as nationals of a third Power in Shanghai are 
withdrawing their deposits from British banks and transferring 
them to banks of a third nation«

British bankers and industrialists recently 
undertook counter-propaganda against the neutral policy of 
Japan and spread the following rumoursi-1) That the conclusion of an alliance between Japan and 

Britain has became a possibility«2) That Britain will issue a loan of £30,000,000 to Japan 
in the near future«

Upon learning of these rumours, the Japanese 
authorities became highly indignant. Apart from refuting 
these rumours, Japan has announced that she will maintain 
her neutrality and win not help any of the belligerents«



September 7» 1939, Morning Translation

Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper)I
ALLEGED BRITISH 0SERBS31 ON OP GERMANS

British circles are intensifying their oppression 
of Germans in Shanghai* as witness the resolute action 
taken by British companies in dismissing the Germans in 
their employ* One of these British firms is the Ewo 
Brewery Ltd* which took the initiative in the matter* for 

yit discharged some ten German employees* including technical 
experts* on September 5* Other British and Stench 
firms will follow this example and discharge their German 
employees*

Unable to bear the oppression in the French 
Concession, many Germans have taken refuge in Hongkew* The 
Broadway Mansions now has more than 50 German families* 
It is believed that if the Germans in Shanghai do not 
return to Germany* a large number of those who are residing 
in the Foreign Settlements will probably look for safer 
residence in Hongkew*

On the morning of September 5* the German-owned 
cargoes stored in British god own a and warthouses were 
removed by the owners concerned and transferred to custody 
of a third Bower* such as America or China*



September 5, 1939

MAINICHI

FRENCH CONCESSION AUTHORITIES PROHIBIT HOISTING 
OF GERMAN NATIONaLFLaG

Yesterday afternoon the French 
Municipal authorities issued a notice prohibiting the 
hoisting of the German national flag over any building or 
motor car or in any other way in the French Concession. 
More than 600 of the 700 German residents in Shanghai 
reside in the French Concession and they were much startled 
by the notification of the Concession authorities.

IMPORTANT MILITARY OFFICERS OF THE FRENCH DEFENCE 
E0R6& HOLb ôonsEKenS^

As a result of the declaration
of war on Germany by Great Britain» France declared war on 
Germany at 1 a.m. (Japan time) September 4»

Upon receiving a report» the 
French Ambassador to China held a conference with important 

«officers of the French Defence Force and the French Municipal 
Council to discuss the maintenance of peace and order in 
the Concession after the French Defence Force has been 
sent to a certain place.

BRITISH EMPLOYEES OF S.M.C, REGISTER WITH THEIR 
CONSULATE FOR VOLUNTARY SERVICE

90% of the British employees 
of the S.M.C. are reported to be reservists and 50% of them 
has received orders from their home government to confine 
themselves at home.

As the British Government has 
declared war on Germany the British employees of the S.M.C.» 

. who are reservists, are continually registering with their 
| Consulate for voluntary military service. Even British 

employees of the S.M.C. holding the rank of Sectional Chief, 
are said to have reported to their Consulate for military 
service. This is attracting attention in various quarters.

TAIRIKU SHIMPO

ARREST OF A GANG OF TEN PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR A 
"Jobbery ofr yen so.'ööS

On August 30 a gang of armed 
robbers on Woochang Hoad attacked Tsai Zai Yung, age 30, 
proprietor of an exchange shop at No. 165 Boone Road and 
relieved him of Yen 52,000.

At 11 a.m. September 3 Detective 
Sergeant Endo of the Japanese Consular Police arrested a 
suspicious-looking Chinese at an exchange shop at No. 310 
Kiangsi Road. Upon Interrogation,the man gave him information 
leading to the arrest of the entire members of the gang 
responsible for the robbery of the Yen 52,000.

The names of the prisoners are 
as follows:-Hsu Chao Pao,42, Wang Ah San, 37, Chang Siao Hai,26, 
Van Ah Kiang,38, Wong Ngoh Lou, 28, Li Sung Ling,16, Wong 
Siao Fong,26,Hsu Chao Tung,42, Hsu Tslng Hua,30, Li Kung Di,20.



September 5, 1939.

MAINICKI

FRENCH CONCESSION AUTHORITIES PROHIBIT HOISTING 
OF GERMAN NATIONAL,FLAG

Yesterday afternoon the French 
Municipal authorities issued a notice prohibiting the 
hoisting of the German national flag over any building or 
motor oar or in any other way in the French Concession. 
More than 600 of the 700 German residents in Shanghai
reside in the French Concession and they were much startled
by the notification of the Concession authorities.



BRITISH EMPLOYEES OF THZ S.M,C. THE VAR

As a result of the outbreak of 
hostilities in Europe the British members of the s.K.P. 
are expected to be called upon for military service because 
many of them are reservists» The British Government may 
not call upon them on the ground that they are defending 
the Shanghai Settlement, but the Government will accept 
their voluntary service. For this reason, many of them 
may vacate their posts. However, Major Bourne, Commissioner 
of the S.M.P., who is on the reserve list, and Captain 
Smyth, Deputy Commissioner, also a reservist, are expe-bed 
not to be called upon for military service.
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National Herald.» Shun Pao :-

GERMANYTO MAINTAIN STRICT NEUTRALITY IN SHANGHAI AND FAR EAST

According to information given to our reporter 
by a high official of the German Consul ate-General in Shanghai 
yesterday» notwithstanding the changes in the situation in 
Europe» there will be no change in Germany*s position of strict 
neutrality in Shanghai and in the Far East*

The high official said» "We do not want to 
attack anybody» but we hope that the conments occasionally 
appearing in local newspapers attacking Germany will be 
substituted by reports of German news agencies in Shanghai* 

.Reports about a German Fifth Column and secret police in 
•^Shanghai are all untrue* Of course» future developments 

cannot be predicted» but at present we really have no ambitions/
He pointed out that the situation in Shanghai 

is not governed by local action but is governed by the policy 
in Berlin* If an order comes from Berlin» everything will be 
carried out in accordance with the order* Germany» however» 
is not living on another wo.rld» and people in Germany entirely 
understand conditions in the Far East* The position of Germany 
in Shanghai is as delicate as that of other belligerents*

The belligerent attitude of certain circles 
in Shanghai was deplored by the German people. Local people 
must realize that in view of the European situation» it cannot 
be guaranteed that conditions in Shanghai will never be changed. 
Foreign residents in Shanghai» therefore» should not 
unnecessarily create ill-will.



hay 31, 1940. Afternoon Translation.

National Herald, Ta Mei Pae and Chinese-American Daily Newsi- 

ACTIVITIES OF FIFTH COLUMN IN SHANGHAI DENIED. I I II II iTT I, ..................... ...... ,|, ,,,■ ...
Desides a report on the recent situation 

of the European War which was made during an interview 
• with newspapermen yesterday, a special intelligence 

officer of the German Embassy in Shanghai gave explanations 
of the alleged activities of the German ‘•Fifth Column0 and 
•’Secret Police0 as were published by local newspapers 
recently. He stated that the allegations of recent 
activities of German residents in Shanghai such as the 
“Fifth Column* and “Secret Police0, published by newspapers, 
are absolutely false and without foundation. These 
allegations would easily cause disturbance to the peace 
and good order in the Foreign Settlements. The S.M.C. 
was requested by the German Consul-General in Shanghai to 
pay special attention to the propagation of this kind of 
news.

The special intelligence officer was then 
asked by the newspapermen whether any settlement has been 
reached with regard to the intrusion of a British soldier 
into the Deutsch-Asiatische Bank, a German bank, at the 
corner of Szechuen and Kiukiang Roads, in an attempt to 
cut down the flagpole there with a saw. The special 
intelligence officer replied that following the occurrence 
of this matter, a protest was immediately addressed to the 
S.M.O, by the German Consulate-General, requesting the 
transmission of ths protest to the British Consulate- 
General in Shanghai, A letter of apology was received 
from the British Consul ate-General through the S.M.C. 
yesterday with a promise to compensate all damages done. 
The German Consulate-General was therefore satisfied.

It is said that after the Kihg of Belgium 
ordered the troops to cease resistance, Germany has 
announced that Belgium is no longer in existence. 
With regard to this problem, the special intelligence 
officer was asked by newspapermen what attitude Germany 
will take towards the Belgians in Shanghai, it was 
replied that no intimation regarding such has yet been 
received.



May 28, 1940
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Morning Translation*

National Herald (Editorial) j-
INTERNATIONAL PROPAGANDA VQRK AND ATTITUDE OF 3H,iNGHaI

Of late, a report has been widely current in 
this locality to the effect that the "fifth Column* agents 
of Germany are very active in Shanghai. It is reported 
simultaneously that the belligerents of the war in Burope 
are engaged in a violent"hysterical war* in Shanghai.
It appears that Shanghai cannot escape the turmoil of the 
European war. No matter whether or not all these reports 
are exaggerated, we arc of the opinion that the residents 
in Shanghai, especially the Chinese people» should attach 
importance to the following points !•

firstly, the residents in Shanghai should 
strictly observe neutrality. China has been engaged in 
the war of resistance for the sake of the independence and 
liberty of her people. With the exception of Japan, the 
Chinese people regard all foreign countries which are in 
sympathy with China*s war of resistance and assist her in 
the war as the friends of China. It must be noted that 
it does not depend upon the European war to make a distinction 
between friendly and unfriendly nations! the distinction is 
made from the standpoint of China's war of resistance. 
China is neutral towards the European war and it is not 
necessary for her to be involved in the European war. 
As their fatherlands are in a state of war, it does no harm 
for the foreign residents living in Shanghai to maintain 
their own stands. People may still live peacefully in 
Shanghai, an international city.

Secondly, the Shanghai residents should oppose 
T <5any attempt to "commit robbery during a fire* or to change 
yj *J-*the status quo of Shanghai under any pretext. Being an 

international city, it seems unnecessary to let Shanghai 
be Influenced by the European war. The territorial 
sovereign rights of Shanghai belong to China and for this 
reason, nobody should be allowed to change the status quo 
of Shanghai without approval being secured from the legal 
Chinese Government. Mo evil situation should occur in the 
local ioreign Settlements notwithstanding the complication 
of the organizations of the Settlements. The arrangements 
made a week ago by Admiral Hart and the expression of their 
attitudes by the local authorities of the foreign countries 
concerned are sufficient to make us set our hearts at rest 
regarding the future prosperity of Shanghai. Any attempt 
to change the status quo of Shanghai is absolutely unreasonable 
and it will simply reveal the plot of the persons responsible 
to "commit robbery during a fire*. The local residents 
are supporting the maintenance of the status quo of Shanghai 
and also the relations established between the legal Chinese 
Government and the Settlement authorities. What the local 
residents should do is to co-operate with the authorities 
for the purpose of checking the intrusion of the illegal 
influence.

Thirdly, the residents in Shanghai should 
endeavour to improve their welfare. In support of the 
maintenance of the status quo of Shanghai, the local residents



May 28, 1940. Morning Translation.

hope that the Settlement authorities will attach importance 
to the welfare of the residents. As a matter of fact, the 
Settlement authorities must try to improve the welfare of 
the residents should they desire to secure their support« 
There is no reason for the Settlement authorities to relax 
their work for the welfare of the local residents during 
the grave stage of the European war. For instance, the 
prices of commodities in Shanghai have gone up illegally 
and the Settlement authorities must strictly apply sanctions 
against the high prices so as to protect the residents« 
In this way, peace and order in Shanghai may be maintained 
as usual, while its prosperity may be preserved.



I1"1'7 /J rt>

October 12» 1939. Afternoon Translation.

Shun Pao, Sin Wan Pao s-

FRENCH CONCESSION AND INTELLIGENCE WORK 
’ BY LOCAL GERMANS

The French Municipal Council will deal 
carefully with all applications submitted by German 
residents in the French Concession for building licences 
or business licences.

On October 12, the French Municipal Council 
notified its departments to keep a watch for intelligence 
work by Germans. The French authorities have no 
desire to place restrictions on law-abiding German 
residents in the Concession and they will continue to 
issue building or business licences to Germans after 
it has been ascertained that the applicants have no 
ulterior motives.

There are now several thousand German Jews 
in the French Concession, who are conducting business. 
The French authorities will not create Inconveniences 
to these Jews.

It is learned that Germans, not of Jewish 
origin, undertaking intelligence work, have stealthily 
printed a red *J* (meaning German Jew) on their pa-sports. 
The French authorities will exercise greater care when 

z-s conducting investigations about German Jews.



September 19, 1939 Morning Translation

Hwa Pao :-

THE INVASION OP POL.xND BY SOVIET TROOPS : RUSSIAN COMMUNITY 
IN SHANGHAI 6AIM.

The U.S.S.R., which has announced her 
neutrality, has sent her troops to invade Poland. The 
Chinese and foreign community in Shanghai is certainly 
concerned about the movements of the U.S.S.R. Consulate- 
General and her people in Shanghai. The following 
information was obtained yesterday from parties concerned, 
by our reporter s-

The U.S.S.R. Consulate-General was originally 
situated in the large building at No.20 Whangpoo Road. 
During the hostilities in Shanghai in August, 1937, the 
Japanese frequently deliberately fired their artillery 
over the Consulate building with a view to intimidation. 
In order to avoid unnecessary accidents, the U.S.S.R. 
Consulate-General removed to House 10, Passage 100, Route 
Say Zoong. Recently the U.S.S.R. Government issued an 
order directing the Consulate-General to move back to its 
original site, thus the Vice Consul has issued a notice 
announcing, the removal of the consulate.

Yesterday our reporter made enquiries at the 
Soviet Consulate-General, ascertaining that the Consul- 
General returned to Russia a month ago and that the affairs 
of the consulate are now in the hands of the Vice Consul. 
It has been decided that the Consulate will remove back to 
its original quarters on Whangpoo Road on or about 
September 24.

\ In addition to the U.S.S.R. Consulate-General, 
the Soviet public and private organizations in Shanghai 
consist of the Tass News Agency, the Russian Daily News, 
the Russian Emigrants Association, the Russian Emigrants 
Relief Association, the Russian Naval and Military Service
men Association, the Russian Ex-Servicemen Club, the Russian 
Women’s League, the Russian Disabled Soldiers Association, the 
Russian Mercantile Shipping Association, the Russian 
Recreation Association, the Soviet Russian International 
Travel Society, the Russian Orthodox Confraternity, the 
Russian Red Cross Society, the Russian Orthodox Hospital, 
the Russian Refugees School, the Russian Electric Company, 
the Russian Public Dispensary, the Russian Economic 
Co-operative Society, the Soviet Union Bank. The number 
of Soviet and White Russian emigrants in Shanghai is between 
6,000 and 7,000. The U.S.S.R. Consulate-General in 
Shanghai has issued no comment on the invasion of Poland 
by Soviet troops nor have any arrangements yet been .’ ide 
to register the Russian people residing in Shanghai, who 
appear to be calm and unperturbed.
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JUN 27 1940

“Ambitions”
Of Germans 
Here Denied

The German position of strict 
neutrality in relation to Shang
hai and the Far East in general 
has undergone no change due to 
prevailing conditions in Europe, 
The China Press was informed 
yesterday by a high official of 
the German Consulate-General 
here.
“We have no intention of making 

an attack on anyone/’ the official 
stated. “Our only desire is to 
ward off attacks such as those 
appearing occasionally in the local 
press, and to counter through our 
own local news organs.” Such at
tacks he defined as allegations of 
a German “Fifth Column” and a 
Gestapo in Shanghai which, he 
declared, were absolutely without 
foundation.

“As to the * future, two or 
three months from now, it is 
impossible to predict. For the 
present certainly we have no 
ambitions/’ he declared.

Berlin Control

He pointed out that the local ; 
situation, . like all situations in■ 
which Germans were deeply in- I 
forested, was not governed by local - 

¡action but from Berlin alone. When 
’an order went out from Berlin it 
’was carried out to the fullest ex
tent possible. “But,” he added, 
“Germany is not living on the 
moon. The situation in the Far 
East is fully understood at home 
and the German position here is as 
delicate as that of any other 
belligerent power.”

Asked whether the local German 
community had sent any message 
of congratulation to Herr Hitler 
upon the successful conclusion of | 
the German campaign in France, i 
the official said such a message 
would lie within the province of the 
local German community leader,| 
He had any knowledge of one 

j having been dispatched.
I ....... ......

French Club property
On the subject of the French Club 

'property which, prior to the Great 
War, was owned by local Germans I 
and was confiscated as enemy ■ 
property in 1918, the official said 
no steps were contemplated for 
¡repossession. He pointed out that 
the armistice terms agreed upon ini 
France were not peace terms and. 
would naturally wot touch upon 
such transfer of property which, in 
any event, would have to be left for 
the future.

The belligerent attitude of certain 
sections of the Shanghai community 

I was deplored by the German com
munity, the official said, and added i 
that without wishing in any way i 
to give the appearance of a threat, 
it should be remembered by Iccal; 
residents that conditions are bound 
to change in Shanghai with the 
present trend of European events 
and that Unnecessary ill-will should . 
not be allowed to run rife between j 
the various nationalities of the local 
foreign community.
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Asked To Leave

Germans In 
Concession
Tell Position

Explanation of the status of four 
well-known German nationals resid
ing in the French Concession, who 
have recently been informed by the 
French Police that it would be de
sirable for them to move out of 
Frenchtown, has been made to 
French Police officials by German) 
authorities here.

This information was released to 
the press yesterday by Mr. Fred 
Cordt, attached to the German Em
bassy here. He declared that the 
Police were asked to let the German 
residents remain in the Concession, 
on the grounds that they had not 
engaged in any political activity here 
and that they had done nothing to 
disturb the peace and order of the 
area.

The four Germans are: Dr. Hans 
Guhl, representative of the official 
German Commercial Agency, Dr. 
Hans Harms of the scientific and. 
propaganda department of the 
Merck Chemical Company, Mr. W. 

I Haeusing, German manufacturers’ 
representative, and Mr. Haffelmann, 
a businessman.

According to previous authorita
tive reports, the French Police had 
paid a visit to the four men re
cently, giving them “friendly 
warning” to leave the Concession. 
It was said that the period of a fort
night was suggested as a tentative 
time limit.

Other German residents will not 
be asked tb depart, these sources 
said, regardless of political develop
ments in Europe.
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Germans In Belgian Mission 
Apartments Told To Move

Germans residing in apart
ments owned by the Belgian 
Missions of Scheut were told 
yesterday to vacate their pre
mises “as soon as possible,” it 
was learned last night.

The notification was served on 
the Germans in a circular letter 
sent by the Missions. It was 
believed that - the Germans 
would comply with the instruc
tions.

Among apartments owned and

operated by the Belgian Mis
sions are the Astrid Apart
ments at the corner of Rue 
Vallon and Rue Cardinal Mer
cier and the King Albert Apart
ments at the corner of Rue Roi 
du Albert and Rue Lafayette.

Besides the two above mention
ed apartments the Belgian Mis
sions also owned extensive real 
estate interests in Frenchtown. 
Among their tenants are a large 
number of Germans.
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Demands Proof

German Denies 
Anti-French 
Activity Here

Denying emphatically that he 
had engaged in anti-French activi
ties, Mr. W. Haeusing, one of the 
five Germans advised to leave the 
French Concession, yesterday 
challenged the spokesman of the 
French Consulate-General to prove 
the truth of his charges.

Stating that he could “very well 
understand France telling me to 
clear out because I am a German 
and 'France is at war with my 
country,” Mr. Haeusing asked, in a 
letter to The China Press, whe
ther it was “necessary for a 

[country like France to hide behind 
i trumped-up charges in a Concession 
: where the French administer a 
¡part of China.”

As reported previously, Mr. 
[ Haeusing and four other German 
businessmen Were given “friendly 
advice” to leave the Concession 
before the end of the month. “They 
were engaging in anti-French 
»activities,” a 'French Consulate- 
General spokesman explained, 

, adding that no further amplifica
tion of the subject was necessary.

“Ho wonder the spokesman 
thought no further amplification 
was necessary!” Mr. Haeusing ex
claimed yesterday. “He was evident
ly absolutely unable to .give ary 
other explanation for the order,” 
he. continued, claiming that he and 
¡the four other Germans concerned* 
had been “living very quietly, > 
being in our offices all day.”

During his 10 years’ residence in 
the French Concession, he stated, 
he has had no trouble with the au

thorities, “yet evidently all this j 
time proof was being collected by I 
the French Consulate-General of! 
my political activity against [ 
France.”

The four other Germans affected j 
by the “advice” of the French j 
Consulate-General are: Dr, Hansi 
Guhl, representative of the official 
German , Commercial Agency, Dr. 
Hans Harms, of the scientific and 
advertising department of the Merck 

f Chemical Company, Mr. Haff el- 
mann, businessman, and another 
German whose name has not been 
revealed.
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French Confirm Five Germans 
Advised To Leave Concession

Confirmation that five German 
residents have been advised to leave 
he French Concession before the 
md of the current month was 
orthcoming from French Consular 
authorities last night.

The Germans were given “friendly 
advice” to leave« the Concession, ac
cording to a French Consulate- 
General spokesman, because they 
were allegedly engaged in “anti
French activities.” The spokesman 
thought no further amplification of 
the subject was necessary.

Original reports of the affair, 
!coming from German sources, stat
ed that four well-known German 

residents of the Concession had 
been informed by the French Police 
that it is deemed advisable for them 
to move elsewhere.

The four are: pr. Hans Guhl, 
representative of the official Ger
man Commercial Agency, Dr. Hans 
Harins, of the scientific and ad
vertising department of the Merck 
Chemical Company, Mr. W. Haeus- 
ing, German manufacturers’ repre
sentative and Mr. Haffelmann, a 
businessman.

The French authorities, however.! 
admitted that a fifth German had 
been advised to go elsewhere but 
his name was not revealed,
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Five Germans to
Leave Concession

Infringement Upon Neutral
ity Given As Reason *

Five German residents of the 
French Concession have been ordered 
to leave the Concession on or before I 
April 30, according to an official of j 
the French Consulate-General ques- j 
Honed by the “North-China Daily 
News” yesterday.

The official recalled that at the out
break of the war in September of 
last year, German residents in the j 
Concession were given to understand 

j that they could continue to reside 
there provided that they would do 
nothing to disturb peace and order, 
and that they would behave in a 
manner becoming to the neutrality of 
the French Concession.

This, the five Germans who have 
been ordered to vacate their French 
Concession premises before the end 
of the month, have not done. Rumours 
current yesterday indicated that other 
Germans would be gradually expelled 
from the Concession, but this was 
emphatically denied at the Consulate- 
General, the “North-China Daily 
News” being informed that only 
those Germans who, through their 
behaviour should infringe upon the 

'conditions under which they are al
lowed to reside in the Concession, < 
would be ordered to leave.
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Consulate-General...for...Military..and .Labour.Service».

Made by. D.S.I. Pitta .Forwarded by__ P

According to a notification over the 

signature of M. FISCHER, German Consul-General, 

appearing in the "Ostasiatischer Lloyd" of June 

27, 1940, all German males born in the year 1921 

are to register at Room 502, German Consulate- 

General not later than July 15, 1940 for Military 

and Labour service. This notice has been 

published in accordance with an order received 

from the German Government, which applies to 

Germans domiciled outside Germany.

D.S.I.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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D.C. (Special Branch)

GERMAH EMBASSY CONFERENCE«

PARK HOTEL«

After discussion this afternoon with the Secretary

General and the German Consul General, it has been decided 
and 

that the conference in the Hotel may be held tomorrow/next 

week, since invitations have already been sent out and 

withdrawal of same may cause some embarrassment« Thereafter

the German Etabassy will make other arrangements«

With reference to such matters concerning German 

official «MtadtaMpawr functions, the Consul General requests 

that the Police make direct touch with him or make touch 

with him through the Secretary General before taking action 

which may necessitate intervention to effect a com

promise« He points out that it is his duty and our duty 

to adjust the delicate situation locally so far as possible 

on amicable lines, and that he is prepared to see the Com

missioner of Police or his representative on any subject 

at any time, if this will be helpful«

Please act accordingly.
* - — ‘ft— 1

Sd. K. M. Bourne.
Commissioner of Police« 

IW/.
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enquiries at the Headquarters of the Brench Police 

revealed that no notice,advising Herman tenants to 

vacate their Plats at the «strid and King Albert 

Apartments,has ever been issued by the Belgian Mission 

owners of the said Apartments.

x'his rumour is spread with the obvious reason to 

create a state of nervousnes and unrest in Shanghai.



^inquiries at the Headquarters of the French Police 

revealed that no notice,advising German tenants to 

vacate their Flats at the nstrid and King Albert 

Apartments»has ever been issued by the Belgian Mission 

owners of the eaid Apartments.
This rumour is spread with the obvious reason to 

create a state of nervousnes and unrest in Shanghai.



.enquiries at the Headquarters of the Pronch Police 
revealed that no notice «advising dex'man tenants to 
vacate their Plats at the ^strid and King Albert 
ApartaentSyhae ever been lasued by the Belgian Mission« 
owners of the said Apartments,

This rumour is spread with the obvious reason to 
create a state of nervouanes and unrest in Shanghai.
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MAINICHI

OPPRESSION OF GERMANS INTENSIFIED

After subjugating Holland and 

capturing the Belgian capital, the German army is in • 
high spirits*

The French Concession authorities 
have ordered German residents to leave the Concession* 

Hamilton House has notified three German tenants to evacuate 

their premises* The oppression of German residents in 

Shanghai is being intensified*

It is now reported that Germans 
residing in apartments belonging to a Belgian mission have 

bden notified to leave« This actiofi is attracting public 

attentioh* The apartments in question are said to be the 

King Albert Apartments and the Astrid Apartments in the 

French Concession*
On May 19 the Belgian mission 

notified over 20 German tenants in these apartments to leavfe 

as soon as possible* The German occupants are indignant over 

the attitude adopted by the Belgian missionaries«

This matter concerns the maintenance 

of peace and order in Shanghai for it is believed that the 

op&'ression of Germans in Shanghai will be intensified*
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Commr. nJ Police. 
Sir ;

Infor motion.

With reference to the attached, translation 

of an extract from the J»5ay 16th issue of the 

Mainichi, entitled. “Germans residing in Hamilton 

House requested to leave“ the report is inaccurate 

inasmuch as it states that all Germans occupying 

rooms have been requested to leave.

The truth is that all Nazi (Aryan) Germans 

occupying offices (five in all) have been requested, 

to vacate the offices at the end of Tfiy, 1940. 

Germans occupying flats and apartments are not 

affected.

D. C.(Special Branch).
Jd i 1?



May 16, 1940,

MAINICH!.

STATUS OF JAPANESE CONSULAR POLICE BOXES RAISED,
It Is reported, that the status of the 

Police Boxes of the Japanese Consular Policy, At Waosung 
and Kiangwan haö been raised to that of Suh-Police Stations 
on May 1, Sub-Inspector Higuchi and Sifb-Inspector 
Kuniyoshi were appointed officers in charge of the 
Sub Stations respectively on May 16-* 

Further an order was issued to the 
effect that a Police Box is to be established at Nantao 
with Sub-Inspector Matsumotsrfu charge.

INAUGURATE" OF AN CHING ASSOCIATION.
It is reported that st? a.m. May 15 

about 300 persons representing the Navigation League in 
North Chinas the An Ching (Peace and Cleanliness) League 
in Central China, and the Shanghai Moral Association held 
a meeting at the headquarters of the An Ching League at 
Nanking and formed a "China An Ching Association* with 
2yö00,000 members.

GERMANS RESIDING IN HAMILTON HOUSE REQUESTED TO LEAVE.
The management of Hamilton House, 

property of Sir Victor SasSoan, a British Jew, on April 17 
requested all Germans occupying rooms there to vacate their 
premises by the end of May. The German occupants 
accepted the request but asked that they be permitted to 
stay there until they could find suitable quarters. A 
dispute took place over the matter between the management 
and the German occupants.

CITIZENS DESIRE S.M»0, TO SETTIE STRIKE 
OF P.W.D, COOLIES,

Out of 3,680 P.W.D. co •lies*, including 
street sweepers an4 night-soil coolies, about*5,000 went 
on strike asking for qetter treatment, ^-^fnis matter has 
now become a matter of public health rather than a mere 
strike. For this reason! Qitisehs hope the S.M.C* will 
settle the dispute immediately

TAIRIKU SHIMPO
TROUBIE^TWEO^P^SENT^M^NaCTIR AND ^hq»RIET0R oy

/ During the Sino-Japanese hostilities in
SJadnghai, the proprietor and manager of the New Asia Hotel 
¿Left the hotel uncared for. Mr. Ishihara, director of a
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Three Germans Told To
Leave Hamilton House

’ fused to comment on the report 
that this step was a clash be
tween local Jewish and Nazi in
terests, and said he could give out 
no information on the matter.
1 Mr. Muller has his office in the 
Hamilton House. Mr. Behncke is 
manager of the Borsig Exchangje 
Bank and MT. Ernst Krause of the 
Rheinmetall and Brush -Engraving 
Office, both concerns being housed 
in the building. .

This is the second report of local 
Germans being asked to evacuate 
their premises since the European 
War broke out./ The first instance 
occurred about a month ago, when 
six Germans were “advised” to 
move out of the French Conces
sion, where they were living.

A spokesman of the French Con
sulate-General had said that this 
step was taken because the six 
Germans had been spreading Nazi 
propaganda.

Messrs. C. Behncke, Ernst 
Krause and Hans H. Muller, 
Germans with apartments or 
offices in the Hamilton House, 
have been given notice to move 
out by the end of the month, it 
was learned yesterday. Imply
ing political motives, one of the 
Germans, questioned by - The 
China Press, said that it was 
“pretty obvious why this step 
was taken?’
The possibility that, should the 

three men find it impossible to find 
other offices or Apartments at such 
short notice, the management of 
the hotel will not press its notice, 
was mentioned by Mr. Muller.

“We received this notice re
cently,’’ he said, “and through
out this time relations between 
us and the Hamilton House 
management have remained 
very cordial.’*
A member of the Sassoon in- 

Jterests, which own the building, re-
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German citizens.

All reports af investigations in which German citizens 

are suspected ef having committed crimes shall be referred to 

the Municipal Advocate and no proceedings shall be instituted 

unless se advised by him or authorised by the Gonmissioner of 

Police,

This procedure shall not apply te Byelaw contraventions 

or where the suspects are refugees from Central Europe,

D. C. (Crime) will be informed by telephone as soon as 

such a case appears possible.

D» 0. (Crime)
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Four Germans Here 6Advised’ 
To Leave French Concession
Four well-known local Ger

man residents living in the 
French Concession have been 
informed by the French Police 
that it is deemed desirable for 
them to move out of French
town, an authoritative German 
source told The China Press 
last night.

The four German residents 
are: Dr. Hans Guhl, representa
tive of the official German 
Commercial Agency, Dr. Hans 
Harms of the scientific and 
propaganda department of the 
Merck Chemical Company, Mr. 
W. Haeusing, German manufac
turers* representative and Mr. 
Haffelmann, a businessman.

According to the German 
source whence the report came, 

the French Police paid a visit 
on the four residents recently 
and gave them “friendly warn
ing” to leave the Concession. 
The French authorities were 
said to have suggested that they 
would like to see the Germans 
leave the French Concession 
within a fortnight.

An authoritative German 
source informed The China 
Press that other German re
sidents of the French Conces
sion have thus far received no 
similar visits. All indications 
are, this source stated, that the 
other German residents of the 
Frenchtown would be permitted 
to stay regardless of the poli
tical complications in Europe,
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THE UNITED STATES LIFE INSHNANGE COMPANY, '

17 The Bund, 
Shanghai, February 1, 194Ö.

Mr. Cornell S. Franklin, 
Franklin & Harrington, 
149 Yuen Ming Yuen Road, 
Shanghai.

Dear Mr. Franklin:

Mr. Hugo Fries was formerly employed by the general 
agents of this company in Shanghai and more recently as manager 
of our agency in Singapore. When the European war broke out 
he was, as a German subject, interned by the British authorities 
of that city.

Mr. Fries is not a Nazi, and our correspondence with 
the Singapore authorities indicates that they have no desire to 
keep him in confinement provided employment is offered him in 
Shanghai and provided also that the authorities here will admit 
him to the city. We have offered to give him employment, but 
the Singapore Government is unwilling to release him unless he 
receives an official Shanghai landing permits

It will be greatly appreciated if the S.M.C. would 
send a cable at our expense to Singapore stating that official 
permission for Mr. Fries to land in Shanghai is granted. It 
is important that this action be taken by cable and promptly, 
otherwise Mr. Fries may be transferred to an internment camp 
in Australia.

Thanking you for any assistance you can. render in 
this respect, I remain,

Yours very truly,
MANSFIELD FREEMAN

Chairman of the Board.
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SHaNGHaI MQNIuIPaL COUNCIL HaS NC OBJECTION alUINST INTE3MS3 HUGO

FRISS ’ RESWING IH li^mATÍOSAL SITTL3M8KT GUBS DEPUTY SECRETLY

E. T. NASH

assistant .¿sorstary, 
-hunghai Jâiniolpal ûounail.

February 1, 1940
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not claimed that the list, hereto attached

devoid of omissions, neither does it include

Central European refugees, but it is forwarded 

nevertheless, with the suggestion that it may be of 

use to members of the Special Branch when engaged

in enquiries involving foreigners.

4.

D.

A.C.. (Special Branch)



LIST OF THE' MEMBERS OF THE GERMAH COMMUNITY OF
SfOofiAI.---------------------

1st January, 1840.

Abel, Karl 
Ackermann, «Tuet E. 
Ahrens, Gustav 
Ahrens, Frl. Marion 
Albrecht* Herb. 
Altenburg, Botschaft- 

strat, hr. F.
Amann, A.
Amtage, Ob-Ing.W. 
Apreloff, Frau Olga 
Angermann, Frl. M. 
Armbruster, A.G. 
Asheim, U 
Aster, J. von 
Aust, H elmut

Bahlmann, R. 
Balthasar, W. 
Barboy, Frl. Nanon 
B»areuther-Nitse, 
Frl.U.

Bartels, C.H.
Bartels, W.
Bartelt. Prof.Dr.K.
Baus, K.H.
Beauslalr, Dr. do 
Becht, B.
B.echtle,  Walter 
Beek, H.
Becker, E.H. 
Beeke, T.J. 
Behncke, C. 
Benklser, A. 
Berg, Kept E. 
Berg, Boris 
Borg, Frl. Irmgard 
B.erg, R. 
B-erg, W. 
B-erthel, Ernst. 
Beydersdorff, Frau

Martha
Bialokos, Frau M.C. 

do
Biedermann, H. 
Biehayn, P. 
Blrt, Dekan Prof. 
Dr. Ed.

Block, H.L.
Blume, E.
Blume, Otto 
Bockisch, C. 
BohlIng, Dr. Horst 
Bohlke, Rolf 
Bohlaann, H. 
Bollonl, K.
Bollonl, Heinrich 
Bombach, H.
Bonhoff, Frau C. 
Boolean, G. 
Borchardt, F. 
Bomscheln, Kept. W. 
Bornschein, Ing. E* 
Borst, G.
Bottko, Dipl.-Ing

1.

Borstling, R. 
Bowitz, F. 
Bowitx, Frl.Gertr. 
Boysen, H. 
Braxnmer, E. 
Brand, Frl.A. 
Brasch, F.
Braun, Alois 
Brauweiler, Fr. 
Breitenfeldt, M. 
Breitkreuz, Dr. 

mod.
Breuer, fi.W. 
Brill, R. 
Brücher, Frl.A. 
Buehloh, Frl.

Lydia 
Buelow, H. 
Burmeister, E. 
Buroh, C. 
Burchard-Motz ,r • 
Buyanov, A.S.

Chow, Dr. Ing. 
Christiansen,Chr• 
Christoph, j. 
Chudslnakl, M. 
Clcuth, W.R. 
Conrad, Frau M. 
Cordt, F.
Cortum, A. 
Costenoble, H.
Da
Dahlmann, Fr. 
Danielson, W. 
Daniel, Frau H. 
Dattan, G.von 
Daust, Prof.Dr.
W.E.O.

Döllinghausen, 
NeVOSl

Dethieffsen, P. 
Deumllng, A 
Dieckmann, H. 
Dietrich, K. 
Dietrich, Paul 
Diets, F. 
Dittberner, Frl.
Chari.

Dohae, L.M.J. 
Daring, H. 
Domer, V. 
Dorgsohlag, Carl.
Dolookl, Dr. L. 
Drosso, W. 
Drossel, Paul 
Dubgen, A. 
Dupuy, J.C.

Ebnor, 1. 
Eckhardt, C.J. 
Eckert, W. 
Eggers, A* 
Ehmer, M. 
Eiekhoff.E.W.

Elffier, W. 
Elswaldt, R, 
Elbrechtz, H.W. 
Elnik, 0. 
Elsner, F.
Emmerich, %• 
Endlicher, Joh. 
Enckevort, V. von 
Engelhardt, B. 
Engels, F.H. 
Enssle, K.
Erne, Hans
Erdmann, Erau Irmgarc 
Erich, H.
Essen, H. von
Essen, Kapt. 0. von 
Esselmann, Th. 
Eulits, H.
Eysoldt, Oboring E.

Fasel, E. 
Feldmann, C. 
Felaing, E 
Felsing, N 
Vorras, Marcus A. 
Ferring, Fr. 
Fest, F.W. 
Fiedler, Carl 
Fiedler, Curt 
Findorff, Ernst 
Fischer, Kurt H. 
Fischer, Generalkonsul

M.
Fitting, Horb 
Flamme, Kurt 
Floss, F.W. 
Flock, Carl 
Flooter, Kurt 
Folger, Arthur 
Polster, Fr. 
Forster, W.D. 
Frans, 0. 
Frans, R 
Frauenrath, Karl 
Froischuts, Frau Erna 
Preise, j 
Frese, A 
Bunol, F.R. 
Frossl, 0 
Fullgraf, Kurt

Oadjloff, Frau G. 
Gadov, C.C.
Ganter, G 
Ganter, H 
Garbo, O.E. 
Gaston, W. 
Oats, A. 
Gang, B 
Geiger, H 
Gelewsky, A 
GWdau, Frl. M 
Giese, Olaf 
Giesel, Albert 
Glasgowski, Homam



LIST OF TEE MEMBERS OF THE GERMAN COMMUNITY OF
TOTOàï. .......... '

1st January, 1940,

Abel, Karl 
Ackermann, Just E. 
Ahrens, Gustav 
Ahrens, Frl. Marion 
Albrecht, Herb. 
Altenburg, Botschaft» 

strat, Dr. F.
Amann, A.
Amtage, Ob-Ing. W. 
Apreleff, Frau Olga 
Angermann, Frl. M. 
Armbruster, A.C. 
Asheim, U 
Aster, J. von 
Aust, H elrnut
Bahlmann, R.
Balthasar, W.
Barbey, Frl. Nanon
B»areuther-Nitze, 
Frl.U.

Bartels, C.H.
Bartels, W.
Bartelt, Prof.Er.K.
Baus, K.H.
Beauclair, Dr. de
Recht, B.
B.eohtle, Walter
Beck, H.
Becker, E.H.
Beeke, T.J.
Behneke, C.
Benkiser, A.
Berg, Kept E.
Berg, Boris
Berg, Frl. Irmgard 
B.erg, R.
B.erg, W.
B-erthel, Ernst.
Beydorsdorff, Frau

Martha
Bialokoz, Frau M.C. 

do
Biedermann, H. 
Biehayn, P. 
Birt, Dekan Prof. 
Dr. Ed.

Block, H.L.
Blume, H.
Blume, Otto 
Book!seh, C. 
Behling, Dr. Horst 
Bohlke, Rolf 
Bohlmann, H. 
Bolloni, K. 
Bolloni, Heinrich 
Fambach, H. 
Bonhoff, Frau C. 
Boolsen, G. 
Borchardt, P. 
Bomsehein, Kept. W. 
Bornschein, Ing. E. 
Borst, 0, 
Bottko, Dipl.-Ing 

E.

Borstling, R. 
Bowitz, F. 
Bowitz, Frl.Gertr. 
Boysen, H. 
Brammer, E.
Brand, Frl.A. 
Brasch, F.
Braun, Alois 
Brauweiler, FT. 
Breitenfeldt, M. 
Breitkreuz, Dr.

mod.
Breuer, H.W.
Brill, R.
Brücher, Frl.A.
Buchloh, Frl.

Lydia
Buelow, H.
Burmeister, E. 
Euroh, C. 
Burohard-Motz ,R • 
Buyanow, A.S.

Chow, Dr. Ing. 
Christianson, Chr • 
Christoph, J, 
Chudzinski, M. 
Clcuth, W.R. 
Conrad, Frau M.
Cordt, F.
Ccrtum, A. 
Costenoblo, H. 
Da
Dahlmann, Fr* 
Danielson, W« 
Daniel, Frau H. 
Dattan, O.von 
Daust, Prof.Dr.
W.B.O.

Döllinghausen, 
N* von

Dethieffsen, P.
Deumling, A 
Dieckmann, H. 
Dietrich, K. 
Dietrich, Paul 
Diets, F. 
Dittborner, Frl.
Chari.

Dohse, L.M.I.
Daring, fi.
Darner, V.
Dorgsohleg, Carl.
Dolocki, Dr. L.
Dresse, w.
Drossel, Paul 
Dubgen, A. 
Dupuy, JT.C.

Ebner, W.
Eckhardt, C.J. 
Bekert, w. 
Eggers, A. 
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Made by. ^«.S. Cornwell
Forwarded by.

I have to report the following information,

obtained on arrival from Kobe of the American President 

Line’s s.s. “President Pierce*.

37 Chinese members of the crew of the 

Hamburg-Anerika Line s.s. “Odenwald* were repatriated 

to Shanghai on board the “President Pierce*. They 

embarked at Yokohama where the “Odenwald* is now docked.

Two of these Chinese died between Yokohama 

and Kobe and a subscription was raised among the passengers 

and crew of the “President Pierce* for the benefit of the 

deceaseds' families.

M .VkJI

Bi

D.C.(Special  Branch).
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Made by. D.S. Pitts Forwarded by....U- JL

Karl ENSSLE, German, about 50 years of age, nas

been a resident of Bhangnai tor over fifteen years and 

during that time nas built for nimself the reputation 

of leading local electrical engineer, nis firm, located 

at no, 2.Hue Cardinal mercier, is considered in 

bhangnai as being tne best company nere for tne 

manufacture and repair of automobile electrical 

accessories. ENSSLE Himself is regarded an expert in 

tnis particular line of work and though nis business 

is definitely a very successful one he, as owner, is 

always to be observed in nis garage working nimself.

ne is the local distributor of products of Robert 

Bosch, A.-G. and is also the agent for x-

Electr. Auto-Lite Go., Waltnam »speedometers, 

Delco-Remy Equipment and Delco, Varta and Rrest- 

O-Lite Batteries.

ne is well known as an expert craftsman to all 

local automooile agencies for wnom ne conducts a great 

deal of business, wnile for years, nis services nave 

been utilized I'or intricate jobs on vehicles belonging 

to tne Police.

Nothing is known to nis detriment from a political, 

criminal or moral angle and as far as ib known, ne has 

never evinced tne slightest interest in tne political 

affairs of nis own country. It can oe stated with 

accuracy that prior to tne outbreak of tne present 

European war ne was not a member of tne Nazi party and, 

in fact, rarely moved in German circles. Indeed, he 

spends so much time in tne conducting of nis own /
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business affairs, that ne has cultivated but few 

acquaintances and friends. Still, he is a German, and 

his reactions to the situation in Europe cannot be 

gattged in a short period by this office without constant 

closer contact with nim.

His premises and station at ho. 2 Rue Cardinal 

Mercier a?e tne property of tne asiatic Petroleum 

Company, a British concern. It is learned that tne 

A.P.O. have informed the local British authorities of 

this fact and are awaiting a decision as to wnether 

EjmSSLE, an enemy subject, is to be evicted from his 

present premises. In tne event of his being required to 

to vacate nis present address, it is understood that 

EUScLE will operate nis business from Messrs. BILLS 

MOTORS, 615 Avenue Foch.

JJ. S.

D. ©.(Special Branch).

I t
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I have to report that 21 German residents'of

Hongkong disembarked in Shanghai on August 31st 1939 from 

the IT.Y.K. s.s. wTatuta Maru*.

This movement is evidently occasioned by the

European political situation.

ciai Branch).
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I BRITAIN'S INDUSTRIAL WAR EFFORT.

Tçe 
be :

main objects of Britain's industrial war effg,rt ?maj

(b)

To supply all necessary equipment and matei ial foS. thehu^ 
Forces and to build up ample reserves.
To maintain as far as possible the Export Trade in .orders to^ 
secure foreign exchange for essential purcHafe'eS abroad 1
To enable industry to produce a reasonable supply of----------
goods for the home market.

No. 5
tfe'ëS abroad.

p

The industrial resources of this country are so great - it has been 
said that they exceed those of Germany and Russia combined - that there 
is every prospect that these objects will be achieved.

The Ministry of Supply, the Ministry of Labour, the Board of Trade 
and the Ministry of Economic Warfare are in constant touch with each 
other, and this should ensure the effective co-ordination of their 
several efforts.
RAW MATERIALS AND MUNITIONS.

The Ministry of Supply controls the stocks and the prices of all*' 
essential industrial raw materials, and the accumulated stocks of thq$£ 
materials in this country on the outbreak of war have been transferred 
to the Ministry.

The tasks of the Ministry of Supply in order
(1) To equip the Services.
(2) To mobilize and organize production.
(3) To provide ample reservos.
(4) To increase the rate of production.
(5) To organize the use and distribution of

a way as to keep the life of the nation 
the Export ïrade.

of priority are -

raw materials in such 
going and to maintain

Profiting by the experience of the last war, the Ministry of Supply 
has been able to begin at the point where the Ministry of Munitions 
left off in 1918. At the beginning of the Defence Programme there were 
4 national Ordnance Factories: 18 were put in hand since then and 6 
more since the beginning of the war - 28 in all. At present over 70 
firms other than normal factories arc making shells, .including those 
making components over 700 factories are now engaged on munition work. 
The number is growing daily. 9,000 firms have had their premises and 
equipment surveyed and are available for the production of munitions, 
etc. when required. Since the beginning of September the Ministry of 
Supply has placed over f100,000,000 worth of orders for munitions and 
war equipment. The completion of new factories is being rapidly 
accelerated and all existing plant is working to full capacity. To-day 
one type of shell is being produced at a rate six times faster than was 
possible with comparable resources, during the last war, and the increased 
production owing to technical improvements is being effected with about 
half the labour formerly required. The full output of the machine tool 
trade has been taken for urgent requirements, and increased capacity 
for machine tool manufacture is being provided.
LABOUR.

The Trade Union movement in spite of differences with Government 
on internal policy is united with them in the prosecution of the war, 
having for its object the creation of circumstances in which work people 
in Germany will be able to regain the freedom to live their own lives. 
Mr. Greenwood expressed this point of view as follows "Those for whom 
I can specially speak are fighting for a world in which henceforth law 
shall rule instead of force. We do not want increased power for Britian 
in the world. We want no new lands".

The labour effort has been directed to taking all possible steps 
to make the greatest possible use of the huge resources of skill and 
plant in British industry. In the United Kingdom (Great Britian and 
Northern Ireland) about 22 million people are gainfully occupied 
and steps have been and are being taken to organise this great industrial 
force in order that the needs of the population and of the fighting 
forces will be supplied whatever the demands. --



These arrangements are being carried out by voluntary methods and 
not by State compulsion.

In such important industries as engineering and ship-building it is 
recognised that it is necessary to use the skilled men to the greatest 
advantage and to confine them to key operations. In the Engineering 
industry the skilled trade unions have voluntarily agreed to allow less 
skilled men to take their places on work which has so far been carried out 
only by skilled workers and have thereby greatly increased the potential 
capacity of the industry. Similar discussions are taking place in the 
Shipbuilding and other industries. Such voluntary agreements are preferred 
in Great Britian to State compulsion because the rights of the various 
classes of workpeople which have been created by years of effort are 
safeguarded.

Through joint committees of employers' organisations and trade unions 
in various industries the resources of the industries are being mobilised 
to enable the maximum production to be effected and to expand the 
production as required. Through committees upon which trade unions are 
represented raw material is to be allocated and the price controlled. 
Arrangements are being made for the Government Departments to have the 
advice of trade union representatives and to enable the workpeople 
equally with the employers to bring their experience and knowledge to 
bear on the organisation of production.

Great movements of workpeople into new occupations are necessary 
and arrangements are being made for their voluntary transfer and training 
The conditions of work in new circumstances are the subject of discussion 
and settlement with the trade unions. Effective measures are also being 
taken to supply the Fighting Forces with the large complements of skilled 
men necessary for their highly mechanised units.

Even such matters as laundering and boot repairing for the Forces 
have been the subject of arrangements with the employers' organisations 
and trade unions in order that the national resources may be economically 
and effectively utilised.

In consultation with employers' organisations and trade unions a list 
of key occupations has been compiled in order that men-in such occupations 
may not be taken into the Forces. This assures not only that industry 
is kept fully manned to produce munitions but also that, when the war is 
over, Industry generally will have a basis for reconstruction and expansion.

In all these activities all sections of the population are united and 
Great Britian is assured against dislocation of its war effort by industrial 
disputes by the widespread machinery for negotiation and arbitration which 
has been built up during the last 20 years. The last war gave the labour 
movement increased prestige and it is the clear view of all sections of 
opinion that in fighting now against Nazism they are preparing the way 
for an advance in the status of workpeople not only in Great Britian but 
also in other countries, including, not least, Germany.1

INTERNAL AND EXPORT TRADE.

Apart from the work which the Ministry of Supply does to ensure 
that after urgent needs have been met a sufficiency of raw materials is 
available for the production of goods for the home market, steps have 
been taken to institute a system of war risks insurance on stocks of 
commodities carried by traders. Measures are also to be taken to prevent 
profiteering and are to be aimed at anyone who makes an excessive profit, 
whether producer, middleman, or retailer.

As regards the Export Trade, the President of the Board of Trude 
has said that every effort is to be made to ensure that the country's 
exporting capacity is used to the best advantage. It is hoped that 
manufacturers and exporters will in the national interest take the 
fullest advantage of all opportunities for export. Export Credits are 
at present being granted at figures comparing favourably with those 
before the outbreak of war. .
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ECONOMIC WARFARE.

Although the Ministry of Economic Warfare is primarily concerned 
with operating the blockade against Germany, etc., the very operation of 
the blockade means that a considerable quantity of raw material is 
confiscated for this country’s use. During the first five weeks of the 
war the total quantity of goods detained as suspected contraband amounted 
to about 315,000 tons. During the week ending October 7th the British 
contraband control detained 25,000 tons of goods as to which there was 
evidence that they were contraband destined to Germany. The cargoes 
included:-

13,800 tons of petroleum products;
2.500 tons of sulphur;
1.500 tons of jute and 400 tons of other fibres;
1,500 tons of feeding stuffs;
1,300 tons of oils and fats;
1,200 tons of foodstuffs;

600 tons of oilseeds;
570 tons of copper and 430 tons of other ores end metals;
500 tons of phosphates;
520 tons of timber.

FINANCE.

Finance is the life-blood of industry in war-time as well as in 
peace. Britain’s overwhelming financial strength is a considerable 
contribution to the national industrial effort. This country can 
devote practically half its income if need be to the prosecution of a 
war, since it is the margin over the level of bare necessities which 
determines financial strength. It has been estimated that in 1937 
the per capita income of Germany was £62i, while in the same year the 
corresponding figure from Great Britain was £107. There is here, there
fore, a margin which, while it is spent on luxury in peace time, would 
be mobilised for the purpose of war if necessary. Britain’s external 
financial strength is also impressive. The annual income on British 
foreign investments is about £200,000,000 per year, while the capital 
is many times greater. In gold foreign exchange and income yielding 
investments Great Britain has foreign assets of more than £100 per head 
of its population. Even for the United States which is recognised as a 
wealthy nation the figure is no more than about £47 per head.



HOW THE BRITISH NAVY HUNTS U-BOATS.
(The following account of a recent successful U-boat hunt compiled 

from the account of an eye-witness, is issued by the Admiralty).

Destroyers were at Sea on an independent search for submarines in 
northern waters. The weather was typical, with a shrewd wind from the 
north-north-west causing the tops of the little seas to break, and a cross 
swell from another direction. The sky was grey and overcast, with 
occasional squalls of rain blotting out the horizon and shutting down the 
visibility to about seven miles.

Reports received announced that an enemy submarine had been located 
some distance to the southward. Within a few minuted they were steaming 
in the direction indicated at something over thirty knots. It took them 
some hours to reach the reported position; but arriving,they slowed down 
and started to quarter the sea according to the prearranged plan. Their 
guns were manned, and depth charges ready. Extra lookouts were on the 
bridge, and the ships' companies keyed up to the idea of action. They all 
knew what was in the wind. Though it was afternoon, and those who had 
kept night watches might reasonably have been asleep, there were few 
men on the mess-decks.

The search continued. For some time nothing happened. Then, quite 
suddenly, a flag hoisted by one of the destroyers indictaed that the scent 
had been picked up. The deadly Asdics were at work. The remorseless hunt 
began.

Depth-charge after depth-charge was dropped or projected from the 
throwers - not haphazard; but according to schemes invented and tried 
out long before the war.

The thudding detonations of those massive canisters about the size 
of ordinary dustbins seemed to squeeze the air, and caused the sea 
momentarily to shimmer as if beaten by heavy rain. Exploding at various 
depths below water, they shook the ships from which they were projected, 
and raised huge mushroom-shaped hummocks of white water which burst 

upwards in great spouts of spray tinged grey by the high explosive.
The explosions died away, and there came the inevitable suspense as 

to whether the attack had been successful. Many eyes searched the sea for 
the signs of a submarine breaking surface, or oil or wreckage floating 
up from the depths. But for the time nothing appeared.

Collecting his destroyers, the senior officer ordered.another attack. 
Once more the depth-charges were dropped according to plan - this time 
with success.

About half-a-mile astern of one of the destroyers the conning tower 
and long hull of a submarine suddenly broke surface bow first in a swirl 
of water. The U-boat's stern was still under water when her conning 
tower lid opened, and men started to tumble up on deck. She might 
have a sting left. Nobody was to know if she intended to surrender, and 
risks could not be taken.

But it was a case of surrender. Some of the U-boat's crew could be 
seen to be leaping overboard. Others were holding up their hands. Her 
bows started to lift as the stern slowly went under.

Destroyers approached, stopped, and went astern to check their* way. 
Boats were lowered. They rescued the entire crew, some from the water, 
some from the submarine herself. They were described as youngish men 
and bearded, some still self-possessed; but others obviously shaken by 
their ordeal. They were well cared for by their rescuers, who gave theaa 
Navy rum and warm clothing.

Those U-boat men described what had happened inside the submarine - 
first the sound of the hunting destroyers' propellers becoming louder 
and louder; then the thudding detonation of the first depth-charges, 
coming closer all the time.

The first attack caused serious damage to their submarine and made 
her leak. There came a short respite, during which the propeller 
sounds could be heard receding, and left men wondering whether the hunters 
had given up the chase. ,



Vain hope; unseen inpalpable fingers were soon groping again 
beneath our waters. The propeller sounds became louder again, then more 
depth charges - close, frightfully close.

That second attack put out lights, shattered delicate instruments, 
and caused worse flooding. Very soon the U-boat’s stern was full of 
water, which camo spurting in the pipes and rivet holes in the bulkhead. 
She developed a heavy list. More water started to seep into the 
interior through the damaged conning tower.

The compressed air was leaking. There was only enough pressure 
left to blow the tanks and come to the surface and give the crew a chance 
for their lives, which the commander decided to do.

The rest of the story has been told. Shortly after the rescue of 
her crew that submarine flung her bows vertically into the air, and sank 
stern first in a flutter of whitened water and an over-widening patch 
of irridescent oil spreading over the surface of the sea.



British Labour Minister Describes Workers’ Contribution to War Effort.

Trade Unions Support Government,

”As a great industrial country, we had already great resources 
of skill and plant. To these great additions have been made, and are 
being made, so that there will be no doubt that whatever effort is 
required this country will be able to meet all the demand which will 
be made upon it”.

Thus declared Mr. Ernest Brown, Ministry of Labour, in a broadcast 
talk on the contribution of industry to the country’s war effort.

’’This is a formidable task”, he continued, ’’but we have entered 
upon it with an asset which our opponent does not possess the asset 
of being a free people with free institutions.

”It is a remarkable fact that we were able to enter upon a war 
without imposing any new form of legislative control upon the 
regulation of wages and working conditions.

’’During the past twenty years, we have been steadily setting up, 
in each industry, joint machinery through which representatives of 
employers and work-people manage the affairs of their industries and 
settle their own conditions.

"As I speak, this joint machinery is operating to adapt those 
conditions to war circumstances. In the fight for freedom, we have the 
inestimable gain of fighting with the aid of a free organisation of 
employers and work-people to carry on their work in the way they have 
themselves decided.

’’The powerful Trade Union movement in Great Britain is convinced 
that the war is against forces that threaten those institutions, and 
that endanger the liberty of work-peoples throughout the world.

’’They believe that its object is to create circumstances in which 
their fellows in Germany will be able to regain freedom to live their 
own lives, and have again their own free organisations.

"Tomorrow afternoon there will take place the first meeting of the 
National Joint Advisory Council, to which the General Council of the 
Trade Union Congress and the British Employers’ Confederation have 
appointed representatives. These representatives will be in touch 
with all industries, and when I say that directly represented on one 
side or the other are agriculture, cotton, wool, shipping, engineering 
and retail distribution, it will be seen how great is the knowledge 
which is placed at the disposal of the Government.

"The purpose of the Council is to advise the Government on 
questions in which employers and workers have a common interest”.

The Minister of Labour stated that skilled Trade Union workers 
had voluntarily agreed to allow less skilled workers to work by their 
side on work so far reserved for skilled men. A register of such 
cases would be kept, so that when peace conditions returned, the 
position of skilled men would not be prejudiced.

Mr. Brown continued with a survey of the way various industries 
were dealing with particular difficulties occasioned by the war.

"A list of key occupations” he said "has been compiled in order 
that men in such occupations shall not be taken from their industry 
unless required in the Forces for work for which they are skilled. 
This will assure, as far as possible, that industry is kept fully 
manned to produce munitions and to maintain the life of the nation, and 
also that when the war is over industry generally, will have a basis 
for reconstruction and expansion".

Mr. Brown concluded with a special word of praise for British 
merchant seaman and fisherman in their vital and hazardous work.



THE POLISH MINORITY IN GERMANY, /j // d ?

One of the reasons put forward by Herr Hitler Tor mo invasion of 
Poland was the ’’intolerable condition1’ of the German minority in Poland 
who, he said, suffered ’’unbearable terrorism” and were ’’physically and 
economically maltreated”. This ’’intolerable condition” was, however, a 
comparatively recent discovery of the Führer. A few incidents had, it 
is true, been described in the Nazi Press during 1937 but towards the 
end of that year Herr Hitler concluded a Minorities Declaration with 
Poland, signed on November 5, which laid down the principles for the 
treatment of minorities in the two countries. The Declaration agreed 
that no attempt should be made to assimilate the minorities by force; 
that they should have the free use of their mother tongues and national 
customs; that their right to unite in economic or cultural associations 
was guaranteed; that they might maintain their own shools and churches; 
and that there should be no discrimination against them in commerce or 
the professions. Herr Hitler professed himself satisfied and promised 
that his Government would ensure that the Polish racial group should 
’’live side by side in harmony and peace with the German nation”. During 
the following year he never at any time spoke of any real oppression or 
persecution of the Germans in Poland.

It was therefore with surprising suddenness that the German 
newspaper and wireless turned their attention six months ago to the 
’’atrocities” which they alleged were being committed by the Poles 
against their German minority. But the reason for the campaign was not 
hard to discover, for it coincided exactly with the formulation of 
Nazi territorial demands against Poland, and the attacks were, as the 
earlier campaign against the Czechs had shown, a well-tried method of 
intimidation. On March 15 Nazi Germany destroyed the independence of 
Czechoslovakia; on March 24 she absorbed Memel, and on March 27 just as 
Herr von Ribbentrop wqs making his demands in Warsaw the official 
German news agency announced that ’’German women and children were being 
beaten and ill-treated in Poland.” From that time forward when Poland 
refused Germany’s demands under threat and entered into an alliance with 
Great Britian, the Nazi Press kept up a continuous stream of atrocity 
stories about the German minority in Poland. The stories were either 
a distortion of the facts or simple lies. In one case a German named 
Karletan who was arrested for the murder of a policeman was aaid to have 
been beaten to death and his wife arrested and his child thrown out of 
a window. But foreign newspaper correspondents in Poland reported that 
Karletan was in prison in good health and a phonograph was taken of his 
wife and child happily reading a copy of the ’’Völkische Beobachter” 
the chief Nazi newspaper. On June 22 the two Germans reported by the 
German hews agency to have been brutally murdered by Poles informed 
the Polish police Jhat they had not even been molested. A great deal of 
the agitation by the Germans in Poland in August was plainly worked up 
from the Reich on the lines of the agitations in Czechoslovakia a year 
before and last March and the Polish Government were forced in some 
cases to take precautionary measures against movements aimed at the 
destruction of their authority.

The Poles have rightly drawn attention to the other side of the 
picture. There are certainly as many Poles in Germany as there are 
Germans in Poland and probably more. Indeed impartial estimates suggest 
that there are not more than 1,000,000 Germans in Poland whereas the 
German census of 1910 showed that there were 1,5000,000 Poles in what is 
nov/ the Third Reich. This Polish minority in Germany has never 
enjoyed that "harmony and peace” promised by Herr Hitler to the Poles in 
Germany in November, 1937 for the simple reason that the all-embracing 
and all-absorbing National-Socialist system of government is fundamentally 
incompatible with minority rights. The National-Socialist legal system 
is designed solely to promote the interests and advancements of the 
German people, whilst the unrestricted power of the German Government to 
interfere in every field of activity even in peacetime enables officials 
to exert direct and indirect pressure on the members of national 
minorities. This pressure has again and again been employed to reduce 
the economic and cultural life of the Polish minority to the rigid 
National-Socialist pattern.
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For example, in Nazi Germany there are no free professional 
associations. The associations to which doctors, lawyers and engineers 
belong are all of them entirely political in character. To gain member
ship the individual citizen has to show that he is a fervid National- 
Socialist. And yet if he does not belong to such an association he 
cannot carry on his profession or business at all. Consequently unless 
Poles in Germany accepted National-Socialism in all its aspects they 
were excluded from most professions and trades carrying any degree of 
social prestige. This fact was a clear abuse of the Filhrer’s undertaking 
that ’’the members of a minority” should not "solely on account of such 
membership suffer any obstruction or disadvantage in the choice or in 
the exercise of their profession”. Nor were Poles permitted to have any 
dealings in real estate. A law of 1937 applying to the eastern frontier 
of the Reich laid down that buying, selling, inheriting and leasing of 
land required the approval of the local Landrat, and this approval was 
invariably withheld from Poles. In the sphere of education there were 
severe obstacles to Poles becoming qualified teachers in Germany since 
no Pole could obtain a place in a training college unless he declared 
his belief in the National-Socialist creed. Consequently there was an 
increasing scarcity of teachers in Polish schools.

Apart from these restrictions on the professional activity of the 
better educated Poles cases of German Nazi interference with Polish 
religious practices became more frequent. Services including funerals 
conducted in the Polish languages were broken up by German rowdies or 
even forbidden to take place - another definite violation of the 
Minorities Declaration. From the end of 1938 a number of Poles were 
compelled to leave their homes of the frontier for the interior of theReich.

The formulation of the far-reaching German demands on the Polish 
Government and the opening of the violent German press campaign against 
Poland in the spring of this year coincided with a relaxation of such 
police protection of the Polish minorities as had previously existed. 
Throughout German Silesia and East Prussia Poles were molested and their 
property damaged. Stones were thrown at Polish schools, institutions 
and private houses, and many windows were deliberately smashed. Polish 
schoolteachers were mishandled in the streets and in caffes. Threats of 
dismissal were made against Polish workmen, and the use of the Polish 
language frequently gave rise to incidents. Beyond this there was a 
whole series of irritating administrative discriminations. Some Polish 
schools were closed^ passports were taken from business men and men 
working across the frontier, and Polish meetings prohibited. At this time 
too attacks on Polish religious practices became more common. German 
mobs prevented Poles from going into churches; Polish Roman Catholic 
papers were seized; pilgrimages to Czestochowa, the ’’Polish Lourdes" 
were prohibited; and Polish inscriptions on crosses were defaced.

On May 17th, the German Government began to carry out a census with 
the object of proving that there were fewer Poles in Germany that the 
Polish Government maintained. Every kind of administrative pressure or 
trickery was employed to induce the Poles to opt in favour of German 
nationality. Poles were not allowed to fill in forms themselves, this 
being done by the officials often in a sense contrary to the wishes of 
the inhabitants. Discrimination was sometimes used against Poles in the 
actual manner of taking the census as they had to appear in person before 
the local officer and state their choice, while the Germans were able to 
fill in forms in their own homes. Distributors of leaflets urging the 

Poles to opt for Polish nationality were punished with imprisonment. 
Other Poles were sent to concentration camps without any reason being 
given and an increasing number of inoffensive Polish families who were 
not oven active in the minority cultural organizations, were shifted' from 
the frontier to the interior of the Reich.

To sum up, the position of the Poles in Germany was difficult before 
the German-Polish Minority Dcclare.tion and became steadily worse after 
the German territorial demands were made against Poland last March. In 
face of growing pressure from the Gestapo (the Secret Police) both upon 
Polish individuals and organizations few Poles dared to express their 
resentment. Polish newspapers in Germany were forbidden to publish 
anything about the minority’s grievances sand those which did were 
confiscated. Poles in the German frontier districts were equally afraid 
to furnish details to the foreign Press.
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WAR A.mD TRADE - BRITISH 1 A.——£iLHEE -’HaLS ^Aa ORDERLY SiS^Etvy._;^
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Only a month has passed since -he beginning of the campaign/to 

disorganize German economic life ar\d to bring home to the people of the 
Reich the manner in which they ar®.Deing sacrificed to the senseless 
ambition of their Dictator . In thrs_ shor t time encouraging progress has 
been'made in several directions • Initial success in the first objective, 
of intercepting contraband on th® to the enemy has been almost 
spectacular, although optimism mus’^ be qualified by Mr. Chamberlain’s 
warning that Germany possesses s-toc^e» of varying size of the raw 
materials she usually imports.

A summary of the official fjihres complied by the contraband control 
shows that seicures amount to no less than 256,000 tons of goods as to 
which there was evidence that they were contraband consigned to the enemy. 
These goods included nearly' 65,000 tons of petroleum products, over 
60,000 tons of iron ore, 37,000 tons of manganese ore, 8,000 tons of 
haematite ore, 21,500 tons of bah>ii't®’ and large tonnages of other 
minerals, cattle fool, chemicals^ and rubber, together v/ith numerous 
mixed cargoes. During these early weeks about 9 per cent of the total 
German, annual import of manganese ore, which is of great importance for 
the preparation of special soosl®.’ intercepted. A writer in '’The 
Times’'1 last Saturday discussing -O-kelihood of Russian supplies of 
manganese ere, pointed out tnat in the first hslf of this year the 
U.S.S.R. sent to Germany less th?in one-tenth of the quantity which the 
contraband control hes already secured. An even, more important 
proportion of Germany’s annual suPPJ-Y of molybdenum concentrates, which 
are essential for the production cullet-proof and.other stools, has 
been seized. In addition 1GO,OOO tons of contraband, including 24,000 
tons of liquid fuel, have been ta^en the French Navy.

THE iAAR COAL

The stoppage of iron ore-and petroleum. 
repercussions, kny diminution in tne suppl 
that Germany must have additional recourse, 
is being worked at an extravagant expenditur 
decreased imports of petroleum products mea 
be made to obtain substitute's by processes

products has maniiold 
y of imported iron ore means 
to her own low-grade ore whic 
e of coa]. Similarly, 
n that increased efforts, must 
which require large stocks of

coal. And more- coal is required ro meet increased 'demands for cement for 
fortifications, motor roads, and chemical manufacture.. It is significant 
that as soon -as the Germans v,.erc forced to abandon the Saar mines they 
sent the coalminers so released to the Ruhr pits. There they have been . 
badly needed,- since little success has attended the efforts-long made to 
accelerate'output. Production par caput lias declined owing, it is said,
co weakened physique through under-nourishment; wnile the owners have 
been unable to effect overdue renewals of their machinery and equipment,
because the engineering industry has not been obtaining the fuel and other 
material it wants. Sucn difficulties will obviously have been increased 
as a result of the contraband control operations. It is worth recalling
here that Saar coal was to have been the medium of exchange for Italian 
foodstuffs.

At the same time the contraband control is using every effort for 
another purpose to which the British Government attach the greatest 
importance. It is endeavouring to carry out its. operations v/ith a 
minimum of inconvenience to neutral countries. This fact has been 
acknowledged by more than one of the Governments concerned. Recognition 
of the endeavours of the Allies to take account of the trading needs 
of non-combatants has been strengthened by the strong contrast seen in 
the ruthless methods which the Nazi Government have cecreed.

The difference between British and German methods of conducting war 
against commerce at sea comes largely from the use made of the submarine. 
This vessel is wholly inapt for dealing with commerce, since it can only 
with difficulty and in exceptional circumstances be so employed as to 
conform with the accepted rules of war. A belligerent seriously 
desirous of conforming to these rules will restrict the employment of tne 
submarine, a vessel incapable of visiting and searching a neutral ship 
to verify her nationality and establish che.nature of her qargo.



Consequently, the German practice, unlike the British, gives the neutral 
shipowner and merchant no chance to plead his cause before a prize court, 
but condemns him to the certain loss of both ship and cargo. The 
ordinary British practice is to release the ship after the suspected 
contraband has been unloaded for judgement by a prize court.

SHIPS AND THE CARGO
There is a sharp distinction also between the effect of British and 

German methods on neutral cargoes in belligerent vessels. The British 
regulation is that an enemy merchant ship may be sunk only if she cannot 
bo brought in, and Officers alrc informed that compensation may have to be 
paid for neutral non-contraband cargo if the enemy ship is sunk without 
due cause. The1 German practice, on the contrary, has been, with few 
exceptions, to sink British merchant ships without reference to any neutral 
cargo carried; and it should be noted particularly thet the submarine, 
which the enemy uses for this purpose, is by its very nature incapable 
of bringing in its captures.

Germany has shown further disregard for any law by sinking neutral 
ships on the ground that they are carrying contraband to Britian. In 
fact, only in exceptional circumstances arc neutral ships liable to 
condemnation for the carriage, of contraband, the contraband articles alone 
being normally liable. As Great Britian depends fon her existence on 
seaborne trade both in war and peace, her interestsfc&e-incide" with those of 
neutrals' and are therefore directed, like theirs, to maintaining normal 
conditions of trading. German propaganda seeks to convince neutrals that 
Britian, by including foodstuffs as conditional contraband, is conducting 
a blockade that is both inhumane and illegal, yet she is doing no more 
than the Allies, including the United States, did in the last war. 
Neutrals and others alike will remember that, from the day when Goring 
told the German people that it was better for them to have guns than 
butter, they have been denied adequate nourishment and hod to tighten 
their belts.

In contrast with the loss of life caused by enemy submarines, starting 
with the ’Athenia1', no civilian has been killed by British action and no 
neutral property, except contraband, is threatened. In short, whereas the 
British method contraband control is lawful and not directed against human 
life or innocent cargoes, German economic warfare is now'as in the past 
violent and undiscriminating, although U-Boat Commanders have .behaved 
humanely. The Instruments employed by.Britian, under the control of 
properly constituted courts, permit full conformity with the laws of war : 
and prevent loss of life or unnecessary damage. Mr. Churchill has 
summarized the position by pointing out that, while ships of many nations 
have been sunk‘in German endeavours to intimidate neutrals, no neutral 
ship has been put in danger and no law I'ecognized among civilized'nations 
has been contravened by the far-reaching control which the British 
Government are exercising upon the movements of contraband.

SIMPLIFICATION
In these circumstances a favourable atmosphere has been created for an 

equally important branch of the campaign carried on by the Ministry of 
Economic Warfare - namely, the negotiation of mutually helpful agreements, 
with neutral countries for simplifying the contraband control,. During the 
last war agreements with shipping, importing, and merchant organizations in 
neutral countries ensured normal supplies of goods necessary for their 
home consumption. Sometimes guarantees were given by neutrals that 
articles in the British contraband lists would not be re-exported and that 
cargoes of German destination or origin would be refused. Guarantees could 
now quite reasonably be expected also for raw materials which might later 
be turned into a finished product in the importing country and re-exported 
for the use of the enemy.

If a neutral Government declare an export prohibition, the contraband 
control would naturally like it to be absolute and not subject to 
exceptions. It is expected that a neutral will not export more to Germany 
of its own products than is normally furnished. And the control, while 
doing its best to ensure that the full supply of foodstuffs for neutrals 
should not be endangered, would look to them not to re-export permitted 
imports, since in most countries contiguous to Germany export trade is now 
controlled, suitable undertakings should not be difficult to arrange.



(Excerpt from "The Times" dated Thursday October 12, 1939).
THE BRITISH ARMY

The record of the British Army has so far suffered even more than those 
of the other two Services from the secrecy which must necessarily veil its 
earlier operations. The Secretary of State lifted this veil sufficiently 
yesterday to show that both in performance and in promise the effort of 
Great Britian on lanch is not unworthy. He had two main tasks to perform— 
first to counteract the ceaseless Nazi assertions that this effort was and 
would always be negligible, and secondly to satisfy the widespread desire 
among our own people to serve the Allied cause in some active capacity. 
Both tasks were admirably carried out. The key figure in the achievements 
of the past is the 158,000 men who had been transported to France, exclusive 
of "strong reinforcements" sent from various sources to the Middle East and 
elsewhere. More men have been transported to France in a shorter time than 
in 1914, and without a single casualty due to enemy action.

But this figure does not tell the whole story. In the first place the 
present B.F.F. has been developed with far greater rapidity, for only two 
and half years ago there were in preparation only five divisions as a general 
strategic reserve, and one of them was being prepared "on a Continental 
scale". Lord Haldane had far more time than that in which to prepare his 
B.E.F. In the second place a tremendous reserve to the advance guard of 
1939 is already in sight. At the outbreak of war the Army had at its 
disposal in this country alone — including the doubled Territorial Army, 
the Reservists, and the Militia — nearly one million men. It was immediate
ly given the guarantee of a vast and regular flow of recruits by the passage 
of the National Service (Armed Forces) Act, which imposed liability on all 
men aged 18 to 41. It is small wonder that Mr. Hore-Belisha was able to say 
that the field Army of thirty-two divisions laid down last April "will not be 
the limit of our effort". In the third place the fighting power of the Army 
of 1939 is far greater than that of the Army of 1914. The 148,000 men sent 
in the first six weeks of the last war took with them only 800 mechanised 
vehicles. The 158,000 men sent in the first five weeks of this war have taken 
with them 25,000 vehicles. This'figure gives some idea of the gigantic 
problems of transportation and co-ordination successfully solved by the able 
and devoted officers entrusted with the task, how successfully accomplished, 
of getting the B.E.F. into the line. These fathers of. the "young Contemptibles*' 
may well be proud of their work. It goes far to answer Nazi propaganda, and 
the rest of the answer may be left to Hitler himself.

It was fundamentally wrong (he says in "Mein Kampf") to paint 
the enemy in a ridiculous light .... wrong because, when the 
enemy was actually met with in the flesh, it was bound at 
once to produce on our men a totally different impression of \
him, which later took its revenge in a most terrible manner;
for the German soldier, under the direct impression of the .AV'
enemy’s power of resistance, no® felt he had been deceived 
by the fabricators of his information up to that moment, and, 
instead of strengthening or at least confirming his fighting 
keenness, it did the opposite. The men broke down under it.

But it may be asked how the great Army now in being or in sight 
will be maintained and expanded. The answer involves considerations of man
power and of supply, some of which were given by MR. HORE-BELISHA yesterday. 
As regard man-power, it must not be forgotten that the steps taken before 
the war gave the Army in the last six months of peace not far short of 
three-quarters of the recruits (400,000) who enlisted in the first month of 
the War of 1914. Moreover the 1914 recruits had practically no equipment, 
whereas the 1939 recruits had a great deal; and, whereas recruitment in 
1914 and right up to 1916 was haphazard, 'in 1939 it is based on the power to 
call up classes when and from where they are wanted. It has always been 
clear, however, that compulsory service, unless it has been in force long , 
enough to make all men of military age trained soldiers, has its disadvantages. 
The more orderly system followed in 1939 is indispensable; but, if absolutely 
undiluted, it may well create a sense of disappointment among those anxious 
to serve at once and an impression that only the young are being takren to 
fight, or that the whole effort is small and leisurely. That is why the 
decision, confirmed yesterday, to accept volunteers up to certain ’upper age 
limits is to be warmly commended.
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Broadly speaking specialists up to the age of forty-five and non-specialists 
up to the age of thirty-eight will now be welcomed at all recruiting offides 
or Ministry of Labour offices, where they will be registered, and there
after called up in batches pari passu with those called up in age groups. 
It is also important to note that all British subjects will henceforth be 
accepted as volunteers provided that they are resident in this country; 
and that alien residents will also be accepted if approved by the Home 
Office. The principles adopted for the use of man-power may be summed up by 
saying that all will serve in their turn; all who so desire can serve 
before their turn; no boys will be asked to do men’s jobs; the labour 
requirements of the industry which supplies the Army will not be sabotaged; 
and special forms of service suitable to men too old or too young to serve 
oversea will be avilable in the shape of Home Defence battalions. It should 
be added that the principle of commissioning from the ranks will apply to 
practically all except specialist appointments, and that every private will 
have at least a second-lieutenent's star in the modern equivalent of his 
knapsack.

Finally, it may be asked when the turn of the opportunity to serve 
■ill come. That depends entirely on the expansion of supply and of training 
facilities, which was begun indeed many months ago but must now be urged 
on without pause. The position is already very different from that of 1914. 
Many more formations have their equipment in being or in early prospect 
and the effective strength of the Army in the field, already greater, 
will increase far more rapidly. The eyes of the nation are therefore turn
ing expectantly to the MINISTER OF SUPPLY who possesses, and must preserve, 
their good will in his colossal task. But already it can be said that 

the Service which started latest to expand has reached formidable pro
portions, and that the present lusty infant will not take long to become 
a giant.



Note on the Allied Contraband Control and German deficiertffies./
/

It has often been stated by the German Propaganda Ministry that 
the Economic Warfare of the Allies can have no effect. Germany it is 
said, has prepared against a ‘blockade ■ and is well stocked with all 
essentials; even if this were not the case, German trade with the 
Balkans and the Baltic States cannot’ be stopped, and the German-Soviet 
pact opens up new commercial channels which the Allies cannot block. 
It is in fact useless to blockade the front door of a house which can 
keep its back door open.

Such arguments are entirely specious. Even allowing for the 
maximum development of German domestic production and of German trade 
with European countries, this would not compensate for the trade from 
which Germany is now cut off by the Allied Contraband Controli Let us
assume that Germany can in part make good certain deficiencies by the 
production of synthetic wool and rubber, by extracting oil from coal, 
and by substitute fertilisers. Let us assume that Russia’s defective 
system and transport will allow her, in spite of her own war effort, 
to provide Germany with iron ore, manganese, asbestos, phosphates and 
fodder. Let us even assume that Germany can persuade Norway to provide 
her with whale oil, Sweden with more iron ore, Roumania with more 
petroleum, and Yugoslavia with more antimony. Taken altogeth 
assumptions represent an incredible unlikely state of affairs 
even if they were proved to be correct, Germany’ 
be deficient, and its deficiencie 
system of Contraband Control.

these 
But 

economy would still 
would be directly due to the Allied

Germany is in 
surplus of copper, 
of wool and ^cotton,

fact completely cut off from the world export
nickel, tin, tungsten, molybdenum and vanadium
of rubber, jute, copra, groundnuts, and palm oil

What do these deficiencies represent in Germany’s war effort? Copper, 
a highly conductive metal and easily worked, is used largely by 
electrical industries and'in the making of alloys. Tin is also used 
for alloys, and for tin-plate, which is of great use in packing. 
Nickel, tungsten, molybdenum and vanadium arc all used for hardening
steel and are therefore particularly important for military purposes.

The need for imported wool has been diminished: in Germany by 
the production of synthetic fibres. But the wool substitutes have not 
proved entirely satisfactory, and for service use in particular a 
percentage of wool must be m^xed to them. Cotton linters are important 
in the. manufacture of explosives.

It is hardly necessary to dilate on the uses of rubber and it 
should be noted that buna, the German substitute, is expensive to 
produce and only satisfactory for certain purposes. The 1938 production 
of buna covered about a fifth of Germany’s peace-time consumption only.

jute is used principally for the making of sandbags. To use other 
fibres would be costly, and the Germans would probably employ paper 
bags for the purpose.

Copra. groundnuts and palm oil provide oilseeds which may be 
directly used in the making of margarine and soap. The residue from 
this use is also very important, since it provides oilcake for feeding 
cattle and pigs. The decline in Germany’s livestock in the last war 
was largely dtie to shortage of oilcake.

Tho figures given below show the principal world sources of supply 
of tho above commodities. No sources other than those mentioned have 
any Export surplus which could be made available to Germany; the totals 
available to her, e.g. of wool, are only available if not required 
by the producing country. In no case do they represent an ordinary 
Export surplus. The figures suffice to justify the Allied Contraband 
Control by showing that, even if the Nazis could pay, their neighbours 
cannot supply them with nearly all the commodities which they require.
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Chlef producers, with percentage of their production 

to world production, 1937, unless otherwise stated.

COPPER U.S.A. 32.4%
Chile. 17.6
British Empire 24.8
Belgian Congo 6.4
Other countries 15.0

Total not available to Germany. 96.2%

It should be noted that since 1937, Yugoslavia*s production

has increased, and may be available to Germany.

TIN Bolivia. 16.4%
British Empire 40.4
Belgian Congo 5.6

Netherland East Indies. 17.5-
Siam. 8.9
China. 5.7
Other sources. 5.4

Total not available to Germany. 99.9;o

NICKEL British Empire. 90.6%
French Empire. 4.4
Other sources. 1.5

Total not available to Germany. 96.5%

TUNGSTEN British Empire. 22.8%
U.S.A. 8.8
Portugal. _ ,5.8
China (Exports). 45.7
Other sources. 15.9

Total not available to Germany. • 99.0/

MOLYBDENUM U.S.A
Latin
Other

America. 
sources.

92.5%
3.6'
3.9

Total not available to Germany. 100%.

VANADIUM British Empire
Peru. 
U.S.A. 
Mexico 
Other sources.

Total not available to Germany.

42.2%
30.1
25.4
1.9

.4

100%.

WOOL U.S.A.
Latin America
British Empire.
Other sources.

11.6%
15.7
43.2
15.8

Total not available, to Germany. 86.3%
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COTTON U.S.A.
Latin America.
British Empire.
Egypt.
Other sources.

43.5$>
8.3

14.4
6.0

16.55

Total not available to Germany. 88.75%

RUBBER British Empire. 52.2%
Netherlands East Indies. 33.0

French Empire. 6.7
Siam. 4.6
Other sources. 3.5

Total not available to Germany. 100%.

COPRA British Empire 32.8%
Netherlands East Indies. 31.6

U.S.A. 29.4
Other sources. 6.2

Total not available to Germany. 100%.

GROUNDNUTS British Empire. 62.4%
French Empire. 12.0
U.S.A. 8.7
Other sources. 16.9

Total not available to Germany. 100%/

PALM OIL British Empire. 45.6%
Netherlands East Indies. 25.8

Belgian Congo. 13.2
French Empire. 12.2
Other sources. 3,2

Total not available to Germany. 100%.

Decomber 16th, 1939»



U-BOATS' NEW BREACH OF SEA LaW

by

A Naval Correspondent

Germany's illegal methods of warfare and contempt for the rights 
of neutrals is extending.

Not content with sinking ships without warning on the high seas, 
irrespective of whether they belong to belligerent or neutral countries, 
German submarines have now. carried this form of warfare into neutral 
territorial waters.

In the last few days three ships have been sunk without warning 
in Norwegian territorial waters by U-boats.

On December 7 the British steamer THOmAS WALTON was torpedoed off 
Narvik well inside the three mile "limit, and sixteen of heh crew were 
lost.

On December 11 the Greek steamer GARCUFaLIa was torpedoed without 
warning off Folden, in Norway, and inside the three mile limit. Four 
of her crew were killed.

.On December 13 the British steamer DEPTFORD was torpedoed without 
warning only one mile off Honningsvaag Stadt in Norway. Twenty-five 
of her crew are still missing.

These actions, forming as they do multiple infringements of 
International Law and the dictates of humanity, are in strong contrast 
to the recent action of a British submarine in not attacking the German 
liner BREMEN without warning, although that ship pías escorted by 
aircraft.
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CONFIDENTIAL SHAMGHA! MÚHinPAL POUU
F^e^^^
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ. Aa S. ß.

Section 1, So e.ç ij^ojftçanç.hy^//^-------~-—

REPORT

Subject R°y.®i JX®.y ®A..?ï®b®.®®y.

Made by.....P_..S«.I....-Hid.e .Forwarded by......D_«...X...-.Cra.Wf.O.r.d.....

Information has been received to the effect

that two cases containing a radio receiving set

consigned to Dr. P. Prunas of the Royal Italian

Embassy arrived from New York by the s.s. Yomaohichi

on or about May 22nd 1940 The gross weight of

the cases was 78 kilos, and the net weight 37 kilos

Two other cases also said to contain a radio

receiving set consigned to Dr. C. Laurenti, Chancellor

of the Royal Italian Embassy, arrived from New York

t>y the same vessel

All cases were exempted from Customs duty

D. S. I

(Special Branch)
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Secret

Confidential

STAFF MINUTE SHEET 17th June
1940.

sttrtect- -Memorandum on allegedbUBJEG1 proggsed sale of 8,8, "CQyyg VBRDg'

CONFIDENTIAL
Since the beginning of the war there have 

been four German ships tied up ac Yokohama, eight at 
Kobe and six at Dairen, besides the "Ramses” here. 
At least three of these German vessels would make 
better Raiders than the "Conte Verde" but, as far as 
is known, nothing has been done to prepare any of 
them for raiding; either the Japanese would not let 
them of the Germans have not thought it worth while«

There have been numerous reports also of 
Japanese Intention to purchase or charter German 
ships for operation In the Inland Sea and territorial 
waters; after eight months warfare, however, no 
purchases or charters have been effected.

Lieutenant Colonel.
Royal Marines.
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..VWS" TO TP 
JAPANESB SHIPPING COMPANY,

Information has been received from a very 
reliable source to the effect that upon instructions from 
its Head Office in Tokyo the local branch of the Toa Kalun 
Kaishe, Japanese Shipping Company, 5 the Bund, has begun 
negotiations with the local branch of the Lloyd Trlestino 
with a view to purchasing the s.s. "Conte Verde” now laying 
in Shanghai. No definite reply has as yet been given by 
the Lloyd Trlestino as they are awaiting a cable from the 
Head Office in Rome. It has been learned that the Lloyd 
Trlestino doubt very much that this offer will meet support 
of the Italian Government as they are of the opinion that the 
s.s. "Conte Verde", a very fast ship, will in the near future 
depart for Kobe, Japan, where it would be converted into an 
Auxiliary Cruiser for the purpose of raiding Allied Shipping 
in the Pacific Ocean.

The Lloyd Trlestino has, how«.er, offered the 
Toe Kaiun Kaishe the opportunity of purchasing for 
U.S.$£,260,000.00 a newly constructed passenger-freighter 
which recently arrived in Japan on its maiden voyage.

Dr Piero Terni, Italian lawyer of 149 Yuen Ming 
Yuen Road is acting as a go-between and preliminary 
negotiations were started at his Office.



paamxs oals ar to ».«.* com is rau; • fo ihb japammo

SHX^XHO COdPAMY«

Information has boon received from a vary reliable 
source to the effect that upon instructions from its 
Head Offloe In Tohyo the local branch of the Tea Kaiun 
valshatJapaneoe chipping .ompany*& The dund»has begun 
negotiations with the local branch of the Lloyd 
Tricotine with a view to purchasing the c«O« * Conte 
Verde • now laying in Shanghai. Mo definite reply has 
as yet been given by the Lloyd Yiiootino as they are 
awaiting a cable fr«i the Head Office in Mees« L
It has been learned that the Lloyd Trlestlno doubt 

very much that this offer will sect support of the 
Italian Oovenesont as they are of the opinion that the 
SsMe " Conte Verde *»a very fast shipewill in the near 
future depart for iobo» Japan whore it would be converted 
into mi Auxiliary cruiser f er the purpose of raiding 
Allied Shipping in the faoifio Ocean«
The Lloyd friestino has •however e offered the tea Kalun 

Aaisha the opportunity «f purchasing for M«S«| 2.360.000, 
00 a newly constructed passonger-freightor which 
recently arrived in Japan on its maiden voyage«
Ar* Jtare TomitItalian Lawyer of Id® Tuen ding Yuen 

fiaad is acting as a go*botwosa and preliminary 
negotiations were started at his Office«
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OSJHMDB COliPAMT.

infomation baa bean received from a very reliable 
source to the effect that upon instructiona from its 
Head Office in Toiqro the local branch of the Tea Katun 
<alaha,Japanese shipping ompany»B Dm Hund,has begun 

negotiations with the local branch of the Lloyd 
friostino with a view to purohasing the o»S* * Cento 
Verde * now laying in Shanghai. Mo definite reply has 
aa yet boon given by thi Lloyd Trleotlno aa they are 
awaiting a cable from the Head Office in Meno«
It has bean learned that the Lloyd Trieat in o doubt 

very much that thia offer will meet support of the 
Italian Oovemment an they are of the opinion that the 
e«o« • conte Verde *»a very fast ahlp«wlU in the near
future depart for j>bo, Japan whore it would be converted 
into on Auxiliary rulesr for the purpose of raiding 
Allied Shipping in the ?aalfio Ocean*

Die lloyd trloatlno haa»however«offered the too Kalun
Aalohn the opportunity of purchasing for U.a*| 2* 300* 000* 
00 a newly constructed passengor-frolghtor which 
recently arrived In Japm on Ito naldon voyage*

Mr» Mftero toml»ltallan Lawyer of lit tuen Ming tuen 
Head lo acting ae a go»botooan and preliminary 
nogotlatioao wore started at his iff loo*
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Information has toa&n received from a very reXiablo 
source to the effect that upon instructions frca its 
Head Office in Tojqre the local branch of the Tea Kalun 
ukl aha* Japanese ¿hipping oapany.b the Jund.has begun 
negotiations with the local branch of the Uoyd 
frieotino with a view to purchasing the e«e» " Cento 
voids * now laying in Hhighat# ho infinite reply has 
as yet boon given by the Ucyd Trlostino as they are 
awaiting a cable from the Hoad Office in nene.
It has been learned that the Xleyd Triostino doubt 
very much that thio offer will snot support of the 
Italian (iovwrnnent as they ago of the opinion that the 
«•0« • Conte Verde %a very fact ship«wlll in the near 
future depart for .obe. Japan where it would be converted 
into an auxiliary uruioer for the purpose of raiding 
Allied Shipping in the fasific Osoan«
The Hoyd triostino has*howswr>offered the Ton dalun 
taioha the opportunity of purchasing for b»8«t a»2d0.000.
00 a nowly conetructod paesonger»freighter which 
recently arrived in Japan an its nalden voyage.
Jr. Piero Texnl.ltaUan lawyer of lie Ywm Ming Than 
aoad io acting as a go*bstwwan and pselinlnavy 
negotiations wore etarted at his Offloo.
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Information has bean roaeivod from a very reliable 
source to the effect that upon instructions frcra its 
Head Jtffioe in Toisyo the local branch of the tea Kalun 
alsha, Japanesa shipping oopany*0 ¿he Mund,has begun 

negotiations with ths local breach of the Lloyd 
tricotine with a view to purchasing the s«e« * canto 
Verde • now laying in Shanghai, ho definite reply has 
as yet boon given by the Lloyd Tricotine as they are 
waiting a cable from the Head office in Home. ■'X
It has been learned that the Lloyd Trlestino doubt 

very much that this offer will meet support of the 
Italian Ooveneaent as they are of the opinion that the 
a«o« ■ cento Verde *»a very fact cMpowiU in the near 
future depart for ^obo»Japan where it would be oonvertoa 
into an auxiliary cruiser for the purpose of raiding 
Allied shipping in the ?aolfic Ooean.

The iloyd trlestino has »however* offered the Tea Laiun 
Laihba the opportunity at purohasing for U.tf.S 2.260.00C 
00 a newly constructed paooengor*frdghter which 
recently arrived in ^apen on its maiden voyage.
hr« ytero feml»ltallan Lawyer at 140 Xuen Ming Yuen 

Head la noting as a go»betwe«n and preliminary 
negotiations were started at his Jf f loo.

A • X |
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Elease quote 
^ef.No.35/504/41.

OFFICE OF THE PRE&S APACHE 
BRITISH EMBASSY

SHANGHAI.

26th April, 1941.

Sir ,

I beg to inform you that the times of 

showing for the News Reels in this Office

for the month of May will be as follows:-

Mondays to Fridays- 5.30:6.45:8:9.15:

Saturdays-2:3.15:4.30:5.30:6.45:8:9.15:

Sundays-10.15:11.15 and as on Saturdays

I am,Sir,

The Officer in Charge 
Central Station,

Your obedient servant,

PRESS ATTACHE.

Foochow Road,
LOCAL. --------  7



(Special Branch) Office Notes

D. C. (Divisions).

üate S-. ft. RftCHSTF;'

The showing of these films is a private venture,

hut I see no harm in the Police giving advice

actual assistance recognition is givenor

No further action appears necessary

File attached. I agree with D.O.'*A".

¿T 19/,ly4^^^ßüssii^



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Central 
......................................-Station. File No......................

April 7th, 1941. '
Date.....................—............. L,.

SUBJECT; Protection of British Press Attache*s Office

tir. Hubert of the Canadian Pacific Steamship

Co. operator of the cinema machine of the above office, 

was interviewed by tne undersigned at 2.30 p.m. 7-4-41 

and after a discussion on preventative methods against 

possible bombing of the premises the following sugges-

tions were made and will be adopted:-

D. 0. (DIVISIONS)
Infexmatior.

(1) Expanding metal to be fitted outside all 

windows.

(2) All persons entering to be requested to

remove their outer coats.

(3) A bu^lar alarm in be installed.

(4) Ho person to be allowed to leave the 

premises during a cinema performance (to 

prevent the despositing of a bomb).

(5) Arrangements have been made by the under

signed that a call from the office will be 

communicated without delay to Central 

Station.

(6) Traffic duties in the vicinity to be warned.

I am, Sir, 

Your obedient servant,

Inspector

Suggest filing with Special Branch report re 
propaganda films, should any person wish to leave 
performance S.M. Police not in any position to 
prevent him from doing so, all protection etc. during 
screening of films should be of a private nature and 
not of such that may possibly embarrass S.M. Police.

Suggest further discussion by a.C. (Special Branch) 
who is in possession of all data in re the screening of 
such films. an.. —

IfSvisih'nal Officer, g»MB



CONFIDENTIAL.

CONFIDENTIAL

Secretary & Comnissioner General

S M.

1. Some six weeks ago Mr. W.C* Cassels

February 10.

BRITISH EMBASSY CINEMA

me it was desired to obtain a bigger theatre

for the Ministry of Information, and asked Police

reactions to the engagement of an existing cinema

for short periods

I told him the use of a licenced cinema for

a private show of a propaganda nature would be

objectionable even though entrance was by invi

tat ion only, and asked him to drop the idea

2. About a week ago a Mr. Hubert asked to see

me, and informed me a British Embassy Theatre was

being established at the Race Course and asking

Police views

I tvid him provided it was a British Embassy

enterprise, on British property, without charge for

admission, and by invitation only, the Police would

have no grounds xor objection

3» Yesterday, February 10th, at 10 a.m. Mr. Alex<

ander telephoned and asked if I would look over a

memorandum he had prepared on the subject of the

Cinema Theatre at the Race Course. I said I would

correct and check any statement attributed to me



2

I did so, ignoring the remainder of the memor

andum, and returned it with the attached letter • A«

4. At 3 p.m. February 10th, Mr. E.F. Harris, Sun 

Life Insurance, asked if I would look over a proposed 

oiroular letter to B.R.A. Members on the same subject.

I did so, and made a number of proposed corrections 

and returned it with the attached letter * B.

I am still dissatisfied with a pe£rrt of this pro

posed letter, and have asked Mr« Harris to take up my 

revised version with you before putting it to the B.R.A. 

Cossnittee.

The Police position is as stated, but I can see 

no objection to the British Community supporting the 

Embassy financially for the purpose of the private exhib

ition of films. Such financial arrangements are not 

the business of the Police) but if, on the other hand, 

it can be stated by hostile persons that tiekets, or 

invitations, are sold publicly, or privately outside the 

British Community, then I feel the Police position is 

insecure.

The above is the extent of Police dealings in the 

matter.

K.M. BOURN-i
Comales loner of Police

IW/,



CONFIDENTIAL

COPY

February 10, 19

John A. Alexander, Esqre: 
British itabassy Press Attache, 

SHANGHAI. special

Dear Alexander:

I have seen references to the Police Department 

extracted from a memorandum on British Mb assy Cinema 

activities, and return herewith these extracts with sug

gested adjustments.

The Polios position Is simply this. Provided 

the British Embassy shew pictures without charge, purely 

by invitation, on British property, the matter is no 

concern of the Police Force? nor do we wish to know what 

pictures are shewn or other details.

As you know, the German Propaganda Section show 

pictures in the Gorman School without any reference to 

the Police Force, and they are perfectly entitled to do 

so under similar conditions to those quoted above.

My position in regard to the extracts from your 

memorandum is simply the Police position, and I have, 

therefore, adjusted the wording to an impersonal one.

Yours sincerely:

IW/.

(SGD.) K.M. BOURNE,

Canalssioner of Police



CONFIDENTIAL

COPY.

February 10, 1941.

E.F.  Harris* Esqre:
Messrs. Sun Life Assurance Company -

of Canada,
¿.JLJL-L—2-JL-JL-2- fit/x

- e(
S ' <r-------- "Dear Harris: s». ;;

I return herewith your proposed letter 

with some suggested alterations In pencil. These 

alterations are made on the basic principle that 

this Is a private undertaking on British property, 

without charge, by j^ie British Embassy. I do 

not think we should talk about tickets, but only 

invitations. Since the documents, without doubt, 

will find their way into the wrong hands sooner or 
later, wo cannot bo too careful on this point.

I am not quite clear when you refer to the 

B.R.A. Cinema Off loo at 28, The Bund, how this will 

bo arranged« It is certainly quite important that 

there should bo no notice board or other Indication 

that tickets can be bought publicly. At the same 

time, I can see your difficulty, and I think the 

matter might bo adjusted by labelling it Embassy 

Sub-Office or some similar name.

So far as the Police are concerned, wo have 

no knew lodge officially other than it being a private 

British Embassy undertaking, free of charge, by invi

tation, on private British property.

Yours sincerely:
(8QD.) K.M. BOURNE, 

Commissioner of Police« 

IW/.



CONFIDENTIAL

February 10, 41«

John A. Alexander, Esqre: 
British Embassy Press Attache 

SHANGHAI.

Dear Alexander:

I have seen references to the Police Department
extracted from a memorandum on British Embassy Cinema 
activities, and return herewith these extracts with sug-
gested adjustments.

The Police position is simply this. Provided 
the British Embassy shew pictures without charge, purely 
by invitation, on British property, the matter is no 
concern of the Police Forcej nor do we wish to know what 
pictures are shown or other details.

As you know, the German Propaganda Section show 
pictures in the German School without any reference to 
the Polios Force, and they are perfectly entitled to do 
so under similar conditions to those quoted above.

My position in regard to the extracts from your 
memorandum is simply the Police position, and I have, 
therefore, adjusted the wording to an impersonal one.

Yours sincerely:

r.M,SOURNE
Commie loner of Police.

IW/.



February 10 41

E.F. Barris, Esqre:
Messrs* Sun Life Assurance Company

of Canada, 
SHANGHAI.

CONFIDENTIAL
Dear Harris:

I return herewith your proposed 1 

with some suggested alterations in pencili.i'Yihe 

alterations are made on the basic principle ‘that 

this is a private undertaking on British property, 

without charge, by the British Embassy* I do 

not think we should talk about tickets, but only 

Invitations* Since the documents, without doubt, 

will find their way Into the wrong hands sooner or 

later, we cannot be too careful on this point*

I am not quite dear when you refer to the 

B*R*A* Cinema Office at 28, The Bund, how this will 

be arranged* It is certainly quite Important that 

there should be no notice board or other indication 

that tickets can be bought publicly* At the same 

time, I can see your difficulty, and I think the 

matter might bo adjusted by labelling it Embassy 

Sub-Office or some similar name*

So far as the Police are concerned, we have 

no knowledge officially other than it being a private 

British Etabassy undertaking, free of charge, by invl» 

tatlon, on private British property.

Yours sincerely:

K.M.BOURNu

iw/.
Commiseloner of Police
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he above cinema which was scheduled for

opening on Jan. 15th, 1941 will now not be opened 

until the end of Peoruary due to structural alterations. 

Sound and projector equipment for tnis theatre will be 

partly supplied by k.K. Butler of Asia Theatres.

The Committee which has been formed to select pictures 

and manage the theatre consists of the following I

R. S.R. Hubert

D. Ezra

W.J. Hawkings

3.F. Harris

J. Haynes Wilson

Cassels

It is probable that tne 

screened at this theatre will 

picture "THIS PREEDOM". This

first picture to be

be the British propaganda 

film will oe reviewed by

mentioned committee at 10 a. m. Jan. 29, 1941 at

British Propaganda Cinema at Bund. Local agents for

this film are R.^.O. Corporation and the film will oe

leased from them for $25,000. Tnis money will be

subscribed by members of the Committee and other

local Britons.

It is understood that a meeting will be held 

in tne next few days to decide name of Tneatre and ways

and means of running it.

1). S. I.
A. C.(Special Branch).



CONFIDENTIAL Shanghai Municipal Police 
Headquarters.

W.C. Cassels, Esqre:, M.C
Dute January—14-j—1941-.
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I attach confidential copies of Sp. Br

opinion with which I agree. Former cases were

to the outbreak of war and even then we did not

If the British Embassy leased the Capitol

prior

like

for

a year.as private property, it would be alright

Intermittent hiring of a licenced Public Cinema

is bound to create difficulties. I shall be grateful

if you will not pursue the idea

iw/,
K.M.pOURNu



Date
January 14, 1941,

(Crime Branch) Office Notes

Cornai ssioner,

I am in agreement with the views set out in

attached report by A. C. (Special Branch) and suggest 

that Mr. Cassels takes the course indicated in the 

final paragraph of his letter. To exhibit British 

propaganda matter in licensed establishments in the 

Settlement at the present moment would be, to say the 

very least, most unwise.

D. C. (Crime & Special Branches)«
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Commissioner.

«• / blr’
Request from British Press Attache’s Office ft-'T 
re hiring of licensed cinema fonfehowing of 
a propaganda filg?.*

During the morning of 13-8-33 (Sunday) a German 

propaganda film "Germany Awakes" was shown at the Grand 

Theatre, whilst the same film was shown at the Capitol 

Theatre at 5.30 p.m. on 30-1-34.

The showing of this film was of a private nature, 

sponsored by the German Consular Authorities, entrance 

to the theatre being by special invitation.

During the evening of 30-6-38 an Italian 

propaganda film "Hitler’s Visit to Italy" was shown at 

the Capitol Theatre. I

The showing of this film was also of a private 

nature, sponsored by the Italian Consular Authorities, 

entrance to the theatre being by special invitation.

The showing of these films being of a private 

nature no objections were raised to these performances 

by S.M. Police.

These films, though propaganda films for the 

two Axis Powers, were shown previous to the present 

hostilities, the showing of which was not for any lengthy 

period of time (a total of only 4 showings).

Despite the fact that permission was given by 

the S.li. Police for the screening of these films by private 

exhibition, also the fact that no valid objections could 

be raised in respect to revenue (entertainment tax) if 

the cinemas were leased to the British Authorities, I do not 

consider that it would be advisable to sanction the proposal 

of the British press Attache re the lease of a licensed 

cinema,



-2-

1. Public promises licensed by and paying licence fees to 

3.M.C. should not be used for the purpose of the 

dissemination of propaganda.

2. A similar request for the lease of premises may be 

received from a member of the Axis Powers, which would 

make it practically impossible to refuse this request 

if the proposal of the British Press Attache was 

sancti oned.

3. The showing of this film for a week with the 

possibility of the further screening of propaganda films 

would necessitate the exclusive hiring of the cinema 

for the period that these films were being screened.

This would be necessary in order to preclude the 

possibility of any time bomb, etc. being left on the 

premises by a visitor to the performance previous to 

the screening of the propaganda film.

4. would it.be fair to the general public to preclude 

them from attendance at a licensed cinema for a 

protracted period of time whilst the said cinema is being 

used for the purpose of propaganda.

5. During the screening of these propaganda films at a 

public cinema a Police guard would be advisable in 

order to prevent the possibility of any incident.

The international nature of the Settlement does 

not warrant a police guard being provided in order to 

protect the propaganda of any nation.

6. The sale of tickets, no matter how privately and 

discreet by the B.R.A. or other methods of sale as 

proposed by the British Press Attache would undoubtedly 

be known to the Axis Power Authorities which would give 

grounds for a protest in respect to the sale of such 

tickets for entrance into licensed premises where a
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propaganda film was being screened. (Protest of 

German Consular Authorities re "The fallen Mask", 

a play given at the British Press Attache’s hall 

during November 1940).

■ * -

■ &'■ t

4. '■ .......-
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Shanghai Municipal Police
Headquarters.

Date.... ....... ..............................



BRITISH PRESS ATTACHE'S OPPI Ci
28 The Bund

SHANGHAI
January 13 th 19^1

Dear Bourne
As Acting Press Attache I would "be grateful if

you would go into the question as to whether there are objec
tions to the private showing of the propaganda film "For Free
dom", in a Licenced Cinema such as the "Uptown" or "Capital" 
for about one week.

In order to cover the cost it would be necessary for
us to sell tickets but this would be done privately through the 
B.R.A. and perhaps in British Clubs. We would like to be able 
to advertise the film as the cost seems likely to be high and 
I should be glad of your views on this point. If you see ob
jections we could no doubt publicise it widely by circulars 
and through Clubs.

I should let you know that if arrangements can be
satisfactorily made for the showing of this film we will probably 
proceed with other propaganda films of a similar nature, so it 
is clearly important that there should be no misunderstandings 
and that every aspect should be carefully studied.

If you feel that the use of a recognised cinema is
undesirable, we will try and speed up our plans, now under 
way, for the use of a room at the Race Course, but this would 
only hold 300 persons and projectors are not at present avail
able.

Yours sincerely,

Major K.M. Bourne, M.C
Headquarters

Shanghai Municipal Oounerl

185 Poochow Road, SHANGHAI
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A cinema seating approximately 300 persons 

will be opened on or about January 15, 1941 on Shanghai 

Race Club premises. The usual propaganda films will 

be exhibited.
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Information has been received that the British 

Propaganda Office are endeavouring to obtain the loan 

or lease of the Royal Asiatic Societies Hall, No.20 

Museum Road, for the purpose of screening propaganda 

pictures•

The Capital Theatre, No.142 Museum Road, is also 

being considered as a possible place for propaganda 

pictures. This theatre is owned by Saphiere (British

Jew ? ) and is doing little business.

A. C. (Special Branch)»
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Subject it i?h ..Paramount war films to be shown privately in Shanghai.

Made by....*«........I. barters..........Forwarded by............ ......................................
W

British Paramount war films edited by R. Hubert 

(Canadian), C. P. R. Co., will be shown to-night at the 

B. W. A. rooms, The Bund, to a selected audience.

These films Were imported to Shanghai by 

British Embassy.

From seven British Paramount newsreels Mr. R. 

Hubert nas made a complete film depicting scenes of 

Empire troops and the Royal Navy in action.

It is understood that the American Club, 

American Women’s Club and marines have asked for 

private screenings of this film»

D. C. (Special Branch)«,

~D BY
ÏGISTRY

D. S. I.
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Information was received by undersigned from

French Film Censor that the exhibition of propaganda 

films or any films of present European '»'ar is now

prohibited in the French Concession, this is by order

of lionsieur Auge, French Consul.
. ,of Police 

Sir :

attended 

newsreels 

war from

Monsieur P. Leblanc, Sous-Directeur, G.M.F., 

screening of Paramount end British Paramount 

which contained many scenes of the present 

allied angle, on July 1, 1940, and is understood

to have made a lengthy report on the subject, suggesting 

that they contained propaganda and were unsuitable for 

exhibition in the French Concession.

At the outbreak of present hostilities the 

advertising of German merchandise was prohibited in the 

French Concession, even adverts for Bayer Aspirin. 

French Authorities have now lifted the ban.

It is understood from reliable sources that 

there is about £800 worth of British Paramount newsreels 

and equipment in the Settlement.

D. S. I.

V "iindexed by 
«S. B.) REGISTRY

D. C. (Special Branch)»
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The screening of the British War Picture 

00k place at the R.A.S. Building, 20 Museum Road 

t 7 p.m. August 4, 1940, as scheduled.

About 400 members of the Sikh community 

ttended, including some women, and considerable 

nthusi asm greeted the showing.

It is understood that arrangements are 

eing made for a further showing to the Sikh 

ommunity at 9 p.m. August 5, 1940.
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The decision that S.M. Police would

be unable to assist was communicated to Mr.

Morrison on 3 August, 1940, when he stated that

two shows, one at 7 p.m., 4-8-40 and one at 
' •“"if »> > wfoi

1 P*m* 5-8-40, would be given, and that other 

arrangements would be made for the distribution 

of the tickets»

It is suggested that Officer in charge 

Central Station make arrangements for extra 

police to be posted in the area as a precaution 

against any disturbance.



The British and Chinese Corporation, Limited.
(iNCORPORATKD IN KNOLANd) 

P. O. BOX 611

SHANGHAI.

August. 1st 1940.

Deputy Comis sion er in Charge,
Special. Branch,
Shanghai Municipal Police,
¿znJHJL « •

I am writing to you on behalf of the Indian Sub-Committee 
of the British Publicity Committee in Shanghai.

I had hoped that Mr.Doodha, Chairman of this Committee, 
would have written to you himself, but as time is short, I am taking 
the liberty of addressing this letter to you.

The Sub-Committee is organising the showing of British' 
documentary war films to the Sikh community at 7 p.m. on Sunday, 
August 4th, and I wonder if tickets for this performance might be 
distributed to the Indian members of the Municipal Police Force and 
through then, to their friends. The tickets have been sent to Mr. 
Stewart Young and to Detective Inspector Fouja Singh, both of whom 
have attended the meetings of the Sub-Committee and have accorded 
valuable assistance.

. I need not say that the Sub-Committee would be most grateful 
to you for your cooperation in this matter, as well &s for any assist
ance which you may be able to afford us in the future.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,



* August 2} 1940. -i
i

Deputy Commissioner in Charge. /. jM1** I

Indian Publicity Sub-Committee.

With reference to the report on the above subject dated

July 26th, 1940, the five resolutions adopted are worthy of further 

comment.
1. The question arises as to what method will be adopted for 

the translation daily of the Noon News Bulletin. The suggestion 

put forward that it be done through this office is not feasible 

for very obvious reasons.
2. The Indian Government policy regarding religion is ” Strict 

Neutrality” and the use of the Gurdwara and Mosques for the 

dissemination of propaganda is not advisable.

3. This office cannot undertake the distribution of propaganda 

with Police Orders as it will be a sign of weakness on our part.

If it is known that agitation is rife amongst the Sikh Police it 

requires sterner methods than propaganda leaflets.

4. The answer to this is similar to No. 1.

5. The idea is good but all necessary arrangements and 

distribution of tickets etc. should be undertaken by an outside 
source.

On the 21st December 1939 this office was asked by
Mr. A.A.L. Tuson of the British Embassy for suggestions regarding 

the dissemination of propaganda amongst the local Sikh Community 

and a copy of the reply forwarded is attached. I am still of 

opinion that propaganda coming from India would have greater 

results than anything that could be done locally.



$/1754.
COPY

January 10, 1940.

A»A.L. Tuson, ¿sq.,

British iinibassy. à , . .

Dear Mr. Tuson,

In reply to your letter of December 21st, 1939 re the 

subject of publicity of Indian information to the local Indian 

Community.

At present this office distributes the following Indian 

newspapers to the members of the Sikh Branch at the Council’s 

expense.

1. J?ouj i Akhbar (The Army paper) in Gurmukhi - 1 copy weekly.
2. Khalsa Samachar (Sikh Affairs) * * -16 copies *
3. Sher-i-Punjab (Lion of the i-’unjab) in Urdu-12 * *

I would, therefore, suggest the following:-

a) Continue the Fouji Akhbar as at present.

b) Increase the issue of the Khalsa Samachar to 100 copies per week.

c) Increase the issue of the Sher-i-Punjab to 70 copies per week.

d) Order 40 copies per week of the ’•Zimindar” a paper purely for 
the Mohammedan Community.

If you are prepared to meet the additional expense of the 

extra copies, I would propose that after the insertion of the 

propaganda in India, they be posted to us in the usual way and the 

distribution would be carried out by this office in the usual way 

so as not to arouse any suspicion.

The following information about the above three papers 

should be carefully noted.

1. ffouji Akhbar. This is purely an Army newspaper and only 

deals with promotions, transfers, troop movements etc. Apart from
I 

this information there is little to interest the men. The original 

idea of the paper was to keep our men in touch with the doings of 

their regiments as a big proportion of them were ex-soldiers. It 

would serve for both the Sikh and the Mohammedan Communities but
| .

Sikhs.



2

2» Khalsa Samachar or Sikh Affairs. As will be noted by 

its name it deals solely with Sikhs matters with leanings towards 

religious affairs. The trend of thought too, is borderings, if not 

at times obvious, towards anti-Mohammedanism, and is therefore not 

a suitable publication for Mohammedans. As regards their attitude 

towards the British I would not actually say they are pro-British 

but they certainly are not anti-British.

3. Sher-i-Pun,jab or Lion of the Punjab. This publication 

is also pro-Sikh but does not touch on religion. Although printed 

in Urdu I do not consider it a suitable paper for the Mohammedan 

Community, It has on occasions had a definite anti-British outlook.

For any effective propaganda amongst the local community it 

is the opinion of this office that the only feasible method would 

be to have paihphlets or an extra page inserted in theses papers in 

India before despatching them to Shanghai. The only means available
I k

to us for this type of work is the laborious method of writing it 

out by hand and the .copies turned out by a Duplicator. This, though 

possible, would not create a good impression on the Indians, but on 

th?* contrary might be construed as a sigh of weakness bfith on the 

’part of this office and the British Consulate.

Lastly, I would suggest that this office be supplied with 

a copy of articles of "Indian Information", articles considered 

useful we could disseminate by word of mouth.

A few articles have from time to time appeared in the English 

press such as Mohammedan troops sent to Francej or speeches of 

loyalty by some Indian Princes who incidentally have also been of 

the Mohammedan faith. This type of news would not create a favour

able impression in the minds of Sikhs who form the greater percentage 

of the community.

(Sd) W. E. Fairbairn.
Assistant Commissioner (Sikhs).
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The meeting of above committee scheduled 

for the afternoon of 1.8.40 was accelerated -tlifE*" d- 

4 p.m. 31.7.40.

At the meeting it was agreed that British 

War films should be shown to members of the Sikh 

community at the Royal Asiatic Society Hall, 20 

Museum Road at 7 p.m. Sunday 4th August 1940.

A further showing for remaining members 

of the Indian Community to be screened at the same 

place- at 7 p.m. Monday Sth August and, if the
/ 

demand warranted it, a final show for Sikhwat 

about 9 p.m. Monday August 5th.

At the 7 o'clock show on Monday those 

attending will be allowed to bring neutral friends.

In connection with the showings to Sikhs, 

the Chairman requested that D.S«I. Young approach 

Police Headquarters with a view to having tickets 

for Indian members of Police and Gaol staffs, 

dis tributed through official channels.

A further request was that night duty 

Havildars be permitted to deliver tickets to 

Indian watchman in their respective districts.

In this connection, D.S.I. Young will 

be in possession of tickets and, should the re que st 

be granted, it is suggested that 350 tickets 

(the limit of the hall's seating capacity) be first 

issued for the Sunday night s howing, and the Senior
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Indian Police officer at each Station,can approach 

JiASFouja Singh if further tickets are required for

Monday night*

The arrangements for the first Sunday 

showing are being undertaken by the Committee.

Further account of the business 

discussed by the Committee will be forwarded 

later and this report is forwarded now as very 

little time remains in which to make suitable

h’/ D. C. ( Special Branch ).
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On the morning of July 29» 1940 the 

attached copy of the minutes taken hy Mr, Ian 

Morrison at the initial meeting of the above 

committee was sent to Young by Mr.

Morrison, and is forwarded for information.



27.7.40

With the compliments 
of

Ian Morrison

The British and Chinese Corporation 
27 THE BUND 

SHANGHAI 
TEL. 15200

43 GASCOGNE APARTMENTS 
1202 AVENUE JO FF RE 

SHANGHAI 
TEL. 70014

Ï



Mr.S.Young,

Special Branch,

The Sbancai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI.



Mlnutea of toe Flrat iiwttig of the Indian 3w¥-«sataltta* of the British 
r'ublialty Gomlttaa bald in the office« of to» Brittab fc Ohinee»
Corporatiois ¿.ijalvM. tf, The wad, at 4.0 >«au M huraday, July Sfeth IMO«

The following gmtlMMt ware presenti
^r«F.8.Bhod>mr) reprwaating B.D.Tata & Co.Ltd.
Vr. H.B.ix>odha» F.a.G.S., o«tal G«K£L*al&ner (retired) Ojlneae -wtal 

Service.
W*7«tt>k Singh, BOteetiw -aspector, .'he BtaM0M& Mualoipel ftOiee.
W4wSMMm1 , Managing Director of o.K.Giduml and flte,n Ltd. 
r.I.Fwrieon, ftapreaentoUva, .'he Britiah fc Chinee« Corporation Ltd.

' r.Hui.K.aa'vul, <«proa«Htatl w, Bavul & Co.
lepraaentatiw, B«r«meCf fc Co.

^r.a«¥ouag( peeial Branch, Th« shanghai. Municipal ¿'’olio®.

rho following gantlanm wore unavoidably pravantad frm attandiug th« maotlng« 
Haji Hilaluddla, lam of the
itr.K.A.Parakh, ..s»t./-«,nagwr, Kiangw«a Jo.(India) &*<•

1. .Aftar a fw adwtee of IM^mnO. diaouaMmi ife.'poodfaa, «« th® 
suggeation of Mr.MuMMM. ima uaanijaoualy eleotad Ghaimwu «m ww 
alootad Vloa-Qhainwi. Mr.Morri*<m undertook to set a* Soorotaoty to th» 
OCMRittOO.
2. W«Poodh* pointod an taa* *u w* «•»«*• *«*«—
¿¡hanghal *«• rapraooatad «• «» ’B* hM* on—««1W W *•
Ghairmn, »JM—r Mr.Stooff: tho IMM» •—ty W the n—•
Oimlman! tha Hiate 0—Braity W mt.MBmmI and Mr.Faral&; aat the !««•
MU —imltr ty MP«yaa>» Motfu

lb* tojo oca WNMO« mt at law mmM4|b m OM—ttM MU 
haw the bonaflt of tho >mmmmo of th« Xmm Sojt BUaUdMn, MP«
Awltlal MNMh» MP«MaUo», aM othar loading XMlMt r—*• of Mj«nghal.
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Vice-Chaiman undertook to approach the r conger of th® Capitol Cinsm 
with a view to securing the use of that cineita. hr.Fouja filagh said 
ha would investigate the possibilities of finding a hall where the 
films could be exhibited to the Sikh comunity.

7» The comlttee decided that a drive should be made to increase the 
Indian membership of the British Reel dents Association and to see whether 
special provision could not be mde for those poorer members of the Indian 
cowaunity Who are unable to contribute the full subscription*

Mr .Morrisun undertook to get in touch with the Secretary of the 
B.R.A. and to provide the raeafcera of the Coasaittee with neebsrshlp lists 
and entrance foms.

3, After the comittee had discussed these several points they were 
Joined by Mr./ohu Alexander, Press Attache of the Briti sh obssey and 
aoeordingly representative in haugbai of the Ministry of Infomation.
^.Alexander was introduced by Mr.Doodha to the «Msbers of the Ocamittee 
and was informed briefly of the results of the c«H«ittoe's deliberations. 
He expressed his great appreciation of the formatlot of the group, and 
his war® approval of its alas and objectives. Ho hoped that the Chairman 
would consent, as representative of the group, to Join the large advisory 
Publicity Oosaittee.

9. fb® OowBittoe finally broke up after having decided that a further 
meeting should be held in a weak*« tiao, aaaaely, on Thursday» August 1st, 
at 4.0 p.n. in tho offices < the British and Ohineeo COQsoretien.
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At 4 p.m. 25.7.40 a meeting of the

Sir:
Information.

C. (S>. Br.

above body, which has been formed under the 
auspices of the British Embassy Press Office, 
took place in the office of Mr. Ian Morrison, 
of the ’’British and Chinese Corporation”, 27 
The Bund.

The following members of the Shanghai 
British Indian Community were present in addition 
to Mr. Morrison, Mr. H.A.R. Savul, Mr. R.F. Shroff, 
Mr. I. Gidumall, Mr. F.B. Bhedwar and Mr. M.E-B. 
Doodha, the latter gentleman acting as Chaiman 
of the meeting. In addition S.D.I. Fouja Singh 
and D.S.i. Young of Special Branch attended*

Mr. Morrison explained that the object 
of the committee was to distribute British news 
amongst the local Indian community in order to 
combat the invidious propaganda being dispensed 
by fifth columnists.

The following resolutions were adopted
1. That the North China Daily News Noon Bulletin 

be translated into Gumuki and broadcast from 
Station X.C.D.L.

2. That free radio receiving sets be installed 
at the three Gurdhwaras within S.M.C. 
jurisdiction.
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3. That S.M.P. be asked to distribute translations 
of North China Daily News bulletins to 
stations together with police orders»

4. That the translations of the Noon bulletins 
be made up into the form of a magazine each 
week and distributed amongst local Indians.

5. That arrangements be made to exhibit British 
propaganda films to the Indian Community.

In connection with resolutions 1 and 4, 
Mr. Morrison stated he would approach Mr. H.D.M. 
Robertson, D. C. Anns & Training Reserve, to see 
if the services of S.D.I. Fouja Singh could be 
utilized for the work of translation and also 
for finding a suitable radio announcer.

In connection with resolution 5, 
Mr. Morrison infonned the committee that he would 
ascertain from S.M.P. exactly what were the 
censorship requirements of the Council.

It was suggested that the cinema 
exhibition should be held at the Capital Theatre, 
but decision on this point was deferred until 
after the Film Censorship Office had been consulted.

Towards the end of the meeting, 
Mr. Alexander of the British Embassy Press Office 
attended the meeting and briefly discussed ways
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of circulating pro-British propaganda by word of 
mouth.

Mr. Alexander was asked by Mr. Shroff 
why the Shanghai Times, a British registered 
newspaper was allowed to adopt so anti-Chinese, 
pro-Japanese and sometimes anti-British attitude.

Mr. Alexander replied that the matter 
was receiving his attention.

'The meeting closed at 6 p.m., arrange
ments being made for the next meeting of the 
Committee to be held at 4 p.m. Thursday, 1st 
August 1940.

D. C. ( Special Branch ).
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December 10 40.

J* Alexander, Esq., 
Office of the Press Attache« 
British Embassy, 
Shanghai• 

Sir,

Reference to rqy letter of December 4, 

1940, enclosing a copy of a Police report re 
the installation of radios, etc., resultant 

from further enquiries, it has been deemed 

inadvisable to install radios in the Sikh 

Gurdwaras.

Would you therefore please delete the 

* ords "or the Gurdwaras" from the concluding 

paragraph of the Police report dated 4-12-40.

Trusting that this has not caused 

inconvenience to any of your plans.

Yours faithfully.



December 4 40.

J. Alexander» Esq., 
Office of the Press Attache* 
British Embassy, 
Shanghai•

Sir*

Reference to your letter of November 27*

1940* regarding comment on the Indian Broadcast
from Station X.C.D.N. and watch on the Bulletin*

weekly editions* and that covering the week ending
X24-11-40, I enclose a copy of a Police report 

respecting Police enquiries from local Indians*

INOCMfc) BY 
(« • ) l»O«TRY

Yours faithfully*



December 4»1940

Letter from H.B.M. Embassy regarding pamphlets 
in Hindustani and broadcasts« 

______________

Comment on the copies of the bulletins 

covering the week ending November 24th, as well 

as the weekly edition is distinctly favourable« 

The Indians are reading the bulletins with increasing 

interest with the exception of the local agitators 

who, however, have little influence over the majority. 

Although many Indians still read the noon extra 

(German propaganda) the bulletins have done much to 

counteract the effects of this propaganda. There is a 

large demand for Hindustani pamphlets both in Gurmukhi 

and Urdu.

Regarding the radio commentaries ever Station 

XCDN comment is not so favourable. The majority of 

Indians are anxious to listen in but few possess radio 

sets»

The radios issued by H.B.M. Embassy are 

installed in private houses. It is the general opinion 

that radios should be installed in gathering places 

such as the Indian shops in Miller Road or the Gurdwaras«
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Enquiries by this office regarding the attached 

communication from H.B.M. Embassy have revealed the 

f ollowi ng :

Comment on the enclosed copies of the bulletins 

covering the week ending November 24th, as well as the 

weekly edition is distinctly favourable. The Indians 

are reading the bulletins with increasing interest with 

the exception of the local agitators who however have 

little influence over the majority. Although many 

Indians still read the noon extra (German propaganda), 

the bulletins have done much to counteract the effects 

of this propaganda. There is a large demand for 

Hindustani pamphlets both in Gurmukhi and Urdu.

Regarding the radio commentaries over Station 

XCDN, comment is not so favourable. The majority of 

Indians are anxious to listen in, but few possess radio 

sets. The radios issued by H.B.M. Embassy are installed 

in private houses. It is the general opinion that radios 

should be installed in gathering places such as the Indian 

shops in Killer Road or the Gurdwaras«

S. I*

I A. C. (Special Branch)»
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Enquiries by t-his office regarding the attached 

corcn.ur lout ion from H.B.K» Embassy have revealed the 

following s --

Comment or the oeleaed coi ice of the bulletin» 

covering the week ending Ncveinbei* 24th, ce well as the 

weekly edition ii distinctly favourable. The Indians 

pre reading the bulletins with increasing interest with 

ice ex».. ilcr; oi the locr<l agioutcri. who however have 

little influence over the majority. Although many 

Indians still reed the noon extra (German pro. ¡agandaj, 

the bulletins have done much to counteract the effects 

of this propaganda. There is a large demand for 

’Undue tn ni pamphlets both In Curmukhi and Urdu.

Regarding the rndio co.< -notaries over station 

.x.CT’h, ec- ent ia t > ■ urs’tle. The majority of

Indians »re anxious " listen in, but few possess; radio 
•»ts* a^*he radio., issued by H.S.1I. Embassy a.’e in.-tai led I

in ori ate houses. It ie the general opinion that I'adia



November 29,

J. Alexander, Esq.,
Office of the Press Attache, 

British Embassy,
Shanghai.

Sir,
I have to acknowledge receipt of 

your letter dated November 27, 1940, and in 
reply have to inform you that the matter is 
receiving attention.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

-Commissioner of Police.



HINDUSTAN

Gurmuhhi Edition.

One week commencing from I8th Nov. upto 24th Nov. 1940.

5 Bulletins

and

One weekly issue having the spacial artlcle^s-

4.
&5§

The effect ox the war on India.
The great; war and .nd.ia.
India's material help in the war.
Pride of india.
News of the week with a map.

1. If the whole material of the 6 Bulletins of the weelt 
were taken to be 60 units, the weekly issue contains 
54 units of material.



Urdu Edition.

One week comenolng from I8th Nov. and Upto 24th Nov 1940

5 Bulletins

i a

One weeklj issue containing «special artlcless-

X. The effect of War on India.
2. The great t9.y and India.
3. Indiana Staterial help in tho war.
44 Pride of India.
5. Nows of the week with a map.

I. If the whole material of « chai.*«».were to be taken ae 5C unit» *-u v week
54 units of material. * "** w®8ic^y issue aontaine
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